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Honorable James H. Schauer, Chairman
Subcommittee on Domestic and international
Scientific Planning, Analysis, and Cooperation
U.S. House of Representatives
Suite 2321, Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Scheuer:

Through landings under the Emergency School Aid Act. Los Nieto. School
District is embarking on its third year of intensive use of computer assisted
instruction to help our children achieve mastery of the Willie skills of read-
ing, language, and arithmetic.

With the inauguration of this program, a sixteen year decline of achievement
test scores was dramatically reversed. Even though most of our children
have been victims of intense racial isolation that has left many of them severe-
ly handicapped in the traditional teaching environment, the mean achievement
level is rapidly approaching the national norm,

With their success in the basic skills, the morals of the children and parents
has shown significant change. Absenteeism is down, vandalism is reduced.
hostility and violence are no longer a problem, and the high school reports
that children are experiencing new success as they begin higher cognitive
learning.

Los Nietos School District has found computer assisted instruction to be a
highly efficient and cost effective way to support the classroom teacher in to-
day's integrated school setting.

rtin C. C. M3atafe. Ed. D.
District Superintendent
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF CCMPUTERASSISrED INSTFOCTION

ON A PROGRAM DESIGNED TO AMELIORATE THE EFFECTS OF RACIAL

ISOLATION IN THE LOS NIETOS SCHOOL DISTRICT

Funded by the United States
Office of Education, DREW

These data are submitted as part of the testimony

presented to the house Committee on Domestic Applications

of Science and Technology, October 6, 1977.

Nelson D. Crandall, Ed.D.
Project Director

Martin C. Montarib, Ed.D.

District Superintendent
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"CAI: IT'S ROLE IN THE EDUCATION OF ETHNIC MINORITIES"
OF

Nelson D. Crandall, Ed.D.

About ten years ago, the federal government undertook a massive program to
wipe out poverty in America. The thrust of the program was towards those
ethnic minorities that comprised the bulk of the poor. Particular emphasis
VMS placed on the American of Mexican descent, the Black American and the
American Indian. Further references to minority groups in this paper shall
pertain only to these groups as that is where the data has been collected.

A central hypothesis of this program was that poverty is closely linked to
failure in school on the part of minority children. Nlassive amounts of
money have been poured into the educational institutions of the nation to
achieve this goal. In spite of the best efforts of our nation's educators
and the good intentions of the programs, these efforts have failed according
to the goals and objectives set by the program directors.

So massive was the failure that it has caused educators to engage in consi-
derable soul searching and ask 11,emselves, "Just what can the school accom-
plish? What is beyond the reach of the schools?"

In its comprehensive study, the Center for Educational Policy Research at
Harvard University reported, "There is no evidence that school reform can
substantially reduce the extent of cognitive inequality, as measured by tests
of verbal fluency, reading comprehension, or mathematical skill. Eliminating
qualitative differences between elementary schools :.ould reduce the range
of scores in sixth grade by less than three pelk,nt. Eliminating qualitative
differences between high schools would hardly reduce the range of twelfth-
grade scores at all and would reduce by only one percent the disparities in
the amount of education people eventually get."

One of its gloomy conclusions, "Cur research suggests that the character of
a school's output depends largely on a single input, the characteristics of
the entering child. Everything else - the school budget, its policies, the
characteristics of the teachers - is either secondary or completely irrele-
vant, at least so long as the range of variation among schools is as narrow
as it seems to be in America." (Jencks 1972.)

In the field of compensatory education, practitioners have been led by a
succession of Messiahs who showed them the way. Each time the promised re-

sults did not materialize, yet the practices have lingered for want of some-
thing better.

As a result, educators have become increasingly skeptical of programs claiming
success in raising achievement levels with children from a poverty background.
To the uninitiated, proposing that achievement levels may be raised in children
by having then sit in front of a computer terminal for fifteen minutes a day
seems ludicrous. But, the facts are in. Standardized test scores have soared
with children doing drill and practice on a daily basis using CAI. Those of

us in elementary education who witnessed this phenomenon asked ourselves,

1
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"lerf should CAI raise test scores when special reading teachers and teacher
aides don't appear to be able to accomplish this? Why do reading scores go
up when the child is taking arithmetic on CAI? Why do. the slowest pupils male

tg.t.Vficant jump in achievement when in other programs he continues to fall
behind?"

LOCUS OF CONTROL

The answers to these questions can be found when one examines children from
homes with a heritage of poverty in the light of a concept called Locus of
Control. This tern refers to how the child perceives himself controlled. The

tnternall controlled child perceives that he is in control of his own destiny,
that s achievements are usually comensurate with his efforts, and that he can
reach.mest goals that he sets for himself. The externally controlled child be-

lieves that his life is controlled by outside forces. He believes that what
to him is the result of destiny, fate, luck, chance, the interventionhappens

others, or acts of COI.

It is quickly evident that the child who perceives that there is no relation-
ship between his own efforts and his achievements is under a tremendous handi-
cap. Many of these children believe that there is no way they can help then-
selves succeed so they spend their time in trying to avoid failure. They do
this by avoiding themselves either physically or psychologically from most learn-
ing situations.

The internal child on the other hand, has learned to savor success. He spends

his time putting himself in situations where he can succeed and once again know

the pleasure that comes with success.

It appears that internality can be fostered by activities that can 1) allow the
child-to establish a cause-and-effect relationship with his own actions, and
2) relate these activities without the intervention-of a "powerful other"
(teacher, aide, parent).

Them is good evidence that reinforcement to learning activities is not effective
if the child:does not perceive a causal relationship between his own actions and
the feedback that occurs. Studies have shown that low achieving children and
often minority children perceive'themselves as not having much control over

their own fate. They perceive what happens to them as a result of who their

friends are, what color their-skin is, how much money their folks have, luck,
etc.

In constructing a social learning theory, J. B. Rotter (1966) stated: "When a

reinforcement is perceived by the subject as following some action of his own
but not being entirely contingent upon his action, then, in our culture, it is
typically perceived as the result of luck, chance, fate, as under the control
of powerful others, or as unpredictable because of the great complexity of the
forces surrounding him. When the event is interpreted in this way by an indivi-

dual, we have labled this a belief in external control. If the person perceives

that the event is contingent on his own relatively permanent characteristics,
we term this a belief in internal control".

2-
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114 (71110.man Rerm+ (id661 fnural that this belief in destiny was a maior deter-

minant in school achievement. They concluded that this pupil attitude rector
had a stronger relationship in achievement than all other school tactors toge-
ther.

=141;Assisted Instruction has shown convinc!ing evidence that it is an

e medium for building internal control in the child who believes that

his life is, controlled by external forces.

The Child in question typically has poor tolerance to delayed gratification.
He usually sees minimal relationship between his actions of today with success
or failure as represented by marks on a report card. The computer terminal,

with its one or two second response time, graphically shows the pupil immediate
feedback to his input. He knows he is in control and can readily see the cause

and effect relationship to his actions.

Vasquez (1974) sees the understanding of cause-effect relationship as essen-
tial to internal attribution of success or failure on the part of the child.
This understanding has not been developed adequately in the mind of the ex-
ternal individual because of negative social experiences within a culturally

biased classroom. The problem then is how to build understanding of cause-

and-effect in the externally controlled child.

Vasquez suggests four criteria by which to evaluate activities to accomplish

understanding of-the cause-effect relationship:

See that the cause has sufficient per to produce the

effect.

Students should comprehend that without the cause, the
action or result would not have occurred.

Other equally likely causes must not be present if we
are to identify a single cause.

The cause must precede the event in time.

When judged by the above criteria, Computer Assisted Instruction gets high marks.
Let us examine each of the above as compared with CAI.

3
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(A) Sufficient Power. It is difficult to conceive of any medium

that would have more power. Whenever the pupil indicates

he has finished his input to the computer, there is almost
instantaneous response that is solely related to the input.

Cause-effect relationship. On CAI, the child instantly
recognizes thP relationship of the output to his input.

(C) Other causes. The interaction between the child and the

terminal is direct,.without the intervening intermediary

of the teacher or others. The child must take full res-
ponsibility or credit for the response whatever it is..)

(D) Temporal relationship. The immediate feedback provided hY

the computer is unexcelled. The computer usually respond&
within one or two seconds to the pupil's input.

There is much research to be done to determine the extent that CAI modifies

the locus of control of the minority child. Emperical evidence suggests

that there is substantial change. Herd data Shows that there is highly
significant growth in reading and math as measured by standardized tests.
For example, Bone (1974) reported an average growth of 1.1 years growth

over an eight-month period in Chicago's inner city where the average growth

had been close to .4 years growth in math for the period covered. Similar

results have been reported from University of Akron, Stanford University,

and from Montgomery County, Maryland.

Speculation as to why Ccaputer Assisted Instruction gives evidence of

increased internality has included the following points:

(1) Immediate feedback.

(2) Lack of external variables to which a student might attribute

his success or failure.

(3)
The very specific directions that the computer gives the
learner, and the computer's low tolerance for deviation

from the directions.

(4) The one-to-one relationship between the learner and the

terminal.

(5) The programmed success that the pupil experiences on most

CAI courseware.

Instructional Logistics

Accompanying racial integration in schools, there has been an ever-

widening span of experiences, competencies, levels of achievement, and

ability. In order to effectively teach such diverse groups, teachers

1 0 c
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have been told to individualize their instruction.

Seldom has there been a harder working group of teachers than those
attempting teindividualize their classrooms in schools such as we
have described above. Despite these heroic efforts, they are unable
to meet the goals that they have set.for themselves despite special
materials, paraprofessional help, subject matter specialists and
parent volunteers. Teachers are being overwhelmed by the logistics

. of instructing such classes. Without special help, teachers are
destined to direct the bulk of their instruction towards the mean
achievement level of the'group. In the past, such instruction has been
satisfactory for homogeneous grouping. It is highly inadequate for a
school in the process cf racial integration as it results in pupil
frustration and parent dissatisfaction. Needless to say, the teacher
in such a setting is highly upset and can often be found in the
personnel office filling out a transfer request.

At first glance, it appears perfectly feasible to individualize these
subjects for thirty children. If we only did it with reading and
arithmetic it would appear that at most the teacher would have sixty
lessons in any one day. This is an illusion. Reading and arith-
metic are nothing but names that we have given to a large assortment
of complex skills. Should we break down these subjedts into a
minimal number of skill areas or "strands", we suddenly find that the
teacher has about twenty-five areas to prepare for; and instead of
a potential of sixty lessons, it has ballooned to seven hundred and
fifty.

What has become an impossible task for the teacher is duck soup for
the computer. Thousands of children throughout the nation are having
their drill and practice lesson plans prepared for them daily in
heterogeneously organized classrooms. The; :re highly' successful.
Teachers and parents are pleased at the re,v1ts that are evident from
the child's academic achievement and social adjustment.

Over a thousand terminals are now operating in classrooms of Los
Angeles County alone.

In the Los Nietos School District, CAI is being implemented in five
schools, grades four through eight. Teachers have remarked on the
enthusiasm of the children towards the terminals and the change in
attitudes that have accompanied the implementation of the program.

5
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Teachers have reported that pupils who have been the most difficult to handle

appear to be particularly attracted to the medium of CAI.

Evaluation of an innovation such as this is. especially difficult to measure

because of the number of uncontrolled vailables involved. The following evi-

dence has been observed and appears to have a relationship with CAI.

Scores on standardized test are sharply up.

Truancy and tardiness are down.

Children make intensive use of the computer
terminals before and after school.

Vandalism of the school plants is down.

It appears that CAI is a valuable medium of instructior in school districts that

are in the process of desegregation. One of the major obstacles has been the

achievement of those children suffering the effects of racial isolation is often

significantly lower than those children in the majority group. As CAI effective-

ly brings up the achievement level of the lower quartile pupils, there is a

reduction in the frustration level, the self-confidence of the pupil improves,

and the general emotional climate of the institution is improved.

6
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LOS NIETOS EDUCATION CENTER
COMPUTER CENTER

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAI AND ACHIEVEMENT

All districts are cautious about claiming earned gains on standardized

tests being attributable to certain programs. Los Nietos is no ex-

-ceptian. HOWever, the scores on the following pages do show-highly
significant gains made during a period when the only identifiable

variable was the introduction of CAI. The district gains confidence

in attributing these gains to CAI in that similar results have been

found Chicago, Montgomery County Maryland, Kansas City and the

IDS Angeles County program.

ACADEMIC GROWN

The growth that children made in math and reading as measured by

standardized tests has been dramatic and graphic. The tests were
administered by the classroom teachers over a four year span beginning

in October, 1974. The instrument used was the California Achievement

Test of Basic Skills. The children marked their answers on "mark

sense" data processing answer sheets. These were processed and tabu-

lated by the Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools Office.

The accompanying graphs and charts will atte to the significant

growth that the children have made in the bAsic skills of reading and

math. It can also be pointed out that these results were obtained while

the percentage of minority population was growing. At the present time

the school population is about eighty percent minority, principally

Spanish surname.

7
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I I. DESCRIPTION
OF PROM:ULM
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A REPORT OF AN ELEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEM SUPPORTED WITH COMPUTER-ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION IN DRILL AND PRACTICE IN THE

BASIC SKILLS

The Los Nietos School District in Los Angeles County has the distinction

of being the first school in the United States that has had their basic skills

program supported through intensive use of computers.

This publication fulfills the obligation incurred upon receiving a grant

under the Emergency School Aid Act; that of dissemination of successful prac-

tices for relieving ethnic segregation, and ameliorating the effects of racial

isolation.

History of the Project

The Los Nietos ESAA Basic Program was the first program of computer

assisted instructional program funded under Public Law 92-318, The Emergency

School Aid Act. Approved for the school year 1974-75, the project became

operational with the installation of an IBM 370 115 computer dedicated to

computer assisted instruction, on January 5, 1975. The system initially

supported seventeen 2741 typewriter-style terminals. Before the end of the

year this number was increased to twenty-four. The system ran on Coursewriter

III, an IBM instructional language, and supported the following courseware:

Arithmetic Proficiency Training Program (Cr. 2 - 9)

Elementary Reading Skills, CCC (Gr. 3 - 6)

WRITE, Poughkeepsie Schools, (Gr. 4 - 9)

Although the early results were excellent, the system was plagued by slow

response time and softwa7 e problems. The necessity to maintain our own soft-

ware plus the inability F the system to support an adequate number of terminals

resulted in the termination of the IBM lease in October, 1976 and a conversion

to equipment and programs leased from the Computer CUrriculum Corporation, Palo

Alto.

We started the year with two CCC A16 computers supporting 32 CRT-type

terminals running the following courseware:

8
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Cont'd

Elementary Reading Skills (Gr. 3 - 6)

Elementary Arithmetic (Gr. 1 - 7)

Elementary Language Arts (Gr. 3 - 6)

In the evening hours, the system was used with adult reading, math, and

language skills. This was administered under adult education programs.

HOW CAI IS USED TO SUPPORT TEACHERS IN DRILL AND PRACTICE

For the purpose of this subject, let us assume that we accept the following

paradigm as the one being used to teach the basic skills:

Step 1. Teachers introduce concepts to children on the basis

of their readiness for that particular concept and

in a sequence that involves certain prerequisite skills.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Upon the child achieving basic comprehension of a concept,

the child is given drill and practice to achieve greater

understanding and to gain master) of the concept.

Achieving mastery of the skill, the child is given

contrived applications, direct purposeful applications,

or utility of the skill to master more complex concepts.

Step 1. Traditionally we think of the teacher explaining the concept

(such as contractions in grammar or division in math) with the aid of the black-

board, visuals, or printed matter.

Step 2. The dominant teaching aid for achieving mastery has been the

liquid spirit duplicating machine. Teachers pass out exercises for the children

to do that are hopefully at their level of achievement. Other aids have been

workbooks, teacher made materials, games, and exercises taken from textbooks.

9
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Cant'd

Step 3. The application level can be found in dramatic playof social

studies, thought problems from math books, and contrived experiences in the

classroom.

Computer Assisted Instruction takes over the function outlined in "Step 2".

Computers are uniquely qualified to achieve the aims of drill and practice

because they can store and recall vast amounts of information. The programs

of Computer Curriculum Corporation, the most widely used software, tract the

child in twenty-eight different skill strands simultaneously. When the child

achieves ninty percent correct in any one strand, the program advances him.

When the child achieves less than eighty percent correct, the pupil is given

less demanding work. Thus in a class of thirty pupils, 840 skill strands are

being tracked at the same time.

to
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IT STARTS IN AE CLASSROOM The teacher introduces the concept. No

computer can COW close to the interaction that is necessary for that
type of interaction needed for this type of +2?..hing. Other media

is usually employed to facilitate communica" this point such as

the blackboard, pictures, exhibits, etc.

The children become aware of the concept, gaining the basic knowledge
involved, and then move to the level of comprehension.

Gaining comprehension, the children are then ready to begin the pro-

-cess of achieving mastery. Traditionally this is done in the class-

room with ditto material, workbooks or copying exercises out of the

textbooks.

This has always been a dIfiizult area to individualize work for the

child. In a fully integrated heterogenious classroom it becomes a

logistical nightmare. Few teachers have the skills, the time, and
the commitment to completely individualise in a diagnostic-prescrip-
tive setting.

Where the teacher is highly skilled in communicating and perceiving
feedback, the computer is highly skilled at remembering an infinite
amount of data, storing this information, and recovering it quickly

and accurately.

_Z1
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THE COMPUTER DOES ITS PART Working at grade
by the teacher, the pupils do drills and prat
that they comprehend from their classroom woi
tracked in as many as twenty-eight skills sti

simultaneously.

This medium appears to have considerable chat
Some of their comments:

"The terminal does what I tell it to do

"I know that I did the work myself."

The computer never bawls me out."

"I get good scores on CAI."

"It's fun."

"Nobody but me knows what I am doing."

"I learn real good on the computer."

"You know that you do it."

"I like to beat the computer."

115
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1 children's actions raonforca their words. The terminals are

iy during lunch time, before school, efts* school and during

ation periods.

ants of primary children often bring their children in after

pair hours and sit with then at the terminals.

/3



Lt-0:14iP FilJu:J addit:on co te...,s+. of children

at work witn the terp!Hal..,, the tedchu :1q.ardte printed re-

ports on rew)rts shLw 11-x is working

in any of the subje,:-. areas, exprecscd eLl, e. g.

Literal Comprehension 3.7.

The teacher may then refer to the tedOtr., .1.1e for that parti-

cular subject and see what concepts !.!.e child will need to under-

stand to proceed further. If a teacher notices that a child is

not progressing in a particular strand, this is a clue that the

pupil lacks real cor.prehen,.ion of the concept.

Class reports a,e useful in grouping children for small group

learning centers 11 meet co:.:mon needs. Individual reports are

often used tc counsel the pupil and in parent conferences.

14
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APPLICATION After the teacher has received evidence from the
computer printouts that the child has achi .'ed mastery of a

given skill, it is incumbent on him to projects that
permit the child to utilize 'these newly mastered skills so

that they have meaning and value.

Newly mastered ski'ls are also utilized as component parts

for more highly organized skills that are in reality syntheses

of s-ibordinate skills. For example, evidence that the child
has mastered vertical subtraction and horizontal multiplication
indicates to the teacher that the child has the necessary skills

to master division and can begin introduction of this concept.

The rete)ion of any skill mastered is dependent upon review
and application; use it or lose it.
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WHY CAI IS SUCCESSFUL

Locus of Control

Educators scanning test results of children working with CAI for the first

time are struck with an anomoly. They see children who have scored in the

lowest quartile suddenly spurt forward. Two or three years growth in one year

is the rule for these children rather than the exception.

This is against our past experience and leads us to ask why should they

suddenly surge ahead when traditionally they }sue fallen further behind each

year?

The answers to these questions can be found when one examines children from

homes with a heritage of poverty in the light of a concept called Locus of Control.

This term refers to how the child perceives himself controlled. The internally

controlled child perceives that he is in control of his, own destiny, that his

achievements are usually commensurate with his effotts, and that he can reach

most goals that he sets for himself. The externally. controlled child believes

that his life is controlled by outside forces. He believes that what happens to

him is the result of destiny, fate, luck, chance, the intervention of powerful

others, or acts of God.

It is quickly evident that the child who perceives that there is rio relation-

ship between his own efforts and his achievements is under a tremendous handicap.

Many of these children believe that there is no way they can help themselves

succeed so they spend their time in trying to avoid failure, thus, removing them-

selves either physically or psychologically iron most learning situations.

The internal child, on the other hand, has learned to savor success. He

spends his time putting himself in situations where he can succeed and once again

know the pleasure that comes with success.

It appears that internality can be fostered by activities that can 1) allow

the child to establish a cause-and-effect relationship
with his own actions, and

2) relate these activities without the intervention of a "powerful other" (teacher,

1 1 S
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aide, pervoi,.

There gaod evidence that reinforcement to learning activities is not

effective if the child de.es not perceive a causal relationship between his own

Ictions and the feedback that occurs. Studies have shown that low achieving

children and often mine,:ity children perceive themselves as not having much

control over their 0471 fare. 11.0, perceive what happens to then as a result

of who their friend:. are, .!iitt colo. their skin is, how much money their folks

have, luck, etc.

In construct:i.nr; a scial le_rn!ng :neory, J. B. Rotter (1966) stated:

"When A reintorcemic, is per, .,ived by ine subject as following some action of

his own, but not L.g ntir,P: contingent upon his action, then, in our culture,

it is typically perceive' :' esulz of luck, chance, fate, as under the

control of powerful other=, or ;s :edictabl because of the great complexity

of the forces sarrox, i;,g .,hen the event is interpreted in this way by an

individual, we have labeled this a belief in external control. If the person

perceives that the event is contingent on his own relatively permanent charac-

teristics, we term this a belief in internal control".

The Coleman Report (1966) found that this belief in destiny was a major

determinant in school achievement. They concluded that this pupil attitude

factor had a stronger relationship in achievement than all other school factors

together.

Computer Assisted Instruction has shown convincing evidence that it is an

effective medium for building internal control in the child who believes that

his life is controlled by external forces.

The child in question typically has poor tolerance to delayed gratificatiln.

He usually sees minima) relationship between his actions of today with success

or failure as represented by marks on a report card. The computer terminal,

with its one or tWo second ro,.ponse time, graphically shows the pupil immediate

feedback to his input. He knows he is in control and can readily see the cue

and effect relationship to his actions.

/7
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Vasquez (1974) sees the understanding of cause-effect relationship as essential

to internal attribution of success or failure on the part of the child. This

understanding has not been developed adequately in the mind of the mxternal in-

dividual because of negative social experiences within a culturally biased

classroom. The problem than is how to build understanding of cause -and- effect

in the externally controlled child.

Vasquez suggests four criteria WrItIthle erfaluate activities to accom-

plish understanding of the cause-effect relationship:

1) See that the cause has sufficient power to produce the efftct.

.2) Students should comprehend that without the cause, the action

or result would not ham! occurred.

3) Other equally likely causes must not be presew if we are to

identify a single cause.

4) The cause must precede the event in time.

When judged by the above criteria, Computer Assisted Instruction gets high

marks. Let us examine each of the above as coml:al.ed with CAI.

A) Sufficient Power. It is difficult to conceive of any medium that would

have more power. Whenever the pupil indicates he has finished his input

to the computer, there is almost instantaneous response that is solely

related to the input.

B) Cause-effect relationahip. Cn CAI, the child instantly recognizes the re-

lationship of the output to his input.

C) Other causes. The interaction between the child and the terminal is direct,

without the intervening intermediary of the teacher or others. The child

must take full responsibility or credit for the response whatever it is.

D) Temporal relationship. The immediate feedback provided by the computer

is unexcelled. The computer usually responds within one or two seconds

to the pupil's input.

18
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There is much research to be done to det.fneine the extent that CAI modifies

the locus of control of the minority child. Emperical evidence suggests that

there is substantial change. Hard data shows that there is highly significant

growth in reading and math as measured by standardized tests. For exam7.1e,

Bone (1974) reported an average growth of 1.1 years growth over an eight-minth

neriod in Chicago's inner city where the average growth had been close to .4

years growth in math for the period covered. Similar results have been reported

from University of Akron, Stanford University, and from Montgomery County, Maryland.

Speculation as to why Computer Assisted Instruction given evidence of in-

creased internality has included the following points:

1) Immediate feedback

2) Lack of external variables to which a student might

attribute his success or failure

3) The very specific directions that the computer gives the

learner, the computer's lOw tolerance for deviation from

the directions

4) The ore -to -one relationship bet ,..= the learner and the

terminal

5) The programmed success that the pupil experiences on most

CAI courseware.

Instructional Logistics

Accompanying racial integration in schools, there has been an everwidening

span of experiences, competencies, levels of achieVement, and ability. In order

to effectively teach such diverse groups, teachers have been told to individualize

their instruction.

Seldom has there been a harder working group of teachers than those attempt-

ing to individualize their classrooms in schools such as we have described above.

Despite these heroic efforts, they are unable to meet the goals that they have

set for themselves despite special materials, paraprofessional help, subject

13
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matter specialists and parent volunteers. Teachers are being overwhelmed by the

logistics of instructing such classes. Without special help, teachers are des-

tined to direct the bulk of their instruction towards the mean achievement level

of the group. In the past, such instruction has been satisfactory for homogeneous

grouping. It is highly inadequate for a school in the process of racial inte-

gration as it results in pupil frustration and parent dissatisfaction. Needless

to say, the taachar Lu buch a setting is highly upset and can often be found

in the personnel office filling out a transfer request.

At first glance, it appears perfectly feasible to individualize these subjects

for thirty children. If we only did it with reading and arithmetic it would

appear that at most the teacher would have sixty lessons in any one day. This is

an illusion. Reading and arithmetic are nothing but names that we have given to

a large assortment of complex skills. Should we break down these subjects into

a minimal number of skill areas or "strands", we suddenly find that the teacher

has about twenty-five areas to prepare for; and instead of a potential of sixty

lessons, it has ballooned to seven hundred and fifty.

What has become an impossible task for the teacher is duck soup for the

computer. T ousands of children throughout the nation are hiving their drill and

practiCe lesson plans prepared for them daily in heterogeneously organized class-

rooms. They are highly successful. Teachers and parents are pleased at the re-

sults that are evident from the child's academic achievement and social adjustment.

Over a thousand terminals are now operating in classrooms of Los Angeles

.County alone.

In the Los Nietos School District, CAI is being implemented in five schools,
. .

'grades four through eight. Teachers have remarked on the enthusiasm of the children

towards the terminals and the change in attitudes that have accompanied the imple-

mentation of the program:

Teachers have reported that pupils whq have been the most difficult to handle

appear to be particularly attracted to the medium of CAI.

20
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Evaluation of an innovation such as this is especially difficult to measure

because of the number of uncontrolled variables involved. The following evidence

has been observed and appears to have a relationship with CAI.

Scores on standardized test are.sharply up.

Truancy and tardiness are down.

Children make intensive use of the computer

terminals before and after school.

Vandalism of the school plants is down.

It appears that CAI is a valuable medium of instruction in school districts

that are in the process of desegregation. One of the major obstacles has been

.the achievement of those children suffering the affects of racial isolation is

often significantly lower than those children in the majority group. As CAI

effectively brings up the achievement level of the lower quartile pupils, there

is a reduction in the frustration level, the self-confidence of the pupil

improves, and the general emotional climate of the institution is improved.

2.1
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III. MECOMIVIENDATIONS
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TVE CCMUTTEE

As the emergence of electronic data processing
has been very rapid, there is almost a vacuum
of expertise in CAI and CMI in the teacher's
colleges of the nation. Incentives are needed
for professors of educational technology to
became current in theory and practice of this
field.

2) That federal aid to education through the
various categorical fundings be.diverted from
less successful approaches into CAI.

3) That programs be initiated to change large
population groups from an orientation of "ex-
ternal control" to a posture where they see
themselves realistically; and to aid them in
becoming self-actualizing individuals. Such
groups, presently gripped in poverty and de-
pendery, could then become contributing
members of our society. Welfare roles,
disease, crime, and poor personal performance
Could significantly be changed f'Dr the better
with relatively modest cost.-
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NARRATIVE SUWARY
OF

LONGITUDINAL AND CROSS SECNCNAL DATA

The longitudinal data show quite convincingly that students in
the Los Nietos School District have made significant achieve-
ment gains over the past four years.

Students in the Fourth, Fifth and Sixth grades whose average
achievement was between the 04%ile to 17%ile in Math four years
ago are now achieving approximately 30%ile points higher. Similar,
though not so dramatic gains have been achieved in Reading.
Fourth, Fifth and Sixth grade students have risen from the 15%ile
to the 38%ile (See figures 27 to 36 .)

Another way of studying the longitudinal data is to look at the
differences in-achievement levels for a selected grade level over
a period of years. This is generally referred to as cross-sectional
data. For example, over the past three years, the math achievement
of graduating 8th graders has risen from the Mile to the 47 %ile.
Significant gains have also occurred in the fourth through seventh
grades. Again, similar yet less dramatic results have been achieved
in reading. Reading achievement has risen from the Mile to the
40%ile for'graduating 8th graders over the pa three years.
(See figures 37 to 48 .)

This year, an attempt is being made to implement a comprehensive
evaluation project. This will lead to more specific statistical
information regarding the extent to which CAI (and other programs)
have contributed to the marked successes of students in the Los
Nietos School District.

2 1-
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LOS NIETOS SCHOOL DISTRICT

LONGITUDINAL TFST DATA

CALIFORNIA TEST OF BASIC SKILLS (CTB21

TOTAL READING MEAN PERCENTILE SCORES

8th Grade Class

8th Grade Class

8th Grade Class

7th Grade Class

6th Grade Class

1974-75

1975-76

1976.77

1976-77

1976.77

October 103 1Ai1p

October 1973 171ile

October 1973 15 %ile

October 1973

October 1974 16tile

M4y 1975 - Mile

May 1976 - 371ile

May 1977 - 40 %ile

May ) 977 - 361ile

May 1977 - rine

TOTAL MAE MEAD PENILE SCORES

8th Grade Class

8th Grade Class

8th Grade Class

7th Grade Class

6th Grade Class

1974.75

1975-76

1976.77

1976-77

1976.77

October 1973 - 111ile

October 1973 - 151ile

October 1973 - 091ile

October 1973 - 041ile

October 1974 16111e

131

May 1975 35 %ile

May 1976 421i1e

May 1977 47 %ile

May 1977 -

Oct.1977 39 %ile
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SPRING OF .YEAA

Grade trl

Equivalents

Lo nglludInal Group
Vocal

LOS

READING

Comp G;Ei

NIETOS

% li Mich

SWOOL

LANGUAGE

Nail

DISTRICT

1 T
Sod I Total

MATHEMATICS

Campo! .Concepts
,

I
Appl

tit.Ei
%

BATTERL

1st DNA 1974

2nd Grade 1915

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA !,

11

NA

,

NA

1

!IA

NA

'1A

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3rd Grade 1918 3,1 3.1 3.3 38 ; 2.9 3,1 2.9 2.9 3.5 3.0 3.1 3.4 38 3.1

4th Grade 1977 3.9 3.8 3.8 32 4,0 3.9 3.4 3.7 4,5 4.0 4.0 3.8 33 3.9

2nd Grade 1974 NA NA 1.6 NA NA NA 19 NA NA NA 1.9 1,8

3rd Grade 1975 . NA NA 2.9 29 NA NA NA 2.5 NA NA NA 2.8 23 2.3

4th Grade 1978 4,0 3.9 3.0 32 4.2 3.9 3 8 4.0 4.6 4.0 3.9 3.9 34 4.1

5111Grade 1977 4.9 4.8 5.0 37 5.2 4,9 4.8 4,9 5,2 5.0 5.1 5.3 40 5.0

3rd Grade 1974 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

4th Grade 1975 3.9 4.0 . 3.6 29 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.9 4,5 4.1 4.2 4.0 36 4.0

5th Grade 1978 4.8 4.7 5.0 37 4.7 4.9 4.8 4,8 , 5.4 4.8 5.0 5.3 40 4,9

61h Grade 1077 5,6 5.6 5,7 37 7 0 6.2 5.4 5.8 6,4 8.0 8,0 5.9 39 `,.9

4th Grade 1974 NA NA 3.0 NA NA NA 3.2 NA NA NA 3.4 3,1

5th Grade 1975 4,7 4.9 4,5 31 5.0 4,8 4.6 4.7 t 5.4 5,2 5.0 5.1 36 4.13

8th Grade 1976 5.7 5.7 4.1 38 5.5 6.2 5.3 5.5 6.4 6.0 6.1 5.9 39 5.8

7th Grade 1977 6.4 5.8 8.3 38 6.5 5.9 5.9 5.9 1,1 8.8 7.0 7.4 47 6.6

5th Grade 1974 NA NA 3.5 NA NA NA 3.2 NA NA NA 3.4 3,4

6th Grade 1975 5,6 5.7 5.2 32 6.0 5.7 5.7 5.7 8.1 5.9 5,8 5,8 39 5.7

7th Grade .1976 f , 8.6 6,3 6.8 41 8.5 6.1 6.5 6.1 7.0 6.4 6.7 6.7 41 6.6

81h Grade 1977 7.8 8.0 7.8 40 7.6 7.5 7.5 7,5 8.5 8.1 7,9 8.4 47 7,9
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Mr. SWANSON. .1 would like to give others a chance to ask some
questions.

Mr. GALLAGHER. IS it possible that the machines have more of a
heart than the leacherp,?

Mr. CRANDALL. Well, they are just as nice -to kids at 3 in the
afternoon as they are at 9 in the morning.

Mr. GALLAGHER. In your earlier remarks I had a certain skepticism,
but after listening to testimony from the Brooklyn No. 18 School
District and the achievements they have made between 1974 and 1976,
it is quite remarkable.

The testimony today of reversing a 16-year trend not only is laud-
able but almost miraculous. I am interested too in not just a product,
a direct product, but as you mentioned, the byproduct of some of
this. It is like an assertiveness training program, making the student
less dependent on the teacher and more dependent on himself.

I do have one observation in this byproduct area where you men-
tion, for example, reduction in vandalism and absenteeism, et cetera.
These are heavy claims to place upon an educational computer system,
perhaps more heavy than it can bear. It is doing a wonderful job on
the direct line now and what I'm raising here is could it be possible
that there are other factors involved here that could be shown to be
contributing to the alleviation of some of the social problems, the
cutdon in vandalism and so forth. For example what about the
teacher-pupil relationship, the police relationship, the fact that chil-
dren might have jobs today, especially the teenagers may have a job
and they have money in their pocket and they may be less apt to
be violent? What about schools that don't have this system? Has..
their vandalism also decreased?

Mr. CRANDALL. The schools surrounding us that have similar
population groups have shown increases in vandalism, fires within
buildings, increase in grafitti on the walls, and generally, the type of
deterioration we have noticed.

I really get quite a hit of confidence for our claims from the experi-
ences of Newark, N.J., which has a limited CAI program. Within
those schools'in Newark which have used CAI, they have had similar
experience. Also, within the Chicago public schools they have experi-
enced the same thing.

Now, it is very, very difficult to say this is a cause-and-effect rela-
tionship.4 can't prove that; no. But that was the only new variable
we had introduced within that period'of time.

Mr. GALLAGHER. The evidence seems to be heavily circumstantial.
Mr. CRANDALL. Yes.
Mr. MoNTANO. The point is very well taken and we have been

wrestling with exactly what you have said. However, we have not
been able to collect any data that would actually point in that direc-
tion other than that these are side effects that have happened. In
fact, some of this we were not even afire of. We were basically
concerned with the achievements of the students. These are the
things that have happened.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Would this have an effect on the teachers and
would they begin to try to find out what it is that they themselves
perhaps have lacked so that they could give to the students more of
this self-starting?
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Mr. CRANDALL. I think we are just on the threshold on this in that
.we have known about locus of control for some time, but no one has
come up with a way of building internality. I would say that we cer-
tainly didn't have this in mind when we started the program. To us,
it has been a very valuable byproduct, but I think we have a long
way yet to go for the teachers to incorporate certain classroom activ-
\ities and attitudes within the youngsters that would reinforce the
feeling they get from working on the terminals.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Thank you.
_ 'Mr. BELIENSON. Are there further questions?

If not, I want to thank Dr. Crandall and Dr. Montano for their
excellent testimony this morning. I am sure more of the members
wish they could have heard it. We hope we can be in further contact
with you on this subject.

Mr. CRANDALL. We certainly appreciate the oppOrtunity to tell
about a successful program that is being funded from this city.

Mr. BELIENSON. Our next witness will be Mr. William C. Norris,
who is chairnian of the board arid chief executive officer of Control
Data Corp. .

Mr. Norris, would you and any of your colleagues which you wish
to bring up come forward at this point. You may proceed with your
stateme t, and without objection, the full text of your prepared11,

statement will lw included in the record. You may present it in any
fashion y u wish.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Norris follows:)
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THE FUTURE OF PLATO

COMPUTER BASED EDUCATION

Statement of
William C. Norris

Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
Control Data Corporation

at a hearing of
The House Science & Technology Subcommittee

on Domestic & International
Scientific Planning, Analysis & Cooperation

'Room 2325
Rayburn House Office Building
10:00 a.m. October 6, 1977

Washington, D.C.
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PLATO CBE PRESENTATION

FOR HEARING BY

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

IT IS A PLEASURE FOR ME TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS HEARING. AS

GENERAL BACKGROUND FOR MY PRESENTATION, IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT

ONE OF THIS NATI3N'S AND THE WORLD'S MOST URGENT NEEDS IS BETTER

EDUCATION. WHEN ONE CONSIDERS THAT THREE-QUARTERS OF A BILLION

PEOPLE IN THE WORLD ARE ILLITERATE AND THAT ILLITERACY IS RISING,

IT MIGHT BE THE NUMBER ONE NEED.

CONTROL DATA'S TOP STRATEGIC PRIORITY IS TO APPLY COMPUTER

TECHNOLOGY TO HELP ACHIEVE QUALITY, EQUALITY AND PRODUCTIVITY

IMPROVEMENTS IN EDUCATION. IT HAS THE LARGEST SINGLE, COMMITMENT

OF DEVELOPMENTAL RESOURCES IN OUR COMPANY TODAY. AND THAT'S HOW

IT SHOULD BE. IT IS OUR CONVICTION THAT IF SOCIETY'S MAJOR PROBLEMS
7

ARE GIVES PRIORITY, IN THE LONG RUN THEY WILL PROVIDE THE BEST

OPPORTUNITIES FOR BUSINESS.

IT HAS BECOME OBVIOUS THAT THE SUCCESSFUL APPLICATION OF

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION WILL ONLY BE PCH/EVED THROUGH

WIDESPREAD COOPERATION AMONG BUSINESS, OUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

AND GOVERNMENT. THESE HEARINGS, THZR:EFRE, ARE TIMELY AND

SIGNIFICANT IN FURTHERING TiLvr PROCESS AND YOUR INITIATIVE IS

TO BE APPLAUDED.

PLATO

CONTROL DATA'S ANSWER FOR IMPROVING EnUCATION IS PLATO
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COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION. CONTROL DATA PLATO PROVIDES BOTH

COMPUTER-ASSISTED AND COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION, INTEGRATED

WITH CONVENTIONAL AND MULTI -MEDIA LEARNNG ACTIVITIES.

THE SALIENT FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES OF CONTROL DATA PLATO

MAY BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS:

IT PERMITS DIRECT, CREATIVE AND RESPONSIVE DIALOGUE, ON

A ONE-ON-ONE BASIS BETWEEN THE INSTRUCTOR AND THE STUDENT, OR

ON A ONE-ON-MANY BASIS, NOT UNLIKE THE ORIGINAL PLATO'S OLIVE

GROVE ACADEMY.

BECAUSE THE SYSTEM CAN ACCEPT, REACT TO, RESPOND TO AND

TEST THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT INPUT JUST AS IT COMES FROM THE

STUDENT, PLATO IS UNIQUELY POWERFUL IN TEACHING PROBLEM ANALYSIS.

AT THE SAME TIME THE SYSTEM IS ABSOLUTELY TIMELESS IN A

TESTING AND DRILL AND PRACTICE MODE. IT CAN AND DOES EXERCISE

STUDENTS FROM KINDERGARTEN. TO PhD LEVEL.

THE UNIQUE CAPABILITIES OF THE SOFTWARE PERMIT A PERSON

WITH EDUCATIONAL EXPERTISE BUT NO EXPERIENCE AS A COMPUTER

PROGRAMMER TO AUTHOR COURSES ON PLATO WITH VERY MODEST ADDITIONAL

TRAINING.

THE 16" SQUARE SCREEN HANDLES VERY HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS
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AND PERMITS SIMULATION OF MOST COMPLEX MODELS AS DIVERSE AS

A CHEMISTRY LABORATORY AND THE COCKPIT OF A JET AIRCRAFT.

THE SYSTEM IS PROFOUND, PATIENT, PORTABLE, LASTING,

DEPENDABLE, WORKS TWENTY-FOUR HOURS A DAY, SEVEN DAYS A WEEK,

COSTS LESS AND LESS WITH EACH DESIGN IMPROVEMENT, AND CAN BE

CONSISTENTLY EXCELLENT.

PLATO EDUCATION IS DELIVERED IN A NUMBER OF WAYS. ONE

METHOD IS THROUGH LEARNING CENTERS. CONTROL DATA HAS IN

OPERATION ACROSS THE COUNTRY FORTY-EIGHT LEARNING 'ENTERS WHERE

PLATO CBE COURSES ARE OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. MORE CENTERS

ARE IN THE OFFING.

A SECOND DELIVERY METHOD IS THROUGH THE SALE OR LEASE OF

TERMINALS INSTALLED ON USERS'-PREMISES BUT CONNECTED TO THE

VARIOUS PLAID SYSTEMS IN OPERATION TODAY. ABOUT SEVENTEEN

HUNDRED PLATO TERMINALS ARE NOW IN USE.

A THIRD METHOD OF 'DELIVERY IS THROUGH THE SALE OR LEASE

OF A COMP,LETE PLATO CONPUT7R SYSTEM.

SUPPLEMENTARY TO THESE METHODS ARE THE CONTROL DATA CBE

LEARNING VANS AND CBE PORTA-CENTERS, THROUGH WHICH TRAINING

CAN BE QUICKLY ARRANGED AND DELIVERED IN VIRTUALLY ANY LOCATION.

13-011'..! 11 - 7$1 - 11
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ARK.:CATIONS

:N ORDER TO PRCV:DE THE MCST MEAN:N,;FUL

THE POTENTIAL OF PLATO, : WILL DES:R:RE ER:EFLY SCOE

USES AND SOME OF THE PR,::RAM.I; THAT APE E.E.:J; F-Ar, LP

IN Ali EARLY STAGE OF :MFLEMENTATION.

EMPLOYEE TRAINI::: :NDUSTRY lE H:GHLY SI:CESSFUL USE

OF PLATO FOR EMPEE TRAIN:NG. COURSES ARE NOW A':A:LA5LE :N

BASIC MANAGEMENT TRA:NING AC.I:12UNT:NG, ESC:NOM:CS, E',I.IIIFMENT

OPERA:1.0N AGO MA:NTENANCE, POWER PLAN: ,ERAT:ON,

FUNDAMENTAL::, COME PRO AM::.; AN:. MANY 6:HER ARE,'.). MOST

ARE INSTRUCTOR-FREE.

:HE REQI::REMENTS OF :MAL:. Ii1:S:NEIIS APE :ETT:NG PAPT:ULAR

:0o. SMALL :.iIJ.:NES'iES THAN RIG iJSINESSES

OR F.M?:.r-JYEE TRAIN:NG, YET THEE NEEI E:F.,:AL:LE THE MARNS

F.JF ERROR ARE :FJ7 A. ;REAT AN:; M',ST HE MORE EFF:CEENT

TO HELP OFFSET THE LACK ERECYFO F:Y LARGE

COMPET:TORS. EMPLrPEE TRA:N:NG IN TH:I TRADIT:'INAL MA::NER :S

PROHTB:T:':E iN RA::(

PUT TODAY A SMALL RUSINESS .OAR AFKK) TO HA'.'E JUST AS HIGH

A L:EVEL AN5 ORAL: 0V OF TRA:NING AS :.ARGE -- THROUGH

PLATO.

lGf
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CONTROL DATA'S INTERNAL TRAINING RECORDS SHOW THAT T.iE

COST TO CONTROL DATA TO PROVIDE EMPLOYEE TRAINING VIA. CBE :S

LESS THAN FIFTY PERCENT OF THE COST OF TRADITIONAL METHODS.

MAJOR DIFFE1ENCES INCLUDE GREAT SAVIN.I7 IN TIME AND TRAVEL

EXPENSE. THERE IS ALSO THE ADVANTAGE ,F I.c.TANT AND SIMULTANEOUS

AVAILABILITY OF A GIVEN COURSE AND ITS RFiP,IONS TO ALL EMPLOYEES

,JORLDWIDE AS OPPOSED TO THE LENGTHY AND EX71.:;S:VE PROCESS OF

REACHING A LARGE AND DISPERSED POPULATION 'W1 7'i TRADITIONAL

SEMINARS IN GROUPS OF 20-25 STUDENTS.

SPECIAL EDUCATION: ANOTHER IMPORTANT USE IS IN REMEDIAL

EDUCATION IN TEACHING BASIC SKILLS. AS YOU ARE WELL AWARE,

SPECIAL EDUCATION TODAY IS COSTLY AS WELL AS TERRIBLY FRUSTRATING

AND TIME-CONSUMING FOR TEACHERS. THE INDIVIDUAL TESTNO,

PRESCRIBING, FEEDBACK, RECORD-K5EPING AND ANALYZING -- ALL

DONE MANUALLY -- REQUIRE TOO MUCH TIME, EFFORT AND PATIENCE

TU BE DONE EFFECTIVELY. PLATO, HOWEVER, HAS INFINITE PATIENCE,

IT IS PRIVATE AND DOESN'T NEGLECT ANY CHORES IN FAVOR OF SOME-

THING MOPE INTERESTING, AND IT PERFORMS THEM MORE ECONOMICALLY.

THE INITIAL ENTRY POINT SELECTEE. FOR THIS MARKET IS

CORRECTIONS INSTITUTIONS. SE: INSTITUTIONS IN THREE STATES

NOW EMPLOY PLATO TERMINALS.
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BY EARLY NEXT YEAR, COMPLETE BASIC SKILLS COURSEWARE WILL

BE AVAILABLE AT ALL MAJOR LEARNING CENTERS AND ADDITIONAL

MARKETS FOR THE BASIC SKILLS PACKAGE WILL INCLUDE HIGH SCHOOLS,

MILITARY TRAINING UNITS, COLLEGES AND CONTINUING EDUCATION FOR

ADULTS.

ONE PROGRAM NOW GETTING UNDER WAY MERITS MENTION. CONTROL

DATA IS WORKING AGGRESSIVELY ON A LARGE PROGRAM WITH THE

GOVERNMENT TO GET INNER-CITY UNEMPLOYED YOUTH IN THE 16-25

AGE GROUP INTO PRODUCTIVE AND REWARDING JOBS. THE BASIC ELEMENT

IS COMPUTER-BASEDREMEDIAL TRAINING TO PROVIDE THE BASIC SKILLS.

A PILOT PROJECT IS ALREADY UNDER WAY IN ST. PAUL. PROPOSALS

ARE IN PROCESS FOR ADDITIONAL PROJECTS :n CHICAGO, BOSTON,

DETROIT AND HOUSTON.

SECONDARY EDUCATION: SECONDARY EDUCATION IS BEGINNING TO GET

MORE OF OUR ATTENTION AS WE GAIN EVIDENCE THAT PLATO CA/1 BE OF

MAJOR BENEFIT TO INNER-CITY SCHOOLS.

WE HAVE HAD FOUR PLATO TERMINALS INSTALLED IN A BALTIMORE

INNER-CITY SCHOOL FOR OVER TWO YEARS, FINANCED BY CONTROL DATA.

RESULTS ARE PROVING THAT COURSE OFFERINGS CAN BE OF NIGH

QUALITY, AND THE LACK OF BASIC SKILLS ARE MUCH MORE EFFICIENTLY

CORRECTED. BUT EQUALLY IMPORTANT, THAT ECONOMICALLY AND

EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS CAN BE MOTIVATED TO LEARN,

CAN ENJOY LEARNING AND REDUCE THEIR ABSENTEEISM.
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THE PROGRAM :3 NOW HEING EXPANDED Ti TWENTY-EIGHT

TERMINALS SPREAD AMONG FOUR SCHOOLS. HALF THE COST OF THE

EXPANDED PROGRAM WILL BE PAID BY THE BALTIMORE SCHOOL 30ARD,

WHICH WILL. ASSUME THE FULL COST NEXT YEAR. MEANWHILE, BALTIMORE

WILL BE SEEKING STATE AND FEDERAL FUNDS TO PURCHASE A PLATO

SYSTEM.

ALSO TO BE ADDRESSED IS THE WORSENING PLIGHT OF SCHOOLS

IN THE LESS PUP. _AED RURAL COMMUNITIES. A STUD? OF A SEVEN-

C.'.;NTY RURAL MINNESOTA REGION CONSIDERED A PLATO CBE ALTERNAIIVE

TO SCHOOL CLOD:NOS AND CONSOLIDATIONS.

BRIEFLY OUR ANALYSES SHOWS THAT A REORGANIZATION OF THE

CURFENT THIRTY-EIGHT DISTRICTS INT'. THIRTEEN CONSOLIDATED

TRADITIONAL CURRICULA WOULD SAVE ABOUT FIFTY

PERCENT ..'ER A TEN YEAR PERIOD, AS COMPARED TO MAINTAINING

THE STATUS GO'. OS NI PLATO , RUT WITH NO CONSOLIDATION, THE

COS': :3 ACCT FIFTY-E:-.HT PERCENT. AS COMPARED WITH A STATUS

SITUATION. IN OTHER WORDS, FUR A COST DIFFERENCE OF EIGHT

TO TEN PEREN7, THE THIRTY-EIGHT CAN PROVIDE QUALITY

AND BREADTH OF CURRICULUM AND AT DIE SAXE TIME RETAIN LOCAL

AUTONOMY AOL PRIDE. THE NETWORK AD.ANTAGES AND MOTIVATIONAL

TAPARILITIES 'IF PLATO MORE THAN OFFSETS THE SMALL DIFFERENCE

IN TOS7.
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HIGHER EDUCATION: THE USE OF PLATO CBE IN HIGHER EDUCATION IS

INCREASING. IT IS BEIGO USED IN VIRTUALLY ALL DISCIPLINES

AC A MEANS OF INCREASING THE PRODUCTIVITY OF BOTH TEACHER AND

STUDENT AS WELL AS QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION.

THE SIMULATION CAPABILITY OF PLATO IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT

WHERE COURSES 7AVOLVE LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS.

CONTINUING EDUAT:CN: ONE OF THE MOST RAPIDLY GROWING

APPLICATIONS IS CONTINUING EDUCATION.

FOR EXAMPLE, THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY RECENTLY

ENDORSED OUR MANAGEMENT TRAINING COURSEWARE AND OUR LEARNING

CENTERS AL AN APPROPRIATE DELIVERY VEH:CLE. THE AMERICAN

CHEMICAL 3031ETY HAS 110,000 MEMBERS,. EXCLUSIVE OF STUDENTS

AND COLLEGE TEACHERS. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT WITH THE PRESENT

DENSITY AND LOCATION OF :ONTROL DATA'S LEARNING CENTERS, THAT

ABOUT F.O.00O OF THEIR MEMBERS CAN RE CONVENIENTLY SERVED.

A COOPERATIVE PROGRAM W:TH A COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS IS IN

THE FORMATIVE STATE. COURSEWARE IC) BE DEVELOPED INCLUDES THAT

FTP IN-SERVICE EDUCATION TO TEACHERS AND SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION

THAT :3 DELIVERED OFF CAMPUS. APPARENTLY RESISTANCE IS

ZNCREASING BY TEACHER? :N LEAY:NO THEIR -00'.'.MUNITIES TO GET

ADDITIONAL EDUCATION. :7 :S CONTEMPLATED THAT ROTH CDC

LEARNING CENTERS ANL ::.-:AM:CS :FR.' INALL WOSLD BE USED FOR
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DELIVERING THE CBE COURSES.

ALSO, THERE ARE NOW MORE THAN 100 PLATO TERMINALS 'N USE

BY AGENCIES OF THE r.s. GOVERNMENT.

THERE ARE OTHER POTENTIAL PROGRAMS IN CONTINUING EDUCATION

BUT I WILL ONLY MENTION TWO:

ONE OF THE JEST ENTRY POINTS FOR AGRICULTURE APPEARS TO

BE THAT OF PUTTING PLATO TERMINALS IN CCOP LEARNING CENTERS

TO 1,:ACH THEIR PERSONNEL IN MANAGEMEN'. AND MARKETING, AND TO

DELIVER. FARM MANAGEMENT COURSES TO INDIVIDUAL FARMERS.

THE MOST SIGNIFICANT STEP IN CONTINUING EDUCATION, AND I

BELIEVE IT WILL BE FEASIBLE 'WITHIN IRE NEXT FOUR TO FIVE YEARS.

WILL BE PLATO CBE TERMINALS IN THE HOYE. WE ARE CONFIDENT

THAT AS SOON AS F:''UGH COURSEWARE IL AVAILABLE, IT WILL B.:

ATTRACTIVE FOR THE AVERAGE AMERICAN FAMILY TO GolN A PLATO

TERMINAL. COURSEWARE ..'OULD BECOME AVAILABLE WITHIN THE NEXT

FOUR OR FIVE YEARS IF THE FEDERAL ')VERNMENT WILL PROVIDE THy..

ASSISTANCE. TO EDUCATIONALINSTITDTIONS THA I WI.. DESCRIBE

LATER.

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

A WORD SHOULD BE SAID ABOUT PLATO IN DEVELOPI:.1 COUNTRIES.

ThUS FAR CONTROL DATA HAS CONCENTRATED ENTRY EDUCATIONAL
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EFFORTS IN DEVELOPING OIL-RICH COUNTRIES. EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS

THERE ARE THE SAME AS IN NON-OIL COUNTRIES -- THE DIFFERENCE

OF COURSE HEIN, MONEY FOR DEVELOPMENT. THE PROBLEMS IN

LAUNCHING AN EDUCATIONAL PROJECT IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY

ARE ENORMOUS, AFTER THREE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN INSTALLING

TRADITIONAL TYPES OF EDUCATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, IT IS

CLEAR THAT THEONLY WAY THAT ADEQUATE EDUCATION CAN BE FROVIDED

IS THROUGH THE USE,OF A COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION SYSTEM INTEGRATED

WITH CONVENTION:L. AND MULTI-MEDIA LEARNING'METHOD:. SATELLITE

COMMUNICATInN WILL BE PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT.

COURSEWARE

A KEY ELEMENT IN THE SUCCESS: OE' COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION

IS THE MEANS TO AUTHOR COURSEWARE OF HIGH QUALITY ADAPTED 13

THF UNIQUE CAPABILITIES OFFEPEDBY PLATO. WE HAVE MADE,A

LA.,(GE INVESTMENT OF TIME AND DOLLARS TO SATISFY THIS REQUIREMENT

BY MEANS OF A PLATO CURRICULUM CALLED "CREATE ". IT PERMITS

INDIVI1JUALS OF WIDELY VARYING BACKGROUNDS, TRAINING SKILLS AND

LEARNING RATES TO BECOME. EFFICInT-.COURSEWARE DEVELOPERS. THE

FULL CREATO CURRICULLM IS COMPUTER-ASSISTED AND ENTAILS ABOUT

250 HOTRS OF INSTRUCTION.

A GRO..(7; NUMBER .fir PERSONS AUTHOR COURSEWARE FOR PLATO

AT PRESENT' ABOUT 2,000, OF WHICH 250 HAVE ROYALTY AGREEI.I.EVES

WI-. CONTROL DATA. MARKET THEIR COUFSEWAI,E.
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THERE IS MORE 'O BE 3A:0 ABOUT RRES.,EN'T ADD iC.ANNL9

HOWEVER I BEL:EVE ENOUGH EXAMPLES HAVE BEEN ,.:UVER.F.:: TO

PEP.::FECT:VE OH THE POTENT:AL OF ELAT'O' CBE.

WH:LE PROCRED3 HAD BEEN RAT:EYiNG MANY BE::PE.'TD; IT

NOT AR: .1REAT 5:! OH WHEN MFA::UBED AOA:NDT TRE!.:ENDON.:

HE EU FDR BETTER EDD.,::ATbD.

AS WTtI ANY -'--4ENTERFP:SE, BABR:EBS PFC,GRE.:: ARE

'JNE THAT OF THE PE:CEPT:ON OF THE :IF PLATO.

OETEN :T I3 PERCE:VE:1 AD Tr.; HIGH BECAUE THE F6.:0D PUT J,N

THE ',74.:T OF PLAT.") FEB 0E, A:: OPPOSED TO THE 000l';EFE:7:V:TV

IN ADDITION. CBE IS NOT USUALL'f ;:so ED At!

DY HE E.:03AT:ONAL PROCESS, F:DT FER:.EIVED AD

AN DNNDi.D ;NCFEME:P: Tr, TRAD1''TIONAL ME00ODS.

THrloDH EFFE:7:Vp A NUMBER JF

ABEA:, ABE H1,;H T' TRA:,:::oNA.:. EDUCATI3N

AREA:. AND WBAT BE :N THE FUTURE.

F:ATO
TH:S TREND BE USE

ADVANCINC TE:HN MEANWHILE,

:BA::--". NAL
TO Pt SE

EVEN WHERE :RE N('T .:::T-EE7E.7:VE, :7 :S NONE :Or
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SOON FOR EDUCAT -IONAL INSTITUTIONS TO START USING CBE ON A

PILOT BASIS, IN ORDER TO PREPARE TO TAKE FULL ADVANTAGE OF

ITS POTENTIAL. MONEY FOR PILOTING IS HARD TO COME BY. MOST

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS ARE TOO STRAPPED FOR FUNDS FOR

TRADITIONAL METHODS TO OBTAIN MONEY' FOR CBE.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD ESTABLISH A SOURCE. OF

FUNDING FOR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS FOR PILOTING CBE. THROUGH

SUCH A CATALYTIC APPROACH EACH INSTITUTION W:LL GAIN TANGIBLE

EVIDENCE ON WHICH TO RE-ALLOCATE BUDGETS. THUS, CBE WILL

BECOME SUPPORTED WITHIN INSTITUTIONAL BUDGETS AND A GREAT

SURGE IN THE USE OF CBE WOULD BE ACHIEVED WITH MINIMUM COST

TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

OTHER BARRIERS

ANOTHER BARRIER IS THAT OF THE FERCEIVED ...OR THREAT TO

TEACHERS. PR,):,UCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT :MRLIE0 FEWER TEACHERS PER

STUDENT. THIS CAN BE A SERIOUS PROBLEM Tt1A. iS MADE WORSE BY

DECLININO ENR.):,LMENTS.

BUT THIS PROBLEM IS NOT NEW IN OUR SOCIETY; THE ENGINEERING

PROFESSION .WENT THROUGH A SIMILAR PERIOD OF ADJUSTMENT IN

ACCOMMODATING TO DECREASING DEMAND_ALONG WITH PRODUCTIVITY

INCREASES PROVIDED BY THE COMPUTER. BUT THE OUTCOME WAS THAT

THE ENGINEER WAS FREED OF MANY REPETITIVE AND BORING TASKS BY

THE COMPUTER AND IS ABLE TO CONCENTRATE HIS EFFORTS MORE HEAVILY

16t
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IN CREATIVE TASKS.

SIMILARLY, A PROFOUND ENRICHMENT CAN BE ACHIEVED IN A

TEACHER'S JOB AND THE PROFESSIONAL STATUS CAN BE GREATLY

ENHANCED BY RELIEF FROM REPETITIVE AND TIME-CONSUMING CHORES.

AND 'WITH PLANNING, THE TRANSITION INTO A MORE CAPITAL-INTENSIVE

SYSTEM CAN BE ACHIEVED SOONER WITH LESS DISRUPTION TO INDIVIDUAL

CAREERS.

IN ADDITION, THERE IS RESISTANCE TO CHANGE FOR MYRIAD OTHER

REASONS -- INSTITUTIONAL INERTIA, CONCERN FOR MAINTENANCE OF

INDIVIDUAL STATUS, THE COMFORT OF THE STATUS QUO, AND SO ON --

MUCH THE SAME AS IN ANY OTHER PROFESSION.

ANOTHER POTENTIAL BARRIER CAN BE AVOIDED IF FEDERAL

REGULATION DEVELOPED IN OTHER CONTEXTS FOR OTHER PURPOSES, SUCH

AS REGULATION OF .:OMMUNICATIONS COMMON CARRIERS, IS NOT EXTENDED

TO CBE SYSTEMS AND NETWORKS IN A FASHION THAT COULD INHIBIT THE

DEVELO:.MENT OF THE WIDEST POSSIBLE POTENTIAL FOR CBE.

FUTURE

WITH THAT BACKGROUND, LET'S LOOK INTO THE FUTURE OF

EDUCATION.

FIRST, IT SEEMS CLEAR TO ME THAT ADVANCING TECHNOLOGIES

HAVE DEMONSTRATED THE POWER TO REVOLUTIONIZE THE PRODUCTIVITY,
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QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY OF EDUCATION. THE PRINCIPAL

TECHNOLOGIES ARE THE ELECTRONIC ONES -- TELEVISION, RADIO,

AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES AND DISKS, COMPUTERS, COMPUTER

CGNFERENCING, CABLE TV, MICROWAVE AND SATELLITE TRANSMISSIONS,

AND, OF COURSE, PLATO CBE.

THESE TECHNOLOGIES WILL BE ASSEMBLED AND CONFIGURED INTO

A PLATO SYSTEM TH?T:

11 DOES WHAT THE PRESENT EDUCATIONAL PROCESt, DOES, RUT

DOES LTWLD CAPITAL-INTENSIVE TE:HIlr'..OGIES, RATHER THAN

TRYING TO DRIVE STILL HARDER A LABOR-:NTEN3IVE PROCESS Tui,r

UAN AT REST ONLY STAGGER UNDER THE LOADS OF HIGHER NEEDS,

HI ;HER F.Xi'ETATIONS AND HIGHER AND HIGHER COSTS.

2'1 ::,VI 'READILY ADAPT TO STUDENTS INDIVIDUAL NEEDS AND

INTERETS AND THUS BE ABLE 7-, ADEQUATELY HANDLE :IFFERENCES IN

LEARN :71r.. READINESS, ABILIT! AND WIDE VAH.Af0:15 Iii :NTERET AND

ASPIRATIliNS.

11) DELIVERS EDUCATIONEDJcA:'ror 0 UNIFORMLY HIGH QUALITY 7HAT

IS READILY ACCESSIBLE TO ALL -- THUS ACHIVING BOTH COr2ISTEN'

QUA(L: TY AND EQUAL LT': :11P,M, BIAS

WILL COPE WITH THE KNnWLELG.:: tRE IS

,20NCE13VS THAI KNOWLEDGE WILL G. EIGH* "".; .'IMES DURING

171
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THE NEXT TWENTY-FIVE YEARS.

NOT MEETLNC, CURRENT NEEDS, :T CANj )7 :,-=!JLI RE EXI'F.:2TED

COPE WE :H AC INCREASE OF TH:5 SAC ON!Y BE

ACHIEVED THROUGH THE INTE,',RAT::: PROCESS

CF HIGH Vr.)!:J!.',E AND READILY-AI.CE:.-'-.

BY THE LATE 80 NETWORI..:, OF

ORE LEAR.NING CE:;:EPS WILL ENERGi. THE U.S FC,R EKA:IPLE,

THERE WE::, HE A NUMBER OF :NiNT:.1 NETWORK.; -- III

SOME RE3PE,:TS N1-)T THE 7% .. (.1, TODAY. o; LOCAl.

RAS:3, .;' :ELEVI:.:nN AU!)

Hi A NATIONAL

RE

7HESE r.:ENTET-. THE

;ND ELUCAT'..ONA%

w.! AND OPERATE

A NT,!:.:;.. ' .ATE STOP. A /

NETVIRK L.7.ARN:NC,

OR °WHO;A:.E" )"'''4 ::1.771TUTION3.

:ART,ULARLY

. APF7:. : AL::0
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TRADITIONAL EDUCATIONAL. MATERIALS ARE MARKETED TODAY.

COURSEWARE MUST BE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY. COOPERATIVE

EFFORTS AMONG EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, AUT:PR TEAMS AND

INDIVIDUAL AUTHORS WILL INSURE THAT THIS 0!tiECTIVE IL: ACHIEVED.

INVESTMENTS IN INDIVIDUAL COURSES OF A MILLION DOLLARS OR LORE

WILL OFTEN BE REQUIRED TO PRODUCE THE REQUIRED QUALITY.

CONCLUSION

IN CONCLUSION, LET ME EMPHASIZE THAT :N THIS PRESENTATION

I HAVE ENDEAVORED TO AVOID ABSTRACTIONS AND mm.m7.F.

SPECULATION -- RATHER, TO PROJECT INTO THE FUTURE WHAT IS HERE

AND NOW.

THE PLATO CBE SYSTEM IS HERE -- IT IS COST-EFFECTIVE NOW

IN MANY AREAS. EXPANSION INTO VIRTUALLY ALL AREAS OF EDUCATION

WILL HAPPEN, IT WILL. RELIEVE THE PLIGHT OF INNER-CITY AND

REMOTE RURAL SCHOOLS, IT WILL MOVE INTO THE HOME, IT WILL

REVERSE THE TIDE OF ILLITERACY IN THE WORLD.

THE PRINCIPAL UNCERTAINTY IS THE TIME REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE

THESE ODJECTIVES. IT CAN BE IREATLY SHORTENED IF THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT WILL PROVIDE FUNDING NOW FOR ZOHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES

TO PILOT
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM C., NORRIS, CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CONTROL DATA CORP.

Mr. Noaars. Thank you. I will not present the complete text.
Instead, I will highlight its salient points.

First, I want to say it has been a pleasure to participate in this
hearing. As general background, I think it is certainly noted that one
of this Nation's most urgent needs and one of the world's most urgent
needs is education. In my company a top priority is to apply greater
technology to help achieve equality and productivity improvements
in education.

Education has the largest single commitment of development'.
resources in our company today. That is how it should be. It is our
conviction that if society's major problems are given priority that,
in the long run, they will provide the best business opportunities.
Control Data's answer for improving education is PLATO, computer-
based system.

Control Data's PLATO provides both computer-assisted and
computer-managed instruction, integrated with conventional and
multimedia learning activities. Since there will be a demonstration
of PLATO by Dr. Bitzer later, I will not take time to talk about
PLATO's particular equipment features. Instead, 1 will move on to
the methods of delivery.

PLATO education is delivered in a manlier of ways. One method
is through learing; centers. Control Data has in operation across the
country 4 learning centers where NATO courses are offered to the
public. Additional centers are being planned.

The second delivery method is through the sale or lease of term-
inals installed on the user's premises, connected to the various PLATO
computers in operation today. There are now abOut 1.700 PLATO
terminals in use.

A third method of delivery is, of course, the actual sale of a com-
plete PLATO computer system. Supplementary to these methods are
the' Control Data lea rining vans--what we call our portacenters
through which training can be quickly arranged and delivered in
virtually any location.

In order to provide the most meaningful perspective on the potential
of PLA'I'D, I will describe briefly sonic successful uses and some of
the programs that, are being planned or are in an early stage of im-
plementation.

Industry is making highly successful use of PLATO for employee
training. Courses are now available in basic management training
accounting, economics, equipment operation and maintenance,
power plant operation, computer fundamental, computer programing
and many other areas. \lost are instructor-free.

The requirements of small business are getting particular attention.
Small businesses spend much less than big businesses on employee
training, yet they need it more because the margins for error are not
as :great Hifid employees must 1w more efficient to help offset the lack
of economics of scull enjoyed by large competitors. Employee training,
in the traditional manner, is proliihit ivy in ninny cases.

But today ti small business can afford to have as high a level and
quality of training as a large business, through PLATO. Control

7,1
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Data's internal trnining records show that the cost to Control Data
to provide enuployee training Yin computer-based educattion (('BE)
is less than 5(1 percent. of the.; cost of traditional mthels, \lajor
differences include great stiving5,- in time and trnvel expense.

There is also the advantage of instant and simulttinous
of a given course tool its revisions to all employees ivorldwide as

opposed to the lengthy and expensive process of reaching n large and
dispersed ',emulation with traditional seminars in ,-rotti,s of 2t) -25
students.

Another irtmorttint use is in rentdinl eductitioli in teaching basic
skills. I won't go into that because it wns covered t' \Nell hv previous
speakers.

The initial entry point 'lint we hove chosen fill +his al'i'ke' is in
correction institutions. Todny, seven institutions in Hit -e Shays now
employe 1)1..1T() trminals.

By early next year, complete basic skills coursownre will be nnihible
at. till major learning centers. Additional nitirl:ets for the basic skills
pnektige will include high schools, militny trnining units, colleges and
continuing ethicuttic."t for athilts.

()tie program now y:lting underii-ny merits Illent ('o101'01 .1);ittl
is working aggressively on it large program Nwith the Government to
gtt iniwr ..ity -rtempl t\-ell youth in tile 1 ti 25 oge group into produc-
tive ; till reit:an-Ifni! Joh,. The basic element is computer-hosed remedial
traininlg to provido. the .1 pilot project H tdrently underivay
in St. Proposnls are in process for projects in c'llivngo,
Boston, I /etroit, and Houston.

Seomittry education is twit-Minn(' to get more of our ;Mention OS
Nye Igtlill evidenee dirt PL.VP con he of inn jOr bent:lit to inner' -city
schools.

We lo(ve 10,11 four 1)1..1T(/ inshilled in a InItititore
inne -e:ty school for over 2 years, fitninced 1);itn. Results
are rOVill!r that cutnse offeriu rs cnn he of ond the lock
of hnsi skills ;Ire much more efficiently- corrected. Emittlly- important,
we tiny(' found tlutt economically- ;Intl eductitiomilly Ws:lily:Hanged
students IllOCI :t 11;',111, rail enjoy learttneg and reduce
their nbsenteekni.

The pree.i.,n, is noiv twin', expanded to 2s terminals spread among,
four schools. !lull the cost of the expanded program will he paid by the
Baltimore School Board. which NVIII :1-111111' the full cost next year.
Mettniyhile, Fltiltnnore be seel:ing "tote and (lend funds to
purchase l'1,,s,,T() system.

Also to he addressed is the worsening plight of schools in the less?
populatcd rural communities. A seven-county rural Minnesota region
considered it PI AT( ('11.11.1 Mt ern:it ive to school closings and
consolidations.

Briefly, our mud vses shows that tt reorganization of the current :iti
districts into 1:; consolidated il.stricts its 1mg traditional curricula would
s .ve a! out :ft) percent ()Vol' It 111 -wear period, ;1:-. rotoptifThl to tifill11-
dining, the s{nilI quo.

ii-ith 1111 Intl ohll;ttiorn, I In' cost is 11)(111t

ns conipned It -rants (11111 situation. In other ivords, for a
cost difference Ill t() it) prreiti weld provide
and breadth of yurrit.uhon and at the ,ante time retain local autonomy

7
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and pride. The net %vorli advantages and mot ivationo! capabilities of
wore thtlu ofset the squall differences in co-1.

I'hc use of L.:y() (.1).1,: in higher education is increasing. It is
used in virtually all d'st iplines as a means of increasing the pro-

ducti ity of Loth teacher and student as well ;is t- of instruction.
The simulation capability of particularly important

\\wry ciatses involve laboratory v:i:perintents.
()lie of the ino.-t rapidly gro\ving applications is continuing

education.
For example, the American ('Itemial Society recently endorsed OW'

111111111gellIela t raining cousevore and our learning centers as an appro-
priate delivery yelli, le. The American (lie/Meld Society has 110.000
memlairs eNclusive of students and college teachers. It isystitnnted
that \v't It the present density and location of ('ont1.01 1)011's learning
centers, that alae,t 1I0,(11111 of their menthers can he conveniently
served.

A emit-naiv) program vit It 11 college for teachers is in the formative
stao. ( 0 rr.eaare to be developed includes that for in- service educa-
tion to ei,clairs and school administ ration t lint is delivered off campus.
Apparent re-istsatice is increasing by teachers in Icaving their
commitni .es to tr.et additional ediniitt oil It is 1.1)11t elllititlied that

hot 11 ti. rol hit ( (( 'l)( ') !earn:iv:centers and on-campus termi-
nals tytiehi he 11-e:111 f/ir (tett %WIN! I Ile CBE

A1S1), t here tlle raoly nose 1112111 MO PLAT( ) 1(.1111.111111S ill use by
agencies the

There are of. her potential! program-, in continuing edneation It. I
only mention tat): .

One of the hest entry points for ie_frietiltiire oppenrs tit he lint of
putting co -op 11.;1111.111:l center :. In teals 11 their

pitrSo)11110) iminng'etinin and Jinni:et ;11111 11)11011'1.0r farm maage-

ment ci or es to individual farmers.
The t 4)

rittititillillr e hlcatiun lit'lleVO it Will

he it within the 111'\I 1 In ;t year. will he 1)1...1T() CBE termi-
nals in I home. e are onfident that enoity.11 courselvare

is ayalii ; :t le it will h trail ive for the avea:ze American family to
(INV!) 11 PI ( ,Ivnitni)11(. within
t he next .1 or 5 ow., if the Fedet.:11 (io\-(riiinetit V. ill provide the

asi-istiincii eillicat ion institutions.

1 Naas
A \,'"11 -'111,1 FIAT"

li:is efforts

in ditVod()/ 111:
probli'111- there are the

-a111( 11:0i, in (I course, heir,
noney for develoi mem. The problems ill 1:11111(11111!'

prt,jpri (11.\,101,i11:: wintry are inormor,- After :; years of eXpert-

(iii I Tii installitez radii io:1111 type- of education III 1101 -eloping coun-

t rie-. it i- clear that the t.nly nay that adequate education entl he

pruvided 1111.,11,'11 the i.e1 of :1 c(onpliter-iP,I-e, I education systetn

nittratil with ,.onventional and multimedia learninil. methods.

Satelhte tt he j'articularly iniportmit.
A Eery .lomplit ill Iho -11C,',' - it coinotitor-bo,cti k the

weans to author (if liN;Ility adapted /0 the unique
cabalpal ili;ies olerei I IN \VI. have toad:. al Ian, e investment of
/Ume alit; dollars to :-//ti,-f\- t hi- requirement by means of Ii

?f:
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curriculum called CREATE. It permits individuals of widely varying
backgrounds, training skills, and learning rates to become efficient
courseware developers. '[lie full CREME curriculum is computer
assisted and entails about 250 hours of instruction.

A growing number of persons author courseware for PLATOat
present about 2,00n, which 250 have royalty agreements with
Control Data to me,ket, their courseware.

There is more to lx said about present and planned uses. however,
I believe enough examples have been covered to provide n. perspective.

on the potential of PLATQCRE.
While progress has been gratifying in many resnects, it is not

nearly great enough when measured against the tremendous need for
better education.

As with any new enterprise, barriers to progress are abundant.
One is that of the perception of the cost. of PLATO. Often the cost
is perceived as too high because the focus is put on the cost of PLATO
per se, as opposed to the cost, effectiveness of PLATO. In addition,
('BE is not usually viewed as an integral part. of the educational
process, but perceived as nil unfunded increment to traditional
methods.

Even though PLATO is cost effective today in a number of areas,
costs are high today compared to traditional education in other
areas and compared to what they will be in the future. PI Afro costF,
are decreasing and will continue this trend because of advancing
technology and increased usage. Meanwhile, traditional educational
costs will continue to rise.

Even where ('BE is not yet most effective, it is none too soon for
educational institutions to start using ( 'BE on a pilot basis in order to
take full advantage of its potential. Money for piloting should be
provided. Money for piloting is hard to come by. Most educational'
institutions are too strapped for funds for traditional methods to
obtain money for ( 'BE.

'The Federal Government should establish a source, of funding for
educational institutions for piloting CBE. fchrough such an approach
each institution will gain tangible evidence on which to reallocate
budgets. In this way, ( 'BE will become supported within institutional
budgets and ti great surge in the use of CBE will be achieved with
minimum most to the Federal Govritinent. There are other barriers
that. I could talk about, but, with that background, fetus look into the
future of educotion.

First, it scents clear to me that advancing technologies have demon-
stra,ed the power to revolution:ze the productivity, the quality and
availability of education. The pr;ncipal technologies are the elec-
tronic ones television, radio, audio and video tapes and disk', corn-.
paters, computer couferencing, cable TV, microwaNe and satellite
transmission, and, of course, PLATO t

These technolo7ies will he assembled, are beinr assembled, and con-
figured into .a PLATO system that :

First. Does what the present educational process doc,:,, but with
capital-intensive tochiudori. rather thrill trying to drive still herder
for a labor-intensive process Hint coo, at best, only stagger under the
loads of higher needs, I,igher expectations, and higher costs.
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Second. ('an readily adapt to student's individtial needs and in-
terests and thus be aide to adequately handle differences in learning
readiness, ability, and wide variations in interest and aspirations.

Third. Can deliver education of uniformity high quality that is
readily accessible to all, thus, achieving both consistent quality and
equality of education, without cultural bias.

Fourth. Will cope with the knowledge explosion. There is a consensus
that knowledge will grow S to 10 tunes during the next 25 years.

Since traditional education is not meeting current needs, it cannot
possibly be expected to cope with an increase of this magnitude. This
can only be achieved through the integration into the educational
process of high volume and readily accessible computer memories.

By the late 1950's national and international networks of ('BE
learning centers will emerge. In the United States, for example, there
will be a number of independently owned networks in some respects
not unlike the TV networks of today. On a 10C111 basis, this would
involve the use of cable television and microwave. On a national and
international basis, satellite conummications will be used.

These learning center net works will arise from the cooperative efforts
of business, ,government and educational institutions. Multinational
cowponies will fashion and operate a number of them, School consortia'
will operate :-;Onle. A network will retail education to the tiger through
learnine. centers or wholesale it to other educational institutions.

Smalle companies will ooerate learning centers, particularly in
selected vocational areas. Pri.rate business will also publish and retail
courseware, in much the same manner as traditional educational
materials are marketed today.

Courseware must be of th highest quality. Cooperative efforts
among educational institution, author teams and individual authors

1110 this objective is achieved. Investments in individual
courses of a million dollars or more will often he required to produce
the required quality.

In conclusion, let me emphasize that in this presentation T have
endeavored to avoid abstractions and minimize speculationsrather
to project into the future what is hen, and now.

The PLATO CBE system is here. It is cost effective now in many
areas. Expansion into virtually all areas of education will happen. It
will relieve the plight of inner-ity and remote rural schools. It will

ilt home. It will reverse the tide of illiteracy in the world.
';'lie principal uncertainty is the time required to achieve these

it Can be !'reI --1101'teiled if t Ile Federal Government will
pmvidi funding now- for schools and universities to pilot CBE.

Ps.F..Exsox. Thank you, Mr. Norris. I think we have some
qm.st ions for you.

Dr. SwAN,:oN. Thank you Mr. Chairman. First of all, I would like
to get into the. question of what Control Data sees as the major
market for the PLATO system? Where are you targeting your sales
campai,n'.' You mention industrial tniinin!,. government. et. cetera. Ts
there it major thrust to the sales (.11'111)11km or do you see all market
segments as able to iftilize PLATO?

Nit'. Nottms. First is industry- wr are emphasizing management
training in virtually any indu-sFtv, inclu.ung the training of various

17 >.
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skills such as powerplant operation, computer maintenance and com-
puter programing. Seiond, In -perl/l1 et' I lcial011, teaching h115.IC skill-i
is another priority, equal to that of industry. By the first of the year
we hope to lie able to offer these (.0,INvs in our learning centers. NVe
will (10 this in a number of wills. One is in conjunction with schools.
For those people who can afford it, they can have their children work
directly in the learning center.

A third area of course, is higher education this is an extension of
what the University of Illinois and several other universities which
have PLATO have done-- We 11 Fe Lnildiilg on the great investments
that the National Science Foundation, the 1, "niversity of Illinois and
other universities have made.

Mr. Svi'Axsox. I would like to follow up on Mint we were talking
about with the two previous witnesses. And von just mentioned the
role of Federal origination funds to it the hail rolling on this project.
Could you descrihe in general the nattily of your 11!Teelllellt with the
University of Illinois to give us an idea of whether funds in these de-
velopment stages Were Ilecellry to commercial marketing of
the. system.

In other words, without the on NSF investment, would' Con-
trol 1)tit a have launched on such a developmental project on its own?

Mr. Noicais. Definititly not. I think this is one of the hest examples
of how the Federal CmVerlililtqlt, -lu)11-(wing research ill conjunction
with universities and 1111 ,..!:t.'t t 1;0,4. materials .111(0 the hands
of the user.

Of course, as you know, the l'niversity of Illinois work started in
1959 around 1960, wo !-I;trted furnishin, computers and, in turn, were
able to use the software and courseware. We tracked it very closely
and t here's .III -tt no question th:11 we never could have afforded the
investuu nor would we have had t he perspective or the confidence
to pursuit it. It is largely hecause of \vital they have achieved in higher
education that major commitment to
commercialize computer-based education.

Mr. WEI,1.4. oier ti'v we leave that point: thiS is a very
crucial point. ' ioldressed this question to earlier witnesses ill
terms of the pattern of Federal R. (\:,I). and trying to define appro-
priate roles for various troyernmcnt ViS-11-vis the university
and vis-a-vis private concerns -itch :1-t your own. ('cold you exponil a
hit on this and your "'merle philosophy tO who you see'as it proper
division of respon,thiiity l I t \Veen the university sector, the govern-
men! sector, and the private sector:'

N1. NoaRts. %Veil, I think that, first, society gets from business
those thing's through which busitie.`", can nnicP enough money to
justify investment in the program.

Of course, Iii some wises, so much money hits to he spent on research
that this cannot be dine hy industry. This is where the Federal Gov-
ernment should prime the pump. I think it is Very important that,
will n this is done, there -.111oild nIsit immediatel he a close atsocintion
between the univer-ity and ittthistr so dolt industry. working with
the iiniver,ity, ;mil in turn it It tilt. Govitrnimint. In this way, all
will have the same perttcolVe and I !ley con help guide each other's
thinking.

1 7
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As the work i)rogresses then, industry ',iii he in at nuch better
position t o apply he t i chnology :-ooner ill society. I think this is one
of the very fine features of t he rein' kinship of t he National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the University of Illinois and Control 1)atn.
\'.'4;F and Illinois went along together for many vears and when PLAT()
reached the stage that it was roadv to be used, we were ready.

\Ir. VEI,t.s. Did this require a conscious oriaiato detcision on yoot
part to affiliate or associate yourself in some way with t he University
of Illinois in terms of Il long, on-,oing relationship? flow does this
kiwi of cooperation develop? 1)ill it come about as 0 potential business
prospect for yon.and part of your lone -range

Vhat we are interested ill really i, the general model y which, if
the Federal Government ,is going to support research and develop-
ment of this sort, coupling inethansin to the
marketplace? 1)oes it depend .,olel upon enterpreneurs like yourself
to perceive an opportunity? 'rhi, is the general urea I um trying to get
It little bit better feel for. Is there a generalization to 1),) drawn from
the PLAT() model?

NIT. Nowt's. Yes, I think, as a matter of policy, the orn-
ment or NSF, or whatever agency has the responsibility to insist
theft in virtually all or their research H.atits that there he an ns:.ociation
wit indu-try. Innovative ideas are not exclusive to business by airy
means. They oriHnate in many pieces. There are people in universities,
of course, who have them. Rut the university is not ;,s, well situated
as business is to finally exploit those ideas. But by getting the uni-
versity and business tomt her very early, this process can take place.
And so I think it is important for business to recognize that research
done ill connection with universities is, by and large, much more
effective than that done within t Ile ni.rtiow confines or a single business.
The university his access to other disciplines. They have a in11011

broader pov.,pevtive and they are not so constrained by just the narrow
interest of it sir.eile Inisintts,. I think this is one of the university's
finest attributes in its favor.

NV Thank you very much.
\ Ir. Sw.\ xsoN. I would like to follow up in .V011r COMITient ahoctt

the export Of Ihi, technolo,tiy t()-either the developim, or the developed
nations. You mention that is a potential for this technology. I have
several questions here and you can respond to them in any Order. r

Is any or tills Ill.-, transferred to foreign
nations and how doe, this ',eller:illy 1111011 NO ION ill both
economic' 1111(1 Il 1/01.Ii 10111 :-..1'11He? Are any F-deral policies currently
promoting or inhibiting the t ransfer of this technology?

Nlr. NoRRI:4. There is very little computer based education tech-
nology being transferred overseas trilay, although it is my general
understandin,, tiwt there are uo con-t rains on t his. For example, :1 or4
years ago we demons, rated 11 I'I.AT(1 system Ill NI ()scow with the en-
couragement and assi.-I ante of the State Department and the Depart-
ment of ( 'ommerce.

Secondly, I third; it is very much to advantage to work in vir-
tually any mode T hat we call wit h of 11, 1. count ries, developed or de-
veloping. Yell:Indy, if the United States - going to carry out the com-
mitment In helping develop:fig countries. a very basic part of it 1103
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got. to be cointelter-1»,,ed Therwis absolutely no other wity
that this enormous educational gap that exists between them and us
will ever he brid!,ed.

I think, first of ;ill, 10 have ('.13E availably awl to use it is the first.
thing which will happen in other countries. That is beginning to happen
with the oil-rich countriessimply heause they can afford it. As it !nat-
ter of flirt, ('ontrol Data is WOrking with Iran and Veneztli!la to bring
about eomptitet-based education within the next couple of years.

r. .-:,w.A.NsoN. In vouretillnition, is there zinynotential danger to
the national interest in tern,: of -exporting such it sophisticated
te(hnoliwy?

\Ir. Nonnts. I think the pityt t ial dam,er is in withholding the tech-
nology more than it is get t itt!, out there and tisiti!, it. I helieve that the
best roilr,e for the I:nit ed Stares is to t00%-e fjrward ver.%,- aggressively
and work wit dl any rumor). that 'will %vil; 'with his in vittually any
mode in furthering the use of computers in education.

I might add that I think the v:rpatest competitive threat, as far as*
education and computers are concerned, 4:Japan. I think Japan per-
ceives much better than this country the po%%-erof applying advanced
technology in education and communication, In flirt, they have it
national' policy concerning this. I31tt the.- don't have the contputer-
based educ'at ion technology that.-%ve Iulye and, therefore, I think it
I if '11 ) VP!, the tinyrl'ntllent, 11( I 211(1 I.Si t l) move
forward With this II rflpidly as we chit.

\Ir. 14:1 1.1.:NsoN. Are there iiny fort het', Aille-t loft,. of Nit% Norris?
WInit kind of rupiiing. are you sug.,esting, Mr.

Norris, in your last sent,,nce in te-rins of, -the-time required to achieve
the object ives can be bleat Iv -.h(01 Pried by I he Federal (iovenlment by
fondingnow I Mr. ;'ells relelitio. front statement.)

\\ult kind Of fundiw, are von talkiii, about:'.
\Ir. Noun's. That depend- upon the size of the instit,titiori. I just

happen II have been at ,.10 .111 V Of 01)1'11 11 recently itnd they
',Vapid like to establish it broadly based Pomputer techtmlogy labora-
tory. They need :7;51)11,001 for a 2-year poriOd. 'They believe that after
that t hey can iihsorb it into t heir one.oiw,

experience with other schools indicates that the snuffler ones
couhl. uet started on I,t pilot basis and carry it along oil $2,50,0Q0 to
$:;00,000. SO, relatively-sped:ire', we are not talking ((hoot, huge slims
of money. I think it sanporthillt to fund 1110 projects in such a Wit1,'
t110 t ,1 1 1 : - I i 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 )1.1.0 1 1 ol) dependent 1 1 1 )0 11 the lie1.111

( I 0 V 11 1.1 1 I 1 1 , I. 1 11 k r al a II a 1 1 I )1.0 CI : -build he titli.c4i, with the
understandiny. that the institution should soon take over the project.
I think this can happen in 21 ver.%- straightforward andlik'ective, way.

\Vould you ,() so far its to suggest that there should
by speeitic -nside.s?

\Ir. Noulds. Yes. This is sornythiw, that should be done. It is not
it unique idea. Ruck in the limitt's the Nat Mind Science Foundation
had 1 101 VI 11)1'6.1i en Ow exact amount-- innyht: SO, or $7() million
t Itii t was set aside speciliall for erl neat tonal institutions to enhance

compler faeihnes, not necessarily for instructional purposes
but for arty 'purpose. Thrs was bill enormously olrective program.

r. tVEt.t.s,.1 I r'(11(7.1. ddricoit hot couillI you goo*,:
would be the total amount %-oil are tel about, a kind of a ladl
park figure?

I 51
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NIr. Nounts. Certainly, $60 million would have a very profound
impact. I am nut saving it has to be that much. I think that is some-
thing for someone else to decide.

Mr. WELLS. I take it that would be spread over a period of time.
Mr. Nonms. Spread over a period of probably 5 years.
NIr. Wsm.s. Thank you.
Mr. BEILENSON. Mr. Gallagher?
Mr. GALLAGHER. YOU mention here in your conclusion the pos-

sibility that PLATO could move into the home. Technically how
would this be done? flow would vou move into the home with such
a program? And by doing so, would you lose that computer-student
interaction that had been testified about previously.
. Mr. NORRIS. You mean the teacher?
Mr. GALLAGHER. Computer-student interaction.
Mr..Nonms. The terminal is connected through the telephone

line to the large computer. When I say move into the home, I am not
suggesting that the teacher is completely eliminated from the process.
For example, I have eight children and I have been sending them
to school all of these years. When the boy started at the University
of Minnesota, it cost almost as much for transportation as if did
for his tuition.

If he could do part of the work at home, there would be an enormous
saving in money and in his time. One also must not forget the pro-
ductivity of the student_ himself. The computer in the home makes
it. possible for the student to work at times that are most convenient
for him and to cut down on the travel. lie can still have the same
relationship with the taflier. In fact, the teacher -can be on the
terminal, as Dr. will demonstrate later. The teacher can also
communicate with the student on the terminal.

Mr. Bmt.ENsoN Thank you very much, Mr. Norris. We are-most
appreciative of your having I,: :en this time to come and share.your
experti,e With

p TIVX1 witness: is Pr. laded Bitter, director of the Computer
13as141 Educatio,. "qese- 1i Laboratory at the University of Illinois

(Trbufi, III.
(The ( st . nt of Dr.Donald L. Bitter follows:]

A ',Dr.:NM:NI TO TESTIMI)NY or I )0 N A.1.1) L. IsiTzr it NP FI:ANKLIN M. PROPST

iitsrottY ND PRESENT STATC:4

The PLAT() program [iris been in continuous- operation at th 'University of
Illinois since 1959. From its inception; this program has been committed to the
objective of bringing the power 4If ,ttio modern computer eirectly into the hands
of the general public for the purposes of instruction and education, where the term
"education" has been used" in the broadest sense. During the period 1959 through
1967, the PLATO I, II, and III systems were developed and tested. These efforts
clearly established the validity of the basic toncept, of computer-based education
and the importinee of moving front the demonstration phase to the development
of a practical, widely deployable system.

Over the past Om year, (under a combination of State of Illinois, industrial,
private, and Federal support) this practical system, I'LATO IV, has been designed
and implemented, The ,-)p,eilic goal3 of t hi. program during this period have been
t) aeconiplkh the syst,ni and (1 In implement a cyst,,. of at least 500
terminais, and-to evaluate' the tlectiveness of the utilization of the system in a
variety of institutional settings and in a variety of modes of service.

TiCrl program has resulted in an 111011A system of the following general
characteristics:
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I. Approximately IOW) terminals :ie connected to and operate from one central
computer system.

2. Ea.c11 individual terminal provide., to each of the users all itior:tetive graphics
capability tyith essentially instantaneous. response hi earl) input 1)y the ttser,
independently e

f the fact that lluncir-4,Is 4f other users may be simultaneously
using the system.

3. These terminals are geographically distril)).-et-1 across the entire nation %vitll
locations in more than half 4,1 the t:ites.

4. 'The te mirials are installed in tleinentar).. .;ehoc.,s, community colleges, uni-
vIrsities, federal agencies, org:tnizatiou,, primary sellools, and homes.

5. TIP system r)rs;tit Iy cllk.er.; approximately otie and. im -half million contract
hours if service per %f.ar.

ti. f)ver til/f/t) hours of instructional materials are presently in use. '!'hose
tnaterials range in content from pr-school reading to graduate quantum mechanics

arn/ ill pedagogical style from practice t, complex sit ,;ttions
interactive tutorials teaching sophisticated concepts.

7. The system is used for in.struction, educational :rid social science research,
research effinputatioti, data processing, on-line ..arch (ranging from chemistry
to 1)ioplivsjc-1, information cotutounieat ions, entertaimnent ,an.d
recrentiun, counseling, records maintetninee and, compilation, information rut rieval,
an(' in a wide variety of other uses.

8. A national community of thousands of teaci,i t,, researcher-1, andiors, and
scholars and tens of thousands of studtos interact through t he s!......-7tetti a.ncl

ruupernle on l NTH{ 1151.S of the SyStelll.
Ili-, system tilv(dvcd :t major progrant %vitt) a %vifle

variety of cottiponent.,,
I. The de's elopment of a sophisticated computer system architecture to support

a large winther distributed terminals using ordinary telephone
lines for corimilinicat ions.

2. The (1(,:1,,i)111,tit of a flititlatiirritall,.. Tell' soft wart. syst#1n, which provides
the nalv user graphics and ca lculation:it to

research 1,Inguag, %% e', a, ju .gjitg, branching, :111(1 other instruc-
tional avail:4141c on 'y rte
mar,ngennr.t Il Ilywiniz:Iti,,; and (Iteration of thousands of

e' ages.
3. The devehvfnent of eerie: elf ,ophi.,tir, tell graphic., terminals and :4 series

of peripheral de% ires -11111 III, needs of the user, rather tlian hove till'
INcr Ill"

1. velopment of a new contput-r display technology, which has sill)-
-eouently hi a %vide variety of other computer applications.

.). The t ansIer t' inept rev in (,niki. h) establish ;t suurr.e of
11, ne e ei .,f of 11.r.

6. 'I'll.. of a variety of educational in.,' '1111114,ft; to 1):ktin`iplit,, in OW

tf.Sting''f I"' :Ind tie dev,lopment of a. complete r:triv,(. of support futictiwts
TIP(' fur of (..tuph.h.I,.*

7. In ad t his stein develtipinent and the dploymerrt of hundreds of
terminals, tionsanus of hour., of re vv niatertak were th'veloped .3.11(1 tested.

this program Iva- conducted and one lutlf cear period in conjunction
with t1 . evaluation 4.triirt, ,untittarti., ei in the following section.

Tilt

We have ch...trly demon-11%0,411 t hat u...:y..,tetti ran he deployed and operated,
while maintaining the high level of performance indicated above. In addition, %Ye
Ira% e Chat the teelim ,I4y 1111 lie effectively transferred, in that, there are
now indli-t Hal ,tipplir- for all of the hardware hill softvare components of the
sy-tent. Th4r :to :11-.1 three other ['LAT() :,.y -tent, in operation, vith mitre being
(thorned.

11'e have ,hown that tit,' s-Aeto i, virlely 11111 enthusiastically accepted.
Attitudinal ,111inually entlinsia,m not
only i)ti the p.:rt o .o..hr- and -tlident- but al, by r-earelters, achninistrators,
and other u-r- "1 1.11), erect in an independent study by tile Educa.-
tiona'. !hi, high 1vel of arreptane i, dire 1 large 1)1,41 to the
intentional itt%olventent of teacher- and administrators in the develop-
men; 'if the st',Ieffl. i, in ontra-t to riumy ecfurali,ncd experitntit:-, in which
solutions have often been inepo >ed front abuse.
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Evaluation of P11111.:L11111a1 program-, is an extremely complex. prohletrt. Nhen

easily - defined I,etform;uue elia.raeteri-Cuk are the oItjectie of the ,rogratn,
relatively straightforwa.rt. awl ine:tnintzful evaluation:results can he o,,tainc(1.
however, when eotrtitl.ex educational objective; In involved. ewaningful eV:LIU:1.-
6ml is extremely difTictilt. Further, %%then one is faced itlt the thlem of integra.t -
tug a new delivery s,tetn with standttAl ela.-tsroont inAtruttti,: -.1luation efforts
are confounded hy the need to at tempt to i late the rf.httitritst.:;: tt \veer' ati7tes
1111(1 effects. also, rnateritt)s clevelthped thirirtA the e:ttly part of tin, letnentation
were produced h classroom teacher: rather than by prnfe-t:Ht. furricultind
(fevelopers, to insure user acceptance. Vert the f.1Imring I oltserva-
Lions concerning the etitica.t ional ittipa.et .7 -Y.-ttent 1!:111 he 11111(1J

tl 11;1.VI' heel) aille to CleIllt011,11:lie 111111, in r:L-1.;, the '11A:0,1011

of ,tatylarci in-4rtutioit. with :t .-411:111 amount. of , II, the
1)I,AD) system can pretince major overall 14:671-7. For exantole, in 1111 , f
114111 ,Rt:try math, the a vermge growth over :t normal scltol voar for 1th, "

11111 grade children Iree lying appoxini:ttely 25 minutes of I'1,AT() in,tructi: .

(lac) %v as over 2(111' ; of th:tt for children ; t control classes.
Second, nut of many we Ita e loeYtnented one case, r,

ing, where the 11,, of the sy,:teni .4petto .1111ce n ",mall negative impa-
"Italetit prz fumariee, its ni:ktiol 7-7117,. d exank.

Third, 7.7:7 hen found ill many ens,; diff,retice Ice
-,.11ut7.77 in -d1.1..71t perfor777:777ee 4,11 St:11111;t1',: ktruments.

It impul t:int to remetiiher, hiutevel, rfomarwe on
torts is oni. on, mea.ure of ethical ional etr In mail of tinse
teacher, report that they ideally other t. ti: of improved mast. F-
mat 07 ials the students, 717dents theriklve- that thej. ;?:

undekt 0.1 and lea rued moo, and -tudents At, . responses to ,11:(ti-
imin;Ijiws imrro, t.(1 :111,1141:111r I ,, " -111t11111..-; t mvards

:111,1 ',1,11':11101 111 12,..11,1';11 11i:111 :,,,t ice l their (Nporienee
Vt1 1 Ile ...1"11111.
1.11 the final perhaik the 111,- mease.7.7.-.; of udlielitIot,-

al elTretivu.-k is the shovt, he te;..011 .., awl Ildeu7s to continue aa(I
tS11:111,1 1111.11' 11,-e of the sy,te.t.p. If this ease, tL, due:itional effectiveness
of The !,resent system k very high.

tee hale .1111.17,1%. I rgitn 1,, 1111'1111: 1111. past, year, that users are
flevelopiniz gre;tter under-rand:tit!, and in developing new materials and in
nuttitivinti, the 11-e of t Ite:se Thi. the 11:11.1'1.tV measures

sue 1.eginuing to slimy positive re-wlt,, where 771...v7OII'lY there wore
"no -:itrwificnt, differetiee- s:fstent promi,,, to he ae extrertiely putt-el-NI
tool for 071771m7.iorIal re-,arch, pru \.,1.1117.7 Irealct hro7714Ik in under-
standing ,f t he as %%ell ttrovidim!, me.,its for translating this
undr,talldpig int,. effective :tching

In sunitilary, the ,.rk,-:, it is etittm,ia....tieany ;11111 there is

strotit4 evidence that it car. li:tt.e ,-111%. impact on te.reititig fIfective,tess.
I:ut titer, in to t 111:,T,V riodiolla! i7 has effectively Itilircrl
in a kroatl spectrum ..f 11,,R

t''ith great ,nerves; 11111 Leith

of et en gteatet..-.,c,... hroadtil ;,70,dicati tt in tile fat lir,.

1),f 1 '1'111, t I ni.m.

In the dee,' allot, .,f %OH it . given to the l'onintittee,
ter, shall au,- to ern77I7.--is, 7'7:7r 1,14,1 SVith tettltmoog- %Odell

11111Ch : 1)1:111 111,1111C11,,IVI will 1!!! variety
of on -liti r th,

t . I te.t o.r.! oa.
2. /toll: . ..lounicat ion utlr
:I. Vier! n. I
.1. Interic. eorupittim4.
5. 1115,1'Ilt,i111,11 1'11 rieV;i1 :1.11(1
O. I talc

l'oereation and entertaitim,nt.
In atItlit ion to the., -.01.% Au, 1:,,111111111: 1,, eXJ)1;', of ih, ..vst,,,,
I. Nlediral
2. I 'areen courklimr,.

4. Financial planning a.nif cottn-eling.

1 (5,4
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5. Public forums,
6. News distribution.
Not only are these services available to the user' f the system at the University

of Illinois, but we arc beginning to interconnect ..ith other PLATO systems. In
particular, we believe that-PLATO is part cf the emergence of a new technology,
the omputer-based emulaunication/inforrtation network. We further believe,
that this new technology lets extremely broad implications for the nation. It is
entirely feasible to implement a witionlvide network, over the next two to three
decades, which could link every household and institution in the nation. This
network could provide all or .he services listed above, and many others.

The fundamental technology for such a network exists. Many major develop-
ments which will expand and (mil:axe tf .t value of such a will take place over the
next several years. In aidition, it great deal of effort in systems engineering, in
development of service packages, and in development of utilization techniques
and management skills remains to be don. However, no major technological
breakthroughs are recpiired,to imp'..ment it network of major social, economic,
and cultural impact. This iinpact on productivity of the nation and on the
quality of life of our citizenry c 'old he immense.

With the existence of such it network, any individual could instantly receive
"mail" from any part of the eountry. All individual: could have an automated-
search access to the nhtional library. The elderly and the physically disabled
could have access to an :gtless arra. of -interactive enrichinent activities with
participants thr aghout the country. An individual could receive instruction in
courses offered hy edneational institutions across the country.

Job retraining and job relocation ,mold be greatly (twilit:10.i: and could mini-
mize the less of income to the individual work. Special attention to the learning-
disabled and the handicapped could be obThined on a hroad scale. Communities of
individuals, without, regard to geographical bo:r.alaries, could interactively func-
tion in preblermsolving, sovial, and cultural pursuits on a scale and in a fashion
not previously possible.

One can go on and on thou', the ...aloe of such a ..ystem to the nation, io terms of
productivity, quality of life, and international trod' II"WOVer, this iisting of
specific examples fails to give an ric,nr..t persne-tire of the potential importance
of this new technology.

In particular, our capability to s dye he great lin :oins which affect the sur.dv-
al of man as a species (energ:: production arid ontr.-', population, ecology, pov-
erty, war. etc.) is and will be,dir-ctly determined by our ability to accuriulate,
organize, and distribute inftrmat.on and kno-Ardgc. In fact; a good working def-
inition of mart is that he is that. pecies which at ...mitts to ;sin iclapnibility (the
requisite of survival) through the gathering of ormat. (data), the orgarina-
(ton of that data into knowledg.., and the :mph, of that knowledge. It seem.
eminently clear t hat t he highest priority for ITEM'S research shrinic e given to those
activities which give proznisp of improvir toes rios' fundamental of all human
efforts.

af-cioNtiomENDATIONS

\*(` strongly recommend that the Fed i d (IIVPIIIIIIPti oust play a major
in the exploration of this technology. It seems quite at oropiI.ite that., 'ventually,
the private sector will and shoind he pvineipz,;!y fu' the broad-scale
dissemination which we believe will "rear. nowt quality and social benefit,
the' time scale for broad implementation and availability., and the probabil.w, of
the availability of the technology can all be importantly L'feeted by appropriaCe
Federal action. Such Federal acti.ia is rismired in three areas.

First, thene is the need for it major pilot rogram liaQed on -existi...; technology.
17FIcivr such it Program, six to t we've systems, ..erring al, vets of education, should
be installed in various parts of the emmtry. 'Pl: irc ,f (lien will provide in-
valuable experience with regard to an ;:ti of r learning to ef-
fee'ively utilize the technology and integrt,e 't inn. Ale existing educattonal estab-
lishment. It is clear that such a program cannon, be realized without Federal sup-
port. Loeal school district, communit. college, no university budgets do not
provide the flexibility slim), ad. such explocitory programs.

The second area for Federal action is supply:. .,':urea{ and development in
botn the technology and in the arey of dvell pinent of may insulte t'mal and other
service packages. WI' flae indiea hal earlier 111.. large amount .,f work required
to move from the early exploration of :t hroaci set of ser-,:i.",ss delivered by a C"TTI-
piltI'Ma.,111 network into a pr:IVii';i1, dploy:Ode tech' 'Iogy. For examph:.
order to provide largo-scale library search, retrieval :lid distribution 0', a
network, a mass memory system with very fast two' tied transfer must be

I E
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developed. In order to materially impact tin' job training problem, a complete
basic skills instructional kage is %Veil as specific vocational skills packages
must be developed. In general, the more materials that :ire developed and tested
on a pilot basis before a large network is implemented, the more effectively this
network will he utilized. We believe that the impressive results which have been
achieved in ,0inie :'t its 01 date i such :is previously mentioned for elementary math)
can be achieved on a br,,titl scale in other curricular areas.

Tht third focus of a Federal program should be in the area of research to
develop :t broad understanding of the social implications of this technology and
to support the preparation of a Ilan for t he implementation and management of a
national network. One of the specific programs which should he considered, in
this regard, is the expansion of one of the pilot programs nientiotud above to
include the "wiring" of r. eimiplete city, including the connection of schools,
homes, and bitsinesles to such it system. This will prt wide an invaluable laboratory
.t.ting to accomplish the objective's given above. Further, this initial "wiree

city should be followed shortly bv the addition of one or two other cities inter-
connected into 0 net work, so that the broader implications of the intercommuni-
cations of such a network can itlo he explored.

'The ,,,cottimontlittion, ahoy(' are included to indicate the focus which we
helit.ve that a Federal effort should have. 'They are not, intended to he complete
presentations of :t complete program. In this regard, we strongly urge the im-
portane of the estiildilmient of a new organization, within an existing agency,
specifically chartered and funded to conduct the exploration of the c omputer-
based eoftinoinicatien 'information net worl<. development, of 0 compre-
hensit: program would naturally he the first order of business of such an
organization.

This organization should have t Ile responsibility not only to explore and promote
the evolution of t he technology, but it should also conduct a major effort in the
exploration ..1 economic, and politieill implications. agency should
begin early to prepare for Congress, a plan for implementation, which should
outline the route of regishitiv action to insure rational and 1.tre(!tiv, management
of the technology.

There are several reasons for the need to establish a new organization. First,
no existing agency has a structure which could develop such a pri)grain. Secondly,
no agency has the discretionary rsieirces necessary to operate such a program.
Thirdly, a new organization, not burdened by pre-existing commitments, has
a substantially better proinibiiiis of the focus which will he critical
to success in this area.

1e urge prompt .,:tetion on the part of the t loernment. Delay can mean
substantial loss of 'Holt economic :Ind human benefit for the nation. Further,
we um lerline the importance of t he coupling of the responsibility for supporting
technical research with the responsibility for supporting "social int1),Ict" re-
search %% ithin an agency, as recommended above. We are all too familiar with the
problems :t.,,ri:111,1 with reaming to a 11Th/1i/1144Y aft Pr broad diSSI'InifnitiOn has
CeniTel I. It. is intl./era( IV!' that W develop greater skill at anticipating and plan-
ning for new technologies. There is, in particular, it singular opportunity, provided
by 1 hc present technology, to develop aril intprilve this skill. Vie can predict with
good accuracy t he technical nature of this upcoming development. Further, with
he implement:it i,11 t he programs proposed above, we could nial:e reasonable esti-
mates of the types :Ind qualit y of the social impact of this technology, Thus, we
would hay,. gill of the ph,uuttits to support (.tryttivo idtittuing. hi/titer, expeditious
action will insure that we have adequate time to complete such planning. We in-
deed have a rare opport unit y. One would hope that it will not be lost.

NVe cannot hope to convince vou, in this short pre,wtit :ohm, of the soundness
of h,,(' rem:irks. However, We do hop that we will he able to convince you that
till potential importance of this new technology is sullieiently great to warrant
further investigation arid inquiry on the part of this Committee. Although the
cost. of the programs proposed here are small in comparison to the total hudget
for education, they will be expensive. However, the 0111 adage still applies, "If
you think ethic: lion is e,:pensivc, try ignorance."

STATEMENT OAR. DONALD BITZER, COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION
RESEARCH LABORATORY, L1 IVERSITY OF ILLINOIS, URBANA, ILL.

Mr. B1 .,,Ert. Thank you, Air. ('hairman.
First I would like to thank the chairrmin ntid the members of the

eomnuttee for extending to me this invitation to testify before your
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committee and especially to thank you for permitting us to invade
your hearing room with so much demonstration equipment.

I would also like to extend my than'. to the committee staff for
their cooperation and their excellent 1-^,lp in setting up the display
equipment.

Rather than use my prepared remarks I wou' like to use approxi-
mately 20 minutes of demonstration time to expand on a few of the
points made in the prepared remarks.

I do this because, first of all, the written word is frequently in-
adequate for describing this technological art, and, secondly, because
misleading statements are frequently made in describing the state-of
the art in computer-based education.

Needless to say, because of the short period of demonstration time,
I will be able to highlight only a few important aspects. However, we
will be available this afternoon to give additional demonstrations for
those interested in seeing more examples.

I have with me today several student computer terminals which
could be located in the home, as well as in this hearing room, because
they are connected to the University of Illinois by ordinary phone
lines. In fact, with today's technology we connect between four and
eight graphic terminals on one phone line and run them without any
interference between them.

The computer terminal is designed for viewing a student at a dis-
tance of approximately inches. Thus, in order for members of this
committee and those in the audience to view what is on this screen we
have brought with us a television camera and several monitors which
we have placed about the room.

There is a problem with this; namely, that the resolution on the
television monitors is not as good as that of the computer terminal.
Consequently, from time to time we will lutzva to zoom up on a small
portion of the screen in order to show you the necessary details.

Let Inc begin by giving you an idea of the kinds of things we do
which are different front that which computer teaching systems do.
Having begun in 1959, we have the longest continuous history in
comptiter-based education. We are active in all phases of this field,
including the development of hardware, software, and courseware.
Our interest is at all levels of education and our pedagogical approach
extends far beyond that of simple drill and practice.

The accomplishment of these goals-required it flexible system. Our
aim is to have a system which adapts to Le needs of the users, instead
of trying to force the users to adapt to the system.

At tlw present time we have over 3,00'" tailors who prepare lesson
material at about 180 different sites around the country. These sites
are located as far west at the State, of Hawaii an -ead all the way
oer 25 States to the east coast. One featurc we (1(.;.a11,1 was necessary
was the ability to view graphics on the seicvn. [Graphic capability of
system demonstrated here.] In addition to computer graphics there
are several other necessary features for computer instiction. For
example, 1 mill now show a program wh, h will demon-trate more
of these features.

Thus, over 50 percent, of the States have connected to the University
of Illinois PLATO system. The little fi,ures which you now see on the
screen are animal figures that were de- igned' by an elementary level
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classroom teacher. The system's. capability which allows teachers to
design special characters is very useful. Another very important
feature of the system is its capability to know where the student
touches the screen. This is important because there ore ninny students
who cannot use the keyboard. We decided that the student's finger
would be the simplest and most reliable component for touching the
computer screen.

As you can see here by this demonstrati.,:',, when a child is readifig
along and wants to know the meaning of a word such as the word
"mouse" here, he can touch the word on the screen with his finger as
as I am now doing and as you see, the word turns into a picture of a
mouse.

In addition, we decided that.. it would be important for the computer
to speak the word to the studjii.KT he word "mouse" which you have
just heard the computer speak wii;91,1 touched the word "mouse"
is information stored in this audio device connected to the terminal.
The voice coming from the computer sounds like a human, because it
is a recorded human voice. [Audio device and disc shown here.] Or
this flexible disc we are able to record 4,096 audio messages or 22
minutes total.

Since recordings as well as play backs are passjblv, this feature is very
useful for teaching foreign languages.

When I touch this screen, it is not the terminal directly controlling
the picture or the sound. Instead, this terminal is :q.nding, this infor-
mation hack to a computer hundreds of miles away. Being a large com-
puter, it Can make very sophisticated decisimis instantaneously and
send information back to my terminal as to what should he done. Even
though there are hundreds of others using the system now, you can
see that the response to our request for the word "mouse" was given
to its wit hin a fraction of a second.

In addition to these graphic, all( lin, and touch capabilities, we found
that another important feature for teaching in areas such as biology,
chemistry, and roedical science was the capability to project slide
images. The projected slide image must be of high quality color
selected by the computer and superimposed Over the computer -
generated graphics. Although you cannot see this color slide on the
monitor because we don't hay e a color comera, the computer terminal
screen in front of me ions the picture in color. it 'omputing slide selector
demonstrated here.]

This equipment alone, does not teach. of course, but what it does is
permit teachers to program it to tench in rr way which is limited to
their imagination and creativity rather than being limited by the flex
ihiliLy the hardware.

An interesting side note here. Yeti ore looking at a very novel flat
panel display.. The reason we can project color images from the slide
behind the panel is because the display pane is not only flat but
transparent. A 256 page color textbook con be placed on a microfiche
which then can be loaded into this space on top of the terminal,
permitting these images to be selecrted and projected on t he bad: of the
screen. This flat panel display opened up no entire new display in-
dustry in this country.

Today major computer manufacturers use this display for banking
terminals, cash registers, and other business applications.
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NVIint voli lot\1 jli l ,eeri are uldtud mode- of eummunieation
beim ecit the student and the computer. 1Ve had predicted that these
features vould he eel l- in order to tench tit all levels from ele-
menta ry through graduate school. However, we lote also that these
features, would still not be sufficient to cover all possibilitie.-. For
exttInple, ill leaching mute We 1:11e\\- that it alit to hp
aide well a feat ire tvttuld oink', it
posilile to use tile computer as nil hill in r0irilio-111, 11014.

T1111,, I hIIWr will' \ 11 III/X WH, hllilt to --Vni11e!,i7.0
71111:,ii iii FO!ir

[\111:-..1C 11(111()11:41.81.1011,(ZiVCni

boxes with more than four wakes are now beinc, built. Hav-
ing ,eeti the music boxes. the 11111-ir teaeher 71,1:eil if it \Vero
to lotye the 11111,i note, iippviil un the ale played kV
the 11111-11' bus. .1, you can see here, \Ve \Vert' able to
them.

T111' lit til,11 -1)(4'611 lieVil'eS is hIllit into the tertninitl
-11.1ce We I deliVery ileVireS

t Via'S of edncation..1, another example
of special device, we have with IN today it box khielt will produce
tt 11)IIIPull'r-tztmertliod voire A-; you will see very shortly, it ..-ounds
like a computer-generated voice instead of 21 human voice.

\I\ 1110 (v11111)12, \rill Wu st rate several thing-. liesides a .111-

put tt.r-.14ener21 t 241 voice, I will give \ tat an example of what \ye wean
by iinli!ing c,11p1'1lt.- Hil-rworrz. ()no pan

-op IllO.V III dui -cionop
call be 1111111' to some degree

',yeti Willi the \\Tit till' \Via'''. I %VW 110\V write a sentence and the com-
puter will first read the -enteric', to me and then, after analyzing the
sentence, illiistrate ti.e ineitnin, or the ,lit,,11(.(, by producing a short
-1<it on the --creen.

I( 111,11 -1Iit eke(' 'pidgin!!
It you ite 21 11111 VI' in the 1/111'2,111114.0, onniplitor-getioitpil vciee

is adequate. If you :Ire not, till' voicp 1.et rit.k.81 ('('vice shon earlier

I('0[111)1001' V1(111` (101110n -11'11110nd
.loather in1pOrt11111 0(111(.11tiOn/11111/1111,'11liOn i7" 117T Of the system.

its simulated laboratory. IVe have Homy types, of laboratories in-
bitthery and ehenii--tr.,, \\tier, t hi- kind Ill iiitvni,tion is 11,,ed.

The e.tllnl,le 11111 \ hiburillory
wont where the student controls it di -1 H111(1011 experiment. Here again,
\ye are xploitirer the concept of plittin, the control ill the hands of
the user.

II)emonstrittion of chemistry -imillided liib0rat(,r-.1
There are 111;111V 1111.1'1. hilt I lee lily limp is up. Thank you

for 011. o ply of the Kind; of thingsoppor tunityunity Io give a brie ' -20111 Kind;
that a computer-based education can do.

r. 11:11.E\soN:. .1re there tple-tion, for 1)r. Putzer?
Sm..Nsto.. 'fiat \ca, 71 lory impressive display about what

pill cold(' 1011 heciiii-c it IS II :-ervice,
as volt -21y. In quite a le\k around (air nation.

I would kike to ,et -lane ,.eneral 122tel:trroluid rot 0 The
that tiliVi011:-.1y this technology did not conte to us free. I

S,
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\vas votolertlig If \ oil could first of all give 11!-; 8 t.,..enertil ballpark on
what %on think the total devidotinicid. ro =ts of 1)1..\T() are to date
and jic t give us a i-ro-s breakout of where the funds (1111e from.

NI r. Ili-rzEit. In annivzin, the fundirc, of the l'I..1T() system from
its inception, I must soy that the answer is rather complex because
we have hod mangy- kinds of frini lers. First, I would divide the time
period from 1959 now into three phases. The fir.-t phase would
lot approximately the fir-I, when the money Hint V.'21S used to
Iltse101) the eoraeept- of 1)1..1'1'( ) cisme from the joint service program
of the 1>epartment of l)efelise..1Ithough they had a lahorotory whose
mission \vas quite different front \villa von \vould think of as normal
education, they saw potential 11,,eflIfIlit'S,S of the l roject.

hollowing that in, tial period of time, the funds for the intermediate
period of dev-elopment come primarily from three significant sources:
Om', the Federal Gox-erninent in the form of substantial funds from
the National Selene(' FM111(1101011 and the Advanced Research Proj-
ects .1gencv idol, two, from the Stitte of Illinois, tyhiclr has made

gnificant 'tontributions to the time of hundreds of thousands of
dollars annindly-. And, three, funthre, has come in the form of free
computer wces-e-, from industriol firms. In reference to this last
source, I might soy that one shouldn't neglect the capitol invest-
ment that :tofu-trial firms make in trying to produce the various

Wo' 11-e 'II the -ystem, I'm sure tlwir objective
to doing -o I to realize ac rote of return from itsim, the components in
of her area.

Those three - ounce- Inive been the major contributors up to the
present time. If I itito.-0 it, the phut -P of development we arc presently

we still receive it itmount of fund- from the State of
Illinois and \vili continue to do so.

.N.,utin, we receive fund- in the wary of equipment !mints from indus-
try, port iculartv rol Data 'orp , and finally, we receive funds from
victor user- \vhich are oil I he ,.1.7-te11. \\0 (10 have amount of
F-ileral filial; at Ott- tittle, hat it H not ii ignifirnnt amount.

N11. NVItat H the
mi.. Over the 17 or the tOt8I 11'011h1 (.01(10 to flh011t

$20 million, if you odd in all of the thing.s I have mentioned.
S\v.\ \\'h81 would he the total proportion of that in millions

of dollats front the Federal ( itivernment.
v t hot I he Feilerill I Iovernment has contrib-

uted -oniewhere III I he neWliliorlowd of tilt) to $1 I indlion, or roughly
about Tin percent.

S\vxNsox 'oven that kind of investment in tennis of the Fed-
eal Government, would that have been the crucial amount of funding?
In other \yord, I rein trvine- to get to the tpoistion of the role of the
Feder:II Government in such It. 1V I).

Nir. lit 171.;it. I rfitiot for Hire that 1,1,.vp) never would have
happened without Federal Government help, but I con say- that I'm
pretty sure it wouldn't hove happened in this century without the help
of the Violent' Government Their funding brow:lit tot ether' lot o!'
the oleos tool expertise :Ind made possilde for us to develop and im-
plement the-0 Ide8-.

Nfr. S\v,\ ...strs; \Viis that the appropriate ncuclel to follow in terms of
the Federal Government subsidizing, the ilertionstration arid develop-
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!tient aspects of your project and then the marketing handled
by it commercial corporation'?

BITZElf...1t that time I think that was an ideal way of proceed-
mg. I think the method of proceeding is a function of the time period
you are in.

Originally, support for ('.\ computer-based ittstrutionswas in
the form of very 5111a11 grants for very huge numbers of people across
the country, the result of which really got. nowhere. Then they
government went back to larger funding for a smaller num. of

people. And now I think %V0 riNd to go to a new phase or typo- of fund-
ing because the twilit( loy-y and knowledge of Elle field lots changed.

In my written testi;nony I have p011o:-4.11 a plan Nvhirli

has three kinds of participation by the Federal Govenment which we
think are crucial if we are to succeed in the area of computer-based
education. ()tie is the area of making it possible for the school districts,
to use the existing l0f11111111,y. I alight !Mint (lilt that in the math drill
arul practice areas large additional are even ill riildren
who have a very high achievement level in our school district--about
1.2 vviirs per year in school in the normal hissrront. \ \itIi computer-
based edliation in the prfll'Iire area we have 60011 able to
attain twice that gain per year. This past year students gained 2.4

years per year in !..11(a)I in contpnter -presented arithmetic drill and
practice areas. This gain wits attained by student.- at the fourth, fifth,

and sixth !Tittle level,.
This type of achievement benefits not only the children who are low

achievers, but also it makes possihle for the Iii!,11 achiever:; to make
even faster e-airts. Thus, we propos, t lint money be maile available to
let students. of all levels of nellie. 1110111 participate,

Second, we think there is it ;rent deal more research to be (lotto.
\A'e have learned a lot. NVe have had SOHN' SlIfe"-ze,-:. Ne 501110

thill,l4S H we think are succes-us but we can't prove it yet. And
we have had ,('chug(- one failure. ;Ve think, that with appropriate
research help at the institutional level, w cart britiu- the same kind of

success to it wick. variety of proe-rams at all levels for iill kinds, of

children, both ffVerrilIlieVer- and 111111erfihieVe, indel,rndeltt Of What

object llleV are study it will take tinge 11111! nionev.

\\e think the Government can and should play It very Un-
important role in III" (1)1111)1111'1.-1)21:-141 (4111ellt1011

IMStill)11'.
Wf' think If C(11111,11f(T-11,1:-.:011 (.(11(fliti(1(1 gout!,'' II)

happen. NVe think the 1.',deral (;i>vernment had het teT help control
how it happens. :So 0ve pr, .o-e that before tve put it computer terminal
in every home, rather l.abf()re t he people put tIti-ni in every home by
simply being al, to acquire them, that tve solve some of the problems
and 'ook rat stall, of the soilil issue- that inny evolve.

1'; e are looking lc the poibilities of finding a cooperative city or
segolont of it city to use as it demonstration site %cher(' the schools and
th. home: would be serv,-1 h.\ just one s% stem oral - mulled ...ee how

t
l i e people are atfetv,1 after a f l ' 1 V seat::. I I would he 21)()I1 tt, be able

to do this now before t he -It oat ion is out of control.
1\1r. 1w: \ \-(,\ I ...wild like wIrli 1111 soinethine- you raised, the

issue of the eviti,intion of a .-ystcni PLAT() and its impact. NVe
have been in contact with oeoide at the F,ducittional Testing Service
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who have been responsible for conducting: the evaluation of PLATO,
and their study yielded the following results:

Number 1, while PLATO runs and is a sucess technically and

managerially, it failed to enhance the quality of the student's learning,

that is, they fared as well whether they received PLATO lessons in

addition to regular instruction.
Second, it had no effect on attrii.ion, that is, PLATO did not turn on

students to continue.
Third, teachers and students rated the system as clear and the

lessons as good and both liked the idea of using it, he:.ce, we could

generalize that the system was enjoyable but seemed to make no
difference in the level of achievement.

I would like to ask do you feel the assessment procedures utilized

were adequate in this case and that the results fairly portrayed
PLATO? Second, what evidence would you offer to counter this?

Mr. BITZER. First of all, that is a report based on the community
college work, an area which was new to us, and I might add that being
able. to have the administrations and students of community colleges

enthusiastic about this method of teaching and on the first attempt
have student achievement be equivalent to that attained in a normal
classroom is not a failure.

Our first objective, as we told ETS, was to make sure that in these

institutions, particularly institutions of higher learning, the faculty

and administration fee! comfortabw with the system and want the
implementation. We have all seen many cases where good materials

have been programmed for TV presentation, and students showed
good achievement. However, the mode of instruction was discontinued
because the method of instruction was not acceptable to students.

So it is very importa'a that the teachers and students perceive that
what, they are doing is worthwhile and accept the method of instruc-
tion. Second, the very narrow measure; which were made of student
achievement d. I not measure many of the other qualities that the

stldents demonstrated, for example, the ability to write better
compositions, even though there was no improvement in their gram-

mar. These kinds of achievements do not show up in an evaluation of
that type. We think there is much room for improvement in the
method of evaluation. In fact, we visualize the system as a mechanism

for really looking at evahiativc procedures as well as teaching pro-
cedures, and we have a large number of people across the country

involved in doing just that.
Mr. SWANSON. I take it you would welcome another type of evalu-

ation or series of evaluations. We raised this question earlier with
Mr. Clinton and Dr. Hoffman. If we proceed with further evaluations
whose responsibility is it to fund these evaluations and carry them out?

Mr. Berz Ea. woull recommend that there be evaluations by
various types of institutions, one of which should he the Federal
Government. Also, the institution doing the evaluation probably
should not be the same institution that does the funding. First,,.
because it puts pressure on that institution to spend money in another

direction, and second, it would remove any indication of possible
collusion between the evaluating agency and the funding agency. But

in addition to institutionalized evaluation studies, one has to do a

lot of evaluation himself.

i 9
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Let me explain that there is a problem with too much evaluation of
the wrong type. There are essentially two types of evaluations. One is
called formative and the other is called summative. In the formative
evaluation you define what you are trying to accomplish and describe
how well you are accomplishing it, whereas, in the Aimmative type of
evaluation you assume that you have worked out most of the problems
and are trying tc establish the fine details of the statistical results. In
my opinion, there is a lot more formative evaluation needed before we
get to the summative areas.

I think the biggest, problem is that you do too much summative
evaluation, you will forget you are out there to teach the students.
There is a tendency to become interested in the experiments and in
gathering the research results for our own use while neglecting the fact
that there are real students out there going on to the next level. Thus,
we ought to make changes when we see there is a problem and to
correct those problems rather than sitting around saying it is a beauti-
ful evaluation and we are gathering data and forgetting students.
We shouldn't do too much cf that type. of evaluation, and I think
there has been too much of that'done in the past.

Mr. BEK:csos. Are there further questions of Dr. Bitzer? Perhaps
you can continue questioning the doctor and if perhaps you have com-
pleted then you could go on with Dr. Yolk's testimony.

Dr. WEL.s. Dr. Bitzer, I talked with Mr. Norris just for a few mo-
ments about the dissemination model which seems to evolve between
yourselves and Control Data, associated with a number of other
agencies. I take it the State of Illinois participated, and I understand
the Defense Department also provided funding. So it was a rather
large number of private and public organizations involved. I am
curious as to the evolution of the particular arrangement which finally
came out. At what point along the line did you consciously begin to
think, now that we have this potential which is arising from this re-
search, what are we going to do with it and by what process are we
going to get. it into some kind of use, either the schools or industry or
whatever? So let us, go back to this dissemination model question and
if you could express your point of view on this and give us some insight
into your thought process.

Dr. BTZER. There are two viewpoints that we had as to dissemina-
tion. One thing we realized was that the university cannot be a mass
disseminator. We can do a fairly large experiment but eventually, if it
requires equipment and mass production of any kind, it has to be
handled by industry. So as we developed our products, we looked for
mechanisms for getting them produced not only for ourselves but
for other people.

Along with that aspect, we had our own question of how we should
disseminate the terminals which we were constructing. There were two
diverse opinions at to which direction to go. One group favored con-
centrating on a very narrow objective, such as drill rand practice in
the grade schools, or a reading program. This group thought that by
our entire resources and terminals in one area we could do a definite
experiment, and essentially guarantee that we would come out with
more positive results.

The other opinion was that we are a research outfit and the sooner
we learn about all of the problems the less likely we are to be stuck

1 9
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with a system that does one job well but cannot do anything else. Of
course spreading resources over a much broader area doesn't allow
us to go into the depth to solve certain problems that we would like to
solve.

Nevertheless, I thought that there were enough people who were
quite willing to take the sure thing and give up opportunities for the
future. Particularly I thought that in a call involving Federal funds
coming from something like the National Science Foundation, and
people whom the Government and the State have invested in as re-
searchers should not fall into such a conservative category that they
are frightened to take new chances. And so we took what I would call
the high risk direction in order to gather as much information in as
wide a variety of areas as possible. Having gone through what I call
the period of maximum stress a couple of years ago while trying to
handle all of the broad spectrum of events, I now look back and say
that we did the wise thing. I say this because in fact we now know a
lot more about how to get involved in teaching in areas of applied
arts and social sciences and in the elementary areas as well as the
college areas. We now know how to provide the capability of lesson
writing to the teacheri; and professors and other people interested in
creating lesson material without them being experts in computers. This
alone has made a significant difference in the attitude of teachers
toward the medium. At the elementary level it is possible to find school
districts that are completely happy to take whatever you will hand
them, particularly if they are using government money to pay for it.

I must say that at the university level or Upper educational levels,
professors do not give up their rights so easily on what is being taught
and what materials are heing used. It is important if we are to reach
those areas that we involve them in creating material and in the
methods of evaluation and leave the creation of new material to them.

Mr. WELLS. This probably is one of the most .difficult problems that
the Federal Government faces. We have within this committee
another subcommittee which is wrestling with a uniform patent
policy bill which has been introduced and very likely hearings are
going to be held in the spring. This is going to impact the technology
transfer process and we are giving -a great deal of attention to the
total problem of technology transfer as an abstract concept and also
trying to look at it in terms of specific cases or instances.

That is why our particular interest in the arrangements you have
developed with Control Data Corp. as being on Id he face of it the
kind of model that certainly looks like a successful way to move
technology from the mind of a university researcher to the market-
place via the private sector which has the mechanisms to go to the
marketplace which the university does not have. Yet the question
always lurks in the background and has been at the heart of a 30-year
debate in Congress on what are the relative rights with respect to
various parties. When the Federal Government provides funding for
research the classic populist doctrine has been that it belongs to the
people and therefore is in the public domain.

I will not go into a long discussion of something you are fully fam-
iliar with. But trying to set up your particular situation in the context
of this larger debate, the opposing argument is that anything that is
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in the public domain is not likely to be developed. If it is available
to everyone, then no one will develop it.

So we have had this terrible dilemma for some 30 years and each
agency of Government has developed for all practical purposes its
own set of patent policies despite President Kennedy's efforts in 1963
to set forth, by Executive order a kind of uniform policy for the Gov-
ernment. ret4hat did not lead to uniform policies in practice. We
are now. struggling with this and Congress will be struggling with itduring the next session and perhaps into the following Congress
before really for the first time in a generation coming up with a
uniform patent policy.

I take it what you are saying is that unless you had a somewhat
protected positionand as I understand the arrangement between
you and the National Science Foundationyou are permitted torelease the PLATO system on a nonexclusive licensing arrangement.

Mr. BITZER. That is correct.
Mr. WELLS. As of now Control Data Corp. is the only one who has

approached you or that you have entered into an exclusive licensing
arrangement with?

Mr. BITZER. I would have to look. We have licensed, I would say,
a dozen different companies to manufacture the products, which we
hate invented. In this country the Control Data Corp., I think, is the
only corporation that we have licensed to produce the system, but
we offer the entire system on a nonexclusive basis. At one time' I
think the Japanese also had a system license. I don't know the status
of that. But certainly if another company asked us to license them, we
would, because odr policy at the university is to be as nonexclusive as
possible. As Mr. Wells has stated, the Federal Government is agonizing
over whether making things freer so that the public will appear to
benefit will result in no one doing anything or whether making it more
restrictive will result in someone making it available to the public.
The university too, struggles over whether they can put our exclusive
rights in order to make it more attractive at least for a period of time,
so that someone will run the high risk of the financial investmentneces-
sary to make the product available. If not, a smaller company will
only find out that a large company moves in and wipes out the/risk-
taking company once they prove that all the problems are solved.

Mr. SWANSON. You mentioned in fact that the University of Illinois
provides PLATO servicethere were two terminals you mentioned
this morning, one running to Minneapolis and one to Urbana.

Mr. BITZER. We have three terminals. We are on both systems and
both systems are connected to each other.

Mr. SWANSON. That means that Control Data Corp. has their own
computer facility which is able to furnish PLATO terminals around
the country as well as the Champaign-Urbana?

Mr. BrTzErt. Oh, yes, and there is another system at Florida State.
Mr. SWANSON. Does Control Data have their license to sell

PLATOwhat I'm trying to get at is have you segmented the market
or do you both compete with each other? Does the University of
Illinois compete with Control Data in providing PLATO service or
how do you decide who sells to what kinds of customers?

Mr. BITZER. That is a difficult question, but I can tell you the
legalistic terms.
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Mr. WELLS. Should universitites be in the business of providing this
commercial service?

Mr. BITZER. First of all, this is one area where you can't do the
research without having customers. You cannot do it in absentia.
Everybody recognizes that, including the business parties. Besides, in
the long run, the benefits of the reasearch will also be for the companies
involved in disseminating the technology. WeUniversity of Illinois
consider ourselves in competition when, in any one institution, we
install more than four terminals. For any institution outside the
University of Illinois, if we install over four terminals we consider
ourselves in competition with CDC, and we would not do that without
their permission. For less than four terminals, or up to four terminals
we will take, on an availability basis, anybody who would like to do
some experimental research with us.

Mr. SwAxsoN. Say I am a school district in Baltimore and I wanted
to have PLATO for my school, would there be in effect then two
vendors available, the University of Illinois and Control Data from
whom I could purchase PLATO?

Mr. BITZER. The University of Illinois for up to four terminals or
Control Data Corp. as many terminals as you want unless it becomes a
research program.

Mr. SWANSON. So then you dichotomize between experimental and
commercial?

Mr. BITZER. If, in fact, a major portion Of the funds involved are not
just for renting service but in fact doing evaluation and developing
course work and so forth, then that is completely excluded and
considered research and not competitive service.

Mr. SWANSON. So basically you partition tart market into experi-
mental and nonexperimental as well as the number of terminals in use?

Mr. BITZER. And any institution within the State of Illinois, either
governmental or educational, is excluded.

Mr. SWANSON. Say, I'm a small institution and can get by with four
terminals and I want to buy PLATO from the University of Illinois
and the other option is Control Data. How much would it cost to get
the four terminals, from the University of Illinois? And what is my
competing cost factor from Control Data?

Mr. BITZER. From the University of Illinois we price the product
just as if we were paying for everything. But because we clearly don't
have the same.overheacI or profit motive the costs are not the same.
We ask the individual to buy their own terminals which run slightly
over $5,000 each. We ask them to pay their own communication
charges, whatever they may be depending on their location. Then we
charge them $2,500 per year fbr each terminal to access the system.
This access charge is like $1 per hour for whatever services they need,
including maintenance of the terminal except for trg,vel, and access to
all courses% are.

Mr. SwANsox. What would be the comparative CDC costs?
Mr. BITZER. My guess is that CDC costs would be three to four

times as high.
Mr. SWANSON. Thank you very much for bringing all of the equip-

ment. I might mention that the equipment will be en display through-
out the rest of the afternoon once the hearings conclude. AP,d we have
mailed a "Dear Colleague" letter to members of the Ho, :.se and Senate.

C
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Mr. GALLAGHER. On page 7 in your conclusion there as to the third
focus, the Pe :feral nogram [Mr. Gallagher quoting from statement].

As. a 1 hen I think of a national network, I'm thinking
COMMO. BS or NBC television national network. When you
speak ;. lly" of course a by-product of this will be activity
on the House ultiniately and there are going to be Con-
gressr the plusses and some who see the minuses. That
goes xt which brings up the old adage that he whd funds
it rum.; it, ns Federal intervention and control.

But dive;, a moment, am I correct that in building this
futuristic net: s )ealt about wiring together a complete city
with homes, fat. , and businesses, and a school population and then
perhaps interlinkit:, cities and developing that ray, I imagine you
could wire a State together.

Well, this gets right back to what I was touching on somewhat be-
fore, who contr. ..; all this? Who picks the peer reviewer? After the
program is in plc for a while, who evaluates it? who picks the evalu-
ator? I think tlif- will be a lot of debate on this on the floor.

Mr. BITZER. 's, and I couldn't agree more. You have focused
on a very imptz. point. That is the reason we suggest that the
Federal Government get involved at a very early stage and designate
some new unit in one of the existing agencies to start looking at these
problems as early as possible.

My guess is that even without control it would probably happen
anyway. We are linked together with several systems now and we
could probably link together hundreds of systerris and millions of
terminals within the next 10 years. If they are made available in the
free marke.*:place, people will buy them and they will be linked to
the system. In this case, expansion and strategies developed without
careful preplanning may give undesired side effects, whereas, if we
plan very carefully now, I think we can develop the necessary govern-
mental laws, restrictions or regulations, which will guarantee better
service and minimize any dangers.
-. Mr...GALLAGHERDo you envisage a single national network or a

plurality of systems?
Mr. BITZER. I visualize the network as being very much like the

telephone service, a regulatory type agency in the sense that it will
provide its service but it will not tell you how to use it.

Of course, the services will be much more extensive and involved.
For example, such things as instantaneous communication worldwide
and national libraries will be available. We are working now on a
system to provide on-line capability and access to a 2-million-volume
library with the capability to search it in a fraction of a second.
Those kinds of services would drastically change the way people use
their existing services, and there would be a substitution of com-
munication for transportation. We could bring high quality libraries
and searching capabilities to everybody in their homes, making large
libraries available for the general public as well as to professors. We
think these things are going to happen. We, can show you some of
these things now and that's what makes us think that will happen on
a large scale eventually.

Mr. GALLAGHER. You refer to a telephone system. That is a neutral
object where you have a dialect between yourself and the party you
talk to. The party you talk to has not yet been programed and it
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is spontaneous. You do have the interaction we have heard about
today, but you still have to program the initial material which the
student is tapping. So is that art apt analogy I wonder.

Mr. BITZER. I think,so, in the sense that I also view this network
as a mediumpeople ask what PLATO teaches. It is not PLATO

iwhich teaches. It is the material and things that people have done
that either teach or do not teach, utilizing PLATO as a medium. I
view PLATO as being a medium with which you can do things you
have not done before.

Certainly there will be things available on the system that will be
valueless. They probably won't make any difference. People won't use
valueless things very long. And there will be things of great value. I
think we have to establish very soon a program which will help
encourage the valuable things and discourage the valueless ones. I
can see that as a role for the Federal Government. Otherwise, it is
going to take the route of commercialism and you are likely to turn
on your terminal and get a 3-minute commercial on what is available
at the local store.

Mr. GALLAGHER. If you object to television programs you can
always protest and you have other avenues to put pressure on the
New York networks, whereas if the Federal Government is involved
you can protest by not paying your taxes but then you're thrown in
The slammer.

Mr. BITZER. An important aspect of this system is that we have
a lot of competitive lessons in the same area. Right now in the class-
room, if a professor decides to teach a given philosophy, which most
of us find offensive, we don't even know about it. It is very hard to
find out. It is sort of a sacred hall for a professor to say what he wants
in his class. I think we will provide the same type of situation in this
system, except it won't be secretive any more, because everybody
can see it.

I think that you will get enough feedback and incentive to do the
right job..This can be accomplished in part by opening the system
up to anybody who wishes to participate; by making it possible to
write. competitive lesson materials; and by establishing some reasoa-
able reward system such as royalties for materials used.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Getting to what Dr. Crandall said, you
turn these kids from externally to internally controlled mid you leave
the house in the morning at 8 o'clock and you come home at 5 and
you have a bunch of rebels on your hands. So I want you to think
about that.

Mr. BITZER. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman for allowing
us to appear here today.

Mr. BEILEN5ON. Our next witness is Dr. John Yolk, the product
line manager of Hazeltine Corp. Doctor, it is good of you to come
over here and discuss this matter with us today.

STATEMENT OF DR. 101IN VOLK, PRODUCT LINE MANAGER,

HAZELTINE CORP.

Dr. YOLK. Thank you very much for inviting me. I'm going to
talk about the TICCIT, the computer-based instruction program
today. I will first tell you a little bit about the history of the program
and then describe the system and tell you about some of the results
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we have had and their initial applications and try to be specific there
and then finally point out some opportunities where I think the.
Federal Government could perhaps be doing more today than it is
to further this technology.

[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Volk follows:] "...-_-...".

,.,
PREPARED STATEMENT BY JOHN VOLK

Good afternoon, my name is John Volk; I am director of engineering for
Hazeltine Corp.'s Educational Systems Group. Hazeltine Corp. has for over 50
years been a leader in the development and application of information electronics
technology, including basic contributions to the development of color television,
military electronic systems, and computer terminal equipment. The corporation
has annual sales approaching $100 million, its stock is traded on the New York
Stock Exchange, principal offices and corporate headquarters are located in
Greenlawn, N.Y.

Hazeltine's Educational Systems Group was organized within this past year
t6 manufacture, support, and to market the TICCIT I computer-based instruc-
tional system. Offices of the Educational Systems Group are in McLean, Virginia.

The development of the TICCIT system began in 1968 under the private
sponsorship of the MITRE Corporation (a Federal Contract Research Center).
In 1971 the National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded MITRE the first in
a series of contracts to implement and demonstrate the feasibility of this system
for use in community colleges. Brigham 'Young University, joined with MITRE
in this effort. Prior to Hazeltine's involvement with TICCIT, I was head of
MITRE's Computer Systems Department and was directly responsible for the
development of the TICCIT system. Between 1971 and 1976 many organizations
came to MITRE expressing interest in the system for their own instructional
needs. However, neither MITRE nor Brigham Young University were in a
position to manufacture, sell, and service TICCIT systems on a continuing basis.
MITRE did though build TICCIT systems for the U.S. Navy, the New York
State Education Department, and Gallaudet College in addition to the systems
it built under its NSF contract for Brigham Young University, Phoenix College,
and Northern Virginia Community College. At this point, it was determined
that the public interest would be best served by making the system commercially
available. With NSF's advice and consent, MITRE solicited proposals from
industry for the commercialization of TICCIT and after a lengthy evaluation
selected Hazeltine.

TICCIT was developed to provide the kinds of interactive instruction you
have seen demonstrated today using low-cost "off -the-shelf" technology. The
system includes a central computer system that can provide individualized
instruction simultaneously to as many as -125 students. Students receive instruc-
tion at student terminals which include a color television set and a typewriter-
like keyboard. The student's learning experience is, in general, a dialog between
the student and the computer. The computer presents rules, definitions, and
examples on the TV screen at the student's behest. The computer also presents
to the students practice questions and tests. The student responds to questions
and requests specific information by typing on his keyboard. The computer
analyzes the answers typed by the student and displays on the student's Tv a
message indicating whether the answer was correct or incorrect and, if necessary,
an indication of the kind of error made by the student. It also maintains records
and prepares reports on student progress as an aid to the teacher. Every TICCIT
student proceeds at a pace and works on instructional material matched to his
knowledge and ability. Teachers monitor the progress of TICCIT students,
providing guidance and assistance.

TICCIT is distinguished from other computer-based instructional systems in
several ways. The most obvious distinction is the use of color television technology
in the student terminal. Color television receivers today are remarkably low-cost/
high-reliability devicesthey cost only marginally more than the usual computer
display and provide two very useful extra features. First of all, computer-generated
displays can be in color (color adds interest, can he used to focus attention, high-
light key points). Second, full motion video sequences can be incorporated into
the computer-based system. For instance, a video tape of a professor explaining

TICCIT (Time-shared, Interactive, Computer-Controlled Information Television) is a
trademark of Hazeltine Corp.
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a difficult concept can automatically be retrieved and shown to the student on his
TV in conjunction with his computer-based instructional material. There are
other advantages as well, by connecting a TICCIT system to a cable television
system it is possible to bring computer-based instruction into thc home. This, in
fact, has been done in Buffalo, New York. Severely handicapped children receive
computer-based education using their home TV as the display. The final and
potentially most important advantage of being telcvision-based is that our
system is compatible with video disc technology and thc considerable benefits
it will bring to computer-based Instruction.

However, another on-technical distinction of TICCIT has been of much more
importance to the success of the TICCIT system. A problem faced by all instruc-
tion technologies has been thc development of instructional material (or what
we call "courseware"). Early workers in thc field of computer-based instruction
found courseware development to bc the most significant impediment to suc-
cessthey could make the hardware work, but the writing and debugging of
courseware was a never ending process. Every developer of computer-based
instructional systems has had to face this problem and develop tools to solve it.
TICCIT takes a system approach to the entire problem of developing consistently
good courseware. Vic Buuderson's group at Brigham Young University deserves
much of thc credit for this work. TICCIT differs in that the courseware develop-
ment system assist the teacher in development of instructional strategies, makes
cntry and revision of courseware similar to advanced, widely used, word proc-
essing systems, and has an automatic data gathering and reporting system that
provides teachers with reports on the difficulties students are having with course
ware. In fact, the approach built into the TICCIT computer is almost identical
to the courseware development process (called Instructional Systems Design)
which is now being pressed into service for all instruction technology within the
military.

TICCIT systems are now installed and providing instruction at eight sites
across thc country. Over 500 student terminals are in the field. The systems are
being used for instruction in mathematica and English composition in community
colleges, in the operation of advanced weapon systems at Naval Air Stations, and
in basic skillswith handicappeed children.

In general, TICCIT has been found by uscrs to bc a technically reliable system,
free of the defects commonly associatedwith instructional technology. The system
has been so reliable that most users do not even keep statistics on system reliability.
At one typical installation where statistics are kept they show the system is up and
working properly over 99 percent of the time it's scheduled for student use.

TICCIT has been used the longest at Northern Virginia Community College
and Phoenix College. Both schools continue to use TICCIT today. Educational
Testing Service (ETS) has collected substantial data on TICCIT's impact on
these schools and is under contract to the NSF to report on the educational
impact of TICCIT in these two schools. (Thc report will be available within
ninety_ days). The ETS study compares TICCIT students -- with students -in
traditional classes taking similar courses. We expect the ETS report will show that
in comparing students that complete their courses TICCIT students achieve
significantly more. We also expect the study will show though that most students
lack the discipline to work completely at their own pace. TICCIT teachers have
consequently accepted as part of their responsibility to set progress goals for each
student that are reasonable considering his individual ability. Overall, we have
been very pleased with how well these systems have worked.

Use of TICCIT by the Navy is also proceeding well. Crew membcrs are being
trained for the S3A anti-submarine warfare aircraft. Reports from Navy per-
sonnel responsible for operation of the system indicate that since TICCIT was
put into use, fewer instructors are required and students learn their material
faster. TICCIT was justified for installation in the Navy on the basis that training
traditionally offered in expensive weapon system simulators could instead be
accomplished with TICCITthe Navy's analysis showed an expected saving
of over $25,000,000 by purchasing two TICCIT systems instead of several weapon
system simulators.

The use of TICCIT for special education with severely handicapped students
in Buffalo, New York, and deaf children at Gallaudet Collegc's Model Secondary
School for the Deaf (MSSD) have been personally very rewarding. Use of the
system in Buffalo began in 1975results though are difficult to quantify, it is,
hard to put a cost effectiveness measure on the success a terminally ill child experi-
ences learning math. Community support of this system has been great. In fact,
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since federal and state support of the project' ended last year, local charities
stepped in and continued operation of the F ystem on their own. The system at
IVISSD has only recently become operational and data on its use is not available.

Overall, from a cost effectiveness standpoint, TICCIT has been most success-
ful in its military training applications. In military training, reduction in training
time can result in significant cost saving, as can substituting TICCIT for more
expensive training equipment. Student motivation is not a problem. For these
same reasons we expect that training in federal agencies like the Social Security
Administration, Internal Revenue Servic., and in industrial training can also be
cost effective today.

I believe, and Y think the message is clear today that the computer-based
instructional systems available now are ready to be much more hroadly applied
than they are today and that their use can result in improvements in instructional
effectiveness and cost reduction. However, application of these systems, despite
their obvious value, is not growing rapidly.

Personally, I have been most surprised by the small number of applications of
this technology within the military services. The need for improvement in mili-
tary training cost effectiveness is well documented. The need for individualized
instruction, the disastrous outcomes that can result from inadequate training,
and the difficulty the military has in developing good instructors are all apparent.
Many officers and civilians directly responsible for training acknowledge the
benefits of TICCIT and other computer-based instructional systems but appear
to receive little support from the military training bureaucracies when they
propose the application of such systems.

Part of the Impediment to use of computer-based instruction in the military
services are the various regulations associated with the purchase of automatic
data processing equipment. Even though a system like TICCIT is used exclusively
for training, its procurement is administered as if it were a general purpose com-
puter system. These procedures have little relationship (from either a technical
or administrative standpoint) with a system like TICCIT. Attempting to follow
them has been conservatively estimated,to add two years to what would normally
be an 18 month procurement cycle. Computer systems incorporated in military
weapon system and process control systems arc excluded from these regulations
computers that are part of an instructional system should also be excluded.

Broad military use of computer-based instructional systems would do more
than cut the DOD's training budget. Large scale production of computer-based
instruction will result in lowered costs for these systems. In addition, broad use
will encourage more private investment, in thiE technology, increase competition,
again lower cost even more, and probably improve performance. I believe the net
effect will be to bring the cost of computer-based instructional systems down to
the point where they can be broadly applied in public education. The military
services should be considering broad application of computer-based instructional
systems now.

In spite of these problems, though, one can only be optimistic about the future
of computer-based -instructional systems several- good _systems are available
"off-the-shelf" today, we know that computers can Make instruction more efficient,
a general dissatisfdetion exists with the cost and effectiveness of traditional means
of instruction, and it ,is apparent the cost of computer based instruction will
continue to fall and that the capabilities it offers will significantly increase. Broad
use of computer-based instruction is inevitable!

Dr. VOLK. First of all, as to the history of TICCI'P, the TICCIT sys-
tem development began almost 10 years ago at the Mitre Corp., which
is a Federal contract research center located in Boston and in Wash-
ington, D.C.

In 1971 the National Science Foundation awarded Mitre the first
in a series of contracts to implement and demonstrate the feasibility
of this system for use in community colleges. Brigham Young Uni-
versity joined with Mitre in this effort.

Prior to Hazeltine's involvement with TICCIT, I. was head of
Mitre's Computer Systems Department and was directly responsible
for the development of the system. Between 1971 and 197G

imany organizations came to Mitre expressing their interest in the
system for their own instructional needs.
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However, neither Mitre nor Brigham Young University were in a
position to manufacture, sell, and service TICCIT systems on a
continuing basis. This presented a dilemma to Mitre and to Brigham
Young University.

Nevertheless Mitre did build a number of TICCIT systems for the
U.S. Navy, for Galludet College in Washington, D.C., and for the
New York Department of Education. Finally, after consultation with
the NSF Mitre went out to industry and solicited interest in the
TICCIT system and eventually received proposals from industry to
commercialize TICCIT.

NSF was involved in this entire process. Last year about this time
Hazeltine Corp. was selected to be the commercial vendor of TICCIT.

The TICCIT system provides interreactive instrultion, provides
kinds of instruction similar to what. can be (lone with PLATO or in
the Computer Curriuclum Corp. system. It sort of falls in between
those two systerhs in terms of cost and capability. We think it is a
very good compromise.

What I would like to do is show you a few pictures. Earlier today Dr.
Hoffman warned that those of us who would be talking would show
you many pictures of smiling people using our systems and you should
be on guard against those kinds of pictures.

But I thought it would be helpful just to show you a couple of
pictures just to give you an idea of what happens with this kind of
system.

[Slide.]
First of all, a word on what TICCIT stands for. I won't even try to

say it. That was a name that was developed by a committee.
.[Slide.1
ThedEICCIT computer system provides interreactive instruction

to many 'students simultaneously, in fact, as many as 125 students can
receive different instructional material, each at their own pace, inter-
reacting with "the "computer at their own TV terminal.

A typical student terminal consists of a color TV set and a key-
board. Like Dr. Bitzer demonstrated so ably a few moments ago, the
computer can display on the screen pictures, information, and ques-
tions. The student can answer those questions by typing on a key-
board or by pointing at the screen with an oval pointing stick which
we call a light pen. There is a dialog which goes back and forth.
The computer keeps rdcords of the student's performance and prepares
reports for teachers, quizzes students, and gives tests, all the kinds of
things you would normally like to have happen in an instructional
environment.

Teachers are a key part of teaching with TICCIT. TICCIT does
not remove the teacher entirely from the teaching process. It changes
the role of the teacher instead. The teacher is not inolved so much in
lecturing but is involved more in guidance and motivating students
and helping them with specific problems.

[Slide.]
Now TICCIT is different from other systems in the technology

that we use and in the way that we enter rinstructional mateial into
the computer system. I'm just going to hit on one facet of the tech-
nology and that is that we use color television receivers for TICCIT
instructional material.

2U,
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We do this for several reasons. First of all, with a color TV you
can obviously display information in more colors than just black

iand white, or in the case of the PLATO system, orange. It is possible
to show full color pictures that are generated by the computer. And
that would be quite helpful in tying concepts together and high-
lighting key points, and so forth.

Another important advantage of using color television is that it is
possible to integrate full-color motion pictures into the presentation
For instance, if you wish to show an experiment to a student, instead
of showing a computer simulation of the experiment on the TV
screen, you can actually show the real thing. The student can see
everythnig that is going on just like he would if he were in the labora-
to

other advantage is that because we use television technology it
is possible to connect a TICCIT system to a cable television system
and bring these same kinds of computer services that you have seen
demonstrated here today and that you have heard about into people's
homes. We have in fact done this. We are bringing instruction to
handicapped children in Buffalo, New York, into their homes. They
do not have a special computer terminal. They use their home TV
set as a display and they talk back to the computer with a little
keyboard connected to the computer system via a telephone line.

Another advantage is that TICCIT is riding the technology wave
that is coming up with video discs. Video disc technology offers the
capability of accessing literally tens of thousands of pages 1of infor-
mation off of a single record.

Video-based technology is completely copmatible and we think it
will have a major impact on the cost of the system. As interesting as
those technological features are, though, the impact that TICCIT
has had on most users, the most phenomenal impact, is in the course-
ware development area., In the examples you saw today that Don
Bitzer put up, you might get an idea of how difficult it is to invent
instructional materials for a computer-based system, to be so clever
as the people were who put those particular sequences up on the
system. Most people find it very difficult to do that.

We have triedand Dick Bunderson will confirm this, I'm sure,
in a few momentswe have tried to allow for a procedure that allows
for good quality material to be entered systematically. We feel that
the material we have put up on TICCIT today demonstrates that
quality. TICCIT systems right now have been installed and are
operating at eight sites across the country. They are providing instruc-
tion in community colleges. They are providing instruction at military
bases and they are providing instruction at special education centers.

In general, we have found that these systems have been highly
reliable. In the past, instructional technology has gotten a bad name
because the equipment did not work most of the time. We get com-
ments like at the North Island Naval Air Station where we have a
system installed, that TICCIT is the most reliable instructional
system they have on the base. We are very proudof that. TICCIT
has been used longest at two community colleges, one within about a
15- minute ride from here in Alexandria, the Northern Virginia Com-
munity College, and another, the Phoenix College in Phoenix, Ariz.
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The result of TICCIT's impact in the schools we feel generally has
been very good.

Educational Testing Service has been gathering data on the impact
of TICCIT there and while that report has not been released yet,
we have seen enough of the data to draw a couple of conclusions. One
is that TICCIT does make a significant difference in student achieve-
ment. Another is that the mode of implementation of TICCIT of
bringing this kind of instructional material into the school, the way
you do that and the way you work with teachers is very important.
NVe implemented an English course and a mathematics course, multi-
semester courses, and we implemented the math course in a way where
teachers had practically no real role.. They_were just there to answer
questions that students had. And for the English course, we gave the
teachers a major role, one where they worked with students almost
on a daily basis in small groups, et cetera.

We found that in both cases, both math and English, the students
who completed the courses learned more than the, students did who
completed regular college classes.

We found that student motivation was much higher in English
courses and overall the program was much more successful. So we see
that as a sign for the future and when'We go into other community,
colleges in the future and other various public education system we
will encourage our users to be careful about the mode of implementa-
tion and make sure that the teachers are carefully involved in the
course of study and that they don't consider this technology as a
means of eliminating-the teacher from the process.

The use of the TICCIT by the Navy is also proceeding well. Crew
members are being trained for the S3A antisubmarine warfare
aircraft. Reports from Navy personnel responsible for operation of the
system indicate that since TICCIT was put into use, fewer instructors
are required and students learn their material faster.

TICCIT was justified for installation in the Navy on the basis that
training traditionally offered in expensive weapon system simulators
could instead be accomplished with TICCITthe Navy's analysis
showed an expected saving of over $25 million by purchasing two
TICCIT systems instead of several weapon system simulators.

Overall, it has been a successful program and one which our Navy
colleagues tell us saved them over $25 million. The use of TICCIT for
special education is much harder to quantify from a cost-effectiveness
standpoint. I think it is a wonderful thing to do, but I think people
get all hung up when they try to talk about dollars and cents in this

area.
Generally, we believe that TICCIT has been most effective and

most successful from a cost effectiveness standpoint in military
training. The reason for this is because students can complete their
courses faster with TICCIT and they are being paid salaries. There is,
therefore, significant cost savings. Also, the fact that TICCIT can be
substituted for more extensive training equipment results in cost
savings. We believe for the same reasons other Federal agencies like
Social Security Administration, Internal Revenue Service, and in
areas like industrial training, you will find that there will be consider-
able cost savings possible today to computer-based education.

20
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I hope that part of the message that you glean from all the com-
ments today is that those of us who have developed computer-based
education system or who are marketing them today believe that these
systems can be cost effective for certain applications and that they
should be more widely used than they are now.

I personally am very surprised by the small number of applications
of this technology, especially within the Federal Government. The
military training area is an area where it is especially surprising to
me, the .need for improvement in military training cost effectiveness
is well documented. GAO has made a verysinteresting study a couple
of years ago which showed that the student-teacher ratio in military
training is approaching one-to-one. We are almost down to the point
where _there is one instructor for every student in the military. The
need for individualized instruction and the disastrous outcomes that
can result from inadequate training and the difficulty the military

has in developing good instructors are all apparent.
Many officers and civilians directly responsible for training acknowl-

edge the benefits of TICCIT and other computer-based instructional
systems, but appear to receive very little support from the military
training bureaucracies when they propose applications of such systems.

Part of the impediment to the use of computer-based instruction
in the military services are the various regulations associated with
the purchase of automatic data processing equipment. Even though
a system like TICCIT is used exclusively for training, its procure-
ment is administered as if it were a general purpose Computer system.
These procedures have little relationshipfrom either a technical or
administrative standpointwith a system like TICCIT.

Attempting to follow them has been conservatively estimated to
add 2 years to what would normally be an 18-month procurement
cycle. Computer systems incorporated in military weapon systems and
process control systems are excluded from these regulationscom-
puters that are a part of an instructional system 'should also be excluded.

Broad military use of computer-based instructional systemd would
do more than cut the DOD's training .budget. Large-scale production
of computer-based instruction will result in lowereI costs for these
systems. In addition, broad use will encourage more private invest-
ment in this technology, increase competition, again 'lower cost even
more, and probably improve performance.

I believe the net effect will be to bring the cost of computer-based
instructional systems down to the point where they can be broadly
applied in public education. The military services should' be consider-
ing broad application of comp,' A--based instructional systems now.

It would be wonderful to m( my children, who are not disadvan-
taged, could have computer-based education. The way it is today it
is only those minority institutions that can get Federal funds that
have it.

Mr. BEILENSON. Thank you very much. I think Mr. Swanson may
have a couple of questions. ,

Mr. SWANSON. How much does it cost to buy or rent the TICCIT
system for 1 year?

Mr. VOLK. The cost of the TICCIT systemgenerally they start
at a price of around $300,000 and go up from there. When we prorate

;the costs, the costs are something less than $1 per student contract
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hour, maybe 75 cents, or in some cases as low as 50 cents per student
contract hour.

Mr. SWANSON. I would like to get back to the questions we were
focusing in on with Dr. Bitzer. Hazeltine has a nonexclusive contract
to market TICCIT as well as several other organizations?

Mr. VoLK. There was a very long and deliberate process that we
went through with the National Science Foundation and with the
Mitre Corp. to acquire rights to use the data that was developed under
this program. There are no patents involved. Basically, it is just
engineering data that was handed from the Mitre Corp. to Hazeltine
Corp.

The agreement that was wcrked out included payments byHazeltine
to the NSF, royalty payments, as part of the agreement. Another
part of the agreement was that there would be a certain amount of
exclusivity for a short period of time to give Hazeltine an ability to
just establish itself in the marketplace.

I'm sure, as you know, the first couple of years of a venture like this
is just all outgoing funds and the feeling was within NSF and within
Mitre that there should be encouragement to a private company to
make that front-end investment.

Mr. SWANSON. Thank you very much.
Mr. BEILENSON. Thank you very much, Dr. Volk. I appreciate your

coming to share your knowledge with us.
Our last witness is Dr. C. Victor Bunderson, president of the World

Institute for Computer Assisted Teaching, Inc., from Orem, Utah.
[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Bunderson is as follows:]
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TICCIT PROJECT

Brief History of the TICCIT Project

Early in 1971, the National Science Foundation funded two organiza-

tions, the MITRE Corporation of McLean, Virginia, and the University of

Texas CAI laboratory, with two separate but related contracts for investi-

gations leading to the further development of MITRE's TICCIT computer

system concept. TICCIT stands for Time-Shared, Interactive, Computer-

Controlled Information Television. The concept of using mini-computers,

television and cable distribution to prdduce a low-cost CAI system had

been developed extensively by MITRE on the strength of a substantial

internal commitment prior to this time.

MITRE was to design and develop hardware and software, and Texas

to develop courseware in freshman mathematics and English, the entire

system targeted to meet instructional needs in junior colleges. A needs

survey conducted under the University of Texas contract resulted in the

finding that the major needs of junior colleges lay in so-called remedial

mathematics and English. Substantial additional courseware development

was required, and it was proposed that additional courseware teams be

established at Brigham Young University's Instructional Research and

Development Department under the direction of M. David Merrill. NSF sub-

sequently funded MITRE for follow-up work with Texas and BYU as subcon-

-

tractors for courseware systems design and development, co-ordinated by

the Texas Lab.

The story of the origin of TICCIT, with its unique learner-controlled

courseware and the "factory!' to produce it is a story of cross-fertilization %I

between these three organizations. Unlike manufacturers df computing

equipment, the not-for-profit MITRE Corporation was able to respond with

(k
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highly flexible and creative systems-engineeri.% solutions to software

and hardware requirements implied by the instructional needs and goals

generated by Texas and BYU. The capabilities thus developed in turn

stimulated the imagination of the developers at the universities. The

reaearch of the Texas Laboratory in learner control and. in instructional

design and packaging for computer-based systems provided a base of

expertise in courseware development for CAI. The research in instructional

psychology and instructional design and development at BYU provided

empirical and theoretical perspective free from the self-limiting

constraints which exist in yesterday's systems (in this case the IBM

1500 at Texas) but not in tomorrow's systems.

Because of a number of advantages at BYU, the director of courseware

project at Texas, C. Victor Bunderson, his associate, Gerald W. Faust,

and half a dozen other key staff members elected to move to BYU in the

summer of 1972. The Texas subcontract was terminated by MITRE because of

the management and budget advantages of consolidation of BYU.

The TICCIT hardware, software and courseware was completed by the

conclusion of the contract in June 1976. Substantial investment was

required to complete this contract by MITRE, BYU and the two test community

colleges -- Phoenix College of Arizona and northern Virginia Community

College of Alexandria. These organizations completed the project at their

own expense when the NSF funds proved insufficient for this ambitious

undertaking and were not extended.

Hundreds of students began taking the TICCIT lessons in the fall

of 1975 at the two community colleges. _,The system has been evaluated by

Educational Testing Services at these two sites. Evaluation of TICCIT at

the university level was undertaken starting in 1975 by the Computer

Teaching Research Center at BYU. The ETS evaluation report is now in draft.
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form and will soon be released. A series of evalwation reports are also

available from BYU.

' TICCIT Hardware. Large CAI systems like PLATO form a network of

terminals connected to a powerful central computer by means of expensive

telephone lines. By contrast, TICCIT was designed to serve a sizeable

number of students in one location by means of inexpensive mini-computers.

Two Nova mini-computers can service 128 terminals at.one campus site.

The color display terminals are an attractive feature of TICCIT.

Using Sony color T:V. displays, TICCIT can present digitally-generated

characters and graphics, on a grey background, in any combination of white,

black, red, yellow, green, blue or blue-green. Free-form contours as well

as computer-generated graphs can thus be displayed. The color and graphics

are extremely powerful for promptim and cueing of various sorts. Pre-

recorded audio massages can be switched, random access, to the terminals,

as can short video-tapes originating from cassette players. A standard

typewriter keyboard permits upper- and lower-case alphanumeric entry. An-

other special keyboard at the left permits cursor pointing and cursor

movement with flexible editing. A set of special learner-control keys is

available at the right side of the keyboard. The keyboard and the display

capabilities are a reflection of the unique instructional theory behind the

system.

TICCIT Software ,:crhothoring. The crisp digital color displays

with graphics are a heims0, of TICCIT, but the best display is useless

without software tools to assist im authoring good courseware.

TICCIT software utilizes the color display hardware fully. Characters

can be modified "on the fly" to produce any character set or to compose any

graphic, whether describable easily by an elementary function or Aa a
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digitized version of free-form artwork. A modified television camera and

graphics entry system scans and digitizes the artwork, which is then stored

centrally. The graphics editor permits authors to plot any elementary or

parametric function and to edit these and the digitized artwork at will.

Software to aid authors has taken a variety of forms. The graphics

j camera and editor is only one part of the user interface designed to make

the TICCIT computers easy for authors to use. The authoring system is

more than an "authoring language" such as found or other CAI systems. Such

languages are written to control tht basic hardware and logical capabilities

of given CAI system. They do not include in their semantics the funda-

mental concepts of systematic instructional development, a growing body

of knowledge used to develop the TICCIT courseware. An authoring system

is an integrated set of computer programs, formatted manuscripts, and man-

agement procedures designed to facilitate the various steps in the instruc-

tional development process.

MITRE developed the operating systems, compilers, and related

software for use by authors and students. Brigham Young University developed

software to permit data entry and editing, graphics entry and editing,

report generation for teachers and authors, and other user utility programs.

Manuscript formats were developed for use by authors in producing maps,

tests, ,tivea, rules, example., practice problems, and helps nd.the

same forlbrits were embodied in the authoring software. Similar manuscript

formats and on line embodiments for coders were developed to provide for

display specifications, file creation, and answer analysis coding.

The TICCIT Courseware and Instructional Theory

The term "courseware" refers to educational materials, whether in

the computer or associated with it leg. handbooks). It should be distinguished

211
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from "software," which refers to computer programs to support authors, .

teachers, and students regardless of what courseware is being used.

The instructional model of learner control is a major contribution

of the TICCIT project. The trucKured student language gives students

control over the content of instruction by means of "maps" which alloy

the student to choose with few restraints any units and lessons to iurvey,

then study. Students also control instructional strategy, by means of

learner-control commands like "RULE," "EXAMPLE," "PRACTICE," and "HELP."

Students receive help on strategy through an advisor program which gives

them information designed to improve their learning strategies.

The learner control keys are tied to a theory of instruction which

says that certain instructional components (like "RULES," "EXAMPLES,"

"PRACTICE PROBLEMS," "HELP's" and "MAPS") designed in a certain way, will

promote learning. The evaluation of this instructional approach, both on

TICCIT and on other media where it has been implemented, has been quite

positive. The approach enables learners engaged in self-study to learn

rapidly and well.

This is fortunate, since the model also leads to a systematic,

efficient process for authoring materials that is highly cost effective

compared to other methods of authoring. The authoring system first

implemented on TICCIT is ,major scientific and technological accomplishment.

This authoring system resulted in the production of a large body

of courseware at Brigham Young University. Starting with a review of

arithmetic, the mathematics materials extended from a review of fractions

through elementary and intermediate algebra and elementary functions

(except trigonometry). The English meterials provide two catalog courses,

a remedial grmmnar and mechanics course, and a freshmen composition course,
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in which the teacher's role is vital in generating ideas and grading writing

assignments, but not in teaching structure or editing skills.

This authoring model is now being used successfully by number

of companies who employ former
TICCIT project staff members and at

number of colleges and training
centers who employ TICCIT or BYU graduates.

Several thousand segments of instruction
using this approach have been

developed beyond the 300 - 400 segments wiginally developed or the

TICCIT community college projects. Most of these thousands of segments

are on media other than TICCIT, which
shows the generality of the instruc-

tional model.

Results of the ETS and BYU Evaluation of TICCIT

The ETS evaluation reports
on TICCIT and PLATO will soon be published.

ETS has shared the preliminary versions
with BYU, MITRE, and others. From

these preliminary versions, several
conclusions stand out:

1. When used as an adjunct to the
classroom, neither TICCIT nor

PLATO produces reliably significant
differences over classes which do not

use them.

2. When used as an integral scheduled part of either mathematics

or English classes, TICCIT students di;
significantly better than non-TICCIT

students.

3. The teacher variable is of great significance in determining

the performance and the attitudes of students, both in TICCIT and non-

TICCIT classes.

4. There is a difference of about 20 percent in completion rate in

favor of non-individualized classes over individualized classes ( TICCIT

classes in this case). This reduces the cost-effectiveness of TICCIT well

2 E
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below that of the classroom for standard effectiveness criteria such as

those used by ETS.

5. The success rate of students who take TICCIT math more than

once seems to indicate that the courseware does not provide sufficient

remedial depth to teach some of these students. This may account in part

for the completion rate problem.

It appears that the ITS evaluation has been competently done

and that it "tells it like it is" insofar as what happened in the community

colleges during the period of evaluation.

How does this correspond to the evaluation at BYU, with a different

student population and some different ways of staffing and organizing

TICCIT courses?

Effectiveness Data

Experience at BYU confirms observations 1 and 3 above. As an adjunct

to the classroom, rather than as total reorganization of the classroom,

TICCIT does no better than the average class. The attitude of the teacher

toward TICCIT and the ways he or she permits students to use TICCIT over

whelm other variables As for observation 2, TICCIT was not significantly

better in math el we taught. However, at BYU the tests were not

carefully developed as were the ETS tests, to be fair to both the classroom

and TICCIT. They were developed with no reference to TICCIT whataoever.

TICCIT students do not differ significantly from classroom students on auch

department developed objective tests. This is true in both Math and

English. For essay tests in English and for overall pass/fail ratio on the

CE English Composition exam, TICCIT students do significantly better. This

favorable edge seems to be increasing ae we pain more experience with

214
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TICCIT English. rIcar math iiino lon!,.r is use at BYU. The content was

poorly matched to the existing BTU matr. courses.

Data on the English Course has been quite favorable. It indicates

that 64.6% of, TICCIT students pass the CE writing competence exam compared

to 55.5% of classroom students `.,awing the same teacher. This is due

primarily to better scores on the essay test, where 78% of TICCIT students

got a score of I or.2,(5 point scale) while only 67% of non-TICCIT students

with the same teacher'got 1 or 2. These data are based on 137 non-TICCIT

students and 160 TICCIT students over three semesters. The same set of

teachers taught with TICCIT and non-TICCIT students.

Human Environments and Completion Rates

Our greatest divergence with the ETS results is in observation 4,

completion rate. At BYU we immediately adopted a model which involved

some classroom interaction. Initially in math this consisted of one class-

room session per week out of 3-hour class. This class meeting gave the

teacher an opportunity to help the students pace themselves. (Quizzes

were used for pacing.) It also provided an opportunity to teach strategies

and answer questions. The first semester the TICCIT classes taught by

TICCIT author, Dr. Boessenroth, had a higher completion rate than the

classroom. The next semester two BYU math professors reluctantly agreed

to teach with TICCIT. One had a higher completion rate (72%) and one a

lower rate (332) than the classroom (about 65%).

In alglish we now have two models, a class model and a small group

model. The class model meets two times per week in class and one time

plus extra time on TICCIT. The small group model meets one time per week

in class and the other two sessions on TICCIT or in a small group with the

teacher. We have established quite reliably an 88% completion rate in the

21E
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class model and, (for two experimental el aaaaa only so far), a 962 comple-

tion rate for 'the small group model. We expect this figure to stay above

902 When all variables are properly handled. These are:

. An "opening social" to learn names of classmates, teacher,
and proctors, end how to use TICCIT

. Self-selection of 6-8 small group memberships (not ability
grouping)

. Scheduling at open, adjacent carrels by group. (A table
of facing terminals, open, for visual contact)

. Meeting in class once/week for assignments and pacing

Meeting with the teacher 1/2 period per week for small
group discussions

. Friendly and helpful proctors with some content knowledge

The small group and clues models are both successful products of

our "hUman environments" r aaaaa eh. The conventional classroom completion

rata at BYU is at most 822 in English. It is actually less than 82%, for

this figure is measured from the 3rd week to finals. A goodly number of

students drop out by the 3rd week.

If these high completion rates achieved st BYU could be obtained at

the community colleges by introducing the human environments variables,

perhaps the TICCIT el a aaa would met or exceed the cost-effectiveness of

regular el .

Completion Rate and Effectiveness Scores

Our result, at BYU do not correspond to observation S either. There

is a strong regression of final math scores on the number of TICCIT lessons

pegged, (see Figure 2 of Appendix 2) and contrary to our earlier data for

English (Figure 1 of Appendix 2), similar regression in English has shown

up in the most recent data. This means that if we can keep our BYU students

21e
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working,-most of them_will learn from the TICCIT lessons. This does not mean

that the ETS result is not valid for community college students, nor that

the TICCIT lessons cannot or should not be improved so that more lower

ability students will succeed. Quite the contrary.

Formative Evaluations and Needed Revisions

The ETS results that lead to observation 5 are probably partially

correct. Even with good human environments model there will probably be

a substantial number of community collage students who could not learn all

they need from the existing TICCIT lessons. This is :In an indictment of

the concepts behind TICCIT, or CAI in general. Math is a cumulative subject

and some students' deficiencies reach too far back for our lowest level

lessons and helps to reach. In addition, it is commou knowledge that the

TICCIT lessons were barely debugged, and never revised based on formative

evaluation data. Our formative evaluation data indicates that about 60Z

of the math lessons fail to meet our criteria with OYU students. Now much

worse it must be for the community college students. The faulty lesson

figure is much lower for the English lessons, probably less than 201. The

math course was the sacrificial lamb of the TICCIT project, pushed through

without an opportunity to see it working on an operating TICCIT system. We

were able to delay the English project long enough to learn more about good

lessons on TICCIT, and to maintain higher level of quality control.

A study by Reigeluth and Schneider indicates that the Math lessons

which fail on Schneider's lesson quality reports are most often deficient

in the lesson tests. Authors did not use the test logic well in many cases,

and made the tests too hard. We have some ideas for improving the logic,

such as providing more orientation to students and more feedback.
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We have many indications from the extensive data and observations

we have collected in the past four years that it is not just the cow:severe,

but the hardware and ;lofty/re, that could be profitably reviled. Improve

ments in the primary instruction logic (learner control commands), MAP logic,

test logic, and advisor logic have now been partially specified. We are

seeking the opportunity to implement and test these improvements.

The Politico of CAI

The effort to bring TICCIT into service at the colleges and at BYU

has been as instructive in revealing the political aspects of CAI intro

duction as in producing scientific data on authoring, learning, and human

environments. There is nothing in this data, from the colleges or from BYU,

which could not be rectified by design improvements in the courseware,

human environments, hardware, or software. That is, the data can be

interpreted to suggest that significantly better results for TICCIT el

on all variables can be achieved through another cycle of revision. The

TICCIT experience is teaching us where these improvements are needed, and

will continue to be enormously fruitful in pointing us toward the needed

design improvements.

Redesign of TICCIT courseware, hardware, and software alone is not

enough, however, for the roles and habits of the people who use it must

change as well. The politics and incentive systems within colleges and

universities do not readily adjust to these new roles and habits. Indeed,

the departments not only control staffing patterns, resources, and rewards

for those who may choose to try TICCIT, but can determine whether anyone

will be permitted to try it at all. It appears to take about two years for

a faculty member first to become involved through normal proc eeeee and then

to learn enough to use TICCIT successfully.
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Teachers are caught in an incentive system which does not reward

involvement with CAI (see Ernest House's book "Politics of Educational

Innovation"). But the administrators are caught between the teachers'

attitudes on one side, and on the other between a financial squeeze coming

from their governing boards. CAI centers at Penn State, and Stoney Brook

have died recently because of this squeeze.

THE FUTURE OF TICCIT

Five Croup, Who Carry on Aspects of the TICCIT Project

The five groups consist of two profit making corporations, two non-

profit corporations and a group of users of the TICCIT system in higher

education in the military.

Profit-Making Corporations. In 1972, a profit - making. corporation,

Courseware, Inc. was established in Orem, Utah. It was oriented toward the

use of the instructional theory first implemented on the TICCIT system, and

geared toward the production of quality tours e . Courseware, Inc., now

in San Diego. California, established a thriving contract business, primarily
'r

with the Department of Defense. The business deals with organizing authoring

teams to produce high quality tours eeeee using the instructional model first

implimented in TICCIT. Courseware, Inc. has developed training programs

for TICCIT authors.

The second profit making group was established in 1576 yen the

Hazletine Corporation responded to the request for proposals from'the MITRE

Corporation (prime contractor on TICCIT) with a proposal to take over, the

hardware and software asset, of the TICCIT project. Hasletine negotiated

a two-year period of exclusiveity with NSF. Hazletine is attempting to

market the TICCIT system to users in the Departpent of Defense and,the

.)
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civilian sector. Due to Hazletine's efforts, the software and hardware

systems are now much more reliable and use more up-to-date equipment.

It is expected that if Hazletine is successful in marketing TICCIT,

the hardware and software will continue to evolve and improve. Hopefully,

in the future Hazletine will be able to utilize some of the newer technolo-

gies (e.g. microcomputers and videodisc players attached to TICCIT - like

color displays). These will make the instructional model and authoring

advantage of TICCIT more widely available.

Non-Profit Corporations. The Mitre Corporation was prime contractor

on the TICCIT project and also on a number of ancilliary projects which

attempted to take the TICCIT concepts of computer controlled television

and extend them into the community over 2-way cable. Mitre conducted

projects in home centered too -way television in Reston, Virginia; Stockton,

California; and Amherst, New York. Mitre retains the knowledge and talent

to conduct such projects now.

A new non-profit corporation, WICAT, Inc., an Institute for Computer-

Assisted Teaching, was established in 1976 by Dustin H. Heuaton of New York

City and C. Victor Bunderson, then Director of the Computer Teaching Research

Center at BYU. Dr. Joseph Lipson, former Academic Vice President of the

University of Mid-America, and Dr. James Schuyler, the computer scientist

who designed and developed MULTITUTOR and other powerful authoring packages,

have joined WICAT.

WICAT was established on non-profit basis in order to attract

capital from private donors, Foundations, and industrial groups, as well as

ydvernments. It was seen as the only way to establish a funding base which

could survive the 1 - 3 year boom and bust cycles of funding characteristic

fts of private industry and government funding. WICAT was also established

22r)
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in order to provide independence from the accountability structures which

!exists in universities and schools, oriented toward teachercentered

learning and the maintanence of the status quo. W1CAT is not committed

to the ,existing TICCIT system, but rather sees now as the time to take

the next step and implement the best aspects of TICCIT on newer technologies.

The learner control aspects of TICCIT, the color television display of

TICCIT, End the convenient authoring aspects of TICCIT are all develop

ments w tich should be incorporated on never technologies, including

microcomputers and v todiscs.

WICAT is amp: izing courseware deeigned for nontraditional

educational audiences who are more likely to be able to accept and use

student. centered learning systems.

The TICCIT Users, The first five users of TICCIT systems are 1)

Brigham Young University, 2) Phoenix Community College, 3) Northern

Virginia Community College, 4) Two aircrew training programs for the

Navy's Viking S3A aircraft at San Diego, California and Cecil Field,

Florida, and 5) the Model Secondary School for the Deaf, District of

Columbia. These users do not have a users' group or any formal organization;

however, they are all serviced by Hazeltine, who provides than with updates

to the software and hardware. The three colleges and the Model Secondary

School use versions of the TICCIT courseware first developed at Brigham

Young University.

It is safe to say that none of the users are using TICCIT as it was

originally intended. It is gravitating toward research and development at

Brigham Young University, and as a goal for the development of new course

ware which might be adapted to newer and cheaper forms of technology, such

as the videodisc, At other sites, it is being implimented more and more in

0
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teacher centered, rather than student centered ways, contrary to its

original design.

The Issue of Teacher Versus Student Centered Learning. For purposes

of this discussion we will define teacher-centered system as an educa-

tional system in which the teacher (and the administrative structure)

controls the schedule, the method and pacing of student evaluation, and

the pace and content of information presentation. A negative aspect of a

teacher-centered system is a distortion of the cherished concept of academic

freedom. The concept originally meant granting to teac'ers and scholars

freedom of inquiry and the freedom to present honestly their own view of

the curriculum. It meant freedom from outside prescription of curriculum

content. The distortion is that academic freedom is often interpreted as

meaning that the teacher is not accountable for what goes on in the class-

room. Thus, incompetent teaching and unfair evaluation practice sometimes

develop and are sometimes shielded behind the banner of academic freedom.

A ctudent-centered system, on the other hand, is one where the

student exercises greater control over the choice of content objectives,

schedule and pace, and method of presentation. The student participates

in self-evaluation and the standards for evaluation are publicly available

to both the teacher and the students before the course begins.

The teacher's role in student-centered ysteme changes from one of

playing a central role in a classroom to one of being resource to the

students. The teacher's human skills of motivation and encouragement are

called upon to greater extent because students have the freed.= co falter

and delay am well as succeed. The teacher's skills in small group and one-

to-one interaction with students are called upon to a greater extent. The

teacher's role 'a'7's a model of a professional person representative of

2 2 ti
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discipline is extremely important in both the student-centered and teacher-

centered systems.

There are some subjects for which technology and pars - professional

teachers would be adequate to enable most students to achieve the objectives.

In other subjects the modeling, tutoring and counseling functions of the

teacher are essential for most'students.

One of the implications of a student-centered system is that it can

lead toward int r e aaa d productivity, that is, it can lead to greater student

learning per unit of cost. The productivity of student-centered system

Occurs in,part because evaluation of students is publicly available. Thus,

alternate procedures for achieving the objectives can be compared. By

contrast, a teacher - cantered system does not lead to greater productivity;

indeed, quite the reverse occurs, since the goal is to reduce the teacher-

student ratio.

The experience of the TICCIT Project should be contrasted with

PLATO and CCC. Both PLATO and CCC accepted the teacher-centered system as

a given and have attempted to fit within it. Both have found that it is

possible to develop courseware and to install systems which can assist

teachers in the present system. At least in the elementary school, students

show achievement gains. TICCIT, on the other hand, attempted to introduce

a student-centered learning environment featuring strong learner control of

instruction. The result Was that for those students who finished, learning

improved significantly. However, a significant percentage of students did

not finish who otherwise would have finished in the classroom.

It is probable that,TICCIT will gravitate more and more toward a

teacher-centered system among the user groups who still work with it.

rw
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Summary. The future of TICCIT is uncertain. The evolution of the

hardware and software system in its present form depends upon the success

of the Hazeltine Corporation in marketing TICCIT, primarily to military

training centers. The survival of the instructional model and the

authoring approach seems assured by the large number of projects which

Courseware, Inc. is now engaged in with the Department of Defense and some

industry andscademic tigers. A sore recent branch in the evolution of the

TICCIT instructional theory and authoring approach, that of.WICAT, Inc.,

is aimed at translating these powerful methods onto new technologies'such

as videodisc and microcomputers. Thus, the contribution of TICCIT to the

science of learning and instruction and to the processes of authoring seems

assured.

The success of TICCIT ae a student-centered learning system (or,

ai it was called initially, a "Mainline CAI system") seems greatly in

',doubt. It appears that waiting educational institutions will not easily

be able to adapt to a student-centered, productivity-oriented model. They

will either reject TICCIT entirely or modify it to conform in the adjunctive

teacher-centered approath which has met with greater acceptance in the CCC

end PLATO projects. Student-centered learning in non-traditional settings

seems more promising.

.IMPLICATIONS !0R GOVERNMENT POLICY

Keyboard and Display Standards for the New Technologies. The current /

issue of "Scientific American" on microelectronics assesses the technological'

revolution.in electronics. This issue not only describe, the microelectronics

explosion which is entering into all phases of our national life, but the

issue is filled with advertisemente Col personal computers costing as little

22 <4
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as $299.00. A large percentage of the courseware originally implemented on

TICCIT and CCC computers (and to a lesser extent on PLATO) can now be imple

mented on very low cost devices. If the manufacturers of these low cost

devices are not educated in what has been learned for the past 15 to 20

years of pioneering in computer assisted instruction they will establish

standards which may be inferior. Standards are now being set by random

processes, and will result in widespread use of standards detrimental to

good education and training. An example is the inconvenient and poorly

engineered typewriter keyboard that now is a permanent fixture throughout

out society. Another example is the inferior NTSC 525 line television

standard which cannot, now be changed. The opportunity is slipping by for

the government to influence the development personal computer technology

in socially beneficial ways.

Continuity of Funding,. One of the major reasons the government does

not now have strong programs which will influence the new technology is the

1 to 3 year funding cycle characteristic of government funding. The TICCIT

and PLATO 'projects were funded for periods of five' years. This time period

proved inadequate to solve the human environment problems, and even some

of the technological problems associated with implementing CAI on large

scale. Funding was discontinued by the National Science Foundation for both

TICCIT and PLATO at the crucial moment when both attempting to turn the

corner into full implementation. The result in the TICCIT project was that

the courseware could not be revised, an essential step in the production of

all quality courseware. There is good evidence that a sizeable percentage

of the lessons need extensive revision.` There is also good evidence now

that the development of faculty support and skilled use of the system occurs

over a period of years rather than period of months.

2Ii
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The NSF program which sponsored PLATO and TICCIT was transferred to

the Education Directorate within NSF, w kre it was not viewed with favor.

At the same time, outside criticism of TICCIT and PLATO was influential in

cutting off further support for these projects at crucial time. Thus,

the teems which had been assembled over period of five years, at least

for TICCIT, were disbanded and disseminated to a variety of different organi-

zations.

It is necessary to keep the teams together for periods between 10

and 20 years to work on the problems of introducing technological change

into society. This is an interdisciplinary problem involving cooperation

between computer scientists, engineers, instructional scientists, and those

dealing with the sociology of change in organizations. The latter problem,

sociology of change in organizations, is particularly time consuming and

requires long years of careful work. The go-ernment, however, has been

unwilling to provide funding for the period of time necessary to keep teams

together working on these problems.

One approach is 'or the government to establish 3 to 6 centers with

adequate funding for 6 to 10 years. The social potential certainly justifies

it.

Support for Non-traditional Programs. Because of the importance of

the sociology of change problems. it seems that an important strategy for the

government is to support the development of non-traditional programs. These

programs can focus on the drop-out, the delinquent, the unemployed, and on

other people who are rejects from the present educational systems. These

programs can also emphasize innovative instruction directly in the home.

Non-traditional programs can bypass the organizational structures of teacher-

centered education institutions. It is possible that throv7h the establishment
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of non-traditional programs which are not placed under the jurisdiction of

the traditional academics, alternatives can emerge in our society which later

can be adopted by academic institutions in order to better compete. An

example of reputed non-traditional program not freed from traditional

structures is the University of Mid-America. The present organization of

UHA places it under the jurisdiction of eight college presidents. It is

unlikely that non-traditional program can thrive when its growth competes

with the traditional programs. It is unlikely that General Motors would

ever have introduced the sub-compact. It is unlikely that IBM would ever

have introduced the mini-computer. Alternatives must be introduced through

independent organizations not accountable to the traditional teacher centered

structures.

Removal of Beuracratic Bottlenecks. The Department of Defense

training effort is multi-billion dollar per year effort. It provides a

leading edge for innovation in training in our society. Historically, the

Department of Defense has already pioneered many of the applications of

instructional technology. For example, recently General DePeu issued an

order that the Army schools would introduce self-paced instruction and study

the cost effectiveness of this instruction. This effectively introduced a

student-centered productivity-oriented environment. I had the good fortune

to visit Fort Sill recently as a consultant and see the results of the self-

paced courses that have been developed and implemented there. General DePeu's

order has been followed faithfully and with very promising results. Prelimin-

ary cost effectiveness data shows a projected savings over 5 years of 1990

man years of personnel time (the students are paid). This translates into

a savings of over $17 million dollars.

22'1
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Unfortunately, Fort Sill is in danger of foundering on the problem

of work. It is too much work to keep all of the records and keep track of

all of the diversity which occurs when students are released to move at

their own pace. A course which once took 8 weeks now takes 3 to 12 weeks

depending upon the speed of the student. How can the students' graduation

date be predicted soon enough so that orders can be cut, paper work filed,

airplanes arranged for to transport him to his next duty assignment, etc.?

This is only one of the problems which confront an organization which tries

to introduce self-paced instruction. The information management problem

is too'great and the paper work is too voluminous. As a result, Fort Sill

has great requirement for computer support to the management of this paper-

work, scheduling, and student testing and perscription process. They have

found a training device developed by the Navy, called Versatile Training

System (VTS). It uses a PdP 11/70 computer. However, there are those

within the Army who would classify it as an automatic data processing

system. As such, it falls under a voluminous regulation called 18-1,

which requires approximately 2 years of preparation and paper work before

system can be ordered. Vipth the rapidly changing technology in computers,

a two-year wait period assures that Fort Sill's instruction program will

founder because of the work problem. It also assures that any computer

that they order now will be obsolete by the time it is delivered in two

and a half years, because of the pace of change of computer technology.

Regulation 16-1 was instigated to prevent the proliferation of

computer systems in offices,,etc. at the tax payers expense using year-end

money. It was not intended that this regulation should stifle the

Department of Defense's efforts to improve the cost effectiveness of train-

ing. Yet, this is the result.
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The revolution in microelectronics will continue for many year.

and governmental agencies like the Department of Defense (which can be so

influential in developing new technologies for all sectors of our society)

should be free to introduce welljustified applications in a short period

of time. They should be encouraged to test them over few years, amortize

their costs, then move on to the newer equipment which will be available

then.
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STATEMENT OF DR. C. VICTOR BUNDERSON, PRESIDENT, WORLD
INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTER ASSISTED TEACHING

Mr. BIINDERSON. I think it is very important that hearings like
this are being held. I am grateful that this hearing is being held and
that I will have an opportunity to testify here.

I will speak as an instructional scientist, one who is interested in toe
algorithmsor the knowledge and modelsthat come out of t, e
projects like TICCIT and PLATO. This knowledge is more 1, 'rtant
than the specific hardware configurations themselves. I am interested
in hardware algorithms, the software algorithms, the courseware, and
the human environments algorithms. In other words, in how we can
design hardware that has the capabilities you have seen demonstrated
today on PLATO and illustrated on TICCIT. We need to understand
how we can design software that lets authors produce materials faster;
how we can design the presentation strategies to teach effectively the
kinds of lessons you have seen illustrated on PLATO and perhaps
have read about on TICCIT. We need to understand how to struc-
ture these lessons together in large and complex systems and how we
can organize the teachers,and other people. This human organization
issue has turned out to be the No. 1 problem of the TICCIT project;
namely, what human environments will permit or will not permit
the system to operate successfully?

I think we are sitting at a time in history where,it is possible to
change the history of education. Five hundred years ago an invention
broke the back of the oral tradition for passing on the content of
knowledge. That invention was the book. Over the centuries the book
has produced e, quantum leap in what can happen with education.
Here we sit in 1977 and we have low-cost microprocessors, video
disks, and other new technologies which can break the back of another
part of the oral tradition. That is the necessity to transfer the inter-
actions of instruction on from mouth to mouth, from teacher to stu-
d nt, and student to student.

he staff member sitting in Mr. Gallagher's seat asked the ques-
tion: "Can't the teachers learn these new procedures that are working
on the computer at the school that was so successful ?" The answer is

i"Yes"; but, they cannot perform all of the work that is necessary to
do it. We can now replicate these successful interactions because the
computer is a two-way interactive device which can replicate that
aspect of the oral tradition.

So kbelieve that computers in education offers a breakthrough of
the 'same order of magnitude as the breakthrough provided by the
book. It allows us to replicate not only the content but also the inter-
action aspects of instruction. That makes it fundamentally different
from or other kinds of media which do not permit practice with
fctedbac and other kinds of interactions.

CAI is of just another new medium. Here we sit in 1977 noticing
that every ng else we have tried in society has not worked too well.
We have poured millions of dollars into education since the Great
Society and even earlier and we have found that since 1968 our
scholastic aptitude test scores nationigly have been going down every
year. We have found that 42 percent of our black 17-year-olds cannot
read and 12, percent of them are out of work. And we find that other
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methods, as testified to earlier, aren't working with title I funds. CAI
gives us something that is replicable and has a known cost; a cost
which will continue to decrease. CAI is working with both disadvan-
taged-and other students.

Thus it is possible now for Congress to change the history of edu-
cation. However, let me speak from our experience with the TICCIT
project, and observations of other projects, about what seems neces-
sary to bring about this change.

If you could put the lights down, I will show you a few slides, and
I will talk about three categories: Hardware, software, and courseware.

What I liave to say about hardware and software is basically that
some of the brilliant engineers and computer people on TICCIT,
PLATO, and other projects have 'done enough fundamental work
that we now know how to produce effectiveinteractions on these kinds
of devices. It is now time to take them to the next step where they
become so inexpensive that they can be widely disseminated. To do
that we need to use microprocessors and video disks and we need to
stay close to the consumer market. The problem with TICCIT and
PLATO is that they are both rather expensive and they are both
rather special purpose.

Yet I hope that the algorithms that, have been discovered on these
two systems can be made more widespread and can get into the con-
sumer market through some of the game programs and learning sys-
tems that are coming into the home. There are very inexpensive
systems that can actually do many of the things we have seen demon-
strated today.

TICCIT has a terminal based on a color television receiver, such
as is found in most homes. It also has a special keyboard.

This illustrates the .kind of color graphics that can be displayed
on the screen.

Here are some graphics from an English course. These,graphics are
quite high resolution and quite high ouality for a television set.

Notice that color can be used, to highlight the key words in this
lesson from the TICCIT English course.

Here-the student can be looking at a video tape, hearing the audio
track from that tape over earphones, or he can be listening to audio
while working in his spelling lesson.

Here is a special keyboard that the students use. This is perhaps
one of. the most important contribUtions of TICCITA learning
language. The learner controls the language which allows students to
set their own strategy and it frees them from a fixed linear strategy.
The student can choose whether, to look at rules, examples, or to
practice from this learner keyboard.

In so doing the student gains some of that locus of control back for
himself, because he is the one who is in charge/He is the one who has
been selecting how many practice items and how many times to push
the "help" button, how many times to look up at the map or look at
the adviser.

t Let us continue with other key elements here that orient him as to
where he is in the structure. The student can move up to a higher
level or down to a lower level bY. using this learner keyboard. We
have found that the students increase in their skill in learning and
become better learners, through use of this language.
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Mr. GALLAGHER. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. BE1LENSON. Yes.
Mr. GALLAGHER. Your "bard" and "easy" I assume is degree of

difficulty.
Mr. BUNDERSON. When the student has pressed the rule, he has an

option of seeing an easier versionwhich was written by some fellow
studentsor a harder version which is "like the teacher says it."
When he requests his example or practice, the "hard" button will
take bim to a harder problem whereas the "easy" button will take him
to an easier problem.

Mr. GALLAGHER. I just had le thought that in a classroom situa-
tion among his peers the student is not about to ask the teacher to back
off because they want something easier. I. am trying to get at the
handle mentioned earlier. It is almost a dispositional change on the
part of the student, a change in his personality or disposition.

Mr. BUNDERSON. We have something similar to the Los Nietos
effect on disposition but unverified. We collected the data,' but it's
very hard to nail things down. We had some junior high school juvenile
delinquents come in to BYU and use TICCIT. And we found that
they were tremendously motivated by it, which is quite remarkable
because they are totally turned off by school. They were so motivated
that their attendance changed from 15 percent to over 80 percent. One
student who -was a runaway hid his gun outside and came into the
school in order not to miss his TICCIT appointment.

And their grades started going up in the junior high that they were
leaving to come to these TICCIT lessons because the counselor used
the computer as a motivational tool to get these students to change
their attendance habits and work habits at school. [It is not just the
computer, but the way skilled people use it.1

We hypothesize that there are a few very important reasons for this
effect. One is that the computer is totally nonjudgmental. These
students are always "put down." We saw the library personnel put
them down. Other BYU students were making just as much noise
but these students were marked and labeled and so they were put
down by the library personnel. Apparently all of the people around
them always expect them to fail and always expect them to be bad.

But the computer never puts them down. Similarly, they are used
to being able to "beat the man" by getting at him emotionally and
they can never get at the computer emotionally, so they respect it.

And finally, the point that was brought out earlier: They are able
to make progress. The computer gives them a task they can succeed
at, even if it s just starting them out by playing games. And it is a
tremendously motivating task for them. So I think it's very funda-
mental that these systems be used for people who are disadvantaged
and people who are "welfare trapped."

Let me move on here. I think this effect on the disadvantaged is
one of the major accomplishments that should be transferred on It
should be experimented with on TICCIT but it should also be trans-
ferred to some newer technologies.

Let me show you what 1 m:.L.n. Pulled out from the panel there is
the TICCIT terminal ploceor which is a minicomputer, 32K
memory.
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Now here is the kind of chip that that computer can be placed on
in a few years. Right now computers of only slightly less power' can
be pla,ced on one chip and the memory on another. .

By early 1980's the memory and the computer will be on one chip
like this.

Here are the disc drives, each-of them costing around $12,000 and
storing about 150 n.illion characters of information that make up the
TICCIT data English and math courses, and graphics and
audio, and softwareprograms-are stored on these discs.

Here is a new device, the video disc, which can be played on a player
attached to a TV set.

This one video disc record that you see has a .capacity, when re-
corded in digital form, of 10 billion bits of digital information storage.
This is 400 times as great as each of those 6 discs that I, showed you
that each cost $12,000.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Did you say 10:billion?
,Mr. BIINDERSON. Yes; I said 10 billion bits on one of those video

discs. And digital storage is now being worked onthe one I am show-
ing npw is an analog storage device which holds approximatelyHt is.'
not clear that you can read that into a computer yetyou can storage
the images, however; on this. And you can store 54,000 single frames.

Very easy to work with.
And this will illustrate a freeze-frame. When you have a movie on

one 'of these, as this child is demonstrating, there can be 30 minutes
of motion. However, this motion can be broken up into 54,000 still
frames. These go by at 30 per second in order to get the illusion of
motion. We are now working with the McGraw-Hill Corp. on an
interactive video -disc and we have found that we can take out.10
seconds of motion and add 300 pages of information, so that.effectively
we can marry the technology of the book (pages), with the technology
of the movie (motion). And as we move toward using this with digital
code, the entire. TICCIT English course could be stored on one of
these as still frames or 66 sets of courses as large as both TICCIT
English and math could be stored on one'ne disc, digitally, in the future.

Now this is the kind of breakthrough that I think is very funda-
mental. It is, like the book, because it'will be so low cost that it can
be placed in every home, In fact, since the home`TV game market is
so agressive, what I fear is that things will be placed the homes
with keyboards and learning models that are very, very inferior and
don't take advantage of what's been learned in the TICCIT project,
the PLATO project and CCC projects and others. This would be
unfortunate. It would be 'like what happened with the typewriter,
when we were stuck with a, keyboard that is very inferior from a
human engineering point of view; or like what happened with our
television standards, which are inferior to those of Europe.

And if there. is some way Congress can help exploit what has been
Ieaed and get it into industry so that the mass-produced consumer
items will have some of this knowledge in themthis is something I
believe you have an opportunity to influence.

Now the courseware WaS the third item I wanted to discuss.
Here is the index number on a still frame. This shows that using the

consumer model videodisc, L person can get to any of 54,000 still
frames by searching to an index number. A microcomputer could do
the searching automatically.
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Here I have an illustration of what it would look like. You would
have a keyboard with your computer in it, having memory and
character generator. You would have a video disc player and a tele-
vision set. This would go into the homes in the not too distant future
and would be extremely cost effective. Perhaps there could be
plasma panel too. I wouldn't rule that out because the PLATO
project has a great many points to offer. However, that would not
give it the color that has proved to be so. effective on the TICCIT
project.

Mr. GALLAGHER. This is not what the previous witness was speak-
ing about when, he talked about wiring a city and linking homes
with industry?

Mr. BUNDERSON. I don't think either of the previous witnesses
would rule something like this out.

Mr. GALLAGHER. This is self controlled. Did he mean that?
Mr. BUNDERSON. I don't think either of the previous witnesses

would rule out the video discplayer. I know John Volk wouldn't and
I linoW Dr. Bitzer is working on video discs which would store infor-
mation for audio and slides for PLATO. However, I don't think that
Dr. Bitzer has emphasized the local control that is inherent in this.

Now this system could operate locally, but it could also dial up a
large computer such as PLATO and bring lessons into the local mem-
ory, probably with bubble memory, which has more capacity. And
then it could/ccess the video disc lay for color slides and audio.

,Mr. GALLAGHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-Mr. BUNDERSON. The nonprofit institute that I represent has taken

the position that this is the most likely technology for moving into the
homes and we are placing our.bets on. the development of this, although
we are not ruling out the possibility that that display may be a plasma
display, something like we have seen demonstrated today.

Now these learning keys I think are an example of some of the
knowledge that,has been gained that is not finding its way into some
of-the home consumer products that are flooding our markets today.

The rule and example and practice keys have now been cross va i-
ated as a way of developing instruction that works. The data from the
TICCIT project is promising. The students in the community colleges
whcrflhished.the TICCIT lessons did significantly better than students
in control classrooms, in a large number of comparisons.

This was true in both math and English..Surprisingly, at BYU in
. English we found that tilt: students who took TICCIT classes did
better on their essay examinations. They did not do better on their
grammar and mechanics examinations, which was the prediction' of

many people. ,

Actually, it appears that when we mix teachers and TICCIT in the
proper way, the students benefit significantly. The problem that the
evaluation. revealed was that large percentages of students did not
finish. When you are" placed in an individualized self-paced learner-
controlled 'environment, students did not have the habits and tradi-
tions to keep working on their own schedule, whereas, the classroom
schedule paces them to completion, with an A or an F, et cetera. They
are externally controlled, that is true, but they have the habit of getting
through. SO about 20 percent fewer students finished out of 100 percent
in the community colleges. At BYU we felt that this probleni was dire
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to something called a lack of human environment, that is, that the
teachers and the students. were not organized properly.

So we created a few human environment models where we had
people working in small groups or in a classroom once a week. There
was some social pressure to get through. There were friendly proctors
who knew each student's name and 'there was an open social atmos-
phere where people -got to know one another and so felt that they
were part of the community. We got over 90cpercent completion rates
in the small group model compared to 53 percent on TICCIT English
in the community. colleges.

Actually, this is better than what, was happening in the regular
classrooms at BYU about 75 percentso we feel that through the organi-
zation of proper human environments the teacher must become a
motivator. The computer will just sit there unless the students have
some motivation to go up and use it. They won't capture the enthusi-
asm and excitement unless there is something in the community that
encourages them to do so.

We got a 90-percent result in an English course compared to 53 in
the community colleges. We think that is quite significant. There may
be other factors: It may be that the BYU students were more able
and the courseware worked better for them, but I think a major portion
of it is the need to organize excellent human environments. And this
would be important in the home, as Mr. Gallagher brought out. We
must learn how to do this in the home if home learning is to become
popular.

Now what are some recommendations from all this? One has to do
with the fact that schools are teacher-centered environments and it is
difficult for them to change because they are locked in that way by
tradition and by the expectations of the whole society. I think th e
Government should sponsor nontraditional learning such as learning.
centers and alternate schools and learning in the home because this is
the only way to sit up what we would call a student-centered environ-
ment. In such systems, the student controls the pace and the content
and has something to say about how the evaluation is handled.

I think one reason Dr. Bitzer's community college data was as it
wasno significant differencesis that it was a totally teacher-
centered environment and the teachers (lid not exercise the variables
that allowed the student to utilize the computer properly. I am sure
there are other factors, but we tried this too with Ticcrr. And when
we used TICCIT in a teacher-centeredor what we call an adjuctive
modelthe students don't do any better than they do in the classroom.
So, that's a dilemma.

We can't penetrate TICCIT into the schools very well because it
requires teachers to change their roles to a student-centered model.
However, if you revert to a teacher-centered model, you don't get the
kind of significant differences in favor of the computer plus the teacher
that you get in a student-centered model. So that's why I'm recom-
mending that rather than try .to change the schoolswhich I think is
next to impossiblemost innovations die in that environment after
the innovators leaveone should try effectively to allow this tech-
nology to 'seep into nontraditional forms, into homes, into offices, and
into the dealerships of the automobile companies, and other industries
with training problems and especially into the Department of Defense,
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which has always been a leading edge in our society for innovation in
training.-

Now one thing you could do there would be to remove some re,
strictions which Mr. Volk mentioned. There is a regulation 18-1 that
classifies a computer training device like TICCIT as an automatic
data processing (ADP) system. It takes 2 or 3 years to negotiate a
new ADP system in DOD. Right now Fort Sill has introduced training
of an individualized student-centered nature and they project over
the next 5 years savings tc the training command of $17 million by
savings in student salaries while they're being trained. The students
will be out working instead of being trained, to the tune of $17 million.
However, they are overwhelmed by paperwork. It's this work problem
that the computers are helping teachers to perform. Not that the
teachers couldn't do these things.. it's just that it would take one
teacher per student, a teacher who is infinitely patient. The computer
can do work at the speed of light and so it will allow Fort Sill to keep
this self-paced program goingif only 18-'1 could be gotten by so
that they can get the computer that they selected to help them keep
track of the progress of the students in the self-paced environment.

So I think we should stay close to nontraditional and the consumer
markets. We should break some of the bureaucratic bottlenecks in
the Department of Defense and other parts of the Government that
could use CAI in their own training programs and save money. We
should set. up R. & D. programs that are given a longer period of time.
To establish these human environments had to be done out of our
carcasses after the NSF funding fan out. And the politics within
NSF were such that we were not able to get additional funding and
we desperately needed it to take the next step. We lost our teams,
our programers, and engineers, and we were barely able to do these
studies of human environments With small research loans provided
by Brigham Young University.

The political strain was so great that I felt it best to step out,
feeling that it is not easy to do this kind of research within the uni-
versity teacher-centered environment. These projects require longer
periods of time than the 1- to 3-year cycles that are nuW possible
within NSF and the other organizations. It is a problem that is an
8- to 10-year problem w :len you're attempting social (ulges. So my
appeal is that you try to set programs up that last longer and allow
the complexity to be worked with over at period of years.

I will stop for questions.
Mr. BEll.ENS,ON: We thank you for your interesting and informative

testimc,ny. Are there any questions of Dr. Bunderson?
Mr. GALLAGHER. I am a little hit confused. You mentioned that

schools are not about to change anal you ate looking for new vehicles.
The Witnesses we had here on Tuesday and some we have had here
today indicate on the face of their testimony that significant changes
in the schools have been made in Brooklyn and out West, almost
qualitative changes, as I mentioned a moment ago, not just increasing
the student's knowledge but almost attitudinal and dispositional
changes.

How would'ou square that?
NIr. BUNDERSON. 1 thank you for that question.
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First, let us look at Los Nietos. I would regard Los Nietos as a kind
-of alternate school, essentially. They have very unusual leadership.
The men who testified here are unusually informed and capable and
the population is essentially that .population which demands that
something be done. Therefore, the program is more of an alternate
program than a traditional program you would find in regular schools.

. And it is heavily funded by the Government. In the other programs
CCC has found a little window or little way to fit into a teacher-
center program. They are not introducing a student-centered environ-
ment at all that would change the self-image of the students. I don't
believe they would claim to have data that says that they are making
dramatic changes in student self-image, but they just fit into this
little window and use title I money to spend 15 minutes a day, which
really doesn't threaten the teachers that much.

Nop I don't wish to put teachers down because I feel that they
struggle under enormous.odds to do a good job and I essentially feel it
is too much work for them. I just don't think they are allowed to
change very much the way the system is organized and I don't think
the school superintendents are allowed to change very much. They are
not going to be allowed to change until they see this other kind of
education in offices and homes so that the parents trod taxpayers will
see that there is an alternative and they will stress it.

But if 'pit' look at the history of innovation you see that innovations
are allowed to thrive.for a little while and then when the innovators
go away it usually reverts to a teacher-centered classroom model.
This effect goes clear back to the Winnetka plan and other individual-
ized plans which have been attempted and have reverted.

Mr. BEILENSON. Again, we thank you very much for coming out
today and sharing your knowledge with us.

The full text of all the written statements which we have been given
by all of the witnesses will be included in the tranAcript, so you need
not worry about those points that you might not have covered in your
oral testimony here today.

'The. meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned to

reconvene on Wednesday, October 12, 1977, at 10 a.m.]



COMPUTERS AND THE LEARNING SOCIETY

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1977

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
CO3I3IITITE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCO3IMITTEE ON DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PLANNING,

ANALYSIS AND COOPERATION,
Washington,D.C:

The subcommittee met, pursuant' to notice, at 10 a.m., in Room
2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James H. Schauer
(chairman of the subcommittee), presiding.

Mr. 8CHEUER. This session of the Committee on Science and
Technology, Subtommittee on Domestic and International Scientific
Planning, Analysis, and Cooperation will come to order.

This is the third day of hearings on our topic, "Computers and the
Learning Society." Today we focus on, "The Future: Research,
Development, and Planning," following several days of testimony
we have already heard concerning computer managed instruction
and computer assisted instruction.

If these two approaches can achieve meaningful results in terms of
learning gains then the future prospects of computer power linked to
learning appears to be highly important.

It is on the way this future might develop, as well as the necessary
Government policies to foster the wisest use of our Nation as com-
puter resources,-that we focus today.

It is a great pleasure V welcome the four witnesses. The leadoff
witness will be Dr. James E. ,Iry, president of EDUCOM in Princeton,
N.J.

Dr. Emery would you please take the stand.
Your entire testimony will be printed in the record at this point,__

so if you want to chat informally you may so so.
(The. complete prepared testimony of Dr. James. Eniery is as

follows:)
(235)
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THE IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHHOLOGY ON EDUCATION

TESTIMONY OF DR. JAMES C. EMERY

PRESIDENT, EDUCOM, PRINCETON) NEW JERSEY

I. TECHNICAL ADVANCES

WE ARE IN THE MIDST OF EXPLOSIVE ADVANCES IN INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY THAT ARE DESTINED TO HAVE PROFOUND EFFECTS ON ALL LEVELS

OF. EDUCATION. THE COMPUTER IS BOTH THE SYMBOL AND THE CENTRAL

FOCUS OF MANY OF THESE ADVANCES, BUT OTHER AREAS OF TECHNOLOGY

ARE ALSO MAKING SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

HAS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN FOSTERING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGY

AND ELIMINATING SOME OF THE EXISTING CONSTRAINTS THAT INHIBIT ITS

EFFECTIVE APPLICATION.

THE DRIVING FORCE BEHIND MANY RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IS THE

FANTASTIC PROGRESS THAT HAS BEEN MADE IN ELECTRONICS. ELECTRONIC

CIRCUITS HAVE BEEN GROWING IN CAPABILITIES WHILE THEY SHRINK IN

SIZE AND COST. AS A RESULT, THE COST OF PERFORMING A GIVEN

FUNCTION HAS BEEN GOING DOWN BY A FACTOR OF TEN EVERY FIVE YEARS

OR SO.
//

ADVANCES IN COMMUNICATIONS HAVE BEEN LESS PRONOUNCED BUT

ARE NEVERTHELESS VERY SUBSTANTIAL. SATELLITE COMMUNICATION IS

AN OBVIOUS EXAMPLE, BUT LESS WELL-KNOWN DEVELOPMENTS IN SWITCHING

TECHNOLOGY ARE LIKELY TO HAVE EVEN MORE IMPORTANT EFFECTS. WE ARE

MOVING TOWARD AN ERA IN WHICH RAPID, RELIABLE, AND INEXPENSIVE

COMMUNICATIONS WILL BE UNIVERSALLY AVAILABLE.

SIMILAR ADVANCES ARE TAKING PLACE IN OUR ABILITY TO STORE

AMD RETRIEVE ALL FORMS OF INFORMATION. VIDEODISC TECHNOLOGY, FOR

2
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EXAMPLE, PROMISES TO OFFER AN EXTREMELY COST-EFFECTIVE MEANS

OF STORING AND DISTRIBUTING VAST QUANTITIES OF PICTORIAL IMAGES,

TEXT, AND QUANTITATIVE DATA.

IN SHORT, WE ARE RAPIDLY APPROACHING A WORLD IN WHICH

OUR ABILITYTO PROCESS INFORMATION TO COLLECT, TRANSMIT, STORE,

RETRIEVE, AND DISPLAY IT GREATLY EXCEEDS ANYTHING WE HAVE

EXPERIENCED IN THE PAST. WE CAN ONLY DIMLY PERCEIVE THE POSSIBLE

IMPACT THAT SUCH INFORMATION ABUNDANCE MAY HAVE ON THE EDUCATIONAL

PROCESS AND, INDEED, ON OUR ENTIRE SOCIETY.

THERE IS RELATIVELY LITTLE UNCERTAINTY ABOUT

DEVELOPMENTS IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY OVER THE NEXT FEW YEARS:

THEY ARE VERY LIKELY TO CONTINUE AT THE SAME RAPID PACE THAT HAS

BEEN ACHIEVED DURING THE PAST TWO OR THREE DECADES. WE CAN

PREDICT WITH GREAT CONFIDENCE THAT THE COST OF "HARDWARE" --

COMPUTERS, STORAGE DEVICES, COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT, AND THE

LIKE WILL DECLINE TO THE POINT THAT IT WILL NOT CONSTITUTE

A SIGNIFICANT FRACTION OF THE TOTAL COST. WE CAN THEREFORE

AFFORD TO DISTRIBUTE SUCH HARDWARE QUITE LIBERALLY AMONG STUDENTS,

FACULTY, AND ADMINISTRATORS IF THIS SERVES THEIR NEEDS MOST

EFFECTIVELY.

PERSONNEL COSTS, ON THE OTHER HAND, WILL CONTINUE TO

INCREASE AND WILL UTTERLY DOMINATE ALL OTHER ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

IN APPLYING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. THE PERSONNEL COSTS ASSOCIATED
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WITH THE DESIGN AND DISTRIBUTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL WILL,

FOR EXAMPLE, GREATLY EXCEED HARDWARE COSTS.

MANY OF THESE PERSONNEL COSTS ARE LARGELY FIXED REGARD-

..
LESS OF THE VOLUME OF USAGE OF THE PRODUCTS PRODUCED. THUS, THE

COST OF PRODUCING A COMPUTER-ASSISTED COURSE IN SAY, TORTS LAW

IS MUCH THE SAME IF IT IS USED BY A SINGLE LM1 SCHOOL OR IF IT

IS USED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY.' THE HIGH FIXED COST OF PRODUCING

THIS MATERIAL PROVIDES AN OBVIOUS INCENTIVE FOR SHARING HIGH-

QUALITY EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS AS WIDELY AS POSSIBLE.

SHARING CAN BE ACHIEVED BY PHYSICALLY TRANSPORTING THE

EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL TO THE POINT OF USAGE. WHATEVER HARDWARE

IS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT THE MATERIAL SUCH AS A "MICROCOMPUTER"

FOR DELIVERING COMPUTER-ASSISTED
INSTRUCTION -- CAN BE PROVIDED

AT A RELATIVELY LOW COST. IN MANY SITUATIONS THE SHARED USE OF

HIGH-COST MATERIAL BY MOVING IT TO A LOCAL MICROCOMPUTER WILL

PROVIDE THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE WAY OF OFFERING EDUCATIONAL

OR ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT.

THE PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIAL BY THIS MEANS DOES

HAVE LIMITATIONS, HOWEVER. IF THE MATERIAL IS UNDERGOING CONTINUAL

REVISION OR ADDITION -- AS IN THE CASE OF A REFERENCE FILE OF

CURRENT NEWSPAPER ARTICLES -- FREQUENT PERIODIC DISTRIBUTION MAY

PROVE TOO CUMBERSOME, EXPENSIVE, OR TIME CONSUMING. MORE FUN-

DAMENTALLY, IF PERSON-TO-PERSON INTERACTION IS INVOLVED, ONE-WAY

COMMUNICATION IS NOT FEASIBLE. IN SUCH INSTANCES, COMMUNICATION

NETWORKS WILL PLAY AN ESSENTIAL ROLE.

24'
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THESE NETWORKS ALLOW TEE RAPID EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

IN WAYS THAT LARGELY ERASE THE BARRIER OF DISTANCE. INSTRUCTIONAL

OR RESEARCH MATERIAL CAN BE DEVELOPED AND MAINTAINED AT ONE

LOCATION, AND THEN ACCESSED OVER COMMUNICATION LINES BY USERS AT

OTHER LOCATIONS. A CHEMIST IN MASSACHUSETTS, FOR EXAMPLE, MAY

THUS BE ABLE TO USE A COMPUTER PROGRAM OPERATED IN TEXAS FOR THE

PURPOSE OF PERFORMING SPECIALIZED CHEMISTRY CALCULATIONS. SIMILARLY,

A HANDICAPPED CHILD IN CALIFORNIA MAY RECEIVE PERSONAL ATTENTION

FROM AN EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST IN NEW JERSEY BY MEANS OF AN

"ELECTRONIC MAIL" SYSTEM THAT PROVIDES VERY LOW COST PERSON-TO-

PERSON COMMUNICATION.

III. THE FUTURE EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

TECHNOLOGY NOW AVAILABLE OR SOON TO EMERGE FROM THE

LABORATORY WILL PRESENT:US WITH NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR DEVELOPING

AND DELIVERING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES OF ALL TYPES. HOW WE CHOOSE

TO EXPLOIT THESE OPPORTUNITIES IS NOT YET_CLEAR, BUT REASONABLE

PREDICTIONS CAN BE MADE.

WE ARE LIKELY TO SEE A PROLIFERATION OF "INTELLIGENT

TERMINALS" TO SUPPORT EDUCATION AND RESEARCH. INCORPORATING A

POWERFUL "MICROCOMPUTER," AN INTELLIGENT TERMINAL WILL BE ABLE

TO PROVIDE MOST COMPUTER-BASED SERVICES ON A STAND-ALONE BASIS --

THAT IS, WITHOUT HAVING TO COMMUNICATE REGULARLY WITH SOME DISTANT

COMPUTER. A COMMUNICATION NETWORK MAY IN SUCH CASES PROVIDE _

INVALUABLE AID TO THE USER IN LOCATING AND ORDERING INSTRUCTIONAL

OR RESEARCH MATERIAL, BUT ONCE THE MATERIAL HAS BEEN DELIVERED TO
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THE LOCAL TERMINAL NO FURTHER ACCESS TO THE NETWORK WOULD BE

NECESSARY (AT LEAST UNTIL NEW OR REVISED MATERIAL IS WANTED)..

COMMUNICATION NETWORKS ARE LIKELY TO PLAY ANOTHER

EXCEEDINGLY IMPORTANT ROLE PROVIDING ACCESS TO UNIQUE OR

HIGHLY SPECIALIZED RESOURCES. IN MANY CASES ACCESS TO THESE

RESOURCES MAY ONLY BE FEASIBLE OVER A VETWORK, SINCE THE PHYSICAL

DELIVERY OF THIS MATERIAL WOULD BE TOO COSTLY OR TOO TIME CON-

SUMING. SOME "DATABASES," SUCH AS BIBLIOGRAPHIC ABSTRACTS OR

TABLES OF ECONOMIC DATA, ARE SO LARGE THAT THEIR PHYSICAL DISSEM-

INATION IS NOT PRACTICAL. SOME COMPLEX COMPUTER PROGRAMS ARE

TOO LARGE TO FiT WITHIN THE LIMITATIONS OF A LOW-COST INTELLIGENT

TERMINAL. SUCH RESOURCES CAN BETTER BE ACCESSED OVER COMMUNICATION

LINES, WITH THE ACTUAL OPERATION TAKING PLACE AT THE SITE PROVIDING

THE SPECIALIZED SERVICE. THE RESULTS OF AN INQUIRY OR A COMPUTA-

TIONAL TASK CAN THEN BE TRANSMITTED OVER THE NETWORK AND DISPLAYED

AT THE USER'S LOCAL TERMINAL (USING A TV-LIKE SCREEN OR A TYPEWRITER-

LIKE PRINTING DEVICE1.

AS THE TECHNOLOGY EVOLVES, IT IS LIKELY THAT PERSON-TO-

PERSON COMMUNICATIONS THROUGH "ELECTRONIC MAIL" OR "TELE-CONFERENCE"

SYSTEMS WILL PROVE INCREASINGLY USEFUL IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

ALREADY ELECTRONIC MAIL SYSTEMS ARE ALLOWING CLOSE COOPERATION

AMONG RESEARCHERS IN FAR-FLUNG LOCATIONS. THESE SYSTEMS HAVE

PROVEN SO EFFECTIVE AND OFFER SUCH UNIQUE SERVICES FOR EXAMPLE,

THE ABILITY TO LEAVE A PERMANENT COPY OF A MESSAGE IN A COLLEAGUE'S

ELECTRONIC "MAILBOX" FOR LATER RETRIEVAL AT THE RECIPIENT'S

CONVENIENCE -- THAT EVEN PERSONS WORKING AT THE SAME LOCATION
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OFTEN FIND THAT AN ELECTRONIC SYSTEM STRONGLY COMPLEMENTS FACE-

TO-FACE COMMUNICATION. AS FAMILIARITY WITH THESE SYSTEMS BECOMES

MORE WIDESPREAD, THEY ARE LIKELY TO ASSUME AN INCREASINGLY

IMPORTANT ROLE IN TEACHING, RESEARCH, AND ADMINISTRATION.

IV, FEDERAL POIICY ISSUES

A NUMBER OF IMPORTANT POLICY ISSUES SHOULD BE FACED

AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL. THE FOLLOWING ARE AMONG THE MOST IMPORTANT:

O FUNDING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL

TECHNOLOGY.

FUNDING THE OPERATIONAL PHASE OF DELIVERY SYSTEMS.

REVIEW OF INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE REGULATIONS IN

ORDER TO ENCOURAGE GREATER SHARING AMONG TAX-EXEMPT

EDUCA'ICNAL INSTITUTIONS.

REVIEW OF FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION REGULATIONS

IN ORDER TO ENCOURAGE ELECTRONIC MAIL AND SIMILAR

COMMUNICATION SERVICES.

LET ME EXPAND JUST A LITTLE ON EACH OF THESE POINTS.

THE NEED FOR R&D SUPPORT IS PRIMARILY FOR FUNDS THAT

CAN BE USED FOP. APPLIED RESEARCH AND FOR THE TRANSLATION OF

RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES INTO PROTOTYPE DELIVERY SYSTEMS. A NUMBER

OF FUNDING SOURCES CURRENTLY EXIT FOR BASIC RESEARCH, BUT FUNDS

ARE EXTREMELY LIMITED FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE FRUITS OF RESEARCH.

IN THE COMMERCIAL WORLD, DEVELOPMENTAL AND OTHER START-UP COSTS

ARE A RECOGNIZED INVESTMENT THAT COMPANIES PROVIDE IN THE EXPECTA-

TION THAT THESE COSTS WILL BE RECOUPED THROUGH LATER SALES REVENUES.

IT IS MUCH MORE DIFFICULT FOR EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS TO RAISE

INVESTMENT CAPITAL, PARTICULARLY WHEN THE APPLICATIONS INVOLVE

C
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THE SHARING OF TECHNOLOGY BY A NUMBER OF INSTITUTIONS.

IT IS EXPECTED THAT SYSTEMS FOR DELIVERING EDUCATIONAL

AND RESEARCH MATERIAL WILL BE SELF-SUPPORTING ONCE THEY ARE

OPERATIONAL. IT IS THE MOVE TO OPERATIONAL STATUS THAT WILL

REQUIRE FINANCIAL SUPPORT WHILE VOLUME OF TRAFFIC BUILDS UP TO

A SUSTAINABLE LEVEL. ONCE THE DELIVERY SYSTEM IS FULLY OPERATIONAL,

THERE SHOULD BE NO NEED FOR CONTINUEL, baSIDY -- ALTHOUGH FOR

VARIOUS REASONS IT WOULD PROBABLY BE DESIRABLE TO PROVIDE DIRECT

SUBSIDIES TO CERTAIN USERS OF THESE SYSTEMS (SUCH AS HANDICAPPED

CHILDREN, FOR EXAMPLE).

SOME CURRENT INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE INTERPRETATIONS

OF THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE CONSTRAIN TAX-EXEMPT EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTIONS FROM ENGAGING JOINTLY IN ACTIVITIES THAT WOULD BE

ENTIRELY PERMISSIBLE IF PERFORMED INDIVIDUALLY. THIS SITUATION

TENDS TO INHIBIT SOME VERY USEFUL SHARING OF RESOURCES FOR EDUCA-

TIONAL PURPOSES. THE ADVANTAGES OF CONTINUING THESE RESTRICTIONS

SHOULD BE WEIGHED AGAINST THE DISADVANTAGES OF REDUCING THE SHARED

USE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY.

ELECTRONIC MAIL IS BEGINNING TO BE USED FOR EDUCATIONAL

AND RESEARCH PURPOSES. IT PERMITS COLLEAGUES AT WIDELY SEPARATED

CAMPUSES TO COOPERATE AND PERFORM RESEARCH JOINTLY. TELECONFER-

ENCING TECHNIQUES ARE BEGINNING TO BE USED AS A COST-EFFECTIVE

SUBSTITUTE FOR FACE-TO-FACE MEETINGS. AT SOME POINT THESE DE

FACTO USES OF COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY FOR EDUCATIONAL AND

RESEARCH PURPOSES WILL NEED TO BE CLARIFIED AND FORMALIZED IN

2 4 I
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APPROPRIATE REGULATIONS OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION.
IT WOULD Be HELPFUL IF THIS COULD BE DONE IN WAYS THAT WOULD ENABLE

AND ENCOURAGE THE USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY.

V. CONCLUSIONS

IT IS DIFFICULT TO FORECAST THE PRECISE CHANGES IN

EDUCATION THAT WILL STEM FROM THE REVOLUTIONARY ADVANCES IN

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. WE CAN PREDICT WITH CONFIDENCE, HOWEVER),

THAT THE CHANGES ARE LIKELY TO BE PROFOUND AND PERVASIVE, IT IS

ENTIRELY APPROPRIATE, THEREFORE, THAT THIS COMMITTEE IS GIVING

SERIOUS CONSIDERATION TO THE WAYS IN WHICH FEDEFAL POLICIES CAN

CHANNEL THE TECHNOLOGY IN USEFUL DIRECTIONS.
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WHAT IS EDUCOM?

EDUCOM is a nonprofit organization founded in 1964 to promote cooperative
efforts and deal with common problems in the application of systems
technology in higher education ana research. Its activities are concerned
with such areas as:

the application and management of computer technology in
academic instruction and research.

the use of data processing and management information
systems in college and university rdministrarion.

a the applications of computer technology in libraries and
for information dissemination.

EDUCOM's current membership includes over 250 university and college campuses,
which together enroll more than one-third of all students attending four-year
colleges in the United States. Its unique contribution is to bring together
faculty, administrators, and technical experts from member institutions to
focus on effective and economical ways of using systems technology to satisfy
the needs of higher education.

EDUCOM serves the higher educational community through activities such as:

disseminating information and promoting c;:oss-fertflization of ideas
through conferences, workshops, and publicationa.

promoting sharing and exchange of specialized computer and information
resources among colleges and universities.

providing consulting services on the management and use of computer
technology in institutions of higher education.

negotiating discount agreements with computer equipment suppliers for
the benefit of members.

promoting research on problem areas of general concern to the higher
educational community.

EDUCOM is organized so that its member Institutions can and do play an activ.i
role in developing goals and policies. Institutional Representatives, appointed
by the President of each member institution, serve ag the link between EDUCOM
and the faculty and administration of their campuses. Representatives bring
to EDUCOM conferences and task forces the views, problems, and proposals of
their institutions concerning computer and communications technology, and
share with their colleagues on the campus the latest ideas and developments
obtained through EDUCOM.

2 4 E
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WHAT ARE SOME OF THE ISSUES EDUCOM ADDRESSES?

Developing s,..tems for networking and resource sharing..

The need for and the advisability of discipline-oriented computer
centers.

Pricing and budgeting for computing services in colleges and
universities.

The relative place of computing in institutional priorities.

Uses of minicomputers and hierarchical computing.

The interface between university administrators and university-

computing.

The potential educational use of cable television and its integration

with computing.

Satisfying the growing dimand for computing capability in higher
education.

The role of state governments in educational computing.

The role of simulation modeling in applying ()reputing to university

organization.

The use of computet and video technology in instruction.

Cost-effective ways of providing library and bibliographic services.

EDUCOM SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES FOR MEMBERS

The EDUCOM Consulting Group provides analysis and advice relating to the
planning and use of computer and other tec:.nologies in higher education. Drawing
on experts from EDUCOM member institutions and members of the EDUCOM staff, a
consulting team of individuals with appropriate skills and experience is
formed for each assignment. Recently completed consultations have dealt with
planning for computing activities, computing center organization, university
management information systems, acquisition of minicomputer systems, and
models for financial planning.

The EDUCOM Bulletin, a quarterly magazine, is in its twelfth year of publication.
Circulated to over 10,000 faculty and staff members of EDUCOM institutions, -

the Bulletin provides reports on presentations at conferences, reports of
research projects, descriptions of applications of technology to higher educatic{.
and articles by authorities in fields describing functioning systems of interest
to the educational community.

Annual. Conferences provide a forum for discussing resource sharing, computer net-
working, the development of information systems, and other topics of current
interest.
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Proceedings of each regular conference are published in paperback book form and
distributed free to Institutional Representatives as well as to conference
participants.

Special Seminars are scheduled on topics of concern to members. Funded by
foundations or attendance fees, these meetings provide a source or expertise and

experience to all members. Seminars are typically scheduled for one day, and, to
minimize travel expense for participants, are repeated in regional locations if

registration warrants.

Research Reports and Monographs are published in areas of interest to higher

education. Published as paperback or hard cover books, these reports are available
at reduced prices to faculty and staff of member institutions.

Discounts on'the purchase or lease of computing equipment and related materials
from selected vendors are available to,EDUCOM members., These arrangements allow
individual members to deal directly with the vendor, taking advantage of the
centrally negotiated discount,

Informal Communications to members include letters to presidents, memos to
Institutional Representatives, and other mailings that keep member institutions
informed about developments in the sharing of resources and the use of computing

and other technologies.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

Planning Cowndir.- The establishment of the Planning Council-on Computing in
Education and Research ushered in a new stage in EDUCOM's development. During

1975, its-firet full year of operation, the Planning'COuncil developed a
research plan and initiated:a number of studies related to computer networks.
T4inty-one colleges.and universities participate in the Planning Council, and
each provides financial support of $10,000 per year for five years. The Council

is governed through a Policy Board ands Technical Committee; tech member
institution, has a senior representative on each of these committees. Planning

Council activities include the development of a prototype network for computing
resource sharing, benchmark studies of members' computer centers,. meetings of
regional networking groupel, support of discipline - orients,: computing user groups,

and a variety of special studies and projects leading to the enhancement of the
network.

EDUNET. With encouragement from EDUCOM and funding from the Planning Council,
a group of consumers and suppliers of university and college computing services
began to share resources through networks in 1976. The set of resources and
facilitating services provided by EDUCOM is call EDUNET. The computing facilities

at MIT, Dartmouth, SUN?, Yale, and StanfOrd are currently available through
Telenet and/or TYMNET, both "value-added" communications vendors. EDUNET also

- includes several other university and research facilities that are not Planning

Council members. Further additions are expected in the future. One of the

facilitating services supplied to EDUNET participants is an on-line directory
of the 'esources available, which is accesdible through the SPIRES database
management system at Stanford University. As additional computing resources

participate in EDUNET, the on-line directory will be expanded.
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Network Simulation Project. Closely related to Planning Council activities is
a major EDUCOM research project that has developed a simulation model of an
inter-institutional computer network. Use of the model in gaming exercises will
help answer questions about networking and its potential impact on participating
institutions.

EDUCOM Council Task orces enable EDUCOM to draw on faculty and administration of
member institutions to develop guidelines, checklists. and reports using the
combined experience of members to deal with preening current problems of a genera...
nature.

-Legal Education. Discounts have been arranged for EDUCOM members subscribing to
a computer-hased legal reference service. Experiments in using computer-based
exercises for. teaching law over a network are being conducted. The results of
these experiments should'have general applicability to other disciplines and will
be disseminated through an EDUCOM report.

Financial Planning. Computer-based models for long-range financial planning
developed at Stanford University are being adapted for use by other colleges and
universities. The generalized models and procedures for using them will be made
available to other interested institutions at the conclusion of the project.

RESEARCH PROJECTS

EDUCOM conducts research on the application of computer and communications tech-
nology to areas in which significant results can be achieved with the combined
re sources -of its members....

Past research has included studies of:

The use of information eyitems in medicine and libraries.

Plans for-abiomedical communications network.

System configuation and technology required for an agricultural
information network.

Factore inhibiting the use of computers in instruction.

The use of computer simulation in socio-economic policy research.

Planning for computing service for higher education by state agencies
and institutions in the United States and Canada.

Current research includes:

Use of a simulation model in gaming exercises to gain a better under-
standing of institutional behavior in a computer network.

Pricing and budgeting of computing services within colleges and universities.

The provision of user serviceito aid users in attesting computing resources.

A comparative study of tt(e manner in which states have developed and
implemented plane for providing computing service to higher education.

January 1977
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STATEMENT OF DR. IAMBS EMERY, PRESIDENT, EDUCOM,
PRINCETON, N.I.

Mr. EMERY. I prefer to do that. Thank you . very much for the
invitation to present our views. EDUCOM vies itself as a technology
transfer agent within higher education,. And, of course, the matters
for discussion at these hearings are very,,much of interest. .

We think they are of supreme importance to the higher education
community and all of education, and for that matter, all of society,
because we are touching on matters which we think will have a very
profound effect in many areas of our culture and society, not just
education.

The technological advances that we are primarily focusing on these
days are advances in electronics and much of the dramatic improve-
ments in the technology have been focused or concentrated on devel-
opments in the computer area. It is hard to think of any technology
that has advanced at so startling a rate as has electronics and com-
puting.

In a little over three decades the raw computing power has gone
up by perhaps a factor of $1 million and the costs have gone down
by perhaps a factor of 10,000 or more. If you compare that, for ex-
ample, with transportation, the transition to the horse and buggy
days to the car represented about a tenfold increase in speed.

The transition from the automobile to the jet age again represented
about a factor of 10. So in most areas of technology a tenfold increase .
has had profound sociological impacts.

Here in three decades in the computer field we have seen six orders
of magnitude, six tenfold increases in computer power and we are
only just now beginning to see some of the impacts that might have.

Others later in the program will talk about some of the fruits of
this technology. I think that dramatizes it as well as anything I might
say.

Other areas of technology, besides computers, are also of relevance
in talking about the way technology might impact education. Commu-
nication certain is improving rapidly, about 10 percent per year.

That is not as dramatic as computer technology, but it is very im-
portant and will have important consequences. Let me say a little
bit about the consequences, as we see them, of these technological
developments.

First of all, the startling advances in electronic technology will
permit very widespread diffusion of computer hardware. The computer
here is a $600 item. That is representative of the way the technology
is going., When I first got interested in computing some 20 years ago,
the computer I started out with had a monthly rental of perhaps
$3,000 to $4,000. This $600 machine is more powerful in many ways
than that machine was back in those days. So we will see very wide-
spread diffusion. Everybody who has a need for a dedicated computer
of that sort will be able to get access to one. The real problem will be
the high cost of personnel to develop the system capable of using
these systems. There is some danger in putting a lot of money into
hardware and as a result adding to the total cost in education because
of the personnel cost to operate. This I think gives a very strong incen-
tive to various mechanisms for sharing the software and data bases
necessary to take advantage of the very low-cost hardware.

t-I
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That in one sense is one of the main purposes of EDUCOM and
some of the. things that, some of our colleagues are working on.

.As we see it, there are two basic mechanisms for transferring the
very people-intensive software that is necessary to use these systems
properly. One is through the physical transfer of the programs and
data. Yon simply move a cassette with the necessary information to
record the program. That can be very useful and in fact in terms of
the total amount of sharing that probably would represent the major
form of it.

On the other hand, there are other types of sharing where that
physical transfer is simply not going to be very effective. In certain
cases that we have dealt with programs are far too large to transfer
onto little cassettes.

One of our experiments going on now, for example, is use of CAI
material for teaching law students: The material was developed at
the University of Minnesota and is now being used fairly widely by
law schools throughout the country.

The material is large enough and complex enough that transferring
it through physical transport of the programs has proven not to be
very practical and access over network has proved to be completely
practical. So we see use of .communications networks as being an
important-way of transferring software and data bases.

As we ,see it, the way the computer environment in education 'is
evolving will be toward hierarchi,;a1 where much of the computing,
in fact, the majority, certainly, will he done locally on low cost
minicomputers.

We also see, though the need for State and regional networks and
national networks. Already a number of States, Michigan and
California, -for example, have developed statewide computing networks
that have prOven to ,be successful. Certain regional networks, such
as the one in New England, have been -stablished. The one in New
England now is meeting a very impoi, ant series of needs in that
area.

EDUCOM has established a network called ,.EDUNET which
serves a national market linking colleges and universities so that
they can share computer resou s. The great advantage of these
regional and national netwotk, .s that they will allow access to
resources that otherwise would not be availAle. I think one of the
important consequences would be that geographical location will
cease to be an important restriction in accessing these resources.
There is no reason for even small institutions to be denied the best
resources available throughout the country because they can be
readily accessible through these national networks.

Mr. SCHEIJElt. Are you going to La us anything about the computer
applied to the learning process?

Mr. EMERY. The other testimony will get into that in more
detail. Some of the successes we have had have been the use of
networks to access CAI material. The CAI material--computer
assisted instruction is an example where it can go both ways.

One very attractive way to support computer-assisted instruction
is through these little dedicated computers where everything com-
pletely stands alone and there is no need to access remote sources.

In other cases, such as the University of Minnesota Law School
material the size of the programs and the rapidity with which the
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changes are introduced in today's programs has been such that trying

to physically support multiple versions of that in different computers

has proven to be infeasible and so under those circumstances computer
networks have proven to be very cost effective and they are currently

being used, and part of the experiment we/are currently conducting
is looking into the effectiveness and the economics of that. It looks
very attractive at this point.

Mr. SCHEIIER. Of what?
Mr. EMERY. In this particular experiment it is law school material

dealing with a course in evidence or tort law. There have been a
couple dozen courses or more developed both at the University of

Minnesota and some at Harvard. The work that has been done at
those.universities now is available through this network to their 10

law schools now currently using that.
Increasingly, they are using it as part of the mainstream educa-

tional process in those law schools. I think that is representative of

the use of this kind of material. Certain business schools are relying

very heavily on computer-assisted instruction for teaching some of

the basic materials. The great advantage of CAI material in these
cases is that it allows you to take full advantage of the computing
power of the computer.

For example, my own experience in use of CAI material has been

in business school type courses in which one can teach, for example,

a course in inventory control or production scheduling. You can ask

the student to make choices and the computer then can determine

with immediate response the consequence of say a given inventory

policy. It will point out what the cost of that decision is and what

sort of service you will give to your customers and that sort vof thing.

So by invoking the computational power of the computer one can

give real life simulation of what the business school student otherwise

would not be able to see until after long years of experience. -

Dr. SWANSON. In talking about this there are essentially two differ-

ent kinds of technology. What you are talking about in terms of net-

working is your computer at your university talking to another at
another university and presumably there are users at either end inter-

changing information. On the other hand we have what you call the

hardware revolutoin reducing the size and cost of the units that can
stand alone and perform many similar functions. Are there differen-

tiated or specialized roles that each of these types of technology should

play, especially in the area of teaching people?
Mr. EMERY. I think there are two classes of issues here. One is

just the generarcost effectiveness of CAI material in general whether

it is delivered from a remote terminal through a network or delivered

on a local stand-alone computer. To be sure, the economics can change

with the way you do that, but it would seem to me the main cost of

developing CAI .material and the main issue is the cost of developing

the material, the people cost necessary to write the programs and
instructional material..

The question of whether you deliver it over a network or a local

computer is really a technical and economic question. It does not affect
profoundly, in my opinion, the overall effectiveness of CAI as a learn-

ing device. There.are certain cases where because of the size of the

material or because it changes very rapidly, where the networks are
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simply more cost effective than trying to do it locally. In most cases
I suspect that local stand-alone computers will be the most cost
effective way.

Mr. SCHEUER. Cost effective way of doing whit?
Mr. EMERY. Presenting instructional material using the CAI tech-

niques. There is a certain disenchantment with some of the CAI
material which was developed. A lot of money has been put into that.
The evidence is not overwhelming that this is an up-to-date
improvement and cost effective.

Dr. Sw.iNsoN. Is there a specialized role of the nerworks that are
supposed to come into play? Are they doing soemthing other than
delivering CAI materials? Are they providing communications between
scholars who then in, turn teach people in the traditional way?

Mr: EMERY. That is the other basic reason 'for using the network
where person-to-person interaction is required. Particularly inOertain
research type environments, such as electronic mail and teleconferenc-
ing and that sort of thing, this has proven to be enormously valuable,
in fact, so valuable that in many circumstances colleagues that are at
the same institution who perfectly well can meet face-to-face have
found the power of the electronic mail, the ability to send messages to
a colleague and then the colleague can get it at his or her own conven-
ience, the power to do that has been great enough that a lot of times
colleagues with next door offices choose to use the electronic mail
system to communicate.

Dr. Sw, ANsos. Have their been any studies on how that enhances
the learning process for the students, or is it such a new idea that it
has not been evaluated?

Mr.. EMERY. To my knowledge, it has not yet been applied to the
sutdent, because the costs up to now have been prohibitive. In the
educational community it has only been applied, to my personal
knowledge, in the research environment.

Personally, I don't see any obvious example of use of electronic
mail in the conventional type learning situation. I can see special
cases like handicapped children where you have specialized resources
that are not available throughout the country that could be accessed
through telecommunication. That might offer some very, powerful
capability.

But, say, for the large scale type of teaching situation I'm not sure
that electronic mail would play a useful role there.

Dr. SWANSON. If you are a governmental decisionmaker and you
are trying to decide where to allocate scarce public funds, both in
terms of research and demonstration projects, do you put it into grants
to local school districts who will in turn probably buy stand alone or
miniature computers along with the available course materials, or
do you put, it into a system to develop large computing networks in
the hopes that there will be some kind of trickle-down theory of
dissemination?

Mr. EMERY. It is a very good question and it is one which I might
say parenthetically is haunting not just the Federal Government but
all large organizations. They face exactly identical problems. My
feeling is that if money is just freely made available so everybody can
get their own thing, there would certainly be some useful,results of
that, but there would be tremendous duplication and tremendous
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costs that would be incurred, a lot of which would be hidden. People
would be spending time developing systems that are already dupli-
cated elsewhere in the system.

My personal bias would be as much as possible to get money into
the hands of the direct user rather than having it go to large national
organizations when they dole out the money.

Even though I am associated with a national network I would
much rather have the money decentralized. But I think the Federal
Government should be concerned that in -allocating money of that
sort that mechanisms be set up that do allow effective sharing because
I see some very serious problems if effective sharing mechanisms and
necessary incentives are not built in. There are a number of Federal
issues in terms of copyright laws, in terms of standardization, and in
terms of the tax laws.

Right now the tax laws in a number of cases discourage sharing,
because in order to preserve the nontaxed status of educational
institutions, they try to avoid getting nonrelated income. So there
are a number of disincentives for sharing which I think Congress
should direct some attention to.

Mr. SCHEHER. Do you have anything to say about the application
of computer-assisted learning to elementary school kids, teaching kids
to read and write and count and making them functionally literate
which is something our school system seems to have great difficulty
in doing.

Mr. EMERY. It does, indeed, sir. I don't consider myself to be an
expert. Certainly, from my own personal experience I have found
that young children have been eager to accept the use of the com-
puter and it is startling how rapidly kids can get onto a computer
and become familiar with it. borne work has indicated that teaching
handicapped children and disadvantaged children through CAI
computer type systems is attractive in that it sort of impersonalizes
the instruction process and they feel less inhibited. So I think some
useful results may come from that. not enough of an expert that
I can say much more than that.

NIr. ScitEumt. Jim, do vou have any questions?
Mr. GALLAGHER. Dr. 'Emery, on page 3 you mention the high

personal cost remaining rather static where there are more users
subscribing to the service. One of our later witnesses will testify that
this brings up the personnel coststhat we live m a computerwe,
are computer illiterlites, I think is the way he phrased it and he said'
there is much training to be (lone. Ilis thinking is as to feedback into
the computer and so forth. Would'nt this increase personnel cost if
you have to train teachers to train the users?

Mr. EmEla. It would indeed. In fact, it is one of the costs I referred
to as in selilr rites the hidden rust Of being able to exploit the very
low cost electronics. So we may be deceiving ourselves if we think
the hardware is going down in cost, if we find ourselves spending a
lot more money on personnel costs. I um fairly optimistic that systems
can be developed that allow the use of the low cost electronics %vithout
people being trained in any sort. of deep technology.

Increasingly, systems are being designed to be MOM humane and
self-instructing and I'm relatively optimistic that we will be able to
provide most of these advantages to the nonsophistiented user with
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relatively small amounts of training. It is not the same sort of situa-
tion we face now %%ith current technology where a user, if he wants
to use the computer, has to make a fairly serious commitment to
learning how to use it. That is becoming increasingly less true as the
system becomes more powerful and more human-like languages are
developed.

But it is a serious problem and that is a good question.
Ms. LOFLIN. Dr. Emery, on Tue,-.-ity w're going to have a joint

session on use cf computers in ethical:on tf the handicapped. Could
you tell me to what extent electronic mail systems are used to aid
the handicapped?

Mr. EMERY. There is a syshqn callc,i NIM US which provides
access to instructional material for hanti;oipped children. That is
just now going through a :;eccnd phase it will become at least
one alternative they are considering and hat I suspect will be achieved
is the-development of a on-line national system for providing directory
information to locate instructional material.

So at the very least, the network can be useful in getting the actual
physical material to the ultimate user by means of a network, to
locate It and hopefully also to tie into the logistics part of the system,
so that if somebody says I want to see that, it will [I: mailed to them
through normal distribution channels.

There is also some talk of providing access to specialized human
resources over the network in training handicapped children. That
is just bafely starting. So right now there is in place very little. But

ithere is some serious work to try to exploit the technology and I
think it has quite a few pmspects.

Mr. GALLAGHER. On page 6 and 7 you mention that in the commer-
cial world developmental and other start up costs are recognized
expenses which companies provide in the expectation that the costs
Mill be recouped from later sales of the product. Then you say it is
much more difficult for educational itititutions to do this. This is
true. They are strapped. But why cannot educational institutions
team up with the industrial sector to provide the seed money and so
forth? They are doing it today in a modest way.

Mr. EmEltY. They are, indeed. In fact, in the work EDUCOM is
doing we have an organization called "The Planning Council," in
which there are 22 university members. They are themselves paying .

-$10,000 per year as part of this joint shared activity. So they are I
putting in frontend money. We are also using the private sector,
for example, communications. We are not tiyin,, to run our own net-
work. We are buying communications services from a private firm.

So I totally agree that we should resort as much as possible to the
resources the universities are willing to put up as frontend money and
to the private sector. We are doing that. There are still other start-up
costs that are difficult to get the private entrepreneur to assume or
that universities are willing jointly to fund.

We think over the long term we can bootstrap a lot of these costs;
that is, we can just sort of gradually let the system become self-
sustaining. But if we want to accelerate the development of these
national networks, we think that at least sonic modest elective funding
by the Federal Government would be very useful.
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NIP. GALLAGHER. DO you envisage the computer user paying
additional fees? This is a relatively new field to me and I am speaking
as a layman. I think in terms of CBS and NBC and the entertainment
network. When you buy a television set you buy it from a certain
company but the service, that is, the input, comes from Madison
Avenue. And in a sense it is a freebie. Madison Avenue receives its
income from corporations. When it is pumped into a home or school,
won't there be an additional fee for the time-hour basis or instructional
material?

Mr. EmERY. I think indeed there will be. In fact, that is our general
prinnise, that the network will be self-sustaining, primarily sustained
by user charges. We think the evidence is that the users will be willing
to pay for the service. There are certain classes of users. Handicapped
children is probably the most obvious case, but disadvantaged children
also would apply, or maybe students in rural areas where communica-
tion costs are particularly high where they may not be able to hear the
full cost. It would be entirely appropriate for state or local govern-
ments or even the Federal Government to provide selectiye subsidies.

But subsidies, in my opinion, should go directly to the user so that
they have the option of what services they want to buy on the network.
I don't think it would be desirable for the Federal Government or
other governments to provide heavy on-going.subsidy for the network
operation.

I think basically it should be operated through a market mechanism
where the users decide what services they want and they pay for them.

Mr, SCHEUER. Thank you very very much, Mr. Emery. I appreciate
your coming out today.

The next witness will he Dr. Se.vinour Papert, director of the
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory at NIIT. Again, Dr. Papert, your
testimony will he reprinted in full at this point in the record, so you
can chat with us informally.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Papert is as follows:1
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Part I: Summary and Policy Recommendations

During the nineen eighties small but immensely

powerful personal computers will become as much

a part of everyone's life as the TV, the telephone,

the printed paper and the notebook. Indeed computers

will integrate and sUpercede the functions of these

and other communicational and recreational home

technologies. I emphasise: this will happen indepen-

dently of any decisions by the education communiy.

The driving force lies in industry. This computer

presence has a tremendous potential for psychological

impact including improvement of the process of learning.

It will effectadults,:children and babies in homes

as well as in schools and in places of work. Although

the coming of the computers is inevitable, the way they

will be used can be influenced very profoundly:

The computer presence of the nineteen eighties must not

be confused with the relatively modest and primitive

computer aided instruction already practiced in some

schools and tested as part of projects such as PLATO.

We envision everyone having his own computer. Ever

child will have access to a thousand times the computer

power avallable to L;Lud,rit:, In PLATO

261
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PACE TWO

The presence of the computer affects the problem of education

in the following ways:

- -- people living in , society increasingly permeated by the

computer presence will need to know about computers. Computation

will be added to the 3R's as a basic skill.

---the presence of the computer. and people' skill in using it

will deeply change the way everything else is learned.

As a.- analogy to illustrate the concep. of computers changing

the way in which everything is learned, consider a contrast (expressed

caricaturally for brevity), between the natural way French is

learned by children growing up in France and the formal

way it is taught in schools in the United Stat :s. In France,

babies learn colloquial French effortless and effectively

by speaking it. i, classrooms, they are drilled in rules

of grammar, the process is painful and not very effective.

My research shows that the compurer allows knowledge which is

p4sently badly taught by formal to be well learned in

a natural say. Knowledge whose learning c..n be transformed in

this way,

---mathematics,..computers are matb,matics speaking beings.

Properfly used, they allow children children to learn math like

babies learn r, speak.

---written languagc,..all children learn to sped( the colloquial

dialects in a natural way. but very many have difficulty with

learning more sophisticated uses of ,ritten language. The computer

in .1 ArninA in hin are. d

weir;

".Thus, th neo technology leads to A

12 G."-:
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-s ' PAGE THREE

global, holistic rethinking of education; of how and

'where it happens, and of what is learned by whom. To

be used effeCtively 'it must not be constrained to such

vocal incremental goals as improving the teaching of

fifth grade arithmetic. The federal agencies and the

education community as a whole'are used to thinking in

terms of improvements of an existing system rather than

to holistic - global redesign aimed at improving over-all

performance: To bridge this gap new funding policies

are needed for demonstrations and study of lerning

environments totally redesigned so as to. respect the

int:Igrity of the new techhologies.

Proposals for pilot projects of a holistic nature have

been rebuffed by funding agencies with comments tan- _

tamount to:. "prove you can swim first and then well let

you get into the water". This policy sacriflc^s' che

opportunity fon kn4ledgable and responsible research

groups to try weal thought out methods of using the new

l:c,mputers before they beopme widely atrailable.

The policy makes it certain that the,computers will'be

used either amateurishly, fadishly or under the iLlifluen:e

of the edUeationl software houses with the bent adverti3Ing

agent'. As muc, as a decade might be needed to get back.
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PAGE FOUR

from that situation to the more rational one we could

easily have at the outset.

Steps to be Taken

1. Recognize that we are in a critical situation which

requires the deployment ofsuttantial resources.

2. Create a high level advisory committee on Psychological

and Educational Effects of Computer's.

3. Establish atleast two Academic Centers of Excellence

,rhose faculty, research staff and technical resources

will be adequate to carry out holistic projects and

to train professionals for,work in the area between

computer science and the human sciences.

4. ProvideF' least $20 millicm per year to the N.S.F. and.

to the N.I.E. with an explicit mandate to establish

programs for fundamental and applied research in areas

related to new uses of computers in education and fn

the home.

5. Provide :$20 million to the Bureau for the Education

of the Handicapped with an explicl mandate to create

holistic project; on informational prorthesis.

2G
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PAGE FIVE

Part II: Elaborations

Hopes for substantial improvement in education have

frequently been raised by new technologies, by psycho-

logical theories, by new curricula, by new organizational

forms or simply by new educational techniques. Experience

has made disappoihtment in these hopes a social expecta-

tion. An attitude of conservatism and scepticism about

education reform has been reinforced in the education

community and in the public at large. The prevalent mood

Is "back to basics" (i.e. to traditional content) and

several studies'have concluded that money spent on

"technology" is money wasted.

In the present-conjuncture, this attitude, although we

can understand its origins, is inappropriate,. For this

time, the computer has brought us to the verge of a true

revolution in the way people learn, a revolution which

will produce changes as far reaching as the changes

produced by 'the past century of technical progress in such

fields as medicine, communications, transportation and

(alas) warfare. The computati6nal revolution is certain

to happen; it is driven by industry ra.tilthan by the

,:duca.tional community. It will tar,, ni:t:lein the home

t
/ \

woot.hr or not the nehotiln ,ereIXHI.

2 f;
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PAGE 3IX

Just as neither the scepticism nor conservatism which

were 'prevalent at the turn of the century could have

held b4dk the development of the automobile and air-

plane, so too, the diffusion of the computer into the

lives of everyone will take place dUring the next decade

whether educators are sceptical or not. But there is a

very serious danger that a ladk of well informed arnd ,

timely policy making will result in the triv!all.,sation

of the potentially powerful computer impact. Without

an immediate stock-taking we may be digging ourselves

into ways of using computers which could turn out to

be counterproductive to education. In sounding the

warnings I am mindful of patterns followed by the social

appropriation of other technologies. For example, in

the case of the automobile, we first allowed many millions

of vehicles to be constructed and then, much later, worried

about how to repair damage to the atmosphere, to energy

resources, to cities.

Although it is obviously impossible to forsee every way in

which new computer technology could be misused or under-

employed, we are now In the presnce of some clear cases

of both. The Federal ,;ovenm.nt. Is In a position to provide

leadership and to make av:111:Ib1, tne resources which could

greatly enhance the social brIerits of computer technology

Ir; th, area of edunatIon r.,Jn,!Ived of in the broade:.t

26
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PAGE SEVEN

possible sense. What is unique about the computer is

that its imminent mass diffusion into the home offers

us the social possibility of broadening our definition

of education, The home computer will make It make

sense to speak of "the learning society."

Such energetic action is needed nuw. The education

community all the way up from its grass soots in t,:e

schools to the policy makers in the Office of Educatian

is profoundly out of touch and out of harmony w11 the

pace and the spirit of rapidly moving, sophisticated

technology. In the case of computer technology, the

gap between educators and technologists now constitutes

a real crisis for rational planninR,

The situation is comparable tc what woult! nappen if

nuclear power had been Invented at a time in history

when the military establishment was accustomed to

thinking in terms of cavalry charges. It is sometimes

argued that while to adapt the latest tech-

nology in armaments could cc:. -Ational crisis,

In the case of educational r affc-1 a

octal policy or "wait and see. Th: Irgument is

myopic. A "wait and se(' . AY..oe ntemporary

edw2ation to fabulousIy 7n Ivy and in human

terms. I illustrate by cl' 1;.r le;::

26,
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. PAGE EIGHT

The Social Cost of Incoherency

The most basic cost of "wait. aer: ," that incurred

by individuals. In the Unit .,!es alone, a million

children a year are lost to the :,.4catidrr,1 process,

many of them irreversibly. They drop out or they settle

for functional illiteracy altra they possess a diploma.

The sensitive use of the compt.t-r presence could have

made an important, perhaps in' t,!al. difference to their

educational experience. Even m,re dramatically, the

computer could release a hunired thouiand physf(-111.i

handicapped people from life f isolation, deponcy

and cultural deprivation. technol,gy, now at

hapd, could open the deo,. 'o soial contact:, flowledge

economic independene for poor. At present

computers are not being nsre, address

the ;: human problems. To Q. 3.) constructing

a new system 'which would embrace mn,.; ,-,.:4),,cts of the

individual's. life and provide in r ..;.9.-ent spirit many

different services in a coherent ar.c integrated way.

However, the tradition ef and development in this

area as in education reo.avcp whole, ts to make small

Innovations, each 1. tlrular function. By their

nature, no one su-1 ,nn.:y,c.ion can Make a significant

difference, nor al. different innovations made ty

different people (',tible with each uther.
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PACE NINE

The cost of "wait and see" means that we have no coherent

plan to attack serious problems in a serious, holistic

way. "Partial", ineffectual patchwork efforts are

inevitable because of the bias towards them in fundipg

programs. You cannot build a new computer culture the

way you would make a minor curriculum reform.

Social Cost of Allowing a Method to Dig in

The arrangement of keys on a typewriter Is irrational

and inefficient. It was adopted in the early days

when typing too fast Jammed the keys of primitive

typewriting machines. ItreMains because the psycho-

logical as well as monetary costs of recycling all

the typewriters and retraining all the typists is

prohibitive. The arrangement of the second row of

keys in this irrational system is QWERTY and I call this

pnenomenon of the persistence of anachronistic

.ethnology the QWERTY phenomenon. A QWERprprocess Is

already at work in how the educational system is using

the computer. It has adopted methods of use which were

dictated by the primitive nature and high cost of computers

in the previous decade.

It 13 obvious that the dIrru:;1,,h t. modern P,=wnal

computers into a culture rare r,nlult In a rapid evolution

or a population, 11.s ,duy'ttional level as well as

2 6:.
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PAGE TEN

Its technological and scientific sophiztication. If

we "dig in" with anachronistic_ models of computer use,

other countries will be able to move much faster than

we in taking advantage tif.the computer's educational

potential. In fact, it is already happening. Other

societies are less hampered by QWERTY-like residues.

In our situation we can reassert our lead, but we can

°nil/cis. so if we act with aanse of urgency. First,

to recognize that there is a problem -- and then to

mandate research in this field which explores the

holistic approaches to the problem that "traditional"

educational studies are constrained from doing.

'/Iy opinions on these subject:: come 1'i.(,1 over fifteen

year: or research in the area or the intersection between

-iomputer science. and the human sciences. l,have i:een

particularly concerned with st,l,iying way.; in Which the

rocess of learning and intellectual development can

be enhan::ed by the computer presence.

An MIT we have studied how children or ,:lemontary school.

iges who have learned +.0 program ,:,,mpu,mr:; fu our LOGO

;:omputr!r-rich e!wivonmn7. computv onc2pt.:;

to understand their own proe-:;;;- i,o'Lrninc: and lorj.c.

or ,?xrannic,, %hy !Inou, low they "debug" a

"2 'I4
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PAGE ELEVEN

problem as a way of correcting it locally without

having to demolish the whole and appreciate this

programming strategy as a way to solve all kinds of

problems, even those that come up far away from a

computer terminal. We have watched children learn

to use psychological ideas which would normally be

considered far too abstract and sophisticaed for

such young people. We have scudled how these (.::ildren

are able to acquire an articulate approach to the

process of learning by taking the computer as a

sImplir,d model of certain aspects of their own minds.

We have seen many cases in which this process leads to

very great improvements not only in "basic skills" but

in children's images of themselves as Intellectual agents;

and the improvement of self-image leads to improvement

in learning.

Serving as a model of mind 1.3 only one of very many ways

in which a computer can mediate the growth of a child's

sense of intellectual power and of meaningful relation-

ship to knowledge and technology. For a child really can

.cater the art or computer programming and use it as a

:sc..: to accomplish personal project:: of far greater

::omplexity and ambition than :nything he r,uld do without

it. Esut In order to make H d onr's will (simulate a

27
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PAGE TWELVE

space flight to the moon, make music or animate one's

drawings, for example) one needs to communicate with

the computer in a mathematical language.

A major part of my work and that of my students and

collaborators has been building "computer rich

environments" in which children,,are motivated to

communicate mathematically, often for the first time

in their lives.

For example, many children who had seen mathematics

as a boring and meaningful chore find themselves In

an environment in which mathematical knowledge serves

as a means to get something done which the child wants

to do. 1'i s, for the first time, the child's perception

of mathematics has something in common with what makes,

mathematics valuable and exciting for engineers,

scientists, navigators, economists and others who actually

ase It.

i have used metaphor of orsting a r,:athland (i.e. 3

pLace where people speak in math.:matics) to convey a sense

of the tremendous difference between learning mathematics

In our computer rich environment and In 3 traditional

Th d!frerence Is anal,,Inu.1 7.0 that which

separates learnin.,. Fren,,h by 4r,-)winr, in Fran; e from
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PAGE THIRTEEN

learning French in a school room. When you learn

French in Fran :' you learn it effortlessly, without

a special cur.l1,..licm and you learn it effectively.

These things are also true when you learn mathematics

as a language by conversing In it. The computer makes

It possible to reali::e the concept of Mathland. Computers

are mathematically speaking beings. At least in our LOGO

environment, children get the computer to do something

by "talking to it" in a computer language. This language

Is easy to learn and deeply mathematical in spi7it. A

major goal of my work has been to invent such computer

languages and to find subjects about which children might

111, to mathematically converse with computers.

Much more research needs to be done. But even at this

point, the work of our laboratory and that of Alan Kay

at XEROX have shown that this approach works.

The Idea of building Mathlands is not the only suggestion

around about how computers couLd be used for enhancing

mathematical learning. On the contrary, the more common

suggestion is to use the computer to administer to the

child perfectly traditional exercises in doing, sums. :n

fact, I hatr., no objection to u:.in?7, .omput,r as a

teacher. But T. want to clearly make the point that in

this particular case it reflects'a serlrus failure to

2 7 ii
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understand and exploit the computer's true potential.

Children who learn mathematlis in a nat :ral way in a

Mathland environment do not need to have It dr:Me

and drummed into them whether by a teacher or by a

computer ,Just as children do not have to be drilied In

order to learn to speak their own native dialect. The

fact that children need to he drilled in mathematics

reflects that we are not. usinv, a natural learnino.',

process to teach them.

:n its simplest form, my argumnt for how we should

u!; 7-1,, computer In the learninF, society Is to xploit

the :,,mputer's potential to create such natural eirning

processes. These t happen It total

-.nvironments whice aciattate them.

::. the case of the c)7:Pu',.7. such environments need to

be t:Ilt, exprdmeni,..A w!th, rebuilt. Suet

tclidin.7, a new compotor culture "r-m tne

4r,u:".1 ap" dc !17,!. ord'espond the Corm whi:h 's ,x1c,2tel

wn,, I'll- re...arc., br-1. oral. There IS 0' 3imp1,

nc

b,:,1.1v,
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th(i integrity of the technology, exploit it rather

than constrain it. I have not done this to illustrate

"success stories". These images have some common

themes. They all suggest that the computer can be a

cornerstone of a new learning society if our society

embraces the fact that the computer offers us some

radically new possibilities to truly become a learning

society. We are at a turning point because social habits

are pushing us into taking what could be revolutionary

and making it banal by trying to assimilate computers

lot educational models that we developed In a pr-

-omnuter era.

When we spa -thuu!..n,:ientAC1,7 speak 01.

::hilt:; -- the:se are the :Iturr or which

scientific revolutions are made. Our soity needs

a mandate to mobilise for such a paradigm shift in our

way ,r Looking at computers. Without It, our children

will grow up in a computer culture, but one which has

been mobili for an educational revolution.
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STATE1ENT OF DR. SEYMOUR PAPERT, DIREuTOR, ARTIFICIAL

INTELLIGENCE LABORATORY, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF

TECHNOLOGY. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mr. PAPERT, I would like to (I' tint and I would like to say tit the
outset how important i think it is that you tire holding these. hearings.
It will be the thrust of my testimony that we are on the verge of a
real critical situation which 1 think deserves to be classified as a
national crisis.

I believe that resources should he devoted to the study and direc-
tion of work in this area and if we fail to do this, there will be serious
danger not only of a haste of an opportunity- but also on aggravation
of social problems within the United States and the U.S. position in
the international area.

I urn making A:cry strong statements and basing them on it vision
of the role of the computer in education that. is much more radical and
much more questioning of educational practices, in fact, much more
subversive than most of \villa we have assumed in the post about educa-
tion, than the view which is usually adopted b.,- people in the com-
munity who are concerned with computers and education.

What I would like to do is first of all to try to convey to you sense

of how the computer presence will be able riot merely to assist or
improve traditional institutions like schools in tenching_traditionol
subjects but will radically change whit we teach, where we learn it,
awl how we learn it. And to make the point would like to set up
some analogies to use as images,

Mr. ScHECER. I et rue risk a question. l'oti say what we teach or what
we learn and where we learn. There are some people who feel that for
some kids, low income, culturally deprived children who drop out of
school systematically and predictably, are turned off by the public
school syst em, the elementary and secondary school system totally and
that they are almost incapable and so stultified to the learnin, process
that it makes rommunicat ion, even primitive communieation between
teachers and pupils, almost impossible and that probably there ought
to be an alterriat lye in that whole system.

For some kids it is not worth trying to improve and if we cannot
teach theta in an education-type environhient, maybe we can teach
them in the work environment. NInybe there ought to be release time.
Maybe kids 1, 15, and Ili, instead of being required to go to school
should be permitted and even 'i'la.ourageil to get jots and as part of
that job they would have several hours per day where they would in
effect. earn the skills that they were not to learn in an educational
environment.

Uu vou think there is any validity to that point of view and is that
possible? And if so, doe- the computer have t part. to'play?

Mr. PAPERT. I agree totally for tunny children and most children I:
would say that t he schools do not work as it learning environment. The
strategy should riot be to try to fix the 4chools by milking minor im-
provements in otherwise basic- -they shOuld be replaced by somettfing
very different. Now t he computer can provide a viable alternative, and
I'd like to describe to you how that eight happen.

Mr. SctrEt:mt-. Did I hear you say t Lat you thought this was true for
most kids in our elementary and secondary school system?
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MI:. VAPERT. I believe that vei-, very few kids reach anything, like
ilie intellectual attainments of \I\li It they are capable.

Mr. SettEUER. That is a horse pf a:different color, few adults do and
few peoyle do.

\Ir. PAPERT.1 think they alt.co'uld.
Mr. Se HEITER. Few Congressmen operate at the level it which. they

are theoretically capable.
Mr. PAPER. [ think the job which the schools are trying to do suc-

ceeds only to a very small extent for almost. all kids; that is, almost all
kids could learn much more than they do learn and it would be under

'different circurnstaces.
Mi.. SCHEUER. And you will describe thorn.

.

Mr. PApmcr. I will describe some possible cireurnstances, but in
describing, these possible circumstances I am also submitting that part
of what, constitutes a crisis in t his Is that very little is being done by the
society to study these alternatives. that it is almost impossible in the
:present state of funding and the present organization of the Federal
agencies concerned with this problem, to get the sort. of support that
is necessary for the kind of experiments that need to be (lone and that
all of us in this work constantly compromise ourselves by being forced
to the kinds of experithents that you can get funding, for which are very
far short. ,

I think' it will 1w inv conclusion that Congress ought to be taking a
position of leadership alai giving Inainlates to the Nation and to the
Federal agencies to do a very different kind of work in this area.
But let me give on example of what I meant by a radical change.

Mr. Sefieuele Let ini, clarify what I was trying to say. I think we
are saving..two different things and we may both be right.

You are saying that for almost all kids' our present educational
institutions at the elementary and secondary level, and maybe at the
college and post-graduate levels too, they fail grossly to optimize
their talents. .their_

am saying; is not inconsistent with what you are saying but
it is simplyquite different. For a significant number of kids the educa-
tional environment involviog elementary and secondary schools is a
sort of at Death Valley. It is nothing but skull. and crossbones.

Mr. PAPEuT. Really, I agree completely.
Mr. SCifrEic. The educational environment from the moment, the

kid eornes into the imilding in the morning just totally turns ldm off
and he is alienated and he is totally lipid -hetic and he does not relate.
There is just. no possibilit v of a learning, experience taking place for
him. I ho not think that is true of the majority of our kids. I do not
think that is true. What you talked about may be true, that he fails to
Optimize his talents. -But I would say for the majority of our kid::.;
in the elementary and secondary system seems to do pretty well.
( 'e...t airily, for middle-class white kids it is fairly successful.

We do end up \vinning. Pulitzer Prizes and Nobel Prizes for kids who
went, through t his edticat ional establishment not too, long ago. For some
kids it is pretty good. I have two daughters who went through school
and collage and through law school. Nly eldest daughter is \vorking
for a circuit court of appeals judge. For her the system worked pretty.
well. She took to it. Nlaybe she did not optimize her talents. NI aybe she
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should be working for a Supreme Court Judge. But it wasn't all that
bad.

But for other kids it is 4in unmitigated blooming disaster and for
those kids we have to produce :some kind of an alternative.

Mr. PAPERT. Can I talk about the kids about whom we agree that it
is presently art unmitigated disaster?

Mr. SCIIEUER. I don't disagree with you, but I am just trying to
clarify' that yoti and I are talking about two different groups of kids.

Mr. PAPERT. I ant-talking about both of them. But for the moment
I will concentrate on the group you are mostly interested. in.

Mr. ScuEuEa..I don't say I'm mostly interested in---Lhem. I am
"interested in Odhcational excellence, too. I think our college-bound
kids probably could perform much better. I think in terms of a crisis
in America. Maybe we have both crises, bat we certainly have a
crisis in turning out kids who by the time they get to be 16 or IS are
functionally illiterate, who do not have reading and writing as tools for
life in a society that i fairly sophisticated and where these tools
become indispensable preconditions for success in the work environ-
ment. There must be some job instruction and they must be able to
perform in a world where writing-is an essential form of exchange of
communication. It is absolutely essential for these kids to learn to
read and write.

Mr: WEI.Ls, May I interject?
Mr. ScHEUER. By all means.
This is Bill Wells, our chief of staff.
Mr. WELLs. There is another aspect of this too, that the computer

seems to be breaking down and that is the artificial barriers of the past
between male and female types' of education. I had occasion not too
long ago to talk with the dean of the School of Engineering at the Uni-
vesity of Virginia Inv youngest daughter has just been enrolled
and he is al- .olut.,:tr ecstatic that one-fourth of the entering engineer-
ing class this year is female versus a decade ago of 3, 4, and 5 percent.

We were talking about tIu and at least one element, of this is the
computer revolution, t!Lit I males have moved into the computer field
in oqualtv., if not largt... n :tars than males. So I think this is cer-
randy a l'ig coes;derat",i.

Mr. F PER'.
NIr.. .IF.(; ``'seed.
Mr. Aei..uvr. Now I wool,. ,,:te-to think of one of ese children foe

whom school is 21 1!0111p10(` t 1111101r 1.1111141 to learn even the most
elementary mathematics or skills at school, w110 failed to learn to
read or write effectively, in a sense. a

Now before we decide that that kid is incapable ,!' learning, we
should look at what he did learn, and them certainly ore things he did
learn, For example. he learned to speak his particular dialect of his
native la ngwtge. lie might. not have learned to speak standard English
but there is a very cotnplex thing, the language that was spoken around
Idtn, which he learned very well to speak. Psychologists like Pieroget
by probing more carefully have shown that titete is a vast amount of
learning that goes on completely unnoticed. Before the kids come to
school they learn very,pirect.ively. 'OW question I would like to ask is
let's give a inane to this. I will call that informal learning.

Mr. SCHEEER. The street smarts as we pill them.
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N1r. l'ArPnr. I' ids learn the st reel smolt; effectively and infornmIlv.
\Viten they come to school tiny foil to learn the school siiinrts at oil.

Now using that us on anniogy, I would like to talk aliont. some re-
senreli that ye have done lit. I'I' which asks whether you con set up it
learning environment in which the things Hint are prest4itiv badly
leom.41 or not learned iii idl, using the school's methods of formal in-
struction, whether these things con be k .krned in the wily in. which the
street. smarts are picked up by every kid.

done..Atml \ye. Have found mum- wits wHrli II;is rill'. be
:\ Ir. ScoFitiEn. Tell us.

PAPERT. I will tell von idiom one that centers around the coin-
Titter. I would like tit pursue the analogy a little 1111111er of using the
street language, the dialect learned by the child, us ellectively as the
example.

If you want to talk about good learning, let us-st ort with till example
.

of successful learning and that is an eaxmple of cry successful leo.rning.
Let us contrast the way in which you learn your ot.it language its It

child very \Veil Ile way in which you learn it foreign language like
French in school, very The difference that you learn your own
language by speaking in it lo people who spt.ilt the smile langtiztf4e with
you owl. shore common interests. NOW. Call 011 learn mathematics in
the saute

\V,'', 1 141: ye I lioSi! kick who turn out to be good Itt mathematics
don't learn it in the school. They learn it Oecause they are surrounded
.bv adults, \\"110, klimV it 01' not, speak in mathemat-
ics. You might not know that you si.eak in mathematics, but speak-
ing in mat hely:dies means using certain kinds of riser', precision 110(1
so on.

If we I.11('W a magic wilt- or manufact urin),- I million mathematically
sneakin!, ;people twit-distributing them in 11le streets, the kids might
learn mat hicinat ics hr speaking to alien,. \Ve don't know t hat. magical
way. I'm sorry. \Ve di, not Ant il a Veal' ago. .\ nd there is it piece of it
and their is it piece of it [indicating).

The computer is a mathematical speaking vehicle. The experiments
t 1,31 kV(' tin' to ilik ohoot an' o'Npe1111)1,111:-. in Which the Child is put into

environment .Amer, he yelp' es to the computer as it mathematical
speaking,

.' nd wlitit We se(' in these environments lire kids \vim are totally
turned off from learnit., mathematics lir reciting tables and learning
thin,: by role. they tiro totally (11111141 on and aly-iorhed by talking
in mathematics to the cornpnt rr.. \nd Hwy learn mat hematies in the
way they learnt"! to speak their native 11111).4.11,11,4e, without noticing that
they are learning anythint.

.\ favorite zire,dae of soniellling t hat happened in such a class is
the ;ollowing: .\ kid sitting Olen, programing iiMaV. 'Phis is a kid who
was right down al t he hot tom 5 inreentile level of school before.
kid had learned to progTillii in nil eNiwriliWIllid r lass We 11111 with :Atip-
port from I he National Science Foundation.

There she was programing away. .\ t-ery prominent moth educator
visited t h e cla . . r o o t i t and asked t h e next door doesn't the com-
puter make math fink .\11d Hit, little (girt looked up angrily and said
".\in't nor hin. fun in moth." And she went look to pro!,rantillg her
computer.

2,
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I'm going to tell you about, what, she was doing with the computer.
It was very mathematical. But for this kid the word "mathematics"
had already been defined as something bad. And when she found her-
self doing mathematics and finding it fun she defined that :s nut,
mathematics. There is no reason to correct tier. We let her go on like Cliitti
except a year later she made the discovery herself atm r the end of the
year she was saying, You know, it, is really quite If I had not
been so dumb in first grade, I wouldnH have all these tro..faes now."

By being durnb in first grade site didn't mean that, she dn't: learn
it but s,he refused it. Now that is typical of many, many .!nts and
anecdotes I could tell you about. ata using it as an exalt-- of how
the presence of th6 computer does not just change the ad-
minister the'same old lessons in mathematics. It changes the w
are teaching it by changing the relationship between the huh..
learning and the subject. matter being learned.

Now in order to do this, of courq% we had to do a lot of research t ,(;
a lot ,of creative work. We have to f tins computer system wit
language that children love to learn. e had to set-it up so tha'
child had something interesting to sal }. ; the computer about. i.
no good hiking the first grade kid and we will talk to
computer about,how to solve equations child doesn't \W. `
solve equations, not yet.

So what we try to do in this project is . things that it is
for kids to talk with computers about. ',I.,- programs and kids
learn compute[' hnigunges very easily ju :lie learn any language
Ver eaSily: They write programs to mot-- ,u Hres on the screen, to
make the computer make music and man/ thins:,s of this sort.

So this is establishing a rapport or relat of t He child with the
coMputer by developing languagei.-, that the computer can 1111(10rStaild
and the child _can learn and giving the child something to talk about
with the coniputer, which means making graphic screens. You will
see on the little computer that is drawing a picture. That is a very
simple computer that i- an example of the very low cost computers
that, are now being made for the home market and the kinds of pic-
tues it can draw are probably not quite good enough to get the kind of
involvement and engagement I'm talking about. Well, rimybe they are.

But in a very small number of years there is no .dotibt, that there will
be in every home in the Up; tea States much inure computer Power than
titore is in that machine: snore computer power than the com-
pitter scientists of Ithin hi,d. And tics computer power ill make it
very easy for the prograne-. of the ,o;&t. I have been talking about, where
the child uses it iomputer as a personal instrument to do things,which
tire fun ant. ,iiingful to the child, like play music and do mathe-

'roe,

Another c\nimple. What about the written language? The same child
we are talk in" about wit, learned to speak but did not learn to do
mathemati,:; also failed to learn the written langua:e. And I think one
reason--lit:, is just taking one slice out of manobviously, I could
talk about this for a whole week, be, one slice out. of ninny,
would like to focus oh this aspect of written hingnage, tile' it is
not a communteation medium for most, people.

For scientists mathematics is a language, and that is why it is fun
for them. And for some ordinary people', mathenuitics is it language
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but they don't know it and they learn it as a communication medium.
Spoken language is a ly,i,guage for everybody. Written language is a
language for sortie of us For many kids the written word is never used
as a personal communication medium.

Enter the computer and the situation changes very radically. I.
disagree very strongly with the statement by Dr. Emery about how the
electronic mails might. be useful for handicapped students but wouldn't
be particularly useful for the ordinary student.

I have seen. situation in which children who 'were functionally
totally illiterate, who wore even thought to be incapable of reading,
they were really illiterate as far as the teachers were concerned, when
they got into a situation where they could communicate with the
computer and they wanted it to do things, they started spelling and
learning the alphabet. There were no lessong and no drill and practice
any more than the baby needs these things.

There was for the first time a reason for this Phild to want to com-
municate in a condition that demanded written communication. I
think the same thing is treo for the electronic mails that insofar as the

Computer network opens up the exciting possibility of being able to be
in touch witl. ninny other people and being in touch with them in
different ways through a written means of expression, this transforms
the written language into a personal communication.

Another example of how the .milliliter presence just by being the:e
1 mean not by adminktering lessons !)1)i by being there it can eharge
the way in which langtiag,e can he learned and perfected. In there
hearings I was told by D,. Swanso. that, my words aro being' written
down. They are going to he type,.I Op and SN't. to me for correction. I
will have n chance to edit tfiein and they wilt conic back here. No

oubt some staff members will edit the..1 further.
Mr. ScnEumr. No. No. \o. Yiu will be ,:-,:i final NN:ord.
Mr. PAPERY. They will be printed and people will rend the proofs

and typos will be corrected ansigkey eventiodly go out.
What I'm trying to say i.. betweenni- 'hougIC. -)tali the emergence

of that final document tilt re:is; a comph proces . of editing:, changing,
typesetting, correction, and so forth.

What I want to tiny is in'tte rrO!!.11I1011 Or this document there is a
considerable amount of structured activity mobilized and deployed
in 0:der to produce thiviocament.

Every time I write a.paper tale :same thing I have a si.e.e-
tary who will write it and L;ive me it t v ped and let my make
corrections and it might go through sever :-oend. of This is the
way in which in the end one produces good writing and the in
which we improve our skilk in writing.

Now 1 would tike to compare that sit tuition with ..white v-luld happen
if I were an iiverage.sort ()laird grai: kid -let' not hike ;in average
let's take one of those you won' talking who ;; scarcely able to
read and write and who is very unhappy nri tultagonistie and negative
in t he school setting:

Ile is told to write n little test. Very painf'ully and slowly he spells
Out-these almost illiterate and scrawlings on the page and he
turns it in with sign of relief. l,yho h nev. ; dots is tr take what he
has written and read it--lie can hardiy read lt. rit haze it and
listen to someone else's and modify it Ile doesn't have the
secretary or all of these technical resources have.

281
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The computer (ion give it to him just by being there as it text editing
sYstem, provided it is set up in a wily that is congenial and resonant.
with what seems to him personally sYntonic, it matches, it kind of
feels right. If it's in the right sort of feel for him, he call use this so he

Will Write by typing of this computer. The output %vill he perfectly
clea text. If he wmit... to clomps it, Ins doesn't go t hrough this laborious
proces, for him so ,low of rewriting. Ile only loc.; to tell the computer
change that word.

NVe have seen n few experiments in which various people of different
ages put into an environment \vlierfc'sthey have access to sueli cool-
Puler editing systems, the amount. of writing they doo foes tilt enor-
luouslY But what goes 1111 0.'111 morn enormously is the H111011111 01

l'eWriting., 11(.1'1111Se people %vim have never in their lives reritteri
nnything begin to do this nil the time. They are constantly changing:,
and correcting nod editing. And as they work on this text editing it
they are also editing their own abilities 1111d 1111prOVIII, their (twit

to (10 it. SO there is another example in which the computer
being there is able to 111111: an impact on the \Vay..111 Winell people
learn to rend and write.

Now we art rast that with a din',srent way in \vhieh computers are
being used these days t.) help reading and writing or to help arithmetic.
Computers nre being used in schools to drill the kids in spelling, or to
drill the kids in nritlinnst lc. The computer says fill in the gap or which
Of these WOlds is wrongly spelled or it says what is 7 plus $ nnd If you
give the Wrong answer it SilyS St111)1(1, Now it seems to me that, that
IS the 1110:4-Selr-r0111111thetOr misuse of it technology that there has
ever been, because the.coniputer is being used to Core it diSiiaSe which
could have been prevented by it proper use of the computer. I. think
these kids are }guying trouble ill School With itItillnetni or spelling
because they never became engneed in the process of natural learning
of the %%Tit ten language and of mathematics.

Now vhat the compote,. should do is give them that and %e would
not need to dril,ni and drill them in the schools. Why have we adopted
hi's more primitive use of the computer? I. would end 1111,; by raising

ill important kind of social warning, \\hy it is it national crisis.
The pattern of SOC1111111/1/rOprin11011 of any technology works like this

he first piece of the technology you have is Very ItrillntiVe. Y011
don't know how to use it so what 'you do to it is 1110 satire 01(1 things
you baye done before, but slightly different.

Ties first ancestor of the nutomobile wits n horseless cnrringe-and it
really wits that, a carriage with an engine ultachtd. The predecessor
of cinema wits when they made the movie camera they put the camera
111 11.0111 or the stage /Old acted a play. It took a whole generation
before (" rottlly Iltiderstood that cinetnn could be used in it 11111Ch

inure cp.:1111'e t him doing the old kind of acting. 'There Were

OlingS von could do with it. 1 See %%"111111111S been done ni) t 110W with
Celnplit Ors in education ns like .the horseless carriage and like the
cinema movie ninern before movies were invented, before Holly-
wood luippendd.

One reason why dint should he so,. of course, is that is the natural
thin!, to do first. Another reason is Hint up to now computers have

been it Senree :11111 reS011ee. (hit has 1111(1 to justify the
buying or on expensive computer to use iii 811 1.4111(1010111d setting.
This is ( ranging rapidly. It is elnuiHng not because of the leadership
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given by the educitti(ht community of oven 'ongress---1111(1 I hope
this Nyill change --it is changing because the leadership which has come
from industry which has committed i; :elf to n ty,,,,k of minizit (,urizin
and Imyering, the cost and bringing .ire computer into the lives of
the people.

There is 11 process afoot, 11111C11 (1(11;e indope(Alently of the decisions
of educators, going to put into the 11011(k If evt(ry child in overy
home this tremendous computing power.

Nix. Som.:J.14;u. \\lien poi say in the home, how is it going to get
in the !mines in southeast \ashington or in Harlem or I3e(Iford-sto...zitit?

NI.r. P.1PEICI*. I believe by the l'1111 or the it).- O'; you ought to be
able to buy a television) set that is not a part of a coniputo complex.
I believe that the cost of It compttier is going to be so small that people

c(011.puter; 115 t()V:-. 1.01' 1111.11' (1111111.011. ThIS 1)(' ellP111)er thanwill I

II 1)11110011. 1 exaggerate. It Will he 111111 buying t110
average sort of toy that is now bought fur ('hristmos, even in linden'.

NI r. SonEEit. 3'111 Wells, who is our shill' director, says you can go
into the boios of Nun .lsunn 111111 in every home, even if they don't,
have riitining water, they- will have ti television set. I was explaining
to him flint in \o11" ,:01'k'S Ilarlenr 1111(1 1 3101ford-Stuyvesnill and the
South Irotix .end the %vol.-A of the shims that -ou con go into on
opartinent and it not only has o television set lint more likely Hum'
not it will have a big
whole srhnteer worth

(s.o7ii(s)(())1(eIrofssi:).(1;:vitott 1111,1 record player .011(1 the.

NI r. pApEtur. 'rho is the ,.ay the computer \vitt Num. into the
homes. It is going to onie into the homes as port of the desire of people
for \dint you might call entertoinment, if voni \vont to be ilispnraging.

NI r. ScillitEu. Ilow ore these kids going to learn how to orchestrate
this computer so that they hove fun and reInte to it? \Vliere will they
lenril it?

\Ire would hope they would learn it _that the official
.duration system would (10 soniethin!, abort lielpin!, them to learn it.
But I think there ore o number of sentirios ond 1 don't know which
ill be the way it will ploy out. I think computers, much more than
anything else, con he -;elfteachin((..

Soinu-git. Will there be televisions showy; like Sesame Street
that slimy the kid how to use the computer?

PAPERT. :11),0111 101 , there will III', But I 111111k t lint is only one
of the possible channels. 1.et me repent The kids leorn to speak with-
out anybody reolly showing them luny to spenk. They learn to speak
because they ore surrounded by people oho are spenking. I think they
1611 10;011 10 the comput.'r heouse trey tt. e surrounded by coin-

in,1110(11, \vn.v. think this needs
.A11(I 11'110 11 lot 01 our researh has been devot . is creating things

to (10 with the computers Hove what we co'' lio thiesliold. For example,
in order to loom to pro((Toin that ompup you hove to spend ot least
5 minute, mild if y ou ore on illiterate child you might have to spend
an hour.

Nlr, Scio.:1-En. flow much time wound n Cotigre-4sninti have to
spend:'

very coreful. 11,ttughter,t
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Mr. Pnerner. We have set things up and we have tried to create
languages for toying with the computer and things to do with them so
that in the first minute, even if you are illiterate, or even if ymi are a
3- or a 5-year-old child, in the first minute you ran do something.

Mr. SCIIEUER. I'm willing to try it,
Nil.. PAPERT. I'in afraid Eastern Airlines shook up our computer and

it is not going to work. You are welcome to come to MIT and we are
willing to bring it down again.

Mr. ScuEuzu. I would like to have yo- biing it down again.
Mr. PAPE. Well, maybe the point hardly needs to be emphasized,

but I think I would like to end on optimism and with a cautionary
statement. The optimiste i -Rta-tement, is that computers are going to
be there. We don't have o worn about hoc, to get them into people's
lives. What we do have to worry about is the cautionary side which is
how we can influence ti c way in which they are used and what the
relationship is between tr\e cOmputcr.and the evolution of the public
school system. I think th . presence of the computer both in the way
I have been talking abo t of replacing, formt I learning by informal
learning but also inso as the computer itse f can be a teacher and_
can maybe come to do formal instruction very effectively. I think the
computer raises or puts into question the public school system by, for
the first time, offering a viable alternative to it. I hope that the public
school system is going to he able to adapt itse f.

Mr. "it:IlEt.'Elt. In other words, you are sayim, it can either be inte-
grated into a more enlightened and more sensitive public school en-
vironment or it could be a, substitute for the i ublic school.

If it is a substitute, where are the kids going to go for the substitute?
What kind of place will it be? Is it at home? .

Mr. PAPER. I believe a lot will happen at home. I also believe that
there will he social contacts across computer networks. I believe also
that new kinds of organizations will start off as sort. of clubs and things
like that. There is the home group computer club in California that is a
fantastic and novel kind of organization of computer hobbyists.

Mr. ScnEuEic. Are. these really sophisticated. kids who are making it
at school and who Ini've thereby become computer mavens?

Mr. PAPERT. Let me say that we don't know very much about how
to answer those questions. I think we don't know very much how to
answer those questions and I think that the study of who gets caught
by the computer under what conditions and who gets stimulated and

cinillenged is a complex question of psychology and sociology which is
getting almost a negligible amount of at tention although it should be
one of the Major questions confronting our society.

Dr. SwANsoN. Since we are talking about exposing- rather young
children to a high powered technology, I wonder if there are any
studies to (Imminent its effects. Does your own experience indicate that
there may be harmful psychological side effects with young children
working with computers?

Mr. PA1'P:13r. It is very clear that HI,. close, intimate interaction with
computers has it powerful effect on the mental life of some individuals.
We know cases where that effect !-;(4.111:.; to be negative. It makes
people antisocial and draws them into such close relationships with the
machines that they are cut off from other people. 1,Ve know other cases
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where it is invigorating and stimulating and brings the kid out of the
depths of depression, out of even autism in one well-documented case.

So both of these things can happen. \Vhere urgent research is
necessary is studying under what conditions which of these things
happened to what people. I think this has to be recognized. One of
the things this committee can do is to give recognition to the iirenc
of this kind of issue as a national crisis.

One of the recommendations I would make is that a verv.high level
committee be created on the educational and psychological uses of the
computer. My answer is that it can go in all sorts of directions and
there is no point in guessing or speculating about which way it will go.
\Vhat there is least point at all in doing is simply trying to turn a blind
eye to it and put one's head in the sand and say ban the computer.

Ir. SCHEUER. IIas anybody said that?
Mr. PAPEnT. Indeed.
Mr. SCHEI:Elt. What does the teacher's union say?
Mr. PAPERT. A lot of teachers are terrified about the computer and

the reason they are terrified about the computer is that they see it as
an alien and threntenitor thing. They don't see it in the spirit in which
I'm 'talking where it is a very humanizing thing where the use of the
computer which children use, learning mathematics by talking to the
computer in mathematics, such children are much easier to teach,
because they want to learn. So the role of the teacher is facilitated.

For many truehers the computer is seen as something that will
displace or substitute for them or make their job harder.

Mr. ScItEt-ER. Ne will send you the transcript of testimony given
last week at the first one of these hearings by is superintendent of
schools from my congressional district in Brooklyn, Dr. Harvey
Garner, who has been carrying out a computer program and he
detailed for as how about 2 years ago when they started that teachers
as well as the paretics were extremely skeptical of the computer both
in terms of its management potential and its learning potential. And
now the teachers are overwhelmingly (-mho ..istic in support of the
computer became they think the computer enables them to do their
job bet ter.

Mr. WEt.i.s. You might mem ion Ir. Spanker.
Mr. ScitEt:it. Ye,: and Al Shanker himself, the president of the

teacher's union in New York, supports the computer, because he is
convinced, too, dolt it enhances the role or the teacher and enables her
to be very notch more cost effective, enahles her to relate better to the
kid and it relites a much more positive enyirontnent in which all of
the participants can function.

Bill?
Mr. NEI.1 S. Dr. PtInOrt , .V011 UW101011(7'11 t11' V.11111111 1111".'nre of any

significant work in the social sciences tegading the implications of
some of the things thatyou see on clue horizon. flow hest do you see
this being formulated, an approach being I'm-undated? Does the
computer industry spearheading this 'MVO
to try to hook up with t he social scientist or do the social -cientists
have to barge in and say what t he hell is going on here?

You mentioned some types of t-onditiot - now. Are You thinking of
something along the lines of the Kennedy- Johnson 'Commission on
.1utomation Technolmry in the Economy which took place n the mid-
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sixties because of alleged rising unemployment because of automation?
Is this the kind of thing you perceive'.'

Mr. PAPERT. I think we need a multipronged 211/K0216 and need to
do many things. That is one of them. I certainly don't think that the
burden should be placed entirely, on industry. I think there are some
aspects of it that industry can, should, and in some (Aises, does perform
very well. But there are some aspects which are not inside their scope.
I would like to mention one or two others that I mentioned in the paper
you have as to the institutional answers to it. I think one of them is
setting up some such commision.

I think other people have a better expertise than I do in deciding
what kind of commission or committee it should be. I think it is very
important for the few suitable universities to crew' academic., centers
of excellence in the area which we call computer.- and people, the
psychological aspects of the computer,

I imagine that the faculty and research staff of such a center would
include both computer scientists, sociologists, psychologists, and
educators. I think there is going to be a very desperate need in a few
years time for expertise in the society.

I think not only do we need research to be done, but we need to
train the professionals who are going to serve these functions and the
only way we can do that is by setting up university programs. So I
think that ought to be done and, of course, I think that the funding
agencies like NSF and N I E should be given not only more money
but more especially a mandate to use it in a say that is better matched
to the requirements of this growing field.

Dr. SWANSON. Does that mean that currently you feel there is a
lack of direction and purpose on the part of the executive agencies as
well as !Untied funding in this area? Also a lack of recognition of the
so-called crisis that you are talking about?

Me. PAPERT. Yts; indeed. In the paper. I made, the distinction
bet Nveen the incremental iocid improvements in on ongoing system
iind wholisti, global rethinking of the problem. The way in which
education research is bein!,' funded and the way in fact it is being
done in the education research places is 11111(.11 more geared toward
the incremental local improvement than toward the wholistic redesign.
And this.is because until right now there has not been the technological
base for making any wholistic redesign. So wholistic redesigns have
simply been up-in-the-air talk and so people became disillusioned by
them and naturally they don't---

Jlr. SctrEt:Eit. I ave You ever done any thinking or writing on the
subject of what an alternative system would be? Would it be a socii:
club or a day care center? Would it be a place of employment for
kids 14 to Is? or maybe we need a lot of options.

Mr. l'ArEicr. I was going to say all of the above, but I. think what
we need most urgently is for some people to he able to set up today or
next year siniulations of the way it will he in 5 years'time. We should
not wait until the computers are everywhere 21 ill I these new clubs tined
WIlyS of operating conic 1100 10P.1111.: spontaneously and they worry
about whether it is being done effectively. think what we need to do
right now is sonic experiments or pilot, studies in which many of those
options can be explored by creating preliminary models, creating
envirionment, in which those things can be carried out.
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You are even more dependent oh other people. Who wants it? Now
by connecting the typewriter. to a computer so that this kid by
poking those keys could cause pictures to be drawn on the computer
scrum, could instruct the computer to print out tin' pictures on a print-
in, machine so that this kid could for the first time in his life draw,
not Only draw but make an objet with a drawing on it, which is the
first gift ever made by him and given to anybody, which he sent home
to his parents, or caused to go home to them.

It made sense now to learn to poke at a keyboard and within a few
weeks he was typing as well because it was worth hi- \llie to learn
to type with t he computer. I have si1(lom. had -.licit a moving
experience..

But I would like to say. theother side of it that. is grotesque that
comes I think almost close to a national violation of civil rights of
these people. When we have Inled and expended 21 great deal of effort
in trying to get funded a. project to do what I'm going to describe
for these people, and we cannot because of the fragmented policy of
lining upfor example, right now the Bureau for the Education of the
Handicapped has just issued a call for proposals. It has $3 million
fr ; a program of research, development, and demonstration of tech-
nological devices for the handicapped; $3 million little enough,
but it could actually be used except- that there are 1,000 people on
the side of the canyon phenomenon. -The call for proposals explains
that the policy----altItomdi there no limit to the amount you can
ask for -hut in the p2.st 111011(ty loco $ZiY(`11 for S$0,000 or $100,-:
000 grants. I claim t hat givitt. $tittat puts it researcher in a position
to ,,y mak, a little electric typewriter -o that somebody can poke
at it. But it is not enough to make much difference in the life of this

Siitt,(En. You are talking about the critieai mass problem.
%In l'Ar nT. I believe if we hall critical mass we could, by linking

this 12erson Icone effectively to the computer than having him poke at
it typewriter.. he door to 1021111in, and culture wail self-sufliciency and
Mdependene and a career (-1211141 hi' opened to Mitt).

A concept which I have teen trying to 1111)1'1 informational pros -
thetics means that with the computer this person eon learn, this per-
son who is being completely isolated and dependent can manipulate
information and can t10 any joly.in the world whirl; primarily invi;Ives
manipulation of information. Liklo your job primarily. is manipulation
of inforniation. or that of a writer or musician or srientIsts. I believe
with this technology if we had. critial mass we could bring a person
like that to a position where ill year's time he could he earning a
hying and earning a living by entering into a field with open possibili-
ties where he could set t le for a rout ine jobs if he wanted but where there
is a challenge for more creative careers open in front of him. We are
not doing that and we are bOt of such pol:Cieti
as fragmentation of research and t he fact that people ill the education
commitnity and especially in the care of handicapped tend to be
rather antitcchnolo,ical in their Outlook and largely because of a
,,elf-enforcing policy.

It the past technology has been disappointing. The technologists
are limited to making tiny steps which confirms the belief, that'tech-
nology doesn't do 11111(.11 gum!. NI:illy studies have concluded recently

2&
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that technology is not cost. effective in education. Look carefully. I say
that the reason is that they have tested out a technology which is
subcritical. It would be as if when the refrigerator was invented \'')I1
said, "Ha, we're only going to be able to

degree
people to make re-

frigerators that drop the temperature by 1 degree and we'll see if that
does some good first." And if people like that, we Will make refrigera-
tors that drop the temperature by 20 or 50 degrees. When we put out
these refrigerators that drop the temperature by 1 degree and every-
body says the food goes rotten just as much as wit limit the refrigerator,
it does no good, it does harm, because it reinforces false expectations
and a negative attitude toward technology.

I think the story of technology and education is very analogous to
my story of the 1 degree refrigerator and the thousand people on the
side of the precipice.

My story of the handicapped is just one example. I said it because it
was a dramatic example and one where I hope Congress can and should
see it as a legal and constitutional responsibility.

Mr. SetrEumt. You know in the last year that the courts have said
that education is a constitutional right of educationally handicapped
kids and that the state cannot say that this child is ineducable and
do nothing for him. There is a constitutional mandate for the State
to have appropriate education for all kids, educationally handicapped
and even kids that we have up to now described as ineducable have
constitutional rights to education and constitutional rights for the
State to make extraordinary efforts to design education programs
relevant and sensitive to them.

Mr. PAPER'''. The problem is what is appropriate. You see, all the
school systems in the country are doing what they consider to be
appropriate, but the perspective on these technological possibilities
that is distributed in the education community is very far behind
what (1.11 be done so that what they consider to he appropriate is very
different from what is appropriate and there is the problem.

It is all very Well for the courts to title that you must do something:,
but if the people who have to decide what to do are profoundly out
of touch with the spirit and pace and possibilities of the only tech-
nology that can be effective, well the court ruling has been carried
out in a legalistic sense but in a real human sense, it hasn't.

I think we possibly need to change the legislation in order to make
what is legal become more matched to what is real.

N1. SCHEUER. I agree.
We mitdit mention to Dr. Papert that we are holding

joint hearings a week from today with the Education and Labor
Subcommittee that deals with the handicapped and vocationa3
rehabilitation.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Just one question. It was mentioned as to the
possibility of some adverse reaction by teachers and unions, and so
forth, and that some examples show that they welcome the educational
computer to complement then. work. But with the home computer
it seems to me there is as lack of control that a teacher- has over a.
classroom situation. At home the student could be getting answers
to social science questions that are completely different from what he
is being taught at school, which could cause a problem.
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Second, many teachers are fearful now that the homework is not
being properly done by the student because of outside influences;
namely, television. I am just wondering if you would want to comment
on this?

Mr. PAPERT. The problein you are raising is real.and serious. You
recall that I said earlier I see the future of the computer in the home
as a serious challenge to the public school system. I think it is not
inconceivable that the public school system can collapse if it fails to
make adequate responses to this challenge. I think the problems are
very serious and have to be taken very seriously.

I don't think that any encapsulated answer I could give in a few
sentences would deal with the questions you are asking except to say
that those questions need deep, serious, and large-scale study with
adequate resources of people and the possibility of experiinent and
simulation and setting up models and pilot studies where we can see
that sort of thing happening as'early as possible so as to anticipate
as best we can what it is going to do and what it is going to deal with.

I think nobody knows enough to give an expert answer to what is
going to happen in those respects. I can tell you my guesses but they
are only guesses. I think we have seen little examples in this sort of
thing where the educational community has abdicated the respon-
sibility of leadership. An example is the story of the little hand-lead
calculator. I don't think its impact is so enormous that it may turn
into a national problem. It is not nearly as potent in its ability to
affect people as the computer. But it. is a little forewarning of what is to
come.

As a statement of the problem, let us review a little of the history
of that. You see, the hand calculator was the product of industry and
industry produced it and put it out. The first reaction of the education
world'to the hand calculator was to say let us do studies to see whether
this is good for the kids and whether it is good for the kids to have
calculators and how can we incorporate them into the classroom.

They started with a slow pace of littki studies here and there. Long
before they were answering their questions through their slow paced
studies everybody had these calculators and calculators were every-
where.

Mr. SCHEtER. The kids had them?
Mr. PAPERT. Yes. The most successful teaching machine is a little

calculator called the Little Prof which is a little Texas Instrument
calculator where you can punch into it and ask yourself little arith-
metic questions and get answers. It is really fascinating to see how the
kids like it. Why do they like it? I think they like it because it gives
them a way of doing arithmetic in the quiet privacy of being alone
without anybody looking over their shoulders, neither a teacher nor
another kid.

There is something about the relationship between this machine
and the individual and in taking account of his whole way of thinking
and what makes numbers and what they are to him that explains
how this little machine is so catchy for these little kids. So I think
'Texas Instrument (lid it good job. They did one of the most significant
pieces of educational research that we have seen in this decade, signifi-
cant except there were not the resources and expertise to watch what
was happening.
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The school systems were doing their experiments inside their class-
room. They didn't realize that what was happening outside the class-
room and what was happening in a child's bedroom when he takes this
thing to bed with him and punches in, it is something he communi-
cates with. But the school systems weren't watching that and that's
where the action is. What I'm trying to say is because of certain nar-
rowness of vlsion of the whole education establishment and its way of
thinking is failing to collect the data and develop perspectives
on what is may a social movement.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Speaking of that, if it is adapted to television, how
will (lad watch the world series when the kid is working on the cal-
culator?

Mr. PAPERT. Well, there you go. I think we need to take these things
very seriously. We need to see that there are built in structural aspects
of the features, the structure of the official education somehow seems
to keep it from taking the leadership and doing the right things.

Mr. SCHEUER. What would you like to see come out of this hearing?
If you were chairman of this :.:ubconimith.e or staff director, what kind
of report would you like to write and who would you urge to do what?

Mr. PAPERT. First of all, I think something is done just by having
the hearings. I think that acknowledging this as a major and important
area for thinking and study and concern is perhaps the most important
thing to do. I think it should go further than such hearings as this so
some sort of committee, commission or planning organization should be
set up.

Mr. Sett umt. Could the executive branch and legislative branch
outside the public sector, is this an intercorporate group? Is this some-
thing that Brookings or a Ford Foundation or the Rockefeller Founda-
tion should do? Should Joe Ca lifano set this up? Should there be a
White house conference on computers and learning?

Mr. PArEurr. I think it should happen in whichever way can mobi-
lize deep-thinking, responsible people with influence to he able to
confront these issues and to engage them on a sufficiently deep level
not. to he making superficial judgments that express prejudice. What-
ever method of organization best achieves that and gives large scale
national prominence and clout to what gets discussed there, that is
what is needed. I would say that is one thing.

Two, as I said before, I think mandat(s and funding for the agencies
which can (10 something about projects should be given. I think the
conditions for setting up some sort of academies centers of excellence
of the sort I mentioned should be given great priority. Those are the
steps I would take at this state if I were you.

Mr. ScnEtrEa. You have been extremely stimulating and thought
provoking. As you ran see, we have sat here for a long time.

Dr. Papert, thank you very much. We have enjoyed and been stimu-
lated by your remarks.

Dr. John Seely Brown of the Computer Science. Division of Bolt,
Beranek, and Newman, Inc., of Cambridge, Mass.

As I have told all of the witnesses, your testimony will be printed in
the record at this point in its entirety and will you chat with us in-
formally as the two preceding witnesses have done?

[The prepared statement of Dr. Brown follows:1
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regaro' in a Learning SOciely

I wish to thank the s4b.lc.. owing me to address it today.

We are at the beginning of en Infort, ()lotion.

I believe that a revolution is pn. Ile over the next decade that will

transform learning in our society, altering both the methods and the content of

education. This revolution'can occur harnessing powerful computer technology

to serve as intelligent instructional cCeMS.

It is clear to those who fel:0, cost projections that powerful personal

computers will become widespread over tne next decade. However, it is beyond the

vision of many that these computers can serve as intelligent, sensitive tutors

for a wide variety of subject natter.

No one would debate that computers can be page turners or rote drill and

practice monitors. But it may seem impossible that they can be insightful

tutors, responding appropriately to a wide range of unanticipated situations.

A new paradigm, however, is now emerging. In my laboratory and in the

laboratory of my colleague, Professor Ira Goldstein of HIT, we have focussed on

providing computers with an ability to understand the learner -- that is,

understanding his strengths and weaknesses as well as his style of learning.

This enterprise, the design of Intelligent Instructional Systems, treats as

central -- first, representing expertise within the computer, thereby escaping

the limitations of traditional, frame-based CAI; second, building structural

models of the learner's skills, thereby being responsive to the needs of

individual; and third, communicating in restricted English, thereby escaping the

straightjacket of computer jargon.

These are difficult problems that raise deep questions about the very nature
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of learning. But they are problems that we can approach through an

interdisciplinary effort of psychologists, educators, and computer scientists.

From this effort is arising a theory for bridging the gap between a learner's

needs and the machine's capabilities; a theory that will make the computer a

truly personal tool.

Since 1970 we have been exploring the computer as intelligent instructional

agent. We embarked on this endeavor because we saw the 1970's as prelude to a

massive dissemination of computer technology with truly incredible capabilities.

We believed that while others were successfully nurturing the growth of this

technology, there remained a pressing need to understand the cognitive issues

involved in its use.

This need was not being met by classical computer aided instruction, whose

vision of the computer was largely shaped by the capabilities of technology of

the 19G0's. In contrast, we foresee a computer-based learning environment

radically different from the traditional classroom situation -- an environment

based on a guided "learning-by-doing" both in the home and in the school.

Prototypes of the future must be created today.

Let me now introduce you to three prototypes which manifest some of the

capabilities that could be realized in tomorrow's learning environments. The

first prototype explores a potential transformation of technical education

through the computer acting as consultant; the second explores the potential for

a fundamental change in educational evaluation through the computer acting as

assistant; and the third explores the potential for a riw..issance of education

in the home through the computer acting as coach.
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Computers can serue as consultants.

My first example explores the dramatic impact intelligent instructional

systems can have on technical education. Training competent technicians to

\y
repair the everchanging number of devices and technologies on which our society

depends is an important educational goal. The mass dissemination of tomorrow's

powerful computers makes possible the widespread use of simulations in technical

training. Just as flight simulators have long been important in training pilots,

we believe that electronic simulations, for example, will be equally basic to

technical training. These simulations provide inexpensive and safe opportunities

?or students to explore the complexities of a device.

The critical contribution of the intelligent instructional system is to

monitor and critique simulated tests and repairs made by the student. We have

designed a prototype of such a system called Sophie for a'limited part of the

electronics domain. Sophie presents the user with a simulated circjit to be

fixed. The user can make any measurements he wishes, replace any parts. Sophie

observes these measurements and employs a deep understanding of electronics to

decide whether a given measurement is needed or a given part replacement

justified. Its tutorial function is to discuss these observations with the

novice technician. In essence, It Is a troubleshooting consultant. The, student

can explore the device with no possibility of harm, in a private setting.q

The availability of such consultants also solves another critical educational

problem: that of continuing education. A technician faces the difficulty that

the devices he is expected to repair are constantly changing. Written material

is a clumsy means to document these changes, for it is a difficult medium in

which tc describe the dynamic nature of repair procedures. We envision Sophie-

like consultants as being the basic medium by which technicans receive ongoing

education. They are dynamic, they are organized around experience, yet they are

easily modified to serve as an educational environment for a changing technology.

q
tJ
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There is still another role such consultants can play. We believe the

citizen htmself can employ them to reduce the alienation engendered by modern

technology. Scphie-like environments are fun: it is quite enjoyable to take

apart a simulated TV set to see how it works. The embedded computer consultant

can provide a guided tour of the device by embodying a deep theory of the domain

along with a cognitive theory of what constitutes common sense understanding.

While the citizen will probably never actually repair his TV set, he has gained a

sense oT command, of personal power through a better understanding of the devices

which he employs.

Indeed our vision extends beyond consultants for technical repair to

simulations and coaches for a vast number of activities in our culture including

flying a plane, sailing a boat, building a bridge, and even piloting a moon

shuttle. Moreover we are designing a consultant for the task of programming

itself, to avoid the computer becoming a source of mystery and alienation.

Our culture has grown so complex that many feel it is beyond their

understanding. Through the simulated world of the computer, with the advice and

aid of an embedded consultant, a dramatic and beneficial improvement can occur in

our understanding of the world around us.

Computers ran_serve-as assistants.

Our second example concerns an intelligent instructional system capable of
)

diagnosing the underlying cause of errors in a student's basic arithmetic

Below is a set_ of problems a young student, Johnny, was given in an actual

classroom. All of the additions are wrong. Not surprisingly, the teacher

concluded that Johnny could not add.

29t
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87 365 679 923 27,493 797

+93 +574 +794 +481 +1,509 +48,632

11 819 111 114 28,991 48,119

But the teacher was not correct. For Johnny had a perfectly reasonable

procodure for addition; it just had one small bug. When adding two digits with

a carry, he wrote down the carry and threw away the units digit. Johnny was only

one small step away from a correct procedure, a fact that th2 teacher failed to

observe for most of the school year. The failing grade produced by traditional

evaluation neither diagnosed the nature of Johnny's misunderstanding nor helpod

him to debug it.

Recently we have designed a prototype diagnostic assistant called BUGGY that

can construct procedural models of students' arithmetic skills. BUGGY examines a

student's answers and grows a diagnostic model that best explains the obseryed

errors. In a recent experiment, BUGGY analyzed over 10,000 problems done by 1300

students. The results were procedural models for each student, identifying the

bugs in that Ntudent's arithmetic skills. In the case of our young student

Johnny, BUGGY would have inferred why Johnny can't add.

The consequences for standardized tests of the 1980's are enormous. It is

entirely reasonable to conceive of the current national tests being replaced by

student interaction with systems like BUGGY. The result would be evaluations

less susceptible to the uninformative yes/no quality of statistical scoring, and

far more useful to the educator and to the student.

In concluding my discussion of this example, let me stress that before BUGGY

could be built we needed to have both a deep procedural theory of the basic

skills of arithmetic as well as a set of diagnostic heuristics. Before Such

systems could be built for significantly more complicated domainssuch as

reading comprehensionequilvalent theories must be constructed for those

2 9 ',
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domains. In other words, dramatic advances in computer technology alone will not

suffice.

Computers can serve as coaches.

Hy, third example is perhaps the most fundamental of the throe, for it

onvisions a renaissance of learning in the home.

I will set the stago' with this radical statement: I see the TV set, as we

know it, disappearing in ten years. It will disapeerT by becoming a part of the

home computer installation. Of course, the TV/Computer will continue to receive

commercial programs. But this will no longer be its central role. With far more

frequency,, the American family of the 1986's will be using its TV/Computer to

play games; to watch interactive films in which the viewer can effect the

outcome; and, most important of all, to access the treasure house of human

knowledge that will be stored in the memory banks of these computers.

We believe that the TV/Computer will revolutionize learning in the home by

uniting recreation with education into a single self-motivated enterprise. To

explore this possibility, we are investigating how intelligent instructional

systems can make computer games into arenas for acquiring basic intellectual

skills. We are looking at computer games because they will probably be the

single most popular use of the home computer. Hence, they provide a crucial

point of educational leverage.

The idea is. this: some TV games provide a challenging and active educational

environment. However, as with any game, the player can reach a skill plateau.

Good coaching is then required to move the student off the plateau. This is the

function of the intelligent instructional system. It provides this coaching by

emoodying expertise for the game, modelling the player's skills, diagnosing

plateaus, and supplying appropriate advice to help him surmount his current

difficulty.

29,
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A representative TV game for which we have constructed a Basic Skills coach

is a modern, day version of Theseus and the Minotaur. Play occurs in a maze of

caves, in which various dangers reside. To play well, one must employ knowledge

of logic, probability and geometry to determine the best move. Thus, the game is

designed to exercise basic reasoning skills.

Clearly it is important that these games are an environment that is active,

that captures children and adults, and that exercises important intellectual

skills. But their revolutionary impact derives from our ability to add a

cognitive component to these systems, a personal coach serving to advise the

player.

To illustrate our prototype coach, suppose Mary, a young player, has reached

a skill plateau. For example, she is not understinding the common sense

heuristic that multiple evidence carries more weight than single evidence for

competing hypotheses. Our prototype coach can observe whether Mary is

consistently failing to apply this heuristic in her play. If so, the coach waits

for an appropriate situation and offers advice. For instance, the coach might

say:

Mary, it isn't necessary to take such large risks with the

Minotaur. You have multiple evidence that the Minotaur is in

cove 14 (where you want to go) which makes it quite likely that

the beast is there. It is less like:y that cave 0 contains the

Minotaur. Hence, Mary, we might want to explore cave 0 instead.

In the absence of such advice, Mary might be long delayed in acquiring this

heuristic and the other basic skills exercised by Ole game. In a natural way,

the computer coach marries education to recreation.

Of course, a human coach could also perform This function. But this is not

2 9 a.
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practical when one realizes that these gam will be in the home, played as

recreation by any member of the family ac y time.

Naturally, there are many subtleties in creating a successful computer coach:

the coach must not interrupt too often, it must not give explanations that are

too lengthy, and it must retain a rapport with the student. To this end, we are

constructing a procedural theory of the teacher that takes account of sych

considerations. It is a difficult enterprise and much work remains to be done.

But it offers the possibility of making the computer the ultimate in congenial

tools, one that is sensitive and responsive to its user.

Now HINOTAUR is only one game among many that we could have discussed. For

example, we have constructed computer coaches for the PLATO project's arithmetic

game "How the West was Won" and the math educator's game of 'Attribute Blocks'.

Rather than relying on canned responses, all ec. those coaches embody an ability

to construct diagnostic models of the strengths and weaknesses of the sttent's

play, and techniques for generating explanations for any situation that may arise

in the game.

The potential here'is enormous. Imagine, for a moment, ten thousand computer

activities -- all intellectually challenging, all different. Now imagine tens of

millions of citizens engaging in these activities as recreation. And finally,

add to this vision the availability of coaches. Explicitly, the'coaches provide

advice to improve play; they serve a recreational purpose. But, implicitly, an

educational purpose of the most profound kind is being served. In °sums°, we

are creating a new environment for learring, centered in the home and eauipped

with personal tutors available on demand. This environment is activity-based and

is ideal for reaching that segment of .the lopulation for which the classical

schoolroom situation has failed.
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A new science of learning is emerging.

Lot us now step back from these examples of intelligent instructional

systems. We have organized our discussion around them to give a concrete feel

for the future we envision. But such an organization conveys only implicitly the

most important characteristic of this enterprise, which is that we believe a new

science of learning and of teaching is emerging from this research. It goes

beyond traditional psychology in its pervasive use of the procedural metaphor,

beyond traditional education in its employment of new learning environments, and

beyond traditional computer science in its focus on the personal computiqg.

Already it holds the promise of transforming educational evaluation, of

reformulating technical curricula, and of diminishing the difference between

recreation and education.

Its fundamental contribution it to develop the concept of building a

procedural model of the skills of the learner, It is this model that guided the

repair advice of our technical consultant, the diagnoses of BUGGY, and the choice

of explanations made by our computer game coach. The form and structure of

procedural models of the learning process can have impact as much on the content

of education as on the development of a new computer - based, methodology. Thus,

the deepest significance of intelligent instructional systems in a learning

society is that it not only revolutionizes the methods of education, but its very

content.

A new sociology of learning is emerging as well.

I have described the revolutionary impact of p -sonal computing on the

methods and content of education. Now let me ti to still another area of

fundamental change. We believe that personal computing will have an equally

revolutionary impact on the sociology of learning. It is our belief that the

home will assume a new importance as a ceritor of education. We see the

301
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intelligent instructional system as a household appliance, as useful to mom and

dad as to the kids. Surely our neighbors in California will be using such

personal learning environments to understand the latest results in earthquake

prediction, while we New Englanders will be studying with equal interest the

latest advances in solar heating technology.

This is as it should be. Given the dramatic pace of progress in our society,

education must be a lifelong experience. But for an adult, the classroom, whore

one sits among 20 to 30 other students, receiving limited personal attention,

surely is not acceptable. The home-based intelligent instructional system is an

attractive alternative. Learning again becomes centered in the home; an

activity for all family members; motivated by interest, not arbitrary school

room demands.

Places of excellence to explore this future must be Created.

Now I will turn to the question of what issues of public policy are raised by

this coming explosion of computing power. Considering the potential impact of

the computer revolution on the student, the schools and the family itself, we

believe it is urgent for Congress to establish:a major program for research into

the theory and technology of computers in a learning society.

Currently. the major source of support for this research is the Department of

Defense (see note 1) where it has been correctly perceived that powerful

computing can serve a critical function in military manpower training and

augmentation. But if we are to consider this imminent revolution from the

perspective of its impact on the schools and on the family, a new civilian

program must be established.

Small projects have been funded by NSF and NIE, but they are below critical

mass. We believe centers of excellence should be established where the full

possibilities of 1980's technology can be explored today. (See note 2).
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Such centers will be expensive, for they will require the most adr!.,4c,,,',

technology. Less expensive, but less powerful prototypes are pointless, for they

will not reflect the resources available to the average home even five'years from

today.

To some, this might suggest that wo wait until the 1980's to pursue this

research, when the technology is inexpensive. But while hardware is getting

cheaper, the basic breakthroughs in Cognitive understanding are not being made.

We can wait, and risk a vast wasteland of home computing. Or we can understand

the issues now. The cost is insignificant compared to the national investment

soon to be made in these home computers. The cost is also insignificant compared

to the change that will occur in the educational, recreational, and professional

lives of our citizens.

A frontier of the mind is being opened.

In closing, let me stress that the revolutionary transformation of learning

in our society that we see as possible for the 1980's is not simply a consequence

of the incredible computer technology that will be available then. It would not

revolutionize education, for example, to place the Encyclopedia Britannica within

tho memory banks of every home computer. While this is worthwhile, it would not

be qualitatively different from placing the books themselves in the home, only

cheaper.

The unique quality of the computer that does make possible a revolution is

that it can serve as a cognitive tool. It can be an active agent -- a servant,

assistant, consultant or coach -- in a gay that books and television cannot.

With vision, with planning, with dedicated research, our citizens con be

employing this tool to open a new frontier of the mind within a decade.
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studies that will be of use in this endeavor.

Mote 3. The History of Intelligent instructional Sp!:ems

/0

Intelligent instructional systems represent i /new generation of learner-based

computer aided instruction, preceded in time!;yehe original frame-based systems

and an intervening generation of iexpert -based CAI. The following

Characterizes the history of CAI in 'serm, of these three generations.

FRAME-BASED CAI EXPERT-B40 CAI

PLATO
TICCIT

ABLO(.:S-I

SCHcn.AR

SO the
ErCHECK
IAMPUS
BIP

LEARNER-BASED CAI

ABLOCKS-II
WHY

SOPHIE-III

MINOTAUR
BIP-II
WEST

table

The Frame-based Perit.d occupied most of the sixties and even today remains the

dominant paradigm oui:ide the, research environment. Programs developed within

this' era were typ'Cally organized as a docision tree of multiple choice

questions, with t..e student's responses determining which path in the tree is

taken. These Cl.! programs were the first explorations of the computer as an

educational tool. They were in some cases able to provide interesting learning

environments, for example the fruit fly simulation of PLATO [Bitzer et al. 1972],

but were ulionately limited by an .inadequate understanding of the problem domain

being taugrt, and inadequate models of the teaching and learning processes., The

paradigm rj this period was to develop tutor languages to facilitate the design

of scrip .s by teachers for their domains. Such an approach to CAI remains useful

in certain contexts, but to achieve a new plateau of performance, a new design

philosophy is necessary.

The Expert-based Period represents the shift'to a new paradigm in which the

goal is to embed genuine domain expertise In the CAI program. Three benchmark

3 E
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efforts in this category, each concerned with a
very different kind of expertise.

are the Logic and Set Theory tutors constructed by Suppes at al.; the geography

tutor of Carbonell and Collins; and the electronics troubleshooting tutor of

Brown at al.

iSuppes has been involved with CAI since
its inception, and hence his work spans

all three generations. One of his long standing goals has been the development

of a proof checker capable of understanding
the validity of a student's proof.

With the gradual evolution of machine
intelligence techniques, he and his

colleagues have been able to evolve successively more
powerful proof checkers

[Goldberg and Suppes 1972, Smith et al. 1975]. Thus, in this case, the

research represents an evolutionary rather than revolutionary transition from

frame-based to expert-based CAI.

" Carbonell designed Scholar around 1970 as a CAI system for geography that could

answer as well as ask questions.
The basic theoretical improvement was tha use

of a semantic net to represent domain knowledge. Since that time, Scholar has

evolved as a result of the later work.by Carbonell, Collins and others

[Carbonell b Collins 1973, Collins et at. 1975].

" Brown and Burton's SOPHIE system for tutoring electronic troubleshooting is

impressive in terms of its level of domain expertise [Brown et at. 1975]. The

program is capable of simulating the internal behavior of a power supply, and

hence can answer most student questiora re,7.:xding the state of the device.

.These programs made possible a new level of performance. Such CAI tutors are

not limited to comprehension of a highly restricted set of student responses;

but, through an embedded domain Expert, are able to comprehend a much wider set

of interactions.

Recently, a third phase in CAI research has begun, characterized by the

inclusion of expertise in the tutor regarding the student's learning behavior and

possible tutorial strategies. In the above table, this generation is referred to

31,E
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its Learner-based CAI to emphasize the use of AI techniques in the modelling and

tutoring components as well as in the Expert module. Within this context,

Collins [1976] has investigated computational models for Socratic tutoring

Strategies. Burton and Brown [1976] in a tutoring program Called WEST have

introduced issue oriented models of the student's knowledge, rather than simple

records of fight and wrong answers. Atkinson and others at the Institute for

Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences have examined the representation of

domain expertise as a network in which tasks and their requisite skills are

represented [Barr, Beard & Atkinson 1975]. In this research, the BIP system for

tutoring the computer langage BASIC, a model is maintained of the student's

familiarity with various skills, and the next task posed to the student is done

on the basis of which skills are currently known.

The intelligent instructional systems describe in these notes are examples of

this new generation and represent an integrated investigation into tutoring and

modelling.
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STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN SEELY BROWN, COMPUTER SCIENCE DI-
VISION, BOLT, BERANEK & NEWMAN, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Mr. BROWN. Dr. Papert has spoken very powerfully about the so-
ciological and educational implications of technology.

What I want to talk about this morning are some paradigms based on
not machines like those he described but machines maybe 10 to 100
times more powerful than that, and that are clearly coming. A new
paradigm i possible with such technology.

Mr. SCHEUER. A new what?
Mr. BROWN: Educational paradigm.
In my laboratory and in the labofatory of my colleague, L'a Gold-

stem of MIT, we are focusing onyroviding computers with an ability
to understand the learner, that is, to understand his strengths and
weaknesses as well as his style of learning. This enterprise, the design of
Intelligent Instructional Systems, takes as central first, representing
true problem solving expertise within the. computer and second, good
diagnostic and modeling capabilities of the particular student that the
system is engaged with. .

Let me introduce you to three prototypes which manifest some of
the capabilities that could be realized in tomorrow's learning technol-
ogy. 1 he first prototype explores a potential transformation of tech-
nical education through the computer acting as a consultant. The
second explores the potential for a fundamental change in educational
evaluation through the computer acting as an assistant.

The third explores the potential for a renaissance of education in
the home, as we have heard today, through the computer acting as
coach or a kibitizer.

My first, example explores the dramatic impact intelligent instruc-
tional systems can have on technical education. Training competent
technicians to repair the everchanging number of devices and tech-
nologies on which our society depends is an important educational goal.
The mass dissemination of tomorrow's powerful computers makes pos-
sible the widespread use of simulations in technical training.

Just as flight simulators have long been important in training pi-
lots, we believe chat electronic simulatiOns, for example, will
equally basic to technical training. These, simulations provide in-
expensive and safe opportunities for stuflents to explore the complexi-
ties of a device.

The critical contribution of the intelligent instructional system is to
monitor and critique simulated tests and repairs made by the stu-
dent. 'We have designed a prototype of such a system called SOPHIE
for a limited phrt of the electronics domain.

SOPHIE presents the user with a simulated circuit to be fixed. The
user can make any measurements he wishes, replace any parts.
SOPHIE observes these measurements and' employs a deep under-
standing of electronics to decide whether a given measurement is
needed or a given part replacement justified. Its tutorial function is
to discuss these observations with the novice technician. In essence,
it is a troubleshooting consultant. The student can explore the device
with no possibility of harm, in a private setting.

There is another role such consultants can play. We believe citizens
themselves can employ such computer-based consultants to reduce
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the alienation engendered by modern technology. It is quite enjoy-
able to take apart a simulated TV set to sec how it works. em-
bedded computer consultant can provide a guided tour of the clime
by embodying a deep theory of the domain along with a cog,mtives
theory of what constitutes commonsense understanding of a piece of
technology.

While most citizens will probably never actually repair their TV
sets, they have gained a sense of command, of personal power through
a better understanding of the devices that they employ.

Our culture has grown so complex that many feel it is beyond
their understanding. Through the simulated world of the computer,
with the advice and aid of an embedded, consultant, a dramatic and

- beneficial improvement can occur-in our understanding-of-the-world-
around us.

Our second example concerns an intelligent instructional system
capable of diagnosing the underlying cause of errors in a student's
basic arithmetic skills. Those of you who have the paper before you
have an example of the problems that a young student, Johnny, was
given on a screening test.

My first example was what can happen by having a consultant
embedded in the computer along with the simulators so that people
can play with a simulated system in order to get a better under-
standing of how and why it works.

Nly second example embodies the idea of embedding very real
intelligence. into a computer and using that intelligence to diagnose
the underlying, causes of student's problems. This provides us with a
chance to evaluate what has been happening inside a student's head.
We have examples of an automatic system that can look at a student
taking a screening test, look at all of the answers and find out
what is actually wrong in that student's understanding of the material.

I have a dramatic example.
Mr. SVIIEUElt. What do you mean by a screening test?

Bnows. When you enter fourth, fifth, or sixth grade, kids are
given tests to assess their level of understanding. We have an example
where a kid got every single problem wrong. Be failed the screening
exam, got a very, very low score, and the problem was that there
was only one mistake, one simple mistake in his algorithm for doing
addition.

Mr. Sc/IEUElt. There was only one thing wrong with his what?
Bnowx. HiS procedures 1111(1 basic Skills to actually perform

arithmetic computations. There was one thing wrong. It was a very
small thing but it permeated throughout his whole knowledge net-
-work and caused him to get everything wrong on the exam. The prob-
kin was that this little bug or mistake that he had in his under-
standing was so deep down in his knowledge network that his teacher
could not diagnose what Was wrong.

So in some sense he got scored as if everything were wrong, but in
fact he only had one small mistake and the results of this test did not
help the teacher' in any way figure out what was wrong with this stu-
dent and it did not help the student at all,

Mr.. SCIIEUElt. The computer could identify what the teacher could
not?
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Mr. BROWN. Yes, now it could do that by embodying a deep cog-
nitive theory of what the skills are to carry out arithmetic; computa-
tions. This country has been interested in back -to- basics, yet it seems
very strange to me that we really don't know what H, all of the tacit
knowledge and what is all of the underlying knowi,edge required to
actually do mathematics. We are actually- using the computer system
as an experimental device to try to build a theory of this tacit knowl-
edge in order to see what goes into doing mathematics. One of the by-
products of this research is that with this kind of theory we can step
back and use it to provide a technique to evaluate a particular stu-
dent's behavior to find out what is wrong, what his underlying mis-
conceptions are that lead to the symptoms or the errors on tests. The
potential for this in terms of a national efiiluat ion pi ogram could- lie
quite astounding.

No longer do we have to count on mechanized scoring techniques
that just look at the right and wrong answers but we can find out how
many fundamental misconceptions he does have.

Mr. SCHERER. So examinations and tests can be used as tools in
the teaching process rather than just measurements of the level of
achievement.

Mr. BROWN. Right. In fact, now such a system has thrown open to
question what is meant by a score on a test. We don't care about the
number of right. and wrong answers, but we want to know what his
fundamental misconceptions are. If we can identify those, the number
of right and wrong answers he gets is not too meaningful or useful, be-
cause now we can take an articulation of his misconceptions and use
that either in a computer-based system or a human-based system to
help remediate the student's underlying misconceptions.

This is just one example of how embedding intelligence about the
domain itself into a machine leads to qualitative changes: Qualitative
changes not only in the notion of evaluation, but changes in the way
we test our own ideas. For example: What does it-really mean to
understand, not understand the theory of mathematics, but under-
stand how to do mathematics? It is very strange to me that we are
concerned about getting back -to- basics in mathematics without first
knowing that. We know from new math what the theory is but that
theory is useless sometimes. The question is what is the knowledge to
do mathematics, It is hard to get at. It is hard to build a cognitive
theory of that knowledge.

By taking a machine and embedding that theory into the machine
we have a new kind of rigorous standard to see whether we can get a
machine to do the kind of problem solving activities in a way that, we
think the students should do them. It is an 'interesting new idea of
how to rombine a cognitive theory with a tecknological theory.

Mr. `WELLS. In a sense, you are driving towards conversions of the
work in artificial intelligence.

Mr. BROWN. Yes; there are many ways this can have a serious and
profound impact in even 2 or 3 years. Right-now the t.ypes of theories
we are building reside in complex and large computers. But in fact
these machines will soon become 10 to 100 times more powerful and
also be in the home. It gives us the chance for the first time to imbed
this kind of intelligence in the machine.

I am suggesting just one way of using intelligence in a machine.
The second way I want to talk about using intelligence, Which ad-
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dresses a lot of the questions brought up already today, involves
the notion of what's really fun about having the computer in the
home. Having a computer in the home is fun; I can guarantee you
that. It's fun because there are lots of activity based games on the
machine. Some of these games in fact exercise basic reasoning skills
in logic, probability, geometry, and mathematics, basic thinking
skills.

Kids want to play these sexy (tames. They get taken into them. But
the problem is, so what? They play these games or maybe they want to
learn how to program the machine so they can actually do something
else with it.

But what we're rea117 missing is what I think of as a cognitive
component that its btu ip of these (Nimesa coach or a kibitzer; a
kind of personal;.,41 t..e..or that can take the kid's enthusiasm about a
particular educational game and point out. to him at critical times
what he's doing right or wrong and what is educationally or intellec-
tually significant about the particular situation he is currently con-
fronting.

Very often if you put a kid in front of a computer and have him
play a probability game or anything like this, you will find he gets
stuck pretty quickly. He zeroes in on a plateau of his skills, He
doesn't see.' the real challenge and that, in fact, the particular game
situation he confronts is an illustration or instance of some abstract
idea he has been taught in school. He has been taught. abstract
things, but he has seldom been provided with a concrete realization of
t hese a fist ract concepts.

Our cognitive component or computer based consultant or coach
sitting on top of these games can look at what he is doing and point
out to hint. "Hey, isn't this an interesting situation or example of
something you may have learned at such and such a time,'' giving
him his own personal experience and a rencrete example of impor-
tant material. This provides an activity-based hands-on-learning
environment which we think has some very profound implications
which can shift education from the school to the home.

It gets around the problem that learn,ing, in the home must be
textbook type instruction. We can use this cognitive component
in the home to get the student to do something, a hands-on experi-
enL,, and then step back and point out. what is significant or how he
has gotten locked into a suboptimal rut while, say., solving some
problemhomework or whatever.

Mr. SWANSON. Can you .!rive us an example of the type of game or
type of advice the machine might provide?

Mr. BROWN. Yes; we have two or three games now running on our
computer-based systems that have this type cognitive components
on them. One of them which you might have seen last week when Dr.
Bitzer was talking is the classic game of "How the \Vest Was Won"
which exercises i,asi arithmetic skills. You have it game board in which
you are trying to beat the computer getting from here to there by
making arithmetic expressions out of a set of numbers. Did Dr.
Bitzer show it to voe

NIr. SwANsox.1 have seen it.
Mr. BROWN. That's a fun game. However, if yon look carefully

at what is happenine-, students !,.et almost nothing out of it because
they have locked in on only one rote way of playing that game. They
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don't exercise the, potential of that environment. We have actually
built an automated laboratory instructor or conch to monitor that
game. This system, called WEST, is now being tried out at one of the
school systems in Cambridge. It watches over the kid as lie is play-
ing and can automatically figure out what his strengths and weak-
nesses are. It can then choose appropriate moments in which to
break in and point out something to him: Why he has gotten locked
into a suboptimal strategy or why he is constantly losing games
expand his horizon but in a context that matters to him.

Mr. SWANSON. It seems to Inc you are saying that the kibitzer
explains to the student how he learned to play the game and he can
reflect on how he is learning to learn?

Mr. BROWN. Yes, it could.
Mr. SWANSON. What are the implications of that? Is that a subject

that is normally covered in schools today?
Mr. BROWN. It is very clear that it is.,missed, because in some

sense we don't even have the appropriate cognitive theories of how
to understand understanding. Those theories are what these machines
really have to embody as well as deep tutoring theories.

Let me give you a simple example of the latter. I give you a really
neat game and let you play with it on the system. Now suppose that
every time you did something wrong, a coach or kibitzer threw its
fist down and started hassling you, saying that move was dumb,
and why did you do that, and here's how you should have done it
the sociology of that learning environment is hostile. The problem
in building ariftintelligent instructional system is to develop a good
enough cognitive theory to figure out what's going wrong in the
kid's head, and to develop a cognitive theory of what comprises
good personal tutoring, so that this coach or kibitzer comes in only
when it sees a critical moment to provide tutoring.

If the coach comes in all the time, the kid will either punch out the
computer terminal or get up and walk away saying, "You spoiled
my fun game and I don't want to play it any more." When that
happens you have really lost a good educational opportunity.

On the other hand, if you let a kid work in a basically open ended
environment and you never can critique what he's doing, you lose a
great deal of the real educational opportunity inherent in that en-
vironment. What we are trying to do is to provide good personal
tutoring on top of a fun, open ended game situation, letting the student
get something educationally significant out at the same time he's
having some personal, hiinds-on experience.

This thrust to intelligent instructional s.vstems is one of the types of
evolutions that we see will he made possible by tapping, the nlmoA
incredible capabilities of tomorrow's technology. It will bring about a
qualitiativelv new kind of learning environment, a learning environ-
ment that Or. Papert was talking about earlier, that we think may be
ideally suited for people who have already dropped out of school be-
cause this environment is bilsically one of learning by doing.

I think that such systems will be possible in the next 5 years, but to
make that happen, we have to realize that technology by itself is not
sufficient. It is all too common to hear people in educational tech-
nology talk about technology. They say by god if 1 had a machine 10
times more powerful. I could do wonderful things. Well, by and large,
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that's not true. I think people in the educational technology overlook
the most difficult issue: Developing the cognitive science necessary to
understand how to exploit that technology.

Unless we have good theories as to what comprises understanding or
tutoring or learning, we won't be able to make much of an advance
over the limited kinds of deployment of technology that we see today.
In terms of major new research projects, the issue is not technology
per se but more a question of adding what I call a cognitive component,
a cognitive understanding or a psychological theory about how to use
the capabilities that are going to be offered to us by tomorrow's
technology.

Mr. WELLS. I would like to suggest that we don't have afield that is
barren of information or theoretical work in this area. I recall as long
as a decade ago that Jerome Bruner at Harvard was doing a great deal
of work in cognitive psychology dealing with 5-, 6-, and 7-year-olds
and successfully developing the means to teach therwather advanced
concepts in physics without ever using the terminology. These kids
were understanding very advanced concepts and it seems to me there
is a. lot of knowledge that somehow has to be linked with the types of
things you are talking about. What's going on here.

Mr. BROWN. I couldn't agree with you more. Dr. Bruner and Dr.
Papert have made profound contributions to this effort, but it is just
scratching a very complex surface.

Let me give you two examples of areas that haven't been explored.
A kid has been working on a problem. He gets stuck and so he takes
to the tutor his partial solution, and now the tutor has to give him
some advice or sonic hints. Have you seen anywhere a formal theory
of how one goes about giving hints, of how one can look at what a
kid has done already and figure out how he has attempted to solve
that problem, what is wrong with his plan and how to suggest: revising
it? This issue must be tackled to bring into being the kind of personal.
computing I am talking about.

The second example: I ar perplexed by the question of what it
means to understand a basic skill, say a basic skill in mathematics.
I can learn the subtraction algorithm or the long division algorithm,
but what does it mean to understand how to add fractions in any Way
other than the rote procedure I have memorized? What does it mean
to understand fractions in such a way that the concepts are hung on
some kind of a framework that is useful and makes sense. We really
don't understand that very well.

Mr. WELLS. Rather than just a long chain of discrete steps.
Mr. BROWN. Yes. Another example can be found in the area of

reading comprehension. It is very strange, but we are just now begin-
ning to realize that for years we have been designing tests for reading
comprehension without any good theory of what comprises compre-
hension. How the hell can we test comprehension if we don't know
what comprehension means and if we don't know the skills of com-
prehension as opposed to the skills of decoding words into sentences?

What is this magic process that, enables us to devise a meaning for
a paragraph? We must understand that if we want to be able to de-
sign meaningful diagnostic tests.

Mr. SwANsoN. I think everybody has amply documented the im-
portance of research in this area. I was wondering if you could 'give
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us some comments on the line of what you would like to see come out
of these hearings, especially in terms of alteration of Federal policy.

Mr. BROWN. I think Dr. Papert answered that question in a way
perhaps better than I can. I believe that some major centers of excel-
lence have to ho established that have the critical mass phenomenon
of bringing together cognitive scientists, educators, computer scien-
tists, and technologists into one setting in which some kind of syner-
gism can be brought about where each of us can help the other
understand what new paradigms are needed and how to make use
of them.

I think that has to happen. I think we have to seriously consider
the problem of critical mass.

Mr. SWANSON. Is there a scarce resource not in terms of avaialble
Federal funds but in terms of people who can do this kind of work?

Mr. BROWN. Of course, well-trained people are a scarce resource.
But one of the purposes of such a center is to provide a place to (rain
graduate students and a new generation of scholars and scientists who
really understand the issues and 'paradigms we are talking about.
When I, a computer scientist and somewhat of a cognitive scientist,
talk to other computer scientists, they often think I'm crazy when T.
talk about cognitive science, issues. They don't understand why these
issues are relevant. For example, use any computer system today and
you realize it has to be designed by an idiot in terms of its friendliness
or ease of use.

That is an issue that has not been raised in any serious Way before.
It's absolutely imperative that we start understanding what it means
to make a computer system friendly.

Mr. SCEEEUER. What do you mean friendly? You mean to sort of
eliminate the deadly hand of that adversary feeling that the kid gets
when he walks into the elementary school?

Mr. BaowN. You walk over here I don't know this particular
system, but I would imag;ne that if you sat down and started trying
to program it--if I tried to program would find horrible things
happening. asinine comments coming back to us. That kind of un-
friendliness is something we don't have to tolerate today. _How can
we get around it?

I think an issue that will be brought up later is the whole question
of computer literacy---what does it mean to feel confortable using
computer technology. I happen to work with secretaries who are
required to use complex computer-based systemsore than just
word processing systemsfiling- systems and electronic mail, and so
on.

I worry about training these people because they have to be able
to understand. One of the things I have found out is that half of the
people we try to train collapse into a twitching heap after about the
first month. They can't take it. And they hate it.

The problem, as we have diagnosed it. is that they don't, have enough
of a common sense understanding of that piece of technology that they
can't begin to envision what is happening, well enough to be able to
feel comfortable using it.

Mr. SCIIEUER. You art. terrific.
Thank you very, very much.
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The last witness is Dr. Arthur.Luehrmann of the Lawrence Hall of
Science, University of California at Berkeley.

[The prepared statement and a biographical sketch of Dr. Luehr-
mann follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT ON RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING FOR COM-
PUTERS AND THE LEARNING SOCIETY BY DR. ARTHUR W. LUEIIRMA NNy AS-
SOCIATE DIRECTOR, LAWRENCE HALL OF SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY, .CALIFORNIA

This statement is intended for the October 12, 1977 hearings of the U.S.
House of Representatives Science and Technology Subcommittee on Domestic
and International Scientific Planning, Analysis and Cooperation, which is con-
ducting a four-day oversight review of "Computers and the Learning Society."

I NTRODUCTIO N

The bare hones of my testimony today can be put in five sentences. I will first
enumerate those sentences. Then I will amplify each one and attempt to con-
vince you that it is factually accurate. Finally, I will point out the research,
development, and planning implications that follow front these facts. I fere are the
statements.

1. The United States is the world leader in manufacturing microelectronic
hardware.

2. That technology makes it possible today to deliver powerful personal com-
puters to millions of individuals.

3. The biggest single impediment to the further growth of this industry is the
fact that the vast majority of Americans are uneducated in the use of a computer.

4. To carry out the educational task ahead will require a substantial invest-
ment in research, development, planning, and delivery.

5. The private sector is not organized to make significant investments in the
education of the public.

WHAT 15 "EnecATIoN 11 compuTme USE"?

The key idea in these statements is contained in the phrase "education in
computer use." Before going on, I want to clarify what I mean by it and to
distinguish my concerns clearly front the concerns of the witnesses who appeared
here during the first two days of these hearings. They were concerned mainly
with the form of education. I will be emphasizing the contents.

They focussed during the first day on computer management of instructional
resources and, the second day, on computer. delivery of instruction. In both
cases the instruction hus managed and thus delivered was in traditional subjects,
such as reading and mathematics. Their focus. therefore, was on the computer
as a medium on instruction. My focus today will be on the computer as an
object of instructionnot a thing to be taught with, but a thing to be taught
about. Not a means, but an end.

Proper questions for the Subetonmittee to ask about the computer as a medium
of instruction are (r) whether it is bettm.anA (2) whether it is cheaper than
conventional ways of managing and delivering instruction. But the appropriate
questions to ask about the computer as an object of study are quite different
(1) Is it more important to learn to use computer than to learn subjects now
being taught? (2) Can computer use he taught effectively to a broad spectrum
of students? Negative answers to one set of questions must not prejudice the
answers to the other set. The cost activeness of a CAI math course tells us
nothing about whether children cult or should he taught to write computer
programs.

I am not quarrelling with CAI or CMI; both will improve instruction in
traditional subjects. My point here today is that neither CAI nor CMI will teach
people to use the powerful personal computers which American technology is
now capable of delivering to our citizenry. While it is true that a person taking
a CAI lesson will learn rudirnentary typing skills and rules about interacting
with :t computer, he or she will not learn how to write interesting computer
programs, or how to structure a problem for computer solutions or how to evaluate
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other people's programs. When I use the phrase "education in computer use,"
I am referring to the development of these latter skills and abilitiesprogram-
ming, structural thinking, and critical evaluation of computer applications. It
is these skills that are presently lacking in the public and are needed if the public
is to benefit from the personal computer.

BACK TO THE MAIN ARGUMENT

Now I want to return to those five bare bones of my testimony and to flesh
them out.

1. "The United .States is the world leader in manufacturing microelectronic
hardware." Basic research in solid state physics in the 1950s led to the invention
of the transistor at Bell Laboratories. Since that time the U.S. has led the world
in the technology of miniaturizing electronic circuits on silicon crystals: A 1977
study by Arthur D. Little, Inc. forecasts a $4 billion U.S. microelectronic industry
in 1980, growing to $10 billion in 1985. This growth is occurring at a time when
other "native industries," such as autor 'bile manufacture, are losing ground
against world competition.

2. "Microelectronic technology make, t possible today/to deliver powerful
personal computers to millions of individuals." Already .two companies with
national distribution are marketing $600 personal computers complete with TV
screens, keyboards, and magnetic tape unit for recording programs and data.
These are the Tandy TRS-80, marketed through Radio Shack, and the Commo-
dore P.E.T., marketed by independent stores. Vastly more powerful machines,
now available for several thousand dollars, are expected to follow the steep cost-
decline curve well known in the microelectronic field. Ina few years they too will
be about costly as a color TV set. Texas Instruments, Timex, and Sears are re-
ported to be entering the field. Time magazine (September 5, 1977) reports nn
Dallas microcomputer retailer as saying, "Some day soon every home will have a
computer. It will be as standard as a toilet."

3. 'The biggest single impediment to the further growth of this industry is the
fact that the vast majority of Americans are uneducated in the use of a computer."
The technology, in short, is far ahead of our ability to make use of it. The same
Time article points out that "even though prices h:tve dropped, microcomputers
remain complicate ddevices that require long hours of study to use properly."

There is a striking analogy between the situatld?ifi today with regard to computers
and the situation in Germany in 1492 when e Gutenberg printing press was
developed. A new technology had vastly reduced the cost of delivering books
directly to masses of people. The people, however, were illiterate. To them the
hook was also a "complicated device that requires long hours of study to use
properly." Computer technology today is entering a world populated by computer
illiteratesthose who have not yet learned to use a computer. Our Dallas dealer,
therefore, should restrain his enthusiasm. Most of us have already mastered the
flush toilet. Not so, the computer.

4. "To carry out the educational task ahead will require a substantial invest-
ment in research, development, planning and delivery." Preliminary R&D proj-
ects, such as the ones reported on today by Drs. Kay, Papert, and Brown, give
strong evidence that a knowledge of computer use can be a powerful aid to the
intellectual development of children. My twelve-year experience at Dartmouth
College and now at the Lawrence Hall of Science convinces me that many if not
most people enjoy learning to use a computer and that they succeed at it. More
important, I have observed that a student who is able to structure a problem for
solution by computer nearly always has a better understanding of the problem than
he or she got from a purely verbal or purely mathematical description. In a very
real sense, there is an intellectual dimension to computer problem solving. Some
research projects reports that computer users develop what amounts to a new
language for expressing their ideas. I will not elaborate this point because the
testimony you have already heard today hasdealt almost exclusively with research
into the educational value of learning to use a computer.

A great deal of additional work needs to he done before mass computer literacy
is achieved, however. Several fundamental research questions need to he answered.
For example, what sorts of logical structures should be contained in the computer
languages we teach? What grade level is best for classroom instruction in computer
use? How should emphasis be balanced between teaching the grammatical rule
of programming and teaching meaningful problem solving by computer?
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While that research is in progress, several pilot courses in computer use need
to he developed, tested, evaluated, and improved. Teachers need to be trained,
or retrained, to conduct the courses.

As computer courses become viable and are recognized as valuable additions
to the curriculum, the schools must engage in planning activities. The schools
must find ways and means of introducing the new courses, and of supporting their
continuing costs in the future.

If these research, development, and planning activities do not occur, then the
majority of the public will remain illiterate in computer use. Furthermore, those
who do become skilled users are likely to come from affluent families who can afford
a home computer and can teach themselves to use it.

',The analogy with books comes to mind again. The people who benefitted most
from the printing press were thi,Ise who were already educationally advantaged.
Mass Titer: cy.was not achieved until public education entered the scene and de-
veloped a reading and writing curriculum for everyone.

5. "The private sector is not organized to make significant investments in the
.ducation of the public." While it is true that manufacturers of personal com-
puters have much to gain from mass computer literacy, it does not follow that
they will invest in education. This is true because the individual manufacturer
would thereby benefit its competitor as much as itself. The analogy with books
comes to mind again. Why doesn't the Random House publishing company invest
in teaching people to read'? Because the people might well go out and read Scribners
and Doubleday books. And so reading is taught in schools. For the same reason,
computer use must be taught in schools.

SUMMARY

In sunimary, then, it seems clear to me that we have both good news and bad
news about personal computing. The good news is that U.S. technology is ready
today to deliver powerful personal computers to our citizenry. The bad news
is that our citizenry is illiterate in the use of computers. Unless the public is ed-
ucated in computer use, two bad things will happen: (1) a leading U.S. industry
will be denied a mass markets, :Ind (2) the public will be denied the personal and
occupational benefits of knowing how to use a computer.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Mass computer literacy should be identified as a goal of our educational
system.

2. Although the ongoing costs of such an educational program must be borne
by the states and the local schools, federal funds are needed for research and
development activities required to initiate the program.

:3. Arming the topics for which research funds are needed are these:
(a) The role of emu/iter education in the cognitive development of children.
(b) Types of logical structures needed in the computer languages which are to

be taught.
(c) The role of computer graphics in improving communication between man

and machine.
((I) The age level at which computer use can la. taught most effectively.
(e) A set of performance objectives and corresponding achievement tests for

education in computer us(..
4. Funds are required to develop, test, and improve several model courses in

computer use. The usual arguments against national curriculum development are
inoperative here. If federal funds are not available fur curriculum developments
ill emplane!. education, then there will be no curriculum in that subject. That is
obviously not the case for existing subjects, such as chemistry and biology. Tho
stigma of a federally imposed computer curriculum can and should be avoided,
however, by supporting several independent development projects. Local schools

th(.n have a range of choices.

BIOCiltAPHICAL SKETCH

lHt. ARTIWIt W. LUEIIIINIANN, ASSOCIATE MIMI:Ton, LAWRENCE HALL OF SCIENCE,
UNIVERSITY OF' CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, cAtiFoitNin

Dr. Luehrtnann was born in New Orleans in 1931, received his AB and PhD
degrees in physics at the University of Chicago, and joined the. Physics Depart-
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ment faculty of Dartmouth ('allege in 1965. His growing interest in computers
and education led in 1:17I to a j()int appointnait in the Kiewit Computation
Center at 1/artniouth, where he was Assistant Director for Education. 1)uing
the yeaN 1968-1977 he directed several education:11 computing projects funded
by N:81: and .Exxon Education Foundation. In AtiguA, 197-7, he became Associate
1/irector of the Lawrence Hall of Science, 'University of California, Berkeley,
where lie is now in charge of computer operations and education. lle is experienced
in many aspects o_ educational computing, having written CAI lessons in physics,
a computerized niaLgenient system for self-paced instruction, and text materials
incorporating comptitu. programming. Dr. 1.tiehrmann has published numerous
articles and delivercti)Japers here and abroad on educational computer use,
computer graphics, and the principle of free student acct's to univeNity computers.
Ills military service in 195'2-54 was spent in the U.S Army, most Of the tittle in
the Canal zone.

STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR LUEHRMANN, LAWRENCE HALL OF
SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY, CALIF.

SciiEuEtt. \Vhat is the LiiNvrence of Science.
N1r. 1,17mittNIANN. The Lawrence 111111 of 'Science is a unit of the

University of ('aliforniti at Berkeley. It is a seit'licv center, something
between it science museum HMI of reSellrell renter 011 informal learning
in science. It conducts research projects as well as offering exhibits
for people coming to the hall to enjoy and hopefully learn of -httle bit
about science. The hall has pioneered in educating a broad public---
about 170,000 visitors per year in the use of computers.

First of all, I would like to thank you for inviting tile here. This is
a Ver..V. 1111()0121111 hearing. and I hope that good things come out of it.
I expect tfie- will.

N1r. Frcni our point of view it has been extraordinarily
productive until stimulating. I want to reiterate my thanks to the
preceding witnesses. It has been it marvelous morning.. So please
proceed.

will sununarire m.\ point of view very briefly
and spend most cf my time responding to questions. I think that
would be more useful to you than presenting a formal position at this
point.

The entire point 1 want to make can he put into five statements
mitt.] that is the only part of my prepared statement I will read. It is
quite concise.

After I nial:e those statements, I wont(' like to reinforce what has
been going on here today and distinguish sharply between the kind of
computer use that is envisioned hene and the kind you heard about
during the first 2 days of testimony before this subcommittee.

The statements are these:
First, the United States is the world leader in manufacturing

microelectronic hardware. No. ottivr 'country lots come close to the
advance state of our technology.,

Second. that technology makes it possible right now to deliver
prayerful personal computers to million.: of individuals. You set' on
the table at illy left an example of a machine that people call afford
t od ay.

The third point is that the biggest single impediment to the further
growth of this industry is the fact that the vast majority of Americrois
are uneducated in mai:inf.!, use of the computer. They just don't know
how.
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The fourth point is that'in order to carry out the educational task
ahead, it will require substantial investment" of funds into research
and development and planning and, finally, delivery.

The'fifth point is crucial. The private sector simply is.not organized
to make significant investments in the education of the public on such
a broad scale.

Mr. SCHEUER. What population groups do you think this computer
era will be most useful for? Is there anything in it for the elderly who
are homebound with the television set as their only companion, or is
it teaching kids, or will it be of use to people in their middle years, the
parents cf growing families, in their producing years, or is it all of
these?

Mr. LUEHRMANN. The answer .is yes all Of these. Computer use in
my judgment., is a basic skill. All can profit from it. There is a separate
question, and that is; "How do we bring about that state where
everyone can use the ccmputer?"

If we were talking abow: an ongoing educational program, the best
place to begin is with young people. But the computer is new on 'the
scene. What about all the.people who don't know how to use it and who
are no longer in grade school or secondary school? How will they learn?

-And, indeed, 1 can imagine' senior 'citizen centers having a computer
facility and learning to!use the computer for good purposes.

Mr. SCHEUR. How about' for the elderly, the elderly homebound
with their television set in the corner? Presumably, the computer will
be an integral part of that television set.

Mr. LUEHRMANN. I believe that is true.
Mr. SCHEUER. What does this hold for improvement in the lives

of the elderly, this whole computer area?
Mr. LUEHRMANN. When one interacts with it computer, one is

interacting with intelligence, one is forced to communicate what one
wants to do to the computer. And the very process of communication
is something that people find interesting to do. It is an intellectual
skill. I don't mean that it is only for intellectuals. It is a basic skill,
and people who do it find it satisfying personally: There is personal
satisfaction in communicating with a computer.

Mr. SCHEUER. And the prior witness talked about people perceiving
.of the computer as a friend. And there is sort of a friendly relationship
there.

Mr. LUEHRMANN. They perceive it to he a friend if ,they feel they
are in control of the situation, and they perceive it to, be' an enemy
if they feel like they are the subject.

Mr. SCHEUER. Is this skill of relating to that computer and sort
of manipulating it something that kids can grab onto almost imme-
diately like a new language, as the professor said, but that which
elderly people in their sixties and above have difficulty being com-
fortable with?

Mr. LUEHRMANN. It depends a great deal on the sociological setting.
Kids are able to make mistakes in public without feeling too bad
about it. Older people have trouble making mistake's in public. And
typically, computers have been located in visible, public areas. People
have not had them at home. When that haFiwns,' I think everyone
will learn to use computers comfortably without feeling threatened.

23-111V/ 1) - 7t1 - 21
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Mr. ScnEuEn. Excuse me for interrupting, but we have al rollcall
vote on, and I will halve to leave later the next hells 1vhiCh is about
5 or (1 minutes. So I did take the occasion of getting some of my
questions answered. After I leave, my colleagues here will ask you
sonic of the questions we have prepared. I did want to take the oppor-
tunity of asking some of those questions. Please forgive me if I have
to leave shortly. I apologize, and we have datroughly enjoyed your
testimony.

Mr. 1,1:EHRMANN, I referred earlier to 2111 important distinction
that I want you to keep in mind. Witnesses last week told about using
the computer to teach some subject matter WA!) or to manage the
instructional program of a school district (('III). I want you to keep
that in mind as just one possible application of a computer. In that
role, the computer rimy or may not 1w a cost-effective solution to
the educational problems that the country faces. But on the other
hand, I want you to keep in mind that a kid can he taught to use the
computer, and that the process of using the computer is different
for the kid than the process Of being taught by the computer. It
seems to rile that it is this second activity, the teaching' of the kid
to use t he computer, which is at. issue today. that is what the witnes
here have stressed today. There is somethin.g important about pe pie
learning how to interact wilds machines. That is the point here. It
may be that the ( prorrains are effective, and it may be that they
HIV bnIlerInI211 or they may not be. But that has nothing to do with the
question of whether or not it is it good idea for people to, learn to use
Computers.

Now, what do I mean by 40,111611g to use :1 computer? What I want,
and what the other speakers today stressed, is for people ,to be able
not merely to learn it programing language. That is an occupational
skill with certain benefits. The important, thing, however, is to learn
to structure their thinking so that it can be communicated to a Coln-
putter; structure a problem its stab a way that it can be presented to
21 COMpliter for 11 sobrtion.

Now, that process of thinking through a problem in an abstract
way and representing it very concretely by writing, it down as It com-
puter program, that process has an intellectual dimension that, is
terribly important. It gives the person another language for repre-
senting problems, another way of thinking about problems.

What tools does at person usually 11:;(' to think shout a problem?
There are just It fey logic, moiwninti,s, natural 12111g:tinge (English
in this country). One writes words about a problem. Oneunay be able
to express a prOhiVin its a set of IonlIIPInallral equations. One cer-
tainly uses logic. A computer PrO!rrilin is yet another way of repre-
senting one's understanding of a problem. One cum write the problem
down as )1 set of procoolIOVs go through this process and repent it
some number of times; than do this process,: then test to sec if
certain variable has reached a certain value. If so, go do this. If not;
do that.

It's it different kind of way of describing n 1)1'01110UL .I111 thin person.
who_ has_ another way of describing problem HI1Olher way of
thinking about it. It is this "thinking dimension" which is so impo-
tant to stress here. The reason we want to tench people to use the

J.
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computers is because it will make them think better. At least, that's
what we believe. Not enough research has been done to prove that
point absolutely. But there is clear evidence from the few research
projects that have gone on with real students that such is the case.

There is an analogy that I stress in my prepared statement and
would like to repeat it here. It.is the analogy between the current
state of development of computer technology and the situation of
when the printing press was first created. When the printing press
was first developed most people were illiterate. Reading a book must
have seemed terribly complex and learning to read must have seemed
an enormously expensive task for society to undertake. In fact,
society did not undertake it. The chief beneficiaries of the printing
tress were people who were already affluent and literate and already
powerful. The case may be the same with computing. If there is not
a public program to instruct people in the use of computers and
computingthe intelligent use of computers and computingthen
the people who can afford to buy machines like that one on the table
are 'people who have incomes ,for which such an expenditure may
seem small. They will have had solid educational backgrounds that
encourage them to go and learn these new skills, and they will be
thereby further advantaged over the people who 'do not go out and
buy these machines and do not go out and spend the time it will
take to instruct themselves in the intelligent use of computers.

So I believe that if no public program exists to teach people to use
computers; Own there will be private programs. But they will be
socially distorted programs, and the public at, large will not learn the
basic skill. A few members of the public will learn something of value to
themselves.

Dr.- :;WANSON. It is my understanding that some of the remarks of
Dr. Brown implied that in fact, we could create a computer coach that
could train the persOn almost from ground zero to program his own
'personal computer. Is it not possible to conceive of a cassette to plug
into your home computer that would take you from an initial starting
point to becoming a fairly sophisticated programer so that this teach-
ing process of computer programing could he decentralized into the
person's home and there wouldbe no real need to have this done in a
school location.

Mr. LuE.intmAsx. That is an interesting question. Can computer
education go on independently of the school system'? It can be ap-
proached as a resarch question and'it slniuld be. We should find out
what can be done in centers other than schools to teach various topics,
including, the use of computers.

However, I don't think we should write of the schools themselves.
The schools have been effective over the past centuries in making the
public literate. Certainly there are failings and one wishes. the public
were more literate than it is. There's no question about, that

On the other hand, most of us went through schools and most people
can read a newspaper, or 1 hey could it few years ago anyway. I be-
lieve that. the schools are still a vehicle worth frying. How do you do
t hat ?

Well, you have to actually put something ;ill() th:. curriculum called
"computing."
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Dr. SWANSON. Won't students actually learn how to program the
computer as they go through the type of training routine advocated
by Dr. Papert? .

Mr. LUEHRMANN. Let me clear that up. I was not trying to distin-
guish my testimony from Professor Papert's. I was trying to distin-
guish my testimony today from that which went. on last week, hich
described classical CIA and CNII. CAI and CNII are appliciitions, of
technology to teaching English and teaching math, not to teaching
computing itself.

What we have been talking about here today has been teaching
people to use computers for their own purposes

Dr. SWANSON. So you use the broad term computer literacy to cover
everything we have talked about today?'

Mr. LuEttroANN. Yes; that's the point.
Dr. SWANSON. Could you provide is a general description of the

kind of structural mechanism that is required to teach computer
literacy as well as some of the different. institutions that would carry
that out and the kinds of costs that might be associated with such a
program?

Mr. LUEHRMANN. Yes; I will answer that, but hear in mind that I
answer it primarily so that we May have something specific to talk
about and not because- I am totally wedded to the model I propose
here. In fact, my strongest recommendation is that auit is needed is
more funds to support the development of alternative models for
teaching computer literacy. I. have no question but that a goal of our
educational system should be to teach computer literacy to all people.
That ought to he adopted as a national goal. The means of achieving
that goal are debatable. Whether computer education should go on in
the home, or schools, or by television,or by using public centers is not
clear at all, and there should be opportunities to try out many different
methods.

But I will propose one particular way, a recognizable structure, in
which computer literacy might be taught.- Imagine a half year coarse
at the ninth-grade level.1 don't think we know yet whether the 9th-
grade level is proper or the 3M-grade level or the 10th-grade level.
I can see some advantages of inserting such a course in the ninth-grade
level because there are curricular inadequacies at that level at the
present time.

But let me pass on. Suppose it were a ninth-grade.course and sup-
pose it took half a year to teach. The content would be determined by
the objective, of teaching kids to solve problems by computer. One
would have to teach some rules for programing, the grammar of com-
puting, so to speak. But grammar itself is not very interesting.
know what a subject is, and a verb, and an object, and so I can make a
sentence; but that doesn't mean that I can sac anything meaningful.
So the rules for' programing are a minimal- 'requirement and not
intrinsically interestingmerely a means.

The strident would learn a protocol for interacting with the com-
puter: Who types, when, and what does the computer say, and how do
I end my communication with the computer? That is rather trivial
but essential information. But most iznportant, the course would
contain sets of interesting problems that were appropriate for solu-
tion by computers, starting with small problems that are well defined

3 4.0
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and concise and ending up with somewhat larger ones that put the
pieces together into more interesting problems.

A simple task might be the folloWing: Given a list of words, how do
you sort them into alphabetical order? This is a nonnumeric task,
which is nice because it doesn't look like .numbers and people afraid
of math would not be scared off. The teacher could talk about strate-
gies for putting words in order and then about strategies for finding
words once they are in order. The point is not to learn to do those
things in particular, but to learn how to communicate that problem
to a computer so that the computer can be a tool, a magnifier of one's
own skills.

So the course would have that kind of content. It would be aimed at
problem solving, using problems that students understand and learn-
ing how to express those problems in the language that the computer
will be able to understand.

That is the kind of course I have in mind. It could be introduced
into every high school in the country right now. Bear in mind that it
is a half-year course out of a 4-year high school curriculum, which
consists of aboOt 40 half-year courses. So we are talking about no
more than a 3 percent change in the high school curriculum to intro-
duce such a course. I would consider that a minimal first step toward
computer literacy. As time went on, one would want to see how
computer uses could be inserted in traditional courses like mathe-
matics and sciences and language. But as a baseline, in order to insure
a standard competency in computer usage, one might be able to get
away with a half- year ,course at that level.

What would it cost? Here's one way to say it. It would cost quite
a bit less than having a library in secondary schools. The equipment
and teacher costs would be less than the staff costs and the purchase
costs associated with a library. I arrive at a figure of about 50 percent
of the cost of having libraries in secondary schools is what it would
cost to provide basic computer literacy education of this type within
the school setting. Now I should point out that of that amount more
than half is staff cost. Lesg than half is equipment cost. But the staff
used for the-computer courses should come from the present teaching
staff. That should not, be a new cost. If that is the case, then the
remaining equipment. costs tire perhaps of the order of a quarter of the
cost of having, a library in the high school.

As to the equipment cost, I am using a very generous figure for the
price of computers. Within 5 years these figures will be laughable, but
today they are right. The course I've described should be based on
computers with more capability than the $6,000 home computer
available today. I have used a figure of about $6,000 because I know
of equipment one can buy off the shelf which has approximately that
capability which is needed. My equipment figures are high because I
have assumed today's price for a more powerful machine.

Dr. SWANSON. JOSt to get a handle On how-fast that is going down,
today's $6,000 computer, when will that cost :i+6,00?.

Mr. LuEnitmAxx. In about 5 vears. It's funny how these things go.
Thur. particular model won't fall vcr. fast, but it will be replace'd by
other ones.

Dr. SWANSON. What will an equivalent size to that computer cost?
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Mr. LUEHRuANN. I would think within 5 years it could be had for
certainly under $1,000 and perhaps as little as $600. The color TV set
seems to be a target price for all things. for The home market. I would
think something in that neighborhood would be feasible on a 5-year
time settle. It would have a greatly improved graphic capability and
much more memory.

For my cost calculations 1 have used the figure of three students
per computer in the classroom. That is not optimal. It would be
better to have one apiece, but at $5,000 to $6,000 apiece, that seems like
a luxury. If the price went down fast enough the number could be
brought up.

I have also tried.to write equipment purchases off in 3 years, which
may be a little fast. So my figures are also high for that reason.

Mr. GALLAGHER. I have touched on this point somewhat before
and I would like to hear your views on it. Point 5 on your testimony,
page 5, you say that the private sector is not organized to make
significant advancements in the education of the public.

Mr. LUEHRMANN. Yes.
Mr. GALLAGHER. I would like to go hack for a moment to one

of our previous witnesses, Dr. Papert, who had this statement:
A computational revolution is certain to happen. It is driven by industry

rather than by the educational community. It will take place in the home whether
or not the schools accept it.

Your point here is that, significant investments are needed. I assume
you are referring to R. & D. seed money.

Mr. LUEHRMANN. Yes. .

Mr. GALLAGHER. Preferably from the Federal Government. Well,
I think there's a profit motive here and if industry sees it they will
move on it and it will come about whether or not the Federal Gov-
ernment likes it or sees it, et cetera.

Mr. LUEHRNIANN. Yes; I agree with you that there looks to be a
contradiction here, but I don't think there I agree that there is a
profit motive and a strong incentive for the amnufacturers of equip-
ment to go out and sell that equipment and to tell people whatever
is necessary to make as many sales as possible. I agree with that
point. If there were no research and development funds available for
the kinds of research and development projects that I think need to
be done and which we have talked about here, something would
happen anyway. The question is whether what. happens will be
good for the public I think'the arguments are very strongly in the
negrrtive. I don't think that what will' happen will be for the good
of the public.

First of all, people will learn to use computers anyway. Some
people. Who? The people for whom a $600 expenditure is not very
much. I have touched on that already. There will he it tremendous
distortion in the distribution of eomputer literacy within the society.
That seems to me to be inappropriate.

Second,. computer manufacturers have no interest in teaching
skills which are transferrable from their machine to sonic other
machine. They have a much greater interest in hooking. you into some
idiosyncrasy of their equipment. They are not trying to teach you
literacy. They are trt.4rig to teach you the virtues of using their
machine rather than their competitor's machine.
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In the process they will contribute to some literacy, of course.
Mr. GALLAGHER, You did bring out an analogy there: "Why

doesn't Random House Publishing Co. invest in teaching people to
read? People might go out and read Doubleday books."

Mr. LUEHRMANN. Exactly.
Mr. GALLAGHER. Will that analogy hold water because you have

Westinghouse and Zenith selling television sets which have a different
segment of industry, namely the service industry and Madison Avenue
putting in programs.

Mr. LUEHRMANN. Yes.
Mr. GALLAGHER. Why couldn't it happen in this area too?
Mr. LUEHRMANN. It will and that's just the point. What will

develop is an industry which is marketing applications that will run
on the home computer. It will not, however, teach pecyle to write
their own applications. It will only sell canned programs that help
them with their income tax or the decision about how much of a
house they can afford to buy.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Are you saying if Federal money is put in that
this won't happen?

Mr. LUEHRMAN. I'm not saying that at all.
Mr. GALLAGHER. You are-saying if Federal money does not go in

the programing material itself would be suspect.
Mr. LUEHRMANN: Fni not saying that either. I think those are

interesting programs and I expect such an applitations industry will
develop, I'm confident it will. I am saying that there will be no con-
scious progTam'to teach the public how to use a computer themselves.
Some will learn by hook or crook but in a way that is not optimal and
not transferable and highly distribted within the society, favoring
the affluent. Basic literacy in using the computer will not be taught by
any industry that I know of in the private sector. It is not in their
interest. It is in their interest to sell hardware and applications. It
is not in their interest to teach people how to write programs or how
to solve problems by means of a computer. Do you see the difference
I am making here?

Another very important thing is that it's important in the model I
propose that teachers be taught how to do this and ye,_; can be sure
that the private sector is not going to engage in a program of retrain-
ing teachers to teach students how to use the computer. It seems
unlikely to me, anyway. It may be possible that a giant in the com-
puter industry which has more to benefit from mass literacy and
anybody else could see it as being within its interest to conduct such
programs. It may be that that is true, but I think that is highly
unlikely.

And, finally, the schools are unlikely to have equipment on which
to teach the use of computers without some planning by the local
communities for acquisition planning which is supported by Federal
or State funds. 1 do not think the on-going cost of such a program
should be supported by the Federal Government. Since computer
use is a basic skill, the local community should support the on-going
cost of_teaching it.

But I think Federal funds can be very helpful in the research,
development, and planning stages.

Mr. GALLAGHEA. But it should go to the educational community?
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Mr. LUEHRITANN. I think it is un educational task, yes. Research
needs to be -carried out at the university level, at institutions that
deal with the public, science centers, and science museums. Other
models for teaching computer literacy should be testNI besides the
one I have proposed.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Somewhere along the line there has to be a
marriage with industry just for the equipment. Who is going to
produce the equipment?

Mr. LuEnamANN. I think the equipment that is going to be marketed
in general is adequate to the task. I do not think special new equip-
ment will have to be developed for teaching computer use.

Mr. GALLAGHER. It has to be interlinked.
Mr. LUEHRNIANN. Indusl..y certainly has to be a participant in the

the planning, all the way through. It would be nice if industry were
willing to come forward with funds to support research. But I think
we would be wrong to expect it at this point. The experience is riot
there to give one much confidence that funds will he forthcoming.

Mr. WELLS. Isn't there a parallel between what happened with the
automobile industry and the construction of the vast road network
throughout the United States? It was not really until six decades
after the technology arrived on the scene that we began to think of
the social consequences.

. Mr. 1.1.EintmANN. Rational planning (lid not occur because it was
not of central concern. People made independent decisions.

Mr. WELLS. It is probably not unreasonable to expect industry to
participate in what. Mr. Gallagher is suggesting. I see no reason why
industry should not be interested in participating in some of t he
things Dr. Papert suggested.

Mr. LUEHRMANN. I think certainly in any planning activities there
should be industrial representation. It is very important for those
who are going to be involved in educating the public in the use of
equipment to be in very close communications with the suppliers and
other communities as well: Researchers who are working on problems
in learning, and people who are working in computer science. All of
these people should 1w represented at the planning level.

Mr. Scinwlia. I would like do thank Dr. I.uehrtnann and 1)r.
Emery and Dr. Pepert and. Dr. Brown for appearing today. I think
the session was highly productive and I think your remarks are well
taken.

We hope that the endeavors of the subcommittee and the staff will
reflect the high level of testimony that we have had today:

Thank ;:eft very much for coming.
1Whcreupon, at 12:50 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned to

reconvene at 10 a.m. on Thursday, October 1977.1



COMPUTERS AND THE LEARNING SOCIETY

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1977

HOUSE OE REPRESENTATIVES,
CommrrrEE Sct ExcE Aso TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PLANNING,

ANALYSIS AND Coormyriox,
TV asking ton, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert S. Walker,
presiding.

Mr. WALKER. This is the fourth clay of the Subcommittee on Domes-
tic and International Scientific. Planning, Analysis, and Cooperation's
hearings on "Computers and the Learning Society."

Today we have asked representatives of our various Federal agencies
concerned with funding research, development, and demonstrations
ri the field to appear. They will explain to us their current programs

and policies.
We are happy to have this opportunity, especially in light of what

we have found in our 3 previous clays of testimony on computer
managed instruction, computer assisted instruction and research plans
for the future.

Having Laid that, I would like to call first Dr. F. James Rutherford,
Special Assistant to the Director of the National Science Foundation.

Dr. Rutherford, we will enter your remarks into the record. If you
want to go through them that is fine and if you want to paraphrase
them, that will be fine too.

[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Rutherford is as follows:]
(325)
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STATEMENT OF DR. F. JAMES RUTHERFORD
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON DOMEST1:. AND INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
PLANNING, ANLLYSIS & COOPERATION
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

OCTOBER 13, 1977 _

Mr. Chairman- and Members of the Committee:

Today, I am pleased to describe for you the National Science

Foundation's (NSF) programs directed at computers in science education.

1. National Science Foundation Goals and Policies in Computer Education

In his Health and Education message to Congress on February 28, 1967, the

President specifically directed the National Science Foundation to work with

the U.S. Office of Education 6 establishing an experimental program for

developing effective methods for utilizing computers at all levels of

education. After, action by both Houses of Congress, NSF was authorized to

foster and support the development and use of computers and other scientific

methods and techniques-for research.and education in the sciences.

Since then, the National Science Foundation has supported a wide variety of

programs designed to stimulate the innovative applications of computers in

science education. This has included support for the development of:

computer technology and techniques for instruction; Computer applications in

science and courseware for selected scientific disciplines; new instructional

concepts based upon the availability of computers; and organizational mechanisms
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to facilitate the Widespread use ,of computer products and concepts. It

has also carried out tests of alternative computer-assisted instruction

systems and provided training programs for faculty.

In the development of computers for science, the National Science

Foundation has taken steps to assure that it does not merely duplicate the

efforts of business and industry. From the beginning, the Foundation has

worked closely with both the commercial-sector and academic institutions to

develop alternative systems for meeting diversified instructional needs in

science and mathematics. Much of the NSF effort has been aimed at "proof-

of-concept" experiments and field tests. These are needed to reduce uncertainty.

for the commercial sector and to offer evidence to members of the academic

community on the advantages and limitations of various models of computer

use. The operating premises are that the user is the best judge of the

usefulness of instructional materials and systems and that the commercial

sector provides the best avenue for their distribution.

In addition to computer oriented science education activities, the

NSF tias administered science information programs. These include: support

for activities to improve the use of scientific and technical information

and to conduct research in the information sciences in order to better

understand the fundamental process of information transfer. Some research

projects seek more effective ways of applying new technologies to the problem

of information access and use. Other projects seek to improve the transfer

of scientific information from originators to users Ly providing computerized

abstracting and indexing services to scientific and technical literature.

The Foundation participates in bilateral international science information

activities, and thus, to a limited aegree provides a Federal focus for

international science and technology activities.
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2. National Science Foundation Programs for Computer-Related Support

a. History

In 1968, in response to a Presidential directive, the National Science

Foundation established a special office for computer research support. The

Office of Computing Activities (OCArwas created to provide a suitable

framework for meeting the special needs for computers in education and research.

In addition to supporting research in computer science, a special Computer

Innovation in Education (CIE) program was launched to support cutting -edge,

high-risk projects with potential for high pay-off.

In fiscal year 1972, the Computer Innovation in Education Program

of OCA was transferred to and integrated into our Science EduCation programs

and renamed the Technological Innovation in Education program. In 1977 the

TIE program was discontinued and many of its functions were absorbed in

other programs. During the nine-year period from fiscal year 1969 to 1977

the Computer Innovation in Education Program (including TIE) spent an

estimated $51,976,000 on computer uses in science education.

b. Current Programs

In fiscal year 1977 *our Science Education Development and Research

(SEDR) and Science Education Resources Improvement (SERI) divisions supported

192 computer-related projects for an estimated total of 9.7 million dollars.

In addition to providing support for research and development for computer-

related projects in science education, programs in those two divisions have

been particularly responsive to providing instructional support for the

* See Appendix for a description of programs and expenditures.
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improvement of science education at a variety of institutions. The relatively

large number of computer-related proposals received and projects supported

is indicative of the proposal pressure from institutions to initiate and

upgrade the use of computers in science education.

3. Overview of General Results of Projects and Research Efforts

The accomplishments of NSF programs have been many.

(a) Regional Instructional Computing Networks

NSF helped pioneer the development of thirty regional networks

which include 300 institutions of higher education and many

secondary schools. Most of these networks are self-sustaining

and have continued to operate without additional federal funds.

(b) Systems. Experiments with and demonstrations of computer-assisted

instruction systems have been encouraged and supported by NSF.

Several are now commercially available. A student computer-based

career guidance and information system has been field-tested and

evaluated. Support has been provided for the development and

evaluation of a computer- assisted instruction system for arithmetic

and reading in elementary-secondary schools.

(c) Curriculum. Computer-based curricular materials have been developed

for chemistry, mathematics, physics, social sciences, biology,

statistics, and computer science. Research efforts have been made

to evaluate and restructure science curriculum based upon the

availability of a computer.

(d) Computer Languages. New computer languages, LOGO and PLANIT,

have been developed for computer - assisted instruction.
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(e) Surveys and Studies. In order to monitor development of computers

in education, national surveys have been conducted in higher

education and secondary education. Studies have been supported

to identify exemplary uses of computers and to identify the

barriers to widespread use.

4. Problems in Current Government Policy

Current Federal policy and the provisions of the National Science

Foundation Charter allow us ample latitude and freedom to support significant

developments in computer-based education. If there are any constraints, they

are the financial limitations for discretionary funds for research and

development in science education and the support of special high quality

institutional projects.

5. Future Directions in Computer-based Education of Special Interest to

the NSF

Due to the limitation of funds, the Foundation intends to concentrate

itsresocrces on those areas which hold the greatest potential for fundamental

and lasting changes in the educational process. These include the following:

(a) Fundamental Research and Development. In the last five years

computers have undergone an order of magnitude improvement. Current

CAI and problem-solving techniques are grossly inadequate for today's

computer systems. Researchers are moving away from the development

of systems that simply teach facts and skills to the study of knowledge

based systems. Advanced, smart or intelligent CAI systems are

beginning to appear, and hence, there is a need for fundamental

research on such questions as "How do people learn?" "What is knowledge?"

and "How can machines augment human learning and knowledge?"

3 Qu t,
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(b) Curriculum Revision and Development. Existing curricula need

analysis in the light of the widespread availability of low-cost

computers. Current research tends to indicate that with the aid

of a computer elementary school children are capable of solving

complex problems which they are not traditionally exposed to until

high school or even college. Careful exploration is needed to

determjie to what extent today's courses can be made more efficient

through the imaginative use of computer technology. But modification

of existing curricula may not be sufficient. Research is needed to

examine whole new curricular possibilities. That is, support should

be given for the experimental development of entirely new

instructional materials and approaches that from the outset presuppose

the existence, and local availability, of inexpensive computers.

Simultaneously, computer involved courses need to be invented for

various levels'and subjects in which the computer itself is an

object of study.

(c) Faculty Training. In the early years of Federal support for computers

in education, workshops were provided for faculty development. With

the ever increasing numbers of new acquisitions of computers, renewed

efforts for faculty training are needed. It is clear that in order

to obtain optimum utilization of new instructional technology and

high quality materials, there must be concomitant faculty training.

(d) Microcomputers. Low-cost microcomputers offer an exciting development

for science and science education. The development of special

33<
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machines for a wide variety of applications is an urgent problem.

The combination of video disc and microcomputers promises to make

available powerful, personal, computer systems which can combine

the versatility of television with the power of the computer.

The computer has become a symbol that in many ways represents science

and technology in the public eye. That is not surprising, since it is a

versatile tool that has affected not only every field of science, but also

has come rapidly into common household use.

The computer permeates many aspects of our society and impacts

significantly on the daily lives of most people. Educated citizens need to

know enough about computers to be able to both capitalize on and control their

use. In the context of these hearings, I wish to emphasize that computers

offer a unique opportunity to improve the quality of education while enabling

us to advance our state of knowledge in science and education. Computer

technology should allow is to better prepare all of our citizens for

successful lives in the real world of today and tomorrow.
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and
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SCIENCE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

ND

CURRENT COMPUTER ROD ACTIVITIES_ (FY '77)

Funds 'Speni on Number of

Computerdrelated Total Number Computer.related
Programs Total Eundinc Pro ectst of Proiects

SCIENCE EDUCATION

REMIT MOUNT

CAUSE 10.8 3,5 69 20

LOCI 2.2
47 122 61

ISEP 2,86
.6 296 80

RIAS 4,3 .462 30 3 co

co

MISIP 5.2 .452 32 10

25:36 ;7714 79 i1

SCIENCE EDUCATION

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

RISE 2.5 .75 24 4

DISE 9.0 3,26 83 147 UT ITS II

9.72(

*Millions of dollars. !"
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Science Education Resources Improvement Programs
and Computer-Related Projects

INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

The institutional support programs of the Science Education

Directorate are designed to strengthen the capabilities of schools,

colleges and universities for science education and research

training. They range from programs aimed at institution-wide

improvement in the sciences to highly focused projects dealing with

a single component of an individual course.

RIAS

The Research Initiation and Support (RIAS) Program supports

such activities as exploratory research and the acquisition of instru-

ments, equipment, and facilities for research training, This is

designed to help institutions to upgrade their programs for young

scientists at the graduate and postdoctoral levels and faculty

with recently completed graduate training.

Of the 30 awards granted through RIAS, three were computer-

oriented. For example, Wayne State University received an award

so that young scientists in chemistry and psychology can receive

training and research experience in the computer-control of scientific

experiments. Ability to use computers to control research is

important now and will become even more important in the near future.

The young investigators will receive their training on a computer

network in which a number of microprocessors control

ii
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individual experiments while sharing a single set of expensive

peripheral devices attached to a communications computer.

ISEF

The Instructional Scientific Equipment Program (ISEP) is

designed to improve the quality of undergraduate science instruction

by supporting the acquisition of scientific equipment required

for undergraduate instruction in the sciences. Approximately sn

of the 287 projects supported by ISEP were computer-oriented. One

of the projects, for example, involved supporting equipment

purchases at Washington and Lee University which will be used in

developing a new course in microcomputers for students without

previous electronic experience.

LOCI

The faculty-oriented projects are supported under the Local

Course Improvement (LOCI) Program. This program is designed to

1) encourage the introduction of new scientific and educational

concepts to undergraduate students, and 2) enhance the teaching

capability of science faculty.

Of the 129 LOCI awards, El were computer-related. For example,

California State University, Sacramento, received an award to

develop interactive CAI techniques to use in teaching undergraduate

students in chemistry how to acquire and interpret data from

laboratory instruments. This project addresses one of the most

important teaching objectives in a laboratory science.

iii
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MISIP

The Minority Institutions Science Improvement Program (MISIP)

provides support to effect long-range improvement in the basic

scientific strength of post-secondary institutions whose enroll-

ments are composed predominantly of Black, Native-American

Indian, Spanish-Speaking or other disadvantaged ethnic minorities

underrepresented in science.

Ten of the 32 awards granted in FY '77 by MISIP were

computer-related. For example, an award wa,; approved for the

.Atlanta University Center to conduct a project designed to

establish computer technology as an integral component of the

science program. This will be accomplished through training

faculty in the use and development of computer courseware for

science instruction, by providing remote instructional computing

capabilities to the Center institutions, and by providing

technical support services. Atlanta University, Clark College,

Morehouse College, Morris Brown College and Spelman comprise

the five Center institutions. The pr' ram will impact at least

3,000 minority students. Its anticipated that through this

program, s';udents will improve their academic performance in

science and math courses, and more students will be motivated

to study science and choose science careers.

In order to accommodate the growing need in the area of computer

technology, greater funding is indicated. Primary emphasis would be placed on:

° providing students enrolled in minority institutions

with an opportunity to learn the use of computer technology

iv
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enabling faculty at minority institutions to incorporate

computer techniques into their courses

removing the barriers of poor mathematics and science

preparation of entering students through the use of

computer assisted instruction techniques ,

o enhancing the research capability at minority institutions

with computer facilities.

OTHER. MINORITY ACTIVITIES

Few proposals submitted to other NSF programs for small

developing institutions, in particular minority institutions,

involve computer technology. If these institutions are unaware

of the value of the computer as a tool in education and research,

computers certainly will not be among the top its on their priority

lists of needs. In attempting to ameliorate this deficiency, the

Foundation has supported three 4-day intensive workshops on

Educational Computing in Minority Institutions (ECMI). The

computer literary workshops were funded at approximately $906K

and involved some 1,000 faculty and 100 presidents of minority

colleges. An evaluation of these activities is currently being
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planned to determine if the ECMI workshop model is a cost-effective

way to assist in accomplishing the goal of improving computer

literacy among the faculty at these institutions and, subsequently,

improving minority institutions capabilities in this area. Other

mechanisms also need to be researched to determine their feasibility,

effectiveness and cost-efficiency.

CAUSE

The major objective of the CAUSE program is to strengthen

the science education capabilities of predominantly undergraduate

institutions, departments, or groups of departments. The program

addresses the needs of those institutionslarge and small, public

and private--that have experienced a decline in undergraduate

science education standards over the past decade. In particular,

attention is given to the large number of institutions heretofore

.uninvolved in the science education activities of the Foundation.

This fiscal year 59 awards were made by CAUSE totaling

S10.8 million. Recipients included 19 two-year colleges, 28 four-

year non-Ph.D. degree-granting institutions, 15 Ph.D. institutions,

and 5 consortia.

As in FY 1976, over half of all proposals submitted in FY 1977

involved computing. Twenty of the 59 funded projects were

computer oriented. Suffolk Community College, for example, received an

award to develop a program designed to incorporate

computers into a wide variety of courses covering six academic

areas. The concerned departments are Mathematics, Physics,
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Chemistry, Earth and Space Sciences, Engineering and Economics.

When in full operatio'n, the program will affect as many as 10,000

students per year, by exposing then to the computer as both i

learning device and an exceptionally valuable tool for problem

solving. The mode of computer cage, be it as a computational

tool, a simulator for models,-or. CAI, will depend on the specific

courses.
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Science Education Development and Research Pro rams

Computer-Related Projects F71-77

The Division of Science Education Development and Research (SEDR)

Spent :1:i million dollars in FY '77; of these monies 4 million was

spent on 18 computer-related activities.

RISE

Tne Research in Science Education (RISE) program supports researcd

on a variety of topics, one of which is "tech,ology in the classroom."

Projects supported are:

o impact of calculators in elementary
school mathematics (C,.

(Ahatley, Purdue University),

o Computer literacy in science education (D. Klassen, Minnesota

Educational Computing Consortium),

o The importance of gaming. in acquiring mathematizal ano scientific

knowledge (I. Goldstein, M.1.T.), and

° An assessment of a children's computer
laboratory (S. Papert,

M.I.T.).

DISE

The Development in Science Education (DISE) program supports

research in several areas, one of which is "technology in science

education." Fourteen technology projects were supported.

Several project., concern the develo ;ment of courseware and

improved dissemination of materials.
Melvin Novick, at, the University

of Iowa, is continuing work on a
system to analyze data using Bayesian
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statistics. David Parnas, at tt,e University a/ North Carolina, Chapel

Hill, will prepare software to facilitate the teaching of structured

programming, a new approach that promises to improve programmer

productivity. David Merrill, of Courseward, Inc., will investigate

learner-controlled instructional strategies. Wallace Feurzeig, at

dolt, Beranek and Newman, will create 3 transportable version of the

LUGO language which has been used effectively in a variety of

educational environments, most notably with Seymour Papert's TURilE.

Gary 8reneman, at East Washington State College, is writing courseware

for use in undergraduate chemistry classes. The CONDUIT project, which

has offices ni; five campuses and over 100 colleges and universities as

m hers, is continuing to facilitate the distribution of courseware by

establishing language standards and testing existing courseware at

other test sites before it is made available generally.

Two projects are concerned with speech output in computer-based

instruction. Jonathan Allen at M.I.T. is continuing delopment of a

speech synthesis system. Patrick Suppes at Stanford is developing

lessons which incorporate speech outdut as well as developing courseware

in logic,

The remaining six projects are:

° Science career awareness fur elementary school children (A.

Korotkin, Richard A. Gibboney Associates, Inc.),.

° Study on courses in computer literacy and,the impact of computers

on society (R. Austing, Association for Computirj Machinery),
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o Assessing the impact, benefits, limitations and costs of computer

innovations in education (R. Seidel, Human Resources Research Organiza-

tion),

o Educational applications of intelligent videodisc systems (A.

Bork, U. of California),

o Computer conferencing system for peer evaluation and commentary

on essay tests (J. Woolpy, Earlham College), and

o Guidebook for the use of computer graphics in undergraduate

mathematics (G. Porter. U. of Pennsylvania).

x
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STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES RUTHERFORD, NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.

N1r. RUTHERFORD. I would prefer to submit the report and talk to
you about some of my interests and concerns. I am sorry that 1)r.
.1tkinson cannot he here. Ile wanted to be here, but he is out of the
country.

As you know, he has a great interest in computers not, only because
he is director of the Foundation but because he himself has done
substantial and outstandin!, research On learning using computer
technology.

I should also like to point out to you from the start that I am not
a computer specialist. Nly interest (luring my professional life has
always been in the learfilti!, of science by students at all levels. I have
taught in high schools,I have been 8 lilliVersity professor, arul I have
developed physics curriculums. I regard my job as science education
director in a similar way.

My only interest in computers, really, except as an individual, is
in the extent, to which they can contribute in n positive and imagina-
tive Will,' to better learning for all young people. So I will not speak
to the details Of computer technology.

In the report you will find some history of the contributions of the
National Science Foundation. As I be!raii to lentil about that I was
impressed by the record at how early the Foundation discovered that
the computer was stallething More than ti research instrument, some-
thing more than a device for raking business happen more efficiently-.
But the record is clear and you 'can read it. In fact, the hearings you
have been holding ?ire testimony to the effectivNiess of the National
Science Foundation. I think 'Host of the people you have hind here
at one time Or another have received some support or encouragement
from NSF.

\\*hen one looks at the role of computers in learning, in education,
in helping eliilden learn science and learn holy to deal with the world,
I tend to be skeptical. I think modern technology at. best cannot be
a substitute for good teaching, for the skill and decisionmaking ability
of the teacher in a classroom.

But even more titan that it is the fact that the history of the use
of technology in education is not bright. Vkit schools :Ind colleges and
you will see that many- instructors still have dillicultY getting a 16
millimeter projector to contribute in a useful fashion to. learning.

Television and radio early on were corrupted at least in an educa-
tional sense and have not been exploited. The early working computers
scented to place then, out of the range Of use in schools--too expensive,
too large, and too frightening in a psychological sense. We did not
know enough about them., do I had some skepticism, but 1 trust say
that Illy thinking changed and NVitliolit eXception I think we are now
facing a new situation in Which computer technology his a good
chance, if properly exploiti:d, to make important contributions to the
learning of the entire .184'111118 of young people in our schOOIS and
colleges.

The economic barriers have .lust about disappeared nod are On the
Nvay o rt. The sizes have gone down and no longer is there a frightening
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machine either in place or off in sonic distant place, but it is something
you can lift and see and deal with like a typewriter.

People are going to be around them and become used to them so
that they will be looked upon in a neutral way as say a television
machine or a radio, no longer exotic. The question, therefore, isI
think they are going to he used but the question is how and for what
purposes and how can we learn to do it correctly?

I would like to suggest that we tire now at the point that we should
.first of all undertake a vigorous and renewed research and development,
effort to learn better how these freestanding, independent, small
computers can affect learning in real classrooms. 'I hat could not
happen before.

In a, New York City project attempting to improve science for
junior high school students, we found that students and teachers
responded well to the use of these small machines. But more than that,
the machines provided a way of beginning to look at students differ-
ently and learn more about flow they learn. I think that research and
development is the overriding need right now, not to support schools
or colleges to bay equipment, not to underwrite the development of
programed instruction, but to finding out with these machines how
learning occurs, how scientific concepts are developed, and how
quantitative notions grow, the relationships between numbers and
real world quantity. That is a 10- to 20-year line of research that is
opening up now that I think will be enormously powerful.

The second thing I think we are in a position to (I() now is to think
of this instrument in relation to science and mathematics curriculum.
To do this I think we should look at the computer as an entirely
different device front an information-dispensing apparatus. Motion
picture projectors dispense information .and other projectors do that
and books do' that and radios and televisions. The computer can do
that, too, but I t Infliction is not its power. its power is that it is a
device oc tool for manipulating information, for helping people to
think. Now that is what school is about, learning to think and manipu-
Intim, information for yourself in order to make decisions.

So I think we must now begin the task of reexamining all of our
curriculum:, especially, in science and mathematics, to see in what
ways this tool Pan be used to make the instruction more powerful,
more germane. and more open to more students.

Third, in the line of things I think we are tits- ready to do, is to
examine in a research-and-development way the computer as an object
of instruction. Ten years from now. in order to get by in the world, we
are building for ourselves, for better or worse, a citizen is going to need
to know how to deal with computational devices and something more
than a handheld calculator.

Notions such as modeling, how to project your decisionmaking,
how to use instruments that can now bring you information, help you
organize it and make decisions are !min!, to be in our world. Therefore,
our schools should undertake the process of learning how to do this,
how to prepare our students to enter and be effective in such a world.
That is.diffcrent, from using it as a tool to improve science instruction
itself.

Those, I think, are the main directions in the future. The National
Science Foundation,.particutarly the education directorate, I think,
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is in an extraordinarily strong position to undertake the promotion
and support of such research. We have had now a couple of decades of
first-rate research. And everything that has happened, whether or not
you can find it in schools or colleges, has provided a base.

I. would suggest respectfully to this committee that as it explores
the connections between computers and learning that it think of the
computer first of all as a preeminent research device for learning more
about learning and, second, as a tool for reexamining all of our school
and college curriculums, especially in the sciences and mathematics,
and finally as something to be taught about itself.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you might have.
Mr. WALKER. Thank you very much, Dr. Rutherford,- for your

statement. Counsel has brought to my attention here an article called
"Science'fur Urban Junior Highs" which I think backs up some of the
things you were just stating.

Looking at the article and taking testimony you have given here,
it strikes me that one of the things that might be important in deter-
mining where we go in the future of education is where do you.begin
applying the computers for use in the educational community.. You
are talking about. junior high school age here. We have had some
people testifying here who seem to be indicating that they are apply-
ing computer technology to the elementary schools.

I guess what I am concerned about is, is there a danger along the
way that we begin to teach more about, the computer than we teach
about the basic skills and the basic information needed to assess what
a computer can and cannot do? And when do you begin introducing
the computer as being not just a tool but a basic part, of one's lifa and
how much basic education should there he in front of that?

Mr. RUTHERFORD. I suppose there is a danger in the use of any
new technology in education. It would be more of a danger if educators
were better able to apply technology than in fact they are. But I
think the point is well taken. Nly own bias as an educator now is that
in the elementary school the computer's role in the school should be
solely as a tool, not as an object of instruction. And if it can help
children learn fundamental thinking, logic, and use of numbers, how
to express ideas, how to sort information, that is contributing basic
education, and that is its role.

I would say up through the junior high school level, up through
high school, the main function of the computer ought to be to help
one get a deeper understanding of subject matter.

As you get into secondary school, however, I think you are beginning
to reach the point at which it becomes possible and important to
think of the computer as something itself to be understood. Because,
after all, half of our children do not go to college and probably one-
eighth or more never finish high school; thus high school is the last
chance, for many to learn about computers..

So if we want them to understand the instrument, to know its
.limitations and know what to expect of it, then I think something
needs to he done at the secondary level on the computer itself._

Mr. WALKER. I can see that there are some dangers both ways on
the thing. That is what I'm trying to clarify here. No. 1, it seems to
he absolutely essential that people have the basic information needed
before we get into the computer. But at the outset of y6ur statement
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you speak about the intimidating factor of computers. Isn't it also
possible that IC we don't start teaching computers at a very early age
and teaching people to utilize them as a part of their informational
network that when we finally do introduce them at the junior high
school or high school level you are introducing then an intimidating
factor in terms of the child.

Mr. RUTHERFFiRD. I think my response probably wasn't very.clear.
What I meant was the computer should probably be used from the
earliest grades but for the purpose of helping children learn the funda-
mental intellectual skills and knowledge about the world.

Mr. WALKER. But the in there it seems to me is do you teach
them to become dependent upon the computer for those skills without
developing the skills separate from the Computer? Here a couple of
years ago the teachers were saying that we should not have a math
class without having all the kids there with little pocket calculators.
But it seems to me that somewhere along the line they ought to get
the basic skills without the reliance on the machinery before you
introduce the machinery.

Mr. licletectFoito. I don't know. i personally have not that fear,
although 1 consider it to be a researchable question as to what un-
wanted dependencies alight develop from the use of technology in
earlier years.

Mr. W1 Li Elt. I would hate to think that if we had another blackout
in New York City that we would not have anybody who could add
if they didn't have +1, computer or calculator.

Mr. Riet !Heim-te. i am not well informed on the outcome of work
that has been done. There has been a considerable amount of work on
the use of computers in fundamental learning, things related particu-
larly to rote, (learning.)

vntlerstandieg is that what they did was not teach the children
simply how to use the computer to get an ans.,. v to a problem but
rather used the computer to teach children how to use numbers. So,
used in one way, the eomputer can make you independent of it, while
I suppose, used in a different way, it could also build in a dependency.

Some dependencies may he useful and ethers riot. The automobile
is one that we are, probably overly depe. in on. On the other hand,
no one is arguing that we can really get eettiout it. There is a danger
if one willy-nilly introduces new technologies tut() the schools. If they
are injected in a way that desregards the purposes of school at every
level, there is a danger.

Mr. SHEUER. What tire the purposee of school?
Mr. Recernenwono. They are to help all of our young people get the

kinds of intellectual skills and knowledge that it takes to be able to
operate in the real world, to understand the world and enrich their
lives and have opportunities to get the kinds of jobs or careers that
they might be interested in.

Mr. SCRELTER. To make them better functioning citizens. That's a
pretty broad mandate. I don't see how you would have a problem
with that mandate. You said computers are used for the educational
system to help children learn counting and math and arithmetic.
Can't the computer also be used to .sort of open their minds and key
their interest on the whole business of learning, the whole business
of communication, and the: whole business of absorbing ideas and
solving problems?
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Mr. RuTnEit Fon!). I think, Mr. Chairman, my remarks before you
arrived were in part to that point, that the real power of the computer
in the classroom is as a device that will help youngsters learn how to
sort information, restructure it and think about the world. As an
information-dispensing device, I'm not terribly interested in it. We
have lots of ways of drowning students in information. What they
need is not more information but knowledge of how to use it.

Mr. SCHEUER. If they are not receiving the information, you are
not drowning them with it. You may be sending it, but if they are
not receiving it, there is some kind of a barrier.

Mr. RUTHERFORD. Surely.
Mr. SCHEUER. If through the computer you can deliver it to them

in a form they find attractive and interesting and stimulating and
acceptable. you mav be giving them informatiob in a fashion that the
regular school establishment is not giving it to them.

Mr. RUTHERFORD. Perhaps so.
Mr. SCHEUER. Nobody is drowned in information, unless he is

receiving it. It is the old thing of if a tree falls down in the middle of
the forest and there's nobody there to hear it, is there noise?

Mr. ItumEtwono. But I still have considerable skepticism about
the power of the computer to motivate students for a long period of
time to simply receive more information. It can do that for some
students.

Mr. SCHEUER. There is no point in trying to prove that. The
question is can the computer do lots of things.

Mr. RUTHERFORD. That's the point.
Mr. SCHEUER. It shouldn't be judged 'on whether it can just do

one thing for a long period of time and probably the least interesting
or significant thing, of all the thing's you have mentioned that it is
potentially capable of doing.

has NSF funded any longitudinal studies of how the computer
can he used say for this group of kids in our society that we are hav-
ing trouble turning on and for whom the public school system, as an
institution, doesn't seem to work very well?

The kids are predictably coming out of school from their 11th and
12th year almost functionally illiterate, if not completely functionally
illiterate,. without reading and writing and counting as everyday tools
of life. Have there been any longitudinal studies of the kind of roles
that the computer can play in turning on these kids?

Mr. ItuTnEtrono. There have been some studies that have gone
on for a long time. I am personally not. aware whether there have been
longitudinal studies., There arc staff members here whom I would be
happy to ask and who would know.

Mr. MOLNAR. I am Dr. Andrew Molnar of the National Science
Foundation. One of the major difIieultie,, in this area is that most of
the activities have been of a research nature such that the curriculifin
created is for a small specific experiment.

And the lack of curriculum from, say, 6 through 12 precluda
long-term, longitudinal study. There is one being conducted on a
limited. basis.

Arthur NIelmed of the National Institute of Education which is
supporting a longitudinal study in Los Angeles, can probably give
you more details on that, since they are supporting it.
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But there have been studies tyhieli demonstrate that computer-
assisted instruction does work for disadvantaged students; that is,
that we are able to demonstrate sHiliant 'improvements in per-
formance at the elementary and secondary levels. At the Iii!rher ed-
ucational level, computer-assisted instruction is a little more incon-
clusive in terms of results in that it appears that it teaches as well as
an that is, a compnter-assisted instruction program can
substitute for a high-quality teacher and present materials in a con-
sistent manner over time.

SCHEUER. Thal a significant statement.
MI. MOLNAR. It is.
NIr. 10rttEtarotto. One response to that I must say that in educa-

tion in general, We have ondurted very few longitudinal studies. It is
sad betnti,e it is one or the few wa, von can determine the real im-
pact ''f what is happening, in the ShOOIS. It is prOhithly in !Mi a
consequence of the way funding happens annually. It is hard to keep
studies going for 12, 15. or IS years.

The test or education is what happen, to the youngsters when they
become members of society, adults, and hate responsibilities. If that
is related to education, we ought to he making such studies, the com-
puter included. Hut there are other things we claim have useful effects,
but we don't go about measuring them properly.

think that should be promoted intro by the education agencies.
1.el me zero in on partiulatly this group that we

seem not to he able to eope with very Well, the group of low-income,
culturally disadvantaged kids, whom w. expose to the educational
system and shove them through the pipeline and they come out after
12 years virtually unaffected by it all. They have really resisted it, the
efforts of pretty decent and sincere lieopie. Maybe it is because we
dish it up in a form that is totally irrelevant to them as they perceive
it. It offers no rewards to them and it thwsn't relate to their life and
what, goes on in their homes, et cetera. There are many reasons why
they perceive it as irrelevant, but the ra,t is out! they do manage to
get shoved through the'pipeline and emerge after 12 years of educa-
tion really quite functionally illiterate.

The question is, has the computer proven. or are there indications
that the eomputer can tu these I:ids on It seems strange to talk of a
computer refitting to a kid, but we have ,:onoe testimony that
the computer can b. programed so that the kid in effect has the com-
puter under his or her control and there seems to be actually it sym-
biotic relationship, a -frieudiv relationship between the kid and the
computer and the kid feels he can manipulate the computer and does
in such a fashion that learniie!, heroines attractive and fun.

\ir. Itt-rlinvoitu. I think .ther;. is evidence that. that is the case.
Not all students, but a large 'mother or them, are able to interact with
computers and enjoy it and will be enthusiastic about learning in the
computer mode whili they are turned off by other aspects of school. I
think we.kriow that. What we do not know now is how to capitalize on
that. Now that we have them at the computer, so what? What is it
we want to teach 1110111!

Mr. NVAI.KER. IlaVe We evaluated which kids? I don't know enough
about it. to judge, but is it just kids that have kind or as meonuncld
bent anyhm that like to use the computer'or how long would that

'"..) r
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kind of thing last? When I was learning to type I liked to mess with the
typewriter too. When do we get to the point that it's just as boring for
the child to sit there and punch things into the computer as it is to sit
in the classroom and be entertained by a teacher?

Mr. RuTHERFono. In the first place about the spe',Jrum, I think
ithere s evidence that both the very bright and the academically slow

student respell(' and can learn, so it cuts across. As to when one gets
tired of it all

Mr. WALKER. That doesn't necessarily relate to the aptitude 1 was
talking about. For instance, you could have a bright student with
mechanical aptitude and also a slow learner.

Mr. RUTHERFORD. I think it is not a question of mechanical apti-
tude. I think there are other psychological reasons why the computer
is so fascinating for so many people. Now there is a question of will one
finally get bored with that, just as with everything else. 1 think the
answer to that is how clever and imaginative we become in continuing
to think of material to go with the computer:

If it isn't doing anything for you any more, you will lose. interest.
You get tired of just playing with it, so %%hat has to happen is that it
has to continually serve the student and he has to know it, One of the
things about the computer that is nice is that it almost always provides
sort cf an instant feedback on hew well he is doing. But. there has to be
substance. Machines by themselves are of no special interest. I think
we have not developed enough substance. So my guess is that bore-
dom %vill set in unless we go beyond the drill and memory aspects, the
aspects that involve getting an answer to a question or getting infor-
mation. It will become mere interesting and more powerful and they
will stay with it longer when we start using it. to handle information,
to sort and pair and aid in the thinking process.

Mr. WALKER. You mentioned as part of your statement the social
science curriculum could .,be used. Now as a former social science
teacher I always thought that one cf the goals we were trying to reach
or get across was conceptual information, that the idea of certain
knowledge was net as important as the concepts which we -developed
in the students we were teaching, %vitether it was in Government while
I was teaching that, cr sociology, cr whatever. Is that what you are
saying then? Is that %vhere the computer could be applicable to social
science, that we can use it to evaluate information and teach 'concepts.

Mr. RuTuEtrono. I would thin'., thatI am not a social science
teacher, but 1 .would say that a more important use in that context
would be to handle the *kinds of information that are associated with
public decision making. I guess that is what happens in social science
classes. People are inundated, for example, these days with statistical
statements, numbers. Charts appear in the paper. Now with a com-
puter in the social studies classroom students could learn how to
query information, how to sort it and how not to be fooled when
somebody says the average is something.

Mr. WALKER. YOU COUld destroy a lot of political cumpaigxis here.
[Laughter.]

Mr. RirrnEaroun, That. use of the computer as an analytical
tool to help people become analytical and thoughtful about our
society-would be something that I would think would be possible.

Mr. WELLS. Mr. Walker?
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Mr. WALKER. Yes.
Mr. WELLS. Following up a point that Mr. Walker was pursuing

a few moments ago about the prospect of rapid boredom or at least
reaching a level where they are no longer concerned, there were two
major points raised in our testimony yesterday that might be worthy
of asking you to comment on. One was that there 7,as an analogy of
the introduction of computers into business and the Government
worlds. Initially they were looked on as a repkcement for clerks,
handling inventories and payrolls, et cetera, fairly kinds of
operations.

Now a decade or two later we are beginning to understand and
apply computers in much more sophisticated ways anc: we are using
computers as part of the decision process and as aids in complicated
heuristic types of processes. The analogy was drawn t.ha; we are at
the payroll substitution stage in the education area. Do you agree
with this very rough analogy?

Mr. RUTHERFORD. I believe so, and that is why I think it is now
time to move on from the payroll level to the level of conceptualiza-
tion and analytical use of computers.

Mr. WELLS. A second point was that with the widespread move-
ment and calls throughout the country for back to basics education--
I believe Dr. Brown made the point very eloquently yesterday that
back to basics has a very simplistic ring to it but it is a very compli-
cated concept when one begins to think about it, because we have a
very difficult time understanding exactly what the basics are and
secondly how do we get to these basics in terms of fundamental under-
standing and fundamental processes. It is his contention that in this
back to basics movement the computer can serve a veiy useful
diagnostic function in helping understand these processes of getting
back to basics and helping a child and a teacher diagnose what is the
learning disfunction that any child may have. Do you agree with
that concept?

Mr. RUTHERFORD. I agree that in time it might serve that function.
I think it is not at all close now because we simply lack information on
the learning process. For many years in the schools it has been claimed
that what a good teacher should do is diagnose the learning disabilities
of each child and then apply some remedy. I can't imagine that
anybody who has ever taught school would think much of that idea.

Mr. WALKER. And you start with the premise of a good teacher,
how you measure a good teacher, that's a big problem too.

Mr. RUTHERFORD. The thing is even if you could diagnose the
problem you would not know what to do about it in each individual
case. The child is more complicated than that. I think that is a goal
one should strive for and that is why I think the computer will have
enormous use in helping us understand the learning process, learning
how to_diag,nose difficulties, learning how to repair them when we do
see them. But that's decades of effort. It is not a simple matter. We
have one advantage now. There has been a great deal of good research
on cognition and learning already, but it is a complicated problem.

The advantage now is that we can have free-standing computers,
inexpensive, in the classroom and there can be, I think, a much greater
critical mass of learning studies going on that. will gradually get us
there.
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Dr. SwA NSON. YOH will 1110 three major thrusts of the research you
see in the future are first., learning how students lean which has just
been talked about; second, computers related to curriculum; and
third, preparing the students for a computerized role. I realize you
have just come onboard at NSF, but how would you characterize the
previous research thrust? It is not clear to me how these three goals
will differ from what has gone on in the past. Is this really a new
departure and if so how does it build on or differ from the past?

Mr. RUTHERFORD. I think this is building on the past. My view of
the previous program, a not terribly well-informed view, is that it was
primarily the beginnings of research, the pioneer work, the notion of a
relatively few people that here was a new technology and we have to
learn how to use it, for research purposes and for educational purposes.
But that was just the foundation, What I am suggesting is that we
now build on that and we are in a position to do so.

Dr. SWA NSON. Within the NSF could you describe a little of how
you envision the organization esponding to these three, goals and
what the approximate level of funding you are thinking about might,
be, in terms of a yearly basis?

Mr. RUTHERFORD. The first part of your question, we are in the
process now of trying to plot out our re.search and development
activities for the next decade on the. assumption that there will not
be enough resources to do all the good kinds of research and develop-
ment that can he done in science education. We feel we have+ to pick
certain basic tasks that will have a major payoff and stay with them,
and get the researchers out in the field working on these particular
problems over time. There will be a small number of research thrusts
one of which will be, essentially computer learning, but it won't stand

It will stand alongside other research efforts relating to problems
of, for example, motivation and self-confidence to conceptualize
learning and some others.

So we perceive it no longer us it was, say, 11 decade ago, as a separate
pimp from our other research activities but as one of the major lines.

As to what form that will take and how much it will cost I have not
it good estimate yet. We are in the process of trying, to put it together.
I would think that in general it is time for the Federal Government to
undertake, for perhaps a decade or so now, a rather substantial
investment in computers applied to learning through our agency and
others which may have an interest,

But what the number is I don't know.
Dr. SW A NSON. Over the past 3 days of hearings we have had count-

less witnesses who have emphasized that whether we like it or not
the impact of computers will be widespread on our society and if we
are going to have wise, social planning the major consideration in a
lot of our research ought to he how to take advantage of this computer
technology that is being created by the private sector.

I was wondering if you could comment a little on what you see as
the need in terms of research, It seems to me it is not really included
in these three goals you have articulated. Several witnesses have
emphasized that in the public sector WV have to create the course-
ware or as Dr. Brown put it, artificial coaches that could be piggy-
backed onto the computer games that are going to be corning out,.
We are being flooded with this stuff by the private sector, so a lot of

35i
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the learning will occur outside the normal school curriculum. I wonder
if you can amplify on that?

Mr. RUTHERFORD. If the point is that the computer is likely to be
trivialized, I think that that is a danger. It can go the way of some of
our other technologies and be. misused if it is left solely to the private
sector.

I think what the public sector can do is to develop models, and to
test ideas and mechanisms. For example, one is the very problem of
how can the private and public sectors work together to disseminate
the learning that is developed. Right now, programs are hard to trans-
fer from one instrument to another, so a great deal of good work is not
being properly used. It is not even known about. But that is a re-
searchable question. What are the variety of ways? In fact, the Na-
tional Science Foundation right now has two different models it is
testing to try and set up a network in other communications modes.

It is a difficult problem. I am convinced that both sectors are crucial,
that the private sector is the only way we have really to efficiently
distribute the kinds of materials and devices that will end up in schools
and colleges. On the other hand, t do not think they are in a position
to develop high-risk ideas, to develop mode! kinds of materials, to
test them sufficiently or ditribute them widely.

Therefore, the Federal Government. should support research and
development, and somehow make a pool front which private industry
can then draw in its efforts to get things into schools and colleges.

Mr. WAI,Kit. Are there any further questions?
NEI% GALLAGnEit. I have one, which I think NIr. Walker will be

interested in.
Taking off on what the chairman said about the computer being a

friend, its one witness said, we had a witness here whose testimony I
would have to characterize somewhat is miraculous. In fact, I told
hint so. Ile was from Whittier, and they had computerized education
there for several years. Ile was not talking about quantitative but
yield ative changes in the students. They reversed a 16-year downward
trend in test scores. 11e said the interplay between the students
these were the disadvantaged students, Chicanos and blackshe said
that the interplay was actually making a change on the student him-
self. He had been put down all his life, at home and in school and by
the establishment, and now for the first time he was developing some
confidence and become more resourceful, )1 self-starter. Ile was now
int ernally,cont rolling his own life. Ile could work with that computer
and slow it down, something he could not do in a classroom situation.
It was not Only rr trivial but more than that. It had some astounding
byproducts, lie said. Absenteeism had gone down and vandalism had
gone down and a number of other secondary things. I personally
don't know how to evaluate that. Ile made a terrific case, not just for
teachilw of students to become union knowledgeable, et cetera, but
almost a personality change resulting front this interplay between the
machine and the kid.

NIr. Rrrnmniioao. I think that is possible. I would simply evaluate
such testimony with reser-, In the education. business L'inyself, and
my colleagues over the year:- tended at the early stages to overstate the
case, to make judgments basrd on our own work or individual studies.

The statements you made about the behavior of the students, I
have seen almost Rios(' same descriptions made in relation to other
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experiments not related to the computer, and I believe them, too, but
the .iob of bringing about a large-scale change' in education is the one
of taking these potential things that we have developed and turning
them to the general usefulness.

So I would be impFessed by the potential. I would not say that
therefore we can simply load computers into classrooms and have that
happen in general. We can get there, but, educational problems are
severe. q'hev are complex. They are social, cultural, and psychological.
Decades of work of a variety of sorts are needed to make headway.
The computer, think, stands a chance of doing that. Its value that
vou mention, however, I think there needs to be some care that it be
looked at as a friend because it can help the youngster learn to think
and do' things and not the anthropomorphic sense. I am not much
impressed with the early days where they had computers talk back to
you like they were your friend. I don't think that. It's a piece of
machinery.

Ntr. GALLAGHER. I almost had the feeling that he was putting life
in the Machine.

Mr: RUTHERFORD. That is not something one wants to do, I think.
It's your friend if it helps you think and learn and make your way
better in the world. But just remember in back of every one of those
instruments is the hunitin mind. I am more and,more impressedone
cannot fail to be impresied by the power ota computer. But that power
was 4evised. and :developed by researchers, by people. They are the
real friends of students, and we have to be careful about banking on
warm feelings toward computers. Computers are useful only if they
help us intellectually.

And it doesn't matter, as a matter of fact, whether they are really
all that friendly. Some of the great teachers in history as human
beings were not always warm, cheerful people. And yet in fact there
seems to ha ve been some learning going on. You have to be a little
careful.

Mr. WELLS. Some of the warm, cheers- people who developed the
automobile now could be advised that it kills us at the rate of 60,000
per year.

Mr. WALKER. Thank von very much, Dr. Rutherford. Your testi-
mony has been very helpful and we thank you for coming this morning.

Next we would like to call Dr. Arthur Nlelmedi associate director,
finance and productivity group of the National Institute of Educa-
tion and Dr. Tom Sticht, assoiate director of the basic skills group
of the National Institute of Education.

[The statements of Dr. Melined and Dr. Sticht are as follows:]
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STATEENT OF ARITE-. S. MELMED, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR FINANCE AND

PRODUCTIVITY AND THOMAS G. ST1CHT, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR BASIC SKILLS>

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION BEFORE THE HOUSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

ST1B034ktrilmh INN DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL PLANNING, ANALYSIS, AND

COOPERATION, OCTOBER 13, 1977

Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to ;tame this opportunity to present the

views art experience of the rational Institute of Education on "Computers

and the Learning Society."

The National Instifute of Education was established by Congress in 1972

with-the general mission of helping to_improve American education through

research and development and dissemination, and a specific mission, one

of several, to strengthen the scientific and technological foundations

,of education.

We regard the computer as very important both because of its potential

for improving education and because'of its effects on the society from

which students come and for ;Ouch they are being educated to become

adUit participantA. We think of computers Ls part -of a larger body of

rapidly evolving informatim technologies that include, as well, broad-

cast and cable TV, video recordings and computer-generated visual images.

As members og this committee are:aware, the price of computer capability

is falling rapidly. What would have cost $20,000,000 fifteen years ago

now costs roughly $1,000, and this may drop to $100 by the middle of

the next decade. We are promised soon video recordings providing about

50,000 individually accessible video _images on a disc similar in size

,

and cost to an LP record, designed fdr display singly, or as a motion

picture, on a home television set with a player costing about $500.
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We agree ,..-ithEric Ashby's view that this electronic information handling

explosic: is the fourth in a series of revolutions in education. The

first three' are frequently identified as the invention of the school, the

adoption of the writt-m word as a tool in education, and the invention of

printing and the subsequent wide availability of books. This fcurth revolu-

iS already strongly manifested by the virtually universal availability

of :.-levision in American homes 71c1 the estimate that most child,-

wa-ehed 3-4-,000 hours of TV beforr they start school and by the end

high school will have spent More hours before the TV set than in school.

The effect of the computer is less strong so far. However, the first wave

has arrived with the S5 -10 handheld calculator capable of perfoming with

perfect accuracy'most of the aritl.metical calculations which confront

childre,1 in elementarj" schools.

The computt_T is proving also to be a useful aid in exp:Dring the ways in

which htztan beings take in new information from books or other sources and

attack problems and draw conclusions. Psychologists and computer scien-

Lists have combined forces to simulate human thinkia:', processes with a

coo r thereby advancing our knowledge hoth of thinking and what can

be done with =pater._

In a program, budget cf 157!,: appropriated Ly the U.S. Congress for the

Agency in. V tic ariount expended activities related to computer

anC educut was approximately Sl.SMillion. The choice of these acti-

vitie. as guided by Age-cy obkectiv...s to:

liar ...E. the , Efectie and efficient deli..cry of educ't:Jnal

services;

35.
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(2) improve our understanding of human learning, through use of

information processing models; and

(3) improve our understanding of social behavior in a computer-

centered learning society.

These a:e rather broad objectives. Narrower intermediate objectives, and

specific programs of activities were selected by broad consultation with

'both researchers and educational practitioners.

Activities we wish to highlight today follow a natural line of development:

(1) the evaluation of existing technologies for computer-

managed education, computer-assisted instruction, and

mathematics instruction;

exploratory research and development of educational

applications of the new, low-cost technologies;

research and development of software to create a new

generation of "smart" computers; and

studies on the impact of computers on the individual

and society.

One of the earliosL developed ices cf the computer in elementary-secondary

education has been for administrative Ind managerial purposes. However,

potential adopters of such systems have only little cyst ltic information

on the impact of such use on'school costs and practices.

The Minnesota Educational Computing Consortium (MECC) operates one of the

oldest and most extensive administrative and management data processing

systems in the country called TIES -- involving 45 suburban Minneapolis
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school districts. In 1976, MECC was selected by the National Institute of

Education for an evaluation of the patterns of use, and both observed

consequences and perceived outcomes of computing services on school district

management. Eleven of the 45 districts were selected for in-depth study.

The study is not complete, but the following interim results are available.

Administrative Use of Computing

The TIES administrative computing system includes eight systems or services;

Personnel/Payroll System, Finance/Budget Accounting System, Attendance

System, Census System, Mark Reporting System, Class Scheduling System,

Student Information Systani, Research Services.

Among the eleven districts studied, 61 specific applications of the above

eight systems were in use.

Costs

The average Total cost for a TIES-rember district (inch using salaries,

equipment, membership charges, and all other computer related support

costs) for obtaining instructional and administrative computer services

is less than 0.75 percent of the district's total operating costs.

Impact of Administrative Computer Use on School Districts

To date in the NIE Carputer Impact Study, a number of impacts of admin-

istrative computer use on school district operations can be noted.

Computer use in the financial accounting and budgeting area enables dis-

tricts to implement program budgeting concepts and to decentralize budgetary

development and control. This is accomplished by allowing a district to

3 6 L
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greatly increase the number of line items in its chart of accounts (often

from 200 to 2000 line items), by enabling it to easily obtain information

sorted in several -trays, and by providing the district with up-to-date,

detailed, and accurate budget information. In addition, the computer

service simplifies the districts reporting responsibilities to other

governmental agencies.

The computer scheduling service enables the-schools (secondary) to offer

students a greater choice of courses which can be rescheduled several

tines during the school yer,. Withott '04 of a computer, the school

administrators would be able to schedule only once a year and offer a

more limited and restrictive curricula/ program.

Computer use in the census area enables a district to develop accurate

and timely data concerning the district residents. The ability of the

computer programs to sort the data according to variables such as place

of residence, type of family dwelling unit, and numbers of children at

various ages, has provided districts with valuable enrollment projections

and other trend information. In many of the distric*s, the enrollment

projections have proved to be a valuable aid as the administrators plan

their responses to declining student enrollments. For example, the

information has often been the key ingredient to significant district

decisions concerning school closings or construction, teacher hiring or-

layoffs, and boundary shifts within districts.

The primary impact in the Personnel/Payroll area is that of time-savings

in proceSsing payroll and maintaining records. Also, several districts

-r

3 6
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are finding that the capability of sorting data in many ways is proving

to be valuable when reports are made to State and federal agencies.

Finally, many of the districts make use of a computer program that allows

them to simulate a multitude of possible salary, schedules for the teaching

staff. The impact 'in several districts has been that th-: parties to

negotiations can more quickly and thoroughly investigate alternative pay

proposals both before and during the negotiations process.

Research Services have allowed several districts to begin to conduct

research on their operations. Changes in programs have often occurred

as a result of th^ research findings.

In addition to the impacts noted above, several other general impacts

should be noted.

1. Mori. relevant information for both short-range and long-range

decision making is available to, and used by, district managers.

2. The information is more likely to be available at the time

that it is needed.

3. Time is freed from recordkeeping and cle:Ical dutieF. (administra-

tive) no that more time can be spent on duties

closely related to the main educational functions

districts.

Also in the domain of vxisti).g technologies, the Natio:.,:l )f

Education is currently supporting a four-year longitual zt.6.-!1 ci

effectiveness of computer-assisted drill and practice ,-. :he
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skills of disadvantaged elementary school
students in the areas of compu-

tational mathematics, reading and language arts. The ::Trputerized

curriculum being used is the result of over a decal; evelopmental

work, mostly centered at Stanford University. The e:rcises supplement

regular classroom instruction with individhialized drill of from 5-20 minutes

per day on a cathode-ray tube computer terminal. ,1-,e intricately designed

computer program assesses each student's skill level and presents appro-

priate exercises on their indiVidual cathode-1.a-, ':;6e consol. Students

type in answers and are immediately informed en th, ;creen if their answer

is corrector incorrect. When a mistake is :v.:16,!, the correct answer

displayed, accompanied by a demonstration the ....,..rrect procedures wh,:le

appropriate. The classroom teacher 1,,4,.1.:71r printouts o:isplaying
1

the placement and progress for each student in specific skill

Previous controlled studies of the mathematic havt_ .':v.ieved statis-

tically significant gains for studen:s. o.:er Y: single year.

The current research is exploring the pattern of study. .z,aiwi with differ-

ing amounts of time on the computer over the_course of roveral elementary

school years, and will include a followup of stuoent pogress Into the

junior high school after computer drill has stopped. The

Los Angeles Unified School District i:. p-ovc:;...g the site -=for the study,

and the research is being conaucte% b; r e !.ducational Testing Service with

the assistance of a panel of resex.1.r: instructional specialists. The

per Hpil cost of the instruction 1, ,ell within the amount -- in excess

of $300 -- budgeted under Title I for each eligible child in Los Angeles.

364
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The computer - assisted instruction (CAI) was introduced into the partici-

pating schools only in March 1977, and the only data now available to us

was obtained in the course of debugging the system!nd settling student

and school personnel down into its use. The available, data suggest that

all three CAI curriculums -- mathematics, reading; and language arts --

have a positive effect on student performance. However, our research is

designed to inform us on the amount of effect for different amounts of

CAI, and how this varies with students over a four-year period. The data

to answer these questions will became available only in future years.

In the area of educational uses of the handheld calculator, selected acti-

vities include:

(1) Establishment of a Calculator Information Center at the Ohio

State University. The two primary functions of the Center

are gathering information through searches of journals, guides

and through direct contacts with professional organizations,

manufacturers and publishers, and generating a variety of

documents for disseminating the information to interested

school audiences.

(2) Several swards for the development of prototypic mathematics

curriculums which creatively involve the use of handheld

calculators.

0..) r.-
1-1
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A program of activities to explore the educational applications of the new,

low-cost technologies is just getting underway. A scheduled conference

involving researchers and practitioners is planned to assist the National

'Institute of Education design the broad parameters for this program.

There have been various attempts in Modern times to use technology to

improve the delivery of educational services. With sone exceptions in

the military and private sectors, these attempts can be described broadly

as failures. Numerous reasons have been advanced to explain the failure

by our schools to adopt technology.\\These include cost, reliability, lack

of curriculums, and institutional and cultural barriers. The new video-

disc and microprocessor technologies hold the promise of lower levels of

cost and higher levels of reliability than ever before. The purpose of

the planned conference is to examine alternative strategies for educational

R&D to advance the optimal use of these technologies in the schools.

* A * A A

The activities above are of an applied and developmental character. The

National Institute of Education also supports workOf a more theoretical

and conceptual nature. In this category is MD of software to create a

.new generation of "smart" computers. Current project activities include:

(a) Center for the Study of Reading at the University Of Illinois

and Bolt Beranek and Neuron Inc. This project investigated comprehension

skills involved in oral and written language. Much of this work is conducted

by cognitive scientists who are investigating ways to represent knowledge

which will permit computers to comprehend and product language in a

highly interactive manner. Such research is fundamental to the develop-

ment of "smart" computers. To date, Drs. Allan M. Collins and

3 fib
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John Seely Brown, both of Bolt Beranek and Neuzzan Inc. have created computer

programs which will carry on "dialogues" in sophisticated, though limited,

ways. This, and other research on comprehension at the Center for the

Study of Reading encourages the continued support of research in this area.

(b) Institute for Research on Teaching at the Michigan Statc-thiversity.

Researchers at this NIE funded Institute are developing computer programs

for helping reading clinicians develop better diagnostic skills. Ca7puter

sinulation programs are being studied .hich will be utilized to train

teachers to thinl: differently about reading problems, to more accurately

diagnose problmms in their classrooms and prescribe renediation. This

work is based largely on previous work in the field of medical practice

by Drs. Arthur Elstein, John Vinsonhaler, and Lee Shulman, uto is co-Director

of the Institute for Research on Teaching. It is anticipated that the

success with computer diagnostic training found in training medical doctors

will also be fourd in the training of reading specialists.

(c) lndenendent Grants. A number of smaller grants to independent

-researchers arc permitting the study of various cns7rehension processes

such as the drawing of inference, understanding figural language, and

the analysis of different lihguLge stnicture2, Csente%cs, paragraphs,

stories),. These studieF. are basic to the develo2ri,:mr of software for

"mart" computers.

Finally, we have initiated in FY 77 some in-house research to tmderstand

the effects of the 1,7itteR language technologies on people's learning

and thinking processes, and the implications of this for society. Addi-

tionally, some small contracts were let to obtain planning,papers in this

prober, arca.
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The study of the written language technologies lays the groundwork for

studying other Media and technologies. For instance, before one can fully

understand what the complete consequences are of long hours of television

viewing on literacy skills, one needs to fully understand what literacy

skills are. Our research to date has indicated that the skills developed

over 12 to 16 years of schooling which stresses'the reading and study of

books, graphs, maps, charts, tables, and other printed media are not well

understood. For this reason, it is not exactly clear ass to how we might

determine the effects of elect -onic media on such skills. We have learned

that the oral language skills of literate persons differ from those of

non-literates. There is reason to speculate that children from better

educated homes acquire oral language skills more like the language of the

textbooks and teachers they will encounter in school. This may account,

in part, for why children from less well educated homes do more poorly

in school in the fourth grade and beyond where the language of the text-

books differs greatly from natural spoken language.

Such findings suggest questions about other media and technologies: Will

computers develop special ways of thinking which will be transmitted from

one generation to another in the same manner as the aspects of the written

language are transmitted via the spoken language to the child, which hence

renders him or her capable of more easily learning the written language?

Such inter-generational cycles of transmission of thinking skills are poorly

understood'. Thus we expect to conduct planning efforts in FY 78 to lead

to a thoughtful and coherent program of research on media and technology

in FY 79 and beyond.
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This concludes our highlights of NIE activities. In summary, we regard

the role of computers in society al, important topic for RED. Our efforts

so far have been concentrated on role of computers in elementary-

secondary education. A basic elem.,.t in our R&D strategy has been and

will continue to depend for feasible and economical computer hardware on

the private sector and high-technoIogy R&D agencies in the public sector.

Our program plans for FY 1978 and 1979 will continue to give emphasis to:

(1) exploratory research and development of educational applications

of new, low-cost technologies;

(2) research and development of software to create a new generation

of "smart" computers; and

(3) studies on the impact of the computer on individual learning and

social behavior.

We do not plan, during these two fiscal years, to la5efi"either the

demonstration and evaluation of large-scale prototypes, or'broad

curriculum (courseware', development efforts.

We would be pleased to answer questions about our programs and our plans.
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Statement of Thomas G. BLIrht, Associate Director for Basic
Skills, National Institute of Education, before the House
Science & Technology Subcommittee on Domestic International
Scientific Planning, Analysis & Cooperation, Washington, D.C.,
October 13, 1977.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, It Is a pleasure to appear
today to discuss the very important topic of "Computers and the Learning
Society".

As my associate Mr. Melmod has noted, the National Institute of Education
is committed to Imcroving the quality of education in the nation, and in
strengthening the scientific foundations of education.

Learning is of course, the object of education and this Includes both
the formal education of the echools and the non-formal education of the
home and society at large. The NIE conducts research to understand the
nature of teaching and learning as It occurs both in- and out-of-school,
and seeks ways to Improve the effectiveness and efficiency of teaching
and learning for all citizens. In various research activities we are
attempting to understand who learns what and how. We are attempting to
understand what competencies are useful and/or necessary for participating
In our society.

To understand what skills and knowledges are developed in our society, we
need to understand the various media and technologies which seem to most
directly affect our basic human capacities for reasoning, communicating
and designing new tools and environments. We expect research on media
and technologies to guide us In the determination of what should be taught
in schools to 'permit citizens to develop ;hi, skills made possible by
various technologies.

In Mr. Melmed.s presentation, he has discussed some of 'he NIE research
which uses media and computers for the delivery of Instruction. This
research makes direct impact on student's, learning of subject matter areas,
and represents the use of computers for direct instruction.

The research I wish to dtscusi differs from that discussed by Mr. Molmed
in that it focuses on the role of media and technology in changing language
and thinking processes in indirect ways, and by that I refer to Indirect
learning that results from the use of a particular technology. I will

Illustrate what I
am talking about by discussing a major program of research

at NIE which is concerned with understanding the impact of an older
technology - the written language - on our basic reasoning and commueli_
cation skills. The importance of this work in the prpsent discussion is'

that it provides techniques for comparative studies of other technologies.

It may seam surprising, in view of the large amount of public and private
monies span( oc tol:%hing people how to read and write, to discover that
only a very fs.- pucp/p working in recant times have paid much attention
to what the ;'on,.47:znces for a society are when it becomes a literate-

This Paper was prepared in collaboration with Kent Viehoeyer of NIE.
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society. A most succinct and concise summitry of much of this thought is

provided by Professor David Olsen, of the Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education, in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Education,
vol. 2, 1975 (review of o book entitled "Toward a Literate Society). I

will not review all of the points he makes; rather, one point is of

signal importance and that is that tne most fundamental effect of writi,g
is on the- writer, and eventually on literate societies. Because of the
permanent nature of the written language it can be studied. Inconsistencies
between writers can be detected, and.the resolution of ',ice inconsistencies
can be sought. Such activities make possible the development of history
and science from the earlier mvtholody, which is founded in the spoken
language. The permanence of the printed language, in contrast to the
eph,,,,-sal nature or the spoken language; makes it possible to formulate
extesk,ive arguments and to check their internal consistency and to derive
their implications.

By serving as a sort of jAternal memory, the written I.angaage has dramati-
cally extended the natural human capacities for logic41 reasoning, and nas
male possible the reasoning needed to develop the 5. "ten electronic
tecnriagies which are the concerns of this acnittee.

A most imbontint, and only recently made discovery, is that people who
become literate, who use pen and paper for reasoning, and who study written
knowledge extensively, develop the ability to take hypothetical viewpoints
and reason hypothetically in a wider arra; at problems than do non-literates.
Profes.iors Chte, iyl via icr , Ste yen cjeder aric associates at

ioctrefeiler U niversit/ have found tnit, in their studies of literates and
non-literates in Sever 11 Torus in Atrisa. PrJtc sr Olsen also points out
that the use of Ine written language tor extended reasoning reouires that
the writer learn to thin., in a wr, that bound Irian spoke., language
is b/ a particui tr context. Mi., is spoken language usually takes
place in face-to-face ,ettings where there is cpportunity to ask for clari-
fications, to point directi/ to thin:J.:. and to make use of the particular
contexts tn: .peakru in.

My point in thi, extended di,c:sioh of written lahjade is that th,2 develop -

meet of the tesssoiag., of print in and the wide spread expectation;; that
all shuuld read and write has IrA ; priD.:,H impact on Western thought. And
chore 43D no intention an the part of the inventors or the alphabet ('we

must roippoi.ei tn.!) the rermanen nature of the medium would lead to Such
profound cr.ange in wh s dren spend mose than 12 years of their lives
mastering the written , :e, st.fdy skills for using the
written lonj,Ige, and :ka. ng from., ;:sirited ;angu)ge. Changes in which
the spakttn language oo s ,snoticed, lett to the society outside
of Inc school sy:ten for deve.apn,... 9or fos.... on tr., written language
4., an ext.;rnal InA ID rte 1LJI4,,,,,l nr naplior developed
te,:hniiiies far controlling tso flemar y in spoken ianjuage; topics in

r"t-a in, "Ch . are almost completely
ignored in our book oriented scr..)i) We have traded off much training
to develop ;kills in the spo.,n hyy,y3P in fa /or or the skills made
possible the printed tang-.one ski is ...a' so much upon the
fart rIt the printed language is a too' f)r c2nrunication, though it
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certainly is, as is the spoker. language; rather. he skills of the literate

person are those made possibl, beca,v,e the printed language.extends our
natural capacities for memory, and the visual medium permits us to spread

the language around in visual space. Hence we car, create additional analytic

tools such as complex tables, directories'of information arranged in lists;
labeled graphs; maps; and.. even the labeled flaN cha --. made:so ubiquitous
by the intersection of the printed langu-ge with tne technology of computers.

Our continued study of the printed language will, we believe, lead to a
better understanding of just what has happened to us as a liberate sbciety.

It may also reveal basic misunderstandings about what we can use various

media for, For instance, studies on who uses printed media and electronic
media strongly suggest that people vlho rjet,informat:on frOmprinted sources
remember the information better than ieople,dfo get thejnaormation from
electronic broadcast media. Other studies show thate less well educated

remember less from T:V. and radio newscasts than pre more highly educated.

These studies, if confirmed by further research, implycl-hat.we Cannot
achieve educational equity goals willynilly by broadcastirll.; information
to the poor and less well educated and eApecting them develop the useful

,;tore 01 knowiedge,tnat tne more nigniy ec.1JCte1 will develop from both the

printed Aril electronic media.

We must be concerned that in the r'dpid development of computer technology

we do not i,rtner increase the gap between the haves and the have nsts

in our a. w, als. try to undrotand what we might be trad0-,,g

off b/ us technol.),;v as e,tehoioel, 2S we presently use printed

tcchnolOc,,.

Tnr. -rrb

One :riticaL:\eat,re of InO literacy revoHtion is that its many ramifi

calions were ni!ner predicted ahead of time nor, in large parts, recognized

while they werc happening, Another critical :Lout the literacy

revo!utior, is that its effects too', place over th._ '.nurse of several centuries

Yet to1ai, part d.j. a re'aelt of tnat revolution a-1 partly as a result of

the new media and tne rate of societal -.change has speeded up

tremendonsf., amp' promioc, tc iccelPrite rrcen more, The ffccts of the

ne,t revolution ma. permeate our civiHaation without our recognizing, what

is hIppnping, just as lid Ice eitects of :ne literacy revoltion, but

I nnt e cent i es,

What ore some of the if-prif7a ns we car tr ay trOm

In 'he fir / efrstu itl occur,

whether we 10 units -yin-) it or no, :, In part, also,

Ne 4/11 .rt H11!, CIC onlf ifr'iCipate
them An1 tr to pfcp,re lb.,: 15 Se aLle t handle

them,
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Secondly, just as mechanical tools have extended our physical
capacities th4 print media 'have extended our memory capabi
lities and our capacity for extended logical reasoning. The

computer which has greatly extended our processing speed,
further extends our capacity for reasoning. The newer

interactive computer, with capacities for displaying graphics,
music, and other symbol systems will extend human capabi
lities such as our ability for creative design and composition.
The effezts of this extension are not easily predictable
Without fyrther work on basic human processes and how they
interface with the .smart. computers soon forthcoming.

increasing rapidity of technologi al change -- which even

today dicCates Shat the camera, recorder, television, or
computer that you by tomorrow will be out of date within
several.years -- means that schools will not be able to amortize
new computerized equipnients as longterm investments, but must
be prepared for.continueq reinvestment every few years. The

increasing rate of change also means that we can no longer

' affot:d to invest the brunt of our research funds'on studies
whose conclusions are premised on specific equipments, which may
be outmoded before our findings can be widely implemented. The

.teaching and learning variables frequently Employed in studies
or CAI and programmed learning may have only a pedestrian rele

vance to the technology of tomorrow.

o CAI and Educational TV, in their present form, may well be

outmoded in 10 years or less. As A. Luehrman aptly pointed

out in his 1972 presentation to'the Spring Joint Computer
Conference, it the invention of writing had been frozen into
something called .WritingAssistedInstruction carried out
only in special "WAI" labs, the revolutionary effects of mass
literacy might never have happened. We anticipate that within

a dozen years or so a Sizeable number of homes may have their
own interactive telecomputers, and it is quite possible that

there will be cooperative arrangements for shared educational
responsibilities between home and school.

Implications for NITFunded Research on Computers and Basic Skills

If.the above predictions are reasonable:

11 We cannot restrict our concern to instruction in formalized
Classrooms, but will include learning in various contexts.

21 The importance of the teacher will nut be diminished, but
tnere Will be r1,_a suppGrt and technological roles within
the teaching profession, and the classroom teacher will

become in part an "orchestrator" of-the child's various
learning experiences. Thus we will continue our concern

for improving the effectiveness of the teaching process.
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3) The types of research variables which we will emphasize
will be those which transcend highly specific_, equipment
or media configurations.

4) We will coniiinue our concern for basic reading, writing,
and mathematics processes, but give special emphasis to
the way in which these skills relate to new media and
technologies.

5) We will be concerned with some primary cognitive skill
diMensions and with the relationships between these and
new media and technology. We will be partiCularly
interested in how the new technology can augmerit:MFAII,_
capabilities of inductive reasoning and creative design.

61 We will be concerned with the social imp)i-cations of
new media and technologies to discover which groups of
citizens are taking advantage of the new tools for thought,
and to discover what skills may be being modified in these
griidps as a result of the ...5e of new media and technologies.
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N1e. WALKER. Your statements have been considered a part of the
record and you may feel free to read, paraphrase 'them or just talk
to us in an informal way, if you care to do that.. /

STATEMENT OF DR. ARTHUR MELMED AND D..,. TOM STICHT,
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION, WASEIEGTON, D.C.

Mr, MELmEn. Thank you very much,Nlr. Chair ci.'....
I would like to paraphrase some remarks that. I have here in writing,

and Dr. Sticht will choose his own 'style for proceeding. We are
pleased to have the opportunity to appear before -you today.

The National Institute of Education (NIE) was established in 197^
I have attended much of the hearings thus far. I think an issue tht.i.,

has not been taken up is the issue of evaluation and diisemination.
We know quite a good deal from research and development. You

heard yesterday that we know quite a good deal about the potential
of computers for education and society. You heard yesterday about
the world of the future. But beyond research and development, NIE
is responsible for evaluation and dissemination of information today.
SO I would like to address the question of evaluating and disseminat-
ing inforrhation on problems of these new ideas and technologies,
courseware and the promise and application in the schools. I should
.mention that when we talk of computerswhen I talk of computers,
I also have in mind other inf*matioh technologies for example,
broadcast and

in
TV, and video recording. The computer' is _-.rne-

what special in that it can transform info:math:4,-and be responsive
to the user in a way ihat a prepared television scri-pvcan not. I want to
emphasize that the computer is used, for the most par', in elementary
and secondary education not so much for the puftpse embodied in its
name, that is, to compute, but r. tier 4o handle information.

Changes in education come rather slowly. Eric Ashby has told us
just how slowly. There wii.; the adoption of the written word some
thousands o. years ago,,fhe invention of printing some hundreds of
year . ago, and thereafter ',he widesprea1 availability of the written
word, and more recently, the development of schools. I go through
that sequenci to empluisi:., the glacial pace at which the technology
of education advances,

oil heard Yesterday that 'computers might partially replace
schools. Well, they might, but the rate of change in the technology
of education has oot been very fast ,in the' past. The other side of the
coin is that, in fact, in the history of mankind, schools have not been
with us for all that long; that is, the school as an instrument for Mass
education is ill the United 'States only 125 or 150 years old. In a
much lcuger history for mankind, this suggests that possibly schools
will not be the ultimate social invention, for education. for all time,
and that computers and other information technologies may'therefore
have an important role to phi): in education 'in the future,

I would like to rnenti,tn that in a program budget of about. $57
million appropriated for N i: in 1977, about $1.5 million was devoted41
to thy, concerns of this co ono tee, and our activities ware guided by
our iiSh to improve the effective and efficient delivery of edocat tonal
services on the one hand, and to improve our understanding of human
learning on the other.
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Our strategy for imprevingthe effective and efficient delivery of
educational services is to provide better information and produce to
decisiqmnakers whose choices affect. educational 'services.

In the domain of new information which we are trying to make 's.,
avaiiaLle to school decisionmakers are two evaluations. One in the/
administrati ye use of computers. 1 will not dwell on that l The
second, which has been referred to previously in these
is a logitudinal'study of the impact of conq .ter- assisted inst;,-tion
On disadvantaged elementary school students in the areas of -1-

putational mathematics, reading, and hingktg,e arts.
The technique used is to provide compi:terized individual drill c

practice, from .5 to 20 minutes per day, to students who are ident
as title f students. Longitudinal studets are difficult to do for a number
of reasons: (1) Federal funding patterns are often not gable enough,
and (2) particularly with disadvantaged s tudents there is quite a

igood deal of family relocat on, and there the problem of maintain-
ing the validity of the sample over 4 .,ea; case, of this study.

There are, therefore, both fundin,....; technical problems
in doing longitudinal Nonetheless. have this One in
place. It is intended to test two things. One ::Tract of inter;ity
of treatment, or in: ensity of use, on student itch-, ent.

1)r. Pa pert mentioned yesterday that we ought 1.c, provide refrig-
erators whiclronly drop the temperature by I deg-er the effect
of cooling on food s,torage. In fact, it has heen in the past
and it hit:: not been done, to test., the differenc r : ..een 5 minutes,
It) minute,.:, IS minutes, nail 20 minutes of copli-,..e, :'sat4e on, stu-
dent arbies,,ement.

Our study is doing that. The- study is also le.igitud:nal; that is, it
gill rtt .)VH' 1 years. NVe do not have d,Ltr, on the ofrect of-sustained
use of computers.by students over that period of Cunt .

The study was initialed only last r firing, and so we have only the
most preliminary sort of data iliht is, that it works. But that., of
conrse, we knew in advance. .ir we wouldn't have undertaken the
study. What we-need to know is how %yell it work, and how well it
works over how long a 9eriod time, and that data will only he
available in the later years of the

That information, when we luxe it. %vil! he diseminated as well and
as widely as \Vv.:know lhow. We beim, it will affect decisions Of :401001
supei intendents, principals, and ,) o, in Ihcir riMire Of iuterventions
For "mpvtisoory education.

In the Itren of product infornucion tr. lorni de1310r1 makers,
we have established at Ohio et a!, I ',i'iversity a calculator information
center. The function. the caiculoor iuformatic.o center are pretty
stra'Oitforward: T i,rovide relatively expert and otherwise neat
infornia tion on ca. ,ila;ors, and to guide choices among principals anti
superintendent,:, for !I c;r purcha for school use.

We also have im.;.,-way some exploratory development of prototype
Mathematics urrii Limns for calculators wlri, h we will try out with
students at .nine point in the future.-

I will mention. ord% one other activity an eFort less to
further the dissemination of what we kno or strongly aspect, but
which will advance us into the ilyelopinent of new uses of a new
technology.

- 3 '7?-1
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In the area of developing new uses, you have already heard sonic of
the new low-cost technologies. These .,re the video discs, microcom-
puters, and so forth. These technologies differ from earlier ones, such
as the 35- millimeter film, in two ways: (1) low cost, alts: ugh perhaps
the comparison with film there is not the most appropi,ate one--the
comparison with earlier computers certainly is; (2) a higher reliability.
It is our sense that among the fact us that prevented the. adoptiod of
technologies in the school., arc cost and ;eliability.

Of course, there are .others, such as itlItlability of courseware and
certain institutional and cultural he tors. Wr will be looking at
these new technologies from two points of view. (inc. what are their
possible uses? And two, how can .i-e develop these uses in such a way
as to facilitate their adoption in the schools?

With that I will close my remarks.
Mr. SRICHT. I want to talk about two different themes. NI r. Melted

has talked about the application of current technology. At the NIE,
we.are also interested in the larger prohlems that we have heard talked
about here, and that is the fact that the computers are getting smarter,
and they are proliferating. And not. just 'eon-inters, but all kinds of
media are operating on peodle out::ide of the school. We suddenly look
around and find ourselves inunert:ed in an electronic medium.

Marshall McLuhan discussed these kind., of things. Yet I think
one of 'the most important kind of discovefiff that recent fundamental
research on learning has made doesn't have to do with thoSe at all
but, rather, with the book. We are finally gettin around to trying to
understand what has happened to its on account cr the hook. So, as we
rush to underStaml the new- technology we run along behind trying
to figure out what has happened to as because the old teelmology.
I think that's very significant because, as.lohn Brown pointed
out, until we understand the process of een.prehensio we're not
going to understand how computers may affect ou- comprehension
processes. With such understandint, we will be to do a let with
computers,-miteli as we can do a lot, With printed r ta` vials.

Burt as 1 say, even today we're only hegirning to fi out what
happens to us and what is happening- to us in the area of printed
material. So I want to talk a little bit about that. I ;her' want to
about work on comprehension and, then, our CO'.P1'11. with the larger
social issues that have to do with the ors:' of media in tec'inology in
general and with computers specifically.

First, f want to give a couple of yelper rives on how I happen to be
interested in this. About a decade ago I went to work ft
lion called the Human Resources Research Org.,,an:z.p._,ion,. or Hum
RRO. Our work was concerned with developing training programs
for low aptitude people who were entering tire military_undet; the' then.
newly established Project 100.000.

In Ow course of that '-.ork'we discovered that, in addifiot. .o having
low aptitudr test scores. these peopli' also hold --,;f reading
and.arithinctic tests. Tn general, their basic sk;q: wen.. very low, In
designing literary training programs for these people we conducted
further interviews and we found out that their overall .procesitig, of
information seemed to be lower. Wt. asked them a!)ait. 'ire -lc:nds of
learning projtts they had participated in in the coue,,e of a year.
qualify as as a participant in a learning.project, 0 person had to spend at
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least. 8 hours intentionally trying to learn something; in other words, t

they had to put in a day's work on tl learning project.
1,Ve found that people who scored between the 10th and :30th per-

centile on the Armed .4 orces qualifying test had engaged in somewhat
less than 4 nonschnol related learning activities in the course of a
year, as contrasted %vith many as 10 for elementary school age
children, and 7 or so for 'blue collar workers.

SO thee( was a very low level of participation.in learning activities.
One person couldn't think of any. In fact, hev-fuld only report that he
had spent the year watching television. So thiWstruck me as a very
significant finding; the person is not processing information, but lie

passively receiving television shows and not learning'anything.
-So I began to examine the literature on mass communication. That

literature revealed that, for the less educated people in the country,
an approach had been taken to close the gap between the haves and
the have-nuts by using the electronic media of radio and television
to overcome the literacy barrier that had always separated the haves
and the have-nets. . ,

The notion was that through t he broadcast media we could cioe
that gap by bombarding -the have-notswith information presented
electronically. Well, the mass. efunnumication research indicated
that what had happened when all the electronic inforMation started.
flowin!, was that the haves itsed just as much as the have-Inots,
plus they used the printed MIA more thail the have-nots.

Furthermore, it turned out that if you asked people to recall
information that they had learned from the mass communication
media, those people who had learned front the newspapers and printed
:-,ollreeS could reall the knowledge better than those -who got the
informatiOn front electronic' media, suggesting,- dun._ those people
who got. it from electronic means woui not have the informatioff
available if they had wanted to use it sometim-c.

That likes me as a Yory significant kititi ofTroblem. 1,Ve have to
make certain that in our attempt to Use kliediti to overcome
problems of inequity that we are in fact successful at that. And it
turns out that apparently, with 1;mm-feast media, \\''e don't cause
people to process information in the same way, that they do when they
read about

That was one kind of concern I had when we started talking about
media and technology at t11, NI E. Another concern arose from going
to -hopping center, and noticing. that they now have these "timeout"
centers, and .they!re jam 'lacked with electronic games. You can
race PON with them, you ran lire all kinds of weapons \vith these

do worn problems. and check..your IQ.
i -,m tr,i of !hose kid, money into-these machines, paying

to do the kind of off which you probahly couln't g6.t a lot of them
to do in --,.hool, because th,..se !mollifies were.just sp

'bought about that little hit moewe decided we should
Hart into this v. hole busin,s, of inediti, and technology.
1.3"c went out to pro\ in Palo Alto, Oil visited Allen Kay tO
:Nee the kinds of they arc workin,,, on 04 theCe-.

stew that the .,.y.:tett; that .\Ilett v was putting toffeth6r
involved the development of an entire"; ne\%-to.antional system, that
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Is, tile 'lly they l'llre,1'111 11111ir (111 11 %tide() :;)1000 iS itot 'tint kvoy
thtit 11111si %vas writtttn %1.11091 1111 1.111.re \viis Ihe printed media.

.Appltreittl-, the use ()1 notes (1111,1 1)111'-, 111(1 lines is 11 11 01)11 11(itittional

:..y:-;tom N.v11(..it you 1111Ve 01111 till' printed me(ljunl, ; it ill this Plee-
runic medium you couhl represent tu)tes Kitt' dot (lashes. 'loll

.(ut1(1 plity till elootr(II11(' 11('!_(111 1110) .-;y:11.111 alW. it Nt.tnh! rectiril
on lines-longer lines, .,11(n.tt;!. (lotted lines---%vInit ott 1111(1

played. '1'11011 you (1111(1 turn iir(u11111 :11H1 tit1; it little "turtle" Its
they (.1111011 It etititrol device, ,111(1 inove it i.roi111(1 on tile 1111)10 unit it
%you'd rnove a 1)(tinter on the .1'N ser0011. With this pointer .vott co11111

...tretlt (int it ri(ttct if you 1(i1111.er (lute, (n.voli (1)11111

shorten, the note, 11101.0 it up (II down, or wish It button (111(1 "the

(()illputer 11(01111 reitloy the ortriiti.
NOW, this is olitflo:,itioit of intisic in >1 \\tlV nol)ody ever (Ireititte(1

of twf()I.o. !II fulpl. ;us loll see 1110 1111H(' 111)re...witted \*1...111ill ill this
1V:. .V011 (171114(' .tV11(710 01)11(el,1 of 11'11a1 11111-1e i,, SI), 111 lhe S/11110

1111t \VP hind seen that the printed 11-01.11 %%-as Intl:lie, major etfeet.s

hl liitio.ziti;_.r, our very 11a17..of I nliout the world, %ye
lirtnin 1 lint tiles(' 11e11 tecIrtiolo,i0,.. lire ,r()111'' to (111111!re the

very vtly in \ditch WI' think the 11111111. '1'110r0 can 110 ithst)IntelN-

ilouht thio 11.11011 olt. 111,11' tO.expitti(1 tino. hefore ((It

dip col111.6:40 olijects,
11.11t.11 \((1( 1.;111 initnipulitte in shorter itiuount:: of tinte, you
Login to form lin 1101' 1101 lull about. AillIt i, 1)(Y.,:-.11 /le :111(1 11If1lt

is going on in life. .

Let 1110 giVI' you i.tin.tpro 0;:miplp. ()Ile of -1.110 tvelt-
itolo.6e,,,: Ivo tirl fluuilitir vilh. Ivey 1)11.v.

with 111it v luive entirel 111W I'W1I'llICIO11 Of },lint p-1.(i1vti1.

1V0 01.011 think 111111.11,101y ;11)(iiit plillit-; in the field' of bolati.%%
phototrr:11,11 t11(. movement of tr>iffir 1111(1 out of the

city. 1011 :-.ee the rift' is it the Ilow Irtitlie in :Intl
the low out, the 1),....jo Or (levelup
11111/ :ire not \\mid toil 1111111 1,0,111'1

11101Jes.

\Veil, in t.lo kVity 11.. (.;o1101;1.tt, (.01,i'it1 for

in:.1211111v 11`1)rt-'.1.(11111'r 1111':1- it: ;I I-101 WIWI' kind of (1i,plifv,
ourliculiitiy ilovf.1 nointion:11 -y.;11'111. I;III gl
111;11 jIHI Otill'f\V.1,-,1.

..":4) film) PA.) All() 1):1(,1,. with Ilr,. to till'
In-litlit(t ;Ind ,\ ottdrit(td \\11:11- to do. ;11..Htt thi. ti, 11 (littiiiitiott loch-
to$11,,,ty: :\ fr. ..\10111leil inniioned, ul,r (Ill'' er Holt loll 1..(tii1(1

(111I trrandioH. for fundin., loolotd io -Pt. Ivilitt Ile wt'llt
'loin!, 01 1.1,14.v:Itot, ;old foloid 111;11 11... old i1...I.:1i.1.1i on

rt/1111+r,t1),./e-.ito) 14 alit' ,11111.1t 1\ (4.1. 'Holt', :In ;'Stri.tiody it,,port ;Int
!He tloo 11;tvf. l'ittl.11.11 ;I: HIV., ()Nit, NH. And

.1 1'. \ .11111 i1 te,t Ole - 1 10. 1111111'1 1;11 VC of t (III. 111;11 S.

t c1/.11-)1111:11e1 1111!'t ,'1111:': III ill dill,'(.1111

)110 (If hill' '1:1110W:1111i :WW1! lilt' 1:1(1.1;1p. k (lint

it 1111, 11)1,1 0 1119(11:1H, 1111i,:), 1111011 1:III,W;i4ro. Porlifip: Owl

th.`11.1 1(111 opt folF 1111. Ilt):"-d'I'VIti!)11-.

1111:. I. 11;11 (.ttil.iiti fr0(11 Imm), 011011'
1111.10- ;Ire inort. ..14.111 io 1111 11(0111' ill school

thitti child 11.0 %Op, ;Iv. 11.0111 1111011'- of It,. people.
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There is now research to sugg,est that the lim.ziinge of literacy
becomes the lamonige of the :spoken %%.oril in better educated people.
'lite setnitial work in this wits done by 21 group of risParclivrs tit lio(tk-
tifelli'l* University. Mike ('oh', Sylvia Scribner, and Steven Iteder
worked in Africa where you eatt find communities in which illiteracy
is perfectly acceptable. In our olmtry it is so stigmatized that to
compare illiterates with literates involves many emotional problems,
Ilut in Africa- among the Vni Tribe, they did lind a tribe wine!' some
250 yf,ars ago invented it. otyll Writing systeln; Noun, Inale:-;
become-literate. Hut if Vol stial- the oral

Iiingini"re of the tribe, you
find flint lire
oral hingint;1,e more like the lanoingii of. literacy. It becomes more
precise.

Now, transferring back to this country :mil the problem:, of the
less educateil and the more highly educated, a hypothesis etitergyss
that more educated people speak literate latigutii4e to their kidiTs: in

their very formative ag'es. Vlion these children are actpiirinfr the tiral
language they are ayliring it fact 7t Version of the written language.

When tityy go to school and encounter the written text, they seem
to :Haloi the transition to that style of vrit incr., if you Will, that style
of speech. It is literate speech written do\vii. They seem to make that
tr77ti-ition eft i14T limn children front homes vhere litit'doesn't happen..

I 'think 11-pothesiis arising from our -row-
pnr,on:- of ()1.111 tuul Writ tilt 11111 our ,:tudy of vritten tech-
nology.

.\ second 1110 wr have 111'1'11 -we 1111'V it 7711 :11011g,

1)44: tlio yo.flirch Ito. sharpened 111011.1-st that \\-belt use became
7f lit ltl\ literate nwde a Wii do riot belay develop
oral compeiliticies, that the competencies that sig-
nifiant if one lives in an oral siaiiety.

Nit. 1E1.i,s. Excuse me. If I may leap ahead. Are you siiirgestiag,
That .sonailimv there is the potential for iiiv computer in providing
wiweviq w..,-..i:111('I on complementary function it provides Son,the
teacher -ti, sub-4 twin!, to literate
Interun:_,:e 11,ro.;

Nit. .-',111.111. I wit -n't oiln, to 111, that. (/11 the ollu.r hand, certainly
if ', -oil *aye comput.,rs that can Ii, 1,1)u-ill into the bnit.e and you
can systitiiiitil.iilly I;j1i' to Hint, it \VI)11111 hi' helpful,

NIr. NV As %%ii yesterday, t'VenV lillIT.11) itt 1)111.110

Rice/ ;Mil HI 4111 hill jot- 111111177o-4

hop. ore To)l liopeles.,. uotion.
suctur. I at ter itp) 11.11,11 I Wit: goinrii to :ay

1 think till. nov more hopeful. Rut I did \1 -dell to carry
on %% Ai just one inory-ofis-rvation about the trade (or of ...kills.

\\lien %ye leeoloe Iterate. ;nal \Olen kids spend 12 or their formative
years Icartmar from hook- %v.. !Jaye imrposel%- not tain:111 nteniory
control. This va- - conloonent of rholoric 111 classical tittles.

'iasical thiitora. .nvolyi .. how to ewitrid ywir own ineilior.-. You
that %loiii VFW) 1111.1110y I() think.

;Wiwi 1111W. 1111 \ In HI 'A 11;11' 15,.:1- ill your conscioils !memory.
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.Well, in formal rhetoric one was taught mentorv. control. These
things were known technically as mnemonic systems. We don't teach
that today in school. We don't teach the rhetorical devices of declama-
tion or emphasis to make a point in another person's head, to make
them remember something.

So we have dee.rophasized memory, and why not? So the book, as an
external memory, has IN1 Its to ignore, to a large extent, purposeful
training of memory. This doesn't mean that kids don't develop such
systems. Part of our research is discovering what it is that people who
turn out to be smart have been doing, and we have found that they
have been discovering on their way, sometimes accidentally', how to
control their memory system.

Well, this pervasive influence of the written language affectS us, I
think, in other ways that we're not too aware of. 'Imlay there is a great
reluctance to emphasize tradition. You can go to a clerk and be
married. Earlier, you would have had a hig ceremony-. In Many
native American Indian tribes they began to deemphasize: ritual
several years ago.

Now, as Alex Haley has 'pointed out in his talks, when he went
back to his native land 1w encountered a person who had memorized
the oral history. But that person could only give the oral history- when
a drum was beating. 11 e also gave the history according to,key events
that had happened. So we- can make the hypothesis that tradition,
rituals, and use of Irhythmicl drumbeats nre mnemonic devices that
are useful in an oral society- for keeping track of history.

It may follow that our reliance upon the written language has
lessened our interest in ritual and in tradition. It may-. These are
hypothetical statements.

My point in the above discussion is this: If we begirt to move
towards a new technolop.- we have to be aware of its influence on our
culture. Just as we've only recently really begun to become aware of
what happened to us with the written language, we just must now
understand electronic and computer -technologies, so_ that we can
determine with some Imo. whether We wish tO have a skills tradeoff,
if that becomes a mutter of (1ri,ion.

Second, if in fuel new media technology permit brand new modes
of thinking, we need to be able to identify and specify them so that we
can train children efficiently. So at the N I E we are funding research
On understanding the difference between the written and spoken lan-
guages. We have become a \Van. of t lie emerging- revolution in computer
technology uses in education. We are trying to get on top of that.
revolution.

We've decided it might be important to do some solid thinking.
So we have planned, for the next year, a couple major .conferences,
one on the east. coast, one On the west coast and perhaps, one Other.
The 111(1 al these cOliferCll be to bring t oget her people such as
have been here und.ot her groups Of media, who wd111,1 help its plan a
coherent program directed toward a better understanding of the
nature Of romprelien,ion and how to represent it in progTaming.. We
could then, in fact, make tho,e:unart computers that .people want.
Second, we could devise a plan of re.eareh to 11(.11) its understand just
exactly where the new technologic_, are taking us and how We can

3 cil
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make whatever kinds of adjustments we would need to bring about
changes in our schooling and in our education outside the schools.

Dr. SWANsoN. 'P.,.ank you.
This question has been asked of me several times by Congressmen

on our subcommittee when I was briefing them and also by some of
our early witnesses, especially people connected midi the pulSlie school
systems. Basically the question has .two parts. One is a dissemination

ppart and the other is an evaluation part. know both of you gentlemen
have had experience in other Federal agencies around town and so you
have a feeling for who has what type of programatic responsibility,
either dissemination or evaluation.

The first half of the question, the dissemination question, is a
school -superintendent comes to us and says I want to use this kind of
technology in my school district. fly school district is not eligible for
title I Cr ESSA funds or any of those JlptitlIS. It is a middle class
school district. But on the other hand, he hods himself like all school
districts in a fiscal bind. Ile cannot splurge on this type of technology.
Ile cannot go to HEW and get categorical vrants to fund his CAI or
I 'XII project, even though he is willing to do this.

assume innovators out in the field like that are necessarily people'
that we would all like to encourage. Second, he cannot go to 'ME
becawe he is not a scholar or researcher and he is unclear about the
demonstration optioth;, lie cannot go to NSF because he is not in
research. What do we do about this kind of person who needs on the
order of $750,000 a year which is a large- sized chunk of money espe-
cially compared to the average research grant that comes-out-of any
of these agencies? Wherv,does this titan get his money? Is this a justi-
fiable expenditure of Federal funds in terms of a dissemination model
of this technology?

Do we fund this guy and if so where should he go to get his money?
Mr. NI ELNIED. To the best of Illy knowledge, in USUE or NIE we

do not fund the principal or superintendent that you have described.
Ile 11111:-.t :-OT11011OW try to find the necessary funds in the local budget.
Ile is inhibited from doing that by the fact %hat in most jurisdictions
schools calmot borrow ai nin,t. the next year's appropriations. So he
must be innovative and creative in many ways if in fact he is to sue-
'ed in getting equipment into his school.

The cost of equipment is going down and $750,000 is perhaps a fair
amount, more than he needs to get started.

ln fact, I belie% e a critical element in the widespread adoption of
these technologies in the schools will la, the continued reduction in cost
which the private sector does, happily, seem to be determined on
providing is As to whether funding for equipment is a Federal
responsibility or not, well, I .L.:114';,S that somehow gets resolved in the
political process. We are paying a good deal of attention currently to
students at the lower end of the distribution, the deprived end dis-
advantaged student. Occasionally, programs appear that deal with
the exceptional child itt the tipper...end of the distribution. There is a
program for the handicapped at this time. But my guess is that those
programs altogether In leave out the very substantial number of
students that fall in the middle of the distribution. Observably, they
make prwzress in any rase and that is perhaps why they get less
attention.
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I am troubled that the severe fragmetation is going to slow us
down. If we can't get larger resources, then perhaps we should con-
centrate on certain priority areas and come up with some sequential
way of r.tackliw these problems. We discovered as we contacted
people for these hearings that you seem to know each other and there
is certain informal community. But is this community sufficiently,
integrated and knowledgeable to act as the agent to select priorities
or do we need a more formal agent?

Mr. STrctur. Let me comment on some of this. As I said earlier, we
have, at least in my own case, put a lot of thinking together in the last
year and have concluded that we had better be doing something in
this area. Of course, the first thing that needs to be done is planning,
and so we do havesome planning activities, as I mentioned, that we
hope to get involved in I think that Seymour Papert's paper contains
sonic ideas this line, too.

It seems to .nie there has been a reduction in Federal interest, in the
whole range of media in technology, perhaps most of all, in computers.
It would take, I think, a major kintl. of Federal efforta commission
of some type---to bring a high level onlisibility to the problem, and to
make -tree fairly large-scale recommendations.

I, when feeling a little more generous, could almost immediately see
what to du with it half billion dollars in the next decade. There would
be no doubt in Illy Min() that we could establish responsible centers of
excelle that could provide all kinds of technical advice as well as
perform very basic kinds of research, to dc,velo, smart computers. We
could do it.

Mr. SwAxsoN. t hat, it seems to me we need some more data
base. That is what I wanted to ask Dr. NIeltned as to the second half
of my curlier ipyst ion. The first Ipdf is about funds, and the second
half was asked by several members of the conuilittee, 'given this
disparate source of floiduig for computers, the categorical grants and
( 'Al's springing up ..ere and there and the drill awl practice and some
people havihg ,lemonst rat project,. The congressmen asked me who
fundamentally was cillirirtI 1 Wit II evaluntiog the impact. of that pro-
!Tam. I said, well several people are doing systematic evaluations, but
it seems to rue that the evaluation has been fragmented nail scarce as
opposed to systematic and comprehensive. I think he felt that there
seemed to he a lark of oordinat ion or,art i ve description of responsi-
bility anion, the different agencies over who had the charge to provide
evaluation.

I was wonderng 'f you could comment on t
\ r. ELNI%O. those are sonic pretty large questions.
I could make perhaps three or four points. One is that we turn out

to be notch smarter after the fact. It is a trite statement. That is, it is
ens.er, t kink, for all of its to deal with 'a clear and pressing problem
like nutrition or obesity than it is t deal with a hope for the future.
Apparent ly, it is marl easier for us as It-Nat ion to deal with the energy-
problem after the oil tap bus keen turned off than to plan for the
future.

In term., of fundin, for this area computers in educationperhaps
volt have to I livid, it int o;r0,-;ea rch and development, and evaluation
and dissemination. We ought not let those two categories of activity.
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get too far apart; that is, there is no point in having marvelous sorts
of technologies at the educational frontier if we leave the schools
further and further behind.

I think funding for research and development has traditionally been
distributed in the Federal Government, particularly for basic research.
For example, the Department of Defense, the AEC, NSF, and NIE
have all been sources of research funding. Faculty and the univer-
sities prefer that distribution model. They observe that agencies of the
Federal Government follow trends, aml they are concerned that if
they don't work in the area of a current trend they will not get any
R. & D. money.

think it would be unfortunate if that scenario happened. So I think
the notion of having multiple sources of R. I). funding is probably
a good thing. It is perhaps seen as slightly inefficient and wasteful,
but I think a certain amount of redundancy is a safety valve in terms
of advancing research.

On the matter of evaluation and dissemination, I don't know that
we have thought our way through that issue. We are now considering
how to keep the schools from falling too far behind. One naturally
answers money. We have tried that solution but not very successfully.

Another issue is that schools have students and teachers, and even
if students arc ready to try new thing_,, perhaps teachers are less
willing. It is said that teachers teach the way they were taught. They
weren't taught with these technologies, and they prefer not to use
them. Perhaps as part of a strategy for dissemination, we need to pay
some attention to the training of teachers. Given declining enroll-
ments in the schools and the slow rate of entry of teachers into the
school system, that training may need to take the form of inservice
training as opposed to preservice.

Mr. WELLs. Al, the Summer Institutes which hove been recently
institutedor at leastdo you have your proposals out now?

Mr. SHIN We have made the first awards a few months ago.
Mr. WELLS. Are any of these awards going to be in the area related

to computer assisted or computer managed education?
Mr. SHIN. We have put a heavy emphasis upon the disciplinary

instruction for the sciences, rather than in methods of teaching. There
may be some who are bringing in computers in sonic way, but doubt
it very much.

Mr. WELLs. Would this he completely unfeasible to consider this in
terms of guidelines for future institutes?

Mr. SHIN. We have some direction in the legislation that establishes
those.

Mr. WELLS. That could be changed.
Mr. SHIN. I think hum our standpoint we would want to seek sonic

sort of balance between emphasis on curriculum and methods of
teaching and emphasis on disciplinary knowledge. So the answer is,

sure.
Mr. RuTnlinFoan. I would like to support that. I think teacher

training is essential. You have to remember the language labs. There
was money available and so the high schools tooled up with a proven
device for imp' oving instrualontn foreign language. But by and large
it didn't work. The labs are not'wing used any longer and foreign
language instructicu is still terrible in the United Stoles. So it isn't,
just putting the money out there. If the teachers do not understand
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computers and do not have the pioper kind of support, computers
won't work educationally.

Mr. WELLS. Doesn't tins go bark to the basic problem that the
Armed Forces struggled with over a number of years of trying to
determine what are the best ways in which one can teach a foreign
language to an adult? And the essence was that we lacked sound
theoretical bases on winch to constiuct foreign language instiuction
programs, so we shifted around different methods in the laboratories
and we still don't have a good theoretical conception of how does. one
learn a foreign language.

Mr. SHIN. Or anything else. Pragmatically, the armed servkes did
discover how to teach foreip-n languages quite efficiently which was a
source of the idea for the labs. 'They could surely have been used to
better purpose than they were, as it turns out.

III. GALLAGHER. Carrying a bit further what Mr. Wells mentioned
as to your budget of $1.5 million. I note when you opened up your
remarks you spoke of the electronic-information-handling explosion.
Well, obviously, there won't be much of a bang for $1.5 million.
That's almost petty cash. What do vou have ill. mind, if I may ask, at
NIE for the next fiscal year?

Mn'. MELm ED. ( )I1 the last page of our testimony, I think we state
that we don't plan during the next 2 fiscal years to launch either the
demonstration and evaluation of new large scale prototypes or broad
curriculum development starts. As an agency, we must try to address
the entire educational arena. It is very large and there are many
problems of different kinds. I remind you of something that you must
already know: That as an economic sector education has gotten to be
a very large one in the country-. Its size is, perhaps, $120 billion.
An agency like the U.S. Office of Education, I think, operates with a
facilitating budget of perhaps 86 billion or something like that.
There is a ratio of about 20 to 1. NIE's budget is about $70 million,
and $6 billion to $70 million is about 90 to 1.

In other sectors the amount of money available for R. & D. is
substantially greater than what it is in the education sector, where
it is less than 1 percent at this time for all areas. IBM spends perhaps
5 percent of its gross on research. Well, education is down at about 0.6
percent, if my memory of the figure is correct. And, obviously, only
some fraction of that can be devoted to this area of computers in
education.

Mr. We will be following up with some written questions.
We want to pursue the idea broached yesterday, the idea of a Presi-
dential Commission or some kind of broad conference. We have not
settled on this, but we will be following up for suggestions along these
lines.

Mr. Scheuer has not yet committed himself to this, but there is a.
model for us in the le,ishition of the Commission on Automation
Technology and the Economy, which took place in the mid-sixties.
And it just may be that the time is right for this sort of thing in the
computer learning area.

Thank you very much.
Our next witness is I)r. Ifarry O'Neil, the program manager for

cybernetic teennology program of the Advanced Research Project
Agency.

[The prepared statement of I)r. O'Neil follows:I
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Hr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for tha

opportunity to testify.

My name is Harry O'Neil. I am a program manager at the Defense

Advanced Research Projects Agency.

Defense Advanced Research Protects Agency (DARPA)1

DARPA is entrusted with the corporate research function of

the Department of Defense. The Secretary of Defense, like his corporate

counterparts, needs a flexible organtiation such as ours, reporting at the

highest levels, working at the cutting edge of technology, and not, encumbered

by vested interests or missions dogma. DARPA selects its programs based on

the generation or emergence of a new technological approach or idea which,

:er the long haul, could lead to a major ,zyoff in national security. In

''iition, DARPA serves as a technical catalyst to take a fresh look at

4,.tivities in older areas where initiative is needed. DARPA exists to

z.nerate, focus, catalyze, organize, execute, evaluate and transition to

'. Services proven concepts. These can form the basis of development

:,,,grams that we feel can make a major difference in national security.

3 &
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Major thrusts of DARPA's program include areas such as space defense,

and undersea surveillance. In the past. DNRPA's efforts have been almost

exclu,ively focused on increasing'

of tight budgets, however, DARPA

as well as improving performanc,.

is a major DARPA thrust. My

of this thrust.

Ad performance. In this era

the challenge of reducing costs

ing the cost of national defense

-based training is an element

Why have we chosen to focus on computes -, d training? To answer

this question, I will provide some background regarding the Department of

Defense training and research environment.

Department of Defense Training Environmr,

The U.S. armed forces is typified by highly sophisticated weapon

systems requiring extremely competent
individuals possessing both a sense

of mission and dedication to the task, This force requires almost constant

updating in narrow fields of advanced technology within the Department of

Defense (DoD). Formal training is the major means of updating these

personnel. During FY 1978 it is estimated that 248,894 student/trainee

personyears or over 1 million officers and enlisted personnel will complete

some form of formal training at a cost in excess of $6 billion3. Student

pay and allowances account for 39% of this figure.

38°
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Training in DoD is further characterized by personnel turbulence.

For example, in FY 1977, the annual personnel turnover in DoD was predicted

to be approximately 20%, or 41l,000 individuals. This means that DoD

annually recruits and trains a work force of about the same size as the

Ford Motor Company (416,120 personnel world-wide).

DoD has been caught in a dilemma similar to that faced by other

manpower- and technology-intensive organizations. On the one hand, greater

technological complexity induces knowledge obsolesence at an increasing

race. Simultaneously, the competition for decreased resources is exascer-

bated by increasing manpower costs.. For example, in FY 1964, manpower costs

represented 47% (524.0 billion) of the total defense spending. The same

personnel costs in FY 1977 we predicted to represent more than 57%

($57.2 billion) of the total budget. since 1968, the real buying power of

the defense budget in terms of ccu;stant dollars has decreased by 457.

To deal with these harsh realities, and to insure no lessening of

defense capability, defense planners have tried to hold the line on

personnel costs. I view educational technology as a means of reducing

such costs and as a method of increasing training effectiveness.

In summary, certain central issues in defense control the

development and applicaticn of educational technology for the conduct
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of an efficient training establishment. These are: High personnel

costs associated with training as we pay both students and teachers;

Increasing sophistication of our weapons systems leading to difficulties

in operating and maintaining such systems; The difficulty or impossibility

of lateral entry into the Services. For example, we do not recruit Generals

from Ford Motor Company executives; and finally, personnel turnover.

In addition, certain broad policies overlay Dal planning and execution

of training. In general, the policy is to provide the precise a.:aunt of

formal individual training necessary to satisfy the requirement. Implicit

in this approach are the following constraints: Training courses are

designed to impart necessary skills and attitudes with a minimum of

instruction; Training which can be accomplished more-economically or

effectively on the job is used in lieu of formal courses of instruction.

Against this backdrop, military training managers and researches

seek efficiencies. One method is the use of educational technology.

Advancement in the state-of-the-art in this area seems to offer the

greatest opportunity to meet our training requirements within ever tighter

fiscal constraints.
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Department of Defense Research Environment4

The majority of DoD research and development in educational technology

is directed toward development of a technology base for designing alternative,

cost/effective instructional delivery systems. Programs are directed

toward reducing costs In school settings and improving effectiveness in a

small-group, high-technology setting. The undesirable aspects of moving

large numbers of individuals to training centers are countered, when

possible, by updating and upgrading in small groups in place. A wide variety

of R&D programs are currently being pursued or developed toward these

ends.

I believe that computers will be the cornerstone of DoD educational

technology in the foreseeable future. Any large organization with a

significant training budget could not fail to be fascinated by the data

suggesting that up to a 40Z reduction in training time is possible while

realizing equivalent mastery using computer -haled instruction as opposed

to traditional instruction.
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Instruction of uniformly high quality is possible with computers, while

realizing a long-term goal of DoD trainers to distribute training to students

rather than to distribute students to training. Through centralized updating

of curriculum, many logistics problems ar:e avoided. Further, we expect

electronic transfer of information to be cheaper in the 1980's than paper

transmission of information.

Because of the nature of the military training system, R&D on computers

in education and training has focused on three areas: (1) reducing average

training time through techniques which permit instruction to be individually

tailored to a wide range of student aptitudes; (2) reducing the demand for

"people Involvement" in the design, development, and operation of military

instructional systems through computer support; and (3) providing realistic

job - :elated experience using relatively low-cost computer-based simulations

as substitutes for high-cost operational systems. Reaching these objectives

requires that data at all levels of prototype and system functioning

be obtained and serve as the basis for the design of improved follow-on

systems.

The major thrusts in DoD of on-going and planned efforts include both

the development of new computer-based systems specifically tailored to meet

particular training requirements and the evaluation of existing systems in

military training settings.
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In view of the substantial cost of most systems, the design and/or

selection of a particular system configuration for test and evaluation

is usually based on a comprehensive set of trade-off studies and economic

analyses. These various systems represent a wide spectrum of hardware/

software configurations, functional capabilities, and instructional

approaches. Taken as a group, they provide DoD with representative

samples of the current state-of-the-art in computer-bared educational

technology. The major configurations represented include a large-scale

CAI system with a central computer and remote terminals (PLATO IV); a

dual mini-computer CAI system (TICCIT); a multi-mini-computer CHI /CAI

system (Computerized Training System, CTS); and a large -scale multi-media

CHI /CAI system with a large central computer (Advanced Instructional System,

AIS).

Both CTS and AIS are being developed specifically with DoD funds as

functional prototypes for the Army and Air Fore._ respectively to meet, as

general instructional delivery systems, particular training requirements.

PLATO IV, on the other hand, was also developed with other government

support. TICCIT was developed predominately with other government support. These

system.; are nevertheless being used and evaluated In selected military operational

training and R&D contexts. All of the systems are being evaluated against

criteria of instructional effectiveness, technical characteristics, and

cost. Evaluation results should be available at the end of FY78.

All of the Services are utilizing the data and experience from previous

military and civilian R&D efforts in computer-based instructional systems.

For example, the design of the Army's Project CTS, which uses a multi -mini-
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computer concept, is based upon several years of experience using the 1DM

1500 system as well as an analysis of the TICCIT system. The AIS, on the

other hand, borrowed heavily from the PLATO Project for its hardware

infra-structure and from the Navy CMI System for its general approach to

instructional management. There are an increasing number of operational

systems which may be used to provide R&D information on operating capabilities.

The Navy is evaluating information from the TICCIT system in an on-the-job

training environment (i.e., crew training for a jet anti-submarine warfare

plane). The result of this evaluation will determine future applications.

With this background regarding both DoD training and research environment5,

I will now outline our research program.

Cybernetics of Instructional Systems

The program I direct is called Cybernetics of Instructional Systems

and has as its goal to generate an instructional technology base that will

lower the cost of training and provide instructional strategies which could

lead to superior training without increasing costs. As was outlined earlier

DoD training costs are estimated in FY78 at six billion dollars per year.

Fifteen to twenty percent of all DoD personnel are in training at any point

in time, and most training costs are associated with student and instructor

pay and allowances (37%). Thus, if we can reduce training time, we will

reduce training costs. A major advantage of computer-based training systems

is that they reduce training time while maintaining equivalent levels of

performance compared to traditional lecture/discussion type training.

3 3
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DARPA research mfforts in this area complements the activities

carried out by the Services in several respects. Where the Services

must be concerned with immediate requirements, DARPA focuses on emerging

technologies and their potential applicability to the more general problems

of DoD training. Second, our main focus is on searching out unique tech-

nical ideas which, if successful, would have a high impact onrDoD instructional

systems, but are too risky for any individual Service to support on its own.

Third, DARPA acts in a catalyst and coordination role by encouraging and

participating in the solution of tri-Service problems. Computer-based

training systems are such a solution to tri-Service problems.

The technical approach followed in my program has been to exploit

computer-based training systems in three areas: (1) the development of

prototype computer-based instructional delivery systems to reduce costs

in the design, management and operation of military instructional systems;

(2) authoring research which focuses on reducing the time and cost to

produce high quality computer-based instructional materials; and (3)

instructional strategies research which focuses both on the reduction of

training time and by relating characteristics of individual trainees to

instructional content and media.

Our major investment (approximately $4M) in computer-based instructional

drlivery systems has been in PLATO IV. This system, developed partially

under DARPA support, is now commercially marketed and is the most advanced

system of its type. PLATO IV evaluation results at Chenute Air Force Base

indicated that the system itself is highly reliable (96% uptimel: that
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system response time is well under a second with a peak load of 450 students

system-wide; that performance of the PLATO IV group was equal to or superior

to a conventionally trained group; that time savings, compared to conventional

curricula, is 40%; and that student and instructor attitudes are very positive.

These results replicated prior findings at Aberdeen Proving Grounds. Our

prior results, in addition, indicated that PLATO IV lessons were more signifi-

cantly more efficient and effective than either programmed instruction or

audio-visual materials.

In FY77 we have completed our demonstration/evaluation of PLATO IV.

Our general conclusions are that it met all performance specifications but

that the high costs of terminals and telecommunications indicate that the

system would not be cost-effective for DoD -wide adoption. The system will,

however, remain as a valuable research vehicle in DoD contexts for computer-

based education and training.

A major problem was identified in the field test cf PLATO IV. This

is the observed difficulty in bringing authors who use these systems to the

level of competence needed to produce good curriculum materials in a reason-.

able time at an acceptable cost. This problem is especially acute in DoD

because of the high turnover of authoring and instructor personnel. The

problem is independent of type of computer-based training systems. Thus,

DARPA's major research thrust for FY78 and FY79 is a program called Authoring

Aids and is designed to reduce by 407. the time to develop validated curriculum
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materials. Subject to Congressional approval, we n.xpect to invest

approximately $900K in FY78 and $800K in FY79 in this project.

We expect to have a validated authoring system for DoD-wide use in FY80.

Promising approaches to authoring aids include job performance aids

to guide lesson development, and use of intelligent, computer-

assisted instruction techniques. State-of-the-Srt gaps include lack of a

technology base for selection or training of authors, lack of cost data

on the instructional system development process, and lack of information

on management of the authoring process.

As we are a mission oriented agency I see no need for policy changes to

our mission. However, as an individual professional in the field I have

several suggestions of potential R&D that would be of great benefit to the

civilian sector. I will discuss three ideas: An experimental testbed for

computer-based education, a program in learning strategies, and finally, a

computer-based educational system in the home. It should be noted that the

House Armed Services R&D Subcommittee has given informal indication that they

do not fe2.1 that DARPA should support work in these areas.

Experimental Testbed for Computer-Based Education

Most of our education decisions are made with insufficient data with

respect to effectiveness and costs. What is needed are a series of testbeds

on the elementary, secondary and post-secondary levels. The testbeds would

3 y
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have two functions (1) serve as an instrumental facility to test ideas in

computer-based education and (2) serve as a center of excellenc, .

Today we have no way to test candidate computer-based education systems

in such a manner that reasoned policy can be made. In defense we would not

design an airplane without a wind tunnel. Presently educators and trainers

are forced to deal with the computer-based training system on the vendor's

own terms.

What would this testbed allow us to do? I vision this facility as an

instrumented training and educational environment so as to document life cycle

costs of alternative innovative educational and training ideas. It will allow

us to make side-by-side comparisons of new technology building blocks

against an existing capability. Further, it will allow us to evaluate

proposed and desired systems capabilities. It should shorten the time from

demonstration of feasibility of the concept (proof of concept) to nation-

wide implementation.

One intended use is like that of a wind tunnel or flight simula,tor.

It is a tool for development and evaluation of computer-based education

issues. It is not a prototype for operational Use any more than a wind

tunnel is. It would, however, provide data for policy options for tradeoffs

Netweeniselection/training/educational philosophy/equipment design.

This proposed testbed stands in contrast t, how it is being done today.

Evaluation of computer-based instructional syst_ajtend to be different

technologies in different environments. Further, there is no costing data

3 9 a.
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on the selection/training/educational philosophy/equipment design tradeoffs.

There is little institutional memory of lessons learned. From our

existing approaches there are few trained implementors of advanced computer-

based technology. There is no life cycle costing of alternatives and

thus minimal accountability.

Such a setting would allow us to judge alternative technologies in

common settings. Entire schools would be instrumented so as to monitor

both intended and unintended effects. Policy tradeoffs would be now based

on costs and benefits. The testbed would serve also an environment in

which to investigate different mechanisms for stimulating innovation

such as varying incentives. Finally, we would focus resources on large

enough a,scale to make a difference. Following such testing, the particular

technology could be repackaged, redesigned or disseminated to the educational

community at large with realistic cost/effectiveness information. For

all of the above activities, ethical concerns regarding privacy, parental

and child input, would be an essential component of the design for testbed.

Capability for future computer-based education systems that should be

evaluated in this context are natural language interfaces and degree of

artificial intelligence in such systems.
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What are the technology building blocks that suggest such a testbed?

A major advance in the hardware area is the fact that we are entering

into an area of computational plenty fostered by the explosion of silicon

integrated circuit technology. The commercial world is already

exploiting this revolution (e.g., video games, digital watches, and pocket.

calculators).

A federal effort would be to "design to cost" a hand held calculator

that will perform the functionS of drill and practice CAI materials for

the elementary and secondary level. It would be done in cooperation with

industry and use such technologies as microprocessors, bubble memories

and a variation of the strand algorithms. A guess would be such a

device would retail at $20-$30. I would suggest that the federal

government buy one for every child in the country. Based on the

results of Computer Curriculum Corporation (CCC) as well as PLATO IV,

I would expect that we could wipe out illiteracy in math, reading and

language arts in a generation.

401
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There are many technological
innovations that I have left out, laser

communications, fiber optics, packet switching, etc. I have left them out

because although important, if we had them, we would still have an education

and training problem that we would be no closer to solving.

Another set of ideas that should be tested in such a testbed is that of

a learning strategies. I will briefly discuss the background and rationale

of such a program as well as the expected benefits.

Learning Strategies Program

In the past ten years, both aptitude and achievement scores of

collegebound high school students have dropped dramatically.6 At

the same time, the sophistication of our technological society has

increased. These factors coupled with decreasing resources indidate

that education and training problems will intensify.

I believe one way of improving American education and training as

well as reducing costs is to develop and evaluate instructional materials

designed to teach basic intellectual and affective ;skills. I ca13- such

skills Learning Strategies. It's based on the, philosophical premise that

it is better to teach a person to make bread than to feed that person

bread continually. In education we teach ,c1,1,,,is content, not process.

402
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Further, although a goal of society, these processes are seldom explicitly

evaluated: Students are in many cases viewed as passive recepticles into

which teachers deposit knowledge.

One example of learning strategy is the method of loci. Using this

strategy, an individual is taught to associate isolated facts with

particular locations (i.e., loci). When one wishes to recall the memorized

facts, one simply revisualizes the place, bringing to mind the associated

facts. Improved recall generally results from use of this strategy. The

strategy can be used in other situations to make subsequent learning more

efficient and effective.

Learning strategies implies affective and motor as well as cognitive

strategies. An example of an affective strategy would be test anxiety

reduction whereas an example of a motor strategy would be mental rehearsal

of a motor skill. The following learning strategies, I believe, are

within the state-of-the-art: elaboration skills; study skills; critical

thinking; mental rehearsal; decision making; problem solving; troubleshooting;

test anxiety; and belf-monitoring skills. Although the list is long, it

varies with respect to technical risk, e.g., high risk, self-monitoring

skills vs low risk, study skills. Some skills are absent like creativity,

as I cannot generate a technical approach to teach it.

The term also suggests the intended outcome of applying these

strategies, namely to increase the efficiency of learning. Learning

strategies are, I think, potentially useful in a number of learning

4
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situations. ThC potential will be realized when a person acquires

facility in their use and familiarity with their application. Learning

strategies will not replace specific job skills or knowledge of specific

content domains; Ithey are simply a necessary condition for more efficient

learning.

I believe that effective education and training occurs when high-quality

instruction is presented under conditions
conducive to learning to students

who possess effective learning strategies.

The potential of success in this particular approach is analogous

to improving reading skills as a known method for improving subsequent

performance in a myriad of learning situations. In addition, teaching

learning strategies directly should reduce the need and thus the cost for

extensive instructional support in each and every course. For example,

if a student's memory ability was
increased then one might expect a decreased

requirement for remedial loops and extensive prac,,..c in all subsequent

Courses.

These strategies would be most appropriate for two groups in our

society, children and the elderly. For children as the benefits would accrue

to the person for his entire life. For the elderly as such strategies could

remediate degragation of cognitive and affective functioning.
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The final product of the Learning Strategies research program would be

an integrated instructional system composed of a series of field-tested

self-paced modules. The curriculum would be designed so that extensive

resources, instructor personnel, or facilities support will not be required.

The modules would be commercially available in the form of audio visual

materials, books, and documented computer programs. Such programs could
1

reside on the video-disc on the home computer system which I will discuss

next.. Finally, evaluation data regarding its cost-effectiveness would be

available.

A Computer-based Education System in the Home

I feel one of the major drawbacks in the implementation of computer-

based education is that of the fragmented nature of the educational market.

Industry has not been able to bring to bear'its strengths, i.e., the

financial, personnel, marketing and dissemination expertise. However, I

see the home entertainment market as providing a base on which computer-based

education can ride piggyback. The home entertainment market, e.g., video

games with their embedded microprocessors and video discs (e.g., MC. Phillips)

will provide this mechanism.

In your living room you have all the makings of a computer-based education

system. Your TV set can function as a display, your telephone as a communica-

tions link. What is lacking is a method of storing digital information
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inexpensively in your home as well as an inexrensive computer to facilitate

using that information. The advent of cheap microprocessing technology

("the computer on a chip" in your hand calculator) joined with the potential

of video discs provide the new technology building blocks to realize this

dream. A research program is urgently needed to capitalize on this opportunity.

I c.n visualize five years from now that all of the components of a first

class computer-based educational system to be commercially available for

under $500.

However, this home educational system will require iniormation to the

resident on a video disc. What type of information could this be?

I would suggest two alternatives. Number one, the learning strategies

curriculum which I have discussed 'earlier, and second, a course in basic

skills (math, English. language arts). This latter course will have

been evaluated in the experimental testbed. Distribution could be handled

through the Public Broadcasting System to home users who wish to have this

as an auxiliary cOurse. Ten years from now one could visualize the same

system with an augmented capability for the deaf, i.e., a smart computer

program would process continuous speech and display a visual output. This

output could he used both as an education device as well as through a

picture ;hone as a communications device.

4 p6
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CONCLUSIONS

The following suggestions for R&D in the civilian sector are
recommendations from a personal viewpoint and do not represent DARPA
recommendations.

o Increase level of funding for research and development in
computer-based education.

Limited risk capital for next generation of systems.

-- Basic research base has been extremely lean on funds.

- Limited resources or mechanisms for pilot projects in school
districts and universities.

o Establish testbeds for computer-based education.

o Focus P federal program to develop and evaluate a hand held
calculator for CAI drill and practice.

o Focus R&D on future home computer systems.

This ends my prepared statement. I will be glad to answer any
questions. Thank you again for giving me this opportunity to testify.
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FOOTNOTES

1 Additional information on Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
can be found in: "DARPA: An Investment Strategy for the Late 70's"

Commander's Digest, Vol. 19, 1976.

2 Additional information on DoD research in educational technology can be
found in: 'An Overview of Training and the Use of Educational Technology
in the Department of Defense" by Dougherty and O'Neil. Educational

Technology, in Press.

3 Additional information on DoD manpower can be found in: Military Manpower
Training Report for FY 1978, Department of Defense, March 1977.

4 Same information source as footnote 2,

5 The functions of education were cited from: "Why Education R&D?",
American Education, April 1976.

6 Additional information on declining test scores can be found in:
Declining Test Scores: A Conference Report, The National Institute of
Education, February 1976.
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STATEMENT OF DR. HARRY O'NEIL, PROGRAM MANAGER, CYBER-
NETIC TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM, ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECT
AGENCY, ARLINGTON, VA.

Mr. O'NEIL. I thank you for the invitation to come and testify. I
didn't bring a computer with me, but I brought some exhibits to back
up some of the earlier speakers' testimony on the privatesec tor pro-
ducing the necessary technology. These. are examples and not meant
as advertising for any one company. The Radio Shack Christmas
catalog has a $600 computer. Sears Christmas catalog has nine pages
of video games, those with microprocessors in them for under $200.
And for $15 you can buy the Little Professor. People who are interested
in looking at these afterward can come up and thumb through them.

I would like to talk a little bit about why our agency got into
computer-based training, the type of research we sponsor, and a few
ideas of where I think research and development ought to go.

We have heard a fair amount of evidence that computer-based
education works. It works in two ways. One, it is as least as effective
as traditional instruction. And usually you can expect a 30-to-40 per-
cent time savings compared to traditional instruction. In our environ-
ment we pay our students, soil' we can get them out on the job faster,
we can essentially have a small instructional force and thus save money
for the Nation.

Our major investment in computer-based training has been PLATO-
IV. Our total investment to date is about $4 million. The National
Science FounAation has invested an additional $10 million.

We field-tgted PLATO IV at three different military sites, two
Air Force bases, and one Army base. The data were very consistent;
than is, equal to or better performance and 40-percent time savings
with PLATO IV. Student and instructor attitudes were very positive.

We did identify one problem which is the need for some sort of
system to efficiently develop instructional materials. We found out
that, in some cases, it was taking us a year to train a person. By the
time we would have him trained to develop curriculum materials, he
or she would be reassigned.

Mr. WELLS. You mean the teacher was reassigned within the school
system?

Mr. O'NEIL. Within the military. In some cases the turnover was
approaching every 6 weeks. They might be on the same base, but
their duties would be reassigned. An officer would be assigned, for
example, to a computer-based education project. But if 6 weeks later
somebody had to cover the police or fire department, then that person
would get reassigned.

Under those circumstances, with the brute force methodology and
some selectionthat is, finding some bright people and working hard
the demonstration/evaluation of PLATO' IV came ofr. It was clear to
us that to disseminate PLATO IV widely throughout Defense one
needed a more efficient technology than selecting a few bright people
to try to get the job done.
. So our program this fiscal year and next, fiscal year 1979, is to focus

on this problem and try to create a system to make the development
of materials for these computer-based training systems more pfficient.
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We feel if we had this system, it would be cost effective to go forward
with compute -based education, because the hardware costs are com-
ing down.

Plato IV is just one system that Defense invested in. In Defense,
we have been looking at three or four different kinds of systems, all
with th" idea of looking at their plusses and minuses in our environ-
ment.

We picked up the frwcyr project from the National Science
Foundation. The Navy has also been evaluating it in their environ-
ment.

Mr. WELLS. I'Vhat was your purpose in picking up PLATO IV?
Mr. O'NEIL. Our agency feels that we are, in a seise, one step

ahead of everybody else. Thus, we got involved in PLATO IV in the
late sixties. It wasn't clear it was going to work, but. if it did work, it
would have been a real winner. We put a lot of capital into one place,
a center of excellence, if you would. It required somebody having the
vision that this would be a good thing to do. At the time it was the
best system around. Further, it met. all performance specifications.

As you can see, PLATO IV can do many things, as Dr. Bitzer
pointed out.

Mr. WELLS. But in terms of the ultimate purpose for the use within
the military.

Ntr. O'NEIL. I think PLATO IV, us a system, will not be the system
which we will buy 300 copies to spread around the world. I think
that the new technologies that Dr. Brown and others have been talking
about will provide a better bridge for the 1980's. This is a personal
opinion. We have a lot of field test evaluations going on and I think
it is time to look at all of the broad scale systems we have, and then
draw conclusions for the mid-1980's and 1990's.

Dr. SWANSON. We brought, up this evaluation question with Dr.
Mehned. Is it conceivable to do a post hoc evaluation study and what
would be the adequacy of post hoc studies? Who should do it?

Mr. O'NEIL. The adequacy of doing, an evaluation after the fact
is never as good as before the fact. After the project is over, the data
is just not there. The forms did not get. developed. They did not get
passed out. One may nit have collected the cost data in the right way,

Most of the individual projects I was talking about within the
military have had evaluations on a project. level. I think one needs
the evaluation one level higher, which is reviewing all the projects
and trying to make some sense out of them. No one agency has that
function right now, in Defense or in the civilian sector.

Dr. SwAxsoN. Is that information part of the public record so that
NSF could fund a project and have access to that information?

Mr. O'NEIL. Sure. In fart they have been in the evaluation proc-ss
from the beginning, both formally and informally, because they were
funding PLATO IV in the civilian sector. '

Mr. WEI.1.4. Dr. O' N eil , since Department of .Defense rpm; an
educational system on a very large scale and probably investsI
don't. know whether the 8l21) billion that is assigned to education in
this country includes Department of Defense -1 guess not. But would
it be a fair estimate that there are billions of dollars invested in
Defense training systems and training schools and training bases
throughout the services?

4 1
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Mr. O'NEtt,. 'rrite..lf you count the schools, like vc,ational or
technical high schools ittni colleges, and you count the st dent par
and allowances---because we pay our studentsthe figut for this
fiscal year is about $6 billion. That excludes all training done on the
job. It also excludes all training we buy on contract and all training
for new weapons systems.

Mr. WELLs If you add in that kind of training cost, you are talking
of something probably two or three times that again?

Mr. O'NEIL. It is hard to add that in, because from a cost account-
ing point of view, if they are in the school the costs are attributed. to
training.

Mr. WELLS. Let me be more direct. There is a lot of money being
spent for training and education within..the Department of Defense.
Does not Defense through your office have a very strong interest in
the -potential application of either PLAT() or the standalone type con-
cepts of computers as aids or managers in this education and training
process?'

Mr. O'NEIL. True, we (10.
Mr.,WELLS. 1 did not see a number that represented any total

defense effort. We see $1.5 million from NIE and $9.7 million from
NSF and is there n comparable number that Defense is allocating?

Mr. O'N Ell.. Yes; 1 el)111(1 get it for you for the record. Each agency,
such its the armed services branches sponsor research in this area,
targeted toward their particular problems,

\l1. IVELLs. Since .11tP.1 is a very highly coordinated ngeney,
are you familiar and are you working closely with the services in
educating or encouraging this kind of activity within the services?

()'NF.u.. Yes, 11'e have a task force that formally meets
normally. .1nd. informally. most of its are here in town, .1s you prob-
ably 101111(1 out by gathering information for the hearings. it is a,
relatively small community. 1Vithi)1 Defense. five or six people fund
this kind of activity.

Further as a bureaucrat. vou ciin't come up %itli an idea or a proj-
ect and then go H11)114,11 the congressional cycle and find that the
Navy is doing the same thing. So just for sel 1-survi va I. as a bureaucrat.
one has to know %hars going. on. I think in this particular area that
we. are very ell coordinated. Each of us II:IS ;I little different
c(IIS iu this area.

Nfr. Wta.t.s. This is kind of a tusk understanding rather than any
formalized agreement

Afr. Its an informal coniniunicat ions eliannel. It's a
formal Mechanism in the -ens( that we have a yearlv document that
is updated about research and development in coniputer-based train-
ing and education..

A1r.:-;w.us-sos.,IVere you finished with v(mr. remarks?
Mr. O'NEIL. .1 have one or t wo other things I'd like to talk about.
.1. constant theme that has been mentioned in the hearings is

evaluation. I think that it %ould be useful in evaidation to have %%int
I would call an experimental tea hed. The idea isto have an instru-
mented facility. 1

school or school sv,:tein. where we \void(' have
ongoing data coilerli(m front tlit start. So. :( or Pt vears from limy.
we could conduct a longitudinal study. I see a need for the Jest bed
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on the elementary and secondary levels. If somebody had a new
research idea in this area, we could then plug that into our test bed
and evaluate it within that particular context so as to really get some
good cost effectiveness data.

I see. sonic Federal agency, probably OE or NIE, who would have
the responsibility for managing this. It could also provide the con-
sumer protection aspect, which, 1 think, is important. It would be
very helpful for a school system to have a place, where, they could get,
accurate information with respect to cost and effectiveness. It would
also give us a way of more rationally allocating our R.& D. resources
as a Nation.

Dr. SwAxsos. Consumer protection also includes sonic of the
psychological pitfalls that have been brOught. up?

Mr. O'NEIL. Yes. In instrumentation, 1 see everything from looking
at the cognitive information being developed to the emotional lives
of the students. We would also keep track of vandalism. In other
words, we could have the whole thing instrumented. If somebody
asked if the project, was affecting vandalism. we could easily respond.

Obviously, front the beginning, on the planning activity, one
would want to get parental and input.

I speak now as an individual rather than' representing ARPA.
I think we know that in the mathematics and reading areasas
both the testimony of the PLATO IV folks as well as the testimony
of the Computer Curriculum Corp. documentscomputer-based
drill and practice will improve the mathematics and reading achieve-
ment of a broad range of kids. I think it is possible to reprogram the
microprocossors which are a1.-eady existing and which indiistry is
producing, field-test them in our, experimental test., bed, and then
just go out and buy one for every single child in this country. The
,lunount of money we are putting in through titles I through VII, I
think, could, in part, be reallocated.

If you hail $.20 for one child, you would have as one -time cost of
$1 billion. I think that over a generation you could wipe out illiteracy.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Is this your personal testimony?
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes..
Mr. WEr.r.s. How do we get to this kind of project that you are

suggesting?
Mr. O'NEIL. From a personal viewpoint, I see this Commission,

which has been discussed, as being tasked to come up with a broad
mechanism. The civilian sector,, for example, is worried about certain
issues and Defense is worried about other issues. There is a need for
a mechanism taking a broad look at the technology and developing
a plan as to who should do it and how much it would cost and how to
evaluate it, That, having a. blue ribbon panel as well as a technical
panel would provide input into each other.

Mr. WELLS. What kinds of people do you think would effective
in serving on such a commission?

Mr. O'NEIL. I have never thought that questimAhrough. Again
it personal' viewpoint-1 would try to get the educational establish-
ment involved very early, as well as representatives from the unions
and some parent organizations, several technologists to define what
will be available, 'some researchers and a couple of evaluators.
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Mr. WECI,S. Several other witnesses, DrBrown and Dr. Papert,
would you mind commenting on this question and your ideas? What
types of people, individuals and skills, would you suggest might be
on the commission to examine the questions we have been talking
about?

Dr. PAPPERT. Let me divide the question into two parts, because I
think there are two functions to be served by such a Commission.
Maybe we need two different commissions. I'm not an expert on how
best to arrange that, but I think functionally one of them is to produce
an engagement of minds around the technical problem of what to do,
considering various practical suggestions and so on. And the other
problem is consciousness raising. It is a necessary function.. It is clear
from the sum total of the testimony here and what one sees in th e world
at large that there is a gap between tire state of affairs and the potential
it offers on the one hand and on 'the other hand the awareness in the
country as a whole and the educational corny' unity, et cetera, about
the needs and the possibilities.

So there is the technical aspect and the con iousness raising aspect,and I thinks you probably need somewhat different people. On the
technical aspect, I would like to say a few things about what it should
not be. Obviously, they should be technologists and imaginative
psychologists. I think they should be not only cognitive psycholO-
gistsin education in the past there has been the tendency to think
that the experts on reasoning are the people to think of things of
this sort.

They ought to be people into sociology and knowledge and rela-
tionships into so-called depth psychology. I think it should not be
defined as a purely scientific problem. I think they are people whose
strength is in appeal to the imagniation.

I would like to find a great film producer or a great poet or a great
television man or whatever, it doesn't matter what the- particular
area is, but somebody whose function in the world has been to thinkin terms of the appeal to the imagination, such people ought to be
there. Of course, the education community needs to be.

Mr. WELns. I think I would agree that we are certainly talking
twout a social question rather than a technological issue, but tech-
nology drives us to the political and social questions.

Mr. PArEirr. 1 think one must recognize that the problem is how to
bring these two things together. I think there is a big divergence and a
tendency for people to think of themselves as humanistic, to not like
technology and so to keel? away from it, and this tends to create a rift
so that the people who would be most valuable in the imaginative and
social and affective aspects of all this tend to steer away and that's
the problem you've got to face, that's one of the problems.

Mr. WELLS. I guess my last comment would be one which has been,
reiterated ;r previous days that this seems to he far too important to
let it happen by chance. We at least ought to observe here at the
beginning and try to determine what things are possible in contrast to
letting it happen to us. I think that is what we are groping for as towhat sensible recommendations we can make in terms of legislative
remedies or administrative remedies, asppeals to the private sector, et
cetera. We simply don't know the kinds of things that need to be clone.

Thank you.
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Mr. GALLAGHER. Mr. O'Neil, on page 19 you mentioned something
that another witness touched on as to computer-based education in the
home. You say [reading from statement]: "I feel one of the major
drawbacks in the implementation of computer-based education is that,
of the fragmented nature of the educational market. Industry has not
been able to bring to bear strength * * *."

Other witnesses have said this, and what is the reason? Is it profit
or what? It seems such a natural thing.

Mr. O'NEIL. Again, a personal viewpoint. I think that with some
of the 50,000 independent school districtsI would underline "inde-
pendent" industry cannot simply sell it, or create the curriculum and
distribute it across the entire country. Industry must go and sell each
school system. This requires a huge marketing expenditure.

Another reason is that-schools only budget for 1 year at.a time. They
are really strapped for funds. They have something like 80 or 90
percent of their budgets tied up in people. There just isn't a lot-of
extra money floating around that they can buy things with, after they
cover their personnel and utility- bills.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Would this apply to the home?
Mr. O'NEIL. The video disks, marketed some time this year by the

entertainment industry, will probably just contain movies. It could
be like a movie-of-the-month club analogy-. For instance, once a
month, for $8 or $10, they will send you a video disk and you attach it
to you TV set, push a button, and you can see the movie.

The industry will only have to develop this use of the video disk
once, and then, it is just a question of mass production and market-
ing it throughout the country. I think people will buy these video disks.
The costs will then go down because lots of people have color sets and
they are buying the disks.

The microprocessors will be in the TV set already. Technically,
this is possible now. We have the hardware makings, the technology
is coming. It is time to start some research. How do you divide educa-
tion functions between the schools and the homes?

Mr. SCHEUER. I take it you feel that the computer has a great poten-
tial for educating kids whom we are now having great difficulty in,
educating?

Mr. O'NEIL. -Yes; in the sense of teaching them mathematics, read-
ing, and the language arts.

Mr. SCHEUER. Writing?
Mr. O'NEIL. No.
Mr. SCHUER. I don't mean writing with their hands, but composing

sentences and paragraphs and pages in cerebral thought, thinking in
organized and cerebral ways.

Mr. O'NEIL. I think that's a research question and we can find
those answers I don't consider a research question to be how to im-
prove mathematics and reading achievement at the elementary level;
that is the PLAT() IV experience and the MC experience.

Mr. SCHEUER. Do you think all of the evidence is in?
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes; on that narrow issue of 20 minutes per day in the

classroom with the teacher with that type of logic in the computer, yes.
Mr. ScliEuElt. For reading, math, and language skills?
Mr. O'NEIL. I feel most comfortable about math, a little less com-

fortable about reading, and not very comfortable at all about languav,t
arts.
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Mr. SCHEUER. Wasn't that your phase, language arts?
Mr. O'NEIL. Yes. I feel the data is strong for mathematics and

reading and, language arts, we'll know in a year or two.
Mr. SCHEUER. What do you think-our government ought to be

doing? We are spending billions of dollars in the elementary and
secondary- education act under title I with no significant success.
To your knowledge, have these kinds of research and demonstrations
been attempted in Title I or title III of ESSA?

Mr. O'NEiL. Both. Some of the early work in the midsixties was
title III funded. Title I now, I think, provides a major source of
funding for the.Computer Curriculum Corp. That is the mechanism
they are using to market their CAI drill and practice equipment:

Mr. SWANSON. I wanted to emphasize that we talked about this
with the NIE people that the dilemma here is reaching both ends,
the extremely bright with title III and the, disadvantaged with title I.
And we are missing mainline instruction. I raise the problem Dr.
Garner brought up in that he is frustrated in trying to obtain funds
for a successful proven technology and there is no outlet for him
because he is trying to deal essentially with a middle-class distri-
bution of students both in terms of income-and skills.

r. O'NEIL. The technology is available. It is expensive right now.
It will not be expensive in the future. There is no one place in Wash-
ington that you can go to get funding. That is why, I think, the
planning commission, or whatever, looking across all agencies is
needed. We certainly spend enough money in education. I would
see it almost as a contest or a runoff. Everybody could come in and
say, "this is our technology and here's our data that says this will
improve education," and have funds would be real'ocated on the basis
of that kind of evidence.

There is nobody right now worrying about these issues.
Mr. SCHEUER. Where do you think we ought to be building some

fires to get the people's attention and more resources put into this for
all of the young people who could benefit by it?

Mr. O'NEIL. I think the existence of the hearings has provided some
stimulation within agencies for interest in this particular area.
This gives us a chance to come here and make a statement about what
we are doing. I personally think that the research side of the house is
very underfunded. We have heard numbers from NIE of $1.5 million
per year. In Defense, this number is a guesstimate. I will get the right
number for the record. But the total in Defense, I would be surprised
if the total in Defense was $20 million for all three services plus
ourselves. In NSF, the figure was $9 million for this year, so that total
Federal investment may be $30 million.

Mr. SCHEUER. You will get us the detailed figures?
Mr. O'NEIL. I can get the detailed figures for my agency as well

as for Defense.
Mr. SCHEUER. Thank you very much. This has been thought pro-

voking and stimulating and we appreciate it.
Mr. O'NEIL. Thank you for your invitation to testify.
The next witness is Dr. Glenn Bryan, Psychological Services

Division, Office of Naval -Research, Department of Defense.
[The prepared statement of Dr.. Bryan follows:]
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Dr. Glenn L. Bryan has been the Director of the Psychological

Sciences Division of the Office of Naval Research since 1969. For nine

years prior to that date he served as Read of the Personnel and Training

Research Branch of the same organization. He received his Ph.D. degree

in Applied Experimental Psychology (1951) from,theUniversity of Southern

California where he served on the staff and faculty from 1951 through

1959. He has published extensively in the fields of aviation psychology,

electronics troubleshooting, research management and computer-based

instruction. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi , the American

Psychological Association, the Human Factors Society and a Fellow of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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"COMPUTERS AND THE LEARNING SOCIETY"

Testimony presented by
Dr. Glenn L. Bryan, Director, Psychological Sciences Division

Office of Naval Research

To the House Science and Technology Sub-
committee on Domestic and International
Scientific Planning, Analysis, and Co-
operation.

October 13, 1977

I am Dr. Glenn Bryan, Director of the Psychological Sciences

Division of the Office of Naval Research (ONR). The programs of that

Division seek to create basic knowledge and understanding which will

lead to new ways and better ways to utilize, equip and manage naval

personnel of the future. These programs are carried out, for the most

part, under contracts with universities. They are primarily basic in

nature, with an appropriate augMentation of applied research and ex-

ploratory development efforts. This mix is put together and supervised

by the Division staff of nine professionals with the able assistance of

ONR scientists from other disciplines and with helpful guidance and

advice from representatives,of various Navy and Marine Corps offices.

The programs seek to involve competent and innovative scientists in areas

of research that are relevant to Navy and Marine Corps interests. By so

doing, the programs provide new perpectives, new insights and new ap-

proaches to naval problems. They also provide channels for scientific

information to flow back and forth between the civilian research com-

munity and the naval community, thus keeping each abreast of new develop-

ments in the, other. The emphasis is on tho creation and interpretation of

a cumulative knowledge base upon which effective new technologies can be

built. These give us better ways of dealing with old problems and pro-

vide the Navy and Marine Corps with the capability to detect and diagnose
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emerging prOblems which may eventually limit the effectiveness of naval

personnel. Where possible we assist, within our resource limitations,

those in the Navy and Marine Corps who want to implement our research

findings. We seek to work closely with the Navy Personnel Research and

Development Center, the Naval Medical Research and Development Command

and the Naval Systems Commands to promote the diffusion, extension and

eventual utilization of the knowledge obtained through the ONR programs.

However, my remarks today will be confined to the ONR program alone.

Our research is organized around a dozen programmatic thrusts.

These are clusters of related contracts conceived and operated in an inte-

grated manner. The clusters often blend different levels of R&D funding

from a variety of sources. Serious efforts are made to coordinate the work

of the ONR.contrectors with each other, with in-house laboratories and with

the research sponsored by other services and other agencies. Contracts are

generally awarded in response to unplicited proposals. They are evaluated

on their relevance to Navy needs, the competence of the investigator, the

scientific merit of the proposed research, and the facilities available for

it conduct.

'Le elements that shape our research programs are twofold: (1) sci-

entific and technical needs to advance the Defense Research Sciences; and

(2) operational needs identified in Navy planning documents, in particular

the Naval Research Requirements in the Behavioral and Social Sciences

established by the Chief of Naval Research and the Science and Technology

Objectives on Personnel/Medical Support (STO/PN) promulgated by the Chief

of Naval Operations.
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Currently, three of our 12 clusters are fundamental to the future

development of superior computer -based instructional systems.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to speak on the topic of

"Computers and the Learning Society" since it has been a topic that has

absorbed much of my personal and professional energy for many years.

As a matter of fact, I was recruited to come to work for 0NR in the

early '60's to formulate a research program that would address the

future needs of the Navy and Marine Corps in a world about to be in-

undated by digital computers. Though the computers at that time were

far more cumbersome and more limited than they are now; even then it

was obvious that we were on the verge of a computer revolution - a

revolution which would have many ramifications for all of mankind

and would impact heavily upon the armed forces. The great potential

for computers could be seen only dimly. But, many of the problems as-

sociated with tringing these new devices on line could be seen all too

clearly.

The upshot of this was this was that a group of us began to an-

alyze the naval situation as it existed at that time and as it was

likely to exist within the next 25 - 40 years. We also sought to

-obtain information about prospective developments in the fields of

computer science and information processing. Further, we became ac-

quainted with the few (then) on-going research efforts in the field

of education to explore the potential use of computers as aids to

instruction. These preliminary analyses led us to organize a Con-

ference on the Application of Digital Computers to Automated Instruc-

tion, held in Washington, DC, on October 10-12, 1961. This meeting
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brought together leading scientists and educators interes'_,d in

exploiting the. potentialities of the digital computer for instruc-

tional purposes. The proceedings of that conference were published

!y John Wiley and Sons, Inc. under the title "Programmed Learning and

Computer-Based Instruction." To my knowledge.this was the first hard-

backed, commercial book published on this topic. Many regard it

as the beginning of the computer-based instruction age.

Since our on research is basic and focusses on fundamental, gen-

eralizable issues, it has not really developed any full-blown computer-

based instructional system. However, it has consistently supported

some of the best research people in the business (including several of

those who have appeared before you) who have produced a great deal of

the information and understanding which has undergirded and buttressed

the many applied efforts subsequently undertaken in the Navy and else-

where.

Since our work is one stage removed from operational computer-

based instructional systems, it is difficult to decide exactly which

efforts should be identified with Computer Managed Instruction (CMI),

which with Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAI) and which with Com-

puterized Adaptive Testing (CAT). The placement of the boundaries is

necessarily arbitrary. However, I estimate that we have spent between

200 and 6C0 thousand dollars a year on research that has direct relevance

to CMI, CAI, and-CAT, although I hasten to reiterate, it also applied

to other forms of instruction, instructional management, and personnel

testing.

It may be appropriate at this poiLt to stop and ask why we decided
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to make this substantial research investment. Why didn't ye sit back

and vast for this work to be done on the civilian side? The answer to

this question is based on the needs of the Navy and Marine Corps for

trained personnel (on the one hand) and the unusual "test bed" kind of

situation which exists in all of the military services (on the other).

With respect to the needs of the Navy and Marine Corps; they have

the tremendous requirement 'of taking young people from the farm and

from the inner city rind converting them in a remarkably short time to

fliers, submariners, sonar operators, boiler tenders, and maintainers

of the newest and most exotic equipment one might imagine. The success

of that training determines the effectiveness of our fighting forces.

Indeed, it is at the root of our national security. It must also be

pointed out that it is tremendously costly to provide the training

necessary. It vas recently reported that the Navy alone expends some-

thing on the order of $1.5B/yr. on training and involves roughly 20%

of the force. Much of the cost is due to the fact that the Navy pays

its students while they are in training. Thus, every day in school

adds to the already high cost of training. Every reduction in train-

ing.time not only reduces those costs but puts the trained person to

work on the job that much sooner. Also, as has been pointed out,

properly constructed computer-based instruction is transportable,

easily modified and has a long shelf-life. What better way to provide

training to such a highly technical and highly mobile force? What

better way to help the reserves maintain old skills and learn new

ones? In my mind, the use of computer techniques is absolutely es-

sential to the cost-efficient use of training resources and to the-.

5
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cost-effective utilization of military personnel.

But I have omitted an important point. Military jobs are very

specific. People are trained to do specific things, in specific ways,

at particular times. When you train .a an to fix a radar, you expect

him to be doing it on the job in a few short months. It is quite a

different situation from trying to teach an elementary school student

art appreciation, or civics, or history, or even the harder skills.

Because military personnel are assigned to well-analyzed jobs, to per-

form easily observable duties, the military services provide excellent

"test beds" for comparing the effectiveness of various forms of instruc-

tion.

But enough of that, now days, most people agree with the necessity

of having some basic research carried on by mission oriented agencies.

Forgive me for spending so much time on it. But, it is a subject dear

to my heart.

Many of the features of modern CAI systems have grown out of

research sponsored by ONR. Numerous examples could be cited. The

early work on teaching interns the art of medical diagnosis by Feurtzig,

the "hands-on" electronic maintenance training system of Rigney, the

Russian vocabulary training of Van Campen, and the teaching of computer

programming skills by Richard Atkinson are but a few of the successful

"spin offs" that have come directly from the basic research program.

Perhaps the most significant fundamental development was the work of

Carbonnel. He reconceptualized the student-computer interaction and

gave cienr direction to exciting, new opportunities for combining,

computer science, artificial intelligence and the newly emerging field

/1
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of cognitive processing; thus pointing the way toward truly generative

CAI of the future. (Generative CAI is a highly flexible, on-line,

real time instructional scheme where the computer actually alters its

own program in the course of its interactions with a student.) The

0NR r,ol,arch program is also credited with making substantial contri-

butions to the CMI System which is operated by the Navy Technical

Training Command. It is a highly-successful system which is reputed

to be the largest system in the world.

Before closing, I would like to call attention to some of the

problems that have yet to be solved. even though the progress of the

general field has been remarkable, the toughest problems lie ahead.

They involve the ways that we use the marvelous machinery that is

available to us. I. like many others, have come to believe that the

engineers and technologists can build almost anything that we can

adequately describe to them. If this is so, then the only things that

stand between us and better instructional machinery in the future are

time and money. But, there are problems of a different sort that will

requi:-:? more. They call for sea'. intellectual effort, creative in-

sights and patient soh, . L:'ly work. These problems are most easily

understood if we think of the events that take place within a student's

head while Iv. is lenrninv, as "processes." From that standpoint, the

whole purpose of the in.:tructional syntem is to cause these processes

to of :r. 'hewed in thin light the instru.-,tional system is a "process

c,,W,r02 sy5ton." ?y analogy. the :nstruetiona/ system is something

ftryt or an ni: cracking tower and. the invisible

events that %nil. place within the r'odent's head are like the changes
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that take place within the pipes as the crude is subjected to the con-

trolled temperatures and pressures of the tower. The point of the

analogy (which, like most analogies is not entirely apt) is that the

control has to be exercised in terms of the organic chemistry of the

crude oil. It would be silly to devote intellectual effort to the

design of better refinery towers to the excLueion of efforts to under-

stand the basic chemical processes that the tower is expected to control.

In a similar sense, we are now at a point where we have demonstrated

sophisticated instructional hardware and software. We are now at a

point where the next big gain will be realized by marrying the modelling

techniques of artificial intelligence with the empirical rigor of experi-

mental psychology with the help of dedicated instructors and experienced

instructional managers. In my judgement, this will provide a basis for

determining better ways-to use the equipment that is available and

eventually lead us to still newer and more effective ways to employ coo-

puters in the learning society.

I know of no greater social obligation than the obligation of our

ety to bring to bear the fruits of modern science and technology

. . the pressing problems of these who have not benefited from

traditional instruction.
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STATEMENT OF DR. GLENN BRYAN, PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

DIVISION, OFFICE OF NAVAL RESEARCH, ARLINGTON, VA.

Mr. BRYAN. First of all, let me thank you for this opportunity to
appear here.

Mr. SCHEUER. We are happy to have you here.
Mr. BRYAN. Several thoughts come to mind. One of them is the

notion, mentioned in the earlier discussion, that an appropriate
criterion of effectiveness of using computer-based instruction might
be the reduction in.vandalism at the school. If one chose, to use that
as a criterion, it 'would be necessary to worry about the story that
John Kemmeny tells about students who break into the schoolhouse
or violate the rules about staying after hours so that they can work
with the computers which they find both exciting and helpful. While
this isn't vandalism, instances of insubordination or vandalism or
something of the sort, it suggests that rulebreaking might actually
be stimulated by the student's avid interest in computer-based in-
struction: Seriously, students are "turned on" to good .computer-
based instruction.

Under many circumstances, people who have used computers as
interactive devices to engage themselves with subject matter and to
develop new.skills, reveal that ti's is an intriguing, exciting sort of
thing that people like to do. We have an interactive terminal in our
office and every once in a while, I have to go over and shoo people
away. Staff members at all levels are attracted to it. However, it is
not universally the case. Bow and when computer-based learning
occurs is not well understood. It would be a bad mistake for this
group to ass'ime, despite Dr. Papert's great success in bringing about
exciting student-computer interactions, that technology has reached
a point where such results will necessarily follow, if every student is
given a computer. Sheer availability will not somehow or another
cause students to use it and use it effectively. And it does not neces-
sarily follow that if every home has one, you're going to ha 7e a hard
time getting up a baseball game in the neighborhood because the kids
are all inside twiddling with their computers.

Now some learning is fun and sometimes it's fun to use computers
to learn. But in my view, learning is a kind of work, a necessary kind
of work that people have to buckle down and make themselves do.
And-since I believe. along with many others, that behavior is really
determined by the anticipated consequences of that behavior, it
seems to me that what you have to have, and what the computers
provide so nicely, is the kind of closely coupled interaction that let's
you know how you're coming, to follow what you're doing. Com-
puters have a monitoring capability to supervise the interaction
between the program and the student as it occurs and to advise the
student, to tell him that he's doing well, if he is, to tell him what he
ought to try next if he's stuck, to answer his questions if need be.
That kind of closely coupled, directed interaction is the thing that
will keep the students working and progressing even after learning
ceases to be fun. But even when it quits being fun and becomes work,
it can be satisfying, if they're learning something they want to learn
and if it is demonstrated that they are making progressor better
yetwhen they, themselves, can recognize their own progress. The
sense of achievement, the thrill of success can be exhilarating. That
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experience occurs to some of these young people about which you are
concerned fur too seldom. Adaptive computer-based instruction offers
the promise of gearing instruction to the student so he will experience
Success ina non-threatening environment. Ile can be successful, but
can also risk being systemwrong with the knowledge that the syste will be
"patient," "forgiving," and "helpful."

I guess it's a personal bins but--someone Mentioned language labs
earlier, and I have a real tin ear with languages. I sign up occasionally
for another language course and I do quite well in class. I listen to
my tapes regularly. But I don't learn the language. I don't speak the
language well when I go abroad. It is very discouraging.. \\lien one
goes to the work of learning one wants to be able to apply that learn- ..

mg outside of the classroom.
We need training systems that assure the student that he will

learn if he sticks with it. Further, we need systems dint will lat. helpful
beyond the classroom'. In the Navy, %dna we're interested in is the
real world payoff of training. We're interested in the carryover from
classroom to shipboard. We have it great diversit- of people who come
into the service and in a very short time they must perform all sorts
of jobs, many of which don't exist anywhere else.

The people come from all parts of the country, from all segments
of society. The jobs are everywhere: In the air, on the sea, under the
sea. TilV people are expected to operate and maintain, under very
hazardous and very unpleasant' conditions, all sorts of exotic equip-
ment that is absolutely essential to our security. Dr. O'Neil men-
tioned how expensive military training is. We see the computer as
playing, a significant role in future Navy training, both its a means
for r cing the training costs and as a means of providing better
t ning.

We are be,inning to see some of these technologies get into the
Navy schoolhouse. Prmrress isn't its rapid as smite of us would like.
We have some budgetary problems. And it has been suggested front
time to time that the uniformed members of the military services
are sometimes too conservative in undertakimr new sorts of things.
So it has to be pretty well demonstrated to them that computer-based
systems will work before they will buy into them and put them into
the Navy schoolhouse, And we've had some success, In the Navy,
the computer ntanttred instruction at lettiphis has turned out to he
quite successful. The Air Force hos a system that operates at Lowry
An)), that is similar in many respects.

We are also ht.!r11111111!'. to seethe 11111.1:1PI or computer assisted instruc-
tion as it shows tip in connection with various Navy training.

In t he re,enreh urea we are clearly aware of what we have to know in
order to do this job and do it right. We know that there are great locks
of information, lacks of knowledge and lacks of skill that we 'are going
to have to addres through research and development. We are going
to have to have computer programs that will be easily modified, that
will operate in real time on lino, that will have the capability of
developing, model of the information that's to be conveyed, a model
of the skills to be learned. T1n.y will have to have on line capability
of keeping track of the proLrress ()I' the student so that the machinery
of the system can provide to the student exactly what, he needs at
the time he needs it and _rive the student information that will allow
him to know that he is making the progress that is intended.
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Nfr. \VELLs. \\*hat types of instruction are being applied in Nfeni-
.phi:-; at the naval facility in Nlemphis, and by the Air Force at Dowry'?

. BltaAN. I \Vitt speak for the Navy because I am more familiar
with that. The computer is centralized and the computer management
is handled for a variety of Navy teclinical training courses.flenerally,
the introductory. portion of those courseslied they handle it large
number of students on line at the various technical schools of the
Navy. Fundamentals of electronics \void(' be typical of Abe sorts of
things they teach, fundamentals of mechanics or fundanientals of
aerodynanties.

Mr. AVEt.t.s. 1)id you encompass certain facets of pilot training
within this rubric of computer assisted instruction? I recall from
another position on till' committee that i went to lAtig.ley- 1111(1 they
have a system in which U.S. pilots 1111(1 other visitors like myself can
fly Inv.:sions against a Ittissian plane Oil a prorranitited basis. Is that,
within the franic\vork that you consider to be an appropriate applica-
tioit of this sort?

Nit.. l'es; it is, indeed. And the whole possibility- of simula-
tion is I think entirely appropriate. It is particularly exciting where
the person \vlio is flyim: the mission can set up the system to try
things that he \vain.: to try, so that he (.1111 ill effect try experimental
tactics and of that sort.

Also in the arca of electronic maintenance, for example, the poSsi-
bility of simulating elaborate electronic equipment which then can
be operated or \%-hicli you can en!rage ill diamostic troubleshooting
effort: is likely to be 1111 area of great payoff. I speak of the simulated
equipment \vilich was mentioned in these hearings earlier. 1Ve have
had extensive work done at the U.niver.ity- of Southern.(Talifornia with

Iii!ritey, who has demonstrated \vithin the Navy traininr- context
till' helpfulness of computer-based training ill the electronic main-
tenance domain.

Also, equipment gets to be more ;old more complex and as it gets
more and more reliable you cannot count on on-the-job experience
for practice ill dentin,' with It l'ilder those circumstances, it is much
rnore effective to depend on supplemental simulation to provide some
experience for the person to pratiee troubleshooting; skill-4, to learn

'""kills, 1111(1 evItIllatc his old (1nes.
Mr. 1111.1.s. fim) the 1):-.\"("hOlOiC711 tirienrrs IIIVIS1011

would be very concerned with :1 number of questions which
have been raised throlielloin these hearing- and that is the psycho-
logical effects, hot h deleterious and beneficial. Again, we come back
to this Langley experience. It was Witt(' IIOVI:-;tillg to 1111Ve recounted
to n.N,-t.11, they NV011111 1/1111". in Navy pilots imd An Force pilots to
train on this. instructional facility- and one of the very onexireted

\v11:-; t he de gee of e0)1)1 ieltl:(i ittv(Iierw.nt which becalm.
apparent. indeed I experieneod t hi- Iny.0.1f in that y-ou alnmst forget
that you are not flying :1 real airplane. that you are really engaged in
11 CO1111111t ion. Is that I:ind of emotional invol\-ement
present in other type. of computer-:1.,sisted instruction? Is it some-
thin,: that should be ...owzht

NIr. x. 1"es, 11111(.4.(1. it 1-4 1)1"i't.111 111 110101' ,4111111/1(111..-4.

I (1011'1 think it is ,11111.1111/1141. Nly introductory- remark \vas intended
to emphasize Ilan. The ability oC the .ust ruct ions to inlap' is important.

4?
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It is present in certain of these one-on-one situations like an instructor
pilot and a trainee. It can play an important part about computer-
assisted instruction. CAI can be geared to the capability of the particu-
lar student at a particular time. In your case if you had lost every
battle and if the other guy just flew the socks off of you, it wouldn't
be so absorbing. You would soon lose interest. An adaptive system
would prevent this from happening.

Mr. 1`ELLS. They did this, by the way. They did rig the computer
so that time after time the U.S. pilot would lose against the Foxbat
and after this would happen half a dozen times the guy didn't give a
damn and didn't try very hard.

Mr. BRYAN. That is right. One of the great advantages of computer-
based systems is that they can be adapted on line so that the ma-
terial you are trying to deal with is appropriate to your level and
that keeps you right at the edge where you are capable of learning
at an optimum rate and it maintains your motivation. You are not
winning them all or losing them all.

I wanted to go back and mention another specific example from
the Navy where computer-assisted instruction seems to me to have
been used very cleverly and usefully. It is being done out at North
Island and it concerns the use of the computer -based instruction to
get people ready to go onto a flight simulator.

Now the flight simulator itself is an extremely expensive device
and therefore there is only one out there. It is a team affair and you
can only accommodate three or four people at'a time when they are
flying their mission.

When people were put on that simulator, before the introduction
of the computer-assisted instruction you had to explain to them what
all these knobs and dials were about. And, of course, it is just a
horrendous thing as it is typical of a modern aircraft cockpit. Sub-
sequently, they introduced computer-assisted instruction to teach
what all of these knobs were for. CAI gave them opportunities to
practice, to learn and to clarify misunderstandings.

They discovered that a few hours of that, which could be given
to many people at the same time-1,000 if you wanted, I suppose
was worth several hours of simulator familiarization. So, although
they did not turn the piloting task over to computer-based instruction,
I. think they used it in a very ingenious and appropriate way by giving
3 or 4 hours of familiarization. When the students went into the
simulator, they knew where things were and what they were supposed
to do, so they could begin to practice the team and the dynamic
interr.ctive aspects of the task that the simulator was really intended
to yilow them to do.

I guess that I would go back and say with regard to your question
abou the psychological effects of computer-based learning, that it
can c it both ways. People can feel as if they have been abandoned
to an npersonal, heartless system. I know of an instance, for example,
where a computer managed instructional system became deper-
sonalized, and deprived the students of human contact to the point
that it affected their morale. That is not necessary. It has to be guarded
against.

Basically, I would like to close by underscoring what Dr. Papert
says. One of the vital ingredients is to get enthusiastic, capable,
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imaginative and creative people to join forces in trying to look at. this
area. It is very complicated. Its I'00tA C01110 from the educational world,
from the computer hardware world, from the information science
world, and the psychological laboratories. When these first came
together it created great, problems. Mueli of our initial effort was to
try to get people from such diverse backgrounds in the same room, to
try to get them talking to each other in language they could
understand.

And even then, once a problem' was identified, there was a tendency
for each group to want to turn around and deal with it as a problem
within its own specific discipline.

The passage of time, and hopefully some of the actions that we
took back in the early sixties have led to the development of a com-
munity that is much more conversant with each other, much more
tolerant of each other's views, much more aware of the potential con-
tributions of the other disciplines. And I think we are in a far better.
situation now to develop better computer-based instructional systems.

My only plea is in our effort to get on with the exploitation of
computer-based systems and that we continue to try to locate ing,e-
Mous, creative people whose talents can be brought to bear on the
problem. I take a great deal of satisfaction from the fact that a large
number of the people who have appeared before you have been people
who cut their teeth in this business because of support that we have
provided. To be S11(.1'01;4121, we need theta --and more like them.

Mr. SwixsoN. I would like von to step back .for a moment and
maybe speak as a personal observer now and one Nrho has been
involved in this field for quite a while. A lot of the witnesses have
mentioned that they see it revolutionary impact around the corner
from the advent. of this technology en our society. I was wondering
if you could comment on what. you thought those claims really
impl ed. Are they in fact Ina,. or is it just another promise such as
the new math?

Mr. BRYAN. As 21. strictly personal thing, I'm not sure I knew
what a revolution is anal. whatever it is, no not sure I want to be
around when it occurs.

Everybody knows th,re will he a lot of these devices which will be
marketed. They will find the 'r way into the bands of people who
have the money in their pockets to buy_then, That could he tonal.
I don't think it nece::isiiril' \\ be. A lot of people buy eneyclopedias
and never open them up.

I ant in favor of a more ty'o,ratrunatie approach that won't depend
upon some explosive --revolutionary- sort of thing. If such a pro-
g,ranituat ic approach isn't taken. there is a bad revolution with respect
to public education that's goin!, to come about. Nlayhe that revolu-
tion is already in progress. It has seemed to me for the last 20 years
that there are three groups that can be identified with regard to the
public school system. One is made up el the students, one is made up
of the faculty and staff, and the ether is made tip er parents and
taxpayers.

It seems to lift that each of the groups is dissatisfied with the way
things are !,0111!. It scents 1(1 me that changes are taking, place.
They are revolutionary in the sense that the character of the schools
has ehaft,ed tin 21WI.111 lot and revolutionary ht the sense that. it seems
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to be under no one's control. It is moving the way the contending
forces arc, causing it to move, shifting in undesirable directions in
some instances. That kind of rpvolot ion may be, occurring W'ith regard
to the public school system. (.7ertainly we have heard of taxpayer's
revolts. T personally reel that romputer-based systems halve a great
deal or potent for dealing with some of these difficult public school
problems,

Whether a good "computer revolution will take place, whether
the machines will save its. and whether all of a sudden they will appear
over the horizon is hard to say. I Think we have to work hard to bring
about goals we want to bring; about. There is still much work to be
done. But real progress has been made. Further progress is possible.

think the context 1)r. Swanson is talking about and
which other witnesses had been referring to in tlw sense of revolution
is not 2111 explosion but iii the context. of Whill has been happening in
human history for the past 10,000 Veal's.

Ten thousand years ago, \V(' deVVIOped SCINICO in a
rudimentar- fashion. Six thousand years ago, roughly we developed
language and mathematical capabilities which JJegan to transform
society greatly. ()My within the last 3!)!) years have we developed
science in a modern sense. The world has changed radically in the
last 300- years, and in the past 50 years since then a large-scale inter-
vention kv Government in supporting research and development has
led to a lot of (1,:mirc in a real revoloilon sense. So I think that is the
context. in which we understand the Ilse Of the \\lull "revolution" here
in that we have been riding the tides of these revolutions by and large
rather than understanding what happening.

NVInit we are groping for is somehow to steer ourselves a little better
than simply riding the crest of the revolution as it immerses us from
whatever the source may be.

NI r. BRYAN. In that souse. I \you'd agree dint e are on the verge
of a revolution. I t tipprOpritItt` to be c011ryttneti about trying to
steer ourselves a little bettor.

Mr. Scum-En. Thauk oil very much for your testimony. It has
been stimulating. We 111;111k all of the w itnesses, and we will adjourn
until Tuesday, the INth. at It) o'clock in the morning in room 2318.

!hereupon. at I p.m., the subcommittet was adjourned.]
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TUESDAY. OCTOBER 18, 1977

Hot-sr: or 14:enEsExT.vrivEs,
Com m rerrE ax SCIENCE AND 'Ff.:ill:N.01.0m-,

SilicommirrEK os DoNtEsTu. AND
NTEIINATI()N.U. SCIENTIFIC PLAN NINC,

ANALYSIS . \N1 COOFI.;1ATION, AND
CONI ITEEE ax Eoce.vrtox Axo Lmsou,

Suiscommrer: nN SEI.Ecr EoucATioN,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:15 a.m.,
in room 2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer,
chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Also present: Mr. Kildee, Mr. Miller, Mr. Jeffords, Mr. Walker,
Mr. Glickman; staff: Mr. Wells, Mr. Kramer, Mr. Swanson, Mr.
Birch, Mr. Gallagher, Mr. Lavore, Ms. Heron.

Mr. SCHEUER. The meeting of the DISPAC Subcommittee on the
role of computers in the education of the handicapped will come to
order.

Now, we're going to operate under a tight time frame today because
I have a meeting with some White House people dtwn here today at
12:15. So that gives us exactly 2 hours.

I have an opening statement which, in order to save time, I'm to
make orally. You are all familiar with the importance of enhancing
the effectiveness of thethe cost-effectiveness of our methodologies
and our modalities for dealing with kids with special education needs,
especially handicapped children. You're working in this field. And so
I will spare you 11., i,atement in order to save time for the witnesses.
- Thank you c,r3- much for appearing today.

The first .citnes is Mr. Robert Herman, Associate Deputy Com-
missioner, Bureau of Education for the 1-handicapped.

Proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. HERMAN, ASSOCIATE DEPUTY COMMIS-
SIONER, BTJREA1 "T EDUCATION FOR THE HANDICAPPED, OFFICE
OF EDUCATION, ./EPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND
WELYAR E

Mr. HERM:\ N.
WI' litiw, whe is
of the Buretiu
working, it
handicr..ppri.

record, I'd like to introduce Dr. Frank
;71)ecial Assistant to the Deputy Commissioner

.uc4tion for the handicapped, and who has been
of computer technology and the education of the
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Mr. SIIEUIC. Now, let me say for all of the witnesses, your state-
ments will air be printed in their entirety in the record. I would urge
you not to read your statements. Just talk to us. If all you're going
to do is read-your Statements, just save everybody's time and let, the
next man move forward, because your statements will be printed.

We've read most of your statements, and those that we haven't
read already we will read.

[The prepared statement of Robert B. Herman is as:

ST.tTEMENT Rolier B. lIgnmAN
Mr. Chairman, I ant pleased to he hero today to tell you a little hit nhout how

the Bureau of &Mention for the liandirapped is attempting to bring the benefits
of computer technology to improve thdmtional opportunities for S million handi-
apped children aged 3 to 21. The use of computers will undoubtedly figure heavily
in obtaining an ('gnat educational opportunity for all handicapped children.
The passage of Public Laxv 94-142, the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975 with its requirements that a free appropriate public education be
provided to every child with a physical or mental impairment, and that each
child have an annual individual education program has created a demand for
individualized instruction.

In getting ready for universal education for the handicapped child, the Bureau
has worked with the private sector to utilize computer technology.

There are two specific uses for computers in the education of the handicapped.
One is the use of computers to compensate for the handicapping condition.
Cotnputer-generated speech, for example, can he used by persons who have a
limited ability to speak. Such systems can be activated hy either manual or oral
output. The reverse of this example would be the turning of print into speech to
enable the Wind to have act ess to thy printed page. The technical problems of
conversion of print to speech are less difficult than the transformation of speech
to print.

Despite these difficulties the flureatt is pursuing some internwdiate steps to
turn speech into captions for television. A contract with Teledyne Corp. is helping
to explore "real time' captioning I if live event and program. The system would
use a computer-generated print which provides printed English on the screen.
In the near future it should he possible to have developed systems which will
transform speech into instantaneous print. Such an aid taken to the personal use
level would he an invaluably device for deaf individuals.

Other witnesses at this hearing will he describing the effectiveness of Bureau
investments in compitters and computer technology. Most notable of those are the
Kurzweil Heading Machine which converts ordinary printod materials rapidly
into spoken English at 150 words per minute. device could have morn us
impact by alloxxing hillyl students to :ad most of the same texts and printed
materials as their sighted peers. Other major products of our work is the OIITA
CON, now a nationally known and tested translation reading aid for the
Wind and Teles-ensory Systems' very etretive "talking calculator. 1)r. Kurzweil
and N1r. 'Nelson will go into greater detail I am sur.

At the Clarke School for the Deaf in Massachusetts, experimentation is hying
carried out to dtveluip eninputec eontrolled speech aid for the deaf. Devices
tieing developed under :1 contract with the firm of Bolt, 13erattek and .\-(!lVt11:111
have thI pt trnti :Il of aiding (it'd Chil(11111 devylop l`frPC't 'VI` :..1)11'01 patterns.

Early experimental development of typewriters for severely handicapped
individuals is another example of the personal device which uses computer teeh-
nology. Cyhertype uses a col:muter in combination with :t regular typewriter to
allow a variety of severely handicapped individuals tu type. Sii1114. Of these, devices
enable amputees to type, others allow totally paralyzed individuals to activate
the typewriter through a whisper or eyelilink.

The second and most. rapidly developing use of eomptiters in the education of
handicapped children is computer assisted instruction in regular school programs.
The computer van perform two mi,:sions. First it can by the patient. non-threaten-
ing instructor that. rim repent over and over again fir a child with a learning prob-
lem. It can provide a. child wIt is limited in his cxpre,sive al ilities Ilexy ways to
express his ideas and thoughts.

A past experiment with severely handicapped children and telecommunications
called Tel-Catch at Amherst, Nev.. fork has incorporated a computer educational

4 '3 eJ
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system kith television programming to ) Ifrflls WIlire llind handicapped children
reside. Tel-('atch, funded under at licinwitration grant by the (nli.e of Education,
Bureau of Education fur the Handicapped, now can bring education to children
who are faced with recurring medical problems that force them into chronic ab-
senteeism. Today, this program permits chililren confine(( to their home to keep
up with classmates simply by dialing their telephone and turning on the family
television. A child can choose from a wide range of subjects specifically tailored to
his or her needs and at his or her own pace. interactive has great
potential for traditionally bypassed handicapped ehildren.

Currently the 13tireau i- funding several computer-assisted instriiet ion projects.
One is a project working with severely handicapped children in basic language and
math skills. Tii,..hiv,tivc hi, project is to work with severelY non- verbal chil-
dren and to provide their, with a system for acquiring these skills.

A second contractor, thi- one in California, is developing materials and experi-
menting %vitt' less seven4 handicapped children in a regular school setting. Again
the :abject area is language and math skills. 'Phis system is using more traditional
Programs and is ,lemoti-trating the way that. ciinipicter, supplement the regular
classroom activities su that. moderately handicapped children can keep tip within
normal classrooms.

The Office of )Education has just liegun a cont ract with (lallandet College and
the Computer Graphic ('enter of Ohio State University to develop materials in
three dimensions. Computer graphics do dottionst rate some specific language con-
cepts which are difficult to demonstrate in the traditional classroom. Computer
graphics can demonstrate difficult concepts to deaf children.

One of the major parts of P.E. 04-142 calls for the handicapped child to he edu-
cated where% er possiiile with his non-handicapped peers. To do this we must be
able to train teachers of the handicapped and regular classroom teachers to work
with these Chili [full in the regular (1:1,,..11iiiI11 it No are in the midst of two
computer-assisted teacher training- programs. The work is being dune at the
17iliversity of Indiana with the specific purpose of using computer-assisted training
techniques to (level p and improve till supply of special education teachers.

In summary, computers if a wide be'. I ot vilt in I use handicapped.
The 1 WN1.11:11 1111V11:1C.. t1hItch compensates for the person's handicap, the use of
computers as a learning aid and the 11,1. of :IS information aids all hold
promise for education of the'llatulicappcil. In some instanees with severely handl-
calllfrfl individuals there i- the opportunity for the computer ttchnology to Open
up the world of communientions. In some i-ntances the computer may lie able to
provide the assistance that the child needs to remain in a regular classroom. In
some instance, the elfinpitter may 1.11Viiii the profession with the information and
data required to help plan and delivcr the cduentifin required liv a given
There are question.- facing- the special education field as there are in general edu-
catin concerning the east efiectiven -, of the use of computers. we lieliove that
the appropriate use coinietter. can reduce the need for highly trained specialists
and can assist lire handicapped child to study the child. We
believe that some of those tecifilique individualized prom:miming hold great
potent:al for general is ItIcation fur special education.

lVe know from bast experiments that handics:pped children can learn from vow.-
pater - aide) in- traction; that there I :I ireatrr fins, lihoo l of providing a compre-
11'''''''' enrrieitlurn 1."r children through computer programs; :Ind
that ir,i111:11 interfaces with fur siVi:rely

1,1 of their ideas.
Micro computers coupled %%Atli new grittilio. sy,teni, such a< MCA video disc and

telecoms o till t ion systems new izclicr:tt ion of snppnrt I.!. the handicapped.
With the of the i,11,_;p --, Ili, (like of through the Bureau of
rditcation for the Ilandieapped teill floc., fon% ard to sponsor demonstration and

ti, n1,0,111 terhnnlogc to
11.111dicalPc.! cifildrc:: and t t -Liles and !oval agencies in implimenting
these now techniiiiie: where warranted.

t1r. IlEttmv . tit Chairman. th pa.:,-al!re of l'uldic Law 94-142
the Education fol. Ali Ihindicapped Children Act of 1975, which
i..,tuirontee, for all handicapped children it free, tipproprmte public
education, and includes edlicat in!, the handicapped child, its the lea4
restrictive ,-;ettitv, make.: the need for the 11,40 of omputer,: and the
application of computer techriolo:2::: and other techtiology for
the handicapped child even more crucial.
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While the Congress was working on developing it law that mandated
free appropriate public education for all of these children, 'we have
been also pursuing various research and demonstration projects which,
are designed to enable the handicapped child to pursue his education
to an effective completion.

Some of the material vou see orotund you today and that will be
demonstrated is the work of (101101.5 appropriated under the Education
of the Handicapped Art over the last 8 years, in supporting, various
research projects and various experiments, and utilizing already-
existent computer and other technology.

We have been searching for specific uses over time for computers in
aiding to educate handicapped children and for using computers to
work with the (leaf population especially. Actk ities like computer-
generated speech for people with- a limited ability to speak, giving
them an opportunity to he able to communicate more effeetivel, as
well as converting computer-generated print into speech for blind
people, has been beneficial to the deaf. the blind, and other handi-
capped individuals.

The Kurzweil Heading Machine and Bay Kurzweil will be here
this morning has been partially developed in part with the aid of
the Bureau of Education for the Ilandicapped research and develop-
ment funds.

The Optacon, which is it sensory rending machine for the blind, has
also been developed in part by funds from the Bureau of Education
for the Ilandicapped.

So there are a great mink. activities that are going on. The state-
ment speaks for itself on the kinds of activities that we have been
pursuing.

The point of the matter is that it, Congress has mandated in legis-
lation the placement of the handicapped child with his normal peers
wherever possible. at any opportunity po:.ihle, in the so- called least_
restrictive environment. it becomes even more important that handi-
capped children he tilde to work 711 their own !wee , to have an oppor-
tunity to have material presenteil for them with their own ability to
accept it and to have materials presented to then' in a different
degree, or in varying deurre, of styles ;Ind modes.

So We are very much intyre:1(1 in computer: 111)(1 I he use of cont-
patters .111 edileat ion for the handicapped, especially in the computer-
assisted instruction area, Where handicapped children, learning
th,abled children, as well as the broad range of mentally retarded
and other kinds of children with ;liflicult y in learning processes have
an opportunity for this elf_i/enerateil, self-paced process.

In addition, we have used the computer to help train regular and
sPoifll te:tPhi-l',; in the in- service :Ind the pre-servie training of
teacher teacher: who are in school: where they do not normally
come into contio t with severely-handicapped youngsters, youngsters
who are at the lots incidence of h:iiidicappi". conditions.

Also, computer-assisted instruction has been used to train teachers
in-service at I [ionic ( ric t where teachers are not close to a
metropolitan :area Where they tall ea4y coin(' h) in- service IrAining
program, or :pond a week or 2 weeks or weekend with experts.

We also designed at Penn State l niyersity A l,toress whereby
teachers through ('Al can learn to deul with the handicapped

4 '3
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As more handicapped children move lot() the regular:elassrooni, as
more handicapped choldren ntov,. into that kind of n situation where
they're with their normal peers, it's important that the teacher in
the re,t,rtilar classroomin fact, it's protml)ly one of the most impor-
tant things--be inunersed in the special education nee& of the
handicapped child who \vill he placed under his or her guidance.

Another. area of importance is the training, of aides. As we deal with
the handicapped child more frequently in the public school situation,
and handicapped children are retmlied from residential institutions
wherever possible, we lire trying to develop :tides 011(1 j)irnprofer;siontlls
tr. serve t 'flint's something you've heen interested in, Mr. Chair-
man, for a long period of time, the development of new careers for
the poor, paraprofessionals.

NIr. Sciii:c En. You're extremely well informed, and your ineniory
!_roes back at least a decade. :ktul I appreciate the citation.

Mr. IIERNIA:c. Thank you.
N11'. SCIIEUElt. Thank you. Serious speaking, I'm very proud of

that pe.raprofessionals program. the tivv careers program, and if I
never acromplish :mother thing in Congress, ns far as I'm concerned
my stay here vill have been well justified by that.

NIr. I It.:11Nt.N. Well. 1 hall :111 opportunity to AVork with you when
you were developing. that legislation.

NIr. Scut:rt.:R. Yes. It changed the vow ',we look at the poor, and
it changed our perception of \\lint their potentials and their eapal)ilities
are.

11E11.:\IAN. Exactly.
ScnEt...Eit. And it's germinated 1111 over the place. In al,,tiost all

of the media pro!,r0tii:s 'We Ilow illV111Vill!r providing
service: 111 we never woo..ld lut\-e t houdit possible.

NIr. IlEtotAN. For exatolde, 11t the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped. we are xvorkite, with one of the people you've been
vorkiiir with over the years. Fronk R.ies,:tinin and Alan Gardner.

NIr. Siim-ER. Terrific.
IIERNIAN. In worl:in!, with them. they're helping us to guide

and shape parnpr,fes-:ional training progrollls across the country
at universities and community colleges. to train people to work with
the handicapped child. There's such a groat need and there's such a
,teat demand. We've also made promises to teachers in the regular
4;1.'11)ot:is that they would not 1r0 w11 110111 111111'S 111111 without. support
services. So we're Hallo',

NIr. SIIEVER. Y011 1111010 1/111111,1 10 whom?
Mr. IlEn7.1.\ N. We made prom:.-es to teachers in 1 he regular class-

room thaL there \void(' he :tide, dint there would he a way
of truitiill!, ni(le- for 11,,IA1111re.

Nit'. Scill.;1.1.:It. 1'011 know. that's very ironic. because in the early
days of the oev careers program, as .\-ou titalouluedl- reinentl)er,
the teacher. were ho.,t ;le to the idea

:Mr IlEiotk N. .111111.,
le0111 1111011'1. O1' illir(0110.ituz 11 ,l`e111111 allnit 111 t110

1'111,,,,r00111. W110 W011111 he 1001111". owes her !,110111(101% There \VAS 1In
e1101111011, 11111011111 or ho.tility and ol.,6i11oro., to ovprroloo.

11Elt 1. N.
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Mr. ScuEu Ex. When you tell me today that you've promised the
.teachers you won't take away their aides, we've come a long distance.

Mr. HERMAN. Mr. Chairman, we're trying to create opportunities
for the training of aides. Many universities and colleges, er-a the
4-year variety, are heavily involved in training paraprofes.;onals
and aides not just one or two universities around the country, but
a great many are into this whole area.

Mr. SCHEUER: Yes.
And, whereas, they first used the aides mostly for taking off galoshes,

and serving lunch, and keeping attendance charts, and issuing bus
passes, we've found now that the computer can issue bus passes

Mr. HERMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. SCHEUEW Now the aides are an integral part of the learning

process, particularly where the childand this is particularly true
of handicapped childrenhas need of a one-to-one relationship with
a concerned, caring adult. There the aide plays an indispensable role
in helping the teacher handle the large class, because there comes a
time when that kid needs a 1-to-1 situation for 15 minutes, or an
hour, or 2 hours Without it, they've come to a dead end. With it,
they can still be part of a classroom group.

Mr. HERMAN. Exactly.
Mr. SellEu ER. The teachers have moved in a full circle. They have

come to believe that the presence of one or two aides is indispensable
for them to play their role.

Mr. HERMAN. MRCS exactly right. In filet, in their concerns
about Public. Law 94-142, the teacher;; in New York State

Mr. ScnEuEn. Would you translate that into the English language?
Mr. HERMAN. I'm sorry. Public Law 94-142 is the act which you

helped to pass up here, the Education for All Handicapped Children
Act of 1975, which is the free appropriate public education guarantee
to all handicapped children.

in their concerns and their traising, of issues around the country
many teachers, includine. New York State Teachers Union, have
raised the concern that the aides and paraprofessionals that. they
have within the classroom will go on, will stay there; and also they
will get additional help and support in bringing help and support and
services to these children.

Mr. SCIIEUER. l aul tell you tha.t that was not the point of Al
-'hanker and the Teachers Union 10 or 11 \i'M'S fig°.

Mr. HERMAN. Of cOlti*Se. now itcy're in there.
NIr. SctiEuEit. So we've come full circle.
Mr. HERMAN. Yes.
Mr. SCIIEVER. Well, I congratulate you onfompleftl apart from

this t est inionvon the work that yoll've done over the years with the
aides and whole paraprofessional program. I think we've done
wonderful thine.. We've !riven people honorable and meaningful
careers who never would have expected to have achieved such status
by and large, and we've also enriched the education system and made
it more relevant and more sensitive to people.

I think that this has turned out het ter than ratty of us ever dreamed,
even those of us who supported the program. like Frank Riessinan,
Tom Gardner, Pearl, and Russell Nixon.

Mr. IIERNIAN. I think you and your staff were exactly correct sonic
10 years ago.

4 3
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Mr. SCREUER. O. iii terniti Of the computer, do you find that the
aides are able to use the computer with the child?

Mr. HERMAN. What we're finding is that we can train aides and
teachers through the use of computers, through the use of computer-
assisted instruction, to work with the handicapped child in the regular
classroom.

Mr. SCHEUER. I guess on a more sophisticated level than that aide
could have functioned at without the aid of the computer.

Mr. HERMAN. Yes. And also independent learning.
Mr. SCHEUER. Yes.
Mr. HERMAN. They can learn at their own pace, they can learn on

weekends, they can deal with instruction where they are not neces-
sarily near a major university or college, where there are opportunities
for inservice training. And that's very important.

The cost of inservice training is enormously high. Also, when yOu
bring teachers to the big city, they don't want to rel.= to the smaller
rural areas, and we often lose them from the Yen- importig, job
they're doing with.the handicapped child at the local level.

So, we're trying to keep the teachers at the local level, keep them
at their home bases, and use computers and other kinds of resources
in order to get aid to them to improve their ability to work with the
handicapped child.

In summary then., we think the computers and computer- assisted
instruction and computer technology in all forms of science. have an
enormous effect on handicapped childrennot only handicapped
children, but all exceptional children such as gifted and talented
children, who also need to learn at their own pace, and also need to
move in a direction which might not be usual to the so-called normal
range of children.

Mr. SCHEI,ER. Yes; I was talkino. to Prof. Abe Tannenbaum, of
Columbia University, and lie thinks the potential of applying the
computer to teaching the specially gifted children is enormous and
totally untapped. Ile thinks there's tremendous potential there.

I suspect that we'll have another day of hearings on the use of the
computer for teachino. Rifted children.

Mr. HERMAN. Well, there are unique projects, like Tel-Catch, in
Amherst, N.Y., which is experimenting with that. They've shown it
works very, very well with children who are chronically ill and who
need to he at home for long periods of time, children who can't get out
ordinarily dui/I!, severe weather. By simply turning on their television
sets, by having cassettes with them, and other kinds of instrumental-
ities, they can keep up with the kids in the classroom. They can keep
up, and when they're able to return to the classroom situation they
can he current. And this is- very important where children with cere-
bral palsy, or who are chronically ill in other areas, or who are crippled,
children who cant get out for one. reason or another for prolonged
periods of time, have the opportunity to keep up with the regular
classroom schedule

So we see those urea- as extremely important.
Mr. ticummt. Yes.
Mr. HERMANBut I think you'll see this morning the fruits of a lot

of the labors of Congress in appropriating funds which helped to
develop many of these activities.
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But I think the next important thing is the validation, the engineer-
ing validation as \Yell as the educational validation, of some of these
great activities that have been carried on. And then, of course, the
implementation phase, convincing local school boards and univer-
sities and colleges around the country that they are not only educa-
tionally beneficial, but that they're cost effective for children, as well,
and that it, will lower the very heavy cost, very heavy burden, of

providing education to the handicapped child.
One'of the things that is keeping us back in this area, of course, is

the high investment at the beginning, investment in the hardware,
and investment in other kinds of materials that go along with ad-

vanced technology.
Mr. SCHEUER. One of the things that I guess has discouraged the

Congress was in the operation of the title I program of the ESKA. act,
. the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. 'Two months before

the. end of the funding year, the money's just been appropriated, and
in a frantic effort to spend the money, the schools buy a lot, of

hardware.
Mr. HERMAN. Yes.
Mr. Scam-Ert. And the hardware ended up in a storage room. If

it ever did get out of storage nobody. knew how to rise it. And it wns
a great, bi!,, fat. mess. i think the.C.ongress was a little bit turned off
by that.

It's unfortunate that it turned out the way it did, because with a
little thought and a little effort the hardware can he made enormously

effective. I hope that in time, by intelligent administration of this
program involving hardware, it can sort of overcome that stigma
brought on-by the operations of title I of ESEA.

Mr. HERMAN. 1 think you need people with training, in the use and
maintenance of this hardware and other materials.

Mr. SenEumt. I think that's
Mr. liERMAN. T1114 is needed within the school district so they don't

have to call or get into heavy contracts with private operations.
Mr..ScnEumt. Congressman., Brademas unfortunately had a leader-

ship meeting this morning, he wasn't able to come. But he has at
least two very able representatives who will ask questions.

Mr. WELLS. One very brief question, Ni. Chairman.
Mr. Herman, we had testimony last, week to the effect that the

computer early on simply replaced, ;111 dogously with the aide situation,
took on payrolls and inventories, very trivial kinds of clerical opera-
tions. And this is typ;allv what we do with a new technol,,g,y. And
I believe Dr. Papert used the analogy that the ;ntomobile was the
horseless carriage, and the terminology was very apt, that that's the
Way we thought. of the automobiles. simply as replacing the horse.
And in the computer area we star tel mutt with very comparable types
of things. Now we're moving to new levels of understanding, new
heels of appreciating the full potential of the computer.

For example, in diagnosing learning difficulties of children in the

classroom.
Are there some special applications of dinpnostie----that, is, using,

the computer as a diarnostic tool ill loakim, at the special problems

of the handicapped?
Mr. HErtmAy. I'd like to ask Dr. Withrow to help on this.

4 3
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1)r. \riinitow. There's been a Teat deal of dis ussion of this, and
there has been some be,initinir experience along those lines. One
experinielit that Ne funded, with Bolt, Beranek Newman in NI assa-
clueietts, with the deaf, was involved in the diwittosis 0101 remediation
of speech. As the child speaks. certain kinds of games actually take
place on the television screen. For example, the pitch has to do with
1 tow high the basketball net or the circle is; the duration is whether
the lad! .4oes throittIt the net.

That's a !Teat. 1/1111(116011 Of 110111Y different lecttniclnes. it made
young children, in effect, work with the materials, Then, one could
develop and define the particular problems that were within their
speech, and not only dineinose, but actually use the tecltholog- for
remediation.

There area number of other examples in which severel handicapped
children which had no other means of expression, could express
themselves throwdi some kind of interface with the computer. And in
those instance: -and were still in It care :Ii(ly basis we lntye found
that. SOMC children severely 11:IndIC:11)1111 Unable, to speak, with
maybe just an ability to move a 11/111(1 or nit eyelid---have a great deal
of .intelligence. '1 hey've learned to progrida computers. They've
learned to talk and work with computers.

Ir. N LI.s. \\nt struck no was an example of 1)r. Papert's, in
Papert's testimony last week, in which a child, a teenager, was

considered retarded until one of his experiments in workin!, with
this child, It enabliwr t his ',result to work with the computer, suddenly
k.,pened up entire new-- this child was not retarded at till---and opened
up complete intellectual horizons, and it was his estimate in a few
years this person w0111(1 be able to dO

r. 1 I ERNINN. Autistic children and children NV110 are.severely deaf
also have had the computer open up the world to them. t'hildren who
had not reacted previously to people, through the computer, hove
often had the wend simply opened up to them, and a whole learnirr,;
process begins.

There's also been some very exeithor thin,rs done in dilernosis of
medical conditions and they may have some application in diagaosir.g
educa t lona I needs.

\VELLs. Are We (10111!, e11011111 reSearC11---it',. an overall question,
obviously, that we do yoll 'MVP C110112:11 money? Are vou--is this
an area in which resources should be allocated-? \\*hat areas would you
sug,rest would need more resources, more work in this area?

1\I r, I I um N. Well, it's always 101111/1 ing to Say that, WC don't have
enough resources OF C0111(1 use more resources--we always could,
berause the dollar is scarce, and the demand great. It's always easy to
say that We r011101 use 1110re resources in this area. .

\\lint 1 111111k we really need, t holed', is more cooperative ventures,
more understandirw from the service deliverers-- more opportunities
to experiment with various kinds of materials and techniques, more
opportunities to experiment in local school districts to see what really
NOrkS 1111(1 What dOeSI1P1. work.

\Ve've had It great number of successful efforts. in using. some kind
of compute-assisted instruction, between the title I program, between
Education of t he I landicapped ..\ct po,rani, and marry other areas
Public Law ti!) ;I:; Institutionalized Children programwhich we've
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seen many opportunities to use diagnostic as well as teaching materials.
Mr. WELLS. Well, I won't belabor the point, but it just seems such

an important subject, as far as the concept of pilot programs and
product research projects.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmar
Mr SCHECER. Jim?
Mr. GALLAGHER. One question, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Herman, another' witness today will state that there's a very

'severe problem downtown in the area of jurisdiction. I understand
from his testimony that you sponsored a meeting and invited the
Veterans' Administration and NSF and a number of ,other groups to
attend #lis meeting. And' this witness stated that there's a question
of juit'sdiction in this field, and who's funding what, and so forth.

I was just wondering if the proceedings from this meeting could he
witii the chairman's pernussion, to this committee.

Mr. HERMAN. Certainly. But I know of HO such problem.
Mr. GALLAGHER. lie stated there's a very severe problem in this

whole -ea, downtown agenciesin other words, who's more equal,
who's i eallm responsible, who does the funding.

M. IEER AN. Well, weyes, certainly. The answer is yes, of course.
Mr. GALLAGHER. Fine.
Mr. ITErni.%N. We've certainly, been very sensitive to the issue of

jurisdict. .n in the area of education for the handicapped children,
and have tried -to bring together groups of people who have been
able to improve services and programs.

We just,completed an agreement with the Rehabilitation Services
Adinimstration, an agreement signed by Commissioner Boyer and
Commissioner Humphrey, concerning Unproved services for the
ha:idicapped.

We have been working very closely in other areas. I d,m't see--I
didn't see any jurisdictional problem up until this point, but since

, you call attention to it we might be able to focus on it.
We have had meetings. We are bringing together, under Allen

Dittman, ode of our senior research people assigned to this area,
people to consider problems, and try to coordinate Federal funding,
and to target on particular areas in which there is a need for further
work:

The answer is yes, clearly.
Mr. GALLACHIER. And yOH're t110 letHIHT: coordinator, Government-

wide, across the board?
Mr. HERMAN. So far' as eduiating handicapped children we're

trying to play that 'role, yes, sir.
Mr. GALLAGHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ScliEumi. Questions?
Mr. Bract'. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEHER. Would-youi identify yourself?
Mr. Buten. 'in Tom Birch with the Committee on Select Eduication.
Mr. ScuEuErt. Would you introduce your colleagues?
Mr. Bitten. Yes. E have with me Belita Ikron, who is also on our

subcommittee staff; and Marty Lavore; who is a staff member on
the full Committee on !"icat ion'.

Mr. Herman, very often we have seen the development and re-
search going into these technological devices that are used in the
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classroom. However, the dissemination of these innovations has
been limited.

I wonder if you could tell us what sort of assistance or guidance
the Federal Government is able to proxide to make these devices
more widely applicable in classrooms?

Mr. HERMAN. We recognize this problem. We've done:a lot, of
research in the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped in the last
10 years or so.

One of the things we're very much concerned about is the market,
the professional marketing, of Inaterials and'Aechniques. And We've
established a special unit in the Bureau to handle all marketing of
successful technological products stemming from Bureau-sponsored.
research. We've established a unit with a number of outside adviSers
from the private industry, various different consumer organizations,
and people who have been working with the handicapped across the
country, as well as producers of the materials.

Two areas that we've selected for heavy work and heavy testing
is the Optacon, which you'll be hearing about later today; and the
Kurzweil reading machine. We've gone to a very complex review
process to make a determination of where the Federal money could
be best utilized in disseminating the effective outcomes.

Now, a lot more could be done. We are trying to do a lot more
with limited resources in this area.

But we believe that a, lot of the gbod technological devices that
have been developed must .be gotten off the shelf, whether or not
they are for low incidence poptilations, and,they're not really profitably
attractive to private producers; or if there are simply opportunities
for mass marketing. So: we believe that we should be getting a lot
of these things off the shelf, and we have taken steps to do' so.

Mr. SCIIEUER. Your testimony was marvelous, but we have time
restraints and we've been going almost a half hour. We've enjoyed
every minute of it. It's been very productive.

M.r. If ERMAN. Thank you.
Mr. SCIIEUER. Thank von very, very much for your testimony.

WC ye enjoyed it, and we've profited by it. Thank you.
Mr. HERMAN. Thank you.
Mr. ScuEtrER. The next witness is Ray Kurzweil and Barry Unger

of Kurzweil Computer Products, Inc.
Now, we are in a terrific time bind here, gentlemen, so why don't

you talk for 5 or minutes, and then leave another 5 minutes for ui
to ask questions. We're going to have to stick to a pretty- rigid 10.
minute limitation from here on in.

[The prepared testimony of Rayniond Kurzweil is as
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TYE KURZWE/L READING MACHINE FOR THE BLIND,

DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION

Raymond C. Kurzweil, President
Barry Unger, Executive Vice President

Kurzweil Computer Products, Inc.

Hearings on the Role of Computers in Educating the Handicapped

Subcommittee on Domestic and International
Scientific Planning, Analysis and Cooperation

of the
Committee on Science and Technology

and

Subcommittee on Select Education
of the

Committee on Education and Labor

United States House of Representativei

October 18, 1977

Mr. Chairman, we very much appreciate this opportuniry to discuss before

this committee the reading machine for the blind that we have developed. My

name is Raymond Kurzweil, President of Kurzweil Computer Products, inc. and

co-testifying 1..ith me is Barry Unger, Executive Vice President. The interest

in our project over the lait several years by the Committee on Science and Tech-

nology, and the Subcommittee on Select Education, and that of Sherman Roodzant,

Science and Technology Staff Member, with whom we have worked closely, has meant

much to us.

I would like to start out by demonstrating the machine for you, after

which I will describe briefly how it works, and some issues of relevance to these

hearings. Barry Unger will then describe some of the programs, including those

sponsored by the federal government, to distribute the machine in the field, and

to maximize its usefulness based on blind people's experience with it.

44,
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The Kurzweil Reading Machine converts ordinary printed materials, such

as books, magazines, letters and reports into spoken English at approximately

150 words per minute. 'The system reads most common styles and sizes of type,

handles many forms of print degradation, and thus allows blind and visually

handicapped persons to read ordinary printed material rapidly, with minimal

training required, and without fatigue.

The user operates the device by placing printed material face down on

the glass plate which forms the top surface of the scanning unit. He then presses

the 'Page' button on the control panel to activate the reading process. A

specially designed scanning system we developed scans the page and transmits the

image in electronic form to an image enhancement system. This system, which we

designed and implemented in hardware, increases the contrast found on the page

and brings out particular features that improve the recognition process. The

enhanced image, now in digital form, is transmitted to a small computer contained

within the reading machine which contains unique programs we develOped to separate

the image into discrete character forms, recognize the letters on the page, group

the letters into words, and compute the pronunciation of each word. Pronuncia-

tion is accomplished through the use of over a thousand linguistic rules plus

two thousand exceptions to the rules stored in the computer's memory. Additionally,

a stress contour over each sentence is computiel by a set of syntactical rules.

Before I press the page butt n on the control panel and direct the machine

to read the page I have just p aced on the scanning unit, I would like to point

out that the synthetic speech output requires a small amount:of faMiliarization.

Persons who have never heard it before vary in their ability to comprehend it.

All ofoufeig:vrieneemdate, including the results of several independent studies,

has indicated that after several hours of exposure, users arc able to understand

the synthetic speech as well as human speech.

4 4
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(Demonstration of the Kurzweil Reading Machine)

An important feature of the reading machine is its user controls. For

everyone, sighted or blind, reading is properly an active rather than a passive

processi one re-reads interesting or difficult passages, pauses At unfamiliar

words, skims 'Le page to find material b/ particular interest, and so on. The

Kurzweil Reading Machine is operated by the user with a set of 33 keyboard-

mounted buttons to allow the user to effortlessly make these choices. For

example, the machine stores 'in.itsmemory-the last 300 characters that it has"'

scanned, allowing the user to back up 'and hear words over again, have particu-

lar words spelled out, and other functions.

(Demonstration of User Controls)

The most difficult part of the research and development that we have

conducted over the past ton years has been in the area of the recognition of

printed characters. Printed material differs tremendously in a wide range of

specifications, thcluding well ove7.- 150 type fonts, different types cf printing

processes, different paper, ink and print qualities and a wide range of types

of printing errors. Dealing w.lh these vagarieb of print WAS the biggest

challenge in the technical development of the machine.

A key design feature of the reading machine is programmability. Most of

the intelligence in the system, and by intellignce I mean any information

handling process likely to require change in the future, is implemented in

software, which is loaded into the reading machine's memory using a standard

3 inch digital cassette tape. This enables us to improve the reading machine's

performance without modifying physical compo:,ents. For example, the reading

machine did not read italics when the firnt field model was installed at the

Perkins School for the Blind in November, 1976. -In January 1977 our italic
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recognition project was compleced, and this capability was implemented at the

Perkins site simple by providing them with a new cassette tape containing the

computer program to recognize italics. The Perkins staff inserted the tape,

loaded the new code into the readeng machine, and the machine was then able

to read italics. Similarly, other improvements have been and will continue to

be provided to field sites without changing hardware.

Another advantage of the progreeneable feature of the machine is that we

Can take advantage of each new generation of digital computer components - new

memory devices for example - in each new model of the reading machine, without

having to redenign the heart of the technology, which is implemented in software.

We have a major development effort under way aimed at reducing the size

and improving the performance of the reading machine by using advanced

laege scale integrated circuit teehnology. For example, we are designing a

special compute' optimieed for the reading machine application. We are also

working ON s new speech synthesizer which will provide a more natural speech

quality. We have nearly completed the design of a third model. which will be

relatively portable, will provide speeds faster than human speech, and will be

significantly less expensive to produce. The goal of the project is to provide

'a portable high performance reading machine that individual blind persons can

afford within the next two to four years.

I would like to say a few words concerning the nature of the e ,jest, and

of our company, We see our company as an organization devoted to ,tevcioping

technology in the area of computer science known as Artificial Intelligence,

and applying thene developments to human needs with a foci's en-the disabled.

We believe that significant potential exists to develop :ee el based techno-

logy that can eliminate or significantly reduce the handicipsasseciated with

physical and sensory disabilities. Perhaps the principle barrier to blind

persone is taking full advantage of educational and vocational opportunities,
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has been the difficulty in accessing ordinary pririt. We hope the reading machine,

can provide a major contribution to eliminating this barrier. We intend to

develop other products which we hope will contribite to expanding opportunities

for other handicapped populations.

Barry Unger will now describe our programs to disseminate the reading

machine and to refine it based on this field experience.

Our first machine, which as Ray noted was installed at the Perkins

School last November, received much public notice. Since then eleven other

machines have been placed at field sites in seven U.S. cities. An additional

thirty-five machines are being constructed for placement over the next ten months.

In line with the capability for 7ontinuing on-line technical refinement that

we have discussed the "programmability feature" -- our principle objective

has been and continues to be to place reading machines in a wide variety of user

settings so that the machine can be refined based on the experience of blind

users. Reading. is a complex activity. ?rint specifications differ significantly

among printed docum,nts as we hale noted. The purpose of reading may also

vary, ranging from skimming to intensive study. Data from a broad selection of .

users is helping us to optimize the machine's capability to handle the largest

possible diversity of reading situations. Such information is currently being

collected under programs funded by

1. Tie Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education,

H.E.W.

2. The National Federation of rhc Blind

3. The Rehabilitation Services Administration, H.E.W.

4. The Veterans Administration

5. The Library of Congress

6. The Social and Rehabilitation Service
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7. The Massachusetts Commission for the Blind

8. The Sloan Foundation

9. The Hearst Foundation

10. Th'e Amoco Foundation

11. The Fleischman Foundation

12. The Pew Memorial Trust

13. The Perkins School for the Blind

Mr. Chairman, we are aware of the interests of the two subcommittees

represented here today in the education of the handicapped and in scientific

planning, analysis and cooperation. We also know of Congress' continuing interest

in and oversight responsibilities for the programs of the Executive Branch. We

would like, therefore, to discuss our testing program in two areas as they

relate to the concerns of these two subcommittees.

First there are our programs with the United States Government. In our

opinion the most appropriate role for the federal government is to help with the

transition between initial development and the final en-going and self-supporting

system that will make the reading machLne with related support services available

to individual' blind users.

Our evaluation and demonstration programs with the Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped within the Office of Education, whicil began in July. 1975,

have truly played this decisive role. The BEH program has been testing the

reading machine with both elementary and secondary school blind children, including

children with secondary disabilities, with some very encouragina results. After

an average of 10 to 15 hours of instruction, students have becory independent.

readers, comprehend the speech output as well as human speech, and are using the

reading machine on their on to read school textsanihomcwork assignments, to

check their own typing. to read instruction manuals on the con.:truction of

44g
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much things as portable radios and musical instruments, for personal reading

and many other uses.

Under this program, data is being collected at sites regarding the

machine's performance on different text specifications such as type style, print,

format, paper and binding; and regarding factors facilitating case of operation

such as u.er controls, physical configuration of the machine, and efficient

maintenance. During this coming year, an attempt will also be made to measure

educational impact of the machine - specifically on students, teachers, sites,

curriculum, and opportunities for "mainstreaming" or education in the least

restrictive environment - and individualization of education.

h. want to learn how the machine fits into existing educational programs.

We also want to find out what additional new skills have to be taught as a

result of the opportunities the machine opens up. For example, now that blind

children can rapidly read ordinary printed materials, new skills in using

regular inkprint libraries and bock stores may need to be taught to accomodate

their expanding reading internta.

The Bureau, and its director Sr. Edwin Martin, have been very supportive

of our work, and have taken a leadership role in the prosthetics fie.d by

recognizing with our project and with others the critical reed to move eeViC(,5,

which have demonstrated their value in the education or rehabilitation of the

handiea.,ped, cut of the laboratory, and into the field.

In this regard, I am pleased to announce that a new program recently

funded by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped will place 30 reading machine

in a variety of educational settings over the next year in both residential state

schools for the blind and in mainstreamed public school settings. This major

program will enable sianificant improvements in the machine to be implemented,

and will develop a full educational and support system '3r the optimal use of

the machine with blind children.
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Two important programs arc being funded by the Rehabilitation Services

Administration (RSA) and the Veterans Administration (VA). The RSA progr,_m

is focusing on improving the reading machine specifically for the vocational

needs of working age blind adults. Under this program, machines are bein,

placed in a variety of rehabilitation settings, with a focus on examiniv, .end

improving the machine's use in work related applications. The VA program is

focusing on the reading needs of blinded veterans. Knowing of Congress' specie-

concern for handicapped veterans, I have brought with me to be submitted for

the record an article that recently appeared in the Blinded Veterans Assocation

Bulletin describing the installation of a Kurzweil Reading Machine at the Hin,L

V.A. Hospital in Chicago, for use in their Blind Center.

In terms of your interest in scientific cooperation, I am pleased to be

able to tell you that there has been a high degree of cooperation between

BEN, RSA and the. VA on the Kurzweil Reading Machine projects, both in terms of

transfer funding and in sharing of evaluation protocols among the agencies and

with evaluators from the National Federation of the Blind.

An important program that we would like to mention is the consumer-based

formative evaluation of the reading machine that we and the National Federation

of the Blind have organized in collaboration.

Social scientists emphasize that lack of understanding of the perspectives

of others can inhibit our efforts to solve problems. It is essential, therefore,

in our opinion that potential consumers of new products be involved in the

development of these prodifcts. We nave presented our ideas on cooperation

between consumer and scientist in specific detail in a papet published by the

American Association for the Advancement of Science in a book titled Science,

Technology and the Handicapped; in light of the subcommittee's interest in science

policy we are submitting a copy for the record.
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The National Federation of the Bind has for the last three years advised

the Company on the development of the machine. As part of the current study,

the Federation is placing six reading machines in a variety of user situations

for example in the office of a blind executive, a lawyer, an engineer or

scientist, or in a library for college students. On the basis of the suggestions

that result, the Federation is providing guidance on ways in which the machine

can be made more responsive to the needs of blind readers, through such things

as additional user controls and improved physical configuration. Testing under

this program began one year ago, and consumer feedback has led to many valuable

improvements to the machine., For example, the Federation stressed the importance

of reading xerox copies in a work situation. As a result of this suggestion,

a contrast enhancement feature was implemented to handle photocopies. Other

examples include the new italic capability and the improved handling of columnated

page formats such as is found in magazines.

The Federation's testing program incidentally has been designed and

implemented by its own blind scientists, engineers and teachers.

. We are submitting for the record a short article from the Federation's

monthly magazine The Braille Monitor describing the progress of their testing

program. As the article points out, use of the Kurzweil Reading Machine is on

an 10 hour per day basis. I am pleased to say that all of the field sites ace

making very extensive use of each reading machine and that over 100 users have

been trained and are using the machine on a-regular basis.
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STATEMENT OF RAYMOND KURnvhIL, PRESIDENT, KURZWEIL
COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.

Mr. KURZWEIL. OK. I'd like to use the brief time we have to just
describe very briefly the machine that we've developed. I'll give you
a demonstration ot it, and Barry Unger, will mention some of the
programs we have to disseminate the. machine in the field.

We have 12 machines in the field right now in very active use.
There are two machines here.

The Kurzweil reading machine, for the blind is a device designed
to--

Mr. SCHEUER. Is that where you watch this thing, from the other
side?

Mr. KURZWEIL. Either side is fine.
Mr. SCHFUER. All right.
Mr. KURZWEIL. It's a des-ice designed to convert printed material

to spoken word speech to enable blind students and adults to read
ordinary printed material. This has been a major .problem, and
particularly in mainstreaming visually handicapped children, because
they can't read the same textbooks or printed materials as the sighted
hearers.

The device- -
Mr. SCHEUER. flow fast does it reproduce the spoken word?
Mr. KunzwEn.. I'll demonstrate it for you right noiv.
The student places the printed material face down 6n this glass

plate (demonstrating]. A book could also be used, and is held in place
by this book holder. It's operated with a control panel. If I press
the page key a small camera begins searching, for the first line of
text. You can see that going back and forth. Once it finds it; it begins
reading it out.

Now, it takes a little time to get used to the speech.
[Demonstration.]
Mr. KURZWEIL. Let me slow dcwn the speech rate. You might

understand it n little bit easier.
The machine said it ean see no next line.
As you can see, there are many user controls that enable
Mr. SCHEUER. We've had a quantum jump forward in congres-

sional hearings when the computer testifies. [Laughter.]
Mr. KuitzwEii.. You said I couldn't read my testimony.
NIr. SCEI Fasilt. We may have a harder time stopping- the computer.

You have to pull the plug.
Mr. KURZWEIL.. It's not very good at answering questions, though.
ft is able to back up--
Mr. ScI/EtTEit. Well, I suppose in the future the computer will

be programed to answer questions. As a matter of fact, it is now.
I've seen computers that answer questions.

Mr. Kurtzw El L. Some questions.
The machine is able to go back and repeat words or spell words

out. If V011 don't understand It particular wocd, you can go back and
go letter by letter and have it spelled out.

Mr. WELLs. Mr. Kurzweil, the demonstrations last week and the
other similar equipment I've seen of this sort alway.: use a male
voice, whereas the

453::
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Mr. ScnEuEa. Is the, computer a male chauvinist pig? [Laughter.]
Mr. hURZ\VEIL. We're working on a female model.
Mr. WELLS. What I'm getting at is most reporting services, tele-

phone inquiry services, have gone to the use of the female voices
because they're more understandable to the vast majority of the
population.

Mr. KURZWEIL. It turns out, if you look nt the format structure of
male and female voices that the untle voice is simpler 1n(1 easier to
reproduce. We are working on n new synthesis system that will have
a more complex voice nnd the high pitch might sound more natural.

Mr. WELLS.. And more understandable.
Mr. KUItZWEIL. Right.
After a few hours of use, the reading rnnchine voice is as easy to

understand as human speech.
Over a hundred people have been trnined to use the machine and

are able to comprehend it with no problem nt nll.
Mr. SCIIEUER. Bow fast could you speed that up to? The normal'

human voice is what, 125 words a minute?
'I\ Ir. KtruzwEn I ran it nt slow speed, since you haven't heard it

before.
SenEuEu. But for n trained person

Mr. K URZW EI YOU can go on this model to 150 words a minute.
7.,(:7111,:uErt. Normn1 human speech would be about 125-to-150

words a minute.
NI r. KURZWEIL. Right now it goes up to normal speed. We have a

new model which will be iivoiloble this stimmer which will be signif-
icnntly snuffler, relntivelv portable, and will go up to about 250 words
a minute. It's varinble. A person would start off with n slow speed,
but could work. up to compressed speech speed

Nir. SCHEUElt. Could you do the kind of thing with this speech
thnt they tench von to do with speedrending, so you could hear speech
that wos nt the rate let's say of 1,000 words a minute?

Mr. NunzwEn.. Well, this new model will go up to 250. Experi-
ments with compressed speech show that people cnn understand it up
to 250, '300 words n minute. Afteet that it becomes a little bit. difficult
to understand.

. Mr. SenEumt. Well, of course, :WO words a minute is more than twice
the rote of normal human speech.

Mr. K tRZW Elf.. That's a gond reading speed.
ScriEvEit. Yes. It's not n bad rendim, speed.

\1r. Ku ItZW Ell- As I mentioned, we have n new model which will
be finished in nbout nine months thnt'II be quite compact and portable;
it'll be much faster; it'll have n more natural speech quality, and it'll
hove n number of other improvements.

Mr. ScirEun. And you could put :my newspaper, mngazine,
technical journal-

Mr. i\I HZ\V El I.. Any reasonably well-printed material.
Mr. SirEunt. Does it turn the pages. or do you have to do that?
Mr. KruzwEn.. You have to turn the pages yourself. Of course,

we're conducting quite active resenrch to moke the machine cosier
to use and expand its copobilities, and so on. :mil ,also to ploce nn-
chinesBarry aright wind to mention n few words about. the programs
we linve to disseminate it. Barry?
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Mr. UNGER. try to be brief.
Basically, we placed our first machine in the field with the Perkins

School for the 'Bliad last November. Since then, 11 other machines
have been placed in the fi ld in 7 U.S. cities. An additional 35 ma-
chines are now being constructed for placement over the next 10
months

The purpose with these machines, us with the past machines, has
been to sort of focus on continuing technical refinements on the
machine by gaining information on the needs of people in different
situations. We have settingspublic school settings, working blind
adults in offices, professional situations.

We've received funding from many different Government and
private agencies.

Mr. SrREEER. W0111(1 this be adaptable to kids who are hot blind,
but who have sonic sort of reading disability like dyslexia?

Mr. KuitzEtt.. There's some experimentation -ing on now in
public schools with the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
nlacim., the machine and testing it out with other ex,:eptionahties
besides blind.

Mr. SCHEEER. Which?
Mr. kitinzwim. Learning disabilities, dyslexia, and so forth. It

is :motile' potential application, particularly as a remodiation device,
rattier than a substitution for eudinp.. For the visually handicapped,
the device would be actually used as a primary source of acc'ss to
ordinary printed material.

Mr. Krz.pEE. Afr. Chairman, on this---it's taken awhile to develop
this t o this point, but would you situ:, consider this a first generation
in the developmeni?

Mr. Krazwlirr,. Well, thisthe proj .ct's been going on for 10
years. This is a finished productior unit, and we've got machines in
the field which are being used, many of them on an ;:round-the-clock
basis.

Mr. It's finished production, but
Mr. KuitzwKIL.There will be other improvements. We've been

working about a year on a new model which will bethe main ad-
vantage will he that it's quite portable and inexpereive. We expect
the machine will be available for well under $10,000 within a few
years. And we hope to make a portable model within the economic;
reach of individual blind persons available very quickly.

So that improvement, getting smaller and getting it less expensive,
is the major goal of our research right 110W.

Mr. 1:11.PEE. 'Flint's all I have.
Mr. (7xc;ut. I joist want to say that in light of the comments made

earlier by Mr. Birch and also by Mr. Herman, right now we're start -
ing a new program which was just runded hr the Bureau of Education
for the Ihnulicapped, which will place machines in it variety of
educational settings over the next year, and this will he in both
residential State schools, and also in mainstream public schools.

I think this really addresses the issue of the Government's role in
goin!, front the re.-,eareli age to the widespread dissemination stage.

a result of this kind of not only will there be siv,nilicant
improvement, in the nincInne, but then, Will alsc be--will develop a
full educational and support system, including the curriculum ma-
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terial. the learning material.- As we introduce the machine to the
students;.; this is the sort of thing that will bridge the gap between
that Mr.'Birch referred tobetween(the development of the machine
and the widespread dissemination.

Mr. SCHEUER. OK. Again, I'm going to have to use the hook here.
Mr. Kur.tzwElo. We will be demonstrating the machine after the

hearing; if anyb wants to get a more detailed---L
Mr. SCHEUER. ery good.
'")r. SWANSON. W6 sent out a "Dear Colleague" letter to people in

the House, and tbey'll be by.
Mr. KURZWEIL. Thank y"u.
Mr. UNGER. Thank you, Mr. Schener.
TL.,, third witness is Dr. Jeffrey Nelson, vice president of Telesensory

Systems, Jnc., of Palo Alto, Calif.; and Mr. Vito Proscia, also vice
president.

Dr. SNITANON. If I might add something, Mr. Chairman
Mr. SCHEUER. Can you step forward?
Dr. SwANsc K. All the devices will be cn display this afternoon after

the close of the hearing until approximately 4 p.m., so
Mr. SCHEUER. And will there-be people here to explain them?
Dr. SwaNsoN. 'Right.. The people who brought them will explain

them.
Mr. SCHEUER. Very good.-
We sent out a. "Dear Colleague" letter to all Members of Congress,

and we hope that some cf them will be ',topping by.
(The prepared testimony of Mr,' Nelson is as folloWs:1
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Chairman Scheuer, !!embers of the Sub-Committee on Domestic and International

Scientific Planning, Analysis, and Cooperation, and Members of the Sub-

Committee on Select Education:

-.my name is Geoffrey Nelson. With me today is Mr. Vito Proscia; both of

us are Vice-Presidents of'Telesensory Systems, Incorporated, of Palo Alto,

California. Before describing Telesenscry System's work in the field of the

handicapped, let me first give you a brief background on the history and

areas of interest of TSI.

TSI was incorporated in 1970 in Palo Alto to manufacture and distribute

the Optacon; a.print reading aid for the blind. The Optacon, which is an

acronym for OPtical to lActile CONverter, was developed in eight years of

research in 'Fe integraTid cirerITE laboratory of Stanford University, and at

Stanford Research Institute. Using the latest developments in integrated
circuit technology, the Optacon was made small enough to be completely

portable_and inexpensive enough to be individually owned. Word of TS!'s

Optacon spread quickly, and as a result there are now almost four thousand

Optacons being used by blind people in over forty countries world-wide.

TSI is now recognized not only for its technological expertise, but also for

its ability to identify, educate, and support a very specific handicapped

end user with a complex high-technology'product, in a climate of limited

funding. Since TSI's modest beginning, the company has grown to a current

level of employment of nearly 150 people with several product lines, Our

_present principal devices are sensory aids for the blind, but our general

area of interest is high-technology aide for the handicapped.

I should point cut at the outset that, while important, high-technology

devices such as the Optacon and other new developments do. not alleviate one

of the most serious consequences of blindness: social attitudes of the

public about the blind. The educational process, we feel, should not be

limited to helping the handicapped, but also Should include education of

the public about the considerable abilities of the handicapped.

It is also important to recognize that manufacturers and other profes-

sionals should not be the only inputs to the design of programs and devices

to assist the handicapped. TSI strongly supports the concept of consumer

involvement in these programs, particularly at the very initial stages. In

thiS way, with a cooperative effort between consumers,
government, and man-

ufacturers, cost effective, meaningful devices and programs will result. TSI

welcomes, even solicits, the involvement of the organized blind in our early

design stages and favors legislation which would institutionalize such

consumer involvement.

A recent development which we feel will have great impact on the education

of-the handicapped, is the "microprocessor", which is a low-cost form of mini-

computer. A microprocessor is essentially the entire central proce.., ng unit

of a computer on a single integrated circuit, or chip. It is a member of

the family of large-scale integrated ,circuits that reflect the present state,

of evolution of a miniaturizat'.on process that began with the development of

the transistor nearly three decades ago. In conjunction with other electronic
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components, microprocessors are currently revolutionizing such diverse areas
as manufacturing process automation, jet aircraft, automobiles, machine tool
control; video games, microwave ovem, refrigerators, telephones, burglar
alarms, and high fidelity sound systems. These devices make possible far
more sophisticated processes and controls than have ever been economically
feasible before.

Microprocessors are playing a similar important role in Telesensory
Systems research and development processes in new product areas for the
handicapped. TSI is perhaps the only company in this field with the necessary
technical skills in both hardware and software to take advantage of the
advent of microprocessors. Telesensory Systems already has one product on
the market that is built around a microprocessor. This device is our Speech
Plus, a talking calculator for the blind. In a few-moments, my colleague,
Mr. Proscia, will describe how this microprocessor-based product has already
had a substantial impact on the education of the blind. In addition, in
the near future, we expect these miniature computers to revolutionize braille,
and to greatly enhance the reading capabilities of the blind. Telesensory
Systems is conducting active res..2-ch projects in all of these areas. Let
me now permit Mr. Proscia to d.2scribe two of these: the Speech Plus cal-
culator that I mentioned earl er, and our work in the computerization of
braille.-

******** It* ******

Chairman Seheuer, Members of the Sub-Committee on Domestic and International
Scientific Planning, Analysis and Cooperation, and Members of the Syb-Committee
on Select Education:

My-name is lift° Proscia and I am a Vice President of Telesensory Systems,
Incorporated (TSI) of Palo Alto, California. For approximately a decade, I

have been involved in sensory aids technology for the blind--the first four
years of which Ispent as the Director of the Sensory Aids Evaluation and
Development Center at Massachusetts Institute,of Technology and.succeeding
years as Vice President of Sensory Aids Programs'at TSI. In addition, I am
a member of the Board of Trustees of National Braille Press of Boston and
Sensory Aids Foundation of Santa Clara County, California. My primary res-
ponsibilities at TSI have been to establish dissemination programs for its
products and to help identify and coordinate new product concepts relating to
the unmet needs of the blind.

An example of a,microcomputer-based product which will soon fulfill a
very important role in the educational process of blind children is the TSI
Speech Plus*Talking Calculator: I the past, blind children have found it
difficult coping with, handling, o exercising numerical functions or
numbers because of the limited met ds and apparatus used in dealing with
mathematical problems. Working with decimals and nonlinear furictions is
particularly difficult for the blind,,and is now more manageable because of
the introduction of the Speech Plus Calculator. The American Printing House,
a federally aided corpofation which is the largest distributor of educational
aids fot the blind, is presently distributing a modified Speech Plus calculator
which has been designed especially for the needs of blind children. The
American Printing House is finding a great demand for this calculator, and

-2-
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it is expected that the calculator will hold great promise in classroom use.

(Demonstration of Speech Plus).

Even.though Braille is very important to blind people in that it is the
major writing method and an important reading method, Braille has not
benefited sufficiently from our space-age technology. Recently, TSI has init-
iated a new project which has the objective of extending the usefulness of
Braille utilizing Modern technological advances. Research and development
are underway-on efficient, silent, electronic Braille displays which can
be integrated into various systems involving keyboards,. tape cassettes, solid
state memories and microcomputers. These "Paperless" Braille systems will
reduce the bulk required by paper Braille, make publication, storage and
retrieval less expensive, and simplify and increase the convenience of writing,
editing,.and incexing without reducing reading speed.

The 'product of particular interest tc the education of blind children is
the Paperless Braille Read/Write device. Braille can be produced by storing it
on a cassette tape either by direct keyboard action or through the use of a
computer. Approximately one cubic'foot of Braille paper reading material can
be stored on a-single cassette. The Read/Write system presently under develop-
ment will be approximately the size of a Library of Congress Talking Book
cassette machine.

4
(Illustration of Read/Write system).

The Read/Write device will, be portable, battery operated- and will include

some of the following applications:

I. Terminal for computer aided instruction for blind children

2. Braille teaching machine

3. Braille writer, note taker

4. Literary Braille reading machine

5. Audio playback and record

6. Communicator for the leaf -blind including telephone communicator

7. Dictionary look-up in Braille and voice

8. A filing or record-keeping system

9. Attachment for a selectric style typewriter, calculator or computer

The most important feature of Braille to a blind person is the ability

to read and write. Presently, no device exists which allows a blind person
tc read and write silently and efficiently in the classroom. The addition of

a microcomputer to this device expands its capability with respect to
searching, filing, indexing and retrieving information. The compactness and

portability of the Read/Write device will provide the user with convenience
and expanded utility with respect to educational advantages and vocational
opportunities.

********** ********** * ******** * ***** ********************************** ****** ***

-3-
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Vito has just described two microcomputer-based projects at TSI, both of -
.which will soon have considerable impact on the education of the blind. Next,
'd like to describe what is our most intensive engineering effort at Tele-
sensory Systems, namely, a spoken word output reading system for the blind.
The objective of this research is'to extend the usefulness of the Optacon ty
allowing more rapid reading rates and reduced training requirements. As

early as 1968, even before the formation of TSI, work performed by members
of current research staff demonstrated the usefulness of speech reading systems.
We are now developing a system which can be used in either of two ways: first,

as an accessory to the present Optacon building upon the print scanning
capabilities of thousands of present-day Optacon users, and secondIy as a

completely independent automatic reading system. ender partial funding from

the National Science Foundation, we have performed fundamental research
which shows promise towards what will ultimately be a p.otable and personally

affordable production unit. I would like to play a taped sample of the
speechtechnology that will be incorporated into the production unit.

(Playing of tape).

As the computer explained, this sample speech Is what a blind user will

hear from TSI's reading system. The Text-to-Speech System which the computer
used to synthesize this part!cular speech is based upon years of research at

the Massachusetts Institute of;Technology. The elettronic syste.a which prod-

uced the speech was larger than would be practicable in a portable reading

system. Moreover, this system does not currently operate in what is called 0

real time which will be essential in a practical reading machine. However,

under partial funding from the Seeing Eye Incorporation, we are hard at work
on transforming this laboratory system into special purpose, state of the art,

electronic hardware, incorporating extensive use of microprocessors. We

expect the final system to be both small enough and fast enough for a practical

reading system.

The implications of such a system on the educational process of the blind

are enormous. Such a system will not only enhance the availability of ordinary
classroom materials for blind students but also reduce the need for sighted
reader support, fiCilitating the mainstreaming of blind children into the

educational system. TSI's Optacon, in its present form, has alreedy made
significant contributions to this mainstreaming process through a program
funded by the Bureau of Education of the Handicapped, in the Office of Ed-

ucation. This three-year program, which involves the establishment of
graduate teacher preparation programs at 22 universities and the dissemination
of the Optacon to several hundred school children throughou'.. the country,
is currently about half complete and has been very well received. ,,pect

the spoken output readinc system to extend the reading abilities c

children even further.

Two questions we are frequently asked are: how much this macfi7ic w.0.1

cost, and when it will be available. Both of these are difficult c.,w,.:tivf07,

for us to answer at this time. However, we are fully committe A dri,.ir

goal of a price that'will perfilt personal ownership of this a,e. %c T51,

this means that the price most be under, and probably well unce:.
While this price is still very high to most of us, it is imporvelt

-4-
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that this machine will allow a blind person-to be more nearly competitivt;

with his sighted peers in terms of reading, and thiS in turn implies tket.

educational and vocational applications of such,a reading device are tiro-u-,

If you consider that such a system will mean a great improvement in a

person,"sZlifetime_earning power, the original cost of the machine lacc:,,K>s

less of an obstacle.

As to the question of when the machine will be available, we expcct that

we will have a production versiqn approximately 24 months from today. lie

now have operational laboratory versions for testing and developme7,..!: 7rocesses

in our research facility in Palo Alto,

Mr. Proscia and 1 have discussed TSI's use of computers to
handicapped in three areas: the Speech Plus talking calculator alr.,idy on

the market, an extensive development project in the area of electronic braille

production and reproduction, and our research on a spoken word ou.',:pkt reading

system. But, what role, if any, should the Federal Government t, ;s:, in these

devices? Telesensory Systems has several specific recommendatic.s. in this area.

First, the Rehabilitation Services Administration is cuirenly precluded

by la7TriTrm funding any activities, including development of dc 4:-L'S of these

types, to private industry. There is no such limitation in tile

legislation sector. Yet the Office of Management and Budget, has rt2cently

expressed the Government's general policy of reliance on the oriva;:e sector

for needed goods and services. Telesensory Systems actively s,pports House

Bills HR 7735 and 7736 and Senate Bill 1905, all of which ti ,.imovE this funding

restriction from RSA legislation.

Secondly, it is essential, particularly in the educltlon::1 r;-rd vocational

aspL4'ts of such devices, that the Federal Government pla.. Tinc4:al role

in the dissemination process. Because of the limited ma.:k: or s)ch high-

technology products, the prices ,o the handicapped consumer are ur,i7,irtunate:

higher than any of us would like, and thus federal funding is important

technology is to become effectively used on a wide basis. fxlst :nq frder..7

legislation is in the right direction but c more aggressive .i.oroac. uj' both

the legislative and executive branches would greatly impiove try

Our third recommendation is to suggest that the Federal Governor .

play an aCINIF role in the development process. Historically, most .1

this sort have failed to reach the marketplace because the market size rlr

devices for the handicapped does not in general support the extensive

development monies required to bring such products to fruition. All i-,rivate

industry must of necessity view each project from the point ^f view of its

financial mer:t, and most products for the handicapped fa,t that trnt%

However, federal support for the development proces,:, the o7,nul.cturing
and dissemination of such devices at a reasonable prig bccor much more

realistic. We have developed a financial analysis 1,-Ac-. i ,f:uld like to include

in the record, which shows that the Federal-Gevorr r:m.lves more in tax

dollar revenue from the employment of people usi.; 6-..vices, than it pays

to private industry to support the development,oroc(i% ' in other words, it's

an "everybody wins" situation: private industry ! financially viable

product, the government succeeds in educating and handicapped

people with a positive cash return, and most importa-t, the handicapped

individual lives a more productive and satisfying life.

Thank you very much. Mr. Proscia and I would be happy to entertain

any questions at t,ls time.

1
OMB Circular No. A-76

2Attached letter of September 20, 1977, to IEEE Spectrum

-E-
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"T"CLEBENSCIRY SYGTEIVIE3, INC.

3408 Hil !view Avenue
Palo Alto / California 94304

Telephone 415/493.2426
Telex 348352

September 20, 1977

Ronald K. Jurgen, Editorial Director
IEEE Spectrum
445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway; NJ 08854

Dear Ronald:

Two recent Spectrum articles (September 1976, pp 45-49, and November 1976,
pp 37-40) have discussed the great need for application of science and technol-
ogy in the service of the physically handicapped. This need is being recognized
as a Government concern, especially in carrying out Governmental roles in edu-
cation, rehabilitation, and welfare. Indeed, in many cases, the application of
science and technology in this area will .be cost-effective both in reducing
costs to the Government and in doing a better job, However, except in a few
cases in which Government has participated in research and development; very
little science and technology has been utilized in the handicapped field. There

is a growing awareness that more needs to be done.

These points are clearly illustrated in a recent report from the National
Research Council entitled, "Science and Technology in the Service of the
Physically Handicapped". The following quotations are relevant:

Pages 3 - 4: Findinos and Recommendations

"The introduction of technological advances to aid the handicapped usually
requires a continuing effort that initially may be close to basic research
and that progressively (in a gradual or stepwise fashion) moves to the
stage of pradtical utilization. For products to aid the handicapped, in-
dustrial participation is often not available in the middle stages of
product development because of limited size and high risk of market failure.

4.: Therefore, it is essential to support research and development effort;
at all stages or tnis process. not only at the two end points.
Mechanisms 51-10010 be invstioated wnich would allow Government to
participate in the surmort or middle staaes of product develmnent to
establish clinica: and economic teasipiiity uo to the point where
.industrial part ipation can be enticed 7

4 6 1
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Of necessity, a company must view its involvements in new product research
and development in financial terms. Because of the small market size, it is
very difficult to find investments in the handicapped field which offer
attractive return." Nevertheless, new products for handicapped, especially those
providing job oppcirtunities, can repay society in terms of dollars and cents.

A simple hypotheticar example may illustrate the above points. When con-
sidering a new product, a company will estimate tne R 6 D costs -and project ex-
pected sales and revenue. Expected rate of return on investment will then be
determined and compared to company standards. Figure la illustrates such an
analysis for a low volume product requiring $200.000 R 8 D investment and having
expected sales of 52 million over a four-year period. When taxes are accounted
for, a net cash outlay of 5100,000 results in an equal total return. This is

clearly an unattractive investment for the company (better to put the money in
the bank!) and will not be undertaken.

If one does a similar cash flow analysis from'the Government's point of
view, the situation is quite different. The Government's investment, as shown
in Figure lb, is 5100,000 tax revenue loss. Besides receiving corporation income
tax in return (estimated at 50% of profit), the Government receives individual
income tax income. This income comes from payroll tax on the incremental labor
to produce the product and payroll tax on the income from jobs opened up to the
handicapped., In the example, only 10 new jobs per year are assumed to be
created by the 500 units sold. As a result, the Government receives an attrac-
tive .5310,000 in return for its 5100.00c investment. Moreover, if the equipment

removes from public assistance, che net return will be even larger. Un-

fortunately, these benefits will not be realized, since the company will not
invest in the product because of a meager rturn.

Figure 2a and 2b illustrate how the analysis changes if the Government
elects to invest sio.000 in the research phase of the product. The Government's

return is reduced, but the company's is correspondingly increased. Both parties

receive a doubling of their inJestment, and a'rate of return greater than 25%.
Everybody wins, most importantly the handicapped consumer who benefits from the
product.

Unfortunately, Title !Le the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 does not permit
Federal assistance to private, profit making agencies\and organizations. This

fact essentially prevents the Government/industry cooPeration described above
and locks private industry out of participation in much of the research and
development on devices to aid the handicapped in this country. Yet private in-

dustry must become involved before these devices can be made available to handi-

capped individuals. This situation also explains why many developments never

get out of the universities and non-profit institutions.
,

Rep. Olin E. Teague, Chairman of the Committee on Science\and Technology
in the U.S. House of Representatives, has introduced a bill (0.'7735 and HR 7736)
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in the House which would correct this situation. This bill simply authorizes
Federal assistance to private, profit making agencies and organizations under
Title II of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Support of this bill is needed.

Can IEEE help?

JCB/jms

Sincerely.

James C. Bliss, Ph.D.
President

4 1
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-Figure 1 HYPOTITTI;!,LCAql FINS FOR AN j!:VE51M$NT

THE IirkiffiCAPP:;IY[Mr--- ;:0 s(flivdRr

ASSUMPTION: $200,000 R E D Initial Investment

2000 units sold for $1,000 each over 4 years

500 per year at 107. pre-tax profit

a) Cash Flow for Company

Year Expense Tax Saving Net Cash Out Profit Tax Net Cash 11

0 ($100K) 5 50K (5 50K)

1 ($100K) S 50K (5 50K)

2 550K (525K) 5 25K

3 $50K ($25K) $ 25K

A 050K (525K) $ 25K

5 550K (525K) S 25K

Total ($100K) 5100K

b) Cash Flow for Government

Year Tax Revenue Corporation Company Payroll Payroll Tax Net Cash to

Loss Tax Income Tax Income' Income from Government

Jobs Created2

0.

1

( 550K)

( $506

2 $25K $15K 515K $ 55K

3 -' 525K $15K $30K $ 70K

4 $25K $15K 545K $ 85K

5 $25K $15K 560K 510011

Total (5100K) $3101

:Assumes labor cost per unit = $200 and Payroll Tax @ 15% (including FICA)

2Assumes 10 jobs created per year at S10K and 15% Payroll Tax

46
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-Figure 2 NYPOfrfTIC.L Ucli :Y.,Pw:7%-r IN THE
HANOICitlo PAO

0 Cash Flow.for Co7panl

Net Each Oat

- o -

Profit Tax Net Cash InYear Expense

0 - o -

Tax Saving

- 0 -
1 ($100K) 550K (550K)

2 550K (525K) $ 25K

3 550K (525K) $ 25K

4 550K (525K) $ 25K

5 $50K (525K) 5 25K

Total ($50K) $100K

b) Cash Flew f,r Cov,.,rnnt

Year R B 0 Tax Revenue Net Cash Co,p. Tax Cc. Payroll Payroll Net Cash
Support Loss Out Inca -e Tax Incomo Tax Inc. to

from Jobs Goverr.:-Er.t

Created

0

1

($100K) (5100K)

($50K) (5 50K)

2 $25K $15K 515K $ 55K

3 $25K $15K $30K $ 70K
4 $25r: 515K $45K $ 65K

5 525K $15K 560K 5100K

Total ($150K) 5310K
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STATEMENT OF GEOFFREY NELSON AND VITO PROSCIA, VICE
PRESIDENTS, TELFSENSORY SYSTEMS, INC.

Mr. NELSON. Fine. Thank you very much.
Let me just briefly acquaint you with Telesensory Systems, (TSI)

because it is a unique company, and I think it will serve as good back-
ground material. Telesensory SysterrN was founded in the early 1970's
by a group of researchers at Stanford University and S43.T, who were
involved in the development of the Optacon, wh'ch is a device for
tactilely reading printed material. In other words, it's a sensory aid
for blind people.

The device has been developed and has continued to be developed,
over the last several years and has now been disseminated partially
with Federal assistance to nearly 4,000 people all over the world.

'NI has grown to about 150 paople, and several products, all of
wh.ch are devoted to the handicapped field. And so far, all of our prod-
uct lines are in the area of blind people.

When the Optacon, which is tlw readirw- machine, was in develop-
ment, computer technology was not sufficiently advanced to permit
any kind of personal ownership. That picture has changed very much
in the last few years.

Now there are microprocessors, which are basically minicomputers,
available at very inexpensive prices. These device, we are now in-
corporating into a number of products, all of which are aimed at the
handicapped field.

The first of these is the Speech-Plus C'alculator, which is currently
on the market. I'd like to ask Nit. Prosent say s few words about
Speech-Plus. Vito?

Mr. PaoscIA. Chairman Scheue. I am a blind person who's at-
tempted to make a professional career. It's very difficult in 5 or 6
minutes to explain to the committee the problems that blind people
are facimr, Particularly in the (4111(20'1(m:11 environment things are
improving, but we have a lotyr way to (ro before we're able really to
solve many of the problems.

I am trained 11 , run eno.inecr. I !,raduat ell from ('('NY and Columbia
University and Brooklyn Poly in the early 1950's. Early in my pro-
fessional career I applied Inv talents to the defense of our country in

the aerospace industry.
Rut about 10 years ago I decided that perhaps I Mild use these

talents to look tits device: for the hl nd. in particular. After being at
NI IT for a number of yeau,.. (fil flu! facult V 1111d in the laboratory at the
Sensory Aids Evaluation ,nd 1-..volopment Center. I felt that it was
very :11yr-14a-into thm vono;loial world should be involved in,
not only the (14sVe!OH.IfOn hz:t diS.Sennnat iOn Of. devices for the
handicapped.

I think the hest way to Wu-trate 111.4 is to show you Mint we have.
One of the problems_ seriously facirg blind people is the use of
arithinet ie.

What Tch.sensory Syst PHIS has (10110 1, in di'VOlilp a C:11(11001' that
W(' Call it ;1 '''',111'1.411-1)111:: .n11'111:001% THIS calculator here has a

special interest ber:tuse 1," rn, ,liliecl f,./H our standard calcula;:/
for to be used in the classroom by blind children.

And, just to illustrate this. when I pull the svitch the calult.
clears itself. IDomonst rat ion.]
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that TSI would strongl.) make. by the way is that the Federal G,'v-
ernment adopt a more at;gressi%.:! role, not only in the dissemination
process, but also in the de): -lopment process.

As you can appreciate,' any business enterifise has to view pro-
posed new products in financial terms, as well as. in humanitarian
terms. Anti the difficulty with that is that most products for the
handicapped fail that test.

We've developed an analysis which is included as patt'of our testi-
mony for the record, which shows that if the Federal Government
sponsors the development, even with private industry sharing the
other half, the Federal Government receives more hack in tax reve-
nues, both from corporate income tax on profits for the product, as
well as income taxes on the people who re employed as a result. The
Government receives more back in tax revenue, than it spends in
development.

If the Federal Government offers funding for development, that
makes it much more possible for private industry to view things more
favorably in a financial sense.

Mr. SCHEUElt. It seems to me that you could make an awfully good
case that something like this could radically improve a blindperson's
capacity to earn and function as an independent person

Mr. NELSON. Well, that case we do try to make.
Mr. Scu :I E n. Or loan it to the blind person for $1 ayear, something

of that kind.
Mr. N i,soN. There is already legislation within vocational rehabil-

itation which does facilitate, this.
The difficulty is that the legislation is interpreted by the State

departments of educational rehabilitation throughout the country,
and in greatly varying degrees. Some States are very progressive
this area, and other States are very restrictive. So it comes down largely'
to a question of the State policy.

Mr. ScuEuEn. Let me announce that we've been joined by two of
my colleagues, Jim Jefords of Vermont and George Miller of Cali-
fornia; and Dale gilder, of course, who is going to tako over the chair
in about an hour. So we have our very much interested and involved
Congressmen.

Why don't you let us start asking you questicns now? May we?
Mr. NimsoN. Sure. Wo'have another device we'd like to show you,

as well.
We have with us,today Mrs. Carol Gillespie, who is a local resident,

and who is ati. Opt atoll user. We will ask her to demonstrate the
Opt aeon.

This is the Opt aeon hcre [demonstrating]. As you see, it's small and
compact, portable. And, after she's demonstrated it, I'd Ike to tell
you just quickly what our plans for the future are with regards to the
-Optaeon.

Mr. SCHF.:1:Ell. Is this youn,- lady blind?
Mr. N Ei,soN. Yes, she is. She's reading some ma.erial which she

brought with her.
Ms. GILLEsetE. 17suall,N, I would be reading, putting the material

on the table:
Demonst tiond

Ms. GILLEsetE, The Optacon is taking a picture. This is the camera
part of the ()ptacon, and when I turn it on it takes a picture. It takes
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a picture of the printed letter. And, through the converter, which is
this wire, it converts the picture into tactile material--it's not braille,
but a raised printed letter so I'm getting the ::hope of it.

Mr. SCHEUER. The regularprint,q1 letter?
MS. GILLESPIE. Right. A circle would be "0."
\1r. NELSON. We (10 have a visual displt.y by which we could show

you what she's feeling.
Mr. SCHEUER. How many words a minute can you read?
MS. GILLESPIE. I think probably 50 or 60.
Mr. NELSoN. I live here a visual display, which is simply a device

which displays what she is feeling under her finger.
Ms. GILLESPIE. Now normally, when I use the Optacon I don't use

the visual display.
Mr. NELSON. I'll hold this up here so you can see it. The display is

simply a device for demonst
What you see is what she is feeling under her nide.. finger.
Mr. GILLESPIE. I'll display the capital letters so [ can demon-

strate that if these letters were very large, it is very difficult to read
fora blind person, because my lingers cannot feel the entire letter.
On the camera is a zoom lens with which you can either make the
letters larger or smaller.

Now, if I were to go to the small lettersthere's a capital
and the small "i".

Mr. SCHEUER. Call you read at that pace?
Mr. NELSON. She's reading it now.
Mr. SCHECER. I can't. begin to read if that fast. 1 guess you

Ms. Gil.i.EseiE. There's the "if." There's the "y." the "o," and
the "u"; "v-i-s-i-t," and capital "A"-"in"---"Americnn cities."

One of the reasons why I like this machine is that'braille is very
difficult. to Ilse. The Optacon adjusts so that you can adjust the
intensity of the rods and the vibrations of the rods in the pins and so
read more efficiently. The Opticon has opened may,y doors to me,
because I never read print. I've been blind since birth.

I went to college using just braille, and cassettes. The OPtacon
has given the not only independence but 21 sense of privacy. 1 no
longer have to have someone reading my phone hills and saying,
"Gee, you made two calls to Celifornin, and you no/dewho do you
know in Ilmiston, Tex.?"

I work with students, end I think the Optacon will increase the
spelling ability of students.

Mr. SCHEUER. IVere you here when there was a demonstration of
the Kurzweil reader, /111(1 C.e computer spoke the printed word?

Ms. Git.i.Esem. Yes.
Mr. SmiErEa. Now, there, opparently the speech rate got up to

250 words a minute, as compared to vour GO. flow would you com-
pare the nttrartiveness of those two modalities to you?

Nfs. GILLE-PIE. I've never actually seen the Kurzweil rending
nuichifle, 1211t. I would probably Ilk' to ISO 21 C0111billati011.

ScuErnit. Now elaborate on that.
Ms. Git.i.E-uuE. I whet, to n school for the blind, anal then went to

public school, and then went to college in New Ileven, Conn. If one
were to go through the English literatiirennd we were assigned
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I Seine-10r I lien i 1.,ThIld \\atilt Sonlet 1liter that Xtelld be
able to rood

IloWeVer, there are times %viten Hitters come to Illy desk (11111 I

III ~.t. Can't ltlL a he oVy ar011tal with Inc. So I just take the
Optly0 11 . it Iha `411 e i-;.= al'ily have to run on eleturieity; it also runs

buttery. I (lOn't I O1,1( II) ''till nn SOM eOtte to check out if the 1)11.!ze
iip::1110.,1()%vn or not, Ill rnuse I von tell quit(' easily.

NI.SoN. Mr. ('Itoirinan, luny I 11110 Pe I l \ V (1(11 ITC( )!r111:/.1'

the Vali le (If h 1111111 alai, lit foot, we i'Ntell:-iVe deViblop-
1/11.11t projo'C't Illahr\Vny our laboratory in California, the
purpose of 1,vhicb is twofold: to develop tin ti000ssory %eltiolt vill speak
when plugged into the book of the machine, just as this vistiol display
i-, tunl to develop a oompletely ,(1111-alon.g .sy.stetti.

Mr. Half NVIlat.!
Mr. NEt.ste.:. In other words, the tiocosor\ version will 11:-4' hand

traekin«. :I till, young Indy, just demonstrated. The automatic
version w.11 be a completely hands-o system.

I hay( ;(%( ry brief reeordint, of the srech \vItich has been developed
for that. wiliolt I will play for you. I tnielit add that this is artificially
.(.110rot,ai -1110011, so you linty 1111(1 it a little diflicult to understand:

1)ENn)N,..tn.vrn)N.

('hairtnan st 6t rat r and nalni,,t.: of the Staannitnitt., nn 1)mitostic__:And Intei--
natiHnal Analy.-:is, and 1.(wpirati.,11, and narnhers of the
SuiJ«,tntnitt ill 741 1,at h.dio.atit;n, this rt'vol4111114 l'olavSk'at 1.X:Ialph. Of

clottr,111,:tily fi,To r.1111011.1. 1:th,,t-:it.,., at Tetesensory
Tia' talkiag riimputi.r.- hi hp :In

:td rdaratiwy.ilti.d in Hi.. i.111:itool 1,1 listiplicapp.,1 childron in the near futwv.
It that -1.,.,Lalio. the liy that I'mvorntaillt, must
p1:1e in in:thing tII I hi h :t n pp( 41 indiV h VII()

:111 IIrntit fn In it.

"-111.11.1a. iI hat con (cum'. Ha. pt'ilit(.(1 late.e into
speech?

Nir. N cony, 1,,iu text, hot) :l("1,1 I1. -It's (lore'
tunitlett.ly \..t.th syntIlv-i/ers, ewlipletely ek.1 runic:111y,

()tn. project oltHotive \ditch will avttilable itt al)f)at
24 month-. \h:ch will 10' pkq'l;t alti \vh ' ft 11 rust 1111(ler $11)11(H).

Phis i- ;CI :11 1.1.1( lirly 111 , 1.111,g* 011,

W ( I t ) 1 ) I ) - 1 , tIti - , ) 1 ) 1 : 1 ) 1 . ' OTI t ) 1 ) IVO! : t 1 ( I i e)ltie
I .1( 'r O' lit tilt i(' ). " I I ,'iii fill so it 's (

cri)lirticr it.
1Zeinarl.calue.

r. ta.Toitl s. rin sorry. 1)id you ,-lye the prieo of the (..)itta('on?
\. \\41ILlratnttw, alottit :7;s1.1Hat. They's sul,stantill.

1.,11,1111, 1.0,1111H.111e,d). NI,. (;111e-po. .51) la' WI \vta.(l,.. ;l Illlflllte.
rhat.- aiavi vvrar(,. Arid, nifillorrilm.o. it 1:tkrs v()INi(hbrIth'..1.

iwri,),1 of inn,. lilt Ihe unier it re;,,.11 that :1)(0(1.
t \\.(inid on odvont,zi, of the

N1r. N It reduce- tit' lo,-4"1., that's right.
NI-. t... 'mite:. doe- 1.-,11,11.0 about approxifilat/li- rot
NI t....-Lotti:11.o. I- II (hincillf lit l I hal Natt1er:1 on on exact stroielit

Ill('In Ilte 111:11 (110111 Ile very diliividt,
Nit. Nr.i.so... It i-.
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Ms. GILLF.serE. We start with a tracking aid. After a person learns
what it. is like to track using the aid then he takes it off, then he prac-
ti:Jis without it. It does take sonic time. It can be learned in 50 hours.

Mr. JEFFORDS. HOW does that break down that cost of $3,000 .syith
part of the equipment cost with training cost?

Mr. NELSON. Well, list price for the Optacon is $2,S95, and the train-
ing depends on the source. But it's usually around a few hundred
dollars.

Mr. .JEFFORDS. The machine cost is by far the larger prrt then.
Mr. NELSON. That's correct.
Mr. JEFFORDS. Now if thi.re were a larger demand for t'.e O',tacon,

would that significantly eta down the cost or not?
Mr. NELSON. Well, the problem is, again, the one I alluded to earlier,

the number of people who have skills,to take advantage of technology
of this sort are very limited, even though there may be a legally blind
figure of over 1 million people in this country. The number of people
who can actually take advantage of the Optacon are on the order of

,tens of thousands.
The point I'm making is thakthere.is not an enormous vast.market.

Arid so I think, as a result, we never, get to the kind of volume produc-
tion that the electronics industry has. We build things by thd hundreds,
whereas they are building by the tens of thousands. And as a result,
we never gilt the economies of scale that are possibly in the field. And
as a result of that, the costs tend not to come down.

The Optacon has come.down in cost. The very first Opta.:;ons were
puilt under a contract with the 011ic, of Education, and they ran I
think about $15,000 apiece. When it was introduced on the general
market, it was about $5,000. ft now is down to approximately $3,000.

We don't think that we're going to decrease the coot any more.
This is about :is far down at-we can go.

Mr. SeitEuEu. We've bee.i told in earl,or sessions of these Irr.iarings
that the cost of-coriputers is going to zoom down on a tremendous
order of magnitude. Professor Papert, (rdn't you tell us last week
that the cotiputer that cost $1 million 10 years ago or $35,000 5
years ago is .$500 now and will cost $75 5 years from now, something
of that order?

Dr. PAPERT. That:s about correct, in s, irit.
Mr. SCUM.: ER. In spirit.
Mr. JEryouns. That's what t wqs wondering, ,vliether there were

parts of this, or SOOlfiiing that would come down, or whether there
aren't such items that will (ule (lw n.

Mr. NELSON. Well, to sonic extent that's true. 'There are some
general- purpose niponent parts. And in those cases we participate
in the cost reduction that';; made Lvailable to everyone.

Mr. Su 7u. Dr. Paned, were the cost reductions that you spoke
about a factor purely of technolov,y in computer wiring and new
technolop,y, shooting aniount of rays, and what-not, or was it a
faetor of mass Froducion? here there are limitations on mass pro-
duction, I understand, because of the intrinsically limited market.
But oUld they enjoy the potential of the, same reduction in cost of
new technology'?

'D''. PAPERT. I believe they But you will see that, if you lift
the problem of making devices for the blind out of the specific context

4 '71
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of the blind, and see it as a systems problem in a wider. context-I
believe that in 5 years, in ome small number of years of tine, every-
body will want to have tai ing machines. So ,that the cost of making
that type of device which roduces speech will benefit probably the
mass demand of ,the machine by people who aren't blind, for
other purposes.

And so I do think that in that perspective it's very difficult to see
that.

Mr. PROSCIA. Mr. Chairman, 1-would like to point out 5 years ago
I started.the marketing organization of Telesensory S3,.;tems and set
up a system by which we were able to expose the availability of the
Optacon and our other products. The major cost the company is
facing is not the manufacturing cost, but it is the cost required to
diSseminate and to expose the _el fuipment to the population in which
we're interested. That's a very large cost for any private organization.

It's because it's difficult to locate the marketplace with respect to
the actual user. They're so widespread and few that the costs incurred
in the marketing activities are really quite high. ATA 'hi:: is, I think,
ono of the ways the Government, in terms of suppoz... he dissem-
'nal ion, can be helpful in decreasing these costs.

Mr. SCHEUER. It would .seem .hat blind people cons,ity, such a
small, dfscfAte group with-such a clear commonality of 'hat it
should be very easy to reach them by phone and by mail.

Mr. NELsoN.Government, records of blind persons are noi
to private enterprise. Rehabilitation Services Administratk i 1,

chided from supplying any names, if I'm not mistaken.
Ms. GILLESI:1E. They have the confidentiality.
Mr. SCHEIT,Eli. Well now, how 'many blind people. would 1 Ltiose

lists, 1 million, 500,000, 100,000?
Mr. NELsoN00,000 probably, or less.
Mr. SCHEUER. Wouldn't it be, possible for HENN to circularize that:

list once to ask thof;e people individtially if they would like to waive
their privilege to bona fide organizations that :ire producing usable
technolory for blind people? ft seems to me if I were a blind person
I would want that in order to hear from the people who have technol-
ogy to help me.

Mr. NELSON. That's a good poigt. But you have to hear in mind
that there's the additional limitation, eve.' boyoint the identification
function, of the funding problem. And eurrontly, :,s I alluded to
earlier, at least within Rehabilitation Servi,.:s Administration, there
is a definite vocational need that, has (k: 'f)nstrated. And that
vocational need is basically one that is detet..nin:,.(1 to be valid or riot
valid by the States, because they are the ones who administer the
Federal moneys involved. The S4.0es ak(' greatly differing, views as
to the sippropriateness of tech! mentioned, some States are
very progressivethe cliairir own State is extremely restrictive in
this way. There are very fm, if any, devke:; funded by some States.
So it's not only a question of ..!?ntifying blind, but it's also a
question of working within t 14overnmentai bureaucracy to facilitate
the dissemination process.

Mr. SCHEUER. Let MC say, incidentally, that.Cong,rc- Teague
of Texas, the chairman of this full commit tee, including, Congr:tiinsto
Brademas and I and a number of other (;ongressmen, have sponsore,I
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!;r atn?mhnent that would lift that proh bition of Government
ar,,iistanue--

Mr. NELSON. 77-35?
Mr. SCHEUER. 77-35, exactly. And we hoot, that becomes law before

very long, under Congressman 'Teague's lea( ership and 'tinder Congress-
man Brademas' leadership. 4

Is there anybody from Ill..:W here? Yes? Oh, of course. What
would be the problem in canvassing the 500,000 people or so
who would be on IIEWs computer tape,. and ask them if they Would
like to waive their conlidentialit Y and have their names and addresses
and phone numbers made available to private .-.ector firms that are
producing this kind of technology?

Mr. BERMAN. I don't know, but we certainly can check into that.
NI r. ScnEuEli. incidentally, we've beer. joined by Congressman

Bob Walker of Pennsylvania, one of the very hard working and diligent
members of our subcommittee. ..

Do any of you have any further questions?
\fr. NItt.i.Ea.. I have just one question
Mr. WALK Eit. No questions, \Ir. Chairman.
Mr. NIILLER. YOU. mentioned the potenl.inl market runs into

the tens of thousands. Obviously people who are avare of it and con
idford to purchase the mechani,m are fewer.

What's the potential within educalic7ud institutions, university
libraries or public. libraries? .

Mr. NELsoN. We don't feel an appropriate-w.,v to provide tech-
nology cf any sort is to have it centrally located. ...olt c:ui appreciate
this if you considered being in u position of ha vic.g to go to some place
to be able to read. 'Shot would he a very awkward ::tuation. So we
very much support the concept of_portability and personal ownership.
In general, our experience with -pitblie inA 'Int ;01,-.4, :41111! its libraries
or central locations on universities, and SO on, ha,. been very poor.

Mr. :011.1.Elt. In other words, it vottlAseem to ti,. thatI :::corn I
think that clearly, if you (-mate pt rtabilit v, and the convenience of
that it's very, very attractive-14.n it would s,!ein to time that there's
some obligation,just as tiii;- provide me a reading, table ;7i the uni
versif y library or a quiet r(I..ann, or whatever, when I want . (Ise th-..0
facilities, there's :onto obligation to also make that library accessible
to sightless individuals oti,ite.

Now, I appreciate the f'0IIVOIllenCe 717:1)N't Of it. Everybody can
hove their own machin., and that would he very well for your fin rket.
But I'm asking ,.vould you viewor do you talk to people about WI, it
is their ohligutinn, in fact, in. the case of tl,;_, university or Cehoo "..

library to :mike that facility rondilv available onsite' for 0:ci:le
N Ir. Ple,scr I think there's tint overall important coriccpt that we

have to 10e aware of, and which is a y.oal of the Telesensory Systerk,
I think what',.' important i- that what we would like to do is not
introduce it piece of equipment which would obsolete s,,,,e other rftrm
of communication for the handicapped. What` we would like +o !O is
develop a Wilily of products that would allow !lie indr,..; LILL! an

alternative, it -.election, .-omethile, that would ;new :,Il ilitillediate
Ili ility of :.!tie sort. For example, I'd like to have available to me as a
blind person, not only an Optacon, but t he spoken wcNI output with
regard to the Optacon, because t here arc inSIIIIIi; that I .tin ri.- uire'l
to reml long pass,e-es.

4
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Mr. MILLER. Nobody's arguing with that. But if you're also riding
public transit or you're going great distances, yormay not want tp
have the obligation to take the mechanisms back and forth with you.
You miry want them in your home, but if you also decide that you're
going to spend Saturday in rip library, why should the library,
he closed to you because yotVre s' ht- impaired?

Mr. sPRoscIA. I agree. And that's an alternative that I would like
to personally see happen. In other words, there should be centralized

.systems,,_ and there should be personalized systems.
Mr. SCHEUER. Is most of the blind population in this country

located in metropolitan areas?
Mr. NELSON. Yes.
Mr. SCHEUER. So they would have convenient access to a public

library?
Mr. PROSCIA. Yes.
Transportation always is a problem. In other. words, independent..

travel is another problem that technology is trying to address itself to.
Mr. NI I LLEIL What I'm saying is in the district I represent we have

a very large project known as the Center foi -Independent Living in
Berkeley, to have for blind students to have their own apartments, to
become independent, to be able to go to part-time jobs, and be able
to go to the junior college which is 15 or 211 blocks away.

It seems to me that they ought. to have the opportunity to also
leave their apartment, not have to big this equipment, at nirlitand
I don't know. This one's very convenient, obviously, in terms of size
and so forth---but to go over to the junior college and to stud at
night, and have a facility on a publicly funded campus for their
convenience and their use.

Mr. PnosciA. I agree with von, but you don't, limit it to that.
Mr. MILLER. No, no. I'm not suggesting you limit it to that at all.

I think that the idea of a pert.:onal system is fantastic, and the inter-
change of systems is fantastic.

But I'm saying some people won't, ever he able to go for that, and
just to give them the same sort of accessibility that sighted individuals
have.

) ir. NELsos. Well, we do pursue all of those things that you've
meat lolled.

N1r. NIILLER. fly point is do they pursue you? Do the public librar-
Jes come to you or the university li,braries make that part of their"
budget?

Mr. NELSON. No.
Mr. PRO:4(1A. \o.
Mr. MILLER. That's my concern.
NI r. That's part of the difficulty i alluded to earlier. The

marketing costs are very high, because it becomes a question of con-
vincing individuals, it large number of individual institutions, and a
large number of rehabilitation counselors.-There are literally thou-

-sands of people in the system throughout the country, all of which
ha've to be approached on it one-on-one basis becatis there are no
top-down kinds of programs. It has to-he it matter of convincing
ituliyiduals to spend money for which they always have alternative
uses on devices of this sort. And it heroines a very time-consuming,
expensive process to do that.
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Mr. JErroans. With respect to the 504 regulation, discrimination
against the handicapped, has there been any incentive there for
libraries, et cetera, to be required to purchase this equipment?

Mr. NELsoy. I think that will come. It hasn't really happened as
vet. It hasn't had that.impact at this early time. But I think that is
certainly likely to occur.

NIr..1lirvoans. Tho gentleman from HEW, you were :.-41ding,, your
stead there. Do N'ott know what the intentions are wn: respect to
that aspect?

Mr. IhnotAN. No; I don't. I don't. But I would assume that every
library Would not have to purchase one.

JEFFoans. I don't know why they wouldn't. That's what I'm
curious about.

Mr. I IERNIAN, Well, Mr. Jeffords, not every school has to make
every part of that school accessible under 504 regulations. The pro-
gram has to he accessible. I would expect that a community library
would have to be accessible to the blind as well, and if the Optacon
wasbut, if this was thought to 1w a legitimate device to make that
library -cessible for the blind over any other kind of device, then
the :unity library, where a handicapped person can easily get to
might have_ one of thes,e devices availablebut not every library in
the city might, need to have to have available an Optacon.

Mr..1-EFFuttos. Well, if you require them to put a ramp in, for some-
one who ,can't get there because of a mobility problem, what's the
,dilrerence between that and the fact they don't have something which
is available to allow them to rend? I don't. see as for as discriminating,
against the handicapped, it can be distinguished between the two.

Mm'. IfEnmAx. There's a reasonability thing. I believe the 504
regulations don't prest:ribe that every place must he made accessible.
But the community service must be made accessible.

Mr. MILLER. No. But if the city of New York has no library with
these kinds of facilities in it, I suggest they're in violation, just as if
the city of New York had no library without ramps.

Mr. HEILMAN. Well, I would suggest even further that in the city
of New York, say in the borough of the Bronx, if there was no library
or if there weren't several plzwes, readin!rstations, for opportunities
for the blind to participate, they would be in violation because hut,
of course, I'm not privileged to make that kind of statement. I'm
biased on behalf of expanding and improving services to all these
children.

But I would assume that would he the thing, accessibility within
reason.

Mr. ScuErEa. Any further comments or questiOns fro,a my. col-
leagues? Dan?

Mr. Cluck MAN. No.
11.

Mr. SCU EVER. Bob ".
\lr. WALKER. No.

ScitErEa. OK. Your testimony has 'wen absolutely inspira-
tional. The throe ote you hive wonderful and stimulating, and :,rovoca-
I ire ideas, and I can't that.; you enough for oming..

NELsoN. Thank you.
Mr. l'itosciA. Thank you, 11.. Chairman.
Mr. SCHEVEli. Next is 11.. Gregg Vanderheiden, director of Trace

K. & I). Center for the Severely Communicatively Handicapped.
4 7::
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Mr. VANDEliffEIDEN. We're presently in the process of trying to
correct several errors with regard to that title, including the fact that
the title refers to "handicapped" as though it were a population or a
nationality that exists as such. 'Actually, it should be something on
the order of "individuals with a handicap," or something similar.

Mr. SCHEUER. Yes. OK.
Do you have some technology to show us?
Mr. VANDERHEIDEN. Yes; we do.
Mr. SCHEUER. Why don't you get right into it?
[The prepared -statement of Gregg Vanderheiden is a:-; follows:1
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When considering !he ',le e! c,,mpu,eru with or by handicapped
it is helpful to note the', there are several different

ways that _:omputers may be used. Some comp,.ter uses applicable
to handi,apped individuals parallel those available to non-handicapoed
individuals. In ott. ,,stances the computer may be used to accomodate
or partially ,:omp..n:;ate for a _ndica;:ping condition which an ir.dividual
may Each of these are quite different and plac.,
different costraints on the develoomer.t of comp,,!er systems. Use of
computers with handicapped it::viduals rfould.be hiuken down into three
basic types of use. (F.q. 1). The first. involves use of the computer
with the individual e,.periencing a handicap in the same way and for
the same purposes as it would be used by a non-handicapped individual.
For exampie, the computer may be used for account inventory control,
computer aided instruction etc. If the person has a physical handicap
which prevents him from using the standard computer interfaces (key-
board. light pen. vis,ial display) then a special interface may be
needed to allow him /her to interact with or control the computer.
With this type of computer use (hereafter referred to as Type 1), the
computer is used to accomplish the same type ,f things for a handicapped
individual in for a non-handicapped user (alnouah there may be some
modification of specific programs as in CAI.) Type I computer use
11.nvolves opening up to handicapped persons the same potential benefits
of the computer for education. recreation, and employment as are open
to no:,-hatlicapped p''. sons. Thus Type I toe 111,17 be characterized as
"Use o: C,mputer,, in Traditional Manners by Individuals Experiencing
a Handicap".

The second type of use of the computer would be to help accomodate
an individual aped if: handicap and remaining abilities. In order
for an indivit.al to receive as education s/he must he Woe to inter-
ac in the c: ir.depend;ult work, do homework, take tests,

3!.,0,]t etc. :f can not perform the ab.lve, then s/he will
eXperience a hdrC.I1Cdp in receiving an appropriate education, securing
d )01, or condactinq ,i;ttivi ticO of daily living. If s/.fie were totally

to pertor7 in./ of th, ahoy,, then "liandica:i" would be an
ins,:fi,:ent descriptor as the individual would be unable to derive
an appropriate and meaningiui education.: Type II 11::,2 of the comuuter
trio:: involves use o: computers as interf;:ces between severely L...ys ica 1 ly
handicapped Individuals and the people and objects ( typewriters,
paper. books, wneeldlairs,etc.) its their environment which are
riec,.s:;iry 0; proce:is. It is imp,rtant to hear in
mind .;o; 0;. that ,2u:.puter:1 are not ne , , ded as part of at; interface
16... all ,ally handi,:ap!.ed Staple mechanical or

adapt:itions MA7 ,luo u,:fiice in snme Cd1;e:. But for
sever-1.: handiyapped individeals computers, usually in the

Art, otten needed In order to accomodate the
'a n''! ph',''; iii of th,:::e individuals and to do so in anliSt A,I uo,'-;.f:,.tive manner. Since the ore of computers in this

ma:aler Is e;:t.triti illy fo 1,c-:-olate the disabilities and enhance the
an,! ',f the handicapped individual, Type II use

of tne .tompser may be ohara:'-11.,.ed 0: C,,WpUterS to Interface
and F.h.rce the
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TBREE TYPES OF COMPUTER USE BY
INDIVIDUALS EXPERIENCING HANDICAPS

picapHan-
Individual

Regular Interface
(Keyboard)

Special Interface

COMPUTER

-Data processing
-Writing/editing
-Education

TYPE I: REGULAR 'SES OF COMPUTER: Enabling i-:dividuals with a handicap
to use/access computers for the same
purposes as everyone else.

Handicapped
Individual

Micro-computer
Based Interface

Printer (Comm/writing)

Voice Synth (Comm /speech)'

Mobility Aids

Aids to Educ. 6 Empi.

Computers

TYPE II: USE TO INTERFACE/ENABLE: Using computer to enable individual
with severe physical handicaps to
access and u5e)control other devices
and materials, (incl. other computers)

randi("a!,

divldual
Intorface

Compu--r per-
f)rmll.'; spec-
ial functions
to facilitate
control by
user.

Printer

Voice Synth

Mobility Aids

..""fAids to Educ. 6 Emp1.1

Computers 1

TYPE !II: UEE TO FA,!ILITATE/ACCELERATE/OFFSET: Using computer to help
reouce handicap experienced by the

by providing special func-
tions to r nimize the number of sig-
nals n-ed.d I:rom user or to otherwise
pct,,: control or use of other

6vit:e!, and matrialt,

47.
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The third way U,,d with handicapped individuals
/5 by allowing the individual to increane the effectivenehn of hi.S./

her stills by providing intermediate procensinq between th-ir control-
commands and the outpin to the object heir:-; controlled. 1-or example,

child unable to contrel a wheelchair sufficently to drive it., making g

W orerections for deviatl.ns indirection due to floor slant etc. might
be rade self mobile 11 he could simply tell the chair to trove
forward and have a small inex;.ensive prec?.s.sor make corrections for
changes in direction. Or, a child 'tying to do four level addition
step by step on a TV screen (he canry..t write)could have a 46 step

'proce,ss (whid:. provides the child with (pre physical ex,rcise than
,atath skill ex;:ereisei changed to a 9 step ;..rocess which approximates
the procedures that non-handicapped children uso when learning to add.
The microprocessor would riot add the numL-rs for him but

moving about on the writing area (TV screen) to
facilitate and accelerate his ability to do math, written work, tests
and to use standard or pre-printed test sheets etc. This third type
of computer use then deals with the facilitation or speeding up
of an individuals ability to do thirigs or control other devices. Since
this acceleration cih be an much as 5-6 times it wi.old be possible to
allow an individual to do his homework in two hours ins'ead of ten, or
of doing all of his homework instead of-one fifth of it. In class
it may mean the difference between Participating in clans activities.
This third type may be charaterized as "Facilitation/Acceleration of
Control or Productive Ability".

With these last examples it is apparant%that with the advent of
kiniature, inexpennivecomputers (you can now purchase entire micro-
computers the size bf your fingernail for approximately $26.00) the
impact of ,,,.,puterh and computer technologies on handicapped persons
and their eds,--atied. is no longer limited to the use of large systems
or computer asninied instruction. Whole these uses still have special
capabilities to offer handicapped persons (particularly th physically
handicapped person whose Input/output it: speed limited) the use of
small or microcomodters in speciaT aids adds the n.itencial of providing
the teacher with -olio s/he can use to allow us.' of' mole conventional
educational techniques and materials an well. by providing -he
individual who hAS a. severe or multiple handled with the ab.lity to
or:': standard materials and proce,:aes the teache/s task in preparing
materials is much reduced, the po,:nibility of pr,pe'r placement or
mainstreaming is greatly increased and the probabi lity that the
individual will be able to use the skills acquired when s/he leaves the
echwitional systrea is ilso greatly increohed. Th, ability of the
individual to do his(her work in a reasonable asoun., of tier, is
equally important and h, e,!oets on red-.-ring ncedeM teacher
or Al.:, t111, increa;g2 in efiectiveness of th, ehild in his
edgcationdq environment.

10Aids to Education vs. Edu'itiona: A:dn

At this poin-. It io helpful -to dls'inguish' beween Educational
Aids (systems ('tc.) and Aids to ied/:ation. °Educational Aids" here
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refers to materials, devices, teaching machines, etc. which are
designed for the purpose of facilitating the teaching /learning process.
"Aids to Education" refers to devices which were not designed for
educational purposes but which are necessary in order to receive an
/appropriate of effective education. Eyeglasses would be one common
xample of an aid which is not an educational device but which is
often necessary for education. A wheelchair isa second example. If
these devices already exist then the educational community need not
concern itself directly with them except to see to it that the children
get the aids they need in order to function in the classroom. If

'these aids did not exist then it becomes necessary for the educational
community to consider these as "aids to education" and to assist in
their de.t.lopment. This is necessary if the educators are to have
any chance of providing these individuals with an appropriate or
Meaningful education.

Cost Effectiveness of Personal Aids to Education

It is a happy coincidence that in addition to the "equal
education" motivation for providing these individuals with necessary
techniques or aids, it also turns out to be economically expedient
to provide them with the ability to function and interact with regular
materials, procedures etc. An individual who can manipulate and use
standard educational procedures, materials and facilities needs much
less individual one to one teacher instruction times, less or no

glissistance from special teacher aides, less program preparation time,
'ogress or no special materials development time, can participate
effectively in larger classes, may be able to attend regular classes
in regular schools, can do more independent learning, can progress
further in the educational system (including full earned collera
degrees) and has Abetter chance of being productive after his education.
This adds up to ler costs while in the educational systems, more
advancement, and better economic outlook afterward. It is an unusual
instance that you can gain in all three ways. But if we've decided
to provide meaningful education and employment for'these individ-
uals that's the way it works out. The cost to provide even a poor
to mediocre education is so high ($2500 - $29,000/year or $40,000 -
$464,000 for their 16 year educational span) that any significant
fractional decrease in educational costs can be economically very
significant. Appropriate aids can be cost effective simply because
proper and appropriate aids are much less expensive than the human
services which they reduce.

Discussions of economics should really be secondary however.
Since the individuals were referring to cannot receive and approp-
riate or meaningful education without the ability to read, write,

Aaove, or even talk,the economic aspects should be secondary if we
Ilie really serious about providing a useful and appropriate education
for these individuals. To paraphrase a colleague, Dr. John Eulenberg1
on the topic of communication aids, " The cost is simply too great
not to provide them with effective means to communicate and parti-
cipate. The cost is too great both for the individual and for society
....to be excluded... and to not be able to communicate is to be
excluded."
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Examples of Current and Future Efforts in These Areas

It can be seen that there is a potential for the use of computers

in education not only for system use such as computer aided instruction

4ar teaching machines but also ( in their mini or micro form) as
rt of personal aids which can help an individual with a handicap

o adapt himself fo standard educational programs. In the latter

application the computer looses its computational character and

becomes a doer, and aide, an assistant or a controlled extension of

the individual.
'..

The government, the Bureau for Education of the Handicapped

and researchers in the field have recognized this need, and several
examples of development efforts in this area can be found in the

research supported by BEH and other government groups. Some examples

of existing work mixed in with potential future developments are
as follows.

For the visually impaired we see a good example of a Type II
(Interfacing/Accelerating) application of the computer in the work of

Kurzweil, and the work at Telesensory Systems Incorporated. Here

computers are being utilized to translate printed English into spoken

English for the blind who would not normally be'able to use atandard

printed materials. A similar application for the deaf might provide

just the opposite- a speech to text translation, although this is

beyond present capabilities. An aid for the deaf which is currently
possible is a shorthand transcription system currently being devel-

rby Newel et al, in England. Based on a device similar to the
enotype, a deaf member of parliament is able to follow the

conversation on the floor of Parliament by reading a Phonetic like

trasncription appearing on a personal display. With refinement apd

a microcomputer base, easily readable direct text translation may

soon be possible.
For individuals who are non-vocal and severely physically

handicapped ( NVSPH),computers are currently making in-roads both in

the area of interfacing ( Typell ) and facilitating ( Type III ).

Facilitating applications are much more prevalent here due to the
speed limitations of the individual who is NVSP!I, limitations which

are not as prevalent or severe for individuals wit..) vision or hearing

impairments.
One of the major problems in aids for individuals with severe

physical handicaps is the tremendous variability of handicaps and

abilities. In the past this has resulted in a need for a great many

different (
and therefore more expensive) aids to meet their needs.

By using microprocessor technology, communication aids are being
developed which can be adapted to meet the needs and capabilities

of widely varying users. The aids can adapt to the user rather than

requiring the user to adapt as best he can to the operation of the

illkid. (see AutoCom and VersiCom) Because the microcomputer allows
wroth the physical interface and the operational mode of the aid to be

easily and inexpensively tailored to the limitations and capabilities

of the user, a much faster and more effective communication channel

can be provided. This is important when one considers that the last

paragraph can take as long as 1-2 hours for an individual who is only
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able to use a scanning technique.
Use of the microcomputer also allows the aid to be easily

modified to work with a range of output modes including page turners,
typewriters, correctable TV displays, or voice synthesizers as they

Amore needed for interaction of proof of activity in the educational
illtrocess. Because the speed of communication and control can be

very slow due to the physical impairment, several researchers are
working op-computer based procedures for accelerating communication
and help409 to offset the slowness caused by the physical handicap.
( Type ITAApplications). Examples of such would be the work at

. Tufts New Eriqtand Medical Center ( Richard Foulds et al) and the
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago ( Dudley Childress et al) where
anticipatory scanning techniques have been used to help increase the
speed of scanning techniques: the text/speech and auto-intonation
work being conducted with NVSPH children at Michigan State University
(John Eulenberg, Mort Rahimi et al) and the word/phrase and math/
writing facilitation and syllable base research being conducted
at Tufts and at the Trace Center, University of Wisconsin ( Gregg
Vanderheiden, Deberah Harris et al).

allED2EL_

With advancing technology and dropping costsithe application
of computers is moving beyond just large system applications, bring-
ing its potential benefits to boar on the adaptation problems of

mindividuals with handicaps. In these applications the computer
Illimoses its computer programming character and takes on a facilitating/
assisting role or a role of an extension of the individual- a pros-
thetic of a sort.

Personal aids are now becoming possible which can not only
greatly increase the functioning of severely and multiply handicapped
'individuals, but reduce the costs to provide appropriate and
effective education . Especially in the area of the severely phy-
sically handicapped, microcomputer based aids are needed and are
already becoming available commercially.

Progress has been made but progress has been slow. Those not
familiar with computers find it hard to relate to the use of micro-
computers as small assistive devices and consider the use of
"computers" for such basic purposes overkill ( when in fact they
cost less than non-processor implementations of the same functions).
Those familiar with computers are usually oriented toward the
large systems and applications appropriate to them. As a result
millions of dollars have been spent around these areas while little
has been done to exploit the potential of microcomputers toward
facilitating the function and education of individuals with severe
handicaps.

Another very severe problem has been one of jurisdiction. In

4Ithe area of communication aids for the NVSPH individual there has
been mush discussion and even a government planning session sponsored
by BEH and attended by NIH, NSF, RSA, and the VA to determine who
should be funding the development of such aids. The area seems to
fall between the areas of focus in the various groups and researchers

4
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have had much difficulty in securing funds to work on developments
in this area. More aware,l,ss and.better coordination is therefore
seen as necessary in the area of facilitative devices. This is
especially true as they relate to young individuals and to education
where technical aids have only had a very limited application until

st recently.
Overall the field is an open and promising one. It is one

which is characterized however by lo% technical advancement and 90%
advancement in our understanding of the proper and effective use of

technology. The two greatest problems of the field at this time seem
to be: 1.) the hesiancy to believe that technology can be helpful

and 2.) once technology or technical aids are seen as helpful- they

are often assumed to be solutions in and of themselves. This latter
problem has led to instances of disillusionment. Perhaps the best
way to view technical aids for severely hafidicapped individuals is to

compare them to a tool box. It would be impossible to build a
house without them, but giving a man a tool box will not make him a
carpenter. Technical aids are 'essential parts of the solution ( for

some individual but are only the start. How they should be designed
or what exactly their function should be to facilitate the develop-

ment of the rest of the solution for an individual is what we are
Just now beginning to find out. Much work needs to be done but the
potential for these individuals is'gi-eat.

48
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STATEMENT OF 0I3FIGG VANDERHEIDEN, DIRECTOR, TRACE R. & D.
CENTER FOR .. 't:RELY COMMUNICATIVELY HANDICAPPED

`.'AND First, I'd like to show you 60-second film
clips as an i , to one of the individuals we're working with
so you hay.-. what population the technology to be demon-
strated wa.,

Mr. VANDERhEi, iS is Craig. As you can see he's a young
man severely incoi di cerebral palsy. Craig in this picture is
t4 years old. Due to vere physical involvement he used to spend
large portions of his da. itting on both of his hands to help stabilize
himself. You'll notice he has side braces on his chair and he also uses
a lap belt at times t,i hold him into his chair.

Mr. SCHEUER. IVe.S these infirmities with which Craig was born?
Mr. VANDERHEIDE Yes.

SCHEUER. TIT were birth defects?
Mr. VAxnEnnE:u. Right. Cerebral palsy is a congenital motor

problem.
Here you see Craig trying to operate other.types of things that he

might use in a classroom situation. From the film you can see he
obviously is unable to use a typewriter. You can also see the problem
we have now in trying to educate somebody like Craig who is unable
to manipulate or handle conventional educational materials.

Mr. SCHEUER. Is Craig of normal intelligence?
Mr. VANDERHEIDEN. Craig has had his IQ estimated over 130.
Mr. SCHEUER. Does he have speech?
Mr. V.ANDERHEIDEN. He has absolutely no speech, no control

of his oral vocal mechanisms.
Mr. SCHEUER. How can you meamire his intelligence?
Nir. VANDERHEIDEN. "That's why I said estimated." As a matter

of fact, a better word might be "guesstimated" because there are no
real means for measuring numerically the capabilities of someone
as physically involved as Craig is. In addition, Craig's functional
ability at this point would probably be very, very much diminished
because he has had no real means of expression for the first 14 years of
his life. To exemplify the problem, imagine yourself with your month
taped shut and your arms and legs bound, and then placed into a
first grade situation and told to get an education. This is the kind of
problem we have with these intelligent but physically involved
children.

Technology now can allow us to interface this kind of an individual,
and allow him to control materials and devices for education and
daily living. From the film, we can see here that with proper inter-
facing techniques even somebody who's as severely involved as
Craig is can be provided with .n. functional means of communication.

Now, the piece of film you are now seeing was shot 5 minutes after
the film .V0:1 ,just Sow. You can see the tremendous increase in control
that he seems to have as a result of having an interface like thiS,
which was developed to take advantage of the individual's abilities
instead of amplifying his disabilities.

This is also the first time. that Craig has seen this interface. He
operated it for only about .30 seconds before we turned the cameraon

48,
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for this picture. You'll notice his movements are still erratic, but he
is successfully printing his name out.

I have an example of the board here for you to see.
Now, this morning we've been talking about personal aids and the

ability to produce aids which can be with the individual, which can
move around with him. Some of the aids we've seen this morning are
already portable. Others are heading in that direction due to micro-
processor technology.

Here is an example of an aid which is on the "portable personal aid"
level. The entire system fits right within the lap tray. It mounts to
the wheelchair arms and the individual then can communicate on it.

Let me see if I can't demonstrate that a bit here [demonstration].
It has a couple of displays. One of them is an LED display, similar
to a calculator.

Now, as you can see, the aid is able to interpret even very erratic
pointing motions. Actually, Craig was in very good form in that film.
Often he is much more involved and would be pointing something on
the order of this [demonstrating].

Now, in that flailing I have printed out an entire message. The
board can print out the message on a strip tape.

Here you see the message that those flailing motions produced.
Mr. SCHEUER [reading]. "Would you like to go for a drink?"

[Laughter].
Mr. VANDERHEIDEN. These are the kind of aids which are now

being developed for severely involved persons. This aid would be for
someone with Craig's disability. There are other aids foi individuals
who can't point at all.

Now many of the newer aids are being make possible through the .

introduction of microprocessors. As a matter of fact, the microproc-
essors being used are very small. You see an example here [indicating].
The microprocessor, actually microcomputer, is on the silver chip in
the middle which is smaller than a dime. You can get them down to
about $10 or $12 in quantity..

Now, more power--more memoryincreases the cost but this is
not the major cost.

The cost of developing the aids is only partially in the technology.
And in developing aids of this kind the problem turns out to be some-
thing like 10 percent technological developments, and about 90 per-
cent advances in our understanding of how to apply them and how to
correctly bring-the technology to bear on the problems of the indi-
vidual with a handicap.

For instance, one of the things we found when developing the aid
was that it had to be able to fit the individual. As a result you'll see
that the input grid here is not printed on. The individuals actually
make up their own input grids and vocabularies. So you could start
out with a child who is just starting to learn and can't spell, by work-
ing with symbols and pictures to help a very young child begin to
communicate. Then, the aid can grow with the child, adding things
to it to meet the needs of the individual as he gets older.

A voice synthesizer, for instance, can be placed directly inside of
this aid to allow the individual to interact in the classroom.

When we look at these aids, we see that they're not really educational
aids, but rather aids to education. We are seeing that technology can
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not only serve to give us educational aids such as teaching machines,
computer-aided instruction, and so forth; but, can also use computers
and computer technology to facilitate the actual development of
personal aids which are aids to the education process as well as aids
to the person's whole life.

For example, if a person cannot speak and has no way of communi-
cating or interacting, we're essentially excluding him from the world.
By providing him with effective personal communicative aids, he can
communicate; interact and participate in the world around him. If
nothing else, a person should be able to interact with people around
him if he's going to be considered a person.

Mr. SCHEUER. Any questions' Jim?
Mr. JEFFORDS. Is this available, or just in an experimental stage?
Mr. VaNnEnnEinEx. About 40 of the aids were constructed on a

trial basis and put for sale, if you will, on a cost basis by the University
of Wisconsin. They were gone within 2 months.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, which funded the
latter development(; of the aid is currently releasing this aid for
production via the marketing mechanism that was mentioned earlier.
There are several companies who have, for some time, been very,
very interested and have already offered to take it It's being processed
through the BEH mechanism, in order to select., the best one, and to
make sure that equal opportunity is given to everybody who would
like to manufacture the aid.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Do you have any idea what the anticipated cost
for an individual to purchase it?

Mr. VANDERHEIDEN. Yes. The cost is an interesting thing. The
anticipated cost when it comes out probably will be in the area of
$4,000 to $5,000; and that over its lifetime, which is nrobably at least
10 years or more, to about $400 or $500 per year. Now, the cost to
educate these individuals ranges from $2,500 to $27,000 per child
per year, which ranges from about $40,000, some to $454,000. So the
cost is very small to allow them to'participate instead of just observing
the educational process.

Mr. JEFFORDS. Do you have any idea of the number of individuals
that might utilize such equipment?

Mr. VANDERHEIDEN. Yes. The marketing study tried to determine
that number. Largely these individuak are so severely multiply
handicapped that they show up in multiple categories, and there
aren't any good clear statistics. The best estimate, however, would
be that there are somewhere near 80,000 that need communication
aids of this type. But not all of them could use this one. There are
other techniques. That's one of the powers of the microprocessor,
and that is that this basic aid can be adapted to till of those, because
it has the microcomputer in it.

It might, also be interesting to note that the aid existed in a non-
microcomputer foriii prior; it was much less flexible and cost a lot
more. So that the introduction of the computer rather than raising
the cost, ciit, the cost by several thousand dollars.

lir. JErronhs. Could this be used by paraplegics?
Mr. VANDERHEIDEN. YPS. It could be used by anyone w ho.is severely

motor or speech impaired and who could not use typewriters, or pen
and paper, or other devices. This is only one device.
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We're involved on researching and disSeminating information on
aids developed all over tbe world, and there are many devices available
in this area. This would just be an example of one of the more advanced
ones.

Mr. JEFFonos. After a stroke, elderly people would be able to use
this also?

Mr. VANDERIIEMEN. Yes. It also has been used by stroke victims
and the elderly. A man in California, for instance, purchased one of
the aids that we had available for his wife, who had a stroke.

-Mr. JEFFORDS. Thank you.
Mr. GAr.,AonEn. That boy Craig looked totally almost hopeless

when you put him by a typewriter. With this machine, in front of
himyou say he'd only seen it 30 seconds ?

Mr.. VANDERHEIDEN. Yes. He had it about 30 seconds, which is
about as much time as it took for the to get set up with My camera.

Mr. GALL:WM:it. He, actually did better than you did at trying to
imitate him. I mean he

Mr. VANDErtumnr.x. Craig is better than I am.
Mr. GALLAmmit. I don't know what his IQ is. You say it could be

high. But his motor operation compared to the old typewriter im-
proved. He seemed

Mr. VANnEitimioEs. He is quite (rood, as I said. He does very well
on it now. He does better than I do on it. That's not uncommon for
our kids, to be able to surpass us when they use the aids.

Tlw thong that we have to remember is that when were working
with those individuals very often we see the motor handicap, and we
don't see beyond it. When I first. saw Craig, and I'm sure when you
first saw Craig on the film, your estimate of his capabilities was far
different than after you saw him using the aid.

Mr. SCIIECER. That's why I asked the question.
Mr. VAxoniummEs. That's right. Only now are they beginning to

really be able to do a. good is:4essinvikt on him. And' I don't know
exactly where his intelligence will fall. But it is clear that it is really
quite, good, because he's making incredible gains in language develop-
ment, from having nothing, after 14 years. to what he has been able
to aehieve since. tlien

These individuals also have good potential beyond this. We now
have an individual who is like raig,. who is securing a job as a com-
puter data entry. We. have another one who's a computer programer.

Our whole conception of the severely handicapped is changing. I
like the.terminology that John Eidrnberg at Michigan State uses:

These aren't severely handicapped individuals. they're individuals who are
experiencing a handicap, and in this case a severe handicap.

And although Craig. would be listed among. "the severely handi-
capped." there's no reason that. with proper interface. that he has
to retain that. title. He might just 1w somebody who has severe
celebral palsy but is only moderately handicapped.

Mr. ScIlEt a. I like the phrase "people with special education
needs. or special work needs. for some kind of help or support. to
enable. them to function up to their maximum capacity."

Mr. VANDER-tn.:mi.:N. Ri4.ht.
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Mr. SCHELTER. Who is to say who is handicapped?
Bob?

WALKER. No questions.
--Mr. SCHEUER. Dan?
Mr. Cimciim.tx. I'd just askyon know, public school districts

all over the country are being required under both State and Federal
mandate to educate all children, and these would seem to be val-
uable tools, and particularly in the concept. Of mainstreaming, when
you're, putting children with various special education problems into
the classroom. I see you're with the University of Wisconsin. I
don't know what. relationship you have in terms of getting public
school districts all over the country interested in this.

Have you had any contact with them'? What problems do you see
in getting school districts, the ones that are responsible for educating
90percent of our children, into this thing ?

Mr. VAxmatiminEN. Yes. We .Ire contact with them. We do have
to be careful, though, how we look at. these aids and the school's role
in their purchase. I'd like to reiterate a comment that was made earlier
regarding whether or not the schools should be involved in buying
them. It is important that these aids be thought. of as personal aids to
communication. The children need them. not just for education,
but throughout their lives. Via the school, however, awareness can be
generated. The danger is that the. school system might be tempted to
buy one for a classroom full of handicapped kids. This would be, akin
to buying a wheelchair for a roomfull of cerebral palsy children and
letting each use it for a while during the day. I low does a person talk
the whole rest of the day? I-low do they participate, do homework,
and classroom activities?

SCHEUER. Bob?
Mr. WALKER. No questions.
Mr. ScliEuEn. Thank you very, very much. This has been a re-

markably interesting presentation that. you have given us. Mr.
Vanderheiden. We appreciate it very much.

Mr. VANDERHEIDEN. Thank you.
Mr. Scummi. The next witness will he Dr. Sam Ashcroft, director

of the National Center on Educational Media and Mciterials for the
Handicapped of Ohio State University.

Dr. Ashcroft, we look forward to your testimony.
Do you have technology to show us. or are you simply going to

testify?
Dr. ASHCROFT. I have no technololgy hardware to show you--
Mr. SMELTER. OK. Why don't yon
Dr. Asticnorr icontinnine. Tn that sense.
Mr. SCHEIrEH. Since we, have six really very interested Congressmen,

both on the committee. and off of the committee. why don't Von make,
your testimony really not more than 4 or 5 minutes, so that they have
a chance to go at you?

Dr. A. sircnorr. I'll be glad to do that.
[The prepared statement of Dr. _Ashcroft is as follows
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INTRODUCTION

Computer technology is making highly significant contributions to

improving the lives and education of persons with handicaps. These

highly significant contributions are illustrated by a tiny computer

connected to implanted electrodes in the visual cortex of a blind

person so that a subminature TV camera in a glass eye can provide a

visual prothesis. From this complex experimentation at one extreme

the applications range to the relatively simple problem of facilitating

the enumeTation of the approximately eight million handicapped chiluren

who need special education. Between these two extremes lie a whole

range of applications of technology facilitated by microelectronics which

have brought new hope and new problems to handicapped persons and their

education.

In our technologically oriented society we must learn not only how

to gain a,:cess to information but also how to make effective use of it
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in making major decisions about education, work, and style of life.

Technology has had both beneficial and detrimental aspects for disabled,

impaired, and handicapped individuals. Although it enables the person

with a handicap to minimize some of the effects of their handicaps and

thus inspires new hope and aspirations, a related inability to cope with

technology or failure to understand and use it effectively may complicate

the handicap, foster despair, and separate disabled individuals even more

from the mainstream of society than they have been in the past. What

is needed is to encourage, rather than to restrain technology, but to

invest proportionate effort in the social, cultural, and psychological

aspects of advancing technology and what it can mean for the individual

with a handicap.

Following are brief descriptions of current developments that

illustrate the role that computers can have in aiding the education

of the handicapped and also indicate some of the problems yet to be

solved in this exciting area.

THE NATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INFORMATION SYSTEM (NIMIS)

For the past three years we at Ohio State University have been

engaged in the development of the National Instructional Materials

Information System. NIMIE, as we know it, provides information on a

wide variety of instructional materials which can be used in classrooms

and other settings to educate handicapped children. NIMIS is a computer-

based, on-line interactive retrieval system specifically developed

for the purpose of assisting teachers, parents, and other educators

Pi
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in locating information about instructional materials. Such an on-line

computer-based system enables individuals to "converse" with the computer.

The individual asks questions by typing them on a computer keyboard and

the answers immedi'ately appear on a television screen.

NIMIS provides descriptive information concerning more than 35,000

selected instructional media and materials. The materials are the

of four kinds: child-use instructional materials - materials used by

the child or by the teacher and child interacting in the process of

education, instruction, and evaluation. Secondly, teacher education

materials - instructional materials used to prepare teachers to select,

use, evaluate, design, and adapt media, materials, and educational

technology for the special education of children with handicaps. Third,

materials for measurement and evaluation - materials designed to provide

for evaluation, assessment, measurement, and diagnosis of the current .

skills and abilities of the child with a handicap. And fourth, prototype

materials - materials of an ekperimental or one of the kind nature that

have been developed as models for possible future development.

Most of the instructional media, materials, and educational

technology in the NIMIS are non-print materials such as instructional

kits, films video cassettes, audio cassettes, filmstrips, games, toys,

and other materials exploiting audiovisual technology for the special

education of persons with impairments, disabilities, and handicaps.

NIMIS, with its 35,000 materials for special education, is only a

small part of what is generally available. It is estimated that there

tare more than 300,000 instructional materials available commercially in

492
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1974. In the previous twenty years this figure reflected an increase of

200% in textbooks, 500% in 16mm motion picture films, 700% increase in

records, and 800% increase in filmstrips as well as innumerable audio

tapes and cassettes, video tapes and video cassettes, overhead projection

transparencies, multimedia kits, 8mm filmstrips, games and simulations.

Unfortunately, all too few of these materials have been developed and

tested with instructional effectiveness as a primary consideration. Even

fewer have been specifically designed for use with persons who are handi-

capped. The descriptive information on instructional media, materials

and technology included in NIMIS is expected to be accompanied by evalu-

ative information. Currently, hard evidence and data are lacking on most

materials. However, all materials in the present system have been selected

by specialists in the education of the handicapped and most of them are

accompanied by a statement such as, "...evidence shows that this material

is currently being used by teachers and educational programs (for the

various disability groups)...." It is to be hoped that evidence of the

effectiveness of instructional materials to achieve learners' objectives

and teacher goals will be improved as the system develops.

THE NIMIS THESAURUS

Access to information stored in NIMIS is gained through special indexing

terms called descriptors. These precisely defined terms are very important

in retrieving information about instructional materials. There are more than

800 such descriptors included in the Ins' .,:tional Materials Thesaurus for

Special Education, 3rd Edition. The Thesaurus may be ona,of the most
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significant contributions of the NIMIS. The use of computer technology to

aid teachers, parents, and students in the selection of appropriate instruc-

tional materials for handicapping conditions that have significance for

education requires careful definition of terms, precision in language, and

detailed specification of instructional objectives. Thus, the use olP'

computers motivates a more objective and scientific approach to the special

education of the handicapped than has heretofore been commonly practiced.

INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Among recent innovations in special education, making use of computer

technology is the development of instructional management systems, instruc-

tional objectives banks or collections, and computei-based instructional

support systems. These systems are designed to enable teachers to

individualize instruction and to identify the instructional objectives,

teaching techniques and related instructional materials needed to attain

highly specific instructional goals. We recently queried more than 20 such

systems to explore the possibilities for providing an interface between .

such systems and the NIMIS. Incomplete analysis indicates a wide range of

sophistication in such systems, apparent duplication of effort, and the

need for standards, criteria and guidelines for system development. Such

guidelines should not be intended to reduce diversity nor to dampen creativity

innovation, but to maximize the possibilities for complementary and

compatible systems and to facilitate their use ofa national system like

NIMIS.

4 ,9
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THE EDUCATION OF ALL HANDICAPPED CHILDREN ACT OF 1975 (P.L. 94-142)

The widely heralded Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 1975,

Public Law 94-142, requires the free and appropriate public education of all

'handicapped children in the least restrictive environment through an

individualized educational progiam. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act

. of 1973 provides that schools may not exclude the handicapped. Providing

an individualized educational program for eight million handicapped children

including accessibility to schools, unbiased individual appraisal and an

.individualized educational. prescription is a difficult task. Accessibility

to the r'equired instrumentation for unbiased diagnostic and appraisal through

the National Instructional Materials Information System and the availability

of information about instructional materials specifically related to diagnosed

instructional objectives is unlikely to be accomplished without the aid of

computers.

Public Law 94-142 requires the identification of all handicapped

children. This demographic task can be facilitated by computers but is

complicated by the problems ofq1abeling, categorizing, and codifying

individuals and information about them. Thus, the computer provides assis-

tance but not without accompanying complication in the effective and humane

management of information about individuals.

COMPUTER APPLICATIONS TO HE HANDICAP OF BLINDNESS

Perhaps the impairment o, blindness and the potential for associated

disabilities and handicap illustrate the potential for ameliorating the

effects of handicaps through computer's more dramatically than in any other

case. Current developments for the habilitation, rehabilitation, and
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and education of persons who are blind are in tune with the current

interest in such motion pictures as Star Wars and such television programs

as Logan's Run. Whereas the computer assisted visual prothesis using

electrodes implanted in the brain is still in embryonic experimental

stages, the Kurzweil Reading Machine for the Blind produces synthesized

speech from the optical scanning of the printed page replicating graphic

symbols as speech sounds. The Kurzweil Machine with a moderate computer

capacity contains a reasonably large vocabulary but when this vocabulary

is not adequate to the printed message the machine spells the word out

letter-by-letter. Without highly sophisticated computer technology and

micro-miniature electroni,s such access to aural translation of print would

continue to be unrealized independently by persons who are blind. Currently

being field tested, the Kurzweil Reading Machine at about $15,000 per prototype

device, is expected to be improved rapidly and to be demonstrated effective

as a reading machine for blind persons.

For some years now the American Printing House for the Blind, the

largest publishing house for braille and large type and audio materials for

the blind in the world, has been using computer applications to facilitate

the transcription of print to braille. Through a computer interface, a

typist working at an ordinary typewriter, connected on-line to a computer

can prepare braille materials in accordance with the complex orthography

of the braille system. Thus, an ordinary typist with computer assistance

can replace a braillist whose training typically required more than a year.

A recent French development called the Digi-Cassette or Portable Braille

Recorder can provide in one small four pound package a computer terminal for

4 9 6
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a blind person. The digi-cassette encodes braille and auditory material

on an audio tape cassette and provides a braille readout in a twelve-cell

recurring display at speeds under the control of the reader. The machine,

in addition to its audio output from the same tape cassette can also be

interfaced with an inexpensive calculator. Computations on the digi-

cassette can be displayed visually on the inexpensive calculator and

-calculations made on the calculator can be displayed in braille on the

digi-cassette. This unique substitute for a braille writer which also

includes a braille reading machine can open new employment and occupational

opportunities for blind persons by providing a computer terminal in a small

and relatively reasonably priced package.

A PROPOSAL FOR INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The availability of this promising technological development from

France - the birthplace of Louis Braille - has significance for international

cooperation. Many contributions to special education have come to us from

abroad and more recently, we have contributed to the special education and

general welfare of persons with handicaps through technical assistance and

exporting ideas, equipment and materials. During the Summer of 1978, the

CouncilforExceptional Children will sponsor the first World Congress on

Special Education in Scotland.. At that time we expect to propose the

development of an International Instructional Materials and Professional

Information System to foster the exchange of materials and information

among all the countries of the world. 'We believe we will be the beneficiaries

of such an exchange and can make a contribution to the education and welfare

of persons with handicaps everywhere.

43,
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The illustrative applications of computers to aiding the education of

persons with handicaps both nationally and internationally is only symbolic

of the vast array of possibilities that can be opened by the effective use

of computers. The Education of All Handicapped Children Act of 197S

ushered in a new era for the education of the handicapped and the Section SO4

of the Rehabilitaticra Services Act opens new occupational vistas for the

handicapped. While these legislative enactments provide for the civil

rights of the handicapped and open doors to persons with handicaps that

have heretofore been closed or inaccessible, technology must now facilitate

the full realization of the potential of the handicapped individuals.

Computer technology can make a significant contribution to this direction.
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STATEMENT OF DR. SAM C. ASHCROFT, DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CEN-

TER ON EDUCATIONAL MEDIA AND MATERIALS FOR THE HANDI-

CAPPED (NCEMMH)

Dr. ASHCROFT. It's a very hard act to follow without hardware,
after these fascinating demonstrations.

Mr. SCHEUER. Well, all of theSe demonstrations have been acts
to follow. It's been a marvelously interesting morning for us all.

Dr. ASHCROFT. I know that you were interested; from your ques-
tions, in marketing and dissemination, and that has been one of our
tasks at the national center:

One of the means for distributing information about these kinds of
devices is the national instructional materials information system, or
if you'll excuse me for using an acronym, NIMIS.

We, for the past 3 years at Ohio State, have been developing this
system, which is an online computer-based retrieval system for in-
formation about instructional equipment and materials for use by
teachers, parents, and others who-work with children who are handi-
capped. It's an interactive system, so that the individual can query it,
get responses and have identified instructional media, materials, and
educational technology that are responsive to specific needs of handi-
capped children.

During these past 3 years, more than 35,000 such instructional
materials have been indexed into the system. They are materials of
four kinds: child use instructional materials, materials for use by the
child himself; materials for teacher education, materials for instruc-
tion of teachers in the use of such equipment and materials; and
materials for diagnosis and appraisal of problems of children with
handicaps particularly their education problems, assessment and
measurement of learning handicaps. The fourth category of materials
has been prototype materials, materials and equipment in early
stages of development of the kind that you have seen here.

There is a correlated clearinghouse for information on professional
special education at the Council for Exceptional Children.

I might point out that the national instructional materials informa-
tion system has recently been recoznpetecl by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped. Ohio State no longer has that contract, and it
is now with the University of Southern California. And we presume
that NIM US project II will be an extension, in general, of the current
system.

Among the many benefits of this system is. the NIMIS Thesaurus,
a 'dictionary of descriptors7more than S00 termsrelating to such
instructional media and materials, which help in introducing precision
in language and for detailed specification of instructional materials
to meet specific instructional objectives.

Another recent development in special education, particularly
relevant to diagnosing the learning problems of children with handi-
caps is instructional management systems. These are systems that
use instructional objectives and instructional technology, to relate
to specific problems of handicapped individuals.

NIMIS can be a very useful device in providing instructional
materials responsive to unique learning oroblems of handicapped
individuals.
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Dr. Astir aotT. I'd like to call your attention to a new device for
the blind, a portable braille recorder, being introduced in this country
from France. The portable braille recorder is a 4-pound device that
records on audio tape, along with audio material, braille information
which can be read out in a 12-cell display from the same reading and
writ:!ng device. This deVice can serve as a computer terminal for
blind persons and opens new employment and educational opportun-
ities for the blind.

I'd like also to tall your attention, filially, to the World Congress on
Special Education, to be held in Scotland next summer. I know your
committee is interested in the international sharing of information.
And we expect to propose there an international instructional mate-
rials and professional information system, to share information from
this country and also to obtain information from abroad for use in this
country.

Mr. SCHEUER Will there be exhibits there of the kind of break-
throughs that we've seen and heard this morning?

Dr. AsncitorT. Fin sure. there will yes.
;\ Ir. SCHEEa. Are there any of the people who talked to us this

morning who would find any difficulty or problems in exhibiting, their
technology in Scotland next summer? Is any kind of IT.S. assistance
needed or appropriate here?

Mr. VANnEaulhoEs. I think that travel outside of the country,
in general, is very difficult fo: any research group. Federal funds, of
course, are not available. Grant funds, except with a lot of strings
cannot be used for out-o-country travel. So in general, all exhibition
of the work,that I'm familiar with in this field has been constrained
to this country.

Mr. SrliErmt. Well, I think there ought to le a way for the kind
of technology we've seen here to be exhibited to countries abroad. I
think it %could he well for our image as the compassionate, humane,
and decent. people that we are for breakthroughs of this kind to be
exhibited abroad in aihlition to the neutron bomb.

The ,rentleman from the Office of I I E'IV, Mr. Iferman, would you
also give us some kind of memo as to what the current status of the
art is so far its the capability of these private sector firms to exhibit
abroad, and %vhere the fundin, %vould come from, in cases where they
%vould need a little assistance for travel and so forthcan that be
done under existing legislation'. Or would new legislation be required?

I feel very strongly that we should share with the world the fact
that we are concerned, that we are involved, and that we are sensitive
to the needs of those--and I won't even say handicappedof those
with special needs, both educational needs and vocal ional.needs. And
I think our country has to make it possible for these exhibits to be
shown in Scotland next year.

Yes, sir?
Mr. NItt.i,Eit. The N I N1N program is for dissemination of informa-

tion about programs that are available for teaching, for inamorement,
for st udent Is?

Dr. Asnruorr. Not about programs, but information about instruc-
tional materials and technology.

fit.i.mt. Instructional materials.
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But on the receiving end, the local education agency, what have
you, must have the ability to purchase the programs. You are not
suppliers? What I'm saying-

Dr. AsncRor. Yes. The National Center has been a supplier of
information through a program of the Bureau of Education for the.
Handicapped, a learning resources program, a regional program which
has made it possible for local education agencies to get this information.

Mr. MILLER. What has happened? I mean
Dr: ASVCROFT. That is being redesigned now, and we don't know

whatwnat it will be
Mr. MILLER. In light of 142
Dr. ASHCROFT [continuing]. In the future.
Mr. MILLER. What's the change been?
Dr. ASHCROFT. We anticipate that there will be a substantially

increased local demand for the service. But there still needs to be
preparation on the part of teachers and the local education personnel
to ut,;ize the information.

Mr. MILLER. Now, when you say NIMIS II, at USC, what are you
saying? What are they doing .that is different from what you have
done at Ohio State?

Dr. AsncRoFT. The request for proposals issued by the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped called for a redesign of this system,
and it's to be called NIMIS Project II, and they'll be undertaking that
redesign in the immediate future.

Mr. MILLER. For what purpose? Redesign as to what purpose? Yes?
Mr. HERMAN. Mr. Miller, if I may, we are obligated to recompete

these activities every couple of years.
Second, the new competition was base] to bring into focus new

technology, and to deal with NO. 94-1,42 in the States' increased
responsibilities under No. 94-142.

Basically, the Bureau feels that it's necessary to deal more directly
with the States at this time. That's the advice of outside people and
State people helping us also. We also feel it's necessary to use our tech-
nology and whatever financial assistance we have to help the States
to, then in turn, deal with their local education agencies instead of the
Federal Government to go so far with the States as to take away any
State initiative, and supply- information to those people.

And we also, of course, want to take, while we had this opportunity
to redesign the project, advantage of the new technology, such as
minicomputers ar.:1 microcomputers.

Mr. MILLER. But it's not a break in the flow of information?
Mr. HERMAN. No, sir.
Mr. MILLER. OK. Thank you.
Mr. SC -EVER. Any other questions from the members?
[No response.]
Mr. SCHEUER. OK. Thank you very much. It's been very interest-

ing. We very much appreciate your time and effort in coming.
Next is Dr. Seymour Papert, the director of the artificial intel-

ligence laboratory at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Seymour Papert is as follows:]

5
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(1) Many tens of thousands, perhaps hundreds of thousands,

of Americans now condemned by such diseases as cerebral

palsy to lives characterised by 1.stion, cultural

deprivation and dependency could be liberated through

proper use of computer technology. In the extreme case

people who neither speak nor write and whose formal

education scarcely reaches the level of the first grades

could have access to culture, to communication, to social

lives, and to careers.

(2) The reason why this has not yet happened is not technical

but institutional. It is the direct consequence of

policies and traditions in the funding agencies. These

policies were appropriate in the pre-computer epoch but

are fundamentally out of tune with what it takes to

engage a sophisticated high technology. The key issue is

illustrated by a current call for proposals by the Bureau

for the Education of the Handicapped. This document

indicates that the available funds will most likely be

distributed in sums in the vicinity of $100,000 to each

of twenty or thirty research projects. This is like trying

to cross a thousand foot wide canyon by lining up,a

thousand people each capable of jumping one foot and

ordering them to jump! If instead, the B.E.H. distributed

a million a year to two or three serious, integrated

projects, real results could be obtained. Of course, more

money is really needed. But even larger sums would do

no good without changing the policy of fragmentation into

projects of sub-critical size. The deployment of the new

technology needs to be considered in terms of total,

integrated systems.

(3) The need for a holistic, global systems approach to the

problem of liberation of victims of severe cerebral palsy
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i8 not an isolated case. In'my testimony on October 12th

I showed how the same issues plague the whole field of

applications of personal computer power to problems of

enhancement of education, and of the quality of life

in general. In that testimony I recommended theformation

of a small number of centers of academic excellence in/the

new discipline of studying and developing this neglected

aspect of the atential use of the computer. I believe

that 0...1.3 suggestion also provides the most'effective

approach to the use of computers to liberate the severely

handicapped. Such centers could have a sufficiently wide

span of expertise and of technical resources to provide

the infrastructure for particular projects.

,

An example which refers back to the suggestion of an

"informational prosthetic" for the severely cerebral

palsied will give some insight into the need for a system.

A person who is quite unable to manipulate physical objects

or to speak, almost always has some control, even if slight,

over some muscle. Once this residual control has been

identified, and given that sophisticated expertise in

'artificial intelligence and pattern recognition is

available, a computer can be programmed to recognize

patterns of movement of that muscle and thus a channel of

communication can be established from the person to the

computer. Once established this channel gives the handicapped

person the power to learn (provided that expertise in computer

based education is at hand) to control that computer and so

to carry, out whatever acts a computer can be programmed to

perfori. In brief, these acts involve the manipulation of

information. Thus, highly sophisticated manipulations of

words, pictures, and sounds will come within the power of

someone who previously could not perform more than the most

rudimentary actions.
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The gateway to culture is opened. So is the possibility

of numerous careers, some of a routine nature, some highly

creative. For example the person could now become a computer

programmer or a technical writer or a novelist.

It should be evident that achieving this requires building

a rather large system requiring in addition to computer

hardware and software a social component and the organization

of information. Clearly, building such systems will not

come about through a larger number of projects each of which

tries to provide a small improvement in the lives of the

handicapped. Nor should this problem be confused with the

more straightforward one of helping people with lesser

degrees of impairment. For example, people who become

paralyzed as a result of an accident have been linked to

computers and have become very successful programmers. But

these are. people who already had an education, so the

educational component of the system was much smaller than

it would be in the case I am considering. The same remark

applies to the development of social skills, to rebuilding

a damaged self-image and so on. In short, our problem has

many components only some of which are present in the simpler

case. But none of these coc )onents pose insuperable diffi-

culties. Our failure to build the system is due entirely

to the difficulty in mobilizing resources of expertise,

technical facilities and funding. This situation is quite

inexcusable.
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STATEMENT OF DR. SEYMOUR PAPE2T, CECIL AND IDA GREEN,
PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

Dr. PAPERT. I'd just like to put two things before you.
First of all, I'd like to show you a tiny little pi-ce of technclogy, and

then I'd like to raise what I think is a critical issue about the whole
perspective of this sort of thing. I'll try to spend just 2 minutes on each.

Mr. SCHEUER. Fine.
Dr. PAPERT. Now, the piece of technologyI think you can see

itas you can see on that screen, maybe you can see a little crude
picture of a stick figure.

[Demonstration.]
Dr. PAPERT. I'm not going to be able to show you very much, and

if you all come this afternoon we'll take you through the detailed
steps. I want to use that as an example, which I'll illustrate in the
context of prototype pilot experiments which we did at MIT, which
I mentioned last week, and which Paid Goldenberg [phonetic] par-
ticipated.

A child very much like Craigyou saw how by hitting at the right
place on a board he could make a ticker tape come out with writing
on it. Now, in these. experiments I'm going to tell you about, by
hitting on a similar board, which is connected to the computer, he
can do anything that a computer can do.

One of the things that=this wasn't Craig; it was somebody else
exactly in the same condition lie can instruct the computer to draw
lines, and he can make pictures. Having made the picture, he can
instruct the computer to print it, and get not only the ticker tape but
a drawing.

Similarly, he can instruct the computer to make music. Similarly,
if lie does instruct the computer to make words, this can be not only
on a piece of ticker tape, :.ut it can be kept in the computer memory
and be corrected lau,r, and a part of his personal filing system forever.
So 10 years later lie can go back and look at his notes and his archives.
Ile can cause it to be mailed us a letter.

All right. That's a little sample of the technology.
You'll notice that the picture drawn there of a stick figure see, its

just the simplest picture you can imagine. Next to it is the star.
Part of what we're trying to (10 is create a way in which somebody

with almost no previous knowledge of any form or thing, who has
never drawn anything, who knows little geometry, who can't talk to
a computer in terms of X's and Y's, can nevertheless begin to draw
something which he has never done before.

The way he begins to draw is by using this computer System, in
which there'swithin the computer there's a little animal, with
which he can identify. You call a turtle, :1.11(1 he instructs the turtle
to walk on the screen by saying "Walk forward", and the turtle
moves in the direction its facing: or lie can tell it to turn left or right.
And this way he-can draw on what he's already observed .other people
doing, walking around. And vicariously he can do it. And so this
knowledge that he's been building up by observing the world gets
channeled into a form where its useful, where it is instructionalof
course, he's learning geometry. But he is opening up the possibilities

b06
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of being able to cause action in the world, and eventually have many
sorts of careers.

Well, that's the glimpse of technology= I wanted to give you.
I want now to raise a problem. Raising the problem puts me in

aI find it's an invidious, difficult situation, because when you ask
usby us I mean anyone in this sort of community, trying to make
innovationsto come to you and tell you what we have done, we tell
you what we have done and show you our wonderful pieces of machines
and what great things they do.

There's a sort of built-in resistance in the whole procedure to tell
you what we haven't done, because it's by telling you what, we have
done that we establish our credentials, that we get more money, that
we justify the money we've got, and so on.

I think what we have done is so far short of what could have been
done thatI think people mention who's in violation of the law for
providing opportunities for the handicappedI think we as a nation
are in permanent violation of that law.

I'd like only to give an example to illustrate what I mean by this,
by again referring to somebody in the position of the adolescent with
cerebral palsythat isn't Craig, who we saw. You can see how Craig
is able to act on this board in order to produce writing. Now, I think
that's a typical example of the kind of the phenoma of the situation
that we're all forced into all the tinw in this sort, of education, because
the limitations of the funding and the resources availableI say it's
a typical example of the concept of Hip automobile as the horseless
carriage; if you take the new thing, the engine, and you put it in the
carriage that you already have.

Now, in this case we have an education system that works mainly
through interchange of words between teachers and students, and we
make a machine where we automate that particular function. We make
a new- device which sits inside an otherwise unchangedwhich expects
to function'inside all otherwise unchanged education system.

Whereas. in fact, a reconceptualization, a rethinking in systems
terms. of the whole process of education, of what people should learn
and how they can learn it. leads to a whole different picture of what
can be done. But it something which no individual group is very
easily able to do in principle. and also becausethis is my main
recommendation, the main recommendation point T want, to make
bocalise of the kind of scale of funding which has become established
in this business.

Tt becomes much easier for people to make other devices which fit
into the otherwise unchancred system than for anybody to be con-
cerned with the chamre of the whole system. As a result. we see more
spectacular developments in areas like these machines for the blind,
where the particular special peed is such that, making a particular
device does in fact so transform the opportunities for the individual
that, you don't have to think in terms of chantriwr the whole system.

I think for Craig it might, be that if he is going to learn, not only
how to pot out a written message, if lie's going to learn geometry,
ditwino-, music, literature, we need to think in much, much broader
terms. And this can't all be mediated simply by conceptualizing it
as the problem of communication conceptualization which I don't
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think anybody does willingly, but is forced to do by the way in which
the conditions of work are set. up.

And so I want to make this recommendation, that we as a com-
munity, that Congress treat itas a matter of extreme national urgency,
to consider the systems aspect, the holistic, global redesign problem
of education as a whole,, of course; but because of today's special
focus, particularly =in relation to those individuals whose special
needs, like C'raig'.s, are of such a generalized nature that perhaps in
order to make it possible for him to have a full life, full access to
culture, to communication with people, we need to think in much
wider terths. We need to think in terms of computer networks, in
terms of his getting access to- books that will be in centralized elec-
tronic form, where in terms of opening possibilities of profession's
.where he can have an independent vocation of a routine sort or of a
very creative sort, depending on his choice and aspiration level. And
this is what I'd like to put on the record.

I'll be happy to answer questions
Mr. SCHEUER. Very interesting, Professor. George?
NIr. rm:t. For the reasons that you cite, and a lot of other

reasons, I suggest that we're basically in violation certainly of what
is possible, that various programs might be donenot just what
we've seen here, but in change of the system, educational system. I
appreciate your remarks very much.

Mr. ScriEuEtt. Dale?
Mr. KILDEE. I have no further questions. I just want to answer

the rollcall,
NIr. SCHEUER. Yes. All right.
Dr. Papert, you have stimulated us again and guilt ridden us again.
Mr. KimiEE. Do that again.
Mr. SCUM:Int. We arc way behind where we ought to he. I guess

it's our job to push us all forward in sort of a quantum jump.
We'll take your words very seriously, and I'm sure we'll he in touch

with you to get additional 11 (IVICV and counsel from you. Thank you
very much for your testimony.

Is there anything else we can learn 'from looking at your technology
that we haven't had a chance to see?

Dr. PAPERT. Well, you see, I think something'abouf the computer
technology is the way it interacts with you and becomes something
personal between you and the. computer.

Mr. SunEumt. Yes.
Dr. PAPERT. And to get a real feel for it, what you have to do is

go and sit down and 1w in communication with it. And so I invite
everybody to--the young lady and the machine will be here this
afternoon.

Mr. SCHEUER. Very good.
Dr. PA PERT. We'll be able to show more.
Mr. SC:HEUER. Excellent.. We'll be seeing you later.
I'm going to turn over the Chair to Dale Kildce, a distinguished

member of our Subcommittee on Select Education,
Thank you, Dale.

KILDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Our next witness is Mr. Dustin Ileuston, chairman of the World

Institute for Computer-Assisted 'Teaching in New York.
[The prepared statement of Mr. lieusCon is as follows:I

50,
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EDUCATING THE HANDICAPPED
THROUGH THE USE or THE. VIDEODISC

An Ideal Educational Device for the Handicapped

In the next few years the videodisc will become a familiar

entertainment and educational device. Because of its unusual

characteristics, it promises to be an extremely useful educational

aid for the handicapped. This would be a propitious time for some

projects using prototypes of the videodisc in experimental programs.

Then, when the videodisc becomes an inexpensive commercially available

product, it will be usable immediately for the handicapped. The

first test commercial models should be appearing in the fall of 1979

and the disc will probably be distributed nationally on a regular

basis by 1980.

One of the advantages of beginning work on the device immediately

would he the possibility of influencing the development of its

design specifications. At this moment the commercial vendors are

in a state of flux in their videodisc keyboard and interface design,

'and should pilot projectsdemonstrateto them some educational uses

of the videodisc for the handicapped, then undoubtedly the potential

for these specifications would be retained in the final product.

To the extent that this is possible, it is an important consideration.

If these unique specifications are present in the models that are

released for the mass market, those devices that are used by the

handicapped will cost a great deal less than if they are expensive

modifications of the standard units. Undoubtedly some of the

requirements for educating the handicapped will he so unique as to

5i
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force expensive modifications, but to the extent that standard units

may be used a great deal of money will be saved.

in order to understand the potential power of the videodisc as

an instructional unit for the handicapped, we should consider the

design specifications of an ideal educational device. Such a device

would have the following characteristics:

(1) device should utilize as many of the senses as possible.

The videodisc does this becaust, it will be able to present

color movies or still (name pictures with sound.

(2) The device should be able to offer interactive.instruction

that can ask questions in sound, print, or by a manual

device, process the *answer through computer control, and

then offer a response to the answer to clarify the student

performance. This constant sequence of trials andresponses

is particularly useful for handicapped students who may

he trying to upgrade a marginal skill. The infinite patience

of the machine in giving the needed trials is one of the

great advantages of technology.

(3) The device should be able to offer a maximum artistic- and

emotional impact in its presentation format. There should

he color, sound, motion, plot and character identification,

etc., to inspire, stimulate and motivate the student to

interact and gain mastery of the educational tasks. Since

the videodisc uses the color television screen as one of

its output formats, it can incorporate all the latent drama

of a movie or television production.
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(4) The device should be as little teacher- dependent as possible

so that the education of the handicapped will be attainable

where marginal teacher skills arc available. Students will

always need the example, identification, inspiration and

modeling that teachers and adults provide; but to the extent

that the device can ensure flawless educational instruction,

the student will be protected from the vagaries of uneven

teacher performance. Since the videodisc will have the

capability to offer individualized interactive instruction

better than any other known technology, it will meet this

specification.

(5) The devict should be portable and usable in a home as well

as institutional environment Since the videodisc uses

the color television screen as its normal output format,

it is an ideal device for this purpose. This means that

many of the handicapped students who have difficulty in

traveling between their hones and centers of education,

or information centers such as libraries, will have an

astonishingly prolific resource center and instructional

device to be used in their home environment. Furthe'rmore,

handicapped workers who desire further training in their

skills will be able to take instruction at their place of

employment rather than he transported to special professional

schools for this additional training.

(6) The device should be inexpensive, reliable, and maintainable

by normal repair facilities. The videodisc should fit these
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specifications very handily
since it promises to be a

standard consumer item
that will be repaired through the

replacement of simple boards much as a modularized television

set is at present.
If it does achieve consumer acceptance,

then many standard repair
facilities should be able to

maintain the device. The videodisc player
will sell in

the $500 to $1,000 range,
depending on the characteristics

desired in the player. It looks like a large record

player and will connect
directly to the antenna of a

color television set.
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The Videodisc Components

In discussions of the videodisc, the reader should be aware

that in the early, or consumer model, videodisc there are three

components to the package: (1) a videodisc player, (2) the video-

disc itself, and (3) a color television set connected by wires to

the videodisc player:

A short time after_the consumer model is introduced, a micro-.

processor will be added as a fourth component to allow the player

to be driven under computer instead of manual control. For the

purpose of this paper the two systems will he distinguished by calling

the first the consumer model and the second the educational model.

Actually, both models will he usable for education, but the addition

of the microprocessor'will make the videodisc a much more powerful

educational device.

51
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The Videodisc in Perspective

The educational potential of the videodisc can be heightened

by comparing the videodisc to other technologies. The three most

important technologies that education has attempted to harness are:

(1) The book.

(2) The motion picture (television).

(3) The computer.

Each of these technologies has enormous strengths and weaknesses as

an educational device, and before we examine the videodisc in relation

to them we must see them in perspective.

The book. Most people have forgotten that the book is a product

of technology, and indeed to date. is by far the most successful use

of technology in aiding education. It is portable, relatively

inexpensive, and has random access abilities. It can be easily

replicated accurately and distributed. There are some major dis-

advantages of the book, however:

(a) It is not interactive.

(b) It lacks motion and sound.

(c) It cannot be personalized or modified very easily.

(d) It produces only fair learner productivity because of

the first three points. The book is inherently a passive

device which requires a well trained, highly literate 'and

highly motivated user to be effective. Unfortunately,

the population that needs to be trained the most is

functionally illiterate and, therefore, has difficulty

using the book.
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Television (the motion picture) once appeared to have the

greatest potential of any of the media for instruction. It has many

obvious advantages including the expense of the equipment, the lack

of communications costs, and the fact that it is already present in

almost every home. After a number of years of usage, however, there

are some fundamental shortcomings in the use of television broadcasting

as an instructional technology. While the technology increased the

productivity of the teacher, it is not a very productive approach for

the' learner. Some of the shortcomings from the productivity of the

learner are as follows:

(a) He must arrange his time to be available at the moment

the material is being broadcast.

(b) The presentation is in a serial form so that he must

wait patiently for the appropriate significant moments.

Even_in reading a newspaper one has random access ability

that television lacks.

(c) He cannot stop the material and review it if he has

suddenly found it too difficult.

(d) The materials being presented rarely are at the appro-

priate level for his individual needs at that point.

He cannot have an easier or harder version of what he

is studying, and he cannot go into any aspect of it in

any depth.

(e) He cannot interact with the materials and get a response

as he attempts learning trials.
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The strengths of a standard computer assisted instruction

approach with either CRT or teletype terminals are well known.

Instruction can be individualized and made highly interactive. Thore

have been some graphics materials added with special graphics

terminals, but for the most part the standard CAI approaches lack

the ability to use the motion picture sound and color format that can

be so appealing to a student. To date these systems have been

expensive and also require high communications costs when the materials

are placed at a distance from the host computer.

The Videodisc: A Combination of Strengths

The single most important insight to retain about the videodisc

in education is that it combines the strengths of these three previous

technologies. Since it combines these strengths it helps eradicate

their weaknesses because, as we have seen, each technology's strengths

complement the others' weaknesses. A chart should help to clarify

this:
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BOOK
.

Strengths Weaknesses

1)Random

access.

1)No.

interactivity.

2)Low

expense,

2)Lack of

motion and

sound.

3)Availability, 3)Requires

literacy.

4)Repllea

bility.

).,
........

4)Fixed level

of

difficulty.

S)Usually in one

language.

.....
6)Requires high

learner

motivation.

1)Low learner

.j....productilliiti;,

FAIR LEARNER PRODUCTIVITY

FAIR PRESENTATION FORMAT

.
.._

..........____
TELEVISION (MOVIES)

Strengths Weaknesses

1)Audio

capability,

_______4.212.1.D.E....
2)Visual format

allowing

photography.

l)Serial pre

sentation, no

random access

2) Inability to

freeze a

frame.

3)Motion

capabilities,

3)Inabifity to

give trials

with feedback.

4)Use of plot

& characteri

zation.

4)Passive sys-

ten. User can-

not ;litiate

any materials.

S)Ease of

availability,

S)Limited depth

of

instruction,

6)Low expense, 6)Extremely poor

learner

...............11od,

POOR LEARNER PRODUCTIVITY

EXCELLENT PRESENTATION FORMAT

============9

VIDEODISC WITH

MICROPROCESSOR 4

COMPUTER

Strengths Weaknesses

1)Random

access

ability.

1)Lack of

audio,

?)Ability to

give trials

with

feedback.

?)Poor presen

tation format;

primarily

black & white.

3)Active system.3)1ack

Ability to

compute & run

r° 1.2,1s

of

motion and

photography.

4)Lack of

characteri

nation & plot

abilities.

S)Expense.

POOR PRESENTATION FORMAT

EXCELLENT LEARNER PRODUCTIVITY

(STRENGTHS OF ALL THREE TRADITIONS)
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As the chart indicates, the videodisc combines the strengths

cf.the other technologies. But the videodisc as a technology,

however, has two potential weaknesses:

(1) It is a ROM (Read Only Memory), like an LP record, that

cannot be modified by the user. Unquestionably many

consumers will prefer a tape cassette unit which will

enable them to tape any program they desire for just the

cost of that tape. The videodisc cannot be modified by

the consumer, and thus enough exciting material must be

developed independently of standard television fare and

kept at a low enough cost to make the player attractive

for the consumer.

Even this apparent weakness has a positive aspect to it,

however, because a Read Only Memory offers some protection

from piracy for the commercial developers of educational

and entertainment materials. Many of these commercial

producers are reluctant to use a device such as a video-

tape cassette as a storage medium for their materials

because they can be readily copied and pirated without

paying royalties or purchasing additional copies from

them. As we have already discussed, the format of the

videodisc will most likely have motion picture sections

alternating with many still frames, and any taped copy of

this for a videotape player would only present fragmented

movie clips followed by a blur of jumbled still frames
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going by the screen at 30 frames per second. Even in cases

where videodiscs have very few still frames in them, the

tape cost for the copy may very likely be more than the

cost of purchasing another videodisc.

(2) It is an unproven technology that must be sold in sufficient

volume in the marketplace to keep its cost at a reasonable

level. During the next few years there will be an interesting

marketing struggle between the cartridge tape and videodisc

manufacturers. The manufacturers of the tape players hope

to place their products tn great Volume in the home market

before the videodisc player manufacturers can complete their

Vesting and bring their product to the marketplace

for the consumer Their hope is that if the consumer is

only going to purchase one playing device to attach to his

color television set and if the tape cassette player is

available sooner, they will wrest away most of the available

market. In truth, since each device has unique abilities,

both will probably find a niche in the consumer marketplace

over the next few years.

The tape cassettes have one distinct advantage and six

serious disadvantages in relation to the videodisc: The

advantage is that the consumer can tape any program he

wants from the television screen and retain a copy for his

files. The videodisc must be pressed at a factory, so the

consumer will only be able to play program materials that

he has specifically purchased in videdisc form.
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The disadvantages of the tape cassette approach are:

(a) The tape system cannot currently be accessed randomly,

and although there will undoubtedly be some attempts to

iectif!, Viis in the future, it will always lack the

simplicity, speed, and reliability of the videodisc

technology.

(b) The cost for the tape itself will e?cceed the cost of

the videodisc materials. Thus the videodisc should

always cost less in raw materials to manufacture than

tape cassettes.

(c) The mechanics of handling tape are inherently more

complex than those of handling the videodisc. This

means that the equipment will have to be more complex

and will have more reliability problems.

(d) The tape will always wear out after extensive usage,

whereas the videodisc, using a laser stylus, will for

all practical purposes last indefinitely.

(e) Unless-unusually high volume is achieved, the price of

the tape player will also be more than the videodisc

player because of the equipment's complexity.

(f) The tape system cannot currently handle a still frame

without extensive modification.

A discussion of costs in developing educational materials will

be found in the next section on authoring. At this juncture we can

make some reasonable guesses that will serve as general guides:

(1) The videodisc Consumer model player will sell in the

neighborhood of $500.
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(2) The cost of the material used to press a videodisc will

probably be in the 20t to SOt range.

(3) The records are likely to sell commercially in the $10 to

$20 range per set, although it is conceivable that the

cost could drop as low as SS for some markets. A two-hour

movie would require four discs, and the movie would be

sold as a set.

(4) The more sturdily built educational model with the micro-
.

processor will probably retail in the $1,000 range.

Summary

Erich of the technologies has special strengths and weaknesses,

but overall the videodisc should have the ability to combine the

best features of a number of the others. The hardware will be

inexpensive and yet, while retaining the emotional impact of motion

and sound inherent in a film or television medium, it will also add

the ability to offer individualized and interactive instruction for

the students that has been available only with computer assisted

instruction.

5,
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A Closer Look at the Videodisc Technology

The videodisc looks very much like a shiny silver-colored LP

record. Unlike the LP record, hn,ever, the videodisc has ,its

information stored on it by burning tiny pits with a laser on a

metal master, as the following diagram indicates:

The density of the pits is quite extraordinary
with approximately 650,000 of them being stored
in an area the size of the head of a pin.

Then, following a procedure similar to that used to produce LP

records, a nickel stamper copy is prepared from the master disc.

Plastic discs are then replicated from the stamper and are given a

reflective aluminum layer to enable them to he read more easily.

Then a protective coating is placed on top of the videodisc and a

Protective transparent coating, which can carry light, is put on the

bottom of the disc. A laser light, acting as an "optical stylus,"

reads the disc from below.
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The following diagram is a portrayal of a videodisc being read

by a laser:
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The arrangement of the laser pits that carry the information

in.the videodisc is dictated by use of the device for a color television

format. The pit information is stored in a series of tracks that have

the following characteristics:

(1) Color television still frames (54,000). There are 54,000

tracks on the early versions of the videodisc, and each of

these tracks contains enough information to generate one

full color television frame. The way the figure was deter-

mined is as follows. In order to give a semblance of

motion, color television frames arc played at 30 per

second, and since the design goals for the early discs

are 30 minutes of television, the record has

1 circular track for each color television frame

x 30 for each second . 30 tracks

x 60 for each minute . 1,800 tracks

x 30 for 30 minutes of playing time = 54,000 total tracks

(2) Sound (two channels). Also encoded in the pits of each

track is sound information that allows two different sound

channels to be stored. They can be played simultaneously to

provide stereophonic sound, or one channel at a time. Because

of synchronization problems the audio is silent when the

record is being viewed in a still frame, slow motion, or

reverse order sequence. Thus the audio only functions when

the record is playing in a normal 30 frame-per-second

forward motion sequence.
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(3) Frame numbers (S4,000). Also encoded in each track is the

part4lar frame nnmberof that track. When playing the

videodisc, the user has the option of either displaying

the number of the frame in the corner of the screen or

omitting it If the number is omitted, there is no hole in

the screen, and the portion of the picture that has been

overlaid by the number returns to the screen.

(4) Automatic stop devices. Information is also encoded on the

disc which tells it when to automatically go into a still

frame mode. As we shall see later, this can be a very

useful educational device.

The player, as the diagram below indicates, looks like a record

player with many additional controls on the front panel.
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The triangles in the diagram next to the control labels point in the

direction the control will'be driving the disc read mechanism.

Videodisc information is read from the disc by shining a laser

through an objective lens, where it comes in contact with the spinning

disc and is reflected back through the objective lens, having been

modulated by the aluminum coated pits on the underneath side of the

disc. This modulated signal is amplified and sent to an unused

channel of the color television set.

Two important points about the laser need emphasis:

(1) The objective lens focuses the light beam inside the

transparent protective coating (carrier). The advantage

of this inner focus technique is that dust particles,

fingerprints, and scratches on the outside of the disc's

protective coating will not be in the plane of focus, and

'hence the disc will have a long and accurate lifetime.

(2) Similarly, since the laser is acting as an "optical stylus,"

there is no physical wear as the disc is read. Thus,

unlike an LP record, dust, fingerprints and scratches on

numerous planes will not degrade the performance of the

videodisc.

The controls in the above diagram are almost self explanatory:

(1) Still. Touching the Still control holds the current frame

in a still position on the television screen. It accom-

plishes this by reading the same framc. track 30 times a

second.
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(2) Slow motion runs the disc at the speed set by the Speed

Variation control at some rate "between" the Still frame

position and the Play (normal speed) setting.

(3) Fast allows a 3-times normal forward speed to be applied.

(4) Audio I and II allow for a choice of the audio channels.

(5) Search allows a rapid search of the disc in either direction.

(6) The Index key either displays the frame number or omits it.

Some Educational Implications
of the Characteristics

of the Videodisc and Videodisc Player

The physical characteristics and capabilities have some

interesting educational implications:

(1) Automatic frame stop. The normal color motion picture

presentation will have an important instructional feature

added by this ability. After an instructional sequence

using motion pictures, the disc will freeze on a frame

that begins a formal instructional Sequence which requires

response from the student.

. (2Y Frame numbers. Because each frame has a code number, or

address, the students will be able to branch rapidly to

fihd specific information. In the consumer mode/this will

be done manually, but when the educational model appears

with a microprocessors, this address becomes critically

important since it will allow for automatic interactive

instruction. If a student responds to a question improperly,

the computer will not only process his answer, bu' be

52:
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able to go automatically to a preassigned frame number that

will begin a proper sequence of instruction as feedback to

the student answer.

(3) Dual' audio tracks. The audio capabilities will allow the

student to listen audio in one of three bays:

(a) in stereo, or

(b) in any one of two languages, or

(c) in an elementary or advanced version in his native

tongue.

Thus the student might view the material first in English

and then a second time in Spanish, or he might hear an

elementary description first, and then view the same material

while listening to a more advanced and complex description.

One version could be for a layman and the other for a

scientist. Publishers might use the same visual material

and reserve one sound track for high school students and

the other for a presentation for advanced college students.

(4) Adjustable forward and reverse timing. Slow motion (timing)

sequences will be used by students who want to follow the

motion continuity of the materials they are viewing at a

pace they can comprehend. There are some other interesting

possible uses Lf this timing mechanism, however, because the

same timing device could also be useful for building timing

and pacing potential into instruction. Some classes, such

as reading, might want to pace students in their exercises.
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Another obvious subject matter area that could use a pacing

device would be a typing class.

(5) Manual fast forward and reverse search. At first glance

these controls seem like a utilitarian necessity, but a

close analysis of the potential they produce suggests some

important instructional implications. The fast forward and

reverse feature will encourage the student to search through

the disc in a discovery mode. The appeal, and hence

motivation, that this feature carries with it is most

impressive. A visual color motion presentation with sound

is inherently the most interesting to view, but never before

has a viewer been, able to race thiough the material and

pause, by choice, to assimilate or review sections of

interest. After using this feature for a few moments, a

user discovers:

(a) The excitement of visually exploring the unknown in

color, sound and motion.

(b) The pleasure of being able to skim past the unwanted.

Viewers traditionally are held hostages to time when

viewing movies or television, and the videodisc

emancipates them from this burden.

(c) Thespeed with which the materials can be viewed.

This speed of traversing the disc should create an

enormous market for new materials.

(6) Still frame. Conversely, the still frame device will lead

to a much more profound depth of learning than television
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or movies currently allow because this characteristic

encourages the viewer to focus and dwell on discrete

units. Obviously, freezing a single frame from a motion

sequence allows a more careful 1oor at a detail, but the

real significance of the still frame will follow from its

ability to allow supplementary material to be added to the

motion sequences in graphic and textual formats.

The addition of these graphic And text slides is signifi-

cant because they allow an extraordinary in-depth treatment

to be made for any subject that has been portrayed during

the motion sequence. In ten seconds of viewing time of a

motion picture, a commentator cannot describe a great deal

to the viewer. Those same ten seconds can support 300

individually different slides full of specially constructed

graphics and prose materials to lead the viewer through a

complex learning experience which describes in great detail

the implications of what the viewer has seen during the

motion sequence.

One of the interesting lessons the still frame device is

teaching the first authoring teams about the motion picture

sequence is how inherently poor an instructional device a

motion picture can be. A picture may be worth a thousand

words, but there is no way for a commentator to offer even

a fraction of the information the viewer needs to understand
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what he is viewing to any profound degree. In fact,

motion picture and television technology have provided an

extremely unbalanced teaching mechanism. Visual material

has stunning import and potential, but because of the time

restrictions, the verbal commentary tends to be extremely

superficial.

Another way of describing the contribution of the still

frame capability is to say that it will allow a motion

picture sequence to have thousands of pages of interactive

textual material and graphics to be added to it. In fact,

as the authors design and write the individual frames to

complement the powerful motion picture sequences, they

Comment that they feel as if they are writing chapters of

a book around various motion picture sequences.

(7) Chapter stop. The chapter stop is a fast forward or reverse

tab key that goes rapidly to pradesignated locations in the

videodisc that may be thought of as chapters. Obviously

such a capability will allow an index to be used to help

move a reader about the disc with great efficiency. But

it will also encou.age the use of glossaries, m:nor diction-

aries, and reference sections. Thus some features of the

book will be added to the disc.

(8) Adding audio capabilities to still frame formats. After

the development of the consumer manual model, and the

subsequent construction of the educational model with the
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microprocessor, a third logical evolutionary capability

will probably involve the addition of .audio capabilities

with still frame formats. If the information stored by

the pits in the tracks is reserved for audio alone instead

of also including the television information, then each

track of the videodisc could store about 10 seconds of

speech. One way of using this capability might be to

reserve an audio track after each still frame where 10

seconds of speech would be useful. Pushed to its maximum

in using this strategy (reserving every other track for

audio), the capacity of the disc would drop to 27,000

still frames, but would now include 75 hours of audio that

could be played during still frame presentations. Such a

disc could mix regular motion picture presentations with

the still frame commentary. One obvious use of such a

disc would be to have a talking encyclopedia presentation.

Ultimately, authors will view the videodisc's capabilities

as a series of options that they will use in terms of their

particular instructional needs. The basic unit will be the

individual track which will be used in one of three ways

in relation to different time requirements:

(a) In a normal motion picture sequence with audio where

30 frames (tracks) per second will be used.

(b) In a still frame mode where any one of 54,000 frames

(tracks) can be addressed and held in a frozen

position for as long as desired.
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(c) In a still frame audio mode where tracks will be

sacrificed to give audio capabilities to still frame

presentations at the rate of 10 seconds of audio per

track.

(9) The use of movies and television tapes that have already

been developed. There is an enormous body of tapes and

movies previously developed for education or with

educational potential. By adding interactive instructional

frames to these materials, educators will be able to draw

upon millions of dollars' worth of materials that have

already been produced. Publishet.. ...IA be able to upgrade

instructional movies, television networks will be able to

draw on their existing materials (including videotape news

presentations), 'and commercial filmmakers will be able to

offer some of theirs.

(10) Productivity. Perhaps the most impressive contribution of

the videodisc as it'is coupled with the microprocessor will

be its dramatic increase in learning productivity (the

productivity of the learner instead of the teacher). In

the first section of the paper this point was touched on,

but the point is so important that it needs amplification.

Using a videodisc with an interactive keyboard, the student's

productivity will soar because:

(a) He can interact with the material at a time of his ot.n

choosing. He, will be able to go to those sections of

the material which he chooses to work with at that
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mumept, and if he has problems he will be able to review

the materials, with excellent interactive instruction.

The material that is presented to him will bc'exactly

at the appropriate level for his individual needs, and

should he choose he can explore-aspects of it in great

depth. As he doeF interact with the material he will

have numerous trials at mastering it with immediate

feedback as to how he is doing with each trial.

(b) As we move beyond the domain of the young learner, the

videodisc will save enormous -amounts of travel time for

the adults who must now commute to centers of learning

with the attendant cost in time, money and energy.

(c) The videodisc will also help employees get on-W.-job

training without having to drop out of the work force

for protracted periods nt distant company training

sites. An interactive videodisc station could exhaust

a learner with one to two hours of daily training that

would require just a portion of the working day. Thus

the learner could basically stay on the job while still

receiving excellent training with a minimum of productive

and social disruptions.

(d) Anothr: productive use of the videodisc will be its use

by workers and.students to help refresh them and retain

the skills that they have just r.,astered in previous

training. Fr.:juently an enormous investment in time

and finance is required to train.somecne, and then when
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he goes back to the work force or ends a semester he

quickly begins to lose the knowledge he has mastered.

Short interactive sessions with the videodisc will be

an excellent way to help the learner retain, and indeed

enhance, the original learning experience.

(e) The videodisc stations will also he an excellent way

for handicapped workers to receive instruction updati.g

their skill or knowledge areas.
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STATEMENT OF DUSTIN H. PLEUSTON, CHAIRMAN, WORLD
INSTITUTE FOE. COMPUTER-ASSISTED TEACHING

Mr. HEUSTON. Thank you.
The videodisc looks very much like a borne record player, and will

connect to a color television set. It will probably be the most revolu-
tionary educational device for the rest of this century, because it has
a great many advantages. I'd like to call your attention to them, since
it will have so much of an impact, in terms of potential for education.

If you look inside the brochure that has been distributed, you will
see that the videodisc looks like an LP record. It stores, basically,
50,000solor frames. It works the way a television set works; it runs
'30 frames a second past the screen. Therefore, you're going to have
about 30 minutes of television if you put a single videochsc record on,
and you'll see it playing on the player.

You can label those 54,000 individual frames from the videodisc,
and you can address any one of those frames and stop it on the screen.
So, by Simply touching a button, you can-pull any one of 54,000 frames
to the screen and have it freeze. You cannot do this with television.

Second, you can randomly access any one of thu frames very quickly.
Well -be- able to do this With a computerized model sluirtiy-, So- the
student would be-able to take instruction on a terminal, be asked a
question, respond, and the computer will 'calculate, immediately go
to the videodisc, feed on the television Screen au answer, talk to the
student, respond, and give him interactive instruction.

Now, the. reason this i4 so' powerful any' so important is that it's
going to combine the three most powerful technologies that have ever
been used in education. The first, and most familiar that we've been
using for 500 years, is the function of the printing press and the book.
The book stores ,information, is very portable, and inexpensive.

The second great, hope we have in terms of technology was with
television. We had hoped that television would be able. to be of great
service to our Nation, and we put a great deal of money in educational
television.

On page, 9 of the report I've given you is a chart, which you might
want to lo5k at later. I don't want(to take you through it in any great
detail. It discusses the differences between the hook, television, and
the computer. These are the three technologies, that are the most,
significant. Each has strengths and weaknesses.

The book, of course, is inexpensive, and it's portable, and it's avail-
able, highly repliable, and therefore, very helpful.

Television's awesome impact is that you can get it to people's
homes or cla=:srooms. It has color, sound, and motion, which is very
usefula book does not. It can use plot and characterization; people
can identify with this. If we- turned the lights out, turned the tele-
vision set on, yon would all become mesmerized in relation to my
talking t :on, or handing you a hook or a pamphlet to look at.

We're raising, a generation of peol)le, who absolutely are locked on
television. As you know, I'm sure, from statistics, the average student
by his midteens has seen more television than 'he has spent time in
schoolabout 1,000 hours a year of television. Therefore, we're
raising primarily a visual generation.

5
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There are some extraordinary weaknesses to television as an
educational format. In terms of learner productivity, it's ut disaster.
A student has to sit and wait for the information to ccme through in
serial sequence. They cannot stop it, they cannot interact with it,
and therefore they 'become very _passive. It cannotgive trials to the
student, cannot freeze a frame, and has limited depth of instruction
in terms of what a. narrator is saying. Therefore,. it's very poor for
learning productivity.

Computer productivity is outstanding.. It has random accessibility.
It. can ask a student a question; the student responds. The computer
calculates, feeds back an answer immediately, and starts pulling the
student into some fierce interactivity. By getting this, the student
gets the trial necessary to learn the information.

We all need trials .to master. A slow learner may need 50 trials;
a fast learner may do it in 3. We have to, ourselves, become actively
involved, as Dr. Papert has just pointed out. Therefore, television
has in a sense failed.

The computer.was much stronger. But the eonmuter output format
is a disaster in terms 'of emotional excitement. I's simply print on
the screen, or print on a paper. So, compared to the excitement of a
-television or -movie _format, the sound,- motion, --et. cetera, the,tele-
vision is far more valuable.

Now, what the videodisc will do basically is to combine these three
in one device. You will be able to be taking instruction with, say, 3-,
4 -, or 5-minute bursts of a movie. with a narrator talking about it.
Then the videodisc will stop and the user will start an instructional
sequence by tubing special keys

If; for example, to give you an idea of the power of that information
we'll be able to use here, by taking out 10 seconds of a half hour
production, we'll bf, able to insert 300 individual still frames in color,
with excellent learning theory behind it, and with special keys to take
students through it. So we will be, able to salvage the power of the
television production, -with color, sound, and motion; then it will
freeze, and the user can go into a very interactive instructional format
with drilling practice. .

The second generation videddisc will have a computer built inside
so as the student responds, the answer will be processed automatically.
There will be automatic feedback. The student will he given responses
back predicated on their previous trials. It will he an ideal instrument.

Now, there are some other aspects to this which are very exciting.
A record will cost about 50 cents tomoke. It will not wear out, be-
cause it's read by a laser beam. Therefore, we,will be able to distribute
in great qunatities these disks throughout the country.

The consumer model player, which will he on the market a year
front now, will play up to one hour with one-half hour on each side. It
will he played manually. Tt will not have the computer. It should
retail in, the neighborhood of $500. 'They will be selling records for
maybe $10 or $15, which will he able to flood the schools, homes, and
wherever people want- instruction in this format.
. 'That's the general description 'of the videodisc.

We have been workice- on the first educational videodisc, for the
McGraw-Hill Co., and have been terribly impressed hr the process
of putting this together, because it was only through doing this that
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we discovered that we were basically putting the book back right into
the possibility of a movie. We found, in analyzing an outstanding
movie that was McGraw-Hill's best science seller, that the instruc-
tional theory in a movie such as that has to be very limited.

It turns out you're putting un irnnge on the screen with a toleranCe
time that a student can look at it, and a narrator talks about that
image. The narrator then sets the level, the lnguage, the cultural
feelings, and gives you the information. In 10 seconds of narration
you cannot say very much. Subtract 10 seconds iind you can put 300
still frames in. It's like putting a book right in to back up what you've
been seeing. It's an astonishing. combination.

Therefore, we see that we're going to have a very. moving oppor-
tunity in the 'future. Now, the videodisc, as it stands in the first model,
will take two sound tracks; SO you could have au English version and a
Spanish version, or a French version. You could atso, with careful
instructional theory, make a videodisc almost culturally blind, and
just insert your sound. Both tracks may be in English. One could be
an elementitry school description of whnt you're looking nt; the other
might 1w n college. description.

Now, questions on it?
Heust.on,. You talked of working with McGraw-

Hill and utilizing this for education.
Have you had any evaluations of utilizing this for educating the

handicapped, as such?
Mr. HEusox. NO. I put in illV report that it's 1111 ideal device for

the handicapped, labecause it toucia,s on so many senses. And, since it
will have the computer ability, you will he able to use this in a number
of areas.

For example, the computer ennnot store very much sound as a rule
because it requires digital breakup and storao.e on a disk. Therefore,
you suddenly have a sound capability with the videodisc.

If you talked to soinebody involved with working with the handi-
capped, one of the central problems is how many of the senses the
device can cover. The videodisc will cover the maximum amount of
senses, and therefore it has that remarkable potential.

KILDEE. Congressman Miller?
Mr. MILLE:it. No questions.
Dr. SWANSON. N.Ir. C'hairman
Mr. ku.DEE. YES?
Dr. SwANsoN. \Ve've heard other testimony-, \Ir. Heuston, and

were aware of cassettes and videotape recorders.
How do you assess the performance capacity of this system, especi-

ally in terms of mass marketing* of the videodisc versus video cassettes
which are already on the market.?

Mr. Ilusox. It will probably be somewhat, like the difference
between buying. ail LP record and buying, a tape cassette. You'll have
an option.

But the trouble with the tape cassette is that it cannot randomly
access sections easily. It cannot freeze frames. And it's restricted to
again, the verbal comment.

Dr. Swanson. But the videodisc huts instructional advantages,
whereas the tape cassette has entertainment advantages in.tt sense.

Will there be a technology. where you can videodisc progTams right
off TV?

,--
t) 0 .;
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Mr. HEUSTON. No. You will not probably in the near future be
able to take a TV program off and put it on a videodisc.

Dr. SWANSON. Is that in the future at all possible?
MellzusToN. It depends on the laser technology. They have to

burn it en metal now. They actually put pits on metal, and it would
be hard to erase that and they re-do it. But, of course, in the ad-
vanced labs they're working on problems such as this.

Dr. SWANSON. Ok. Thank you.
\Mr. KILDEE Any other questions?
Mr. WELLs..One general question Dr. Papert raised, which I might

address to the witnesses, if they wished to comment, and that is:
Instead of lOoking at these individual problems as discrete problems,
and you come up with a discrete piece 'of equipment for that particular
problem, that perhaps we should be thinking in terms of some con-
ceptual framework of education that is not solely confined to the
handicapped but is generally useful, and therefore you can then move
to the kinds of mass production which will solve the high-cost problems
which are so associated with these very fragmented markets that each
of you have told us about.

Mr. HEUSTON. In my report I address that. One of the important
points is the phrase used in the industry, technically called a learning
curve. Evety -time you double the production of an item- its-price
drops 28 percent, so that, as your hardware increases in volume, the
price relentlessly goes down.

If some work is done right, now with the videodisc and in some of
these new areas, the manufacturers are still in a state of flux in terms
of setting standards for interfaces and how to work with it.

If they wait , until the consumer market alone dictates what the
standards are, then they will not be very modifiable in a year or two
from now, when people start using them. Once, manufacturers are at
a high - volume production, one then has a very 'difficult time modifying
anything.

Mr. WELLs. I was thinking; just in terms of myself personally,
Ms. Gillsepie, the Optacon userwith the massive amount of material
which I personally have to read each day, I would very frequently
love to close my eyes and just simply notI mean continue reading
but not have to end up bleary-eyed at the end of the diry. And whether
this kind of a use would have application throughout society, rather
than simply for the blind.

Mr. HEUSTON. Yes.
Mr. KURZWEIL. With respect to Dr. Papert's testimony, I think

there are some very specific communication problems that different
handicap populations have that have to be addressed with specific
devices, otherwise handicapped persons just aren't going to be able
to 'compete in any sway.

Particularly, we're interested in mainstreaming deaf and physically
handicapped and blind children in the ordinary classrooms; they're
going to have to be able to read the same text with the same facility;
they're going to have to be able to understand what the teacher says;
and they're going to have to be able to prepare written reports. These.
are very specific problems which have to be broken down and addressed
individually.

I think there is a way that this type of technology; despite the
limited marketand .it's really not as limited, as you might think;

5 4
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but it is more limited than the general consumer marketthat can
be addressed by using computer technology as much as possible.

What we're doing and what other researchers are doing in this area
is applying the advances which are.being used by all consumer prod-
ucts in our particular applications, and as new computers come out
that only cost a few hundred dollars, and as powerful as the $50,000
computers that existed 5 years ago, we can take advantage of those in
our device and pass that cost savings on to the handicapped consumer.

So products for the handicapped, even though they're produced in
smaller volume, definitely do take ad`vantage of this revolution in
computer component fabrication techniques.

Mr. WELLS. Thank you.
Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Vanderheiden?
Mr. VANnEintrADEN. Also, a, lot of the interfaces and special tech-

niques we're talking about are aids to interfacing or allowing the
individuals with specific severe handicaps to use materials that are
normally used by the general population for education.

So, in trying to develop this general model for education, we need
to bring the individuals with severe specific handicaps to a common
ground so that they ore 'able to use the same, materials others use.
1-And this, again, can reduce the cost of education to special individuals.
If von con allow them to overcome their sPecific -handicapsto -the-
point where they can begin using the materials that everyone else
does, we can. run a more unified program, such as that.

Mr. 111.ot.:E. Mr. lIeuston, would you like to respond?
Mr. IlEt:sToN. Yes. I want to make a recommendation if T might

awl I'd like to hear what Dr. Papert feels too, because he's been
involved in this area a long time.

As 1 review the errors of the past, it seems to me that the single
most blaring one is the way the agencies are now so constituted in a
competitive bidding sequence, and are not going out commercially to
market, but say for projects for NSF, or N1E, or something like this.
We're ending up with at multitude of small groups of people getting
$100,000 grants, $50,000 grants, et cetera.

Iligh technology requires it high minimum mass of capital in a
sustained position for a long time.

it scents to me that the only way that you'll really make the quan-
tum leap necessary to implement the technology and its potential
properly is to produce a !MOWN' of centers where you're going to have
a $2 to $3 million minimal amount of capital per year available to
those centers, whatever they're specializing in at center for artificial
intelligence, and the kind of work that Dr. Papert's doing, a center
for working with the videodisc: it center for working with the handi-
capped,. interface in special problems; or standard computers.

But if we don't get the capital to -minimal amounts then we're
squandering, in a sense, lots of teams of people who are just trying
to keep alive, and unable to do the project properly.

if you look for examples where it works in society, if you look at
technology and weighting it with problems, you come to such things
as the Manhattan project, NASA, channel I:i, and CTW Children's
Theater Workshop, et cetera. Always they have to pull out of a formal
academic structure, set up an independent organization, and have
firm funding for at number of vpars at a hilt enough level. You have
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to collect engineers,,technicians specialists, and learning psychologists
specialists. ou have to have all kinds of people involved.

I'm not an advocate of setting up a special agency. I think the
Government has adequate structures in position.

You have the NIE, the NSF, you have a number of outstanding
organizations with excellent civil service personnel who have been
working for a number of years for the technology. But they're all
handicapped now because they're not given a .budget, which allows
them the opportunity to work 'with a high.enough minimum mass.

I think that's probably my single most concern.
Mr. Kurtzwmr. I think I could comment on that. The one agency

that we've worked the most closely with is the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped.

Despite. the fairly limited resources they have available for research,
they have taken this attitude of providing minimum critical mass
needed to get projects off the ground. They have done that with our
project. There's been about $3 million in funding over the past year.
They've done that with such projects as the Optacon, of trying out the
smaller grants to try out a wide variety of projects and see what team
scents feasible, which ones are responded to positively by the field,
and then these projects are carried through with enough critical mass
to get-them out into the field and become viable and self-sustaining-
projects.

Mr. KILDEE. Mr. Vanderheiden.?
Mr. VANDERIMIDEN. Also, at least in the field we've been working

in, we've found that a lot of the roan:1,, good work has come from
smaller groups. Again, they need to be interdisciplinary and have the
critical mass.

But I think the model whereby you provide funding to groups
smaller amounts of funding for shorter periods of and then, when
a good idea comes out, then yon can pro. ;de larger funding to back
it up, to try and.earry it. through, is the 1,-ttermodel. Then it Jakes
fair amount of mosele to get, technology really applied.

But I would disagree with the idea, of setting up large centers to do
the research in an area. Essentially. I think that most. of the. really
good work is done by people who in kind of a "scrappy" situation.

And T also believe that you t ever collect in one area a large
mass of all the best. minds. You get too amity of tlient too close together
and von get a supercritical mass. and it blows apart.

So 'Volt sort of go around -funding groups 1 think on projects and
moving money around to the innovation. and then providing the large
funding to follow through on specific projects that, are proven.

Even good people mine up with a lot of bad ideas, and I think
large groups that stay around for a tong time have problems that way.

Mr. ICILDF.r. Dr. Papert?
Dr. PArEar. T think this is a very serious point. and it will be terrible

to have a situation. where the small guy With a simple, idea can't. get
funding, for it.

Nevertheless, T disagree 11(1;cl-111v with the statements that were
made by the last two speakers. T think it is true -T think it's very
true that the best things, the best work, conies from people with
scrappy resources starting on a small scale, but that's because of the

54 F.
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way things are !-;(ti up, that. yon can only get, scrappy resources to work
on a small scale on certain kinds of projects.

I think the emphasis has to be on certain kinds of projects. You see.,
I don'tI agree some things can he done like that, and sonic things
should be done. However, I think that the funding policy determines
very-greatly and in an ill-considered way NV11,1C11 projects are going to
be done and Nvhich directions research is going to go in; and in par-
ticular, it determines it in a way which is; strongly biased towaid
what I was calling local and incremental as opposed to global and
holistic. changes in the educational system.

And, if I may, I'd just like to just throw at you sonic images, some
metaphors, for that point.

First of all, looking at that technology around therelike the
metaphor I used last time, in this reportI said the way a lot of
funding is done it's like trying to jump over a 3,000-foot canyon by
lin ug up 3,000 people, each of whoa) (:1111 jump one foot, and saying
jump. I.think to get. to the Moon we have gotten 250,000 people, which
is just about enough, and said jump, and each one would jump 1 foot,
and it. all added up to the distance to the moon. We wouldn't get there.

I think another -if you look at the history of technology, there are
many such examples. You did not go from the ox cart to the auto-
mobile to the first airplane-to. the jet plane,_ by taking the ongoing
system an(Iimproving a part of it.

Now, I think some of the very good work on education and on
education for handicapped is of such a nature that it's an improve-
ment in one part. I think that concept. of Optacon, a reading machine,
is a beautiftil classic example of a case NvIwn, you can take the system
as it is and you can produce an improvement. by making a discrete
object that fits into it. And its fantastic, and we ought to do that.

But the danger is for us to be locked into only doing those projects
which can be formulated as local improvements to produce incremental,
measurable improvements, co the ongoing, system. Not all changes
are of that sort.

The jet. engine would have been ruled out if it had been proposed
to add it to the Wright. Brothers' airplane to show how it. improved
the flying; it. would have destroyed the plane. and there would have
been no improvement. and by all usual validation and evaluation tech-
niques it. would have decided that jet engines are a disasterbesides
which they're expensive, besides you can't. disseminate them, besides
nobody knows how to use them.

Mr. IJ:azwrit,. But the jet engine is ii very specific device with a
specific goal, and T think you're mistaken that .1 hese critical masses
have not been provided. They have been. and groups have been put,
together at our laboratories and at other laboratories.

Dr. l'Aenrr. Well. I 1 hink----
Mr. IctazwMi.. Wlwre a lot of very bright. people have been put

together with the necessary skills and harnessed to solve a particular
problem.

Dr. l'ArEirr..,I'd
Mr. TC.razwEit.. To develop a wholly new approach to the problem,.

like mt, jet engine------
Dr. PAP RT. If I could just. comment on that. I wasn't: I didn't

introduce the critical mass. Somebody else did. And I made a different
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distinction between low-cost mid global, between incremental and

It's not a question of a sum of money; it's a question of the kind
of redesign of a system that we'e talking about. I don'tyou see,
I don'tlet me soy it again by another example: The problem could
be formulated like this, how can we mainstream, say, the blind people
into the current. school systems as they are? Now, I find what's
schizophrenic about thatof course, from the point of view of the
individual blind person, given the schools as they are now and the
world as it is now, that's what he needs to be mainstreamed into that.
And to soy he doesn't need that. would be criminal.

On the other hand, I believe that schools as they are that main-
stream you're going to mainstream into lots got maybe. 5 or 1t) years
to survive at the most. The presence of the computer by the end of
this decade is going to so transform the whole educational process,
maybe even shifting it from the schools into the homes, that that
thing you'd like to mainstVRIll it into won't exist any more.

So there's something paradoxical about using the computer to
mainstream somebody into a kind of education which the computer
is about to mainstream out of existence.

Nlr. KURZWEIL. 1. 011' re---
Dr: PArEirr. And I think it's this kind of thinking that I find

holistically designed, ond it's this kind of thinking that the system
is naturally strongly biased against.

Mr. KtritzwEti,. You're not
Dr. P RT . It's not merely it matter of
Mr. KunzwEn,. You're not familiar with the principal problems

that--
NIr. Kit.oF,E. I think we probably recognize the two points of

view here, and I don't think we'll probably settle it today at the
committee meeting.

I will personally remain open. I can punt by saying we'll keep
things in a dual track and things like that with you both, but I don't
think we'll probably settle it by debate of this point.

The staff is always available, too, for receiving attitudes and
information and points of view on this.

I think Mr. Gallagher has a question.
Mr. GALLAGHER. Thank you, Mr.
Mr. Ifeuston, as I understand it, there ore two basic systems:

That is the system winch is school-oriented, and then the 'l'ICCI'I'
system which lends itself to home-oriented; there's more student
control, more user control.

NEI% IfEusToN, That's right.
Mr. GA1.1..k.unER. The other system is coming in Irma a central

computer.
Well, what I'm lending up to is the feeling of the teacher, given

teacher, on both systems. Initially there was a teacher resistance
for PLA'PO :'it now they're living within the system. All right.

Now you have this new innovation, and us Dr. Papert said, this
may all end up in the home and Millie the school system obsolete.
Ilow do teachers feel about a system now used at home, very sophis-
ticated, which comes up with answers--not the physical sciences,
socialwhich are really in conflict with what. they're teaching at
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school? So when a child goes home- at night he's got his regular home-
work to do, and then he turns on these machines and se's getting
input from them. He goes back the next day and he's contradicting
what the teacher is putting out because he has another teacher, so
to speak, at home.

Well, how does the teaching community feel about your system,
assistant system?

Mr. IIEusTos. Well, the teacher community will get used to any-
thing that will help them. And, I think, probably the way to enter
with materials like this is to choose areas where the teachers are
being overloaded with too much work.

What a computer basically does in a million instructions a second
is give you the ability to do an-awful lot more work. So the teacher
would be backed up with interactive .help.

People have learned the hard way for the past 15 years. There
have been 15 years of extensive probes into the educational system,
and a great deal has been learned. And one of the lessons learned in
how you can help the teacher is not to start by just saying, "I'm
going to replace you."

I think the technology can come onstream slowly and to schools,
helping the teacher in key areas. The younger faculty will get excited
about it; tIwyll begin to look to do more things with it. They'll go-in
the direction that Dr. Papert pointed out. They'll have much different
relationships with the students and the technology and themselves,
and then, gradually, it will infiltrate into the system and be used
properly.

Mr. 'GALLAGHER. One followup on that.
Mr. FIEusToN. Yes?
Mr. GALLAGHER. Why is it, since you're reaching sort of the break-

through point, why is it the companies are pulling out? For example,
textbook manufacturers are no longer interested. NSF I understand
it no longer funds either PLATO or

Mr. HEusTox. Yes. Well, what happens is that it's a cyclical affair
and people that bet on something sustain all their political capital
in the interim, and there's always a counterattack. To break TICCIT
and PLAT() out of NSF took huge percentages of their funds, so.that
everybody else was pushed out. It was left without for a period, and
then those envolved ganged up and came running back in.

If you have, a fixed amount of capital in a competing kind of organi-
zation, you can sustain a l'iece of the capital for awhile and then they
will come shooting back in from another direction.

But TICCIT and PLATO are very much out right now. But there'll,'
be a turnaround again, and sonic more big system approaches will
come hack in.

But it's really very inefficient because at the very point that TIC
CIT and PLATO have learned how to do their lessons, all the funding
was withdrawn because of the political problems.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Thank you.
Mr. 'KILDEE. All right. Thank you very much.
Thank you all of you for your attendance and your t P stimony here

this morning. I personally have been impressed by both the testimony
and the demonstrations, sonic of which I've seen before; and they
do give me personally a sense of hope for breakthroughs for the
handicapped.

54-
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I speak only for myself, but I feel the Federal Government has an
obligation to help make these and other devices possible and also
available to those that'they can help.

I thank all of you.
The room tvill be open and available this afternoon, and people will

be dropping by. I want to thank you for that also.
At this point we'll stand adjourned.
[The hearing in the above-entitled matt was adjourned at 12:50

p.m.]



COMPUTERS AND THE LEARNING SOCIETY

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1977

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY, SUBCOMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC AND
INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC PLANNING, ANALYSIS AND
COOPERATION,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10:05 ajn.,

in room 23254iayburn House Office Building, Hon. James H. Scheuer
(chairman of the subcommittee), presiding.

Mr. SCHEUER. The subcommittee known as DISPAC of the Com-
-mittee-on-Seience-and-Technology will now come to order. Today is

the last day of our hearings on computers and the learning society.
We have had computer firms here who have shown us computer-
managed instruction and computer-assisted instruction.

We have heard form public officials about the research trends. We
have heard the agency views and their applications of technology to
the learning needs of Ilia handicapped. And we are turning today to
the special problems posed for educators by the gifted child on the
one hand and the disadvantaged child on the other.

We are going to try to enlarge our knowledge on how these two
groups at the nether ends of the education spectrum can benefit
from the application of the computer to their learning programs.

In the past decade or so we have invested large amounts of money
in learning programs for the disadvantaged, literally billions of dollars
under titles I and III of the Elementary and Secondary Education
Act. I had the privilege and honor of serving on the Education and
Labor Committee for 8 years. That S years was a very enriching ex-
perience and I suppose we have learned a few things from titles I
and III about how to zero in on the learning problems of the dis-
advantaged. But there is still a great deal we do not know.

This is demonstrated by the repeated stories in the newspapers
about how learning scores are dropping and about how the kids of
New York City areas much as 2 years behind grade level. The court
could take judicial notice of the fact that a large percentage of young
people who graduate from high school are, in effect, functionally
illiterate. They do not have reading and writing as everyday tools
of life.

How this could be is something I don't understand. One hundred
years ago we were doing better than that, or 50 years ago they were
doing better than that. When I was a kid, the kids .graduated from
high school and they could read and they could write and how we
could have come to the state we are in now baffles my understanding.

(545)
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So there is a, great deal that can be accomplished. The business of
raising functionally effective people who can perform in a society that
is increasingly demanding higher and higher levels of sophisticated
skills is an absolute must for this Congress and for our society.

On the other hand, it seems to me that we have fur too long neglected
the educational needs of our MC'sthe intellectually gifted children.
Not many years ago I was in Russia. I spent January of 1972 in
Novosibirsk at the special facility for the gifted. 'Ellis is the center of
postdoctoral studies in the Soviet Union where voting people from all
over the Soviet come for their postdoctoral studies. And those kids
are identified 20 years before, at least 20 years before, in schools at
age 4 and 5 and d and 7.

When an exceptionally talented youngster is identified in the Soviet
Union he or she can almost be assured that two decades later they

be studying for their postdoctoral degree in whatever field their
talents lead them, somewhere in the Soviet. Union.

There is much in the Soviet education systeni that is not relevant to
us and !mien that, we don't consider superior to us. There are many
ways in which they hi, behind us, but let's face it, in some areas they
are out performing us. One of the areas in which they are outperforming
us in a !Teo ;icular way is their identification of gifted children and the
resources they lavish upon them.

I (hire say that in the future one of the things we have to do in a
society where we are becomin!, increasingly convinced that we have
finite resources and that there lire no free lunches and where there are
finite resources in the public and private sector and a pie that cannot
be very much enlargedthere is a !hilt(' V1111(.116011 pie. Education has
to compete against a lot of other thirirs for resources.

In our education systern we have to achieve some kind of more
sophisticated decisioninakin!, on how Nye allocate resources. We have
put several billion dollars per year into the education of our disadvan-
taged children. 1 low can we do it better is one question we have to
ask and then we have to ask another painful question and this is:
Prom the point of view of our society at what point do we stop pouring
thousands and thousands of dollars per year per child into the educa-
tion of a child who seems to resist the learnin!, process? At what point
(10 wv say as a society we have spent $2,500 or ti:i,000 per year on this
child for ninny years. It seems that he or she hos reached his maximum
potential and there doe-in seem to be 11)11(.11 of a payoff for further
educational expenditures for this particular child, at 1011:st not in this
learning environment. Maybe we have to balance further investments
ill this child as wrainst further investment in the National Science
postdoctoral fellowship, and try and evaluate %viten, and how society
will allocate these finite resources.

Let us coon, to the realization that 14111(1160n:11 funds are finite. I
think we have not achieved tb- right decisioninaking process and we
plays not learned lam. to fin for into the decisiontaakile, process some
kind of cost-bcnelit estimate a- to where the next dollar of education
is !roin,r to produce the -reate,t payoff in our society.

I lavin,r said that, it great plea-ore to welcome today 1)r. Pat
Suppe: from the In:tit-lite for Nlathen,atical Studies and the Social
Seiences of Stallion' l'niversity. I ircist confess that when we first
decided to have art additiona! day on spec:fically the education of the

5
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intellectually gifted children and disadvantaged children, everywhere
we inquired Vas. to where the outstanding witnesses would be, the finger
was invariably pointed to Pat Suppes of Stanford University. So we
are delighted to have you here.

Your paper will be printed in its entirety at this point in the record,
so perhaps you would simply want to chat with us and we will un-
doubtedly have questions.

The complete prepared statement of Dr. Suppes
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THE FUTURE OF COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

Patrick Suppes
Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences

Stanford University

My purpose toda' is to focus on the many and varied potentialities

for the use of computers in education, throughout the remainder of this

century. It is importanr, however, that what I say not be based simply on

general speculation but that it be firmly lounded in pant experience.

Consequently, I shall spend a considerable part of my time in reviewing

my own experiences and those of others in the instructional use of computers

since the early sixties.

History of Computer-assisted Instruction at Stanford

Elementary-school Level

in January 1963, :pith a grant from tt,e Carnegie Corporation

New York, the Institute for Mathematical Studies in the Social Sciences

at Stanford University began . program of research and development in

computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Durinf; the first decade, most of the

work was concer ed with the development of computer-based curriculums for

elementary schools, especially in mathematics and reading. The work in

reading was under the supervision of my for7er colleague Richard C.

Atkinson, and the work In mathematics was my responsibility. A general

history of these efforts is to be found in Suppes (1972). A large number

of publications have resulted from this work; it would be inappropriate

to list all of them here. Extensive details about the work in mathematics

are provided in two books, Suppes, Jerman and Brian (1968) and Suppes and

Morningstar (1972).
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Although the initial support for this work tame from a private

foundation, shortly thereafter support was received from the National

ozience Foundation and the United States Office of Education. There are

many vignettes to tell about the extensive work we. conducted in the sixties.

One of my frvorites is that the first school system in the world to have

tie oppcutunity of every elementary-school child's doing c.atly work at a

computer terminal was in McComb. Mississippi. The terminals in McComb

were connected to our computer at Stanford by telephone lines, and the

research and development effort at McComb was supported by Title III of

the Elementary-Secondary Education Act of 1965. Results of these efforts

at McComb were evaluated rather carefully and the results were quite

positive. A detailed analysis is given in Suppes and Morningstar (1969).

It is perhaps w,rth noting that almost ten years later this work

in McComb ham been followed by a fairly extensive use of computers for

instruction In Mississippi. The computer systems and curriculum are pro-

vided by Computer Curriculum Corporation, with which I am also associated,

and the funds used to support these operational efforts, which axe no

longer in the category of research and development, are provided by Title I

allocations to the various school districts.

Disadvanta,,el Students

It is important to emphasize that a large part of the work on the

instructional use of computers in elementary schools has been focused on

disadvantaged students, and over the years we have worked with a variety

of populations, rAnging Iron inner-city schools in various parts of the

cour:ry to rural populations in Appalchia an,oell as American Indian

'students in New Mexico. A report, for example., on cue performance of

Aiaerican .ndian !,,udents in CAI in elementary mathematics in to be found

in f JCS, Fletcher and nnea.ti (19/5).
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Handicapped Students

From July 1, 1970 to June 30, 1973, the'Institute was deeply

involved in the use of CAI for hearing-impaired or deaf students. This

large project was Funded by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,

United Srates OFfice.of Education. Using our computer at Stanford, more

than 1,000 deaf students were 'reached during 1970-71, through a national

network of terminals located in residential deaf schools and special

classes for deaf students in ordinary school'; during 1971-72 and 1972-73,

this number rose to more than 2,000 students.

The curriculum for these students was primarily concerned with

elementary mathematics and language arts. Extensive evaluation of this

work has ,men published ( Suppes, 1971; Suppes .5 Fletcher, 1974; Searle,

Lrrton, b Suppes, 1974; Suppes, 1974; Suppes,.Fletcher .5 Zanotti, 1976;

Fletcher b Buppes, 1976). Perhaps the best evidence of the success

of this work with handicapped students is that almost without exception

the schools have continued to use CAI more than four years after the

research and development project came to an end.

University. Le%iel

Beginning in the late 1960s, work at the Institute began to focus

mote om.the possibilities of CAI for university-level courses. The first

major effort was under the dir,.-tion of Professor Joseph Van Campen of

the Department of Slavic Languages at Stanford, al. . was concerned with

the development of two years of elementary Russian at the university level.

The very polltive evaluation result.. of the first-year Russian course are

reported Ln Suppes and Morningstar (1969). The work in Slavic languages

has now shifted from the beginning c.rses to intermediate courses that

have small enrollment. CAI 1.. offered in :inch relatively esoteric topics

as Old Church Slavonic and the linguistic history of the Rw:si.an language.
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One of the earliest curriculum efforts for the elementary school

waS the development of a course in logic for gifted elementary-school

students, discussed in more detail below. In the late 1960s, efforts

turned to the development of a corresponding course in'logic for university

students. Over the past few years the continued development and improve7

sent of this course has been one of the central efforts in CAI at the

Institute. Recently, the efforts in logic have moved to the intermediate,

as well as the introdqctory college level as a focus of research 'and

development.. A.substantial effort is now being put into axiomatic set

theory, foundations of probability, and similar courses of a rather

technical scientific nature.

Courses in music and computer programming have been developed for

use at the university level as well. Individualized CAI in music has

been applied to theoretical and instructional investigations in a number

of different courses. Previous CAI work in programming has included

courses in the BASIC, AID, SIMPER, and LOCO languages; current projects

deal with an entirely new approach to teaching BASIC and the integration

of a CAI course in LISP into the university curriculum.

Summary information on the courses mentioned is shown in Table I

(taken from Suppes, Smith and Beard, 1977). It will become apparent at

one that the enrollment is quite small in a number of courses that we

consider as a primary focus of our research and development efforts.

Contrary to some of our thinking a few years ago, it is now our deliberate

choice to develop CAI for such cour!,s rather than for the large-enrollment

elementary courses.

The reason for the emphasis on small-enrollment courses is to a

very considerable exteat a matter of productivity (Suppes, 1975). The

initial imItns far th Course in axiomatic 'set theory WO:: the loss of a
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faculty position in this area due to budget cuts at Stanford. In the face

of declining or fixed budgets, it has become apparent that faculty sizes

will probably decrease during the remainder of this century. Some state

universities require that a specific level of enrollment be maintained

for all courses offered, and there is.considerabre pressure against

specialized courses with low enrollments. Still, such courses represent

an important function of the university in transmitting intellectual

knowledge and skills from one generation to the next.

One of our main aims in CAI research and development at,the

Institute is to show how these specialized courses can be maintained at

reasonable cost in the Luture by appropriate use of computer technology.

Our aim is to increase the teaching load of faculties in terms of courses

offered, and one of our subsidiary aims, consequently, is to improve the

ability of CAI to provide effective instruction with little or no inter-

vention'required of the instructor. A few teaching assistants, available

at scheduled hours through the day and evening, work in conjunction with

each course; the instructor himself is free to supervise further develop-

ment of CAI courses or to consult on an individual basis with students

and teaching assistants.

Lifted Students

Work with gifted students at the elementary-school level began in

an informal way 'in the late fifties but got under way in a more formal

fashion under the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation in 19b3,

' when a longitudinal accelerated program was undertaken. The objective of

the program was to accelerate and enrich the mathematics instruction of

gifted elementary-school students throughout Grades 1 to 6. Details of

this program are described in several publications, so that I shall ouly
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mention certain salient points here (Suppes & Hansen, 1965; Suppes, 1966;

Suppes & Ihrke, 1967, 1970). At the beginning of the second year of the

Project, the 34 children who were bright second-graders in 1964-65 received

supplementary drill and practice in arithmetic at computer terminals and

also an experimental course in
mathematical logic especially prepared for

gifted elementary- school students.

Because of the availability of logic at the computer terminals,

the students were able to advance at a
surprisingly rapid rate, and during

the several years of the project. they became quite proficient both in

understanding and using the basic princip2as of logical inference. Perhaps

the most important point is that, although this work began,iii the second

grade, come of the'experimentation was
undertaken at tree end of the first

grade and it the programs had been available a year earlier could already

have been used at that time. It is also important to emphasize that this

work was natural and easy for the students. The range DE mathematical

topics that can be taught to gifted
students is not easy to overestimate.

In addition to the work in logic,
extensive work in geometry as well as

in the standard curriculum was offered to these gifted students. They

made rapid progress through a variety
of topics, including tte elem tary

theory of symmetry groups: The geomtry W15 , ..ht by staff members of

the-Inicute, not at computer terminals, a

later, it would be feasible to offer the gect.:^i:.i .omputer terminals

and thereby to provide rich instructs .eurces gilled students

that would not ordinarily be available antary schools.

It is a!so worth nnting that we ,ntine,..: gh the six years

extensive work in standard drill and pr. ,:re ,irh t' bright students.

Some people ask why this was necessaiy, ::,in ti.. obvious gifts. Over

J5
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the years I have developed an attitude and an answer oakes sense to

me and to most of the people to whom I talk about zonthmed need for

drill and practice in basic skills, even for gifted students. The analogy

I One is a simple one it is that of the trafria;; ;,-nd perfection of physical

skills. Host of us accept without any queorizn 'hat professional athletes

continue to train and practice even after tikel.c particrlar skills haVe

been thoroughly developed. The same is true c intellectual skills. 'The

kind of performance we expect of gifted stud ozs can only be obtained, in

my judgment, by a continued regime of dr1/1 and practice. and such a

regime is just as much a desirable aspect of tneir intellectual training

as it is of their physical training..

Home-based Computer-assinted InstructIL for l'Aghly. Gifted Students

I turn now to description of , mere r ,cent experinni: in the

Institute. Tne objective of this proF,tam was rwofold: fkrst, to use not

merely gifted but in the main, highly gifted o:.odenra. seCond, to

investigate the feasibility of home-bes ;unpu-.,r that would

deliver instruction toithe students, rather than rite students

assemble nt Stanford or some other focal point: it especially important

to recognize that highly gifted students, deil.pd tur this purpose as

student3 with IQs of 165 or above, arr very rartely distributed and

consequently there is a severe logi,1:1,: of offering them advanced

instruction. It is, in fact, r-, ;,..,Tort that the use of distributed

computer terminals is probably 1,,t way to offer a variety of advanced

inntructIon to such students. also note that [t is one of the scandals

of AmerIcadeducation, in my on Judgment, that so very little is offered

as advanced instruction for such students. Relative to their enormous

potential, .:tey are perha.o. Z!Ic mo,:t neglected population of students in

our entire educational
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Our project has been described in detail in a monograph on home-

based instruction (Harken, van den Heuvel, Suppes b Suppes, 1976). I

cover some of the more important aspects.

Procedure. Eight school districts in the areas surrounding

Stanford University were invited to submit the names of students whose Ns

as measured by the Stanford-Binet intelligence test were at least 165 and

who seemed to have a wide range of outside activities; the latter condition

was stipulated so we could determine how well a home-based CAI curriculum

would compete with other established interests. The districts were asked

to include with each name a statement describing the student and indicating

why he or she was being recommended for the program. Some districts did

this; others submitted short autobiographies of the students, and some

submitted only the test scores. From this information, members of the

Institute staff selected a total of 16 students; there were some from

each district and an equal number of boys and girls. We made four excep-.

tions to the criterion of,having a Stanford-Binet IQ score of at least

165: Three of.the children measured "superior" on the WISC but had not

taken the Stanford Binet, and the fourth child measured only 132 on the

Stanford- B'.net but was an outstanding achiever in his district. Children

who were not selected were placed on a waiting list. All selected

children were in the, sixth, seventh, or eighth grade with the exception

of onr girl in the third grade and one in the fifth grade.

In November of 1973, letters of invitation were sent to the

parents of each child selected for the program; copies were sent to the

cooperating school districts. The letters provided a description of the

program, including the available curriculums and necessary equipment,

and indicated that there would be no cost to the family. All families

agreed to participate.
Installition of teletypes in the homes began as

55
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soon as permission was given by the parents; all were installed by

January of 1974. The students were shown how to dial the computer at

the Institute, how to use the terminal, and how to sign on to the

elementary logic course. With this minimal explanation all students were

able to begin their CAI work.

--A- meeting for-parents and.students was held at the Institute on

January 14, 1974. This was a general meeting to answer questions about

the program and the curriculums and to provide a tour of the Institute

facilities. Parents were encouraged not to urge'their children to work

on the teletypes; instead, students were to pace themselves and work as

much or as little as they wished. The 'Meeting was well received and

follow-up monthly meetings were planned. \However, because of the gasoline

shortage, no further meetings were held until June when the 10 new students

had been selected.

A pro:tor was available at the Institute four days a week during

scheduled times so students could telephone for help. Some students, who

indicated they felt too shy to telephone, were called once a week by the

'proctor to see if they were having any problems.

The summer program was similar to the spring program. Letters of

invitation and explanation were sent to the 10 new students\and a meeting

was-hen June 17 for old and new students. This time the parents were

not encouraged to come. Summer students were told they could take ,a

programming course, BASIC, along with the logic course by writing

telephoning the Institute to request a BASIC manual. This left the

initiative with the student: Six students requested the manual and began

the BASIC course, and two finished the course by January 1, 1915.
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By midsummer it was apparent
thateight.ptudentsfour new students

and four old students --were not Working
regularly toward completing the

logic course. Weekly individual goals were set to encourage regular study.

The students expressed approval of the goal setting but, in fact, did not

change their work habits. By January 1, 1975, four of these students

(two old and two new) completed the logic course, two (new students) were

still working very slowly and irregularly, and two (old students) had

dropped 'out.

Two students, who were friends attending the same selool, seemed

to enjoy competing with each other on the CAI curriculums, and thi;

competition apparently stimulated progress. After further inquiry,

telephone lists of all participating students were nailed to the students.

However, the students did not make much use of the lists, possibly because

they were too shy to telephone peers they had not met.

Conclusions. Without entering into the details of the curriculum,

let fr,1 summarize here the main conclusions we reached.

First, the high dropout rate experienced with this very special

and very bright population of students is characteristic of the high

dropout rates observed in ocher homestudy courses. We left the structure

of the program very free in order to test whether very able students of

the-kind we were working with would be able to sustain an interest in

relatively difficult material over a long period of time. It should also

be remarked that all of these students had very busy programs both in and

nut of school. We were in fact surprised, after the program began, to

find th.r amount of time some of them were devoting to it.

Second, an the basis of the high dropout rate experienced, we

would conclude that a sustained program of home study for gifted students
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would require the introduction of considerable structure and also,

probably, clear arrangements about academic credit for the course. work

done. Perhaps the best arrangement would be to replace part of the

routine school courses by the advanced courses available at computer

terminals for home study, or at the very least to arrange for advanced

credit for the courses completed.

From our extensive survey of the literature and from this

intensive experiment, we helleve that arrangements for introducing

structure providing short-range goals for students, feedback on their

progress, telephone corversations with proctors, and other forms of

guidance and interaction need extensive experimentation In order to

determine the optimal mix for home-study instruction. Our search of the

literature indicates that there has as yet been very little serious experi-

mentation on these matters. In view of the very large number of students

engaged In home-study work in one form or another and given the techno-

logical possibilities for the future in terms of more intensive interactime

courses available in the home, it seems most desirable that an extensive

program of experimentation on the appropriate structures for such courses

be undertaken.

Third, in ordinary studies of achievement of students in different

technologies, for example, in the extensive survey of Jamison, Suppes,

and Wells (1974), pretest and po:.ttest achievement measures have been the

primary instrument of The extensive data from correspondence

courses and the restricted but detailed data from the group of very

gifted students described in the pre! at section indicate that, in the

case of home -based inruction, the dropoat rate Ls a more significant

noasure of assessment than az!tuSil achievement. This is meant in the sense

5 o
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that the primary problem of home-based instruction is to find ways to

reduce the very large dropout rates encountered. Although the literature

is extensive, in one sense, with regard to analysis of the causes of

dropout, it is on the oCIer hand clear that detailed quantitative and

statistical analysis tiing relatively sophisticated models has not as yet

taken place and would almost certainly yield a better understanding of

the phenomena than we now have.

Let me end my remarks about work with gifted students by a compari-

son with what I have observed first-hand in the Soviet Union. In the

early summer' of 1972, I served as a special consultant to the United States

Educational Exhibit touring the Soviet Union. My allocated time was spent

while the exhibit was in Novosibirsk in central Siberia. One of the things

I had an opportunity to learn about was the special secondary school for

gifted students, located in Novosibirsk. A similar school exists in

Moscow and one in Leningrad. I had the opportunity to discuss extensively

the curriculum of the school and also to learn about the procedures for

selecting the students, who were brought from all over Siberia to the

school for three or four years of secondary-school work as full-time

residential students. The main courses in mathematics, physics, and

chemistry were taught by university staff,,and the residential school

itself was located as part of the university and Soviet Academy institute

complex called Academe Corodok, that is, Academic City,.not many kilometers

from Novosibirsk. Without entering into the details of what I learned

there, it is fair to .:;ay that there is no comparable effort in the United

States, although some of the very best secondary schools, an for example

the Bronx High School for Science, come close. What is especially missing,

however, 1. the kind of systematic :Hort at selection etua identification
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of the brightest and ablest youngsters. There is most certainly nothing

comparable to this procedure of selection in any program for highly

gifted students in the United States.

Considering the amount of money that is spent on education in the

United States, both at state and local levels as well as at the Federal

_level, the relative neglect of providing adequately for the special needs

and enormous potential of our highly gifted students is, as I have already

said, something of an educational scandal. I would strongly urge the

Congress to consider giving special attention to the educational needs of

the gifted. Because of the sparse distribution of highly gifted students

in particular, the instructional use of computers for such students seems

especially apprupriate. Moreover, what would be learned from highly

experimental work with these students would almost certainly have an

enormous payoff In the years to come for a larger population of students.

Future Technological Possibilities and Their Problems

1 hope that the numerous examples drawn just from cur Stanford

experience indicate that the instructional use of computers can serve

students of all ages and of all varieties of capacities and interests.

What I would new like to turn to are some of the possibilities and the

prohiecis of these possibilities that need attention in the future. I have

organized my remarks under the four broad problems of talking, listeniaC,

knowing, and learning.

711at Talmo

1!. fir.,fprohiem is !.imply that of talking. What does it take to

,,nmputOr to talk? The fact is that the technical issues are already

h;:zty %,,11 in hand. 1, en: computer !..p.ten at Stanford we have eighteen

56,
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channels of independent simultaneous audio and the computer talks

Independently and differently to eighteen students at the same time. We

have the capacity fur the computer to talk. What we need, however, is a

better theory about what is to be said. For example, when I serve as a

tutor, teaching one of you, or when one of you is teaching me, intuit!vely

and naturally we follow cues and say things to cacti other without having

an explicit theory of how we say what we say. We speak as part of our

humanhess, instinctively, on the basis of our past experience. but to

get a computer to talk appropriately, we need an explicit theory of

talking.

CSIETAKL,La

Long ago, the sophists of Ancient Greece objected to the use of

written records for instruction because they eliminated the intimate inter-

action between tutor and ntudeot. In Plato's dialogue Phaedrus, Socrates

ausects "only in principle; of justice and goodness . . . taught and communi-

cated orally for the sake of instruction . . in there dearness and

perfection aid neriousnesn." The aspect of dialogue that is technically

difficult for on at the present tine, even more than talking, is that of

listening. Without any qu,tiou, the problem of defining computer hardware

and nuftware that can listen to a stud,nt talk is much more difficult than

having, the coc,.:, talk t th- sturlnt. Indeed, I want to emphasize the

great difficulty of havitv ,Tulter: that adequately listen. I recognize

that It will h, many vc.tr,. be:ote fully
hatitactnry solutions 3r0

On the will,: hand. alr,ady ,,vdrdl year, ago we were able to

exporimont dIdCro:.1 idly With r t.:1-yeA to ni; CO the computer in

ord, N. giv to It 11,11( i C.11 prnbl rm!; Exercises
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given at home over ordinary tele,,bone tines and consisting of both

elementary mathematical problems and sucu -tandard topics as spelling are

feasible at the present time :coal a technical standpoint.

The great importLnce of extenling the capabilities of computers

that listen in order to give us inure powerful educational tools cannot be

overemphasized. I am sorry to say that almost all of the work that has

been done up to the present on the technical problems of computers'

understanding spoken speech has been sponsored not by any of the educa

tional agencies, au for example the United States Office of Education or

the National Institute of Education, but by the Department of Defense,

especially the Advanced Research Projects Agency. In my own mind, the

educational case is a very much stronger one than the defense case for

the interest lo computers that listen.

11112:.,

The third part of my discussion concerns th problem of under

standing the knowledge base. Tc have an effective computerbased syste,'

of instruction, we must transcend mindless talking and listening and learn

to understand and use a large knowledge For example, if we were

simply to require information retrieval from a knowledge bae, it would

be relative simple in the future to our the entire Library of Congress in

every elementary school. The capacity ro store information is increasing

so rapidly that we will be able to store much more information than could

ever possibly be used by any one individual.

A ditterent and mnr difficult rinention i. .v to get the slzahle

knowledge bane to tntrdct with the student. An we came to understand

how to handle such a kriowlep.c bane, the school comput.r of the future

should b abl ti, a:I.:wet any wdywdrd rin,ntinn Coat the student might like

5 6 ,
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to ask. Moreover, as we all know, once a student uses such a capability,

he will have a strong tendency to pursue still further questions that are

more difficult and more idiosyncratic. It will, I think, be wonderful -

to see how children interact with such a.system; in all likelihood, we

will see children give to learning a high degree of concentration and

the sustaiaed span of attention they now give to commercial television.

There is one related point I want to emphasize. From the very

beginning of school, students learn qul :kly the "law of the land" and know

they should not ask questions the teacher cannot answer. This task of

diagnosing the limitations of teaches begins'early and continues through

college and graduate school. So, once we have the capacity for answering

out-of-the-way questions, it will be marvelous to see how students will

take advantage of the opportunity and test their own capacities with a

relentlessness they dare not engage in now.

CoMputers That Aid Learning

The fourth. problem, and in many ways the least - developed feature

of this teehnology,°is the theory of learning and instruction. Even if

we can make the computer talk, listen, and adequately handle a large

knowledge data base, we still need to develop an explicit theory of

learning and instruction. In r.aching a student, young or old, a given

subject matter. Dr a given skill, a Computer-based learning system can

record everything the student does. It can know cognitively an enormous

amount of information about the student. The problem in how to use this

information skillfully, and efficiently to teach the student.

This is something that the very hest hmnan tutor does well, even though

he does not understand at all how he does it, just as he does not

und'r,!and how he talks. None of us understand how we talk and none of

9
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us understand how we intuitively interact with someone we are teaching on

a one-to-one basis. Still, even though our part and present theories of

instruction have not cut very deep, it does not mean that we have not

made sone progres,. First, we at least recognize that there is a

scientific problem; that alone is progress. One hundred fifty years ago

there was no explicit recognition that there was even a problem. In the

education literature of 150 years ago it was not recognized as important

to understand the nature of student learning. Only in the twentieth

century do we find any systematic data or any systematic theoretical

ideas about the data. What precedes this period is romance and fantasy

unsubstantiated by any sophisticated relation to evidence. So at least

we r,u, say that w, have begun the task.

I want to emphasize that, Ln the 'four possibilities and their

associated problems that I have mentionec, namely, those of computers

that tale., li,ten, know, and aid learning, the primary problems are not

twitters of hdrdwar, or technology in a narrow sense but of general

intellectual Investigations of a fundamental kind that will not:in the

course of ordinary ati -ir, ao nn6.rraken by industry but that must be

addressi,d by Fed,yal programs. - 'Jur rate of progress on these matters

will be' a,tertrined the: level of Federal support and

the "! "'
;
;I progra:7; Chat are targeted net the

possibiliti, ;
v di sussed.

Pro;ram;.

I weu I d t ead t !, t iral ..f I w,t 01.,t , iron my

v i..wpo i:tt .,1 .pi 1,!. prorAra f;ttpport f or the

Fed,r,1 govvr,lnt.
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1. Gifted students. The United States Office of Education or

some other agency, such as the National Science Foundation, should have a

special program of support for the use of ins'-uctional computers with

gifted students, especially the highly gifted. ruse sparsdly distributed

gifted students should be brought individual!, ?rograms, especially in

basic skills of mathematics and language, at an early age and throughout

all their years of elementary and secondary education. The returns on a,.

program funded at a substantial level would, in my judgment, exce the

return on any of the other Federal programs of educatiaal support at the

present time.

2. .Handtcapped students. The extensive rc-icort programs in the

Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped should be targeted, even more than

they are currently, on the
ww.of computer technology for the education of

the handicapped. In many ways, excelleit programs of support are now

already under way at thi. Bureau.
1 woul.e. urge Congress to review these

programs from time to time and to it :1st that appropriate adv..ntage is

taken of .ne increasingl
sophisticated technolc-v that is available for

instructional purposes.

Disadvantaged stud(ats. There is an increasing use of

computers for sup! lmentary instruction in basfc skills, especially basic

skills of reading and MP aematics. with disadvantaged students. The use

of instruction:d computer!:
for this purpose should be encouraged and

enhanced ie the revision of the Elementary-Secondary
Education Act of

now pending in Conre.,!..

4. Iler
propw,i[inn that we are becoming

a nation of learner!. deeply comlitte0 to continuing
education is supported

by a vari.ty r current :Lit,;.
For example, in !AMe of the community-

r; ,
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college districts in California more than twenty percentof the entire

adult population- -not just the college-age group - -arc enrolled in at

least one course. Direct electronic delivery .of a wide varic of courses

--/ito the hone is increasingly feasible. A prr,cram of support to ,erate

current efforts would be timely.

5. Research and development. 'Fit:ally, I strongly urge th. _

consideration be given by Congress to a program of research and dedel.

dealing with the four main problems I. discussed earlier. A program at a

substantial level could accomplish a gre.-t deal to rapidly facilitate the

extensive use of computers for instructi -1- total RID dollars now

being spent by the Federal govetoment for r, .ich on the instructional

use of computers is very small indeed. A rat v. program would not

be excessive and could be practically absorbel b, L', reseor..h and

development community. I would also (..,aphasize t 'D programs

filling with in such a general framework would, c.LS, he

concerned with highly developmentAl vxperlmental co that would in

themselves have direct educational benefits. belle... it is fair to say

that much of our work at Stanford has been (..:actly of this character.

We are sitting on the edge of a revolution In the way in which

instruct ion is delivered t, .todenir. of all ages and varieties. It has

been one of tho' great plear:ur,s of my life to have beer. a part of the

beginning of this re.:olutio0 l bop. that the Federal govornmect will

provide strong support for this rs,ostruct Ii roil ion of .:h nge

t hroegh,mt t he re.,t nt (It c-.11,e

'.r", I :-

0 0
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TABLE I

University-Level Computer-Assisted Courses at Stanfo; .1 972-75

Number of Students r Avg. Number of
Academic Year Student Hours at

Course Computer Terminal
1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

Philosophy 57
Introduction to Logic 56 160 209 70 for A

54 for PASS
Philosophy 161
Set Theory 12 51 for A

31 for PASS
Slavic Lang. 211
Old Church Slavonic 5 2 1 30

Slavic Lang.
Bulgarian 3 0 I 35

Slavic Lang. 212
History of Russian
Literary Language 4 4 4 30

BASIC Instructional
Program 100 '200
Computer Science 206
LISP _.b 79 93c
Music (ear-training)

Music 21 42 41

Music 22 18 19 23

Music 23 5 26 8

Music 103 5 6

Music 27 33

a

b

c

d

BIP students were limited to ten hours of time for experimental reasons. During
unlimited pilot runs, students have taken up to 30 hours to complete the course.
During 1973-74, LISP was taught at Stanforc' using the IMSSS machine; but
students logged in as users, and there was no special CAI for LISP.
LISP students spent an average of 69 hours in the LISP interpreter, and 24 hours in

the LISP CAI system.
The students had restricted terminal time.
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STATEMENT OF PATRICK SPPES, INSTITUTE FOR MATHEMATICAL
STUDIES IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES,, STANFORD UNIVERSITY

Mr. SUPPES. Thank you very much.
It is my intention to put my written statement into the record and

just discuss the major points of my testimony here.
First, I would like to remark about the use of computers for edu-

cating either the disadvantaged or the gifted. One of the most encour-.
aging things in terms of cost/benefits are the ina.easing cost reductions
in the delivery of instruction by means of computers.

One of the hopeful things that should be a clear element of the
testimony here is that over the next 5 years crntinued improvements
of a fairly drastic kind can be anticipated in terms of the cost of
delivering education by this means. This fact is independent of its
merits, but if the case for the merit is established separately, the fact
that there is a clearly anticipated improvement in cost is an important
consideration.

Some of the programs that could not realistically have been thought
of 10 years ago are feasible programs of instrulction today. This is an
important, first point I wouln like to emphasi2e that I really did not
emphasize too much in my written testimony.

Since 1963 I .have been engaged in the use of computers for
instruction with a variety of special populations, disadvantaged,

handicapped, and gifted..I won't enter into the details of the handi-
capped this morning because the focus is on the disadvantaged and
the gifted.

We have been using computers for instruction since January 1963,
which is nearly a decade and a half. We began at the elementary,
school level, and fairly early we concentrated on disadvantaged
youngsters. because of the focus of the Elementary-Secondary Edu-
cation Act of 1965 on the problems of the disadvantaged.

One of our earliest large-scale efforts was in working from Stanford
in southwest Mississippi, in McComb, Miss. I think it is one of those
strange combinations of technology and politics that the first school
system in the world to have every elementary-school child at a ter-
minal for some supplementary instruction in basic skills by computer
was McComb, Miss. You wouldn't predict that if you looked at the
record of innovation in the United States in general.

Mr. ScimuEn. Who initiated that? Did the educational authorities
there initiate that?

Mr. SUPPES. It was a combination of the superintendent, Julian
Prince who was very active in new educational ventures, the Office of
Education, title III, in Washington and our interest,

Mr. St.:HEUER. Was a university involved?
M SUPPE:: Stanford.
Mr. SCfIEUER. You are helping some of us Yankees break down some

of our prejudices which is a healthful process
Mr. SureEs. There is a continued fairly good effort in Mississippi

in relation to title I, continued work with basic skills and computer-
assisted instruction. We also worked shortly thereafter in rural
Appalachia which has a very scat tered population. 'I will have some
thing to say about that in the case of the gifted. We also did extensive
work with minority populations, which children were classified
mainly as disadvantaged. And in all of these cases we were working
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on basic skills, primarily rending and mathemetics. I have put into
the record a lot of references and there are a lot more references than
I have put into the record, that one can do a great deal that is im-
portant and significant in terms of improving these basic skills of
disadvantaged students.

I don't want to give you a siren song. that computer-assisted instruc-
tion is a complete panacea. I don't suggest that. It can he an effective
means of instruction for disadvantaged youngsters in basic skills.
And I think the references I have put on the record and a large body
of work, not only at Stanford but in many other places, really do
establish that computer-assisted instruction can he effective. And
think the reasons should be clear. It is individualized, and it is highly
interactive. It is addressed exactly to the need and level of achieve-
ment of the student at tt given time..

In a computer-Imsed framework, I think one can do a very con-
siderable amount with the problem of raising competence in basic
skills.

Let me say something now about our early work with f h e gifted,
because at the stone time we were working with the disadvantaged,
with ,fmaling frqm the National Science Foundation in 1963, we
selected in the first y.rtnio it group of gifted students: The cutoff point
essentially was an IQ of 1:;(1. I won't go into all the details of the
process of select ion.

Mr. SCHErEn. I ant very keen to know what the process for selectior
was.

Mr. StteeKs. OK.
SuttEt-F.u. One.of the reasons I ant thinking of is how do the

means of selection impact the disadv,maged child who is intellectually
gifted but who because of a WO very enriched home environment,iTht
a very stimulltim, peer group. may not have developed the verbal
facility or the readiny. and writing or counting facility that he or she
might have developed if they were an intellectually gifted middle-class
white child, flow do you :Tat the black or Puerto Rican or Mexican-
American young.-ter with real intellectual talent?

Mr. SureEs. Let. me speak to that directly.
Mr. SCHErElt. I t will not he reflected by their speech.
Mr. St-veEs. Let me answer that in terms of a practical method of

it second etiiiVrillIt'llt want to describe in which we were interested
not in gifted students but highly gifted students. The initial idea was

C10011(4 att IQ of 1(15 Which is Way up there. I would like to describe
that experiment because I think it is significant.

Mr. ::;CIIEUElt. flow early can you spot a kid who is falling into that
category?

Mr. SI: PPES, 'Prt nirdy in the elementary school.
Mr. ScitEtrEn. Not in first grade.
Mr. SI;PPES, I think with care---you see, I drink one of the problems

of the highly gifted is that they are sparseL distributed and so identi-
fication can la! eXpVIISiVe in the first grade. After they have built up
some school records, the school will have identified them. The school
will not have identified students of that ability on entrance.

Mr. ScitEt-En. say they will?
Mr, SreeEs. They will not have identified theta, whereas, by the

time the student is in the fifth or sixth grade, it large mother of -,chook:
will have identified extremely al,le and highly gifted students.

5
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Mr. SCHEUE1C. You take a black or Puerto Rican kid with real
brilliance but school doesn't turn him on very mueli and he isn't doing
all that well in his studies, but if you give him a test that could measure
his ability to reason intellectually, to. reason cerebrally, to plan and to
distinguishi I suppose, an:1 to collate and engage in wholistic reasoning'
his line would !ro off the chart.

How do you identify the kid who is brilliant but who has not gotten
very much in the way of outstanding test scores simply because the
work turns him off? Maybe society has turned hint off.

Mr. SUPPES. I don't have it simple method of doing it. I will tell you
flow we did it in the present. case. Although we were mainly selecting,
as you might suspect, from White middle-class areas, due to the fact
that we had long experience in working with disadvantaged and mi-
nority students, we mode a special effort to include in this group some
minority students. .

The way we selected them was to go to the school system at the
elementary school level and ask: Who appear to be your outstanding
students? We got good recornmendotimis. The test scores were not
quite as high, P'but they were very good. They were very good by..
ordinary middle-class standards.

..

Mr. !icIfEUElt. Were they identified because of their test scores
or because of the fact that the teachers knew?

Nit. SuerKs. They were identified by their recommendation on the
basis of their school performace, rather than the test scores. l'he
test scores were below what we were looking for, but they said that
these students looked to he extremely promising.

I think it is a hard problem to identify gifted students from minority
groups. I think with effort it can be done.

Mr. SCHEIElt. 1 think it is something we have to do.
Nit. St.et!Es.. I would agree with that. ft is ((Ti example of something

where there needs to he n specific effort in connection with that
identification.

One thing I think is important is to make the identification early.
There is a brood basis of experience that indicates that the very..
\mine,- minority child is not , as noieli at a disadvantage. His disad-
yantwres widen as the school experience continues. If we can identify
them early

:\ Ir. ScnErEu. At what lige?
Mr. StreeEs. At first or second grille. I think there should be

specific prograIns for that
'Mr. ScitEr En. Will you give us details as to what you think they

should he?
Mr. :-.,verEs. Yes.
Nir: Scut...up:it It seems 10 MC our .coaniry. has an enormous

,,h-it.erest in V \ lic I ly that kind of program, identifying them and lavish-
ing 6't, !lent .101181 lipportlitlities on them. I suppose ou are talking
about a fraction of 1 percent.

Mr.,;St:PrEs. Yes: a very small percentage. So modest. funding in

rellitido to some of these !urge programs will have on enormous
benefit,.

Nit. \ cum mt. NI011 took the word.- out of my mouth.
Mr. S 'eels. I third{ MI this point a ease ol be made that

gifted students ore the most neglected population of students in the

./
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United States in the sense of the resources that are being spent to
permit them to realize their potential.

Mr. Set-mt.:En. The handicapped children would come a close
second.

Mr. SUPPES. We now fire mounting massive efforts with respect to
the handicapped, and I think it is very important to deal with the
handicapped. I myself have been involved in large-scale programs of
ecrtnputer-assisted instruction for handicapped students, and I have a
high opinion of the kind of people involved in thp., education of the
handicapped in this country. I 'think these efforts are in every «ay
commendable, -but. it is .very clear there is no comparable effort for
providing any special fa( ilities for the gifted, either identifying them
or providing resources that are adequate to their potential.

ScitErEit. If vou could give us your detailed recommendations
on what should he done both as to identification and what we do with
those cases and how we treat them: Do we take them out of their
schools or their cornmtmil.ies? I don't. know. And specifically we would
like any thoughts you have on how we could identify the IGC minority
child.

Mr. SUPPES. You mentioned visiting Novosibirsk in Siberia in
January 1972. I visited there in June 1972 and had the same experience
you did. In fact, I went into the details of the curriculum at the special
school for the gifted and also the method of selection. The school
selects from all of Siberia:it. is very clear there is not anything com-
parable in the United States.

There has been an effort of Julian Stanley and his group in Maryland
to identify gifted students in the Starr of Nlaryland, but there is not
anything of the magnitude of effort corresponding to what takes
place at, the special school in Nov, airsk or the one in Moscow or
Leningrad. It is not only the identification that is important, but it is
th9-depth and character of the curriculum that is given those students;
able scientist., physicist., chemists and mathematicians from the
academic complex in Novosibirsk are responsible for their instruction.

Nfr. SCHEUER. How old are these children?
Mr. SI:PPE:4. The ones that come in as residential students come in

at about the age of 14, 'around the ninth grade level, and they are
given 4 years of residential instruction inithe special school right on
the academic campus.

Mr. Scup:up:R. An out:Aanding scientist at. MIT or Harvard would
consider it. totally benea.'h his dignity to be teaching 14-year-olds.

Mr. SUPPES. I don't think so. I think it would be it piece of cake to
get able academic scientists to teach those youngsters. I have hed
some experience at that, not .mly myself, but at getting some of my
colleagues to do it, and they found it a real pleasure. I do not think it
would be any probln at all. I think the problem is orgajlizing the
logistical effort. and tiff+ institutional setting to make it happen.

)(:11 Elt. Whit' kind of institutional setting would you
recomnt;nd?

Mr. Sueelis. I think it is typical of our society that we probably
want a pluralistic approach to that so rtott(ti 1N1..::Ildon't mandate one
fixed rxratigement. some cases there be on a university
campu< a special set of classes for gifted voungsters. In other cases
the education would mke place in (1111.i1111(11011 with the school system

5'7
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Mr. SUPPES. In fact, it undoubtedly would be economical in any
area above a couple hundred thousand.

Mr. SCHEUER. You said in three-quarters of a million population
you had 24?

Mr. SUPPES. We had about 24. I don't want to be committed to
any exact statistic, because one wants to be careful.

Mr. SCHEUER. I am trying to think in the context of New York
City, which is enout 7.5 million, that'...we would have about 250 or
something like that.

Mr. SUPPES. Easily.
Mr. SCHEUER. Let us say you identify them in the first grade, what

do you do? Do you take them out for that first hour in math?
Mr. SUPPES. Yes. I think what is required and what is important

is understanding how to institutionalize the educational effort. If you
look at the literature, the power to conduct an experiment or to have
an educational effort for gifted students in the full 12 years from first
grade through high school is a complicated thing to put in place, as
I'm sure you realize. That is, to institutionalize the effort is compli-
cated, so that it really does happen over the full length of the 12 years
and it's not just an experiment that comes to an end halfway through.

Mr. SC HEUER. One of the basic problems of institutionalizing is
how do you get Congress to look at a 12-year time frame.. We operate
With a 2- or at most a 3-year piece of legislation and there are school
districts that hesitate to go through major structural reorganizations
of the kind you are talking about here without some kind of assurance
of continuity. Part of the problem lies with us. How do you get that
longitudinal effort when we can't function longitudinally. There is no
way at present that we can fund a longitudinal program like that and
give absolute assurance. I think we can give some kind of assurance
because we keep funding an Am-1y, a Navy, an Air Force, and a State
Department.

Mr. SUPPES. Don't your think such a Federal effort for the gifted
would end up rather like title I, for example. Title I does not have a
longitudinal guarantee of what the level of appropriations will be.

Mr. SCIIEUER. One of the problems with title I is that we treat our
successes the way we treat our failures and some programs are smash-
ingly successful and some don't work at all and they end tip just sort
of expiring by natural causes. We haven't distinguished in titles I and
III between our successes and failures. We haven't treated our
successes in a longitudinal way and tried to quietly bury our failures
with appropriate ceremonies and give additional resources and fortii-
cation to our successes. That is the point I'm trying to make and we
have failed to do that in a spectacular way. Let's face it, if we had
done it, wouldn't we have institutionalized the I-lend Start program

/by this time? Wouldn't we have extended elementary education down
to age 2 or 3 in the public school system. Everybody knows that
Head Start was a spectacular success. It was the gem in the crown of
the poverty program, the gem. What have we done about it? It has
expired. We treated that the way we treated the Job Corps and the
way we treated all of those troublesome projects that grew out of the
poverty program. ('an you rebut that statement? I wish you could.
fry, please.

Mr. SUPPES. No. I certainly agree with you.
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Mr. ScnEt.-Ert. If there NVI1S any rhyme or reason to the poverty
program winch was an experimental program, we would have taken
whatever successes came out of it and institutionalized them in the
American society. If our American .school system had the brains it
was born with, looking at it as a corporate thing out there, they would
have grabbed the concept of Head Start and every school system in
America would have extended public education down to age 2.
Middle' class people do it anyway. We have our prekindergarten. I
went to prekindergarten 52 or 53 years ago. My folks got that for me .
and for my four brothers and sisters. Now we have proved it works
for poor people just the way it works for middle class people. That
should not come .as any great surprise to anybody, but what did the
public school system do with all of that evidence as to the spectacular
success of the Head Start program?

Mr. SUPPE:',. What I want to say is
SenEuEa. You are evading my question.

Mr. SCPPES. Oh, no. I want to put a comment on your remarks.
I don't disagree with you, but I do think there is a positive element
to it, looked at over along period; namely, the enormous concern for
the disadvantaged--

Mr. ScnEt2Ett. But that flows from title I. That's still a Federal
program. Local school systems themselves aren't doing that kind of
work. I wish they were.

Mr. SUPPES. I want to give you one piece of data to comment on
that. You mentioned 100 years ago; 100 years ago in 1870 only 2
percent of the age population graduated from high-school. It was easy
to train those students. They were the best students going-2 percent.

Nit% ScnEuEu..They were really leArning ready.
Mr. SUPPES. They were ready to learn. They would have learned

anything.
'Forty years ago it was still the case that we were only getting

through high school somewhat less than two-thirds of the population.
Mr. SCIIEVER. How about junior high schools? Weren't there a

heck of a lot of kids in America who became literate without going to
high school?.

Mr. SUPPES. Yes.
Mr. ScnEcEit. Didn't we have virtually 100- percent literacy 40

years wro from the kids 1w the time they finished their education, be
it 6th, title, 10th grade or high school.

Mr. SCPPES. I don't think we'd want to overplay that. I don't
think we can make a real ease that in terms of the total population

Nir. ScuEt-Eu. That there has been a lesser percentage of effective
literacy today?

Mr. SUPPES. Right.
The other thing about the problem of Head Start is this: The public

school systems have a financial problem with the available resources
to simply plunge into it.

Nh. ScliEcEit. It is a question of how they are spending their
resources. In New York City we spent GO percent of our education
dollars ourside of the classroom and 40 percent in the classroom.
Now that takes a certain kind of genius.

Mr. SuPeEs. But you know what has happened. Because of the high
percentage of women that are working, the arrangements for a much
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wider category in the society to have young children in day care
centersLthere's been a big change in our society over the last two
decades. I'm not saying it is all done satisfactorily or that we have an
appropriate follow-on arrangement to Head Start, but the arrange-
ments are still moving in that direction.

Mr. SCHEUER. I drew you a little bit away from your subject and
I'm sorry.

Mr. SWANSON. I will try to draw him back.
Mi. ScnEuER. OK.
Mr. SWANSON. I just wanted to raise this question. We have had

the obvious spinoff of the Computer Curriculum Corporation, drill
and practice, we saw the PLATO system and we had Seymour Papert
talk about some of his experimental work. All three of those methods,
drill and practice, mainline teaching and then Papert's argument that
they really learn concepts by doing programs, I wonder if you could
comment about your own line of reaserch now and what you're looking
at and what you think the major research questions that we should
be focusing on are for the near term and the long terms.

Mr. SUPPES. I think one of the things we want to focus on that is
very promising is cost of hardware. The limitation will be the sophis-
tication of the software. We will be able to have the hardware to de-
liver very sophisticated instruction programs over the full range of
basic skills. And I think on basic skills the real attack should be on
mathematics and language skills as the most important with secondary
efforts in science and other areas.

Mr. SwAxsox. This is mainline teaching provided by the computer
or in conjunction with the actual teacher.

Mr. SUPPES. I don't want to give a simple answer because, for ex-
ample, if we're talking about first graders I would think of it as sup-
plementing the regular classroom instruction. At the university level
and I have elements of that in my written testimonyI think we can
offer full instructional facilities by computer.

For example, I am doing that myself at Stanford. The only way
you can take introduction to logic at Stanford is by full-time use of
computer terminals. The course is taught entirely at computer termi-
nals interactively and I run about 200-and-some students per year
through the course. We have additional courses above that in com-
plexity, more technical courses in mathematical skills. So when we ask
is it supplementary or is it complete instructionthe answer depends
on the level. In the case of the highly gifted students I mentioned we
gave them a course in logic that was self-contained that they took on
terminals at home.

To give you an anecdote of what you can get from such students,
the best student in that groupof course, we are talking about a group
already that is exceptionalthe best student in that group at 11 years
old went through my college logic course at Stanford, which ordinarily
takes 11 weeks, in 4 weeks. And Stanford students, of course, are no
slouches.

Mr. SCUIEUER. And this kid was 11 years old.
Mr. SUPPES. Yes.
Mr. SCHEUER. Was this a middle-class child?
Mr. SUPPES. Yes. One of the black students ...ent through it at

about the same pace as the Stanford sti -its.
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Mr. SCilEUER. What happened to that black kid after that?
Mr. SUPPES It is the usual case of such funding matters; it's been

about 4 vein's and I cannot say where he is now.
Mr. SCII.::XER. Did he continue in a track for educationally gifted

children?
Scee Es. There was no special facility for him.

Mr. SCI1EUER. What happened after you identified him?
Mr, SUPPES. We identified and worked with him for a couple of

years and our funding stopped so our project stopped.
Mr. SCHEUER. flow old would that child be today?
Mr. SUPPES. There were a couple of minority students and they

would be about 16 or 17 no \v.
Mr. SCIIEUER. Wouldn't it be interesting to find out how they are

doing today in the absence of any special help?
Mr. SUPPES. I could probably identify those students. I will see if

I can.
SCHEUEIt. Why dan't you try to do that.

NIr. SWAN:SON. The ETS has evaluated TICCIT and PLATO and
the results were very mixed in terms of performance. Do you think
that Was just limited to the kind of level of technical deirelopment
of those systems? Would that be the case for the future? What kind of
results have you achieved with your system?

Mr. SUPPES. Of course, in the case of TICCIT and PLATO, PLATO
especially, was working with a very heterogeneous group of students.
They were doing some work with university students, some work with
community college students, and some with elementary school students.

To ask about the evaluation of PLATO is almost like askinc, about
an evaluation of television. .1 think you want to talk about some
particular targeted course anti population. The effort itself was very
heterogeneous. Now TICCIT was more focused at the community
college level and it was more a matter of focusing, on a particular_
population. I thinkihat-in-the-case of-the work I have been involved
in_tlia-frwelinVelind some highly successful experiences. I don't want
to say that we have any magic for cloing that. I think producing
positive evaluations and having the institutional atmosphere in which
to do it is a complicated problem:I think much can be done by means
of the use of technology for instructional purposes, especially for
individualization. But I think it is complicated. I think much is
probably going to come out of the PLATO efforts, but they are very
heterogeneous in character. I don't know whether you want a more
detailed pursuit of that.

Nil.. CIA MIER. You mentioned difficulty of evaluation. We had a
witness, Dr. O'Neil from DARPA, and they did in fact evaluate
PLATO 4 and decided while it met all performances they rejected
it, because it %as not cost effective for DOD purposes.

Of course, DOD had other circumstances such as turnover of in-
structors and so forth. They rejected it because of the high cost of
terminals and the telecommunications system.

Mr. SuerEs. To make a comment on the cost effectiveness, if we
want to fOcus on this question we want to separate the cost of research
and development efforts from operational efforts. If we want a strictly
operational effort where we have a program developed, we use it in an
operationalway and we are not using it in a context of research, then

5 f.)
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the of using computers for instruction can be made very efficient.
The .k I have done in association with Computer Curriculum
Corp. is an example of that where we are not conducting research
but we are 'offering standard instructional services using many cora-
put y, and terminals that are not expensive. The cost can be brought
wa dowc. In a dynamic field like this that is changing all the time

want to say that everything has to be totally operational
at ,r2,tht at the bottom line in terms of the cost per terminal and
.os; student. We need a variety of effort.

But the thin!, I would like to say and emphasize strongly is that all
of the evidence is that the technology will be increasingly efficient
in terms of cost. From a research standpoint the problem Is to learn
how to deliver increasingly better instructional products. It is esti-
mated that in any complicated computer project the hardware is
50011 going to have a cost of about 20 percent of the total cost of the
project. One of the things we need and which we don't have much
of in Federal programs at the moment is research over (lie next decade
as to how to have effective efforts. I would separate the cost of that
research from operational costs. You have exactly the same thing at
DOD. It is one thing to have research at DOD and another to ask
hoW can you have effective use of instructional methods in the training
commands. I want to make that sharp separation. I have been in-
volved in that separation myself.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Whv isn't industry playing a role and why have
they not brought to bear their facility in finances and know-how into
this whole operation and instructional training? They seem. reluctant.

NEI% SuerEs. I think we will see some fairly dramatic changes in
the next 5 or 6 years. There are a number of reasons I think. One is
that it takes a while for the technology to mature and second, the
(),At :iconntin!, in industry, as far as mdust-ial training goes, tends
to lade the cost of training. It is a very standard practice not to put
up front what the actual cost of training is. So identification of a
capital acquisition budget for training and the like is a difficult matter.
I think we are now beginning. to see major efforts and will see major
efforts in terms of using technology, not just computers but also all
of the videotape technology, et cetera, for industrial training.

GALLAnutit. When it moves to the home environment, sort
of ai recreational system in the home 2ffinpted for education, do you
think industry will then move? One of our witnesses implied that
industry would do this with or without the permission of the schools
and that it was going to come to pass in 10 years--this equipment
in the home for recreational purposes.

Mr. SI:PPES. We just wrote a couple of years ego for the National
Institute of Education a monograph on hom.!-based instruction.
There is a very long history and a lot of knowledge about the problems
of instruction in the home. In my Own view the new technology can
deliver very attractive and powerful packages of instruction into the
home.

Rut in order to have sustained and large-scale successful efforts, it
will take more than simply attractive packages. I think the evidence
is overwhelming. that for *home-based instruction to be effective in a
nuissive way it has got to be formal instruction. If you look at the
efforts of home-based instruction over ninny years, there are a few
key elements of success.

5&
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One is that when people are engaged in such instruction for pur-
poses of certification or formal advancement the results are much better.
So there will need to be a framework of certification, a framework of
formal credit in order to properly motivate extended efforts by the
individual.

There is no reason we cannot have that. In fact, we already see it in
California. Television instruction is part of the community colleges,
partly because there is an increasing demand to service the entire
community-, and partly because of problems of transportation and
problems of additional capitalization of the campus. It is easier to
deliver courses at home.

Mr. GALLAGHER. How many homes will buy this equipment. The
mplication is that this will be absorbed into a computerized system.
How many kids will actually do it on their own. Human nature being
what it is, they will turn to "Sesame Street" and other entertainment.

Mr. SUPPES. This is why I'm emphasizing that you need some kind
of formal structure. If you have a formal structure, it will take place.
I will give you an example of a beautiful e%per,,ment at one of the
universities maybe 10 years ago about faculty learning foreign fan-
guag,es that they did not know but needed for scholarly purposes.
They were doing it on a volunteer basis but they had two different
groups for experimental purposes. One group committed themselves
to a formal schedule and the other was left to come in when they had
free time and thought they had an opportunity to stvIdy. I'll bet you
eau guess which group dia better, those who made a commitment to
formal instruction.

Mr. GALLAGHER. It is ii 11111111111 fileter.
Mr. SUPPE. We had the same thing with the highly gifted students

when we had terminals in the home. We found it became important
to set short-term goals, with them its to what they would do over the
next 2 weeks. Somebody would call them up and talk to them about
how they were making progress.

I think that kind of setting of goals and putting it within a struc-
ture is essential to make this massive movement we foresee of in-
struction in the homes successful. I do not mean to say it can't happen.
Let me give you an example of what is going on right now Rid what is
indicative. In Orange County 20 percent of the entire adult population,
not just college age, blit 20 percent of the adult population in Orange
County is involved in at least one course at the community college
level. It almost seems unbelievable.

SMEI7 ER. It is fantastic.
Mr. tilPPES. It is a learning society in a real sense.
Mr. Sculii:En. How can you explain that? How did that ever

happen?
Mr. SUITES. Well, the community colleges are effectively marketing

instructional courses that people, want, whether it is knitting or how
to n pair a television set or an automobile or how to become a dental
technician or whatever. It is obvious that they provide a service that
completely responds to a felt need on the part of the population. I
think that 20 percent of the, adult population is unbelievable. It is
important to retmquber that practically no countries in the world,
outside of the United States and the Soviet Union, have 20 percent
of the college-age population in mine form of higher education.
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Mr. SCHECER. What about the British?
Mr. SUPPES. A low percentage in Britain.

SCHECER. That is a mind-blowing figure.
Mr. SUPPES. In response to your question, I think that having

that formal structure is an important element and industrial efforts
separate from that certification procedure will not be ::uccessful in
offering any depth of instruction.

Mr. GALLAGHER. I think there will be difficulty again because of
the human factor. You have a houseful of kids and somebody wants
to watch the super bowl game, like dad or something, and the equip-
ment is tied up on that. And mom wants to watch something else,
"lx,veboat," or whatever.

SUPPES. There is a move to the second television set. That
is moving down in the economic strata, the number of homes that now
have two sets.

Mr. GALLAG HER. What will this cause, vis-a-vis our regular formal
education system today?

Mr. Sr-PPES. I think what is happening is reflected in these figures
for Orange County. For example, at San Francisco State University
which is part of the California State University system, the average
age of undergraduates is about 2S. The research of people like Fritz
Nfahlup has shown that our ideas about education beyond the second-
ary level are somewhat mistaken in the sense that there is a tendency
for a much bigger segment of the population to simply continue.
Even if then drop out and don't go to college or they go only 1 year,
there is a strong tendency for them to reenter the system. So what
is happening in the society is that, they stay in the formal structure
in terms of getting education, even if they don't stay in it continuously.
The pattern is increasir4.,71y for a large segment of the population to
be in and out of the educational system.

The pattern of completion of educational requirements does not
correspond, for a large part of the population, to anythino. like the
chisoivial conception of 4 years of college and graduation at 21 or 22.
This pattern of continuing education is simply taking over the society
as a whole and it is a very different pattern from anything we ex-
perienced :;0 or 40 years ago. The kind of technology we are talking
about provides an opportunity to facilitate such education in ways
that simply that exceed anything we have had in the past.

Mr. GALLAGHER. One Nvitness pointed out that the problem was 10-
percent hardware and 90-percent programing in the future and the
need for certain types of programers with insight and creativity to
program those machines in such a way as to handle the vast increase
in knowledge and so forth and so on.

This is what several witnesses pointed out as the problem.
Mr. SUPPES. f say very much the same thing in my written testi-

mony. There is probably a broad consemms on this point among people
working. in the computer industry that the problem really is a con-
ceptual one now, the creation of appropriately sophisticated software.
It is going to require a massive effort for the rest of this country.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Will this equipment be self-programing too? It
programs itself in its interaction with a student so that it can stay up
with the student in the dialog?

Mr. SUP PES. Certainly an objective is to have an adaptive computer
program, but it is important to distinguish various levels of adapta-
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tion. Most current programs adapt in some form to the individual
istudent. Such individualization is an important feature of current

efforts.
On the other hand, it is also very clear that we by no means have

got as far as we can get in terms of the concept of adaptation.
NIr. CIALLAGIIER. I understand that's all ahead of us.
Mr. SUPPES. For example, the student is doing something in mathe-

matics or science and the student gets hung up and is having diffi-
culty. There are certain things that will be standard, but to analyze
the difficulties of a particular student at a particular time on a par-,
ticular problem is a very difficult intellectual thing and we have a kit
to learn about how to do that as effectively as posible. We will be
working on this matter for a long time.

Mr. SculEvEtt. Thank you very much.
Just a couple of quick questions. flow about the 34 young people,

these bri!rht second graders in 1964 and 1965 that you worked with.
You worked with these kids for 6 years and that would take them
up to roughly 1970. Now it is 1977. Could you compare where these
kids have arrived compared to a comparable control group who did
not have the benefit of all this stuff and see if they are a little bit
further on in their educational achievement and then can you give
us an estimate of where they would have been if you had kept right
with them through 1977? That is 10 years later. They would have
been about 6 or 7 then and if you had kept on with them they would
have finished high school.

Mr. SUPPE.',. They graduated from high school it couple of years ago.
N1r. SCHEITEL You haven't had much to do with them since the

sixth grade?
\1. SUPPE:A. Right. So cur information about them is 'Unitedour

project was funded for the elementary-school period.
\1r. SCIIEUEIC It, should have been funded to hike a class of kids

and give them the full treatment and track them right along.
\1r. ScerEs. But it is the 12-year problem we were just discussing..

At the time we identified it comparable group in ability at yeat younger
and we followed them along also for several years, in order to compare
the two groups, but we did not have the resources and have not been
able to track the two groups after they entered secondary school.

Mr. ScilEt-Eu. That's a crime.
N Ir. SUPPES. But. we were able to make the comparisons at the

time. It is a typical problem. It is really complicated and expensive
to conduct such lone.ituilinal work.

N1r. StEi.Eu. we ilfrOrd not to (10 it. That's the basic question.
As I read through this, it is apparent that in terms of the home study
instruction you had trouble keeping these kids involved and there
was a high dropout rate.

SrrEs. Absolutely.
Mr. SCHEUElt. In other words, their basic intellectual competence

exceeded their motivation and commitment at least in terms of doing
the homework.

Nfr. ,milks. Two comments. First
NIr. Sunk-A-ER. flow come they weren't really excited and challenged.
Mr. StPrEs. Ono of the things we found out .about. highly gifted

students is t hat they have incredibly lousy programs in school, such
as going to music lessons and ballet classes.
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\Ir. SCHEI7Elt. This stuff didn't replace something.
Mr. SC PPE;. When we started working with them they were already

committed from 7 in the morning until 10 at night. And the second
dilly, that is probably more important they did not receive academic
credit for the work with usit was an addon to the regular academic
program. We wanted to study simply how much would they become
involved with purely intellectual incentives.

Mr. SCIEI: E It. Without their substituting for something in school
and without their getting credit and that was a mistake?

\Ir. SueeEs. What we (lid was perhaps to confirm the obvious:
Ir. Scup:rpm. But it should have been in lieu of something and

they should have gotten credit for it.
Mr. Suer Es,. That is one of the recommendations that very strongly

comes out of the study that even though we may be dealing with
intellectually very gifted individuals the pattern of rewards, has to be
similar to what we know about successful home-based instruction for
all kinds of people.

Mr. SciiErEn. As you very well know. when the Soviets ident.ty
one of these kid and presume he does good work at school he gets

Stalin prize, or a Lenin prize, or a Trotsky prize, and he brings home
the equivalent of his parent's pay. 11e 1;rings, home approximately
what. his parents make if they are professional people. And that
happens throughout his career, if he keeps his nose clean and works
hard. 'Flint's a pretty clear incentive. These kids basically weren't
coining from disadvantaged homes. They basically- weren't from the
Asiatic Russian population.

Mr. St:en:A. It is the same phenomenon in this country.
\Ir. SCIIEU R. These are mostly middle class or upper middle class

kids, but they still got a wry substantial financial incentive. When
you talk about incentives, I suppose you are talking about incentives
that would include academic credit and would mean this work was in
substitution for some other work. Would vou consider a financial
incentive as being 'an appropriate incentive for these kids?

Mr. SUPPE.,;. That. would be a fairly radical departure. We just
don't have such a system in place as a method of reward for students
in elementary and secondary schools. It is another matter, if we are
talking about scholarships at the university. My honest opinion is
that it would not be required for elementary and secondary students.

Mr. ScliEtEn. If they got credit for the work and it was in lieu of
soethin!, vise that W0111( I be sufficient to ctir.this dropout problem?

Mr. St:reEs. Yes. To give it it structure and a formal place in their
academie prof-Tess would do it.

Mr. ScuEt-En. NVas this home, instruction done in close cooperation
with the local school district? Did you bring them into the local
school distrit'? You may have explained that here.

\Ir. SceeEs. The students, were attending the local schools and we
placed the terminals in their homes.

Mr. SeuEtEn. Did the schools play a role?
Ir. SrprEs. The schools concurred in the whole sequence of

events, but they did not play a role from the instructional standpoint.
We were offering matilrial not offered as part of the regular curriculum.

Ir. SC:HEUER. And what you are telling me is there has to be a
greater interface between the kids and the school and they have to
give hint credit and know what he is doing.
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Mr. SUPPES. Right.
Mr. SCHEUER. So the thing has to be more
Mr. SUPPES. It has to be orchestrated in a very deliberate way

with the school. I don't think, by the way, that it is a complicated
problem to do. That can take place, but it does need to be orchestrated.

Mr. SCHEUER. Well, professor, as usual with a witness like you
we have gone way over our time allotment, but thank you very much.

Mr. SUPPES. Thank you very much. It was a pleasure to be here,.
and I will try to send in an additional statement, as indicated, on
the selection and programs.

Mr. SCHEUER. And how you would structure such aassuming
we wanted to put out two pieces of legislation, one on further
researchand you talk about the research hereand that could
come out of this committee, and a second piece of legislation which
would come out of the Elementary and Secondary Education Sub-
committee of Education and Labor Committee and that would be
how you would structure a research and demonstration project across
the countrynot research, but actually doing it.

We will hope to talk to you about both of those things.
The next witness will be Dr. Sylvia Charp. director of instructional

systems for the Philadelphia school system. Thank you very much
for being with us.

[The complete statement of Dr. Sylvia Charp is as follows;]
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee on Science and

Technology...

I am spea'Aing to you today as Director of Instructional

Systems, School District of Philadelphia. I am also Secretary of

AFIPS (American Federation of Information Processing Societies),

and chairman of a Working Committee of IFIP (International Feder-

ation of Information Processing) concerned with the Instructional

Uses of Computers.

INTRODUCTION

The School District of Philadelphia, a large urban school

district with a student population of approximately 280,000

students, is concerned with meeting the needs of not only those

students who may be identified as typical, but more critically,

those students whose achievement or potential place them at either

end of the educational or cultural spectrum. The so called dis-

advantaged student in Philadelphia is a label given to 1/2 of the

student population who are economically deprived and 2/3 of the

students who are educationally deprived. Those students who have

been identified as gifted or academically talented number about 2%.

The Division of Instructional Systems of the School District

of Philadelphia attempts to meet the needs of those students by

applying the unlimited potential of the computer for instructional

purposes.
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE USE OF COMPUTERS FOR INSTRUCTION

The main thrust of the application of computers in instruc-

tion in Philadelphia is directed to helping students improve their

basic skills through programs designed to enable each student to

work at his or her own rate, provide self-direction for learning

and thereby improve the known deficiencies. Results from the

mathematics and reading programs last year with over 3,000 elemen-

tary school students have shown that the educational gains of dis-

advantaged students using the computer not only match but surpass

the gains of children taught in regular classes. On the secondary

school level, using the computer in the subject areas of mathema-

tics, science, social science, and business subjects has last year

assisted about 10,000 students in analyzing,, exploring, and solving

problems which arise in these disciplines. Many students, particu-

larly those whom we have called "disadvantaged", are often non-

participa'nts in classroom discussion. We have observed that many

"reluctant learners" who are involved in computer supported programs

begin to lose their '.esitancy, respond, and become more active and

interested learn:

Inner city students are most likely to be unaware of the

tremendous impact the computer will make on their lives. The

computer tc them is a 'mysterious entity, an enigma, the ultimate

in automation, a treat to job security and a perpetrator of collosal

errors. Computer Literacy, a course introduced at the Junior High

School level, last year provided over 11,000 students with an intro-

duction to computer concepts, an :understanding of computer opera-

tions, some information on how computers are used, and the basics of
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communicating with the computer.

Career information, knowledge of occupational opportunities,

availability of higher educational institutions, and financial aid

information are of particular value to the disadvantaged student.

Last year, over 20,000 students in PhiladelphiaTh'id suburban com-

munities benefited from a program designed, implemented and kept

current by the Division of Instructional Systems, using the computer

to present the above information.

For the past several years, the School District of Philadelphia

has been involved in a state mandated program which requires that

"gifted children shall have an education that meets their needs".

The computer has been used for the past 3 years with approximately

1500 academically talented students who are in grades 3 - 8. It has

opened many areas of exploration for these students as they examine

alternatives and produce some very sophisticated programs. Third

and fourth grade students are producing interesting computer gener-

ated poetry and using the computer to advance their knowledge in

mathematics, science, etc.

POTENTIAL

The uses of the computer for instructional purposes has still

not been fully explored. A national focus is needed to avoid unnec-

essary duplication, to make the best use of.the scarce resources

that seem to be available, and to disseminate the results of what

has been successful. Back in the early 60's, there was great hope

for technology. Too much was promised in that it would remedy all
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the educational ills: Many of us have put forth great efforts in

developing various programs that would best help our students. Not

many of us have survived, and those that have, are battling against

growing financial problems and lack of support both local and state.

With public frustration over the low productivity of our

schools growing, and a climbing drop-out rate, poor attendance, and

low achievement rate, we must explore in greater depth what has

potential for curing some of our educational ills. It has been

shown that students using the computer do better work than those

students in the regular classrooms. HoweVer, there has not been a

total concentrated effort to build on what we have learned and to

decide how we should continue. Federal monies have been spent in

research and development, but research and development of an inno-

vation does not lead to automatic adoption. Means havenot been

provided whereby the educator can adopt the innovation in his own

school or district. As much systematic effort is required to in-

vesti ite how to disseminate an innovation to schools, as is re-

quireu in its initial development. Both must be backed by firm

financial commitment.

WHAT IS NEEDED

Greater flexibility and coordination in Federal Guidelines -

At present monies are available from Title I, Title III, Title IV,

etc. and the Vocational Education Act. These are specific on who

can and cannot benefit from the funds. It must be recognized that

the computer is a common resource and artificial guidelines drive

59
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up cost. What resources and materials are needed are best under-

stood at the local level.

* Much more curriculum material or courseware to be used with

the computer - resources are needed at three levels.

1. National funds - to supply high quality packages for

general use

2. Regional funds - to prepare material where regional

needs are similar

3. Local funds to meet the needs of the particular local

situation

* Training programs - means must be provided to upgrade the

staff in the area of technology. This may necessitate the return

of the National Science Foundation Institutes:

* Support for research - the programs that are presently in use

need to be evaluated and plans to be made for dissemination if these

programs are successful.

* To amend the ESEA legislation to include funds on application

of computers to instruction with a large component for R & D.

* Creation of a Technology and Education Act of 1978 to help

solve the problems of urban education with sufficient funds'to

examine best uses of existing and future technologies for instruc-

tional purposes, including the exploration of an all technology

school, the training of teachers and administrators, development of

courseware, and how to institute instructional change.

* A firm commitment truly explore how to best use technology

for instruction.
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STATEMENT OF DR. SYLVIA CHARP, DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEMS, PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL SYSTEM

Ms. CHARP. I want to thank you for the opportunity of being here.
I am speaking to V011 today as director of instructional systems,
school district of Philadelphia. I am also secretary of AFIPS
American Federation of Information Processing Societiesand chair-
man of a working committee of IFIPInternational Federation of
Information Processingconcerned with the instructional uses of
computers.

I am director of instructional systems for the school system in
Philadelphia and I am concerned primarily with the use of the com-
puter for instruction. That is my main charge in the school district.
We first became involved with computers in 1966 when we received
a title I grant of $1.3 million to investigate how to use computers in
the educational environment.

Since then we have grown, and last year, we had 70,000 students in-
volved with about 400 terminals in elementary and secondary schools.
We have investigated various approaches on how to best use the
computer in tile 'tlassroom.

We work primarily with the disadvantaged, since Philadelphia
has one-half of it population disadvantaged economically and two-
thirds disadvantAged academically. We also have programs for the
gifted, who comtitute about 2 percent of the total population. For
the past 3 vea.s, there have been 1,500 gifted students using the
computer.

NIr. S(.nEtrEit. How do you identify the gifted children?
Ms. (..nAup. There are various tests that are given.
Mr. ScitEuEa. At what age do you give these tests?
M. CHART,. To enter the computer program, the gifted students

are usually identified in grade three, at approximately 8 years old.
The program we are working with is for students from grades three
through eight.

Scum:ER. What percentage of your total school population are
!rifted children?

Ms. CHARP. About 2 percent.
Mr. SCHECElt. Your total school population is about two-thirds

disadvantaged.
Ms. CuAnr. Right: two-thirds academically, yes.
Mr. SeilEUER. Are most of them minority children?
Ms. CriAne. It's now about 60 percent.
NIr. SCHEUElt. So.you have 60 percent minority children and about

two-think, another 6 to 7 percent, or whatever, would be white'
low-income children?

NIs. ('it. up. Yes.
Mr. ScilErEit. How does your 2 percent break down in terms of

black and white?
Nfs. I'd say about 60 to 40, 60 constituting the black

population 'And 40 constituting the white population.
`Ir. SCICEIElt. That's very interesting. So, apparently, you are

reachinu. the bhick children who are intellectually gifted even though
one mhrht presume that they wouldn't show up as well on a test as
the white children?

5 9
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Ms. CHAR?. That's true.
Mr. SCHEUER. Professor, do you have any reaction to that?
Mr. SUPPES. That is about Nthat I would expect to happen.
Mr. SCHEUER. I would have expected the tests to have identified a

lesser percentage of black kids as intellectually gifted than in the pop-
ulation at large, simply because, even though I would presume there
would be the same percentage of intellectually gifted children, I
would not have expected that to show up in routine tests.

CHAaP. Many of these routine tests may not be pen and pencil.
Identification also results from teacher recommendation.

Mr. SCHEUEH. That's not a test but a teacher's perception.
Ms. CHARP. A teacher may recognize exceptional ability.
Mr. SCHEUEll. The teacher perceives that little Johnny
\I,. Cu.; RP. Is too smart for this class.
\ r. SC-HEUER. He May not function at such a level
MS. CHA RP. Student` are given an IQ test. Over 130 IQ is being

used as one of the criteria for the identification of the gifted, along
with a psychological examination.

I wanted to share with you today, since I've been involved in this
field for so many years and since I have had so much experience,
some of our problems in using comptiters for instruction and some of
the things we've learned.

One of the primary problemS I have had in trying to promote the
use ofcompnters is a-lack of understanding on the part of the top
admini,-,!rwt,rs as to what computers can do and what they cannot
do. In order to put computer programs into the schools (we do have
some kind of computer program in every one of our senior high schools,
and we have programs in almost all of our junior high schools), we
must educate the administrative staff.

When there is a money crunch, I'm sure you are aware of what is
happening in Philadelphia right now with the schools probably being
closed on Fridayit's the computer program that's one of the first
programs that gets dropped because people don't understand the full
significance of the value of computers in the classroom.

That has been one of our big problems, The administrators lack
the knowledge of the computer capability.

Mr. SC:HEUER.. You're only talking about 2 percent of the school
popula t ion.

Ms. ('HA HP. I'm also talking about the 60the other programs. We
have-70,000 students who are involved using computers in some Nvay.

Nil.. Scum:mt. Out
Ms. (',A HP. Out 'of 25S,000.
Mr. SCHEUER. So that's one quarter.
Ms, CuAlte. We do have many students who are Using computers,

but if you think of-60 percent twin.. disadvantaged, there are also
many students who are not involved in °lir programs.

Our program alt the end of last year suffered, because when the
budget crunch came, and- programs had to be eliminated, some
computer. programs were dropped because money wasn't available.

But that is, I think, maybe our fault- in that we haven't educated
our administrators.

The other part that you brought up, Chairman, is that we have
no long-term commitment from the various funding agencies. We get
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title I moneys for a year. We get title IV for a year and there's no
continuity.

Mr. SCHEUER. I wish I could give you some comforting words.
M -. CHARP. But that's still a problem.
The other problem is that there really is little coursewareand

Dr. Suppes brought this upfor the disadvantaged or the gifted. The
hardware has developed to the point where it can be acquired fairly
economically, but we have to develop most of our own courseware.
So whether we're working with the gifted or whether we're working
with the disadvantaged, whether it is using computers for the tutorial
approach, or whether we mean computer-managed instruction, we've
had to do our own development.

And then, of course, the next problem is tho lack of teacher prepa-
ration. That is a. big problem. The teachers really don't know how to
use them efficiently in the classroom, and they are sometimes afraid
of the computer.

Mr. GALLAGHER. Are they fighting it?
Ms. CHARD. We really have to do an education process, 1-hich we

do continually.
NIr. SCHEUER. We had the testimony of Dr. Harvey Garner who

is the superintendent of schools in my district, the First Congressional
District in New York City. He has an extensive computer program in
his area. He described to us how hostile and threatened the teachers
felt before it came in, but after they had some experience working
\Kith the computer program for a year or two, they were enormously
supportive and actually bargained collectively to keep it. They began
to perceive it as totally a support for them as well as a learning
opportunity for the kids.

('HARP. We've started a course which I think really should be
in most schools, and that's computer literacy, where every student
who is in the eighthor ninth grade would learn about the computer,
how it affects the world around them, and what are the implications
of computers. This program is introduced in the junior high school.

When the students enter senior high school, they say to their
teachers, "We know something about computers, how is it you don't?"
So we get the reaction from the teachers, who say, "Help us to learn
about computers so we can work with the students."

Of course, knowing about computers has to be part of everybody's
life.

Mr. SCHEUER. .A whole generation of Americans, let's say, 25
years and older have had no exposure to them at all. And I Would
say 90 percent of the Members of Congress know absolutely nothing
about computers an I we ought to,

We are now beginning to get computer terminals in our own offices
and after a couple of years I guess well be more personally aware of
the opportunity-

Ms. CHARD [continuing]. Of what they can do.
Mr. SCHEVER [continuing]. Of the facilities and services and sup t

that omputers offer us. We'll be able to imagine a little bit more
creatively how they can be used to support the kids.

Ms. CHARP. We've shown increased gains in course areas. I mean
just as you said, the superintendent from Brooklyn does have records.
We do. We have records where we've shown youngsters
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Mr. SCUEUER. But that's not the point I'm making... The point I
made is that teachers who felt hostile and threatened before the
computer entered their lives, :titer working with it, began to perceive
it ilS a support to them and a way of extending their own capabilities
and enhancing their own teaching situation.

M. CnAue. I' want to come back to the point of educational
progress because people always ask me, '' ou spend all this money
On computers, how do you know how good it is?" We do have research
to show that students have increased two and three grade levels in
reading and mathematics, in the course of 1 year.

Mr. GALLAGHER. YOU point out. that educational gains of the
disadvantaged students using the computer not only matched but
surpassed- --

Ms. CitAi-;.f,. That's right.
NEr. GALLAGHER [continitingl. The gains of children taught in

regular classrojnis--
Nis. CHARP..That's true.
NIr. GALI,AoliEu [continuing). Not only in school district 1S in

Brooklyn but the west coast out there at Whittier, they turned
around a 1G -year drop and reversed that drop and they're getting up
almost to the national norms now by use of this computer which the
witnesses said gave a lot of the disadvantaged kids who had been
beaten down ali their lives a chance to realize that they had a little
bit of input and now they hurl a little role to play with this machine
-and-apparently it had a therapeutic effect beyond their anticipation.

Ms. CumiP. We have really learned that computer3 are very effec-
tive in the classroom. 'There's no questidn about it; the motivation
of using computers is definitely evident. It has raised levels of retling
and mathematics.

Interestingly enough, it has raised the reading level, no matter
what the subject matter. because of the fact that students are reading;
it raises their understanding of the subject matter. We also know that
the traditional methods with the disadvantaged student and the
gifted student consistently have not worked in education. We have
learned that over the years, and what we are trying to do is give
technology an opportunity.

What w really haven't understood is that developing any kind of
program to be used On a large scale takes time and a long-term Com-
mitment. What really concerns me is that we really don't have a long-
term commitment on exploration of technology in the classroom.
There are quite a number of .projects around the eouutry and any
coordination of ffort is not evident. We know computers are effective
and we know they can assist learning, but there isn't a long term
cominittnent.

Mr. GALLAGHER. NSF has withdrawn support front both PLATO
and TIC('IT.

Ms. ('HARP. Yes.
ScHEL'ER. Why

Nfs. 'HA rte. First, NAT() is like the Cadillac of the computers. It
is extremely effective and wonderful and I wish we could afford the
terminal. but we can't. It is extremely expensive.

Mr. GALLAGHER. A witness (kid respond to that question that
apparently other programs have been neglected because of the
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concentration of NSF on PLATO and they felt now was the time to
getback and share the pie more. withiother. programs.

Ms. CHARP. PLATO put out a fantastic piece of hardware, but they
really did not develop much courseware. So now Control Data is
trying to .work with some research organizations to develop some
course material. But not many. school systems are going to be able to
afford PLATO. I think it rents for $1,200 a month.

Mr. SCHEUER. For 'What?
Mr. CHARP. For the terminal and some courseware that they have.

SCHEUER. Is that enough for One class or a lot of classes.
M. CHARP. It is cm a one-to-one basis.
Mr. SCHEUER. How many children can use. that one terminal? Is

that for a whole class?
Ms. CHARP. For one child.
Mr. SCHEUER. How many children could benefit from that per

month.
Ms. CHARP. If you figure a.student se ,-lion is going to be 20 to 25

minutes per day, how ninny students can utilize the terminal during
the school hours, maybe 35 or 40?

Mr. SCHEUER. Not :35 or 40, if it is two per hour.
NIs. CHARP. Three per hour.
NIr. SCHEUER. YOU are adding more hours.
Ms. CIIARP. Sure.
Mr. SCHEUER. If I make it 2 per hour for 6 hours, that would be 12

kids per day.
Ms. CHARP. We found that students really can't sit there for a

half hour. Maybe 15 or 20 minutes is all they need.
Mr. SCHEUER. Let's make it 15 minutes and say 20 or 25 kids per

day. And they should have it every day at the same time?
N.k..iefiArtp. Depending, yes,.
NIr. ticHEFER. Sti.yon are.talking about 25 children per month bene-

fiting from a terminal that costs $1,200.
Ms. C7nAlir. It rents for $1,200.
Mr. SCHEUER. You are talking about $30 per month per child. It's

more than that.
Ms. CitARP. It's $1,200 per month per terminal.
NIr. Sentil:F.11. It's about $40 per child.
Ms. CITA UP. I t also depends on whether we are going to use it only

for mathenmtics and reading. There are now materials developed for
the basic skills.

Nlr. ScHET H. That's about $500 per year. It's a. lot of money but,
on the other hand, if there is a real payoff there in terms of educa-
tional progress, it is worth itis this the kind of computer technology
that, due to the new miniaturized circuitry, is likely to go down in
price over the next couple of years?

Mr. SUPPES. Sure.
Mr. SCHEt7En. We have heard from some previous witnesses that

a computer that cost SI million 10 years ago cost $50,000 5 years
ago, costs $750.today, and will cost $50 5 years from now. Wouldn't
it at least pay us to do the research and demonstration work now and
hope that the price of computers will :lme down soon?

Ms. CitAuP. Absolutely

5q
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Mr. SCHEUER. And you fire saying that we really haven't developed
the course Tro terian)

Ms. CHARP. Right. In many cases we haven't. I would like to see,
for example, an all-technology school where we could explore tech-
nology to the furthest and see how far we can go in education with
the technology that is around today and which may be available
later. How to make it cost effective and how to measure the gains
of the student from the time he comes into the school until he leaves
should be examined.

Right now it is 'all. piecemeal, and nowhere have we looked at the
total student. These are areas that are still missing. We have not
even disseminated what is good into other places. There are a lot of
good things around, but nothing is being done about it.

Mr. SCHEUER. This is why I said that we treat our successes lik
we treat our failures.

Ms. CHARD. There has been too little effort. It is very frustrating
for those of us who have been involved and have devoted quite a bit
of our lives.. We recognize the fact that though we really believe in
computers and that they do work in education, we haven't been able
to make much headway. We have just been scratching the surface.
When there are financial crises in school systems, the computer is
looked on as an add-on expense and is always in danger of being
eliminated.

Using the computer is extremely effective for career information.
It is effective in teaching reading skills. There are many uses. The
whole area of computer-managed instructionusing the computers
to keep a record of where the students are and issue individual pre-
scriptionsis another area we haven't really explored. There are many
areas that still need examination.

Mr. GALLAGHER. But the DOD couldn't afford PLATO. They re-
jected' it.

Ms. CuArte. It's the old story: In the beginning people couldn't
afford television, and as more people began to buy 'I'V's they became
lower and lower in price. We are hoping that more people will get in-
volved in computers, and so the prices will come down. Right now we
have a network of terminals with telephone lines. We hope eventually
to decrease the cost of telephone lines.

We -hope that the new technology will provide for self-contained
computers. These will be in the classroom without need of communica-
tion lines.

Mr. GALLAGHER. That is only if industry starts to move in in a
mass way like it did with television.

Ms. CtrAne. Right. These are the kinds of things we are hoping.
But I am interested primarily from the instructional standpoint as to
how effective it is and will it work.

Mr. GALLAGHER. One of our witnesses said that the educational
side that you are ttilkinp. about will piggyback the entertainment side.

Ms. ('HARP. I'm hoping it doesn't. To me the instruction is far
more important, and I think we have done enough work in it now that
we ought to have a mass effort to show what we can do.

Mr. GALLAGHER. That won't be done by industry because of the
profit motive.
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Ms. CHA RP. It may be:, but there are many Federal funds. available,
like title I and title III, which we should coordinate. If there were
provisions for technology added onto each one of the titles, we could
make progress.

Mr. SCHEUER. This has been stimulating and provocative, and we
thank you very much, Dr. Chary.

We would next have Dr. Dorothy A. Sisk, Director, Office of the
Gifted and Talented, Bureau of Education for the Handicapped.

[The complete prepared statement of Dr. Sisk follows:]
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Hr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here today to tell you a little bit about-

how the Office of Gifted and Talented in the Bureau of the Handicapped is

attempting to bring the benefits of computer technology to44mpruve educa

tional opportunitiei for 2.5 million gifted ctildren. The use of computers

can present the greatest help and challenge to the gifted child and undoubtedly

figure heavily in obtaining appropriate educational opportunity for all

gifted children. The provision of appropriate education for all gifted

children is the major educational goal of the Office of Gifted and Talented.

In helping to insure appropriate education for gifted children, the Office

of Gifted and Talented has encouraged local agencies and state agencies to

develor enrichment programs for the gifted and talented that involve the

use of computers.

The most rapidly developing use of computers in the education of gifted

children is computer assisted instruction in regular school programs and

special gifted classes. The computer can perform two missions. First,

it can provide the comprehensive indepth information that the regular

classroom teacher cannot always provide for the gifted student and it

can provide for intuitive thinking. Secondly, it can provide a gifted

child who is particular)), creative and adept in expressive abilities, a

new way of expressing their ideas.

Thus, the computer can serve as a means or gifted students to acquire

information at the rapid pace they are capable of learning and acquire '

the use of the computer as a viable aria necessary skill for the coming

age of technology.

6
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In Los Angeles Unified School District, where there is a resource.math

teacher, there is computer equipment used with primal), and secondary

students. The students learn the rudiments of computer programming

(Basic and Fortran). The instructors note that gifted children learn

the programs much more readily than adults as they are less inhibited.

Teacher, Sharon Mountford reports that not only does the computer allow

the gifted elementary child to use their high level of thinking skills

and learn math concepts such as integer division, 'real numbers', and

exponential notation, but it helps_to teach them the much needed skills

of'work. Children must 'bubble' (fill in) the proper blanks on IBM cards.

They learn accuracy in coding which carries over into other studies.

tr. Adrienne Samuels from Lake Bluff, Michigan states that their gifted

5th and 6th graders study the materials on an independent basis from a

boo.: entitled My Friend, the Computer, and thereby qualify for a two month

workshop that introduces them to programming the 13M5100 Computer which is

donated by IBM corporation.

Another elementary effort shared by Debbie Nolan from Carlsbad, California

is the use of the newly marketed, highly versatile and economical IMSAI 80-80

computer and terminal which sells for under $4,000. It is being used in

developing a vogram for 5th an4 6th grade gifted students.

'Still another example of elementary children successfully using computers

is giver. by Nedra Harkavy from Hampton, Virginia. She states that they

have been using computers with gifted children as young as second grade.

The children use specific computer games and become knowledgeable about
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the mechanics of using terminals. Gifted children prepare and design

simple programs in mathematics and creative writing. Students do indepth

independent studies in physics, chemistry, algebra, and geometry at the

secondary level. Mrs. Harkavy reports that simulations available on

Cathode Ray Tube terminals enable gifted students to delve into complex

activities because repetition of basic formulas are no longer a requisite

for each similar activity. Each terminal costs $2,500 and there are 54 in

the Hampton schools.

Many of the programs at the local level are on a time sharing basis such

as the following: San Leandro, California uses computers on a time sharing

basis which cost about $1,000 a year. Gifted students learn to program

computers, develop programs for others on request for curriculum use, such

as a highly popular 9th grade remedial speller. The students' attitudes

and enthusiasm was very high in computer programming and the experience of

helping others helped to build 3 sense of service in the students. In the

San Leandro project there was only one terminal with limited amount of

use for each student. The program existed for 2-3 years and had to be

dropped because of cost.

Phoenix, Arizona has a computer programming course in seven of their 31

schools with ecmputer terminals. Bobbie Shoob states that the computers

are utilized on a lease purchase basis. The school district pays for the

telephone service and the Honeywell corporation donates time sharing on

their computer.

Many successful efforts in the use of computers with gifted were initiated

through federal programs such as the following: Mission Viejo High School
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has ecomputer which was purchased under a Title III grant. They have

developed courses for gifted students with special classes being held

before school for giftedhigh school students and after school for gifted

6th, 7th, and 8th graders.

Anne Arundel Public Schools developed computer application in geometry

and chemistry courses in the areas of: prescription and diagnosis of pre-

test and post-test data, computer simulation of problem solving in chemistry

and computation in both subjects as a result of a Title III grant. The

director, Dr. Neal Fertitta, reported high enthusiasm on the part of

students being taught. He stated that for the gifted student, opportunity

for exploring and problem solving challenges must be provided. This project

is a fine example of how computers maintain the high level of interest of

gifted students.

Another example of how federal money stimulated program growth is Paducah,

Kentucky which began a project under Title IV-C and cost less than $20,000.

The use of computers helped the morale of the teachers and allowed them to

be creative in establishing a course called Chemics at Paducah High School.

Dee Beck the teacher, reports that seniors identified by achievement, IQ, and

teacher nomination are involved in a class which combines physics, chemistry

and computer theory. Three teachers are involved with the 36 students,'one

teacher in each of the three areas of physics, chemistry and computer theory.

The goals are to learn basic and advanced chemistry and physics; to see

relationships between the disciplines; write their own computer programs; to

study application of computers for medicine, space and other areas of science

and humanities; and to project future uses of the computer in their lives and

for society. The program is also assisted by professors at Murray State.

6 0
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The Paducah program is exciting and they want to do more by adding computer

equipment; so they can have advanced biology and psychology.

Many fine liversity Community Centers are available for gifted children

in co- operation with University run gifted classes, for example there

is the program at the University of South Alabama, the University of

Wisconsin, Johns Hopkins University and the University of South Florida.

To spotlight the University and College effort, Clairmont Men's College

in California could be examined. Dorothy Seiberling reports that Clairmont's

Men's College works with gifted 5th and 6th graders who are taught basic

computer language and learn to write their own programs. Clairmont would

like to expand their program, but are hampered by lack of funds and trans-

portation.

Community Colleges have also shown their support in providing computer

time for education as reported by Norm Soderstrom in which 6th, 7th and

8th grade students in Arlington Heights, Illinois work with a professor from

Harper College for 6-8 sessions., The students learn about computers, pro-

gramming computers and other related areas. Soderstrom reports that the

students create their own programs and are then scheduled time on Harper

College computersto.run.them;

Arlington Heights would like to have their own computer terminal to expand

their offerings for gifted.

Non-profit aKencies such as parent groups have also shown interest in

sponsoring computer use with gifted. Dr. Ellie Hall, professor at the

University of Michigan reports that the Ann Arbor public schools have a
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computer program for gifted Junior High students in math. Computer time

was donated by industry and the Ann Arbor Association for Gifted paid for

materials. Students assembled computer circuits to earn computer parts and

constructed their on computer. At Community High School the teacher Ed

Hernstein states that far more is possible with more funds and support for

an 'in school' computer program.

The Gifted Student's Institute at the University of Michigan also reports

that students who participated in a career education program at the computer

center were enthusiastic and excited about careers in computer science.

One of the serious problems that we have in education of the gifted has been

recently re-examined and that is the talent loss of young people who do nct

use their potential. William George and Sanford Cohen from Johns Hopkins

University report that there is considerable loss of the top talent interest

in math and chemistry to biology as a career choice. Part of the hypotheses

for this loss may be the way in which these high school and college courses

in chemistry and math are taught. Gifted students need to be challenged with

problems and see the fascination in the applied aspects of math as in physics

and computer science.

The use of computer assisted education just may very well be the key to more

satisfying teaching for teachers who are frustrated by not being able to

adequately reach their gifted and talented students as well as being equally

beneficial for gifted students who need the freedom that computer assiste0

instruction affords.

Many College students have taken advanced College courses on computers such

6 u
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as those offered in Houston. Peggy Krens reports that the High Schcol

level compound of Vanguard had PLATO for use with students for over a year.

The students and teachers found it a very challenging, stimlating and creative

teaching tool.

Computer assisted instruction is extremely important in sparsely populated

areas where there may be a small number of gifted children requiring assistance.

Peter Larsen reports that computers provide opportunities for intercommunica-

tions with their gifted children. In the Kenai Pennisula Borough school

district, Kenai, Alaska, they are developing a program to have gifted science

students communicate with other students in the areas Of the State to explore

common scientific problems.

This need for computer assisted instruction for gifted would be true in

sparsely populated states such as Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada, South

Dakota, Nebraska and other states having sparsely populated areas.

Needless to say as the examples described herein have shown, there is

considerable interest and awareness on the part of educators for computer

use with gifted students. However, one ongoing problem is the education of

,.teachers to utilize computers. Gil Brooks from Cleveland, Ohio states that

he plans to develop au in-service program for 20 teachers from various

disciplines in co-operation with Cleveland State University and Dr. Samuel

Spiro as there are terminals in elementary schools dealing with curriculum

for gifted that are not being used because the teachers do not know how to

use them.

Few Universities offer courses in computer assisted instruction and even

fever opportunities are available for teachers to take computer programming

60
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or a computer course in their training programs.

A crucial need is assistancor training teachers and training people

to write programs. Theawareness, of the importance of computers to gifted

education is well stated by a teacher in Phoenix who said, "gifted students

live in a computer age and have definite need to understand the whole concept

of computer programming and the many values it serves in our society."

An example of the fine materials that can be developed by educators is the

Title IV project in Tallahassee, Florida. The format of the various manuals

are attractive and appeal to gifted children. Thule types of materials

would also be useful with teacher education as well.

In summary, computers offer a wide level of potential use for the gifted.

In some instances the computer may beable to provide the assistance that

the gifted child needs to remain in the regular classroom with their own

age mates. In some instances the computer way provide the profession with

the information and data required to help plan and deliver the education

required by any gifted child. There are questions as to cost effectiveness

of computers, however if computers can reduce the need for highly trained

gifted specialists, and can assist the gifted Child, the benefit to society

of another Einstein cannot be calculated.

As can be demonstrated by the cited programs throughout the United States,

we know gifted children can learn from computer instruction and that computers

can help provide a more comprehensive curriculum for the gifted.

With the support of the Congress, the Office of the Gifted and Talented in

the Bureau ofthe Education for the Handicapped will take the initiative

to sponsor rew!arch and demonstration activities to develop applications

of modern. technology to educating gifted children and to assist states and

local agencies in implementing these new techniques.
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STATEMENT OF DR. DOROTHY A. SISK, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
THE GIFTED AND TALENTED, BUREAU OF EDUCATION FOR
THE HANDICAPPED, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Ms. SISK. I would like to introduce Robert B. Herman, who is with
rue today from the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. He is
the Associate Deputy Commissioner, Mr. Scheuer.

Dr. Sisk and Mr. Herman, we are very happy tc have you here.
We have heard about the absence of computer-assisted programs for
the disadvantaged children and especially for the gifted children.
What is your response?

Ms. SISK. First of all I would like to thank you very much for being
able to conic and explain somewhat. what my testimony represents.
When I was asked to appear before this committee I was attending a
National Association for Gifted Children's Conference and had just
given a presentation called 'Ile Age of Technology: An Invitation
and a Challenge to Gifted."

I would like to share the response that the Conference audience
gave to the topic. There were about 1,000 educators involved with
the gifted either at the administrative level, the teacher level, or the
teacher training level. Many of them who were involved in computer
education nodded assent to the importance of technology to edu-
cation for the gifted. However, sonic of the educators began to look
amazed as if they felt little impact of science and technology would
ever affect the classroom.

Primarily, what boggled the educators' minds was the involverhent
that I was predicting in terms of the use of technology in the classroom.
Much of the technology I was projecting for future use in the regular
classroom is already in use in some classes throughout the United
States; for example, computer-assisted instruction.

To my amazement and, I guess, dismay, many teachers evidenced
fear in usin!, computers. Many openly stated that they had never had
any courses on dealing with computers at universities. As they learned
that there were computer- assisted programs for elementary gifted
children in physics, math, algebra, and chemistry, you could see many
teachers shrinking back. The response that I received was that they
were "elementary education majors" and that they (lid not feel ade-
quate in responding to Computer-assis ed education.

N1r. Sem:El.:le Do elementary ,'education majors today coming out
of our schools have a comfortable relationship with computer learning?
Are they taught how to work with computers?

N1s. SisR. From the overwhelming response I have received from
teachers, I would say- most teachers have not had courses or formal
instruction in the use of the computer or any familiarity with its
impact in the classroom.

N1r.'SCHEUER. People coming, out of our teacher's colleges?
Ms. SISK. Corning out of university teacher training program.
Mr. SCHEUEU. That's absolutely amazing.
N1s. SISK.. One of the recommendations that is involved in the

position paper on technology for gifted concerns, teacher training.
I t is recommended that there be courses in computer technology and
courses in writing programs for computers for classroom teachers.

N1r. SCIIEUEI(. I low do we get those courses into being?

6 0
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MS. SISK. Let me give you an example of how that might happen.
In Paducah, Ky., there was a program celled CHEMICS. This
program evolved out of a title IV project. In fact, one of the exciting
things that I did notice at the conference as I spoke with the people in
at ta nlence, was the evidence of computer-assisted education for the
gifted through Federal stimulation, either through title I, through
former title III, or through title IV.

Mr. ScHEL-En. Are you talking about computer programs in the
elementary and secondary schools or in the teacher's colleges?

Ms. SISK. In the elementary and secondary schools.
The way computer-assisted education often becomes involved with

universities is that when educators have an elementary school program,
the teachers final that they need more expertise in the use of computers
than they have within the bounds of the school, oral they often go to
university computer centers for assistance.

In fact, in my testimony I would like to point out that several
universities are working cooperatively with local schools. For example,
there is the University of South Alabama in Mobile, the University of
of South Florida in Tampa, the University of Wisconsin, Johns
Hopkins University in Baltimore, and othersso that by involving---

Mr. ScnEt:Ea. Were any from the northern part of the United
States?

Ms. Sisx. The University of Michigan and Teachers College at.
Columbia University were also involved.

Ms. SISK. The testimony that I'm giving is drawn from expert
witnesses, classroom teachers and professors, who were available at
the NAGC conference.

In other words, knowing that I had been asked to testify, I wanted
to know specifically what was going on in the field. Each specific
situation given as an example of computer assisted instruction here
was given by an individual in attendance at the Conference and conse-
quently limited to that pOpulation.

However, one of time major points that 1 would like to make is
that when computers are used in an elementary school which involves
at university, that involvement in turn stimulates professors to offer
computer courses. The other issue 1 would like to address is the
importance of early identification of gifted youngsters. I would par-
ticularly like to respond to several of the points that were made in
terms of how you might identify gifted children. Many of the programs
that are currentl, involved in computer education on the elementary
level, particularly one in Hampton, Va., one in Carlsbad, Calif.
one in Lake Blotf, Nht:i2., and others, involve gifted children as a result
of demonstrated giftedness, that is high IQ and high achievement,
bait they also use peer communit. nomination and parent
nomination to locate participants.

By using broader definitions of gifted and broader identification
procedures educators identify ninny more gifted. Some benefits of
gifted children working with computers are as follows: acceleration,
for examplethe Eastern Michigan University youngster who is 11
years old and who was just entered as a freshman is an exam* of a
solution that schools may have for a child who is highly gifted.' They
often don't know how to provide for that youngster's ability in the
regular school. I think the computers---
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Mr. SCHEUER. In my personal opinion, front the point of view of
that child's social development and relations with his peers, to send
an 11-year-old child to a university with 17- and 1S -year -olds is a
very poor solution from that child's personal growth and development
point of view.

Ms. 515K. Computer- assisted instruction well might help in that
situation. It would give the highly gifted youngster who is far above
his age mates a chance to study at his own level in his own school
and vet remain with children of his own age.

Computer-assisted instruction also will help in terms of the States
that are using Public Law 94-142 to serve their gifted, in other words,
the language from Public Law 94-142. In approximately 20 of our
States, gifted children are served under the rubric'. of exceptional
child education. Consequently, Public Law 94-142 language serves
the gifted as well as the handicapped. Two advantages are coming out
of several of the programs that are using, eemputers. One is that it
helps in t( ems of individual programing for the children. In other
words, as we become more skilled in diagnostic prescriptions of gifted
children, knowing the child's al ility level, the child's achievement
level, the child's self-concept, creativity, strengths and weaknesses,
and as we become more skilled in programing strategies, this infor-
mation can he fed to computers, thus -.1)rovidin.-,, an individual plan
for an individual gifted child.

Second, in serving the gifted child in the regular school there is
spillover 1111l1(' to the total program. A concern that I see particularly
in inner-city areasand New York (:ity is a prime example of that
where we would expect 3 to 5,percent of the school population to
qualify as gift«I. In New York ( ity, for example, that would he about
50,000 children.

In the ;Tim r-city area, oftentimes with the extreme emphasis on
the the prolli tn of disathantaged young:so rs teachers in many cases
have become disgruntled and mechanical about education, as it result
concentrating on weaknesses and bringing students up to "standard."

Mr. SunEt-mt. The teachers are oft( n concentrating on keeping
physical order in the classroom.

\Is. ;sic. That again is a tremendous problem.
SCHEI:ER. If we could motivate these children and give them

something that will excite them and stimulate them, we would have
less of at problem of keeping physical order in the classroom.

Nis. SDAK. Exactly. That was my next point.,
Mr. ScnEt-Eit. One of the interesting points that Dr. Garner made

was that in schools where they have the computer, school vandalism
has fallen tremendously. The kids don't view the school any more
as a hostile environment, as the enemy. You might find that the cost
of this computer instruction is n negative cost if you track the child's
progress. if these children are not dropouts. with the cost to society,
and there is a reduced cost of school vandalism, you might find that
these. programs more than pay for themselves on a current basis in
other savings.

I hate to justify it on that basis, butt, to some people maybe that's
a compelling argument.

Ms. SISK. Another problem to address is teacher dropout. We are
losing at large number of our brightest teachers. And I think Dr.Suppes
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indicated also that there are scientists who would be willing to come
into the school as mentors.. One of the exciting points I learned from
the educators utilizing computers was that when the schools involved
scientists, mathematicians, behavioral scientists, and scientists in life
sciences, the curriculum building and the program building was
stimulating not only for the children but also for the teachers. These
educators felt that we might keep more young bright teachers in
education through the excitement of computer education.

Another factor that is tremendously important is the involvement
of technologists in such a way that these computer programs would
be of high quality to keep gifted youngsters involved and stimulated.

I would like to enter one piece of research in the testimony that was
recently reprinted by Johns Hopkins University which is quite
interesting. Bill George and Sanford Cohen identified high achieving
youngsters on the SAT test from a five-State area, had the students
indicate interest areas, such as math, chemistry, biology, or physics
and thenby the way, this is a very interesting project in that it does
do some of the things that the other speakers have alluded to in terms
of longitudinal study.

Johns Hopkins identifies these gifted children at the eighth grade
level and they are followed through their graduate work, with coun-
seling and assistance available. It is probably one of the few
examples of specific aptitude being challenged and developed.

Mr. SCHEUER. Why did they do it at the eighth grade rather than
the first or second grade?

Ms. SISK. Primarily because their program is based on offering
services to the youngsters. As these children are identified at the
eighth grade level,, they are given a free, course. at Johns Hopkins
University and cooperating universities.

Mr. SCEIEUER. We heard from Dr. Suppes this morning that you
would get a great many more minority kids stimulated and involved
if you started at the first rather than the eighth grade, because the
gap in learning readiness and accomplishment grows.

Ms. SisK. Exactly.
The Office of Gifted and Talented is very deeply involved in early

identification. We funded a gifted project in Guam. In Guam this
highly innovative program is identifying gifted youngsters of :years.
They are using behavioral identifiers such as curiosity, sense of humor,
flexibility, and interest in cause and effect. They are also using demon-
strated leadership. They are talking to community members and
parents. Parents are encouraged to bring their children to schools
and to community centers for assessment and interviews.

We are looking to this project for examples to follow in terms of
identification and service delivery to young children.

Mr. SCHEUER. You might, try it also in a large metropolitan or
urban center.

Ms. Sisx. Yes; I think that would be very interesting. We have a
project M Philadelphia that is identifying Puerto Ricans in terms of
Piagetian tasks. Primarily, as I observed the project, they are looking'
at behavioral descriptors that the child can demonstrate. These proj-
ects are getting away from what we traditionally think of as gifted,
that is, highly developed verbal ability and demonstrated achievement.

Mr. SCHEUER. This. is the point I was addressing earlier. Would
that not also be appropriate for black and Mexican American young-
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sters and many other youngsters in general, who might not be quite
as adept at verbal tests but who still have very superior intelligence?

Ms, Stsx. The Philadelphia project does have many exciting impli-
cations for most minority groups. In conclusion, one of the major
points I would like to make is that, as I view what is currently being
done for the .gifted in the use of computers, it seems to have two
thrusts. One is that the computer provides what oftentimes the class-
room teacher cannot provide and that is the in depth information
and the pacing that the gifted child needs.

Mr. SCHEUER. When you say pacing, don't you mean interaction
with the child?

Ms. Sisx. By pacing, I mean providing opportunities for the gifted
child to learn at his own pace.

Mr. SCHEUER:- And the computer can establish that personal rela-
tionship and the sensitivity to the child's needs and pace better than
the teacher?

.Ms. Stsx. Oftentimes better than one teacher who is responsible for
a large group with many needs, yes, very definitely. Computers also
help the gifted develop work skills, in terms of accuracy, programing,
and being on task skill that gifted children may not exhibit. Gifted
youngsters do underachieve and do not always come fully equipped,
with work habits, work studies, and work skills.

Mr. SCHEUER. And the computer can help build those skills.
Ms. Sts::. Yes. Consequently for gifted education, computer-

assisted instruction is an exciting area.
Mr. SCHEUER. To get back to my original question, why,is the

Federal Government doing so little in this area? I must say that your
testimony has been very convincing, creative, professional, and im-
pressive. If the Federal Government believed you, wouldn't they be
doing a lot more in this field than they are doing now?

Mr. HERMAN. I think the Federal Government is doing quite a bit
in this field. I think we are giving quite a lot of support. A lot of the
work that Dr. Suppes has talked about--some of it emanates, as he
stated in his testimony, from the Education of theHandicapped Act
funds. The National Institute of Education has heavily invested in
computer research.

Mr. SCHEUER. What, are the total dollars you are spending in
computer research in terms of intellectually gifted children?

Mr. HERMAN. I couldn't arower that quest on now.
Mr. SCHEUER. Well, we'll leave the record open. And you can

submit it.
Mr. HERMAN. We'll do that.
Mr. SCHEUER. Would you also submit a similar memo on computer-

assisted education for the disadvantaged and ter handicapped children?
Can you give us a ballpark figure for the total invested in com-
puter-assisted education?

Ms. Suitt. Mr. Chairman, are you asking for research money as
well as service delivery?

Mr. SCHEUER. We'd like both.
Nfs. SISK. One of the items of information that you are requesting,

that of the amount of federal involvement in C'AlI a.s very pleased
to see in the education projects, that wore shared with rnr at the

6 I
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NAGC conference involvement was from title I for inner-city areas,
from former title HI and title IV.

Mr. SCHEUER. Why don't you submit to us a report on how much
money you are spending in total, broken down between the gifted,
the disadvantaged and the handicapped, and broken down for research
and, then, actual operating programs in Brooklyn, Mississippi and
Alabama, and other places.

Mr. HERMAN. Well, we certainly could do that for the gifted. It
will be a little bit more difficult for the broader range. We can talk
about research and demonstration. I'm sure we can identify those
dollars very accurately.

Mr. SCHEUER. Could you give us a ballpark figure of the total?
Mr. HERMAN. We'll see what we can do.
Mr. SCHEUER. What are we spending on titles I and III for

disadvantaged?
Mr. HERMAN. $2.8 billion, approximately.
Mr. SCHEUER. Are we talking on the order of magnitude of 1,000 to

1? If one is 8234 billion and the other is million, that's a difference
of a thousand times.

Mr. HERMAN. Of course, the title I program and the gifted and
talented program were never meant to do the same kinds of things.

Mr. SCHEUER. I didn't say that. What we're trying to do is identify
and then enrich the gifted child's course of study so that he will make
the extraordinary contributions to society that apparently he is
capable of making.

Don't you think that the relationship of 1,000 to 1 just doesn't
stand the test of reasonableness?

Mr. 'HERMAN. I would hope that within the title I grouping ofchildren that there areI think we discussed this this morning
intellectually gifted children among that group and they lire being
served in fact by title I resources being utilized in favor of those
children.

The same holds for physically handicapped children. I think there
are physically handicapped childred being served under Federal and
State funds for physically handicapped who are intellectually gifted.

Mr. SCHEUER. You are not suggesting that the average title I
program is really designed to be meaningful to the intellectually gifted
child?

Mr. HERMAN. It is designed to supplement the services the child
would ordinarily get in the. educational program and if wise and
effective administrators could identify gifted and talented children at
the title I target schools, then I think they would be able to supple-
ment those services with support programs for gifted and talented
children.

Mr. SCHEUER. Would you identify those support programs in title
I, and also identify the assistance that you are giving to the schools
in how they can identify these children? You have heard what is
being done in Guam and in Mississippi and what Dr. Suppes suggests
which is going on on the west coast, will you identify the kind of
assistance you are giving to educational administrators in identifying
the gifted child under title I or any program and then what kind of
ongoing programs you are helping them to fund out of title I or title
III or any other Federal funding?
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Mr. HERMAN. Certainly.
Mr. SCHEUER. We will hold the record open for a week or 10 days.
Thank you very much fer your testimony:
Our final witness here today is something of a bonus. He is here to

announce the results of his just completed study on the scope and type
of application of computers in our Nation's schools.

These findings, incidentally, should be very helpful to us in our
work and we are delighted to have him here today. Dr. Harvey J.
BrUdner, president'of HJB Enterprises from Highland Park, N.J.

[The Complete prepared statement of Dr. Harvey Brudner is as
follows]
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HJB ENTERPRISES
333 14corr00vre STREET HIOOLANO PARK. NEW Jensry 08004 42011 828.0333

October 27, 1977

TESTIMONY OF HARVEY J. BRUDNER, Ph.D. president of HJB Enterprises

before the Domestic and International Scientific Planning,

Analysis, and Cooperation Sub-Committee'of the Committee on

Science and Technology of the United States House of Representatives.

Washington, D.C.

COMMENTS ON INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS

During the past twenty years, one of the most highly publicized

and most misunderstood phenomenon in the field of education has

been the introduction, and use of computers in the nation's

schools and universities.

There have been high hopes on the part of some, and high

hurdles put in place by others.

Obviously, time limitations prevent a full exposition of all

the technicalities implicit in computerized education. To assist,

I would like to introduce as background a detailed paper on

The Past, Present, and Future of Technology in Higher Education",

which was first presented at the Conference on Innovation and

Productivity in Higher Education, held at Carnegie-Mellon

University in October, 1976. Much of the information in that

paper is equally as applicable to all levels of education and

training
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I should like to point cut that despite the introduction

of many kinds of instructional computer support programs over

the last two decades, there has not been comprehensive

statistical summary data relating to the following:

o Extent of Usage

o Regional Distribution

o Numbers of Students and Grades

o Academic Subjec- Areas

o Categories of Instructional Use

o Types and Numbers of Terminals

o And Other Significant Areas.

This lack of correlated data is complicated further by

disagreement and misunderstandings as to how the computer

,w should best be used, e.g., Computer-Managed Instruction vs.

Computer Assisted Instruction.

It is difficult to intelligently assess the potential, and

the needed changes in government policy and funding, without

the above information.

Therefore, HJB Enterprises has embarked upon a correlation

and assessment .tudy which attempts to provide a preliminary

roadmap for government, industry, academe in developing
14

and realigning plans and policies. /)

For example, note the three appen ed tables concerning

the ratio of users to enrollment by: school levels,

number of users, and by geographic regions.
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Indicative of the need for this study are the following

examples drawn from preliminary analysis:

(1) The states which currently have the highest support

levels for traditional educational techniques are, for the most

part, the ones which are also in the forefront of instructional

computer usage.'cjhr example, Minnesota, which has at least

26 instructional computer facilities at high school and college

levels, ranks fifth in the United States in its appropriations

per capita for higher education as cited in The Chronicle of
,r,;.----

Higher Education, October 25, 1973.(;),,

One of the things that can be done in this period of

rising educational costs is to make more cost effective use

of educational technologykHowever, as the preliminary analysis

indicates, many of the states which could benefit the most,

are furthest behind.

(2) Although Computer-Managed Instruction (CMI) tends to

be a cost effective implementation of the computer', adoption of

this methodolgy has moved along haltingly.

(3) Early analysis also suggest that there is heavy utilization

of some the no -:t sophisticated equipment for lower level

drill and practice applications, as opposed to more advantageous

uss that could be made involving simulations and individualized

tutorials.

Additional areas where instructional computers could have

significant impact are Special Education, Continuing Education,

and Industrial Training. Yet, recent studies made by HJE,
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Enterprises indicate that none of these sectors have been

adequately developed. .

There are an increasing number of success stories being

documented each year. The technology is advancing. Evidence

presented at these hearings has revealed a significant potential

for the improvement in learning on the part of a major segment

of our nation's population.

The realization of this potential will defend not only

upon increased financial support, but also upon full'

analysis of past and present programs, and accurate

assessments and evaluations.
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RATIO OF USERS TO

ERIZELEITT'"
tY MELEVELS

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE ONE

Junior

TOTAL ilig.1919211 g811sat! colleges gclam2LKINE

GREATER THAN 501 30% 43% 11% 20% 19%

20% TO SO% 31% 25% 331 36% 361

UNDER 20% 40% 32% 56% 44% 46%

TOTAL Schools 367 167 36 164 200
...

§urveyed.

0 Harvey J. Brudner, 1977
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,RATIO OF USERS TO

ERROLLMENT

B? NUMB U OF thus

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE TO

100 to 999 1000 to 2999 OVERI3 000

GREATER THAN 50% 21 51 42%

20% TO 50% 14% 20% 42%

UNDER 20%, 83% 71% 16%

TOTAL Schools

Surveyed

(C) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977

42 111 201
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333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904,

(201) 828-9331

RATIO OF USERS TO

'ENROLLMENT

IFEaffi

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE THREE

North East

GREATER THAN 50V

20% TO 50% , 31%

UNDER 20%

TOTAL Schools

93

Maine

New Hampshire

Vermont

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Rhode Island

New York

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

(i) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977

North

Latzal.

31%

25%

44%

114

Ohio

Michigan

Indiana

Wisconsin'

Illinois

Iowa

Minnesota

Missouri

Kansas

Nebraska

S. Dakota

N, Dakota

South

35%

30%

Far West

35%

38%

35% 27%

89

Delaware

Maryland

Wash., D.C.

W. Virginia

Kentucky

N. Carolina

S. Carolina

Georgia

Florida

Tennessee '

Mississippi

Alabama

Arkansas

Oklahoma

Texas

Louisiana

71

California

Washington

Oregon

Nevada

New Mexico

Wyoming

Montana

Colorado

Arizona

Idaho

Utah

Alaska

Hawaii
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STATEMENT OF DR. HARVEY J. BRUDNER, PRESIDENT, 21B
ENTERPRISES, HIGHLAND PARK, N.J.

Mr. BRUDNER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like
to quickly go through sonic preliminary remarks.

During the past 20 years, one of the most highly, publicized and most
misunderstood phenomena in the field of education has been the
introduction and use of computers in the Nation's schools and
universities.

There have been high hopes on the part of some and high hurdles
put in phi ee by others.

Obviously, time limitations prevent a full exposition of all tech-
nicalities implicit in computerized education. To assist, I would like
to introduce as background a detailed paper on "The Past, Present,
and Future of Technology in Higher Education," which was first
presented at the Conference on Innovation and Productivity in Higher
Education, held at Carnegie-Mellon University in October 1976.
Much of the information in that paper is equally as applicable to all
levels of education and training.

Mr. SCHEUER. I would like to put that paper in the record at this
point.

[The paper follows]
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The Past, Present, and
Future of Technology
in Higher Education'

THE
TosetooseVeabsea Pewee.. In beireeaso

Vol. 4, Ho. 3

Harvey J. Brudmut

The following article, written by Senior Consultant to U S.O.E. end former president of Westinghouse Learning
Corp is a paper which summarizes when we are, what ONO MY technology now make, possible, and some
predictions &where wa are going in using instructional **hardware" tor education. It follows up on an earlier paper
written by Or Brudner (-Education-196x" T.H.E. Journal. Sept.. 1975. popes 14-15). He is new member Of our
advisory board

This article will deal primarily with educational technology, and protects what some ol the new videodiak
technology can mean It will review our current status with the emphasis being on compaewbesod instructional
systems The article will also make some predictions about the future and, although some of its conclusions are
Similar to Mesa in the 1975 article, the 2 year update has some surprises. It is interesting to compare this article as
well with Mat of Or Molnar (610v.. 1975. pages 25-30 T.H.E. Journal), one of our contributing editors, since although
trom independent observations of the held, they arrive of similar Conclusions. We welcome your comments on their
findings and encourage your development of short articled on the same topic.

Nothing nothing at all matters more than trained
iniunigence is the key not only to success in life, but
it is the key to the meaning of life -- President Lyndon
B Johnson. Cotulla. Texas. November 1966

Instructional processes in higher education best-
catty have not changed during the past centuries. cr
even since the invention of printing But a great change
is likely during the next two decades The technology of
communications and data processing, which has had
such profound .inipact on American society in gen-
eral, will also start 10 'soft a powerful influence on our
system of higher education The new technology has
already begun to transform procedures in educational
research, administration. and large libraries It has
started to bring higher educaboti to the handicapped.
the Sick me aged. prisoners, and people located on
remote areas

Properly applied the new technology increases the
opportunity for independent study. I yd allows for
richer variety of courses and methods of instruction.
These courses will include increased use of cable TV
SyStemb videocassettes and videodisks. and
computer-assisted and computer-managed instruc-
tion. as well as greater emphasis on multimedia learn-
mg kits

Tn., paper yee first presented at one ConterenC on innOve
hart and Productivity in Higher Education, held at Cafkacka-
Ai alma University on 1A-16 October. and is in the conference
proceedings. Pubvshod by San Franc,v Press. Inc. 547
Howard Street San Francisco Caidorni 94105

NeweyJ Bryan. is President of HJB Enterprises Highland
Pars NJ

The slow take-off of educational technology over the
past decade suggests that there are many strong reseal-
ing forces. Obviously. instructional tee hnolOgy is not
completely welcomed by the academic community.
This situation has been aggravated by the fact that
faculty members with latent and interest to design new,
replicable learning materials are not always property
rewarded. Confusion has been generated by manufac-
turers offering incompatible systems of similar prod-
ucts. and there is the struggle between the local cam
pus producers and the knowledge industry. Local prot-
ects often thrive even though taculty members may not
have the -nmbination of interest, subieCtmalter exper-
tise. mu., nowledge. and teaming -theory knowhow
that high e, ality learning material design rewires. The
overall situation has been extensively 'renewed in prior
reports, such as the Report, of the Carnegie Commis-
sion on Higher Education: this proanntation reviews
highlights from the best surveys.' and attaxnpts to pro-
pot future directions.

In t967, COChvin Chu and Wilbur S.r.hrnmm of the
Institute for COMMUnoCatoOnS 1191.01:1Ch at StaMCIECI
University concluied that. slovens applied. the learn-
Inc effectiveness of instftec Lon prowled by teChnOlogy
is as successful as that Of good Orr:1101MM and
teachers using conventional modes of inttruodon. The
two authors reviewed 707 published Studies ompar
ing TV with conventional teaching. Of 421 compari-
sons, 308 snowed no significant differences. 83
showed TV instruction superior. and 50 found conven-
tional instruction batter? Similar findings for
corputerassisted and programmed instruction have
been developed by Levien4

Many academician' ask. Why ebOUICI bleed 06
technology and media use in higher e0uostronl. ram
the students' point of view. there are many frissons.



Obviously no institution of nigher education. no mat-
ter how well endowed or publicly supported. can afford
to cater to the diversified and specialized needs of the
present generation of multidiscipline. cross malor stu-
dents NCr can even the strongest institutions otter 1 t
or even I 5 teaCheritchstudent ratios Moreover, stu-
dents nave come to expect personal and academic
advising Obviously. morepf the professor s time in the
I stare will nave to go into advisory and managerial
roles. and less into tutorial roles It is precisely in the
latter area that technology and media can play a qualiry
role

Flexible. modular scheduling. easily generated by
computer systems. can expand learning options tor the
working student ang even generate adapted time pay-
ment and cred,t spread schedules Also electronic and
audiovisual developments allow the mulhcampus in-
stitution to extend available faculty talent of unique
qualifications to remote locations A trend may well
develop to encourage nontesearch Oriented faculty
and protess'onal staff members to produce technical
materials via tne new media

Observations on the Present-day Status
Mos: examples of present-day educational technol-

ogy ate overly familiar to as Books. for example. are
basically technological learning devices. so are
blackboards. maps. models. charts.. and specimens
The stereograph dates back to 1885. the lantern slide.
to 1900 Motion pictures were used for education as
early as 1910 and radio. starting in Pittsburgh. in the

In hethOf and MCA OPOCal videodisc system rod play a
OC.raC0/000 12" Orfc 01 30 cninufff in lengdf COnneCtlaff

reading 0.0.05 area: on the rnforrnanon [afro",
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1920s. The early 1950's brought closed-circuit TV and
the multimedia classroom. the mid-1960's. computer-
assisted and (a little later) computer-managed instruc-
tion; and the t 970's. the videodisk.

The techniques have been improved and refined
each year. Microfilm and microfiche are examples of
high-density reduction technology. Dry Copying has
had considerable impact: so has electronic reproduc-
tion and facsimile telecommunications and reproduc-
tion All that is no longer regarded with amazement on
the college campus.

Indeed. although motion pictures are reaching their
70th year of educational use. colleges use then, rather
infrequently for' instruction. Seeking out. acquiring.
and setting up a good film is regarded as an annoying
chore by the typical profeSsor. whose department
chairman probably regards films as relatively expen-
sive and annoying. in that the class may have to be
moved'or rescheduled and arrampments may have to
be made for a projectionist. Most universities use
16mm films. but Super 8mm film has started to make an
impact. The history of 8mm films, first commercially in-
troduced in 1932. goes back almost as far as 16 mm: it
began as an amateur product for the general public.
but in the early 1960's Several companies introduced
8mm sound projectors and then. in 1965. introducel
the new Super 8mm format. The loop protectOrS. have
found use in eoucatiOn in present short-film seg-cents
in "single- Concept" format and have found addit.pnet
application for students to study independently.

Much of the technology used in large multimedia
classes is also used in self-instruction units. Indeed.
the growth of individualized instruction represents
education's most significant trend. even though it es
still in its infancy.

The 1960 s saw many installations of language
laboratories.' Here. via audiotape lessons. individuali-
zation of instruction goes on with the teacher at the
master console acting to monitor and guide each stu-
dent on his or her own learning path. The Phillips type
of audiocassette has made further development of the
audio listening center as a relatively available and
cost - effective approach possible, yet relatively few col-
lege departments have implemented the audiotutorial
concept. Implementations such as those at Carnegie-
Mellon and Purdue Universities remain exceptions..

Another refinement of the concept is the utilization
of computer equipment and telephone lines to select
and delnier audio and audio-visual instruction via ma-
terials held at a central storage center. To date. such
drat- access systems have proved to be too expensive'
and too limited in their software to be widely dissemi-
nated.

Radio broadcasting of lectures and instruction was
at one time thought to be a malor opportunity. By 1968
the original Ohio State University station that helped
Spearhead the program was Only transmitting two pro-
grams a week to schools. Not even the availability of
millions of car radios and transistor radios has
Changed this pattern. By 1970 only 12%of the originally

62
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licensed eaucational AM radio stations were still in
existence. however. almost 500 capus FM radio sta-
tions serve local schools ' Such stations generally have
a broadcast radius of only a few miles. and only 10% of
them are used primarily for instruction Yet radio has
been extensively used in South Korea. Japan. and
Great Britain for delivering education to remote areas
In the United States. only speciatzed networks such as
those used for postgraduate medical instruction have
found continuing application New York State (via the
SUktrAlbany facility). North Carolina. Utah. California.
Wisconsin. and Ohio are among the best-known
operators

l'eiexit'on has perhaps the greatest and most perva-
sive potential 01 any instructional technology It Comes
in many forms. with various potentials and limitations
Most dynamic has beet broadcast TV via public televi-
sion networks Such series as Masterpiece Theatre.
Civilization. and The Ascent of Man have attracted wide
audiences and have had considerable impact in con-
tinuing education Another success is NYU s Sunrise
Semester Yet relatively few colleges and universities
nave been able to maintain broadcast facilities for in-
struction Chicago City College and the Open Univer-
sity systems of Crake Britain and of Japan are oft-cited
examples. however. only about 30% of the instruction
in such programs takes place by broadcast TV

The closed-circuit or cable systems increase the
range of instruction, and enable colleges to schedule
instruction better The so-called Instructional Televi-
sion Fixed Service (ITFS) is a distribution system
whose broadcasts at microwave frequencies are
Picked up with special receiving equipment for redis-

"tribution within, say, a school building The range is
limited to about 25 miles, which is more than adequate
tor most college and university systems However.
most ITFS systems are used by eleMentary and high-
school districts. and by parochial-school systems.

The Community Antenna or Cable TV systems are
extended counterparts of campus-wide closed-circuit
television systems 'Here. specially designed SnlennaS
Or high towers or mountain peaks pick up distant TV
signals. amplify them. and redistribute them over spe-
cial (usually coaxial) cables to homes. businesses. and
schools The importance for higher education rests
largely in the large number of channels that are avail-
able

We may divide recent nontraditional programs into
those which provide a highly personalized and inth-
vidualited form of education. and those which otter
flexible access to courses through teaching at a dis-
tance The personalized programs include that of Min-
nesota Metropolitan State College. the University
Without Walls consortium. and the Empire State Uni-
versity of New York (now with about 3.000 stu-
enntslis

The New York State Regents program otters
bachelor s degrees solely on the basis of examination
and transfer credits. at present in nursing and business
administration. without residence on a campus and
without formal course registration

62L
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We have also seen the use of the modified British
Open University (teachingat-a-distance) system in the
United States. at Rutgers Unirersey. the University of
Maryland. and the University of Houston. These pro,
grams enable students to undertake serious college-
level study without the requirement of scheduled

. classes." The Coast Community College in California
has been a leader in the development of courses which
utilize broadcast TV" and the University of California
at San Diego Extension Division has created the idea of
using special materials published on daily newspapers
as a basis for course development.',

One of the most important recent programs has been
that of the University of Mid- America (UMA). a consor-
tium of seven large midweslern universities, Iowa
State. Kansas State. and the Universities of Nebraska,
MiSSOuri, Kansas, Iowa and South Dakota. UMA carries
out three major (unctions

(1) preparation of multimedia courses.
(2) coordination of learning activities in the par-

ticipating institutions. and
(3) research in the effects of various kinds of media

presentation.

Although still young. with about 2.000 students. it
has completed a course in Accounting and is working
on courses as varied as Japan. The Great Plains, World
Food Problems, Poetry. and Application of Pesticides.

Another interesting program. operating out of
Evanston, Illinois, is the Learning Exchange. a match-
maker organization to bring together individual
teachers and learners for given subted fields. In such a
program, :earners then have an obligation to teach in
the held in which they are qualified... The above pro-
grams and others were recently reviewed by UMA's
Lipson at an Intorciencia conference in Brasilia."

Many programs can be carried, Some quite
specialized and of interest to only a few people. Cable
TV thus begins to approximate the dial-access capabil-
ity mentioned earlier.

The latest TV refinements are videotapes and
videocassettes. whiCh permit storage of Instruction for
repeated, convenient use. In Some institu ons. such as
Oral Roberts University in Oklahoma, pes can be
checked out or called up for view! on SpeCuil
monitors Some institutions have m e use Of such
capabilities. in conjunction with TV Cameras, to record
classroom performance of student teachers. speech
therapy students, athletes, musicians, etc.. and have
instant playback and analysis." In 1973 Kremer and
Compaan (of the Phillips Corp. on the Netherlands)
wrote. "Although no other mass medium haS under-
gone such rapid growth or made such an impact as

'television, it is technically true to say that on many
respects. It is still in Its infancy They went on to om
scribe their new laser videndisk system. appropriately
called On Printing Motion.'

Sociologists tell on that Americans watch on the av-
erage of over 30 hours of TV each week. The public in
general (including students) has acquired a liking for It
What would be the impact of systems that would allow



System
, Price of unit

Price of disk

Playing time of
12 in disk
Features

Recording system

Disk material

Speed of rotation
Life of pickup
element
Manufacturers Phillips S. A4agnavo (player)

MCA .5 Plyogram (disk)
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Philleps MCA

$500

Somewhat above LP costs
for 12 in 30 min disk
30 min (recorded on one
stcle only)
P,cture can oe speeded up.
slowed, or frozen Finger
prints. dust do not distort
Disks can be made thick Or
thin including a paperthm
one to be sent through mails
Laser beam

Plastic coated with aluminum
and transparent protective layer
'BOO rpm

Appro 10.000 hr

for freedom of choice of program as we have with
bOOkS or records at about the same price,

Unfortunately. magnetic tape is relatively costly and
not too easily handled. which makes duplication com-
plicated and program access somewhat slow. We are
used to audio information being 'printed' on records
why not have low-cost TV information printed on rec-
ords') Utilization of laser technology for both master
generation and playback could lead to such a "printed
system The Phillips Video Long Play (1/LP) disk has
an optical readout (via a small helium-neon laser in the
playback unit) It is therefore easily repositioned and
can produce

a still picture
variable speed motion
forward and reverse motion
address readout of any one of the 54.000 frames in
the 30 mm disk
sequenced or computer-controlled readout

;ea
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RCA

$500

$10 for 12 in.. 60 min disk

60 min (recorded on both
sides)
Use of a grooved disk eliminate,
two of the control systems needed
for optical systems Proot...-tton
costs area lower Slower r,lational
speed reduces vibration iic,;Ipins

:.: Electron beam

Vinyl copolymer With
metal r! lubricant
450 rpm
500 hr

RCA

The totlowtng table compares per-copy manufac-
turer s materials costs lOr a 30-minute motion visual
program

Medium 1

Quantity
10 100 1000

t6mm film Sa17 511:8 $64.52 566 17
8 mm film 285 66 52.00 44 76
3. in videocassette 70 31 21 25 t6.50
Videodisk (projected) 450 46 3 01 063

Because Of the high quality Of the TV picture. one can
even use the frames to store print and index banks. We
shall return to this interesting development after a brief
review is glade of the related developments in com-
puterized information systems

Recently. RCA Corp. has adopted a new technique to
produce a videochsk that can be played visa capacitive
readout. There are many similarities Of intent between
the Phillips and RCA systems. Out technologically they
are quite different and probably only one of them will
ultimately prevail. The RCA videorecord is also t2 in in
diameter; however. as in an ordinary LP record. a
metal-tipped sapphire stylus rides in the record groove.
senses tiny changes inelectrical capacitancealong the
groove. and utilizes these changes to modulate the
signal. The RCA record can be therefore recorded on
both sides to produce an hour's output. The above
table (adapted from Forbes Magazine') compares the
two formats.

62 7
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Past, Present and Future

Continue° from Page 17

Computer Systems
Computers can be involved in higher education in

many ways "Computer-assisted programmed instruc-
tion (CM) has received most attention. Here the com-
puter system is used as a medium to present instruc-
tion directly to the student Obviously. the computer
attempts to assist or :ubstitute for the inetructor. We
aefine programmed instruction as learning programs
structured in terms of defined behavioral gores.

Time-shared CAI systems are available to-lay et
mooerately high cost. several hundred dollars to SI COO
Per month per terminal. Until recently most CAI termi-
nals have consisted merely of teletypes or tyoev, tars
Such equipment. wan associated communication
gear. typically accounts for one-third to one-half of the
costs of a system with a full complement of terminals.
Cathode-ray-tube display terminals are beginning to
replace the typewriter for many purposes More ad-
vanced terminals. such as plasma displays with a vari-
ety of audiovisual features. are also coming into use.
and even more acIvieiced laboratory prototypes offer
great promise for 1-'.rte low-cost. high-function termi-
nals In short. development of terminals is a long way
from a standard terminal for CAl..

Several programming languages and operating sys-
tems for supporting CM work have been developed.
With a few exceptions. each of these systems is
oriented either toward conversational programming as
a means of problem solving or toward use of a CAI
language for more or less stylized programmed in-
struction Of the systems now seen. none seems to be
fully adequate possibly as an early prototype of a
future CM operating system

As to instructional programs for CAI, experience to
date shows that program preparation costs range from
several hundred to a hew thousand dollars Per Student
hour it is not yet clear how much an instructional hour
will be worth in comparison with an hour of alternate
learning activity There is not even agreement on how
to estimate eventual cost effectiveness of CAl. There
is urgent need for some good evaluation expenmente
to lay a foundation for coal- effectiveness evaluation.
Some CAI programs consist of mere presentations
and/or simple questions-andnswers testing, in short.
of materials from some other medium displayed by
means of computer terminal.

The chief deficiency in most programs is not that the
content is mundane or the sequencing of learning ob-
jectives conventional, elementary content can be quite
suitable for CM. and conventional structuring of the
program content is usually valid. The fault is rther that
poor use is made of the computer. To discuss this point
adequately. we distinguish (following Adams.) among
three technical aspects or dimensions of design of a
turning program content. structure. and mediation.

6?;

Content means something like the scholar's notion
of the scope of the course. the corpus of information in
it in behavioral terms, the terminal Detectives. Struc-
furs means the elements of order that make it pro-
gram in the learning psychologist's use of the term, the
strategy of budding up a complex skill, the hierarchy of
behavioral obrtietives, the play of sequencing of learn-
ing tasks, the lams of m0334(1011. the esthetic value of
the learning experience. A successful CAI program
must succeed in both content and structure. However.
a the learning program is to be deemed successful as
CM the computers function must be essential to the
realization of some important inetru atonal value. Clear
identification of the value added by the computer
should be the first step in the evaluation of CM pro-
gram.

Although the computer is often regarded primarily as
a communications medium, it can contribute to any of
the three aspects of the program. It may contribute to
content where the learning tasks involve formulation or
use of computer programs as such. It may be essential
to structure where the sequencing of learning tasks
depends on the past experience of the individual stu-
dent. It may contribute mediation views where im-
mediate responsiveness Improves the effectiveness of
tier earning program or where computer mediation
Permits changes in administration and/or logistics of
instruction.

What we need is a set of established programming
principles for preparing learning tasks that are suited
to the medium, for example:

Constructed responses are usually better than
selected responses.
Learner initiative and control are desirable fea-

tures.
Instructions should be hold to a minimum; tasks
should be formulated so that there is a "natural"
way to answer, and so that the computer can deal
with minor format variations.
Service messages (correct. wrong. etc.) shguld be
in general as few and as brief as laPssible.
Where appropriate. programs should facilitate
triel-and -error learning.
Clarity should come before enrichment.
ills more important for the learner to know what he
is doing than for the learning psychologist to
foresee and control the process in detail.

The unique promise of CAI is to give a learner con-
versational interaction with a body of information.
especially structured for lacilitating learning. The ex-
tent to which this promise can be fulfilled at present is
limited more by poverty of programming technique
than by the other technical limitations Of the CM sys-
tems. The foremost educational need for advancing the
state of the art In CM is thus to develop and demon-
strate program designs and learning tasks that achieve
effective communication between learner and learning
programs.

That is not to say that there are not also greal needs
and opportunities to tie together CAI with new au-
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turnosual techniques such as the laser videodisk. Such
systems may ultimately allow low-cost branching au-
diovisual CAI formats.

Apart from the tutorial mode and the more obvious
uses in simulations. demonstrations. gaming. etc.. the
computer can be very valuable on the management of
the total instructional process. Such techniques lead to
what has become known as the Computer-Managed
Instructional (CMI) system .» Here, as in the Westing-
house Plan' system, an electronic data-processing
system becomes an aid to the teacher or professor The
computer enhances instructional efnciency. In a 1972
survey. Comstock found that the most common use is
data processing and teaching computer science
Fewer than 10% of present-day universities and col-
leges mport any form of tutorial use. for various rea-
sons It) the faculty is not well aware of the
instructional potential of the computer. i2)
effective and validated instructional software lack-
ing. or (3) most present systems (except in specialized
areas) are not cost effenhve

One of the best-known surviving systems s ins Un-
versity of Illinois PLATO series. now in its PLATO IV
generation . It is conceived to handle eventually some
4000 teaching stations At the present time. an esti-
mated 15.000 part-time students take at least some of
their courses on a screen display. by printout. or (in
some test situations) by synthesized speech. In April
1975. Control Data Corp which builds the Cyber com-
puter series, utilized by PLATO. announced that a
major commercial push was expected, with additional

Control Cara CorPoratton's coMputerbased echiCahan Mi-
ters, distnbutee inetruCtional 171renall in re, torm of rear,
numbers. animated Mamma and Other graphics ror inch-
vides/I:ad, sett-paced learning

customers among universities and In the military; how-
ever. the primary target was lobe industrial training..
PLATO systems are being installed by universities in
Florida and Quebec, and a meddled package at Lowry
Air Force Base in Denver, but the major thrust will be to
offer industry terminals at 515/hr per student. PLATO
promotars argue that It costs 55-10thr to educate an
undergraduate. 520-30 fora graduate. and S30 and up
for a professional student. There will be no attempt
initially to offer the system to secondary schools, since
a typical school allocates Strout 51/hr Wretch student.

The designers claim that PLATO design overcomes
some of the problems of earlier CAI systems. Instead of
Marine data on magnetic Nees or disks, PLATO relies
on more conventional extended core memory, which
allows data to be moved out of storage as much as 1000
times faster. Therefore, even when 500 terminals share
one central processing unit, a student need wait only
0.2 sec. on the average for a response. Earlier CAI
systems had long response times and some students
lost interest as a result.

The PLATO display consists of a grid of fine wires,
512 across and 512 down, sandwiched between two
plates of glass so that the wires forma grid of more than
250.000 tiny cubicles, each containing neon gas. When
a cubicle is addressed by the computer keyboard, a
surge of current causes the gas to ionize and glow. The
display is free of flicker; inlike a cathodfrray tube. it
need not be "refreshed.- Because it is transparent
slide pictures can be suoerimposed on the display.
However, the plasma display panel accounts for about
35% of terminal's cost of about $6000 at present.

Critics of the centralized approach point Out that
phone tar riffs are on the rise and microcircuitry costs
are coming down, making it economically feasible to
put more and more computer power and memory into
stand-alone minicomputet systems. The leading man-
ufacturer of minicomputers. Digital Equipment Corp...
has already sold over $12 million worth of minis to
colleges and universities.

Several colleges and universities are now employing
time-sharing services of computer consortium, such
as the Dartmouth Regional Consortium and the Ore-
gon Slate Regional Computer Center. Basically. such
consortia require only the installation of terminals and
telephone communications lines.

TICCIT (Time-sharing Interactive Computer -
Controlled Information Television) was developed
under a National Science Foundation contract by the
MITRE Corp. of Boston and Washington. a nonprofit
systems-engineering company. Courses were de-
veloped by the Institute for Computer Uses in Educa-
tion at Brigham Young University (BYU). TICCIT was
ono natty intended for use in community colleges, ac-
cording to C. V. Bunderson. director of the BYU Com-
puter Institute.. However. among its first users are U.
S. Navy training programs in California and Florida.

Formal field tests of TICCIT have been conducted at
Marlcopa Community College in Phoenix and at
Alexandrias campus of Northern Virginia Community
College.

6?;
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The Future
The author and many of hrS colleagues feel that

technology and media can and will make significant
contributions to the future Ot nigher education ''
nave wrInessee many esamptesover the past in
which the computer enhanced the individualization of
instruction and enabled the professor to adapt ins!! uc-
Iron to the personal needs of students Computer use to
help manage the process looks promising. and as me
costs of both central processing hardware and of ter-
minals decrease. this approach wih be applied more
extenswely A corresponding development of technol-
ogy rs expected to carry education outside the school
and university center to the home and community. and
to business and industrial centers

With future vises of cable systems. it will be possible
to put the most disadvantaged students into contact
with the most advantaged resources Much of one s
education arready takes place outside the classroom
In tne future it stmu.rt be increasingly possible to guide
that learrfing by the usr Of technology

A recent article in tne Wall Street Journal, reas-
sesses educational trends as follows Ill increasing
dernanolo, continuing education. 12i more flexIbrirry in
the content and structure of education, 131 More uses
of Computers m education. 141 use of videodisc (61
more use of communications and multimedia. (61Pam -
mg and education approaching 12°e of the gross na-
tional product 171 productivity increases. (6) more use
of low -cost open structures. 191 growth of learning tem
!erg. ;101 weekend colleges patterned alter Mid-
America University. (111 Federal support of educanCn
increasing to 3C°e. 021 more emprasts on the de-
velopment of values. 113) more use 01 v loco-packaged
education r141 increased use at testing are a trend
toward criterion-referenced testing based on specitrc
obiectives, 11E; increasing student expertise in com-
puters and personal Portable calculators and 1161 the
price of minicomputers aropping from Ste 000 to
St 000 Over the next several decades The only nega-
hve in this tuturecast indicates tnat the percentage of
our high-school graduates who go on to tormal higher
education will n01 rise above 50% (comoared to the
present 47..0

How soon these :rends may be realized has been tne
subrect o! speculanon by Sriberman32 and by the au-
thor a Boutd,ng has pointed out chat the scnoohng
industry is supported mainly through one-way grants
rather than by tne sale of services in an open market
and consequently has little incentive to increase its
productrvity He writes abOut alternative techniques for
solving tne problem. such as a voucher plan that would
reward schools that achieve greater productivity. and
educational banks that would lend students the full
costs Ot their education with the loans to be paid by
an income-tax surcharge He argues marl education is
converted to a market economy. it might be easier to
establish a market to support private technological de-
velopments

in the neat decade we snail experience an ever-
,ncreasmg number of changes that will transform our

6 ail
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lives and Ire world of education. New mathematical
development. new science. new social Science. and
new technology will be upon us with accelerating
speed and intensity

The new technology will include miCrOCOmpuleriZa-
lion. laser appecationS more abundant power sources.
more sophisticated biomedics. extens.ve use Of satel-
lite telecommurrcatiOns. and the beginnings of a sci-
ence of leadership In the future each student will
receive instruction according to his or her individual
needs Students will learn at their own paces. usihr,
materials and presentational systems that fit the cycle
of development Computer systems will help teachers in
teaching students and diagnostic testing. but instruc-
tion wilt still remain under teachcr control Students
will learn to take greater responsibility and make inde-
pendent decisions Critical. analytic thinking will be
stressed. and students will have more freedom and rise
it to increase their problem - solving abilities. They will
work as individuals and in small groups directly wen
their teachers Teachers will not be required to write
resson plans since learning objectives and guides will
have been fashioned for all subjects instead, teachers
will spend time developing special interdisciplinary ob-
ieCtrves and activities for a particular student or situa-
tion Besiaes traditional homework, more time will be
spent doing interactive lessons, with one s parents and
members of the family

larch has proposed that we aevote more energy to
leaking it possible for people to learn 7n informal settings
of their normal daily activities without mediation by
schools or professional educators He argues that
since the cost of anon is rising faster than the
productivity of the entire economy, it would be cheaper
to give people more pe:sonal responsibility for what
they learn and reach without the ma of protessionals
His first step toward opening I he access to skills would
be to provide incentives for skilled individuals to share
their knowledge He suggests computerized match-
makers to match peers, form tulOroStUeent combina-
tions. and create learning webs.

An important Delphi technique. Study of Factors
That-Have Inhibited a More Widespread Use of Com-
puters in the instructional Process, was clone by
EDUCOM arm Interuniversity Communications Coun-
cill in 1972 It contained fifteen recommended action
plans as suggested directions for breaking the status-
quo cycle.

Clearly. education will be increasingly broadened
through vocational and technical !raining " We have
witnessed these trends already at the community col-
lege level As Lester Brows has put it. 'We may be on
the verge of one of the great 05[0nm-runes in human
history Those who frank the final quarter of this cen-
tury writ be merely an extrapolation of the third will be
seriously dis.lturioned .

Our children will spend more than half their lives in
the 21st Century, In 1964 there will be a population of
about one hundred million Americans aged 3 to 24 The
occupation for most Of them will be 'student Ex..

travotal.rms 01 present trends indicates that expend!
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turf* fOr education and training may then reach s163
billiOn a year in 1976 dollars.

The resources far a considerable transformation of
higher education will be therefore available over he
next 25 years Many are looking forward to oarticipal.
mg in the implementation of these exciting new el is

coverlets .
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Mr. BRUDNER. Thank you, sir.
Jumping to some of the very significant work that has been develop-

ing only recently, I would like to .point out that despite- the intro
duction of many kinds of instructional computer support programs,
over the last two decades, there has not been comprehensive statistical
summary data relating to the following:

One. Extent of usage.
Two. Regional distribution.
Three. Numbers of students and grades.
Four. Academic subject areas.
Five. Categories of instructional use.
Six. Types and numbers of terminals.
Seven. And other significant areas, as documentation of gifted and

disadvantaged subgroups involved.
This lack of correlated data is complicated further by disagreement

and misunderstandings as to how the computer should best be used,
that is, computer-managed instruction, computer-assisted instruction,
computer-based administrative applications, et cetera.

It is difficult to assess intelligently the potential and needed changes
in Government policy and funding, without the above information.

Using our own funds, HJB Enterprises has embarked.upon a cor-
relation and assessment study which attempts to provide a prelim-
inary roadmap for government, industry and academe in developing
and realigning plans and policies. For example, I will introduce into
the record fourteen (14) appended tables concerning the ratio of users
to enrollment by high school levels, number of users and geographic
regions, and other significant relationships.

[Tables follow]



HJB ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333.

RATIO OF USERS TO

rITEMIT
BY SCHOOL LEVELS

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE ONE

Junior

TOTAL High Schools, Colleges Col_

GREATER THAN 50% 30% 43% 11',% 20%
It19%

20% TO 50% 31% 25% 33% 36% 36%

UNDER 20% 40% 32% 56% 44% 46%

TOTAL Schools 367 167 3b 164 200

Surveyed0
ar

Harvey J. Brudner, 1977 63,



Hilp ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333.

RATIO OF USERS TO

ENROLLMENT

BY NAER OF USERS

GREATER THAN 501c

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE TWO

100 to 999 1000 to 2999 OVER 3,000

2% 1% ' 42%

20% TO 50$''° 14% 20% 42%

UNDER 20% 83% 71% 16%

TOTAL Schools 42 111 201

LE2151.

63!

Harvey J, Brudner; 1977



HJB ENTERPRISES

333 MontgOmery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 8289333

RATIO OF USERS TO

ENROLLMENT

BY REGION

GREATER THAN 50%

201 TO 50%

UNDER 201

TOTAL Schools

purveyed

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY

North

North East
, PpyltrAl

31%

South

35%

25% 30%

44% 35%

. 93 114

Maine

New Hampshire

Vermont

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Rhode Island

New York

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

(C) Harvey J. Brucfner, 1977

63'0 4.

Ohio

Michigan

Indiana,

Wisconsin

Illinois

Iowa

Minnesota

Missouri

Kansas is

Nebraska

S. 'Dakota

N. Dakota

89

TABLE THREE

Delaware

Maryland

Wash., DX,

W. Virginia

Kentucky

N. Carolina

S, Carolina

Georgia

Florida

Tennessee

Mississippi

Alabama

Arkansas

Oklahoma

Texas

Louisiana

Virginia

Far West

35%

38%

27%

71

California

Washington

Oregon

Nevada

New Mexico

Wyoming

Montana

Colorado

Arizona

Idaho

Utah

Alaska

Hawaii
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HJB. ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

c201) 828-9333

TYPE OF USE INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE FOUR

BY SCHOOL LEVELS

TOTAL High Schools IELCollut Colleges Collegis2LC214.

CAI TUTORIAL 18% 11% 191 24% 141

CAI DRILL g PRACTICE 751 75% 811 73% 74%

SIMULATIONS 331 311 28% 361 351

OTHER USE 301 271 28% 34% 331

CHI 10% 16% 6% 6% 6%

4

RATIO OF CHI/CAI
' 13% 21$ 71 8% 81

TOTAL 367 167 .36 164 200

(i) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977
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HJB ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street
4

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE FIVE

TYPE OF USE

BY NUMBER OF USERS 100 to 999 1000 to 2999 OVER, 3 000,

CAI TUTORIAL 10% 111' 23%

CAI DRILL 8 PRACTICE 83% 86% 68%

SIMULATIONS 29% 40% 30%

cb
OTHER USE 26% 36% 38% 0;

VI

CMI 7% 3% 141

RATIO OF CMI/CAI 8% 41 20%

TOTAL

(i) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977

42 111 201

63i



HJB ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE SIX

TYPE Of USE
North

BY REGION- North East
44414314

South Far West

CAI TUTORIAL 181 20% 12% 20%

CAI DRILL & PRACTICE 761 72% 791 72%

SIMULATIONS 30% 38% 301 3Z%

OTHER USE 28% 35% 28% 27%

CMI 101 13% 8% 10%

RATIO OF CHI /CAI 13% 13% 101 14%

TOTAL 93 114 89 71

gHarvey J, Brudner, 1977



HJB ENTERPRISES

'333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333

COURSES INVOLVED .

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE SEVEN

Universities+ Universities+
TOTAL High Schools Jr. Colleges Co11221_ colleges+Jr.

Science & Math 94 93 92 95
Mathematics 55 69 56 40
Statistics 5

2 - 9
Statistics or Math 57 70 56 45
General Science 22 29 22 15
Biology

8... 8
8 9

Chemistry 14 9 8 20
Physics 16 11 25 20
Any Science 44 42 53 45
Medical

4 . 11
4

Engineering 12
- 36 20,

Other Technical 28 34 39 20
Any Non-Science Field 74 70 75 78
Business 22 16 42 23
Social Science 28 23 14 36
History or Humanities 2 1 3 4
English or Reading 20 25 31 12
Foreign Language S

4 3 6
Guidance 15 28 8 2
Other

5 3 3 7

Multiple Use (over 5) /** 7

95

43

8

47

16

9

18

11

47

7

23

23

78

27

32

4

15

6

4

16 13

TOTAL Schools 367 167 . 36 164 200

LE 1.121

GHarvey J. Brudner, 1977
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HJB.ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park New Jersey 08904

(201) 8289333

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTERS STUDY TABLE EIGHT

NUMBER OF USERS FOR

METTFULT 100*to 999 1000 to 2999 OVER 3 000

Science 6 Math 88 95 96

Mathematics 57 57 54

Statistics 5 8 3

Statistics or Math 60 59 . 57

General Science 21 23 22

Biology 7 12 7

Chemistry 7 18 13

Physics 12 23 13 c0

Any Science 36 52 43 00

00
Medical 5 2 4

Engineering - 54 18

Other Technical 33 28 29

Any Non-Science Field 67 63 82

Boiness 17 14 26

Social Science 24 33 27

History or Humanities - 3 3

English or Reading 24 , 11 23

Foreign Language 2 6 5

Guidance 10 19 14

Other 5 3 6

Multiple Use (over 5) 3 10

TOTAL khools 42 6 i S 111 201

':JurtY.5.

(i) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977



HJB ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 8289333

INSTRUCTIONALICOMPUTER STUDY TABLE NINE

COURSES INVOLVED BY

North East: North Central South Far West

Science & Math
, 98 91 93 94

Mathematics 53 55 57 55

Statistics 10 4 3 1

Statistics or Math 57' ,58 60 55

General Science 18 20 20 . 31

Biology 5 12 10 3

Chemistry 16 13 '13 11

Physics 17 16 15 17

Any Science 42 '45 43 49
cb

Medical 6 1 3 4

ts9Engineering 11 11 16 13

Other Technical, 32 25 28 27

Any ,Non- Science Field 68 84 70 72

Business 20 21 26 18

Social Science 25 39 21 23

History or Humanities 2 ,
3 3 1

English or Reading' 11 25 18 25

Foreign Language 3 4 2' 11

Guidance I, 17 20 8 11

Other . 4 6 4 4

Multiple Use (over 5) 8 7 7

Total School's

§11E.Y221
93 114 / 89 71

(i) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977
/

/
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333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 0890i

(201) 828-9333

D.STRUCTIONAL COMPUTER STUDY TABLE TEN

NUMBER OMERMINALS

BY-SCHOOL LEVELS* Junior Universities Universities+

TOTAL Hip' Schools Colleges !tolleges__..Colleel

5 or less 291 461 17% 161 16%

6 to.10 131 151 11% 1p 11%

11 to 50 39% 271 53% 491 50%

Over 50 19% ' 13% 19% 28% 24

TOTAL Schools 367 167 36 164 200

Surveyed

Xi) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977
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333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTER STUDY

NUMBER OF TERMINALS

BY NUMBER OF USERS

5 or less

6 to 10

11 to 50

TABLE ELEVEN

100 to 999 1000 to 2999 OVER 3 000

5711 47% 12%

10% 19% 9%

19% 30% 50%

Over 50 5

TOTAL Schools

Surveyed

("2) Harvey J. Brudner, 1977

I 291

42 111 201
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HJB ENTERPRISES

333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTER STUDY TABLE TWELVE

NUMBER OF TERMINALS

ffirfOltr North East North Central South Far West

5 or less 301 30%
29$

28$

6 to 10 12% 161 101 lli

11 to 50 441 , 451 341 31%

Over SO 14$ 10% 271 30%

TOTAL Schools 93 114 89 71

Surveyed

61v
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333 Montgomery Street

Highland Park, New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333

HIGH SCHOOL

APPLRATIORS BY

Sig (& REGIUS)

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTER STUDY

North East

New Hampshire-2

Massachusetts-19

Connecticut- 2

New York - 18

New Jersey - 9

Pennsylvania- 3

@ Harvey J, Brudner, 1977

North Central

Ohio .7

Michigan- 5

Wisconsin-2

Illinois- 8

Minnesota-18

Iowa - 2

Kansas - 3

64F

TABLE THIRTEEN

South Fir West

Maryland - 3 California - 17

North Carolina Oregon - 6

-6 Utah - 2

Florida -3

Texas -8

Virginia

All others in Region: 1 or 0



HJS ENTERPRISES

333 hontgomery Street

Highland Park New Jersey 08904

(201) 828-9333

INSTRUCTIONAL CEPUTER STUDY

Jr. Colle of

,

UTNRM
TITATINs BY

Rgrrim3,

North East North Central

New Hampshire -1 Ohio -9

i1acsachusetts-9 Michigan -7

Connecticut - 2 Wisconsin-4

New York . -12 Illinois-10

New Jersey - 9 Einnesota-8

Pennsylvania -10 Kansas -1

TABLE FOURTEEN

South Far West

ryland -5 California -1

Carolina Oregon - 2

77

Florida -6

Texas -12

Virginia-3

All Others in Region: 0 or 1

1.1

(i) Harvey J. Brudner
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Indicative of the need for this study are the following examples
drawn from preliminary analysis:

(1) The States which currently have the highest support 1., eels for
traditional educational techniques are, for the most part, the ones
which are also in the forefr9nt of instructional computer usage.

Mr. SCHEUER. Which States are they?
Mr. BRUDNER. For example, Minnegota, which has at least 26 in

structional computer facilities at high school and collegelevels, ranks
fifth in the United States in its appropriations per capita.

Mr. SCHEUER. Which are the first four?
Mr. BRUDNER. The first fair States are Alaska, Hawaii, Wyoming,

and Washington Which have skewed data because of the high fixed
costs for limited populations. So really if you eliminate some of those
early States you finermany of the States that I will get to in a moment .

are even higher in rank than the study indicat6s:
One of the things that. can be done in this period of rising educational

costs and rising demands on the system is to make more cost effective
use of educational technology.

I think the first major point I am making is that there has been very
little money spent on studies of studies. In other words, it 'seam as if
every decade, Mr. Chairman, we begin this field as' if all the work that
had gone on in the previous decade has not contributed anything to
the body of information that forms a valid base.

Mr. SCHEUER. You are saying there is a need to- synthesize.
Mr. BRUENER. There's a need to analyze existing data immediately

to see..what has happened as'a result of many, many millions of dollars
that have already been spent.

Mr. SCHEUER. Is this what you ha .e done?
Mr. BRUDNER. I have started to do this.:
Mr. SCHEUER. Why don't you tell us in your own words what you

nave found out from your beginning synthesis of the existing
information.

Mr. BRUDNER. One of the dramatic results that is corollary to what
I am developing now is that many of the States that would- benefit
most from this technology are the furthest behind.

Mr. SCHEUER. Which States.are they?
Mr. BRUDNER. As some of thr., remarks you made off the record

would :.idicate, the tables are skewed in an interesting/way. V. e find,
for example, the Far West is predominantly in a leadership position
in this field. W' find, for example, the second greatest activity occurs
in the South.

Mr. SCHEUER. Whe.i you say the Far West, is Callfornia
Mr. BRUDNER. California, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, New

Mexico, Wyoming, Montana, Colorado, Arizona, Idaho, Utah,
Alaska and Hawaii are strongly, preliminary analysis indicates, in
a leadership position.

The next group of States in a leaderSYp position are tire Southern
Stakes. Coming in at a medium level are the North Central ,zates,
and the Northeast, at this time, seems to be the weakest region of
the country i the particular Areas r rviewe even 'though many' of
the worst urban situations lie in the Northeast.

Mr. SCHEUER. Why is this so?

64 Fi,7,
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Mr. BRUDNER. I'm not trying to analyze all of the reasons, or
interpret the reasons. I have my own opinions. But right now I'm
trying to present the data as dearly as possible.

Mr. SCHEUER. But I'm asking you why do you think that's so?
Why should New York, which is probably the largest center of
academic excellence in the world, with the possible exception of Boston
and perhaps California, why should New York fall so far in the rear
with all of the excellence of education and reseal -h. After all, it is the
brain center of the communications center.

Mr. BRUDNER. Within the cluster of the Northeast, New York
is in a leadership position with respect to other Northeastern States.
However, it still lags, overall.

Mr. SCHEUER. But it is still forth ranking.
Mr: BRUDNER. New York State, according to the same October

1977 issue of tie Chronicle of Higher Education, has now fallen all
the way to position No. 27 in the United States in support for higher
education.

Mr. SCHEUER. Per capita?
Mr. BRUDNER. Yes. Part of the problem relates to the overall

financial situation. I believe another part of the problemthis is
again my personal opinion relates to the fact that many of the
States which originally were in a leadership position, have taken their
own position for granted, and have become more status quo oriented.
Many areas of the South and the Far West have reached 'out, and
tried to become more innovative, and have allowed for greater accel-
crated movement in, the area of educational tech- logyy

Mr. SCHEUER. Anil here they are 'tot fioancially hardpressed
as some of the older urban`cores of the Northeast.

such
BRUDNER. That's true. We find that many of the innovations,

such as the computer-managed instruction systems that have been
referended by othgrs, people have tended to be cost effective implemen-
tations of the computer, and yet addption of such methodology has
moved along haltingly.

Early analysis also suggests that there is a heavy utilization of some
of the most sophisticated equipment, for lower level drill and practice
applications as opposed to additional advantageous uses that could be
made involving simulations and individualized tutorials with gifted
students and the populations that have been discusses.

Mr. SCHEUER. In other words, they have the computer there, but
they're not using it in its most creative form and are riot exploiting its
potential.

Mr. BRUDNER. That appears to occur in a greater number of cases
than one would like.

Mr. SCHEUER. What does that mean? Does it mean we need to
educate educational administrators, or we need to educate the teachers
themselves to the use of the computer, or we need to design mon.
course materials?

Mr. BRUDNER. All three of those conclusions are appropriate.
Mr. SCHEUER. What else?
Mr. BRUDNER. I think we need more leadership:We need dem-

onstration centers.of the type that have been referenced earlier where
models of excellence can be pointed to.

Additional areas where instructional computers could have .major
significant impact are also the areas. of continuing education, .job

64 ;
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corps-related applications, and industrial training. Again, the
surveys recently made have indicated that none of these sectors have
been adequately developed in this regard.

There are an increasing number of success stories being documented
each year. The technology is advancing. Evidence presented at these
hearings has revealed a significant potential for the improvement in
learning, not only on the part of the disadvantaged and the gifted, but
a major segment of our Nation's population. I think one of the personal
positions 1 would take is that we are not talking about 1 or 2 percent of
our population in these hearings.

Indeed, when we talk about the group of special education people
involved, the group who have learning needs apart from the norm, we
are talking about a major portion of the population of the United
States. And these same programs which can have such dramatically
positive impacts on the disadvantaged and gifted, will also benefit the
majority of the population.

The realization of this potential will depend not only upon increased
financial support, but it will, depend also on a full analysis of past and
present programs, and accurate and relatively complete assessments
and evaluations. I think we have been delinquent in that area.

Mr. SCHEUER: How do you think that shotild be done? Who should
do it? Who should fund it?

Mr. BRUDNER. One part of the charter.of the National Institute of
/ Education is in this area. The National Science Foundation should

increaselts activity`. I think there should be greater support and greater
commitment to these kinds of research programs that need to be done
to turn up the areas that can be accelerated most rapidly. There also
should he greater interagency coordination.

If we look at the great advances that have been made in many fields,
if we look around the room and see the dramatic technologies that
enable us to put men on the Moon and we examine how our under-
standing of the basic laws of physics came about, we find out that many
of these understandings developed not from people working in isolated
areas or theoretically constructing cases, but from observing what has
been .taking place in experiments and demonstrations made under
carefully controlled conditions.

I believe that as great deal of learning research can be expedited by
identifying ang analyzing the billions of dollars worth of activity over
the last 20 years that has taken place in programs sponsored by the
U.S. Office of Education, its former Bureau of Research, and many
other agencies, such as the National Science Foundation, and other
Federal and State kinds of stlidic.;. I wish to reference here the New
York State ,systems study which 1 directed in 1969. I am offering the
executive summary for tite record.

[The study follows:1
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

by

Harvey J . Brudner

,PREPARED FOR

Dr. T. N. Hurd, Director
Division of the Budget
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WESTINGHOUSE LEARNING CORPORATION
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I. SUMMARY RECOMMENDATIONS

A. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. PREFACE. These vol,.mes surnruariz.: the results of the

first phase of a Systems Analysis Study of Primary and Secondary

Education in New York State. with E;nphi.sis on the Urban Core Areas.

The Westinghouse Learning Corporation was awarded a contract to con-

duct the Phase I study, and prepare a proposal for Phase II, after the

Business Advisory Committee on Management Improvement, and the

Interdepartmental Management Improvement Council recommended that

scientific management techniques be applied to some of New York State's

difficult problem areas. The New York State Education Department

strongly urged the selection of urban core education as the subject area

of the first study In its fio,;?.
I,

This study was c Westin.;:ouse Le.arning Corpora-

tion under the guidance ct.u., ;:.^,% York State Division of the Budget in

conjunction with tC3JC,.. rtment. A special Interdepartmental

Steering Cormnittee ,;; assure that the State could bring all

necessary resource: 1:c A.:: act as an advisory group to the a-

searchers with reap( ; tc; and areas of emphasis. The S:cer-

ing Committee was c< f high-level representatives fr. -

Education Department, , ,e Division of the Budget, the Divisie., ..man .

Rights, the State Univers-t,, the Office of Urban Educa'.

6 5 c
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The commitment to provide all citizens with an equal opportunity

for productive part,s4.ation in community life can only be met by pro-

viding every citizen with a quality education. The problems associated

with fulfilling this sc .arnitment are immensely complex, and the develop-

ment of solutions invilves working simultaneously with large numbers of

factors and itlerret w.,riables. To .1-51,; traditional efforts dealing-with

a few isolated va-t, :>:.es have, fcr ',he most part,, failed in spite of rela-

tively largs funditg. 7,',i/ortunately, this failure ,is most pro-
T",:4

nounced in the urban elre

This stutv, attempt to explore the feasibility of

applying interdisciplinar; analysis and operations research tech-

niques to the complex ,.system of education. The Phase I prelimin-

ary analysis has been inducted define the many problems within the

New York Sta.t.q nal system that impair its performance, as well

as ident;:tit,,; ::'tractive educational approaches. The study creates a

unific.! :ratret:ark within which some internal and external factors which

educational performance can he analyzed rationally in order to

point out ways to overcome problems. It attempts also to create cost-

effectiveness indicators to meast(ie the impact of programs against their

fb1..tia1 demands. Studies to expand and delineate these approaches are

.d for the second phase of the program'.

2. INTRODUCTION. The Westinghouse Leirning, Cor poration's

Phase ! ft.idy has led to several significant new findings, and the
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reconfirmation of some significant trends. We have found:

a. In spite of.major efforts on the part of all related New

York State Departments, Divisions, Agencies, and associated units, the

educational goal of offering each individual of the State an equal oppor-

tunity to acquire the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for produc-

tive participation in community-life remains unfulfilled throughout the

State in general, and especially in urban core areas.

Little of the New York State educational system at'atiy level seems

verifiable in theory, practice, or results. It is safe only to conclude that

costs are going up, as are the demands of many concerned 2,roups for jus-

tification of these increased expenditures.

But the major issue is much more than money and facilities. Even

where these appear to be adequate, students and community residents are

still discontented and dissatisfied. They want to have a greater voice in

decision-making, curriculum development, and, in some cases, the hir-

ing and firing of teachers.

During the pas: decade, legislation has been enacted to provide for

greater equality of educational' opportunity. Several hundred millions of

dollars have been spent. To date, it can be said that the objective has not

been realized. In the present educational system, inequality has been
. e

found to.rnanifest itself in two basic ways: (1) the child who resides in an

urban core community typically attends a segregated school, and (Z) scores

lower than his non-ghetto peers on standardized tests. Again, however, 'it

6
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was found that the problem of validity -- test items, norms, and quanti-

tative interpretations of the scores -- is in serious debate.

.Many of these ghetto students are among the group generally referred

to as the "disadvantaged." Some researchers, however, have indicated

that students generally classified as disadvantaged actually demonstrate

superior performance in some areas, though these areas are often not
. .

specific objectives of th'e current educational system. Then, to some ex-

tent, "disadvantagement" might also be regarded as a function of the objec-

tives to be achieve&

Thus, the basic inequality seems to reside, in the failure to make

education and educationalopportunity relevant to the needs of the tirban

core child.

b. The situation is not self-correcting, and the recurring

series of riots, boycotts, strikes, and disturbances'indicate that well-

planned, concentrated, new apor.oaches and efforts are needed without

delay,

c. The limited and cumbersome Lparoaches of highly cen-

tralized metropolitan educational agencies have been too remote, too

irrelevant, and too haphazard to be responsive to community and neigh:

borhood needs.

d. Special problems have develloped as our urban core areas

become increasingly populated by minority groups with cultural and lan-

guage barriers.
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e. Underachievement is the norm in these areas, and it

increase; in prop2irtion to the time spent in the educational system. A

typical six-year old urban core child is a!ready about 10 months behind

his middle-class counterpart; by the twelfth.grle he is 42 months behind.

f. The heavy demands on the city and State tax money arc

retching plateau levels; only new and misre cost-effective approaches can

return the urban educational systems to a healthy state, and avoid vio-

lence and disintegration.

g. The contributory problems associated with the preserh

failure of urban core schools are widely spread throughout .the school

system itself (teachers, administrators, parents, curricula, students,

facilities, services), and throughout the related extra-school agencies

(government, community, political and pressure groups, communications

media, labor groups, related educational institutions, business, religious,

and service agencies).

h. The failure in extra-school areas is almost as contri-

butory to educational breakdown as is the failure in the schools them-

selves.

i. Systems analysis. 'scientific methodology, technology,

and modern management techniques hold great promise, and may be the

only realistic solution to improvement of the quality and effectiveness in

urban core areas.

j. A comprehensive network of demonstration programs

6542
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based on proven successful projects is required to optimize the design of

an improvement program in relation to expenditures.

k. Systems which overcome the environmental handicaps of

the disadvantaged are also highly beneficial to the "advantaged" and the

State in general.

1. Cost-effectiveness studies of educational approaches arc

becoming increasingly practical and of great significance to educational

improvement planning and distribution of corrective efforts and resources.

m. Many proven educational "success stories" can serve as

hypothesized models for demonstration programs; however, added find,

ings from research and development can still further ir,:rease the cost-

effectiveness of any future state-wide implementation programs.

n. The same principles and approaches can and should be

applied in different ways in educational districts of varying makeup.

o. A strong program of controls, evaluation, and testing

must be developed so as to better relate program costs to output quality

and quantity.

3. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS IN EDUCATION. A total systems study

of a state-wide public educational system involv,s a complex 13,. ly of num-

erous variables within and without the system, all of which are interrelated

in again as many ways. Nevertheless, it is this type of complex arrange-

ment of variables to which the systems analysis approach addresses
itself.
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This scientific approach was used to set out guidelines for a methodo-

logical study through a definite sequence of -eseaTch activities. The neces-

sary first sequence of events was the deelopment of a framework broad

enough to encompass the entire spectrum of variables in the educational

system. This framework was divided initially into a number of logical

categories (components of subsystems) into which variables known or dis-

covered were placed. At the first level, these were necessarily broad.

The first-level model had the following special characteristics:

Inter-component communicability. Information
gained in oae component improved knowledge in
the others.

Communicability retention. The state of inter-
component communicability was retained as each
component was reduced to the next detail level of
subcomponent;.

- When these constraints were met in the model, the analysts had a method

of classifying and controlling the information extracted from the educa-

tional System; the approach provided a consistent frame of reference for

going into the system and questioning it for information. As the analysts

were extremely critical of each datum extracted, as well as of their cate-

gorizations, orderliness began to be imposed on the complexity of vari-

ables.

The five elements of the first-level model developed in this -Nay

during Phase I were:

a. An educational objectiv.:s specification model.
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An evaluation and assessment matrix, correlated to
designated objectives.

e. An expenditure-effectiveness model.

d. Extra-system variables correlation matrices.

e. An evaluation flowchart for related programs.

4. EVALUATION OF OBJECTIVES. Of primary importance to

the systems analysis is the discovery and clarification of the goals or aims

toward which the New York State educational system ostensibly operates.

These must be known so that the system components and processes have

meaning.

The analysis began by attempting to ascertain the goals of the system.

We reviewed the literature of education and questioned the educators, stu-

dents, ani general citizenry whom the system ostensibly serves. We

found a diverse range of objectives at every level -- some objectives

existed to serve others. We also found little precision or agreement as to

what each objective meant in actual fact, and even less agreement as to

how they rated in relative priority.

Given this situation, a six-character matrix was develOPed in the

same manner the first-level system components were derived:

Social
Attitudinal
Intellectual and Academic
Physical and Emotional Health
Vocational and Professional
Evaluation and Assessment

An attempt was made to translate statements from the literature (educational
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and popular) regarding objectives into this frame. Further, a small (not

statistically pure) sample of core and non-core school and community

respondents were asked to rank these factors.

Generalizations were made about which categories of objectives

each emphasized as important. Gross comparisons were made among

our selected subgrouping of the population. Interesting congruities and

incongruities were obtained.

Based on the results from qualitative analyses of the preliminary

data and attempts to interpret the data, a reexamination of the categories

was made and a revised list deve!opd according to guidelines set out in

a developed taxonomy of objectives:

TABLE OF
EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES-STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

A. COGNITIVE B. AFFECTIVE

1. GENERAL SUBJECT MATTER
Reading/Writing/Speech
Mathematics
Humanities
Social Sciences
Natural Sciences

2. AESTHETIC
Recognition of

Applied-Creative, Participation

3. SPECIALITY
Vocational
Pr ofe s sional

COGNITIVE PROCESSES
a) METHODS & TECHNIQUES

(Table continues)

65s.,

1. SOCIAL
a) INTERPERSONAL

RELATIONS
Adults
Parents
Peers
Groups
Social, Cultural, and

Ethnic Groups

b) SELF-CONCEPT
Understanding of

Himself
. Member of Society

Z. ATTITUDINAL
a) LEARNING BEHAVIOR
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Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Integration
Evaluation
Curiosity
General Positive Attitude

b) INDIVIDUAL ROLE
as Student

Member of Community
Member of Society
Worker

c) INITIATING BEHAVIOR/
MOTIVATION

Search/Experience
Initiative
Persistence

d) PRSONAL MANAGEMENT
Task
Tirrie

Receiving
Responding
Valuing
Organizing
Extending
Conflict Resolution
Frustration Tolerance

C. PSYCHOMOTOR DEVELOP-
MENT

Bodily Alaqtery
Healthi'ersona

An important outcome of feedback from the field work was a set of

criteria necessary for future clas...ification schemes of educational objec-

tives; namely:

The number of categories is limited.

The majority of stated behavioral objectives can
be logically placed in u.ie of the categories.

Category subjects are amenable to curriculum
designers.

The categories can be subjected to modification
by dynamic feedback upon implementation.

An evaluation program can be developed.
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The effect of implemented programs on attaining
them can be consistently determined.

Substantive generalizations can be made concern-
ing programs, objective intent, and implemen-
tation.

44,

By adhering to a reasonable scientific_ methodology in describing the

objectives categories above, a wdrkable model:for future research has

also been generated. The absolute necessity for evaluating and assessing

research programs in education against a predetermined set:of explicit

objet ives cannot be overestimated. Such evaluation is always taking place

in education, but usually on the basis of implicit objectives. These are

sometimes undesirable and, even where they are not, lack of explicitness

makes quantitative determination of effectiveness impossible.

Evaluation of achievement of objectives by the student or by the sys-

tem is ne' a thoroughly developed component of the educational system,

the study concluded. There exists a growing number of standardized

achievement and general knowledge tests that have useful validity and

reliability. As one moves into the affective domain, however, the tests

become sparse and weak, or heavily dependent upon highly-qualified pro-

fessional interpretation. this is true, despite the growing support to

increase the edLcationaleffortsin affective areas. ,

Teacher evaluations leave much to be desired as do materials eval-

uations. administrator evaluations, etc.

The study group developed a matrix of evaluation types that corres-

pond to the objectives categories.

66
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5. URBAN CORE SCHOOLS. A first-level assessment of urban

core schools was performed by the systems study group on the basis of

the objectives categories. For the sake of study, urban core schools were

described in the following traditional eight areas: (1) Learning Methods

and Materials, (2) Teachers, (3) Administration, (4) Program and Curric-

ulum, (5) Services, (6).-Facilities, (7) Parents, and (8) Related Extra-

System Influences. An attempt was made to loqk fol- each area of the

objective matrix throughout the school. Information was gathered from

the literature and field/work.

Urban core schools shared the problevms noted earlier as to objec-
;

.1(,?.Naluations. There appeared to be minimal use crf-the.educa-

technology so prominent in the literature.

Urban cc schools generally have serious problems in almost all

of the ',ove eas regardless of how they are classified. In non-core

eas, my of the behaviors that are vital to a successful education pro-

,n are ac in the home. The non-core student's entering behaviors

are often sufficient to compens-te far or adapt to) any deficit.^.cies in the

system. The urban core student usually enters the system with consid-

erably fewer of the repertoire of behaviors required to succeed in the

system. Furthermore, the system fails to take advantage of many of the

behaviors which are peculiarly his. To a large extent these findings con-

firm the conclusions of the Coleman study -- which suggests that improve-

ment can come about through efforts in the "extra system" (home and

community).
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.?

The school seems unable to mitigate or to adjust to deficiencies.

Many innovative programs were found to exist;houever,we lack the

reliable testing instruments to measure Their e.ziectveness. Where spec-

ial programs exist outside of the school, evaluation of results is olten

equally unreliable, but seemed to be consistently more satisfying. Our

cost-effectiveness analysis further supported this conclusion.

6. RELATED PROGRAMS.' A large number of educational pro-
_

grams operating outside of the regular school was reviewed. These

ranged from pr- !-schoo' to adu,t vocational pro,,,:ams; some were highly

materials - oriented, 'others were not.

he consensus seemed t. be that these programs tended to get

better resultsthanprogra. is operating in regular schools. Further, it

was felt that the regular schools have no conscious plans to translate

,uccesses in program developments from the related to the regular.

A first-le el evaluation model was developed for related,programs

which it is hoped will aid in discovering ways to replicate successes from

catside programs into the facilities serving more students.

7. NON-EDUCATIONAL FACTORS. The analysis of extra-

system problems focused on nine major sectors:

Housing
Health
Employment
Welfare
Law and Administration of Justice
Local Government Structure
Organization
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Media and Communications
Group Interaction:, and Individual :tions

The data space for cach of the nine major oartitioned

where relevant in terms of:

Demob: Data
Econon.,.
Social s

Political it..7tr
General :: :.tal Factors

This breakdown led to a rroblerns in each fr. Jr and ar.

identification of the major ..r sys:cm variables via a series of c,rr.-

lation matrices; the resez.i., rt. 1.id tae fcundation for a detailed aralvs;.3

of the functional relations beween extra-systern variables and int:ra-

system learning variables.

8. COST-EFFECTIVENESS, A major problem of educational

deciston- makers is the allocation of funds. Such decisions cannot be

based or. a comparison of per-dollar cost alone, but must take into account

the effcrtiveness of alternative programs toward reaching given educa-

tional go:.' . Cost-effectiveness analysis is directed toward presenting

the decisi::::--c.tk.:r. with a way r.f comparing alternative programl or

courres of action into a fairly systematic way.

A major outcome of the Phase I effort was c development of such

a cost-effec.tiveness measure: the Expenditure for Effectiveness Indica-

tor (EEI).

EEI is intended co in the corripari.,en of "programs," ticcined

as "activities designktd to achieve a s..ated objective, a.,.1 having I t 1,rifiable

6 6
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costs and measures of effect." EEI is a synthesis and refinement of

past cost-effectiveness measures in that it allows the input data to be

specified as a range of values rather than a single number. This allows

the degree of uncertainty associated with any of the input estimates to

be indicated in the final. n.easure.

EEI is con.puted from:

- the average cost/student;

the effectiveness of a program or program
area; E.nc..

a we'chting of t), importance of a program
accurding,to the needs of a pacti...:tlac schoo:.

The effecliveile of a r, .gram is rated alone a scale from 10 percent

(no significant increase it effectiveness) to 100 percent (maximum in-

creased eff-ctiveness). The weighting is accomplished Through an Irn-

portance Mear Weight (IN' , comp .1 along a scale from 1u0 ffor pro-

grams of riegligitle imp. ttancel to 1000 k.): programs essential to a

school).

These three input variables f: related as follovr,

EEI = Average 7 .st,,:cu, nt
(EffecAv,..ess) X (Importance Mean Weight)

A sample calculation, comparing two reading prograrrth, and

incorporating the degree of once linty ia arriving at the input informa-

tion, is shown beluw
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Expenditure i
Importance Effectiveness

Program Area Avg. $ /StudentL Erffectiveness X Mean Weight = Indicator (EE

(1) Conventional $200 + 50 .25 + .05 900 + 90 $0.89 + . 30

(2) Special $500 ± 50 .70 + .07 900 + 90 $0,79 ± . 13

The analysis in this hypothetical example reveals that the seemingly

more expensive special reading program is more expenditures-effective.

These results would serve as indicators to.the decision-maker, not as

.final answers to his problems. While area effectiveness" and "impor-

tance" factors selected from an accompanying scale are estimates, both

of these areas would become more explicit as the objectives and evalua-

tion components of our model were further developed.

After analyzing hundreds of programs andstudies of programs for

educational effectiveness, Westinghouse Learning Corporation's New York

State Systems Study staff applied its EEI methodology to 22 educationally

successful programs. It is important to underscore that all of the 16

elementary and secondary progrars., and six pre-school programs have

shown measurable cognitive student gains, and employed what are felt to

be reliable methodologies and professional practices. The Table which

follows presents theii. EF,I determinations, and estimates of uncertainty

in these values.

On the basis of the results of the Table, it is suggested that 17 of

these programs be further "production- engineered" and evaluated as part

66
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of the proposed Phase 11 program.

Further development of the EEI methodology is also suggested

during Phase II.

6 6 t.



A PRELIMINARY COST-EFFECTIVE ANALYSIS OF

SU.L'ESSFUL EDUCATIONAL PROGT AMS

Effectiveness

$IStudent (Gain) Vlitt

ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY PROGRAMS

$

I, The School and Home Program of Flint, Michigan 2,50

2, The College Bound Program of New York City 48,00

3, Junior High Summer Institutes of New York City 50,00

'4. Programmed Tutorial Reading Project of Indianapolis, Indiana 40,00

5, Teacher Expectation Project in South San Francisco, California .40.00

6, After-School Study Centers of New York City 70,00

7, Self-Directive Dramatiztion Project of Joliet, Illinois 73,00

8, Homework Helper Program of New York City 237,00

9, Elementary Reading Center3 of Milwaukee, Wisconsin 150,00

Intensive Reading Instructional Teams of Hartford, Connecticut 330,00

ll, Speech and Language Development Project of Milwaukee, Wisconsin 200,00

, Communication Skills Center Project of Detroit, Michigan. A4,90

WIL Jamaica Educational-Cultural Advancement Center, Jamaica, 500,00

New York

.4, Project R3 of San Jose, California 300,00

5, More Effective School of New York City 920,00

16, Project Concern - Bussing Program of Hartford, Connecticut ' 1473,00

PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS

1, Pre-School Program of Fresno, California 640,00

2, Diagny,tically-Based Curriculum, Bloomington, Indiana 500,00

3, Academic Pre-School Program of Champaign, Illinois 800,00

4, Perry Pre-School Project of Ypsilanti, Michigan 1075.00

5, Infant Education Research Project of Washington, D. C. 1800,00

6, Early Childhood Project of Institute for Development Studie 1800,00

(New York City)
I .

,

.50

,80

.80

..70

.95

.50

.95

80

.80

.95

,80

,50

.50

.95

.85

.95

.80

.90

.80

500 31+ ,,05

900 ,05 ±,,02

900 ,06 .02

800 J- 20
.10

-,,05
400 ,10 ,05

700 ,12 + ,05

500 ,22+ ,09
800 ,31 ± .10

800 ,38 + .12

800 .43 .14

500 ,50+ .22

600 , 55 + ,20

900 .57 ± .05

600 , 60 -4 , 20

900 2,05+ .85

900 3,20 1,60

1000

BOO

950

800

1000

1000

,67+ ,25

,75± .25

,85+ .23

1,50+ .50

2,00± .65

2,25+1,10
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V

9. CONTINUING R & D. Educational progress, in general, has

been hampered 5y limited research, development, and evaluation. In

most states educational R & D is less than one percent of the overall edu-

cational budget. Our study indicates that New York State is no exception.

The, basic plan proposed by the Westinghouse Learning Corporation

is to maintain and expand the research which has been started in Phase I,

and create. special separate demonstration and evaluation projects which

will verify the educational and cost-effectiveness of major programs

which our Phase I study to date indicates are successful,

As Michael Fzraday wrote,

"There seems to be a natural law that
regulates the advance of science. Where
only observation can be made, the growth
of knowledge creeps. But where . .

experiments can be carried on knowledge
leaps forward"., "
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B. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. CONCLUSIONS. The following can be concluded from the

Phase I efforts of the Westinghouse Learning Corporation:

The understandable confusion that exists in connection with New York

State's educational systems' goals, methods, evaluation approaclieq, and

dollar funding can be ameliorated by careful development of systems and

models similar to those which have evolved during this Phase I study.

Thegrowing urban demands for immediate change and improvements

in education cannot go ignored; at the same time, they should not be al-

lowed to generate massive, haphazard programs at the expense of long-

range, careful analysis, research, and development.

Our initial systems efforts revealed the need for discovering and

making more explicit the aims of New York State's educational system.

This information must come from educators, community members, and

the students themselves. Alienated groups at buth ends of the economic

ladder are demanding, among other things, a greater voice in this formu-

lation. In this case, the continued expansion of the "objectives" component

of the research model is not incompatible with the demands for immediacy.

Another important set of findings in our Phase I study was the iden-

tification of some 25 major success factors, and about 50 supplementary

success factors, common to effective educational projects. Many of these

factors are being hypothesized for further study and evaluation in the rec-

ommended Phase II program.

6 6
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Further, our Phase I Work. has enabled us to hypothesize a cost -

effectiveness model. a related-programs evaluation 'scheme, and an

extra-system variables identification model. The proposed Phase II

set of projects can serve to further refine the corwonent approaches to

allow for greaser specificity and higher reliability.

Our Phase I study has_further underscored the need for greater per-

sonalization of the educational process. This shows up in'the demands for

making education relevant to the present and future needs of the individual

student. as they relate to his capabilities, those of his local community,'

and those of society in general. It is apparent that greater use of educ'a-

tiunal can a'. dw for this transformation in a cost-effective way.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS. Westinghouse'Learning Corporation

nasproposed a matrix of 48 projects, each compatible with one or'more

of our information needs. While there are 12 called "research and develop-

ment projects," and 36 called "demonstration projects," they are all ac-

tive programs operating in the laboratory of the real world. The 12

R & D projects are called so only because they. are relatively untested;

they do. however, show great promise. The 36 demonstration projects

are largely replications, in New York State settings, of efforts that have

apper -,!ci to be educationally successful and cost-effective elsewhere.

The 'ollowing lists the 12 major areas to be studied, advanced,

/cross-correlated, and cost-effectiveness evaluated. Each area has four

accom;anying projects ranging from relatively simple to highly innovative.
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In each area, three of the four proposed efforts are demonstration proj-

ects, and the 'art an R & D effort.

a. Accelerated Remediation

b. Administrative Information Systems

c, Cultural and Community Factors

d. Early Learning

e. Home and Learning Climate

f. Individualized Instruction

g. Multi Media

h, Nim-Educational Factors

i. Psychological Factors

j. Teacher Training

k. Temporal Factors

1. Work-Study Factors
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1 Northside Center
Concentrated Re-
Sources

Total Socio-
logical Learning
Data Bank

Project Unique,

Rochester, NY

Cortland State
University of
New York

The Perry Pre-
School Project
in Ypsilanti,
Michigaa

Plan-Jamaica
Demonstration
Local District

a #28

Project R-3
San Jose,
California

R

Accelerated
Remediation Study
at Fieldston

Multi-Variate
Analysis

New Science in
the Inner-City
Columbia Universil

Educational Test-
ing Research
Program

Demographic and
Family Factors
Albert Einstein
Medical Center

Individualized
Instructional
Research

Computer Assisted
Instruction.- -

Picture Phone
Project



Index

8

9

A

Westinghouse Urban
Systems Development
Corporation

Diagnostically Based
Curriculum, Bloomington,
Indiana

10 Sensitivity and Nova
Teacher Training
Package--Teacher
Expectation

11 College Bound Program
of New York City

12 Vocational Education
Program

B

Harlem Health
and Welfare
Program

Communication
Skills Center
Project, Detroit,
Michigan

In, .viduaiized

Ins:ruction
American Institutes
for Research Package

After School
Study Center

Combination Program
of Greece, New York

Applied Research Center
Division Urban E,

Cooperative Affecti'

Project with a VarIabL
Special New York
School

Total MS Researel

Degree Program Teacher
Materia

Intensive Reading Learnin
Instructional and Man.

Teams of Hartford,
Connecticut

On-The-Job Manpowe
Education Program Develop.

Educati

Is are coded by the numeric number shown under "Index" (1-12) followed by the alphabetic
erne level as "Index," (A,B,C,R), e.g., 1A,1B,1C, etc.
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Concurrently, there is a need, for assessing present eva

ments and procedures. This approach is required to develop

pirical methodology for evaluating the relative effectiveness c

research and demonstration projects in attaining the desired

objectives. In order to provide for cross-correlation, the ev

cedure proposed by Westinghouse Learning Corporation will b

like set of evaluation techniques to be applied across all prow

mixes of correlated tests to account for areas in which presci

interfere with experimental design, and/or where such tests

rnentary or unreliable on their own.

Overall, the comprehensive R & D demonstration progr

areas is intended not only to further develop project methoclol

point towards optimization of the way to effect urban educatioi

for 11,:w York State within the next decade.
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Intensification of Feedback Channels

Lntergovernment Involvement, l''lan.reing, and
Coordination

To carry out this effort, Westinghouse Learning Corporation pro-

poses to enlist the aid of many of the most capable people, organizations.

and governmental units throughout the State. The goals-of the proposed.

three-year Phase II program are ambitious and significant. Anything less

would be to deprive an important segment of New York's citizenry of a

major opportunity for advancement.
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In carefully selected environments, e.g.. C
I know of no good data supporting CAI, t

storyit's tremendously effective.
EffectiveWhen application is properly r

properly designed and developed. Efficient-
ning factors are attended to.

Especially in the military.
Not proven to'behut some forms (depe

simulations could be revolutionary.
CAI is still not a proven approach.
CAI .... suffers from being seen as a magi(

Most available CAI material would be just
does not make full use of the instructional I
was happy just getting anything written.)

But the full impact has not been realize
If used as a supplement to -traditional" in
The only thing we really do know about

is that LLi.s effective in training students, ge
and in a :Itrof ter amount of time than non
has been compared. This says nothing, of c
ness in all parts of the school curriculum,
the question. I believe we should accept wi
schools that show CAI as the sole reason fc
scores (in reading and mathematics) : oft
lion of the increased attention placed on
emphasize the teachers here) who are using
instructionll systems themselves. I ani. of e
lyst to encourage an interest in learning;

tine, but we should be reminded
that lets us measure all the reasons for t

and machine need to work in concert.
Best example is Suppes' math which is eft

approaches are more costly.
The facts are in and the data are conch

efficient and effective medium of instruetio
skills.

Tremendous variation on both counts.
CAI is effective when operated by properly
Very difficult to really assess.
CAI stimulates creative learning and teat
Research on the cost-effectiveness of CA

level, CAI is apparently effective as a sup
titularly for disadvantaged students. At the
('Al is as effective as traditional instructic
and can also result in substantial savings IF
in instructional computing has been target:
effectiveness but on the basis of the %alueal
mint instruction.

Effesti maws has been proven : efficiency
Problem is mostly byeause people expect
-1. What human/organizational factors a

mentation of either (' MI or ('AI? Technica
crucial?

CONINIENT:

Authorship support. capitalization, key PP
t 4111 of facilities. (All equally critical)
Education is labor-intensive, and will Bice

should supplement. not replace. teachers.
Teacher and institutional understanding a

tool organizational.
Making It easy for teachers to use. plus

be integrated. Well designed materials th
knowledge of how to "adopt and manage."

Re-training teachers necessary to change
oreliesirator of instruction I. vs. deliverer).
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L to tell top management the truth about costs, uncertainties,
litliulties of implementing ('MI or CAI. It takes a real corn/nit-
wit yerto-he-known about human cognitive processes.
e critical. The role that teachers must play is quite different.41 new habits.
a knowledgeable focal point. thl 11'here and Nvlion should

ogy be applied. (c) The management problem implied in (a).'vet ively you must be very clear at the outset Nvhat you expect orto be t or how you want it changed t.
flicult get authors to write really good lessonsbecause if theytalent. why not write a textbook which gets wider distribution

aehers and other educational personnel is vital.
tistration awareness, training. Inexpensive computers and
staff : The availability of high quality materials; The develop -tor- culture among students and faculty ; Easy accessibility touit workshops.
zational: Managerial capability, creativity. understanding.tic: Critical Mass, good software, good communications andface. high reliability. Both factors are equally importantsolved in the educhtional process must be included in the CAI
8, teachers. parents, administration). System flexibility to pro-]) tl:cse above.
school personnel, understanding by the community, affordable'twerp.
mild be flexible to meet the needs of users.
appropriate instructional material, computer hardware too

visors leadership by educator. 1110 assume responsibility for1st ruction.
to help the teacher solve his Or her work problem. not just talkitered materials. lthnately, the cost amid power of hardware
;balite potential, lint in order to make it work, a high minimum
s required for a number of years. Although almost everyone
malt factors are most important, In truth when technOlogy is
it inevitably transcends human concerns, as in the development

eachersnnwillingness of college administrators to look oh-

f'ompetent local coordinator of CAI ativities.
d lilt as an addition to or elaboration of current educational
replacements for. Successful applications have been in this de-
iccess, I think, is dependent on it.
ilorganizational factors are related to the lack of success in
if either CM or ('Al? Technical scientific factors? \\*Iiieli are

COMMENT:

I undermine the succe:o: of C71 I: (1) Implementing a program
lens miderstanding its role. (2) attempting to start It program
tibia Is. Ctiless a teneher has enough terminals where she can
of the .lass at a time, the teacher feels that kids aro constantly
to ('A1 and she never has the whole class at one time. This
to be a hindrance as well as an aid.

sion that smite efforts have horn handicapped because of inade-
ck ,..111t rid. lack of support. anvttetirisni. anal miderestima-
; and resialrees required. From a technical si.unlpoint, We are
ce t., kno it great der,1 Hein. if we are ever going to get to the
in really engineer the instruction from a proce.s control

maim: technical problem but is failing. Disinterest awl hostib
-hers centered control of class and students is not in tune with
successful use of computers. 'Computer literacy' is hard to come

users and public. Many edurti tionit 1 deeisionmakers are unaware
computer tw i111010gY. Cap between existent technology and
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knowledge of the means to apply this technology. Instructors may have informa-
tion about CAI/CMI but often have no idea of how to use it. Equally iniportant.

Lack of clearly defined objectives.
Failure to involve all concerned early in the planning steps makes implemen-

tation difficult. Luck of adequate personnel training contributes to lack of sue -
cess. initial costs of equipment and lack of adequate courseware for many sub-
jects limits desirability of CAI in many cases.

Teachers are fearful of using CAI and administrators see CAI as expensive.
Few educators can do programming. (Factors are equal.)

(a) Insufficient resources or time to develop an operating system (usually up-
to -live years) ; (b) Lack of technical training; (c) Lack of curricular materials.

Human/Organizational; Poor training, teacher, insecurity, mismanagement.
Technical-Scientific: High cost of software and systems: slow response times;
Complexity ; Poor reliability. 1Hre failure stories related to the Human/Orga-
nizational areas, especially .aderfanded, overambitious programs, and poor
management.

Lack of flexibility . . exclusion of teachers from an active role.
High cost, resistance by educators, lack of Federal support, non-recognition by

industry of education or as a potential lucrative market, lack of audio capabil-
ity, graphics, etc.. at a cheap enough cost.,

Too often, CMI systems are inflexible, and require users to adapt or change
behaviors Lo accommodate the 83-stem.

Tendency in education to accept gimmickry for dealing with difficult problems.
Lack of enough high-quality courseware.
Insufficient development support. nndercapitalization, authorship external to

production environment, poor software and data base development, lack of insti-
tutional support tin order of crucinlity),

Ignorance and lack of interest. Overstatement by developers of the systems
capability. Cost is too high.

4 1) A curriculum. or teacher, that cannot be adapted, enabling the computer
resource to 'tit' and function well : (21 Technical scientiticno one knows, really,
what a successful implementation is, given the high cost of a computer resource.
But h."

Without teacher training, the program will fail. Technical Scientific factors
we've been thinking too 'big :. wit CMI /CAI. Very small, inexpensive applica-
tions can show more cost-effectiveness, and can be delivered without complex
systems and supra - systems. Both are crucial.

Authoring of individualized instructional material.
I would add that no existing implementation cone; even close to utilizing

what is known about the teaching-learning process.
Match of application to need. Use of interdisciplinary teams vs. 'Cottage-Indus-

try-Renaissance-man approach. Adequate funding. Adequate political support,
Adequate planning. Adequate Management. All are crucial. Instructor roles
changed to Instructional Evaluator/Manager/Prohlem Solver. Economic accom-'
moda thin would be maths in:that Instructor /Student ratio must he increased grad-
ually to recover costs as system matures.

The factor I would like to emphasize is that the "end users" must be part of
the design process, specifying their needs as well as learning the new possibili-
ties. In the case of CAI and CNII. I refer to both the teachers and the students.
Teachers' 11 tritudes are quickly picked up by their students. CAI or CMI eau only
be successful he teacher, I who might he parents) approve of their applica-
tion and. there cooperate in their optimal use. Ultimately, the systems must be
designed to allow student eontrol, not necessarily of the choice of the central
instructional material. hut of the choice of "spin-off applications. such as pro-
viding new data or wiring programs that make new use of the given data.

The lue'k -step nature of :h eourseware has positive value for some users. nota-
bly community c(..11'ge students. voting adults who appreciate the advanced speci-
fication of course objectives and the precise knowlede.- of how to obtain success-
ful course completion. Itut I believe that the technology is inure successful when
its use is not eoustraind by the programming. when the teacher and/or student
can modify the system to fit their particular needs. (As we have no long term
experience in a general education ,prograin. I was efanpelled to qualify the pre-
ceding statement with the term "bolieve".t We ,..an liken this situation to provid-
ing the teneher, learir with a textbook that uni,t be presented exactly as
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Not that drastic, but a sine-quo-non condition for survival.
Almost as revolutionary ry as the printing press.
If thoughtfully used.
Potentially this is true.
There is no way a anticipate the full impact of this technology on our society.

Where quantitative projections hove been made (i.e., number of computers in
use in years. etc.), they have almost universally been seriously underestimated.

More so when society is better able to accept and use the technology.
This is particularly true in the case of general purpose microcomputers. These

are beginning to show up in cars and household appliances and have the poten-
tial for massive .mpact on type and degree of training required for operation
of industrial an( service equipment.

Will become (...amouplace.
The interactivs. learning possible with computers will change all our educational

institutions.
They deal with intellect and communication.
Computers have the potential of being as important as the printing press.

The micro electronic technology developments have placed powerful computers
v.ithin the economic reach of the average student and citizen. However, the
significant innovations and applications needed to create an educational revolu-
tion still lie ahead of us.

My response reflects my previous emphasis on the use of the technology for
access to (11 previously unattainable hinds and amounts .of information and
(2) methods for viewing and manipulating that information. The printing press
represented a major change in the distribution of information ; small computers
owned by individuals but linked over networks to public" or private data bases
tlibrariesI represent not only new and revolutionary methods for the distribu-
tion of information. but also- for the use of that information.

7. Non traditional education though home-owned computer based education
is inevitable.
Frequency distribution: Percent

Strongly agree 44
Agree 33
Neutral 15

Disagree 2
Strongly disagree 4

COMMENTS

Limited to a subset of areas; often prohibitively expensive.
Though only as a supplement to public education. One quetsion: accreditation!
Entertainment is inevitable and, thereby, some education.
Potentially ( Recall, lioNVtVer. that T.V. had the s- me potential.)
florae centered use of all types of information utilities, services, and capabili-

ties is inevitable.
The potential is there. but it will require the appropriate social milieu.
Only problem remaining seems to be courseware.
BM not necessarily as the result of systems acquired specifically for educa-

tion, the effect of T.V. is comparableTX. was probably acquired for enter-
tainment ill the typical home but has inevitably led to learning that is not al-
ways of a desirable typee.g. violence. passivity). The ubiquity of interactive
computer systems I including games attached to T.V. sets and home computer
systems is going to have a similar effect whether planned or not.

No curriculum is presently availalde for widespread home use.
But only as supplemental approaches to education.
It probably will he T.V.-based, too.
May depend on commercial success.
Adult. perhaps; elementary/secondary, no (education requires baby-sitting).
It is a matter of time. really.
Systems will have to be almost foolproof to be successful.
This fact is becoming clearer and clearer- -,just witness the Christmas adds this

season.
But. it remains to be seen to what extent such education can support or

supplant normal public t duration.
People need social interaction as a part of their education.
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It's just a matter of time.
It will happen, but there is tin guarantee it will be good education.
It depends on what is meant by inevitr,ble. Traditional education will he

around for quite a while.
If used as homework, flue! If seen as substitute for school-based education,

bad.
Especially in the area of games. Also, in order to use computers to increase

our laziness we will often have to learn new skills in order to use them.
The advent. of computer-based education in the home will be largely due to

factors outside education. The energy crisis may lead us to substitute telecom-
munications for travel and consequently we may return to the home as the center
of education. Home use may be inevitable for special groups such as the elderly
or the handicapped or for special purposes such as leacher training.

I must repent that delivering instructional materials via home-based computer
systems means a,return to the home. Education in ones home is not non-tradi-
tional. just non- contemporary. It is not clear that the ultimate home media
will be the computer, but the., computer does seem to be serving as a catalyst,
getting educators to rethink the institutionalization of learning. Its value lies in
providing material3 and teaching methods to less-advantaged homes, countering
the possibility of locking children into the educational level of their parents.

To some extent. Our experience has shown, however, that school children
learn better in groups, even when they are learning on the terminals. Although
the instruction is individual, the child needs the support of the groilp and wants
to share his success with his peers. Often these successes are very subtlely com-
muhlcated, as the child appears to he whispering to no one in particular, "All
right ! Hey. I got it! Wow, a hundred percent correct!, etc." Where we have put
children on terminals isolated froi,, other children of elementary school age,
their enthusiasm noticeably diminishes.

S. 'tome-owned computer based education requires some type of governmental
action to make it worthwhile/or most optimal.
Frequency distribution : Percent

Strongly agtee 2S
Agree 20
Neutral 28
Disagree
Strongly disagree 15

CO'SUSIENTS

I'd rather deal with a reliable business ;. government is not guaranteed (on
basis of my experience) to produce either worthwhile or optimal products.

Otherwise. it will be haphazardat best. After all, quality education is difficult
and expensive to eoustruct and the immediate payoffs (seen by industry) are
dwarfed in comparison.

Probably in the form of compulsory standards aud "truth in advertising,". In-
centives should also be considered.

Private industry wil introduce games and entertainmentnot instruction.
It wouid probably take government interaction to make it worthwhile but it

requires careful monitoring.
I believe that goVernment action is needed to more quicl:ly move the tech-

nology into formal schooling. and to stimulate the constant development of more
adequate courseware.

To particularly bring the cost down.
The commercial market mechanisms will probably have a greater influence

on home-owned computer based education than any governmental action.
Support of research as well as regulation for dissemination.
Some efforts should be expended in this areabut not at the expense of other

programs--and not a massive shift. -

Quality control cannot be achieved otherwise.
Honie computers will develop very nicely if the Federal Government will

Just stay out of the way.
Put the money into good instructional software development.
It probably would benefit. but may not require it.
Yes. provided it must he very open-minded about what can he donehistory

shows government "action" is not very good at this unfortunately.
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This is a "mixed bag".
Direction and support (luring early stages would he helpfui and influential.

ltestrietiou of options and over regulation would be harmful.
It would depend on the action. I would suggest support for development.

Industry does not yet see a profitable market to reimburse these costs.
Support for micro-computer courseware developmept to permit distribution

at low costsny *15-25 for three semester hour course or for one year elemen-

tary mathematics.
Government should just concern itself with public education, but not just in

computing.
The momentum is already building.
Proliably only insofar as insuring that enough basic research in instruction

using the medium is performed to insure that a high standard of quality is

established.Federal action is required to stimulate availability of curriculum materials
and to create the mass market NthiCh would put equipment in the price range
for individuals,

Perhaps in need for standards.
Otherwise it will benefit primarily the affluent members of society.
Investment by the government could speed up the process by ,decades.
If "governmental net ion" menus competency-based granting of academic

credit.
Federal governmental action is required to change the compulsory attendance-

laws and approve new methods for certification ; copyright specifications are
needed for computer courseware: extension of state methods for the approval of
instructional materials for computers as well as conventional media are desir-
able, as well as state guidelines for management of home-based programs. This
probably opens a need for parental as well as certified-teacher training pro-
grams, and the need for central resource renters for student-teacher interactions
and group activities. To give access to all school-aged students, such centers
would necessarily hayed°, be publicly administered.

9. Computer literacy is a desirable national goal.

Frequency distribution :
zrecnt

Strongly agree 72

Agree 15

Neutral 4

Disagree
Strongly disagree

COMMENTS

It will probably he more important than classical, mathematical literacy !
Just as paN-ft.encil literacy has led to discoveries unimaginable. it seems

likely that conqatter literary will become a powerful tool for thought. People not
able to utilize this technology will be the functional illiterates of terminals.

Necessity.'
Computers are here to stay and we must all learn to use and live with them.
Too much ignorance exists. It should begin in the schools, preferably with
students 12-14 years old.

Certainly les-; inqortant than tatergy or transportation literacy!
Schools specialize in teaching languages (English, Spanish, Math, Physics,

ete.1. and the computer language is one of the most powerful for a student to
know in tomorrow's society.

"Literary" means knowing lion to use and program a computernot just
awareness of 'ompttters.

Not anymore neeessauin fact. less necessary than everyone having to learn
to garden. cook or drive.

For most of the population t GO-70(,.: 1.
lint there are ',vend level, of computer literacy, which itself has not been

a &qua tidy define('
To agree here-would he like proposing automobile literacy or electronics as-a

national goal (because people use them in their daily 11x-es).
The degree of computer literacy in the coming years will be an intellectual and

economic "amplifier". That is. an advan tam. in computer literacy and facility will
aeerne proportionally larger benefits as time goes on.
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Especially for "traditional" education.
This may occur almost automatically as microcomputers become more a part

of the environment but could be helped by minimal supplementation of math and
general science courses in elementary and secondary schools. It is not necessary
to make everyone a FORTRAN or BASIC programmer.

Can be best achieved by self initiative when equipment is available to the mass
marketCB radio and audio-cassett recording are examples of this concept.

We are a compater.oriented society !
All types of *,,iteraci,* are to be desired.
It will soon be as basic a skill as arithmetic and it will continue to have in-

creasing influence on everyday life.
Dealing with computers is a part of life now, and so courses in programming

are as necessary as English or math.
It, is not possible to disagree with the notion that computer literacy is desirable.

The printing press made books and other reading materials generally available;
paper and pencil, cheap and portable communications media, made the ability to
write generally available. The pervasiveness of the applications of a medium
demands literacy about its applications. Note, I said the "applications" of the
medium, not necessarily the medium itself. For example, it is not a national goal
that each person understand how carbon is formed into pencil lead. but it is a
goal that each person know how to write legibly with that pencil lead. Similarly,
it is not a desirable goal that each person understand the electronics of a com-
puter. but, given the growing. use of computers in businesses, schools, and home
entertainment and appliance centers, it is desirable that each person understand
how to use computers; how to control them. To protect users of any medium, it
is also desirable that the user understand the limitations imposed by the par-
ticular medium (for example, programming constraints can be imposed by size
of computer memory not by the definition of "computer").

With half of our Gross National Product (GNP) involved with information
and nearly half of our labor force holding informational jobs, it is clear that
ignorance of computers and information processing may cripple an individual
occupationally' and. as a consumer. Universal literacy makes it possible for na-
tions to introduce .tiew innovations and technology which can improve national
well-heing and productivity. Without it. innovation becomes much more difficult
and takes nmeh longer to achieve. Moreover, an informed populace can more
intelligently exercise the control and use of computers in an information society.

10. We need a national commission to look into these and other issues involving
computers and their role In the learning process.
Frequency distribution : Percent

Strongly agree 30
Agree 26
Neutral 26
Disagree 4
Strongly disagree 13

COMMENTS

May be useful. but I think national commissions are overrated and overdone.
Could he a two edge sword. If the commission comprises men of vision. then

yes. but few people grasp new paradigms that easily.
We have already had many commissions; their recommendations have not

been acted on.
A commission is not the appropriate vehicle to investigate these issues.
Need to include someone from the gifted field.
The changes of the last decade have been rapid and have affected all levels

of education. If we are to achieve the goals of quality education and equal op-
portunity we must assess these uneven and rapid changes and provide for a
more equitable distribution of resources and a more cost-effective product.

The sooner. the hotter.
National support may be preferable.
It might he a gond first step.
National level importantYou get the best people. and the scientific issues

here are complex.
Commissions tend to codify or'put an imprimatur on what is already known.
Commissions are a waste of timelook for creative individuals.
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Better results might he obtained by commissioning several groups, each com-
ing at the problem from a different perspective: computers/hardware, course
content, instructional science.

We need to know what is going on and to disseminate information to aid
progress in the field. Commercial economic incentives need to be encouraged to
fuel growth and development outside the government sector, as well.

Since I do not see how a national commission can help or hinder the develop-
ment of these issues, with the exception of temporarily misplacing financial and
intellectual energies. I strongly disagreed with the statement.

It could be worthwhile if the right experts were involved.
Would be helpful, yes.
I don't see the benefit.
National commissions seem to do little more than restate the obvious (at

great cost to the taxpayers).
Federal government needs to provide the stimulus which will encourage par-

ticipation of business and industry through market incentives.
This group must be carefully organized so that it is not unduly influenced

by a single element.
Not clear a commission would help anything.
Can't hurt, although many blue-ribbon panels have been ignored in the past.
11. We need increased funding/coordination at the federal level to solve the

above problemS. (Specify type and level).
Frequency distribution : Percent

Strongly agree 54
Agree 2G

Neutral 11
Disagree 4

Strongly disagree 2

CONE IlEN'a"

Funding* and co ordination at late elementary /early secondary level may well
be desirable and effective in promoting literacy, but I'm not convinced it would
he either helpful or appropriate in developing the Jioute market.

Greater need for R. & D. funding across all federal agenciesapproximately
$500 million.

Yes, however we should also recognize that most of the current funding agen-
cies have shown little understanding of the dramatic potential and problems in
using and shaping technology for education,

Standards for software, hardware could be coordinated.
Funding/coordination is needed at the HEW level.
With funding available, many exciting education projects for gifted could be

implemented.
The amount of discretionary resources for education at the Federal level is

greatly limited. If new efforts are to the initiated, additional funds will be
required.

Categorical funds--Elementary/Secondary Level Continuous Funding.
Because of additional costs associated with developing and implementing CNII,

and the need for more R. D. on how computers can best support instructional
management. the Federal government should increase funding to states and local
school districts to develop effeetivo CMI systems. State governments working
with local schools are in the hest position to develop comprehensive, coordinated
systems.

(It Unless a high minimum of mass of eapital is available for many years at
a time, no technological project. can be successful. (2) 2-3 million dollar per
project per year.

Schools should provide computer literacy as a part of their regular educational
program. Local school agencies do not have funds to pay for the computer,: needed
for such (imrses. The Federal government should provide these one-time start-up
funds to the schools.

Agree we need increase because potential is increasing. First needed is an
information/research coordination and resource center which acts as a search/
resource (Titter. New areas like this are plagued with duplicated effort and lack
(4 information:

Type: Larger centralized projects, Level : Uncertain.
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Not sure about best ways. What is clear is that development times are longer
than the 3-5 years afforded projeCts in the past. Patience is needed with respect
to efforts like PLATO and MITRE.

Federal government has funded PLATO, but no one can get to it, so why spendmore money?
Need both funding and coordination.
The track record so far (e.g. NSF) has not been spectacular. Although ONRdid an excellent job in support of early research (in the middle 041's).
The need is to support creative and responsible groups, and not be afraid tolist "ideas- as the product being produced.
At the present time. funding should be aimed at improving understanding of the

teaching-learning process, the development of improved methods of instructional
design, and the development of advanced prototypes. Once the "hugs" have been
worked out, the entrepreneurs will take care of the dissemination.

Funding give support. Coordination helps apply it to the "right" places. Obvi-ously there is a cautionary implication here.
I think the national functional literacy problem is a disgrace: We need intra-

educational and extra-educational system actions.
Basic study Into how people learn ; fund pilot projects of great diversity

(TICCIT and PLATO answered many questions unasked, even, when they were
begun. Too had they aren't being evaluated properly) to fund effective roles
for computers in education. Imagination is needed.

Not needed.
I hate to see tax money thrown at general problem areas in hopes that some of

it will stick long enough to do some good. The only areas that would seem to
benefit (and them only with hardnosed administration of funds/coordination)
are those in which start-up costs are too great for individual users (or com-
mercial ventures) to justify exploration but which have promise of ultimately
providing improvements which would benefit large portions of the population.
Much of the NSF support of early CAI systems fits into this category.

Details would have to evolve from goals and objectives established by federalcommission.
Need standards for design, development, evaluation and transport of materials.
You can always use more money. but first one needs to determine what needsto he done.
More prototype projects. particularly with newer equipment (intelligent video-

discs. for example) are needed to enable us to fully see thiS powerful new teach-
ing medium. Unfortunately, funding has dropped recently, at a critical time.

Money to provide faculty incentives.
Federal money in education is now directed at programs and research that will

have less impact in the future.
It must be properly channeled and combined with user education and course-

ware development.
We need initially a heavy emphasis on research and development in. order to

surmount application problems in the future.
We need to divert funding from present sources in education that appear to be

largely unproductive of their original goals. Teacher aides do not appear to help
raise achievement scores. Smaller classes do not appear to raise achievement
scores. I believe we are spending the money in the wrong areas.

Coordination of funding is always desirable, at any level: increasing funding
without providing better technical direction is simply not good business practice.
The problem is that dollars-and-cents numbers (to not generate the instructional
theory needed to guide new educational uses of computer technology. Incentives
on the federal level are traditional methods for stimulating nationally needed
activity (I am. of course. thinking of tax incentives for business investments).
But the markets for computer hardware have expanded without governmental
intervention : these markets have encouraged industry to invest research money
in hardware development. Our knowledge of software (e.g.. programming lan-
guage) design and implementation lags considerably behind hardware design
and fabrication. As the market expands to less ',echnically knowledgeable users.
as it is now doing. thealemand is increasing for more congenial interface meth-
ods (input/output devices as well as programming languages). Industrial and
academic researchers are turning to these issues right now.

The question is. firstly. how much federal government intervention is needed to
guarantee that this kind of research is carried out and at acceptable speeds : and.
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seeondly. whether' the results of federally-funded research centers get sufficiently
distributed, with or without industrial interest, to he worth the expenditure of
funds? Federal funding should open the door to a broader range of studies;
initially, the kinds of instructional materials made available should be greater by
providing increased resources for a greater variety of 'researchers. But beater
federal coordination is needed to guarantee the accessibility of these materials
to the average user of a home computer; here, I do not mean by finding profit-
seeking publishers to disseminate the material, but by providing free library
access and by supporting the initial teaching efforts (the initial idea is public
libraries for public school personnel, teachers and students). Lack of broad use
of natioually--funded curricula in the past, possibly due to their ultimate market
costs. should emphasize' this point.

NVe are not longer patient consumers of school programs, willing to wait for the
"one best way" to evolve. But we are conservative in our willingness to change
abrupt1; a great deal of new ideas and testing of those ideas to determine their
viability is always in order. For example, I believe that the caution with which
schools are incorporating calculators is appropriate; I do not believe, however,
Ilia', the school.: eau afford to dismiss calculators or computers ( no more than
schools could fford. to ignore the use of typewriters). Vkleral funding is desir-
able te., hell, iu broad-based evaluations :-eenters to provide experienced research
teams for these purposes are significant aids to getting the job done. Prior govern-

t'011.11:LSIS on development progranis reepiires too much money over too long
a period without producing 11`:,iitices that can be made more generally available.
Stronger emphasis is needed on researching applications for available technol-
ogy. and. perhaps through industrial cooperations, keeping pace with the prod-
ucts that are developed. Imo not as yet marketed.

If what- we awed is more ideas about Applications of computer technology and
better ovalnations of those applications. then funding a limited number of re-
search centers seems counterproductive). I fear that putting the researchers-all in
one placf weans that they will all start doing the same thing, producing fewer
ideas that twist he positively twain:11141 for their work to continue. The over-
whelming -sameness" of research ()samples in the computer science, area of
"artificial intelligence" seems to support this fear. lint this statement, in itself. is
cOnntf'1'111'1)(111rtiVP since good research needs ;zooid resources: a critical mass of
people to carry out the very large tasks. This seems to imply that a significant
number of rs.arch project, must he funded to generate several, good competitive
ileas with sufficient funds to carry out evaluations Of the idea's. As stated before.
their research priorities are to find new instructional applications of centimeter
technology that make use of the imoolimil's unique :rip)thilities to access and edit
inform:It ion c rather than using the medium as a new delivery system for current
instructional content 1. to carry out national pro: "anus of evaluation. rind to
provide piddle access to the resulting products.

12. We need a center 1 or c :-nters1 of excellenec to complete research on these
issues.
Frequency distribution :

Strongly agree
.1gree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

Percent

COM Nt EN TS

59

4
9

Those centers have been the most effective resource.
Private industry has alwa3-: outstripped the gantees in innovations that can

be aptoliod to education.
That w011111 he great :
May .simply NN:111i :(/ strengthen ONISti111.: etliter,; (e.g. I.RD(7rnivcrsity of

Pittsluirgh).
(lovermlieut interpretation of *centers' is university/rest arch groups. If 'yen-

!or' included actual users e:a, selected high schools:1, the results NV(1111(1 be very
1,rtlovhil. and my vote would lg. 'strongly agree'.

The country can get far more for its money 113 funding outstanding individuals
awl small center,, Large caters tend to be less efficient. Their main advantage
lies in greater visibility in the broader community.
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Yes . . . Some academic, some industrial.
It is time to consider this.
Should look at hardware. software. courseware. societal issues individually

and collectively. --
Not necessary.
I would hope that it is recognized that several such centers already exist de

facto.
Major efforts are needed to build CBE courseware to meet national priorities

and needs.
This is where the research should be conducted.
But be sure it is not just the "old boys" being supported one more time.
Additional research is badly needed.
Because of the high cost of computer research and development, centers of

excellence is the best approach.
We need better hardware for learner interactive use followed by massive

amounts of software development.
This is urgent--now !
Such centers must also serve as a training ground for some of tomorrow's

top-notch educational researchers and educators.
There should be more than one center to avoid getting "locked into" a specific

approdch.
Seed 3 or 4 alternate centers to develop courseware and algorithms.
It should be staffed with qualified personnel including advocates.
These centers need to be distributed throughout the United States for easy

access to all.
Absolutely necessarysmall amounts spread nicely will not be very effective.
Such center (centers) should serve as a resource and support for State and

local efforts.
Federal centers would become too bureaucratic to stay ahead. Individual

groups should he financed at.
Largely. massive fmided venters are great. for working on highly technical.

velldefined problems. Here we have a case of existing high technology and
poorly defined problenis. Small or medium centers or Ludividual researchers with
teams would seem much better.

While centers of excellence would he useful. the innovative and effective use
of technology .requires many forms of activity. Priorities for research, training,
eurrienhun, and courseware development are also required. No one activity or
no small collection of performers are ca pa hie of bringing about widespread
change. .\ programmatic effort is required.

Yes, but let's get it established within the educational establishment, Educa-
tional technology people are afraid of CAI because they do not understand it.
We need a nationwide effort to educate or re-educate these people and get
(AI/CMI accepted within the millstream of the profession.

13. Such center (or centers) research priorities should include :

COMMENTS

Determine research gaps. Special applications (e.g. handicapped and remote
sites ). Mechanisms for technology transfer.

Authentication of results of these mediums and dissemination of the practices.
Reliable, versatile, and inexpensive hardware. Effective means for producing

col reware with a strong level of credibility.
Yes. probably two or more. However. the charters for these centers must he

carefully thought out aml articulated or otherwise they will pursue the ordinary
and not venture into the vast unchartered territory that must he ingeniously
explored.

Should be multidisciplinary, emphasizing the psychology of learning and striv-
ing to integrate advanes in computer hardware. software, courseware. and the
ways that knowledge eau be represented, organized. stored. retrieved. etc.

Ili Development of courseware for mass distribution: (2) Development of
models for human environments that will succeedin homes. schools. offices.

Evaluations of existing systems and conduction of tests in realistic environ-
mentA.

Planned studies of what kinds of covert cognitive skills are developed by com-
puter/media technologies so that, as in the ease of paper/pencil literacy, we can
efficiently teach the -study skills" for computer/media technology.
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Computer programming effects on teaching efficiency.
(a) The development of equipment systems for specific educational, proli-

(Pins ; (bl The development of high quality curriculum ; (c) Training and work-
shops for teachers and instructors; (d) Technical advice to administrators and
instructors; (e) Research on and the testing and evaluation of instructional
systems.

Research on : Learning styles ; Curriculum for individualized instruction ;
Cost-effeetiveness processes ; Educational organization, Finance, and manage-
ment : Educational evaluation ; Software generation ; Disadvantaged and gifted ;
Soolal science.

I1) Research on new technology ; (2) Courseware development ; (3) Evalua-
tion research.

Net gains, amount. kinds of technology, and mix.
(1) Integrating computer usage with socio-political realities ; (2) Reducing

costs of operating CMI systems ; CD Placing graphics on computer for cost -
effective retrieval.

Videodiscs.
Exploration of computer language alternatives. Development of achievement

tests for computer literacy. Development of courses in computer use for problem-
sot ving.

(1', Defining what is possible : (2) Small xperimental demonstration pro -
grants; (3) Much teacher (not PhD. but regular teacher) input: (4) Defining
ways/ languages to simplify computer use.

Creation of instructional materials.
Quality materials, systems, and transportability.
(1) Assessing state of the art in instructional/management know-how : (2)

Development of sophisticated computer answer processing and management rou-
tines: (3) Redirect -learning psychology to solve instructional problems.

Cost-benefit analyses. Research on learning style and computer delivery.
More emphasis on applications strategies.
Imagination should be their most important. product.
A wide- variety of activities. with the emphasis on basic research and ad-

vanced prototypes.
Hardware/Software testing/Enhancetnent/Development/Currieulum develop-

ment/Demonstration activtii Os.
Long-term funding. long-term access to students, long-term commitment of

professionals.
Courseware development aids : teacher training materials or procedures : user

requirements for software : hardware needs in education.
(1) Behavioral research: 2) Learning research : (3) Iltnnan/machine inter-

face resea reitComputer should interact richly with all six senses.
f'ffillputer literacy.
A center must have the flexibility to move forward with the state-of-the-art.

Hence there should be a proven hardware design capability. A center must
have access to a wide range of real user populations and a proven capability of
interacting with these populations under learning conditions that are lisith real-
istic and experimentally clear. Given this setting, there is a need : (1) to identify
optimal parameters for instructional man-machine interaction (e.g. 'human fac-
tors' aspects) : I2) to identify optimal structures for CAI-CMI languages : (3)
to identify critical barriers to effective application of known principles of in-
structional design ; 4) to further knowledge of techniques of individualized
instruction.

Include development with research heause research without development
will not advance; the uaticm. Centers f oensed on separate disciplines I Math,
Science. etc. ) would he extremely useful.

Design. evaluation. applications, t ra nsport.
Determining' how the curriculum should look given the existence and avail-

ability of computers.
( 1 ) Hole of graphics : (2t Role of full multi-media capabilities: 13) Develop-

ment of systems for producing ('Al') MI materials : ) Hardware specifically
oriented to educational uses.

(liven solid and valid curriculum and a coordinated faculty effort what does
the application of computers to education at large do.

Multi-disciplinary approach.
Development of sniall. powerful computers, and development of sophisticated

tutorial programs and educational games.

RQ/1
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Development of courseware in critical teaching areas.
(1) Hardware; (2) Operating systems and languages; (3) Subject matter

software development."
14. There are bureaucratic bottlenecks that prevent dissemination of com-

puter-based techniques, ideas. courseware and hardware that would improve the
chances of all segments of our population to become better educated.
Frequency distribution: Percent

Strongly agree 35
Agree 24Neutral 13Disagree 15Strongly disagree 4

CO[ N NIENTS

Number 14 is a loaded question. The two parts, (1) bottlenecks to prevent dis-
semination of computer-based materials and (2) bottlenecks that prevent all
segments of our population to become better educated, do not nec.essarily belong
together. The first parr has been answered in the above. stating that I agree that
bottlenecks exist that. are mostly financial fur disseminating software and course-
ware. But it is certainly far from guaranteed that alleviating these bottlenecks
will improve the chances of all segments of our population to become better edu-
cated. Introdueing another new device will not solve the problems of today's
educational system because. as stated earlier, those -problems are social ones,
coming from the economic and ecological uncertainty with which we are all
trying to live.

The bottlenecks are more technical in nature including design, authorship
quality, and quality of distribution.

One in particularthe policy of no royalties on partially government-supported
curriculum projects has caused delays of several years in sonic cases. For NSF-
sponsored COMPUTE materials. the effect has been to preclude coMmereial pub-
lication. The government should lie more flexible in allowing the use of existing
connnereial resources. such as publiFliers. even if it means that someone might

?) get rich.
Granting agencies do a poor job of protecting the pubic interst and assuring

public . access.
I think dissemination is ok. but -I wonder about how easily site people have

been able to use \my coded programs.
Need for a national clearinghouse of computer-based techniques. ideas. conrse-

ware and hardware.
Fur example, rETA program precludes CAI in basic skills.
Politica: expediency. anti-intellectualism, middle-management types, the uni-

versity research office.
Skepticism and lack -of understanding on the part of school people (Note:

Some of the skepticism may be warranted.).
Ignorance of this technology on the ;mart of the administrators and teachers.
Lethargi support by administrators. in part caused by an exaggerated cost

estimate. Poer support for efforts needed to package materials. CONDUIT is a
help.

Yes. bet mliese are not by any means our biggest problems.
Mostly an understandable hesitancy to expend tight funds for efforts that will

ant have imniediate payoffs.
Lack of 'universal' standards.
The recent ending of the TIE program in NSF is a current bottleneck.
School systems may lie bottleneees.
Not bureaucratic just lark of ui oneY. lack of a market and therefore lack of

materials.
rs( tE. NSF. State departments of educators.
Government regulations on use and procurement of ADP services and equip -

a en
I feel the colleges maul universities kcep callieg for research grants to develop

acarmtgarde hardware and software without proper attention being paid to the
eonstrailds in puiclic edocation. More al tendon should he directed at .

developing low-cost production technics of felt needs of the practitioners. I do not
feel the need for a color pmeture to he superimposed on the cathode ray tube but
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I would like a low cost audio system that could accompany primary reading

instruction.
Lack of coordination at Federal level, even within agencies. Annual shifts in

priorities can rob existing programs of effectiveness and even prevent them from

being properly completed.
They are just the usual ones: budgetary. etc.... They assume more importance

because of the need for integrated effort With freedom to consider tradeoffs

across areas (e.g. hardware vs. software).
DOD regulation 18-1 and similar federal restrictions to purchase computers.

OE and NSF legal hold on copyrights where federal funds have been used to

develop.
The chief bottleneck is method of evaluating proposals. There is no consistency.

Another is method and criteria of selecting programs.
I believe the major "bottlenecks" are not with government bureaucracy but

with educators who refuse to believe that learning/teaching can be vastly differ-
ent and much more efficient by using technology.

CAI is not,being disseminated because of a lack of an adequate dissemination
source and dget.

New technologies often require new organizational mechanisms to facilitate
their adoption. Studies of how to reduce the time-lag between the identification
of a problem and the implementation of a viable solution are probably merited.

Inflexibility of ESEA Title languages and State regulations that make it diffi-
cult inany cases to fund CAI/CMI programs.

Protection for authors and investors; incentives to improve and modify con-
sumer protection . . .

Federal guidelines: purchasing procedures, student population, time frame,
funding plans.

Regulations concerning purchase of ADP equipment.
Many educators fail to seek new devices to facilitate better learning..
Program offices have: (1) Lost courage to back projects themselvesCom-

mittees from outside decide everything and thus project institution from Con-
gressional criticism. Committees are usually wrongafraid of new, risky, or
complex. (2) Too many bureaucrats to give away too few funds. Thus almost all
grants take 8-S months to process and they can have only a few thousand dollars
apiece.

Regulations that present federally supported projects from recovering royalties
or courseware, etc.

The tendency to fund research projects but little or no information dis)emitm-
tion/resource activities. When fundedlarge centers in global areas ar' set up
instead of providing funds to small information centers concerned witV specific
areas.

Most courseware developed to date is ill designed, parochial, limited. in scope
and effectiveness, not worth disseminating. What is needed Is a machine inde-
pendent, rndividnalized/CAI/CMI curriculum development effort in major con-
tent areas akin to the major curriculum development efforts done afttir sputnik
in physics, biology etc. This development should be done by professionals using
academicians and teachers as resources, not vice versa. This curriculum should
be objective based, criterion referenced:and uniform across the country. Credit
should be obtainable from all participating schools/universities, and incentives
for offering such nationally accredited courses should be provided.

15. Are there any additional issues that have been overlooked in the above?

COMMENTS

What agency(ies) is most appropriate for establishing policy and disseminat-.
ing funds? At present. efforts are fragmented.

I feel that 75% of the technology has already been developed and is price
effective. Let us implement it now !

YesInvolvement of industry. Incentives for private distribution networks
to implement the' fruits of governmentsponsored R. & D. and to carry the good
design standards to homes and sehools.

Institutions of higher education. where teachers and educational administra-
tors ore educated. do not provide substantial training in the technologies of
education. Major funding of higher education may he necessary to redirect these
schools from teaching teachers about the more mundane "methods" of the past.

1 Qo
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to teaching them about the present and future use of media and technology, par-
ticularly computer/media technology.

Asimov claims computer can be creative and be programmed to Learn to
reach this goal our gifted need to be cognizant of the importance of the role of
computers in our livcs and to work in harmony NVitil them.

(1) Developing better mechanisms to facilitate cooperation among education,
business and the government. (2) New financial mechanisms for the acquisitionof capital for long-term educational investments. (3) The crisis of technical and
educational obsolescence and the role of technology and the Federal governmentin continuing education.

There is still a need for a National Dialogue between Industry/Govern -ment /and Academe supported and encouraged on n continuing :msis (e.g. ProjectARISTOTLE).
Successful implementation of a complex technology into education requiresvery eareful planning, is expansive and will require all possible management andtechnical skills. rnderestinmting the problems will lead to a disaster. Quick solu-

tions could lock schools into systems with technological obsolescence before theyare even used.
Need for Alum tinn. Industry 1.ooperation. Establishment of an all-technology

sellout. Tetteher training. More efficient distribution of funding to result. in betterconsideration of projects.
Practically every program officer involved in technology at NIE nr NSF haslost the ability to fund new and important projects with any substance or speed.This is a direct. result of Congressional policy : (1) Funds have been cut back;(2) Available funds have been designated by political fiat such as UMA and theAlaskan Satellite in NIE. If Congressmen want to designate certain project funds,these should be added above standard budget, otherwise project officers have nofunds left for significant projects. (3) Political attacks by politicians, followedby cries for accountahility, on agencies such as NSF simply destroy programofficers' to function. Their superiors make certain a "public" group of out-siders make the decisions. This strategy relieves the agencies of accountablitynl protects the agency leadership. It also ensures mediocrity and the death of.inything creative or significant. (4) Union lobbying and State lobbying for

direct funds for education has nutde Congress shy about using rands iii R & D
posture. Union members and States want direct funds for salaries, not new pro-
grams nr technological delivery systems. Congress has responded accordingly.it congressional Staff leadership has not been very interested in this area.

Yes. What will happen if no federal action is taken to educate the public in the
use of eomputers? The answer is that only those individuals and affluent schoolswhich can afford to buy- the new computers will derive the benefits. The economi-
rally and socially- advantaged will develop new skills that further widen the gap
between themselves and those less advantaged. Only a public education programea n avoid this

'rho potential is very great for the use of computer or microprocessors to offsetthe handicap fared by many severely physically handle:timed individuals, inclnd-
Non-speaking ;physically unable), non-writing and um-manipulative, blind,lnd deaf.

Cnni s ration with private industry, for example: Computer companies aml puit-lishing with particular emphases and standards and distributor.
There is tin mention of any new curricula demands (e.g. Computer Science) norof hardware intercommunications.
In addition to computer literacy, more attention would be paid to the "adjunc-

tive" use of computers-- as data analyzers, vehicles for simulation models, and.11.ieets to he programmed.
Teacher training in sehools of editeation needs to he infimmed. snmetimes (ac-tually often). instructional designers that are really good using the computer

medium are really hard to come by.
The redo of eaehers.
The que,tiennaire is directed primarily towards questions of implementation.

There ar a few systems currently that are worth implementing one a large scale:
most aro not. More important, we can and must develop far better systems. It
Woltid be a serious mistake for the government to fund large scale implementa-tions when what are most needed arc better understanding and AN-aimed proto-
types on whirl' I., base large scale (lout-dont:tent and implementation.

ail viom,ly there will always is' many unexplored issues in any discussion of a
topic such as thi. one. One 'which is worthy of further attention is the area of
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government underwriting of increased basic research in which automated learn-
ing systems are both the object of, and the vehicle for the research effort.

Everyman's portable automatic tutor is a reachable dream. But it would take
extraordinary wisdom, integrity, honesty. and patience to make It happen.

I feel that you are being told that if only the government would pour money
into research and implementation of micro systems for everyone, then everyone
would use his/her Imn computer and become edneated. Not so! Personal comput-
ing software development is stalematedno one knows how to turn people on to
learning. With traditional media, our options were limited : with the computer,
ways to learn are limitiless, Lets not use the computer to mimic the dark ages of
learning : let's explore and capitalize on the richness of this new tool.

Yes. Emphasize (milliliter literacy to overcome the reluctance of people to use
computers in education whether at home or sch(g)1. We- must overcome fear by
anderstamling, not bury the technology in a deluge of research and reports!

The real problem is finding out where and in what way computers can and
should be used in education. There still are too many computer projects that
simulate long division. Not only that. we take 5 years (if you add up all the
Months spent iv elementary school I teaching long division. Rather than mech-
anizing the present curriculum, we need a new one.

We should be encouraging commercial vendors in taking a more active role in
marketing course material of this kind.

The educational advantage of the new technology is that it pan provide per-
sonalized attention to the students problems and misconceptions, and it provides
the, student with an environment where the student can try out ideas w?thout
fear of criticism or failure and can have more control over the learning process.


